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WELCOME
Welcome to the 16th Conference on Laboratory Phonology
On behalf of the Department of Linguistics of the School of Arts and Humanities of the
University of Lisbon, and of the Phonetics and Phonology Lab and the Lisbon Baby Lab
of the Center of Linguistics of the University of Lisbon, it is our great pleasure to
welcome you to LabPhon16. The biennial LabPhon series is the conference of the
Association for Laboratory Phonology. The goal of LabPhon16, like in previous editions,
is to promote the scientific study of the phonetics and phonology of languages, through
the use of laboratory methods and interdisciplinary approaches.
Lisbon is not only cool (CNN considered Lisbon Europe’s coolest capital), but beautiful.
It is built on seven hills (the ‘colinas’), as the vowel system of European Portuguese is
rooted on seven phonological vowels. It is a historic city, where the mix of peoples is not
only behind ‘fado’ music (World’s Heritage), but also probably had a say on the
characteristic vowel reduction, intonational system and rhythm of the language. Lisbon
is full of colors and accents, and combinations of the ancient and the new. It is a city to
explore, to see and hear. We encourage you to feel it with the eyes and ears of
phoneticians and phonologists.
The conference theme of LabPhon16 is Variation, development and impairment:
Between phonetics and phonology. Variation, development and impairment are
intertwined key dimensions for our understanding of language in general, and of
phonetics and phonology in particular. To advance our understanding of variation,
development and impairment, we need to cross disciplines and engage with
experimental methodologies. Laboratory Phonology is well-suited to the purpose.
With more than 100 students registered for LabPhon16, and 176 new members for the
Association for Laboratory Phonology, we can certainly say that Laboratory Phonology
is cool! We thank all that have made this conference possible (the ALP, the University of
Lisbon, scientific committee members, organizing committee members, student
volunteers, presenters, attendees). We thank you for having joined us in Lisbon!
Sónia Frota
Chair of the LabPhon16 Organizing Committee
Organizing Committee

Student Volunteers

Marina Vigário
Fernando Martins
Marisa Cruz
Cátia Severino
Joseph Butler
Nádia Barros
Marisa Filipe
Nuno Paulino
Fernando Brissos
Helena Moniz
Susana Correia, Pedro Oliveira (web developer)

Ricardo Sousa
Valéria João
Moisés Pampim
Miguel Ângelo
Rodrigo Pereira
Catarina Realinho
Mariana Andrade
Maria Manuel Vidal
Kevin Lilley
Diana Reis
Adriana Luís
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Sponsors
The LabPhon16 Organizing Committee gratefully acknowledges the support of the following:

The Association for Laboratory Phonology

Faculdade de Letras
Universidade de Lisboa

Centro de Linguística da ULisboa
Laboratório de Fonética e Fonologia
& Lisbon Baby Lab

FCT - Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia
Associação para o Desenvolvimento da
Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Lisboa
Serviços de Ação Social da ULisboa

Horizon21: Early language development in
Down Syndrome

Eyes and Brain: Early markers of language
development

TAP Portugal
NDI - Northern Digital

Luso-American Development Foundation

International Phonetic Association

Associação Portuguesa de Linguística
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Scientific Committee
The LabPhon16 Organizing Committee gratefully thanks the scientific
committee for over 1450 reviews!
Len Abbeduto
UC Davis MIND Institute, USA

Francesco Cangemi
Universität zu Köln, Germany

Eleonora Albano
Universidade Estadual de Campinas,
Brazil

São Luís Castro
Universidade do Porto, Portugal
Aoju Chen
Universiteit Utrecht, The Netherlands

Adam Albrigth
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
USA

Yiya Chen
Universiteit Leiden, The Netherlands

Kai Alter
Newcastle University, UK
University of Oxford, UK

Ioana Chitoran
Université Paris Diderot, France

Meghan E. Armstrong
University of Massachusetts - Amherst,
USA

Taehong Cho
Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea

Mary Beckman
The Ohio State University, USA

Anne Christophe
LSCP, EHESS, ENS, CNRS, France

Catherine Best
University of Western Sydney, Australia

Cynthia G. Clopper
Ohio State University, USA

Laura Bosch
Universitat de Barcelona, Spain

Abigail C Cohn
Cornell University, USA

Bettina Braun
Universität Konstanz, Germany

Andries W. Coetzee
University of Michigan, USA

Juliette Blevins
City University of New York, USA

Jennifer S. Cole
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, USA

Marc Brunelle
University of Ottawa, Canada

John Coleman
University of Oxford, UK

Audrey Bürki
Université de Genève, Switzerland

Alejandrina Cristia
LSCP, ENS, EHESS, CNRS, France
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Mariapaola D'Imperio
Laboratoire Parole et Langage, Aix-enProvence, France

Louis Goldstein
University of Southern California, USA

Lisa Davidson
New York University, USA

Carlos Gussenhoven
Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, The
Netherlands

Gerard Docherty
Griffith University, Australia

Tracy Alan Hall
Indiana University, USA

Gorka Elordieta
Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea, Spain

Silke Hamann
Universiteit van Amsterdam, The
Netherlands

Paola Escudero
Western Sidney University, Australia

Jonathan Harrington
Ludwig-Maximilians Universität
München, Germany

Janet Fletcher
The University of Melbourne, USA
Cécile Fougeron
CNRS, Laboratoire de Phonétique et
Phonologie, France

Sarah Hawkins
University of Cambridge, UK
Anne Hermes
Universität zu Köln, Germany

Flaviane Fernandes-Svartman
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil

Sam Hellmuth
The University of York, UK

Giovana Ferreira-Gonçalves
Universidade Federal de Pelotas, Brazil

Julia Hirschberg
Columbia University, USA

Paula Fikkert
Radboud Universiteit, The Netherlands

Barbara Höhle
Universität Potsdam, Germany

Paul Foulkes
The University of York, UK
Maria João Freitas
Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal

José Ignacio Hualde
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, USA

Stefan A. Frisch
University of South Florida, USA

Elizabeth Valerie Hume
University of Canterbury, New Zealand
William J Idsardi
University of Maryland, UK

Barbara Gili Fivela
Università del Salento, Italy

Shinichiro Ishihara
Lunds Universitet, Sweden

Matt Goldrick
Northwestern University, USA
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Khalil Iskarous
University of Southern California, USA

Sang-Im Lee-Kim
National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan

Kiwako Ito
The Ohio State University, USA

Anastassia Loukina
Educational Testing Services, USA

Sun-Ah Jun
University of California, Los Angeles,
USA

Ian Maddieson
University of New Mexico, USA
University of California, Berkeley, USA

Kenneth J. de Jong
Indiana University, USA

Claudia Männel
Max Planck Institute for Human
Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Germany

Yoonjung Kang
University of Toronto Scarborough,
Canada
University of Toronto, Canada

Carmen Matzenauer
Universidade Católica de Pelotas, Brazil

Shigeto Kawahara
Keio University, Japan

Christine Meunier
Laboratoire Parole et Langage, Aix-enProvence, France

Patricia Keating
University of California, Los Angeles,
USA

Noël Nguyen
Laboratoire Parole et Langage,
Université Aix-Marseille, France

Sameer ud Dowla Khan
Reed College, USA

Jeff Mielke
NC State University, USA

Ghada Khattab
Newcastle University, UK

Holger Mitterer
University of Malta, Malta

John Kingston
University of Massachusetts Amherst,
USA

Bernd Möbius
Universität des Saarlandes, Germany
Monika Molnar
Basque Center on Cognition, Brain and
Language, Spain

Felicitas Kleber
Ludwig-Maximilians Universität
München, Germany

Doris Mücke
Universität zu Köln, Germany

Alexei Kochetov
University of Toronto, Canada

Benjamin Munson
University of Minnesota, USA

Jianjing Kuang
University of Pennsylvania, USA

Thierry Nazzi
Université René Descartes - Paris 5,
France

Francisco Lacerda
Stockholms Universitet, Sweden
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Oliver Niebuhr
Syddansk Universitet, Denmark

Pilar Prieto
Universitat Pompeu Fabra & ICREA,
Spain

Francis Nolan
University of Cambridge, UK

Michael Proctor
Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia

Richard Ogden
The University of York, UK

Tamara Rathcke
University of Kent, UK

Marta Ortega-Llebaria
University of Pittsburgh, USA

Daniel Recasens
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona,
Spain

Aude Noiray
Universität Potsdam, Germany

Franck Ramus
LSCP, ICS, ENS, CNRS, France

Benjamin Parrell
University of Delaware, USA

Judy Reilly
San Diego State University, USA

Elinor Payne
University of Oxford, UK
François Pellegrino
CNRS, France

Rachid Ridouane
Laboratory of Phonetics and Phonology,
CNRS, France

Sharon Peperkamp
LSCP, EHESS, ENS, CNRS, France

Joaquin Romero
Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Spain

Pascal Perrier
Grenoble Institute of Technology, France

Kevin D. Roon
The Graduate Center, City University of
New York, USA

Janet B. Pierrehumbert
University of Oxford, UK
Northwestern University, USA

Yvan Rose
Memorial University, Canada

Clàudia Pons-Moll
Universitat de Barcelona, Spain

Niels Schiller
Universiteit Leiden, The Netherlands

Brechtje Post
University of Oxford, UK
University of Cambridge, UK

Stefanie Shattuck-Hufnagel
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
USA

Marianne Pouplier
Ludwig-Maximilians Universität
München, Germany

Benjamin Schmeiser
Illinois State University, USA
Jason Shaw
Western Sydney University, Australia
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Chilin Shih
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, USA

João Veloso
Universidade do Porto, Portugal
Petra Wagner
Universität Bielefeld, Germany

Caroline L. Smith
University of New Mexico, USA

Natasha Warner
University of Arizona, USA

Maria-Josep Solé
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona,
Spain

Duane G. Watson
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, USA

Shari Speer
The Ohio State University, USA

Pauline Welby
CNRS, Université de Provence, France

Jane Stuart-Smith
University of Glasgow, Scotland, UK
Carol Stoel-Gammon
University of Washington Seattle, USA

Douglas H. Whalen
Haskins Laboratories, Yale University,
USA

Mariko Sugahara
Doshisha University ImadegawaKarasuma, Kamigyo, Kyoto, Japan

Colin Wilson
Johns Hopkins University, USA
Alan C. L. Yu
University of Chicago, USA

Megha Sundara
UCLA, USA

Chakir Zeroual
Université Sidi Mohamed Ben Abdellah,
Morocco

Marc Swerts
Tilburg University, The Netherlands
Keiichi Tajima
Hosei University, Tokyo, Japan

Jie Zhang
The University of Kansas, USA

Annie Tremblay
University of Kansas, USA

Elizabeth C Zsiga
Georgetown University, USA

Alice Turk
The University of Edinburgh, Scotland,
UK

Marzena Zygis
Leibniz-Zentrum Allgemeine
Sprachwissenschaft Berlin, Germany

Nathalie Vallee
CNRS, France
Maria del Mar Vanrell
Universitat de les Illes Balears, Spain
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The Association for Laboratory Phonology
www.labphon.org
Promoting the scientific study of all aspects of the phonetics
and phonology of spoken and signed languages through
scholarly exchange across disciplines. The association is an
international body open to scholars world-wide, and is
committed to the advancement and diffusion of knowledge on
the phonetics and phonology of all human languages. The
Association promotes our field by:
• Managing and supporting its open access journal,
Laboratory Phonology, as well as the open access book
series Studies in Laboratory Phonology
• Organizing the Biennial Conference on Laboratory
Phonology since 1986, and supporting other workshops
and conferences
• Recognizing achievement in the field through awards and
honors
Current Executive Council
Kenneth de Jong, President,
Mariapaola D’Imperio, Vice-President
Lisa Davidson, Secretary
Jeff Mielke, Treasurer
Mirjam Ernestus, Editor-in-Chief of Laboratory Phonology
Abby Cohn, Organizing Committee LabPhon 15
Sonia Frota, Organizing Committee LabPhon 16
Mary E. Beckman, Councilor-at-Large
Janet Fletcher, Councilor-at-Large
Cécile Fougeron, Councilor-at-Large
Stefanie Shattuck-Hufnagel, Councilor-at-Large
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Invited Speakers and Discussants

Catherine Best
Len Abbeduto

Western Sydney University

UC Davis
MIND Institute

Anne Christophe
ENS – Research University
Paris

Paula Fikkert
Carlos Gussenhoven
Radboud Universiteit
Nijmegen

Radboud University
Nijmegen

Anja Lowit
University of Strathclyde

Sharon Peperkamp

Pilar Prieto

Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique (CNRS)

ICREA,
Universitat Pompeu Fabra
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Conference statistics
495 abstracts were submitted. Acceptances rates are provided in Table 1. 82
submissions from student first authors were accepted (9 for oral presentation).
Table 1.

Submissions

Accepted
Oral
35 (7%)

Accepted
Poster
205 (41%)

Not
Accepted
255 (52%)

Total
495

Submissions and acceptance rate by conference theme are shown in Table 2. Figures
1 and 2 show the top 20 submitting countries and respective acceptance rates.
Table 2.

submissions

accepted

acceptance rate

39

16

41%

Prosodic variation

102

45

44%

Acquisition and development of phonology
and prosody

131

61

47%

Non-thematic

155

81

52%

Perception and production

240

112

47%

Conference theme
Phonology and phonetics of language
impairments

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
Table 3.

When this booklet was produced there
were 311 registered participants from
25 countries. 57% of registrants were
new members of the Association for
Laboratory Phonology, and 48% of the
new members were students (Table 3).
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Registrants
Students who are first authors
Other students
Non-students

82
27
196

New members
Students
Members
Exhibitors

176
84
129
6

Conference information
Help
If you have questions or need assistance at any time during the conference please find the
nearest volunteer wearing a white University of Lisbon t-shirt, the nearest organizer wearing
a blue badge, or go to the conference registration desk near Amphitheater I. You can also
email us at labphon16@letras.ulisboa.pt
Conference packs, badges and registration
Conference packs are available for each registered participant at the registration desk. All
participants should go to the registration desk to collect their conference packet and badge.
Participants should wear their badge at all times during the conference.
Certificate of Attendance
A certificate of attendance and a certificate of talk/poster presentation (for talk/poster
presenters) will be included in your conference pack.
WiFi Instructions
1. Select guest-ULisboa from the list of available WiFi networks on your device.
2. Enter the following credentials:
Guest User Name: LabPhon16
Password: Rca162OZ
Alternatively, visitors from eduroam-participating institutions can use their home institution
credentials to log in to the eduroam secure WiFi network.
Opening reception
There will be an Opening Reception on June 19, from 18:15 to 20:00, at Átrio dos Passos
Perdidos da ULisboa. All conference attendees are welcome.
Coffee breaks
Two coffee services will be provided each day at the main hall and garden D. Pedro V near
Amphitheater I, during the breaks between oral sessions. If you have dietary restrictions,
you will find a special ticket next to your badge. Use this ticket to collect food that meets
your dietary needs.
Lunch
Lunch will take place at the Old Canteen, outside the main building. There will be volunteers
showing the way to the Old Canteen. Your badge is required (plus the special ticket for
dietary restrictions, if any).
Conference dinner
Conference dinner will take place on June 21, at 19:30, at Casa do Alentejo
(http://www.casadoalentejo.com.pt/en/). If you registered for the conference dinner, you
will find a voucher in your conference packet.
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Oral Presentation Instructions
Each oral presentation is allotted a total of 20 minutes (15 minutes talk plus 5 minutes
discussion).
A Mac laptop with PowerPoint will be provided for talks. Oral presenters should not use
their own laptop. Oral presenters should bring a copy of their talk on a USB, and during the
breaks/lunch period on the day before their session, oral presenters should copy their
presentations to the laptop and test audio and/or video files. Presentations in the morning
of June 20 should be sent by email to the organizers, or copied during the afternoon of June
19, and tested before the beginning of the morning session. Please ensure the font size on
your overheads is at least 24 point.
Prior to the start of each session, oral presenters should introduce themselves to the session
chair.
Poster Presentation Instructions
Posters should not exceed 150 cm high x 90 cm wide. Posters should be displayed in Portrait
orientation (the longer dimension is vertical). Poster sessions will take place in the main hall,
and be held from 15:00 to 16:30 on each day of the conference. Please check the final
program to locate your poster session and poster number. We recommend that you put up
your poster during the morning coffee break or during lunchtime. Materials for hanging the
posters will be available on the poster boards. Please note that we provide no facilities for
poster printing.
Poster times
In all poster sessions, presenters with odd-numbered posters are required to be at their
poster during the first 45 minutes of the session, and presenters with even-numbered
posters are required to be at their poster during the last 45 minutes of the session.
Conference web site and Facebook
Please
visit
the
conference
web
site
for
additional
information
(http://labphon16.labphon.org/index.html ). The LabPhon16 Facebook will be updated
during the conference (https://pt-pt.facebook.com/LabPhon16/ ). Audience members are
encouraged to post their comments.
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Conference schedule
Tuesday, June 19
11:00-18:00

Satellite meetings

11:00-13:30

Tutorial on Ultrasound Evidence in Phonology
Room 10.1, Main building

14:00-18:00

Symposium for Celebrating Mary Beckman’s Contributions
to Laboratory Phonology
Amphitheater II, Main building

18:15-20:00

Registration & Opening reception
Átrio dos Passos Perdidos, Rectory building

June 20-22, Oral sessions Amphitheater I. Poster sessions Main Hall
Wednesday, June 20
08:00-08:45 Registration
08:45-09:00 Opening session
09:00-10:00 Session 1: Language development I
Chair: Mariapaola D’Imperio
09:00-09:20 Anne Cutler, Caroline Junge, Tara Spokes and Evan Kidd
Phonological acquisition: Stress-based segmentation in English
09:20-09:40 Marisa Cruz, Joseph Butler, Cátia Severino and Sónia Frota
Eyes or mouth? Exploring eye gaze patterns and their relation
with early stress perception in European Portuguese
09:40-10:00 Natalie Boll-Avetisyan, Sandrien van Ommen, Thierry Nazzi
and Barbara Höhle
Categorical perception of lexical stress by simultaneous and late bilinguals
10:00-10:30 Coffee break
10:30-12:45 Session 2: Challenges in speech perception: implications for
language acquisition and language learning
Chair: Marina Vigário
10:30-11:15 Invited speaker: Catherine T. Best
Natural phonetic variation and early word recognition: Toddler's recognition
of familiar words across unfamiliar regional accents
11:15-11:35 Helen Buckler and Elizabeth Johnson
Exposure to accent variation at home affects toddlers' speech processing
in the lab
11:35-11:55 Linda Polka, Matthew Masapollo, Ying Ying Liu and Paloma Noriega
Directional asymmetries reveal a universal bias in infant auditory
vowel perception
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11:55-12:15 Yoon Mi Oh, Clay Beckner, Jen Hay and Jeanette King
Phonotactic sensitivity in speakers with a very small lexicon
12:15-12:45 Invited discussant: Sharon Peperkamp
12:45-14:00 Lunch (Old Canteen)
12:45-14:00 Journal of Phonetics board meeting (Room Mapoteca B7, Library building)
14:00-17:45 Session 3 - Phonetics and phonology of special populations
Chair: Sónia Frota
14:00-14:20 Svetlana Dachkovsky and Wendy Sandler
Grammaticalization of intonation in Israeli Sign Language:
From information structure to subordination
14:20-14:40 Charlene Chang, Megan Keough, Murray H. Schellenberg and Bryan Gick
Visual-Aerotactile Integration in Individuals with Hearing Loss
14:40-15:00 Emilie Cavazzini, Serge Pinto, Cyril Atkinson-Clément, François Viallet,
Joaquim Ferreira and Pauline Welby
Preservation of linguistically important aspects of prosodic structure
by speakers with Parkinson's disease: the case of French lists
15:00-16:30 Coffee break & Poster session 1
16:30-17:15 Invited speaker: Leonard Abbeduto
Characterizing the language abilities of individuals with
intellectual disabilities in treatment studies
17:15-17:45 Invited discussant: Anja Lowit
17:45-18:15 GENERAL DISCUSSION
Moderator: Mary Beckman
18:15-19:15 ALP BOARD MEETING (Room Mapoteca B7, Library building)
18:15-19:15 Exhibitors' presentations: Tools and resources for the study
of language and speech (Room Mapoteca B2, Library building)
18:15-18:45 NDI
18:45-19:15 Articulate Instruments

Thursday, June 21
08:45-10:25 Session 4: Perception and production I
Chair: Maria-Josep Solé
08:45-09:05 Christopher Carignan
Using Naïve Imitation to Investigate Listener-Based Sound Change
09:05-09:25 Anne Pycha and Georgia Zellou
Use it or Lose it: What do listeners do with co-articulatory information?
09:25-09:45 Yanyu Long
Reexamining the perception-production link in sibilant convergence
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09:45-10:05 Holger Mitterer
The production and perception of root-consonant sequences
in a Semitic language: Perceptual versus articulatory pressures
10:05-10:25 Bryn Hauk
Tsova-Tush "intensive" consonants
10:25-10:55 Coffee break
10:55-12:35 Session 5: Perception and production II
Chair: Taehong Cho
10:55-11:15 Stephanie Kakadelis
What is phonetic and what is phonological in voicing distinctions,
an investigation of three languages with no voicing contrast
11:15-11:35 Vladimir Kulikov
Weighting cues in production of stop voicing and emphasis in Qatari Arabic
11:35-11:55 Patrycja Strycharczuk, Donald Derrick and Jason Shaw
How vocalic is vocalised /l/? Evidence from lateralisation
11:55-12:15 Bhamini Sharma and Yao Yao
Effect of homophone density in spoken word recognition:
Evidence from Mandarin
12:15-12:35 Isabelle Darcy and Jeffrey J. Holliday
Teaching an old word new tricks: Phonological updates
in the L2 mental lexicon
12:35-14:00 Lunch (Old Canteen)
12:35-14:00 Journal of Laboratory Phonology board meeting
(Room Mapoteca B7, Library building)
14:00-17:45 Session 6: Language development II: phonology, prosody and the lexicon
Chair: Aoju Chen
14:00-14:20 Natalie Fecher and Elizabeth K. Johnson
Infants' ability to learn face-voice pairings depends on early
language experience
14:20-14:40 Eon-Suk Ko
Mothers would rather speak clearly than spread innovation:
The case of Korean VOT
14:40-15:00 M. Julia Carbajal, Lamprini Chartofylaka, Mollie Hamilton and Sharon Peperkamp
Compensation for phonological assimilation in bilingual children
15:00-16:30 Coffee break & Poster session 2
16:30-17:15 Invited speaker: Anne Christophe
Synergies in early lexical and syntactic acquisition
17:15-17:45 Invited discussant: Paula Fikkert
17:45-18:15 GENERAL DISCUSSION
Moderator: Katherine Demuth
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18:15-19:00 ALP OPEN MEETING (Room Mapoteca B7, Library building)
19:30-

CONFERENCE DINNER (Casa do Alentejo restaurant)

Friday, June 22
08:45-10:25 Session 7: Variation I
Chair: Ioana Chitoran
08:45-09:05 Jason Shaw and Wei-Rong Chen
Variation in the spatial position of articulators influences the relative timing
between consonants and vowels: evidence from CV timing in Mandarin Chinese
09:05-09:25 Stefano Coretta
Longer vowel duration correlates with tongue root advancement in Italian
and Polish: An ultrasound study
09:25-09:45 Stephan Kuberski and Adamantios Gafos
On the speed-accuracy trade-off and speed-curvature power law of tongue
movements in repetitive speech
09:45-10:05 Ulrike Domahs, Jan Steiner, Christina Kauschke and Frank Domahs
Prosody meets morphology: Event-related potentials on morpho-prosodic
processing of German past participles
10:05-10:25 Marzena Zygis, Susanne Fuchs and Katarzyna Stoltmann
Orofacial expressions and acoustic cues in whispered and normal speech
10:25-10:55 Coffee break
10:55-12:35 Session 8: Variation II
Chair: Rachid Ridouane
10:55-11:15 Sarah Harper, Louis Goldstein and Shrikanth Narayanan
Quantifying Variation in Labial, Palatal and Pharyngeal Contributions
to F3 Lowering in /ɹ/
11:15-11:35 Anita Lorenc, Marzena Zygis, Lukasz Mik and Daniel Pape
Articulatory variation in Polish palatalized retroflexes
11:35-11:55 Jiyoung Jang, Sahyang Kim and Taehong Cho
Prosodic-structural modulation of vowel nasalization in Korean
and L2 English
11:55-12:15 Hanna Ruch and Mary Stevens
Dialect contact in real interactions and in an agent-based model:
evidence for asymmetric convergence in vowels
12:15-12:35 Charlotte Vaughn and Tyler Kendall
Stylistic covariation and variable (ING)
12:35-14:00 Lunch (Old Canteen)
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14:00-17:45 Session 9: Prosodic variation, or prosody through the looking glass
Chair: Martine Grice
14:00-14:20 Leendert Plug and Rachel Smith
Syllables, segments and the perception of speech tempo
14:20-14:40 Suyeon Im, Jennifer Cole and Stefan Baumann
The mediating effect of information status on acoustic cues to prominence
14:40-15:00 Christina Esposito and Marc Garellek
The effects of prosody on pitch and voice quality of White Hmong tones
15:00-16:30 Coffee break & Poster session 3
16:30-17:15 Invited speaker: Carlos Gussenhoven
The taming of the beast: Glimpses of language evolution in prosodic data
17:15-17:45 Invited discussant: Pilar Prieto
17:45-18:15 GENERAL DISCUSSION
Moderator: Bob Ladd
18:15-18:30 Closing session

Saturday, June 23
9:00-12:30
9:00-12:30
9:00-12:30
9:00-12:30

Satellite meetings

New Developments in Speech Sensing and Imaging
Room Mapoteca B2, Library building

Representing phonotactics
Amphitheater II, Main building
The role of predictability in shaping human sound systems
Room 5.2, Main building
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Phonological acquisition: Stress-based segmentation in English
Anne Cutler1,2, Caroline Junge3, Tara Spokes4 and Evan Kidd2,4
1

MARCS Institute, University of Western Sydney; 2Max Planck Institute
for Psycholinguistics; 3Utrecht University; 4Australian National University
Infants cannot start building a vocabulary until they become able to segment speech into
units which are, or may be, words. Adult speech segmentation draws on (language-specific)
rhythmic structure [1], and given that infants attune to rhythm very early in life [2], rhythm
may enable infants to initiate the crucial segmentation process. Behavioral studies with the
head-turn preference (HPP) technique in American English and Dutch [3,4], both languages
with stress-based rhythm, have shown that infants in the second half of their first year can
successfully segment disyllabic words with initial stress (tiger) as units from continuous
speech; for English, this HPP evidence further shows that disyllables with second-syllable
stress (guitar) are harder to treat as units and are at first segmented at their stressed syllable.
These results certainly suggest a role for stress patterns in learning to segment speech in such
languages, and indeed neural (EEG) evidence from Dutch-acquiring infants supports both
parts of the account [5,6]. In British English, however, HPP studies have failed to show
segmentation success at all [7]. This inconsistency for English calls for the more sensitive
EEG techniques to be applied to that language too. The present study is both the first to
present neural data for English, and also the largest neural infant processing study to date.
One hundred and three normally developing 9-month-olds acquiring Australian English
and no other language successfully completed an experiment in which they heard sentences
containing a medially placed target word (e.g., He saw a beaver in the stream), and then at
test (300ms later) heard either the target word (beaver) or an unfamiliar word (e.g., sparrow),
spoken in isolation. This method, with targets first presented in a sentence context and only
later in isolation, is more challenging for infants than initial isolated-word exposure followed
by words in context [8]. All target words were disyllabic and initially stressed, as in [3], and
the materials were spoken in a clear and lively style but without exaggerated prosody.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) were recorded, time-locked to the onset of the target word
at test. Three qualitatively different ERP response patterns in the left frontal brain regions
appeared (Figure 1), with the participant group as a whole dividing almost equally across the
three patterns. A group of 34 ‘negative responders’ showed a negative-going brain response
to the familiar relative to the unfamiliar words, as found in the Dutch results [5,8] and also in
adult recognition responses [9]; 34 ‘positive responders’ showed a positive-going response,
typically interpreted as reflecting an earlier developmental stage [9,10]; the remaining 35
‘intermediate responders’ showed no familiar/unfamiliar response difference. This degree of
variability across our (large) participant group suggests widespread individual differences in
the development of segmentation skill. We cannot expect an individual infant to acquire the
ability to segment speech into words at a given age in months. This variability alone could
suggest why HPP studies (with their lower statistical power) have led to inconsistent results.
In Dutch, infants with mature ERP responses before age one had later vocabularies larger
than those of infants who had not shown such mature responses [8,9]. Thus we too assessed
participants’ later vocabulary sizes, at 12 and at 15 months of age. Correlations as computed
for Dutch replicated in our results too: familiar/unfamiliar difference in ERPs at nine months
correlated significantly with number of words known later (p = .048 at 12 months, .005 at 15
months). However, we also ran (as a first in such research) a logistic regression analysis that
controlled for infant sex, SES, age in days at test, and rated vocabulary size at test. Even with
all these potentially confounding factors controlled, ERP response size significantly predicted
later vocabulary counts (p = .027 at 12 months, .001 at 15 months). This result underscores
the crucial function of segmentation ability: the earlier that children succeed at dividing
continuous speech into words, the sooner they can make a start on building a vocabulary.
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Figure 1. Results across 103 participants;mean left frontal EEG amplitude (negativity
plotted upward) to a target word (0 = word onset) as a function of whether the same word
had earlier been heard as part of a sentence (‘familiar’, F, red line) or was so far unheard
(‘unfamiliar’, U, blue line), for the intermediate, negative and positive responder groups.

[1] Cutler, A. 1991. Linguistic rhythm and speech segmentation. In J. Sundberg, L. Nord &
R. Carlson (Eds.) Music, Language, Speech and Brain. London: Macmillan; 157-166.
[2] Nazzi, T., Bertoncini, J. & Mehler, J. 1998. Language discrimination by newborns:
Towards an understanding of the role of rhythm. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Human Perception and Performance, 24, 756-766.
[3] Jusczyk, P.W., Houston, D.M. & Newsome, M. 1999. The beginnings of word
segmentation in English-learning infants. Cognitive Psychology, 39, 159-207.
[4] Kuijpers, C.T.L., Coolen, R., Houston, D. & Cutler, A. 1998. Using the head-turning
technique to explore cross-linguistic performance differences. In Rovee-Collier, C., L.
Lipsitt & H. Hayne (Eds.) Advances in Infancy Research, 12. Stamford: Ablex; 205-220.
[5] Kooijman, V., Hagoort, P. & Cutler, A. 2005. Electrophysiological evidence for
prelinguistic infants’ word recognition in continuous speech. Cognitive Brain Research,
24, 109-116.
[6] Kooijman, V., Hagoort, P. & Cutler, A. 2009. Prosodic structure in early word
segmentation: ERP evidence from Dutch ten-month-olds. Infancy, 14, 591-612.
[7] Floccia, C., et al. 2016. British English infants segment words only with exaggerated
infant-directed speech stimuli. Cognition, 148, 1-9.
[8] Junge, C., Kooijman, V., Hagoort, P. & Cutler, A. 2012. Rapid recognition at 10 months
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Eyes or mouth? Exploring eye gaze patterns and their relation with early stress
perception in European Portuguese
Marisa Cruz, Joseph Butler, Cátia Severino & Sónia Frota
University of Lisbon, School of Arts and Humanities
Audiovisual speech processing in infants shows a shift from attending more to the eyes to
an increased attention to the mouth between 4 and 8 months (e.g., [1]). The increased
preference for the mouth has been interpreted as infants’ ability to explore audiovisual cues in
the mouth area, thus taking advantage of articulatory information to acquire their native
language ([2]). Bilingual infants, for example, show longer and earlier attention to the mouth
region as compared to monolinguals, indicating that increased support from audiovisual cues
is needed ([2], [3]). However, when processing simple speech stimuli, no difference is found
in eye gaze patterns across the two groups. These findings suggest that eye gaze patterns
relate to language development, with more attention to the mouth signaling ongoing
acquisition and less attention possibly relating to a more advanced stage, parallel to findings
in motor brain responses to speech perception ([4]). In the current study we address this
hypothesis by exploring infants’ eye gaze in a stress perception experiment, in which
European Portuguese (EP) learning infants showed a clear preference for the iambic stress
pattern ([5]). Specifically, we ask whether there is a relation between eye gaze patterns and
the preferred stress pattern. Assuming that the preferred stress pattern is acquired earlier ([6]),
we predict more attention to the mouth in infants that do not show an iambic preference.
Twenty-four monolingual typically developing infants participated in this study (16 males;
mean age: 5 months 26 days). Stress perception was examined using eye-tracking and a
modified version of the Anticipatory Eye Movement paradigm. Infants were first exposed to
trials with two geometric images, each associated to a stress pattern (iambic or trochaic). In
the test phase, both stress patterns were played and infants were expected to look to the side
of the screen where the image associated to the played pattern appeared in the training phase.
A video with a talking movie character was used between blocks to keep infants engaged in
the task. In the video, three focal AOIs (face, eyes, mouth) and one non-focal region (waving
arm) were defined (Fig. 1). A total of 91 videos were analysed (mean 3,8 by infant) and net
dwell time was used as the eye gaze measure.
As expected, eye gaze was concentrated more on the face than on the arm (t(23) = 6.564, p
= .000; mean face: 2097ms, mean arm: 298ms). In addition, infants overall attended more to
the eyes than the mouth (t(23) = 4.397, p = .000; mean eyes: 1040ms, mean mouth: 211ms).
The gaze of EP-learning infants at 5-6 months, as expected, shows a similar pattern as
reported for other languages, with a general preference for the eye region at this young age.
The analysis of eye gaze according to the stress pattern preference (3 infants excluded due
to missing data) showed a main effect of the AOI (F(1,20) = 54.215, p = .000), and the
interaction AOI*stress preference was not significant (F(1,20) = 0.711, p = .409), given the
strong dominance of the face and eyes. However, independent of this overall preference, the
data shows that gaze to the mouth region (and face) is modulated by the stress pattern, as
there is more attention to the mouth in infants that do not show an iambic preference (Fig. 2).
A correlation was found between stress pattern preference and the gaze to the mouth region (r
= .527, p = .012), with net dwell time on the mouth being positively correlated with net dwell
time results for the other (trochaic, or no preference) stress pattern (r = .436, p = .042). Net
dwell time on the eyes was positively correlated with net dwell time results for the iambic
pattern (r = .480, p = .024). No other significant correlations were found.
The eye gaze exploration of talking faces by 5-6 months was thus found to reinforce the
speech perception findings, adding further support for infants’ use of eye gaze in early
language development.
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face

Figure 1. Focal AOIs (face, eyes, mouth) and non-focal AOI (arm) defined in the video.

Figure 2. Relation between net dwell time in the AOIs (arm, mouth, eyes, face) and stress
pattern preference (iamb and other, with other collapsing trochaic and no preference).
[1] Lewkowicz, D. J., & Hansen-Tift, A. M. 2012. Infants deploy selective attention to the
mouth of a talking face when learning speech. PNAS, 109(5), 1431-1436.
[2] Pons, F., Bosch, L., & Lewkowicz, D.J. 2015. Bilingualism modulates infants’ selective
attention to the mouth of a talking face. Psychological Science, 26, 490–498.
doi:10.1177/0956797614568320
[3] Ayneto, A., & Sebastian-Galles, N. 2017. The influence of bilingualism on the preference
for the mouth region of dynamic faces. Developmental Science, 20, e12446. doi:
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[4] Kuhl, P. K., Ramírez, R. R., Bosseler, A., Lin, J.-F. L., & Imada, T. 2014. Infants’ brain
responses to speech suggest Analysis by Synthesis. PNAS, 111(31), 11238-11245.
doi:10.1073/pnas.1410963111
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Portuguese-learning infants perception of stress.
[6] Jusczyk, P., Cutler, A., & Redanz, N. 1993. Infants' preference for the predominant stress
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Categorical perception of lexical stress by simultaneous and late bilinguals
Natalie Boll-Avetisyan1, Sandrien van Ommen2, Thierry Nazzi2,3 & Barbara Höhle1
1
University of Potsdam, 2Université Paris Descartes, 3CNRS
Listeners’ perception of speech sounds is affected by their languages’ phonology: if two
sounds are contrastive they are discriminated more easily than if two sounds of comparable
acoustic difference fall within the same phonemic category—a phenomenon referred to as
categorical perception (CP). An important question is whether and how bilingualism affects
CP if sounds are contrastive in just one of a listener’s languages. Previous studies have
mainly focused on bilinguals who have acquired a second language in adult- or childhood,
but the consequences of simultaneous acquisition of two languages from birth are largely
unexplored, c.f. [1].
In the current study, we investigate CP of lexical stress by bilinguals. In prior work (in
prep.), we have shown that lexical stress is subject to CP: native listeners of German (a
language, in which lexical stress is positionally variable) but not native listeners of French (a
language without lexical stress) perceive stress categorically. Here, we extend this research to
bilinguals and compared CP of lexical stress in French and German monolinguals to French
L2 learners of German and simultaneous French-German bilinguals. We used an 8-step
continuum of the nonword /gaba/ from trochaic ([ gaːbaː], step 1) to iambic ([gaː baː], step 8),
on which prosodically relevant information (segment duration, pitch and amplitude contours)
was co-varied. CP was tested in an AXB discrimination task. A and B always differed by two
steps on the continuum (e.g., 1-1-3; 4-4-2). Participants decided whether X was equal to A or
B. Under CP, accuracy is expected to be highest in the middle of the continuum, the place of
the category boundary. Without CP, accuracy is expected to be equal across the continuum.
Visual inspection of the accuracy data (Fig. 1) shows that the performance of the French
monolinguals is not highest in the middle of the continuum, suggesting their lack of CP. All
other groups, however, show a peak in performance in the middle of the continuum, which
indicates that their perception is facilitated if tokens are associated with different categories.
Notably, the bilingual groups’ performance is intermediate between that of the two
monolingual groups, with the simultaneous bilinguals’ performance being slightly closer to
the German monolinguals’ than the L2 learners’.
The accuracy data was analyzed using generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs) [2],
which model linear and non-linear effects of continuous fixed and random factors. Results of
the linear part with the French monolinguals as baseline showed that all other group gave
more correct responses than them (French vs. German p = .02; vs. L2 p = 0.03, vs. 2L1 p=
.07), suggesting that experience with German enhances stress perception. The non-linear part
revealed that accuracy varied across the AB pairs, and that AB pair interacted with group (a
model excluding the group factor was a worse fit; χ2 = 14.8, p < .05). The difference plots of
Fig. 2 indicate where on the continuum differences between groups occurred (with significant
differences corresponding to the areas bracketed in red): Compared to the French (see upper
panels in Fig. 2), all other groups gave significantly more correct responses when A and B
were “across-category” tokens from the middle area of the continuum compared to “withincategory” tokens from an edge. Moreover, the lower panel plots reveal higher accuracy in
“across-category” discrimination by the German monolinguals compared to the two bilingual
groups. There were no differences between the simultaneous and late bilinguals.
Together, these results provide evidence for CP of lexical stress in listeners with mono- or
bilingual experience with a lexical stress language. It is interesting that simultaneous and late
bilinguals did not differ at the group level, and that bilinguals’ CP was less pronounced than
that of the German monolinguals. Assuming that different degrees of bilingual experience
affect this CP, we are currently exploring potential predictors of individual differences.
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Figure 1. Proportion of correct responses (y-axis) for each AB pair (x-axis) by group.

Figure 2. Difference plots, each panel shows a comparison between two groups. The group
mentioned in the right of the heading serves as a baseline (straight horizontal line), and the
wiggly line shows whether performance by the group mentioned on the left is higher or lower.
Shades indicate confidence intervals, and the red lines mark the areas in which groups differ
significantly in their response accuracy (y-axis) for AB trial (x-axis).

[1] Sundara, M., & Polka, L. 2008. Discrimination of coronal stops by bilingual adults:
The timing and nature of language interaction. Cognition, 106(1), 234-258.
[2] Baayen, H., Vasishth, S., Bates, D., & Kliegl, R. 2015. Out of the cage of shadows.
arXiv.1511.03120v1 [atat.AP], 10 Nov 2015.
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Natural phonetic variation and early word recognition:
Toddlers’ recognition of familiar words across unfamiliar regional accents
Catherine T. Best
MARCS Institute, Western Sydney University
Much is known about infants’ emerging ability to detect critical phonetic-feature
mispronunciations of familiar or newly-learned novel words involving a minimal-pair
segmental distinction, which signals a grasp of the principle of phonological distinctiveness
(Best, 2015). However, recognizing words despite non-distinctive yet systematic phonetic
variation in their pronunciation (e.g., across regional accents and talkers), which reflects the
principle phonological constancy, is also crucial for lexical acquisition. The first study to
examine phonological constancy found that English-learning 14-15 month olds recognize
words familiar to toddlers when spoken in their native accent but not in an unfamiliar English
accent, whereas 18-19 month olds recognize words in both accents (Best et al., 2009; see also
Mulak et al., 2013; Schmale et al., 2010; van Heugten & Johnson, 2014). We concluded from
this that the older but not the younger children had acquired phonological constancy.
Subsequently, we found a positive relationship between the emergence of phonological
constancy (cross-accent word recognition) and the size of the children’s expressive
vocabulary (Best et al., 2008, 2010.
In more recent studies, we selected target words that limited the primary cross-accent
phonetic discrepancies to either one vowel and/or one consonant in each target word, and to
differences that constituted either “less-nativelike” exemplars of the same native phoneme
(Category Goodness difference: CG), or crossed a boundary into being more similar to
another, contrasting native phoneme (Category Shifting: CS). The results indicate that when
cross-accent discrepancies in word pronunciation are limited to CG differences in vowels or
consonants, even 15-month-olds can recognize familiar words in both accents. However, with
such CG vowel differences a reliable age difference in overall listening preference was found
(native accent preferred at 15 months; novel accent at 19 months), whereas with CG
consonant differences neither age showed any accent preference, implying lower sensitivity
to consonant than vowel variations. By comparison, when target words instead showed CS
accent differences in vowels alone or in both a vowel and a consonant, even 19 month olds
failed to recognize them in the unfamiliar accent, suggesting that categorical shifts in
perceived vowels disrupts word recognition (as in adults). Importantly, when only crossaccent CS consonant discrepancies were present, both age groups again recognized the
familiar toddler words in both accents (see Figure 1), without no accent preferences. This
suggests insensitivity to CS as well as to CG discrepancies in consonants.
But how do young children adapt to accent variation? Like adults, infants show perceptual
benefits for talkers they have heard before, so we asked whether this benefit extends to
recognition of new words by familiarized talkers; and whether such benefit might persist over
a relatively long period. Two groups of 19 month olds were tested on word recognition in
AusE and in an unfamiliar accent: Group A had no prior exposure to the unfamiliar accent or
to any of the talkers; Group B had participated 4-5 months earlier in a study that had used
different word sets by the same talkers/accents. Group B’s brief prior exposure (5-10
minutes) to words by talkers of the two accents at 14-15 months did indeed enhance
recognition of novel words by the same talkers at 19 months. Although both groups of 19month-olds recognized the toddler words in both accents, performance was significantly
better in the experienced group.
Implications of these findings for theories of consonant versus vowel contributions to
word recognition, as well as for models of the role of talker- and accent-specific episodic
memory in early lexical retrieval, will be discussed.
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Exposure to accent variation at home affects toddlers’ speech processing in the lab
Helen Buckler1 & Elizabeth K. Johnson2
1
University of Nottingham, 2University of Toronto
Recent work has shown that young toddlers who regularly hear multiple variants of their
native language at home process speech differently to children who are exposed to only one
variant [1, 2, 3]. For example, children exposed to multiple accents are slower to recognise
words presented in the dominant community accent than their peers with less variable input
[2]. Initial results suggest that differences between mono- and multi-accented children may
dissipate as the child nears their third birthday. However, it is possible that previous studies,
using simple word-recognition tasks with familiar words, have failed to find differences in
children’s speed of word recognition because of a ceiling effect. This is in line with evidence
that early exposure to accent variation continues to have an effect on speech processing
during adulthood [4, 5]. Here, we hypothesise that in a more demanding task that tests
children’s ability to activate lexical representations in the absence of visual references,
differences between mono- and multi- accent toddlers may once again emerge.
We presented monolingual 34-month-olds with three trial types using the Visual World
Paradigm. Mono-accent participants (N=24) were predominantly exposed to one variety of
English. Multi-accent participants (N=24) had extensive exposure to a non-native variety of
English alongside the community accent. Participants were well matched for vocabulary size,
socio-economic status, and exposure to English. In Target Present trials, toddlers saw two
images side-by-side on screen and were instructed to look at one of them (e.g., hear ‘look at
the banana’ while viewing banana and a t-shirt). In Colour-Related Distractor trials, the
named target was not present, but a colour-matched distractor was (e.g., asked to find a
banana while viewing a yellow t-shirt and red cup). In Unrelated Distractor trials, children
were asked to find an object that was not present on the screen (e.g., asked to find a bed while
viewing a yellow t-shirt and red cup). They key trials in this experiment are the ColourRelated Distractor trials. Past research has shown that toddlers, like adults, will shift their
gaze to the image that shares colour attributes with the word heard, albeit more slowly than
they identify the target in Target Present trials [6]. Note that looking to the colour-match
distractor requires children to access the spoken targets in the absence of a visual target. We
predicted that participants would perform identically on Target Present trials and Unrelated
Distractor trials. However, we expected to find an accent-based difference in Colour Related
trials, specifically that mono-accent children would show more robust recognition of colourmatch distractors than multi-accent children.
Looking time to the target image or colour-match distractor image was measured as a
proportion of time looking to the screen in two 1,000 ms windows following the onset of the
spoken target. As predicted, both groups looked to colour-matched distractors in the second
window of analysis – but crucially, the effect was more robust in mono-accent toddlers.
Contrary to our predictions, the two groups also differed in Target Present trails. Monoaccent children looked to targets more during the first window of analysis than multi-accent
children, indicating more robust recognition of familiar words when the target was visually
present. Although unexpected, this difference in looking behaviour during Target Present
trials likely indicates that the overall complexity of the task was increased by having multiple
trial types within the experiment.
We find clear differences in word recognition performance between mono- and multiaccent toddlers at 34 months of age. Consistent with adult studies suggesting that early
exposure to accent variation has lifelong effects on language processing [4, 5], these results
indicate that the effect of exposure to accent variation does not dissipate during toddlerhood.
However, task demands need to be considered as effects become harder to detect as children
become more efficient at processing speech.
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Figure 1. Mean proportion of time spent looking at the target image
(PTL=TargetLooks/TargetLooks+DistractorLooks) in two time windows of interest (01,000ms and 1,001-2,000ms post target word onset) in each of three trial types. In Target
trials the auditory label matched one of the images displayed. In ColourRelated trials the
auditory label shared a colour attribute with one of the images displayed. In Unrelated trials
the auditory label and images displayed shared no attributes. Mono-accented participants
(N=24) are exposed to Canadian English only in their daily lives. Multi-accented
participants (N=24) have extensive exposure to non-native varieties of English alongside
Canadian English. We predicted that participants would rapidly recognize the target in
Target trials. In ColourRelated trials they would look to the related image, but more slowly
than in Target trials. In Unrelated trials they should not have a preference for either image.
We predicted accent-based differences in looking behaviour to ColourRelated trials. As
predicted, in this trial type mono-accented toddlers had more robust recognition of colourmatch distractors than multi-accented toddlers during the second window of analysis.
Counter to our predictions, mono-accent toddlers also demonstrated more robust word
recognition in Target Present trials.
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Directional asymmetries reveal a universal bias in infant auditory vowel perception
Linda Polka1, Matthew Masapollo2, Ying Ying Liu1 and Paloma Noriega1
1
School of Communication Sciences & Disorders, McGill University
2
Department of Speech, Language, & Hearing Sciences, Boston University
Speech perceivers (both infant and adult) often show directional asymmetries in vowel
discrimination tasks: Subjects perform significantly better at discriminating a vowel change in
one direction (e.g., /ɪ/ to /i/) compared to the same change presented in the reverse direction
(e.g., /i/ to /ɪ/).1,2 According to the Natural Referent Vowel (NRV) framework, these directional
effects reveal a universal perceptual bias that is phonetically grounded – it reflects our exquisite
sensitivity, as humans, to the way that articulatory movements shape the physical speech
signal.1 Specifically, perceivers are biased toward extreme vocalic articulations, which lead to
acoustic vowel signals with well-defined spectral prominences that are auditorily salient due
to formant frequency convergence (a.k.a. focalization). Recent work on adult discrimination
of natural and formant-synthesized variants of English [u] and French [u] provides direct
support for this account.3,4 French [u] is naturally more “focal” than English [u] because it is
produced with a greater degree of lip-rounding and tongue backness, which increases formant
convergence (between F1 and F2). English- and French-speaking adults identify both variants
as /u/, but assign them different ratings of category goodness.3 In discrimination tests with
synthetic stimuli, both groups displayed an asymmetry such that they performed better at
discriminating a change from a less-focal/English [u] to a more-focal/French [u] compared to
the reverse. Further, this asymmetry was not influenced by language experience. Comparable
asymmetries were observed when adults were tested with natural variants of English [u] and
French [u] produced by a bilingual talker in auditory-only, visual-only, and bimodal audiovisual stimulus conditions4,5, further bolstering the view that this bias is phonetically grounded.
The present study was designed to examine whether pre-lingual infants show an analogous
asymmetry when discriminating the less-focal/English [u] and more-focal/French [u] stimuli
in a unimodal audio-only mode. We tested 6- to 8-month-old (English- and French-learning
monolingual and bilingual) infants (n=31) using the look-to-listen procedure in a habitation
paradigm.6 During the habituation phase, infants were presented with multiple variants of
either English [u] or French [u]. After the habituation criterion was reached, infants were
presented with test trials that included familiar trials (with novel tokens of the habituation
vowel type) and novel trials (with tokens of the contrasting vowel type). A novelty effect
(listening longer to novel trials compared to familiar trials) was expected if infants detect the
change in vowel type. Figure 1 shows the mean looking times as a function of trial type and
whether the familiar (habitation) vowel type was the less-focal/English [u] or the morefocal/French [u]. The results indicate that infants show evidence of discrimination when
English [u] served as the familiar vowel type but not when French [u] served as the familiar
stimulus. This was confirmed by an ANOVA – condition (less to more focal vs. more to less
focal) x trial type (novel vs. familiar) – performed on the mean looking times for each infant.
Only the condition by trial type interaction (p < .001) was significant. Simple effect analyses
showed that infants in the “less focal to more focal’ group showed a robust novelty effect (p <
.0001). In contrast, there was no effect of trial type in the “more focal to less focal” condition
(p = .364). There is not sufficient statistical power to compare performance across language
groups, thus further research is needed to assess whether this pattern interacts with language
exposure. Nevertheless, the data provided here clearly reveal that infants are sensitive to subtle
differences in formant proximity while discriminating stimuli that fall within a given vowel
category. This finding provides critical data in support of the NRV framework, and expands
our understanding of the fundamental processes involved in vowel perception by providing
further insights into the nature and origin of this perceptual bias.
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Figure 1. Mean looking times during novel vowel and familiar vowel trials for infants
tested in two test conditions that vary only in the direction of vowel change.
[1] Polka, L. & Bohn, O-S. (2011). Natural Referent Vowel (NRV) framework: An emerging
view of early phonetic development. Journal of Phonetics, 39(4), 467-478.
[2] Tsuji, S. & Cristia, A. (2017). Which acoustic and phonological factors shape infants vowel
discrimination? Exploiting natural variation in InPhonDB. In: Proceedings of Interspeech
2017, pp. 2108-2112.
[3] Masapollo, M., Polka, L., Molnar, M. & Ménard, L. (2017). Directional asymmetries reveal
a universal bias in adult vowel perception. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
141, 2857- 2869.
[4] Masapollo, M., Polka, L. & Ménard, L. (2017). A universal bias in adult vowel perception
– by ear or by eye. Cognition, 166, 358-370.
[5] Masapollo, M., Polka, L., Ménard, L., Franklin, L., Tiede, M. & Morgan, J. (in press).
Asymmetries in unimodal visual vowel perception: The roles of oral-facial kinematics,
orientation and configuration. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception
and Performance.
[6] Houston, D. M., Horn, D.L. Qi, R., Ting, J.Y. and Gao, S. (2007). Assessing speech
discrimination in individual infants. Infancy, 12(2), 119-145.
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Phonotactic sensitivity in speakers with a very small lexicon
Yoon Mi Oh, Clay Beckner, Jen Hay, Jeanette King
New Zealand Institute of Language, Brain and Behaviour, University of Canterbury
Native speakers of a language can judge the gradient well-formedness of nonwords in their
language [1][2][3][4]. In previous studies on perceived wellformedness, experiments are
conducted with speakers who know a language well. The sophisticated statistical knowledge
displayed in these experiments is assumed to have arisen as a generalization over the speaker’s
established lexicon [1-4]. In this study, we conduct two experiments with non-Māori speaking
New Zealanders to assess their pre-lexical statistical knowledge of Māori. Most New
Zealanders (NZers) are regularly exposed to Māori throughout their lives. They do not,
however, have any substantial established lexicon of Māori. Our overall aim is to understand
the effects of gradient phonotactics on those speakers’ judgement of wordlikeness in Māori.
How much statistical knowledge is possible through simple ambient exposure? How
sophisticated can pre-lexical phonotactic knowledge be?
Exp 1 is an online Māori word identification task. The main goal is to estimate what words
NZers tend to recognize. How big is the Māori vocabulary of the typical non-Māori speaking
NZer? The stimuli are 133 real words and 208 highly Māori-like nonwords generated from a
trigram model [5]. The real words are common words that are most often borrowed into English.
Participants were asked to rate how confident they are that each item is an actual Māori word
using a 1-to-5 scale. The participants are 102 non-Māori speaking NZers. Discrimination was
high, revealing that NZers can recognize most of our target stimuli as real Māori words. d’ is
used as a measure of sensitivity for each participant’s performance. For both the words and the
nonwords, we calculated a phonotactic wellformedness score based on a trigram model over
word-types [6], with Kneser-Ney smoothing. Our analysis controls for the presence of macrons,
which occurred in both real and nonword stimuli; this feature of written Māori may be salient
to English speakers. A mixed-effects regression model shows that the presence of macrons and
phonotactic score both affect ratings, making more of a difference in rating nonword stimuli
than real word stimuli (c.f. Fig 1). Furthermore, participants with higher d’ tend to rely less on
phonotactic and orthographic cues than those with lower d’. All participants are influenced by
phonotactic and visual cues, but participants with lower d’ are more dependent on broad
knowledge of Māori wordlikeness (c.f. Fig 2).
While NZers could recognize most of the words, do they actually have semantic knowledge
of them? In Exp 2, 125 participants are asked to provide a definition of 118 words whose
average response was above 4 among participants in Exp 1. The results confirm that for a
significant subset of the words NZers can recognize, they are not able to provide definitions.
Rather surprisingly, phonotactic probability has a significant effect on participants’ ability to
define Māori words. More ‘Māori-like’ words in their phonotactics are significantly more
likely to elicit accurate definitions; this effect is present even after controlling for the overall
familiarity of each item among NZers, as determined by Exp 1. In addition to affecting
perceived wellformedness, phonotactics appear to influence individuals’ ability to attach
meaningful semantic context to the words to which they are exposed.
In this study, phonotactics plays a more important role in wellformedness ratings of
nonwords than real words, but both are affected. Our findings suggest that phonotactic cues
can have significant effects on both judgements of real words and nonwords. They also play
an additional role in affecting individuals’ ability to form semantic associations with words.
These results are of particular interest since they demonstrate that speakers with even limited
knowledge of a language make use of phonotactic generalizations and are more likely to learn
words which have more typical phonotactics. Speakers who have semantic lexicons of fewer
than 100 words can show high levels of sensitivity to the statistical patterns in a language.
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FIGURES
(1)

(2)

Fig 1 – left : Prediction plot from mixed effects regression model of Exp 1 showing the
effect of phonotactic score on ratings. Real words are rated higher than nonwords. Both are
influenced by phonotactics.
Fig 2 – right : Prediction plot from mixed effects regression model of Exp 1 showing that the
effect of phonotactics is stronger for participants who perform less well on the task overall –
i.e. those participants having a lower d’ – to the left of the x-axis.
[1] Frisch, S. A., Large, N. R., & Pisoni, D. B. (2000). Perception of wordlikeness: effects of
segment probability and length on the processing of nonwords. Journal of Memory and
Language, 42(4), 481–496. https://doi.org/10.1006/jmla.1999.2692.
[2] Kirby, J. P., & Yu, A. C. (2007). Lexical and phonotactic effects on wordlikeness judgments
in Cantonese. In Proceedings of the International Congress of the Phonetic Sciences XVI,
1389-1392.
[3] Vitevitch, M. S., & Luce, P. A. (1998). When words compete: levels of processing in
perception of spoken words. Psychological Science, 9(4), 325–329.
[4] Vitevitch, M. S., & Luce, P. A. (1999). Probabilistic phonotactics and neighborhood
activation in spoken word recognition. Journal of Memory and Language, 40(3), 374–408.
[5] Needle, J., Pierrehumbert, J. & Hay, J. (2014). Phonotactic probability and wordlikeness: a
flexible pseudoword generator with triphones, Madison, WI, USA: 19th Mid-Continental
Phonetics & Phonology Conference, 12-14 Sep 2014.
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Grammaticalization of intonation in Israeli Sign Language:
From information structure to subordination
Svetlana Dachkovsky Wendy Sandler
University of Haifa, Sign Language Research Lab

Intonation is an interesting testing ground for theories of grammaticalization
because, unlike the grammaticalization of affixes from words, linguistic intonation is
thought to have grammaticalized from intonational signals that were not linguistic
(Gussenhoven 2004, Janzen 1999 inter alia). Newly emerging sign languages, such as
Israeli Sign Language (ISL), can be an ideal testing ground for this hypothesis and are
perfectly suited to this purpose due to their young age (Meir and Sandler 2008).
In sign languages, the functions of intonation are performed by facial
expression and head movements (e.g., Sandler 1999; Dachkovsky et al. 2013). For
example, previous work on ISL has shown that squinted eyes and forward head
position systematically mark relative clauses (Dachkovsky & Sandler 2009). Yet, this
consistent intonational marking of relative clauses (RC) in the language is
characteristic of the younger signers’ but not of the older signers’ signing. This
suggests that these intonational components developed over time and poses questions
about their emergence and development. The present study investigates the
grammaticalization of forward head movement and squinted eyes by tracking the
changes of intonational marking across three generations of ISL signers. The study
demonstrates that these signals begin as pragmatic or, more specifically, as
information structuring devices, and are transformed by a grammaticalization process
into relative clause construction markers.
Adopting Labov’s (1963) apparent time hypothesis, which infers diachronic
changes from synchronic data collected from different age groups, the ISL data were
collected from three generations of signers through an interactive task designed to
elicit relative clauses. In order to deduce and evaluate changes, the behavior of
intonational signals was analyzed in accordance with the basic criteria of
grammaticalization: (1) degree of obligatoriness, (2) functional change, and (3)
phonetic strength (e.g., Hopper & Traugott, 2003).
The results show that the RC construction emerges through a gradual and
consecutive transformation of the two intonational components -- forward head
movement (FHM) and squint -- from information structuring devices at the earliest
stages (Ex. 1) to RC markers later on (Ex. 2). Specifically, FHM in the older group of
signers functions as a topic marker, usually aligned with the nominal only. Starting
with the second generation, the scope of FHM includes both the nominal and the RC,
but not the main predication. This change demonstrates that FHM develops into a
marker of clausal asymmetry, which lies at the heart of subordination.
Similarly, squint, originally signaling Low Accessibility status of the referent
in the older signers’ topics, becomes a grammatical marker of the RC construction in
the youngest signers’ responses by virtue of the spread from the nominal to the RC as
well. In addition, in the process of grammaticalization squint undergoes phonetic
reduction: the intensities of the squint tokens produced by the older and middle-aged
groups are consistently higher than those produced by the youngest group (Eg. 3).
In sum, the findings of the study show that intonational markers that signal
asymmetry at the level of information structure are reanalyzed as cues of clause-level
asymmetry. Moreover, this research has important implications for understanding the
role of intonation in the emergence and development of subordination. The
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grammaticalization of multiple co-occurring intonational signals results in the gradual
crystallization of the relative clause construction as a discrete linguistic category.

FHM +squint

a)
MAN
b) LOOK
c) COMB-HAIR
(1). Three chunks in the ISL older signer’s response corresponding to the nominal (a),
the first predication (b) and the second predication (c) in sentence
‘The man who is watching TV is combing his hair’. The intonational signals are co-temporal
with the topic of the utterance

FHM+squint

a) GIRL EAT-ICECREAM INDEX
b) SWING
(2) The nominal and the RC are marked by FHM and squint in sentence ‘The girl who is
eating ice-cream is swinging’ produced by a younger ISL signer

a) Middle-aged signer:
b) Younger signer:
The highest intensity
the lowest intensity
(3) Reduction of squint intensity across generations of ISL signers
References: Dachkovsky, S. & Sandler, W. (2009). Visual intonation in the prosody of a sign
language. Language & Speech 52, 287-314. Dachkovsky, S., Healy, C. & Sandler, W. 2013.
Visual intonation in two sign languages. Phonology, 30.2, 211-252. Gussenhoven, C. (2004).
The phonology of tone and intonation. Cambridge University Press. Hopper, P. J. & E. C.
Traugott (1993). Grammaticalization. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Janzen, T.
(1999). The grammaticalization of topics in American Sign Language. Studies in Language
23, 271-306. W. Labov (1963). The social motivation of a sound change. Word 19, 273-309.
Meir, I. & W. Sandler (2008). A Language in Space: A Story of Israeli Sign Language.
Lawrence Erlbaum. Sandler, W. (1999). The medium and the message: Prosodic
interpretation of linguistic content in Israeli Sign Language. Sign Language & Linguistics 2,
187-215.
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Visual-Aerotactile Integration in Individuals with Hearing Loss
Charlene Chang1, Megan Keough1, Murray H. Schellenberg1, Bryan Gick1,2
1
University of British Columbia
2
Haskins Laboratories
Research in the last fifty years has shown increasing evidence for the role of multisensory
information in speech perception. For example, visual information improves intelligibility for
cochlear implant users [1], and when the signal is in noise [2]. Moreover, it can create
perceptual speech illusions such as the McGurk effect [3], in which incongruent auditory and
visual stimuli are integrated to form a novel percept. Aerotactile information has also been
shown to influence the perception of aspirated syllables in normal hearing (NH) individuals.
In [4], participants were more likely to accurately perceive auditory signals as /pa/ and
incorrectly identify /ba/ as /pa/ when the syllable was accompanied by a puff of air.
Furthermore, [5] found that this ‘aspiration effect” occurs without auditory speech cues:
subjects were more likely to judge silent video clips of /pa/ and /ba/ as aspirated when
presented with aerotactile stimuli. These results certainly suggest that airflow information
may be built up into a speaker’s representations of these sounds, but it is unknown whether
this persists if access to one of the sensory modalities is compromised. We report results from
a Visual-Aerotactile Integration Task [5] with HoH individuals, a population with reduced
access to the auditory modality.
Research suggests HoH perceivers’ representations for aspirated and unaspirated voiceless
stops may not feature aspiration in the same way as NH. For example, individuals with
bilateral severe hearing loss prefer formant transitions to aspiration noise as cues to aspiration
distinctions [6], perhaps because aspiration noise is typically low energy. Moreover, HoH
individuals show great inter- and intra-speaker variability in aspiration production.
Prelingually deaf adults typically produce voiceless unaspirated stops regardless of whether
the target should be aspirated [7, 8]. These atypical productions may affect their association
of aerotactile cues with aspiration and in turn affect their ability to use aerotactile cues in
perception.
Methods: 10 participants with hearing loss (HL) and 14 participants with normal hearing
(NH) completed a two-alternative forced-choice response task (“is this /pa/ or /ba/?”) while
listening to babble over headphones. Participants were presented with 240 silent video clips
of a male speaker producing /pa/ and /ba/. Half of the clips were accompanied by a 100ms
duration puff of air directed at the suprasternal notch (for more details, see [5]). The HL
participants varied in hearing ability and cause of hearing loss; 9 used hearing aids and 1 had
cochlear implants. All use English as their principal communication method. No NH
participants reported a history of speech or hearing issues. HL participants were also recorded
reading 5 /p/-initial English words and 5 /b/-initial English words embedded in a carrier
phrase along with 10 filler words starting with /h/ or /m/ to test for correlations between
integration and aspiration production. Each word was repeated twice in the carrier phrase and
each phrase was presented 4 times providing 40 tokens for each phoneme.
Results: A generalized linear mixed effects model indicated that participants were most
likely to respond correctly for /pa/ in a visual-tactile condition than all other conditions (β =
2.50, SE = 0.51, z = 4.94, p < 0.001) regardless of hearing group (see Figure 1). That is,
aerotactile information facilitated identification of /pa/ for all participants. A second
generalized linear mixed effects model with Group as a fixed effect showed no significant
difference between NH and HL groups. The current results suggest that HL perceivers
integrate aerotactile cues into representations of aspirated stops.
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Figure 1. Percentage of correct responses for each visual stimulus, i.e. responding /ba/
with a /ba/-visual cue (red bars) and responding /pa/ for a /pa/-visual cue (green bars).
Accuracy for both visual-only (VO) and visual-tactile (VT) conditions and both the Control
group (left) and HL group (right) are shown. The dotted line shows at-chance performance at
0.50.
[1] Rouger, J., Lagleyre, S., Fraysse, B., Deneve, S., Deguine, O., & Barone, P. (2007).
Evidence that cochlear-implanted deaf patients are better multisensory integrators.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 104(17), 7295-7300.
[2] Sumby, W., & Pollack, I. (1954). Visual contribution to speech intelligibility in noise.
The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 26(2), 212-215.
[3] McGurk, H., & MacDonald, J. (1976). Hearing lips and seeing voices. Nature, 264, 746–
748.
[4] Gick, B., & Derrick, D. (2009). Aero-tactile integration in speech perception. Nature,
462(7272), 502-504.
[5] Bicevskis, K., Derrick, D., & Gick, B. (2016). Visual-tactile integration in speech
perception: Evidence for modality neutral speech primitives. The Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America, 140(5), 3531-3539.
[6] Tsui, Y. H., & Ciocca, V. (2000). Perception of aspiration and place of articulation of
Cantonese initial stops by normal and sensorineural hearing-impaired listeners.
International Journal of Language & Communication disorders, 35(4), 507-525.
[7] Lane, H., & Perkell, J. S. (2005). Control of voice-onset time in the absence of hearing: a
review. Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research, 48(6), 1334-1343.
[8] Khouw, E., & Ciocca, V. (2007). An acoustic and perceptual study of initial stops
produced by profoundly hearing impaired adolescents. Clinical linguistics &
phonetics, 21(1), 13-27.
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Preservation of linguistically important aspects of prosodic structure
by speakers with Parkinson's disease: the case of French lists
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Dysprosody or disordered prosody in speakers with Parkinson's disease (PD) has been
observed since the 19th century [4], and the classic description of PD dysarthria [2] includes
"monopitch", "reduced stress", and "monoloudness". Most studies, however, have used only
global measures (e.g. mean fundamental frequency (F0), speech rate), and only a few have
addressed the question of how (or if) language-specific prosodic structures are affected [6].
We examined productions of a list read by French speakers with PD (Fig. 1). Lists provide
a good testing ground because they are common in speech [1] and have well-defined prosodic
characteristics [3]. Some of these are typical of lists, such as F0 rises on non-final elements
and a fall on the final element (here coinciding with the end of a declarative), while others
depend on accentual phrase (AP) length and number of content word syllables. French APs
that are not utterance final are typically realized with an F0 rise on the last syllable and an
optional early rise. When there is enough time a two-rise pattern (LHLH) is often found [5,9].
Therefore in our study, we expect to find LHLH on the relatively long, 3-content word
syllable APs les clémentines and les mirabelles. Other tonal patterns with fewer (or
undershot) tones (e.g. LHH, LLH, L1H2) should be found in shorter APs.
While all speakers must maintain linguistically important distinctions, speakers with PD
may be limited by their motor difficulties. We hypothesized that they would preserve parts of
intonational patterns that convey essential information. In case of difficulty in producing all
F0 rises, we expected they would preserve the late rise (essential in conveying the information
"non-final element of a list") rather than the optional early rise (low functional load here).
We used utterances from large corpus of the speech of French PD patients [8] divided into
groups defined by years from diagnosis: G1: 0-3 yrs. (N=16), G2: 4-9 yrs. (N=24), G3: > 9
yrs. (N=15), and HC, healthy controls (N=60). Clinical assessments confirmed a progression
of the severity of the disease from G1 to G3. Patients performed all speech tasks without
medication (OFF) and after taking medication (ON).
The results show differences in classic measures such as speech rate, mean F0, and F0
range. With respect to intonational phonology, for all groups and both treatment conditions,
participants respected the global intonation pattern of a list: AP-final F0 rises on non-final
elements, final fall. No effect of severity of the disease was observed (G1: 69%, G2: 76%,
G3: 73%, HC: 69%). Within the list, all participants produced a variety of tonal patterns with
the expected prosodic phrasing. In line with reports in the literature, AP duration was a
predictor of the realization of the LHLH pattern for both the healthy controls and the PD
speakers ON medication. However, this was not the case when the patients were OFF
medication. For PD speakers in G3, we observed an apparent tendency for fewer LHLH and
more LLH patterns in 3-content word syllable APs (Fig. 2). The LLH pattern preserves the
late rise, in line with the hypothesis. Another 3-tone pattern LHH may have been avoided due
to difficulties in producing rises or maintaining high F0 (see [10, 7]). We are investigating
whether simplification of the LHLH pattern can be related to clinical and other measures.
Studies taking into account intonational phonology may help us to better understand PD
and how to better support patients and the management of the speech alteration.
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Figure 1. Example production Il aime les mangues, les clémentines, les mirabelles, les bananes et les
melons. ‘He likes mangos, clementines, mirabelle plums, bananas, and melons.’

Figure 2. Tonal patterns, accentual phrases (APs) with 3 content word syllables
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Characterizing the Language Abilities of Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities in
Treatment Studies
Leonard Abbeduto, PhD
Tsakopoulos-Vismara Endowed Chair
MIND Institute
University of California, Davis
Sacramento, California, USA
Drugs are in development to treat core symptoms of Down syndrome (DS), fragile X
syndrome (FXS), autism spectrum disorder (ASD), and other developmental disabilities.
Disorder-specific behavioral interventions are also being developed. Evaluation of the efficacy of
these pharmaceutical and behavioral interventions, however, is being hampered by a lack of
psychometrically sound outcome measures. In this presentation, I will outline the requirements
for an adequate outcome measure and argue that language is an ideal endpoint for treatment
studies if measured properly. I will describe an ongoing multi-university consortium project
designed to evaluate the adequacy of expressive language sampling (ELS) as a source of
outcome measures for treatment studies. The consortium focuses on three types of standardized
ELS procedures: (a) conversation with an examiner; (b) narration of a wordless picture book to
an examiner; and (c) the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-2 (ADOS-2), which is a
widely used gold standard observational tool for diagnosing ASD. The participants are
individuals with DS, FXS, or ASD between the ages of 6 and 23 years. Data are being collected
on nearly 300 participants. The project entails establishing the psychometric properties of several
measures derived from ELS procedures, including vocabulary, syntax, and intelligibility, as well
as atypical language behaviors, such as verbal perseveration. Data will be presented on
feasibility, practice effects over repeated administrations, test-retest reliability over a short-term
interval, and construct validity. The work on construct validity includes the assessment of
correlations with comparable standardized tests as well as the extent to which the ELS-derived
measures corroborate previous research on the linguistic phenotypes of these three disorders.
Data will also be presented on the developmental trajectories of selected ELS-derived measures
in typically developing comparison individuals. Background on the phenotypes of DS, FXS, and
ASD will also be presented, as will brief highlights of treatment studies to date. Lastly, new
projects designed to automate ELS procedures will be briefly discussed.
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Using Naı̈ve Imitation to Investigate Listener-Based Sound Change
Christopher Carignan
Institut für Phonetik und Sprachverarbeitung, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
Vowel nasality is produced by lowering the velum in order to allow air to resonate simultaneously through the oral and nasal cavities. However, it has been observed that both phonetic
and phonemic nasal vowels can also involve a change in tongue height and/or increased
breathy voice in a variety of languages and dialects [1–8]. This co-variation of nasality and oral
articu-latory modification has been argued to have emerged diachronically due to listenerbased sound change, arising from similar acoustic and perceptual effects of nasalization,
tongue height change, and breathiness [8–10]. In these cases, it is argued, listeners misattributed acoustic modifications due to nasalization as being due to these non-nasal
articulations, subsequently producing the vowels with both nasalization and novel
modifications to the oral tract [11–13]. In the current study, the claim that listeners-turnedspeakers may (re-)produce vowel nasality with modified oral articulations is tested using naı̈ve
listener imitations of native speaker pro-ductions, including simultaneously recorded acoustic
and articulatory data from four Southern French (SF; a language with phonemic vowel
nasality) speakers and nine Australian English (AE; a language without phonemic vowel
nasality) naı̈ve imitators.
Two computers were used to record ultrasound (midsagittal tongue shape), nasalance, electroglottographic (EGG), and acoustic data synchronously. In the first stage of the study, data
were collected from four male native speakers of SF producing oral (/E,a,o/) and nasal (/
Ẽ,Ã,Õ/) vowels in French lexical items in a carrier phrase. In the second stage of the study, the
same data were collected from nine male AE speakers who had no linguistic experience with
any language containing phonemic nasal vowels. For data collection of this second stage, the
par-ticipants listened through headphones to a randomized selection of word stimuli created
from the SF native productions; they were instructed simply to imitate the productions. An
example of the experimental setup for this second stage of data collection is displayed in Figure
1. For both native and naı̈ve productions, the following measurements were made at 25%, 50%,
and 75% of the vowel interval: F1, nasalance (amplitude ratio, i.e., Anasal ), tongue height
(Aoral+Anasal)

(highest point of tongue contour, relative to the occlusal plane), and contact quotient (CQ, the
portion of the EGG glottal cycle during which the vocal folds are adducted; lower CQ are correlated with increased breathiness). Linear mixed-effects models were created to compare oral
and nasal congeners, with random intercepts for speaker, imitator, onset consonant, and experiment order. Statistically significant effects are reported for Bonferroni adjusted α = 0.004.
With regard to acoustics, the AE imitators successfully reproduced the same F1 distinction
made by the native SF speakers for all three vowel pairs (i.e., higher F1 for /Ẽ/ vs. /E/, lower
F1 for /Ã/ vs. /a/, no difference for /Õ/ vs. /o/). With regard to nasalization, the imitators
produced the nasal vowels with greater nasalance compared to the oral vowels, albeit to a lesser
extent than the SF speakers in every case. With regard to breathiness, the AE imitators
produced the nasal vowels with lower CQ values (i.e., greater breathiness) than the oral
vowels, as did the SF speakers. However, with regard to tongue height, while the AE imitators
faithfully reproduced the native SF /E-Ẽ/ distinction (i.e., lower tongue position for /Ẽ/ vs. /
E/), the same native distinction for /o-Õ/ was not imitated to the same degree, and the native
distinction for /a-Ã/ (i.e., lower tongue position for /Ã/ vs. /a/) was not replicated at all by the
AE imitators, who in fact produced /Ã/ with a higher tongue position than /a/. This suggests
that the AE imitators, while faithfully reproducing the native F1 distinction for these vowels,
did so via a lesser degree of nasalization and subsequent compensatory tongue height
modification. The direction of this compensation mirrors the diachronic changes that have led
researchers to
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speculate that articulatory co-variation in vowel nasality has arisen, in part, due to articulatory
misperception. The results observed here corroborate these claims and encourage the use of
synchronic laboratory methods to test hypotheses related to diachronic sound change.

Figure 1. Experimental equipment setup for naı̈ve imitation.
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Use it or Lose it: What do listeners do with co-articulatory information?
Anne Pycha1 and Georgia Zellou2
1
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee and 2University of California, Davis
Co-articulation occurs when two articulatory gestures from discrete sounds overlap in
time1. For example, in English phrases such as a peep /əә pip/ vs. a pope /əә powp/, anticipatory
vowel-to-vowel co-articulation yields different acoustic realizations of schwa, e.g., [əәi] vs.
[əәow]2. Prior work on listener perception of co-articulation has provided evidence for two
types of behavior that are potentially in conflict, which we refer to as the “Use it or Lose it”
problem. On the one hand, listeners use co-articulatory information to make predictions about
upcoming words: upon hearing [əәi], for example, they may predict that the next word is
peep3–5. On the other hand, listeners also lose this information: upon hearing [əәi pip] or [əәow
powp], they may compensate – that is, they may use contextual information to factor out
acoustic perturbations, such that [əәi] and [əәow] are both perceived as canonical versions of
schwa6–8. In the current study, we asked if these two behaviors are mutually exclusive. That
is, if a listener loses co-articulatory information through compensation, does this mean he or
she cannot use it to make predictions?
We addressed this question by asking listeners to respond to the same set of acoustic
tokens in two tasks: one that quantified prediction (task 1), and another that quantified
compensation (task 2). Test stimuli consisted of five phrases, a peep, a pope, a poop, a pop, a
pipe, in which the schwa exhibited effects of vowel-to-vowel co-articulation ([əәi], [əәow], [əәu],
[əәɑ], [əәai]; same-spliced from different productions of each utterance). Control stimuli
contained non-coarticulated schwa (cross-spliced from a pup). Task 1 used a visual-world
paradigm with eye-tracking, Figure 1. On each trial, listeners first visually previewed
orthographic target and competitor words. Subsequently, they were instructed to look at a
fixation cross, then to listen to a spoken stimulus (e.g., now look at [əәi pip]). For test trials,
faster looks to target words would indicate that co-articulation facilitates word perception
(using). Task 2 was a paired discrimination task, Figure 2. On each trial, listeners heard two
pairs of phrases and indicated which pair contained schwas that were most different from one
another (design from [3]). One pair always containied acoustically identical (noncoarticulated) schwas and the other contained different schwas (coarticulated vs. noncoarticulated). Test trials consisted of pairs with different words (e.g., [əәʌpʌp əәipip] vs. [əәʌpʌp
əәʌpip]); control trial pairs contained the same words (e.g., [əәʌpip əәipip] vs. [əәipip əәipip]).
Compared to control trials, good performance on test trials would indicate that perception is
veridical. However, poor performance would indicate that compensation occurs (losing), i.e.,
that all four realizations of schwa are perceived as canonical. Crucially, we hypothesized that
listeners’ performance across these two tasks must be logically related: if listeners tend to
lose co-articulatory information through compensation, then they cannot also use this
information for prediction.
Preliminary results from ten participants provide support for this hypothesis. A mixedeffects logistic regression model revealed that looking times (averaged by-word and bysubject) in task 1 significantly predicted discrimination accuracy in task 2 (β = -0.52, std.
error = 0.21, z = -2.50, p = 0.01). The correlation between looking time and discrimination
was negative, as seen in Figure 3. That is, when listeners performed poorly at discriminating
between a coarticulated schwa in context from a non-coarticulated schwa, they also tended to
take longer to use the coarticulatory information on schwa to direct their eye fixation to a
target word. This suggests that compensation leads to the loss of co-articulatory information
that could otherwise be used for prediction. This finding connects two previously disparate
strands of work on the perception of coarticulation, and, as far as we know, it is the first to
address the “Use it or Lose it” puzzle.
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Test condition:
[əәʌpʌp əәipip] vs. [əәʌpʌp əәʌpip]

Test condition:

peep

[!i peep]

+

Control condition:

pope

[!ʌ peep]

Control condition:
[əәipip əәʌpip] vs [əәipip əәipip]
Task: Which pair, first or second, contains
schwas that are most different from each
other?
FIGURE 2. TASK 2, DISCRIMINATION

FIGURE 1. TASK 1, PREDICTION.
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FIGURE 3. RESULTS. SIGNIFICANT NEGATIVE CORRELATION BETWEEN ACCURACY IN
DISCRIMINATION TASK (Y-AXIS, JITTERED) AND LOOKING TIMES TO VISUAL TARGETS (IN MS, XAXIS).
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Reexamining the perception-production link in sibilant convergence
Yanyu Long
Cornell University
The perception-production link can provide insights to studies such as sound change and language
learning; yet, the nature of this link is unclear. Studies such as shadowing/imitation tasks suggest some
link between the two modalities during on-line processing (Goldinger 1998), but evidence for correlation
between the two is inconsistent. For example, while Harrington et al. (2008) found a correlation between
perceptual compensation and coarticulation in /u/-fronting, other studies failed to find similar results in
other contexts (e.g. Kataoka 2011, Grosvald & Corina 2012). This study approached the link by exploring
how baseline representations, processing and production convergence are related. The findings suggested
that inputs are encoded in terms of their distance from the baseline perception before further influencing
production. This may lead to a negative relationship between perception and production variation.
54 native English speakers were given an identification task using [su]-[ʃu]/[sa]-[ʃa] continua and a
baseline production task in which they read made-up words starting with [su] or [sai] (less variation in
eliciting [sai]-words than [sa]). Then, they were explicitly instructed to imitate the same words produced
by a model speaker with all [s] synthesized to be more [ʃ]-like. Degree of perceptual compensation was
measured by the difference between the two identification functions at the 50% points. Assuming [sa]
and [su] have separate distributions, two baseline perception distributions were inferred from the
identification functions using a Bayesian model. [s]s were measured with center of gravity (CoG).
Mixed effect models showed that degree of imitation, measured by CoG lowering during imitation,
was positively predicted by baseline [s] production. However, no relationship between perception and
production was found: degree of perceptual compensation did not correlate with coarticulation in [s],
measured by CoG difference of the baseline [sai] and [su] words; also, baseline perception was not a
main effect in predicting imitation. A closer look revealed that some participants converged while others
exhibited no change, or even diverged. Statistically guided clustering of participants suggested 5 distinct
groups: 10 people converged in both contexts (G1); 4 converged in [sai] only (G2); 8 diverged in [su]
only; 23 exhibited no change and 9 diverged in both (Fig 1a). By-group mixed effect models found
positive effects of baseline perception in predicting degree of imitation only in the convergence groups
G1 and G2 (Fig 1b). This suggested with higher baseline perception and hence larger perceptual
difference from the stimuli, more convergence occurred. The same groups of participants also showed a
negative correlation between compensation and coarticulation (Fig 1c).
The results can be explained using the C-CuRE model (Cole et al. 2010). For the convergence groups,
inputs are recoded in terms of their distance from the two baseline perception distributions (expected
values). Then production targets are computed using the recoded values. With smaller compensation,
larger distance is observed between the expected [su] value and an ambiguous [su] input, which results in
more convergence and more variable production, i.e., larger coarticulation. This was supported by
comparison between two non-linear models, which showed that a perceptually adjusted encoding of
stimuli better explained variation in convergence than a model without perceptual adjustment. Taken
together, the findings suggested perception and production are linked during processing through input
encoding and target selection, which has consequences in their relationship in baseline representations.
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Fig 1. Left (a): Grouping of participants according to whether they converged, diverged or did not change
in either context. The two lines of 0 indicate no change. Data were averaged from 16 tokens for
each subject.
Middle (b): Relationship between [s] CoG change from baseline to the imitation task (degree of
imitation) and adjusted [s] perception distribution means (regressed on baseline [s] CoG) for
participants in G1 and G2. Blue dots are [su] context; red dots are [sa] context. It shows positive
effects of baseline perception on CoG change in both contexts when baseline [s] CoG is controlled.
Right (c): Negative correlation between perceptual compensation (PC) and coarticulation in
participants in G1 and G2. Production data were averaged from 16 tokens for each subject.
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The production and perception of root-consonant sequences in a Semitic language:
Perceptual versus articulatory pressures
Holger Mitterer
University of Malta
In the Semitic language Maltese, the three consonants that form a lexical root surface in
sequence in the present tense plural forms, for instance, k-t-b → jiktbu, Engl., ‘they write’, with
the pattern jVCCCu, in which the <j> indicates the third person, V is a root-specific filler
vowel, and <u> indicates plural. Secondly, in Indo-Germanic languages, such consonant
clusters have been found to be especially prone to phonetic reduction in connected speech. This
gives rise to the expectation that the tri-consonantal sequences in Semitic roots are likely to
undergo reduction in connected speech as well [1]. However, it has been argued that
morphological status protects from reduction and that roots are recognized via contextindependent phonemes [2], [3]. The alternative hypothesis thus is that such forms will not
undergo reduction.
A sentence-elicitation task was used to investigate how these opposing pressures from
perception and production play out. Previous work showed that sentence elicitation tasks can
reveal strong forms of reduction [4]. Using all 62 roots with obstruent clusters that are
commonly used in Maltese, we gathered 1330 valid forms of such sequences from fourteen
native speakers of Maltese. Forced alignment was used to estimate the phonemic content of
these forms [5], [6] . A custom lexicon was generated with alternative pronunciations in which
one of the root consonants was deleted. Forced alignment was done semi-automatically with
human supervision. Raters could add new forms to the pronunciation lexicon if the actual
pronunciation does not match well with any of the existing variants for that word. After adding
the new form, alignment was repeated with these added forms. Raters could hence add possible
forms but could not change the actual alignment. Using this method, we found that only about
60% of the forms were produced with all three root consonants in canonical form. Especially
the second consonant was prone to be reduced. However, some patterns of reduction were
surprising. For instance, the /t/ in jiktbu would be in an ideal “deletion” position (in an obstruent
cluster and followed by a bilabial) according to analyses for Germanic languages [1], [3].
However, this /t/ was never deleted, but underwent voicing assimilation.
In an eye-tracking study, we investigated how well such forms with reduced root consonants
are recognized, based on earlier work that understanding a verb triggers looks to referents that
fit the thematic roles for this verb [7]. Sentences were generated for 48 forms that frequently
underwent reduction and allowed prediction of picturable objects (e.g., Anna and Sam are
changing the tires). For each target object (here: tires) three sentences were used. One with the
canonical form (i.e., jibdlu, Engl., they change), one with a reduced form (i.e., jidlu) of the verb
and one with a non-predictive control (i.e., jfittex, Engl., they search). As Figure 1 shows, faster
looks to the targets based on verb constraints (relative to the control condition) were observed
for the canonically produced verbs (replicating [7]) but not for the reduced verbs. This indicates
that reduced forms are recognized less efficiently and do not allow for prediction in perception.
These data lead to the following conclusions: First, morphological status does not prevent
reductions, but root consonants may be reduced differently than consonants in Germanic
languages. The ensuing variation necessitates some flexibility in the lexical representation of
roots, which hence cannot be recognized reliably through a phonemic code. Secondly,
prediction has often been assumed pivotal in the perception of conversational speech, with
prediction making up for the poorer signal due to phonetic reduction. However, this argument
overlooks that listeners also have poorer data to base their predictions on when the signal is
less clear, so that the listener is not in a good position to predict upcoming words.
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Figure 1. Fixation patterns as fixation proportions to target objects dependent on target
word onset (=0 ms). Targets were either not predicted by the verb (control) or predicted by a
verb that was realized canonically or reduced.
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Tsova-Tush "intensive" consonants
Bryn Hauk
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa
In Tsova-Tush [ISO 639-3: bbl], a Northeast Caucasian language spoken in Zemo Alvani,
Georgia, stops have a phonemic three-way contrast between aspirated, ejective, and voiced,
and fricatives have a two-way contrast between voiceless and voiced. However, as shown by
the minimal pairs in Table 1, an additional feature (represented here orthographically by <ː>)
distinguishes phonemes at two places of articulation for stops (alveolar /tʰː, t'ː/, uvular /qʰː, q'ː/)
and at three places for fricatives (alveolar /sː/, postalveolar /ʃː/, velar /xː/). Previous accounts
label this distinguishing feature "intensive," but provide no articulatory or acoustic description
of "intensity" while rejecting the possibility that these are geminates [1][2][3].
This raises the following question, the focus of the present study: what are the acoustic
properties of the so-called "intensive" consonants in Tsova-Tush and their non-intensive
counterparts? One possibility is that intensives show similar properties to segments labelled
"fortis," "tense," "strong," or "emphatic" in other languages. Such segments have been
associated with higher amplitude release noise, longer VOT, higher F0 at voice onset, and
sharper voice onset with relatively undamped harmonics, in comparison with corresponding
"lenis" segments [4][5][6]. Another possibility is that the contrast between Tsova-Tush
intensive and non-intensive consonants lies in duration; i.e., intensives are geminates, and nonintensives are singletons. If this is the case, a description of the geminate ejectives /t'ː/ and /q'ː/
would be particularly valuable, as little information is currently available on the acoustic
properties of these typologically rare segments.
This study characterizes the properties of Tsova-Tush intensives through the analysis of
high-quality audio recordings of three adult fluent speakers of Tsova-Tush (one female, two
males) performing a list of 62 target words (Table 2) in a carrier sentence, resulting in 186
recorded utterances containing one or more target consonants. The target words are analysed
in Praat [7] for both durational and spectral properties. For stops, the following durational
measures are compared: voiced closure, voiceless closure, burst time, post-burst interval (PBI),
total duration (the sum of the previous measures), closure duration (the sum of voiced and
voiceless closure), and the preceding vowel (V1); additionally, measurements are taken for
burst intensity, amplitudes during the PBI, spectral shape during the PBI, creakiness in the
following vowel (V2; specifically, spectral tilt and H1-H2), and F0 in V2. For fricatives,
duration was measured for voiced frication, voiceless frication, aspiration (if present), total
duration, and V1, as well as the same spectral measures for V2 as collected for stops. These
measures are statistically compared for the intensive contrast using linear mixed effects models.
Results show that the category of intensives can be distinguished from non-intensives by
durational measures (specifically closure duration), rather than by voice quality or F0 of V2,
meaning the term "geminate" could be used in place of "intensive." Additionally, analyses
reveal considerable interspeaker variation, both in terms of the acoustic cues for geminate stops
and the production of phonemic ejectives, which were only realized as ejectives phonetically
(i.e., with a PBI of relative silence) by the female speaker. The two male speakers have either
an extremely brief PBI or an immediate resumption of voicing after the burst (i.e., an
unaspirated non-ejective stop). For all speakers, the PBI of aspirated stops was longer with
higher amplitude noise than the same interval for ejectives. Altogether, geminate ejectives are
characterized by a long closure duration, a loud burst, and a low-amplitude PBI that is shorter
in duration than this interval for an aspirated stop. These measures give the most complete
phonetic portrait of geminate ejectives in linguistic literature to date. This study also
contributes to a more complete description of the phoneme inventory of Tsova-Tush, now
identified as a language with geminate consonants.
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Tables
Word 1

Word 2

Gloss 1

Gloss 2

qʰetʰar

qʰetʰːar

to get up

to know

latʰ

latʰː

set (it) on fire!

litter, garbage

xet'ar

xet'ːar

to destroy

to ask; to read

it'

it'ː

run!

ten

eqʰar

eqʰːar

these

to jump

daq'dar

daq'ːdar

to dry

to try, test

is

isː

that

nine

-- *

eʃːinʷ

--

crazy, stupid, feeble-minded

daxar
daxːar
to leave
to drown (trans.)
Table 1 Minimal pairs for intensive contrast. *cf. near minimal pair tʰeʃin 'person who trusts'
Intervocalic: (C)VXV(C)
Preconsonantal: (C)VXCVC
Word-final): (CVC)VX
satʰiv
stack (of hay)
daqʰdar to suckle, nurse
k'natʰ
boy
batʰːiš
months
eqʰːdar
to make jump
motʰː
bed
tʰet'ar
to cut
daq'dar
to dry (trans.)
bot'
dough
xet'ːar
to read
daq'ːdar to try, test
mot'ː
language
tʰasĩ
threw down
latʰdar
to make s.o. set fire araq'
vodka
mosːĩ
bad
tʰatʰːdar to push
zaq'ː
crack
(33 more…)
(2 more…)
(9 more…)
Table 2 A selection of 62 target words performed for the acoustic study within the carrier
sentence as X eɬnas 'I said X.'
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What is phonetic and what is phonological in oral stop voicing: An investigation of
three languages with no voicing distinction
Stephanie Kakadelis
The Graduate Center, CUNY
Almost all studies on the phonetics of oral stop voicing patterns focus on languages
with a voicing distinction. This gives rise to some debate regarding which aspects of voicing
patterns arise from inherent articulatory effects related to the production of a voicing
distinction, and which aspects are intentional adjustments by speakers meant to accentuate the
phonological contrast [1].
This study investigates the phonetic properties of oral stops in three No Voicing
Distinction (NVD) languages; Bardi (ISO-639 bcj), Arapaho (ISO-639 arp), and Sierra Norte
de Puebla Nahuatl (ISO-639 aaz). Labial, coronal, and velar orals stops in four phonological
contexts, phrase-initial, intervocalic, post-nasal, and phrase-final, were measured from each
language. Approximately one hour of naturalistic speech from each language were annotated.
The recordings were transcribed and force-aligned to the phoneme level using the Penn
Phonetic Force-Aligner (P2FA) [2], and the target tokens were further annotated using Praat
[3]. Three acoustic correlates commonly associated with voicing distinctions were measured;
phonated and silent closure duration [4,5], voice onset time (VOT), and preceding vowel
duration [6].
Results:
In intervocalic and post-nasal contexts, where a complete measure of the closure could
be ascertained, there was a common tendency in all three languages for proportion of phonation
to decrease as total closure duration increased. The proportion of phonated closure was not
significantly affected by phonological context. There was a significant interaction in proportion
of phonation by language and place of articulation (Fig. 1a-1b). Bardi oral stops had on average
very high phonation proportion for all phonological contexts (intervocalic 0.84, post-nasal
0.94) and places of articulation (labial 0.89, coronal 0.91, velar 0.83). North Puebla Nahuatl
oral stops were on average a little more than halfway phonated through the closure in all
phonological contexts (intervocalic 0.61, post-nasal 0.66) and places of articulation (labial
0.71, coronal 0.62, velar 0.55). In Arapaho place of articulation had a significant effect on
proportion of phonation (labial 0.99, coronal 0.48, velar 0.34).
VOT measurements from all phonological contexts except phrase-final were also
compared across the three languages. Results show that both phonological context and place
of articulation interact significantly in the three languages (Fig. 2a-2b). Bardi oral stops in all
phonological contexts, except phrase-initial, tended to have negative VOT values. Arapaho
labial oral stops had negative VOT on average in all phonological contexts, whereas coronal
and velar oral stops had close to zero in phrase-initial context and positive VOT in intervocalic
and post-nasal context. North Puebla Nahuatl oral stops in all places of articulation were more
likely to surface with zero, or positive VOT values in all phonological contexts.
Preceding vowel duration was the only acoustic correlate where the three languages
behaved similarly (Fig. 3). No clear relationship between any acoustic property of the oral stop
and the duration of the preceding vowel was found. The only correlation that was reasonably
reliable was total closure duration, but the relationship was positive, suggesting it may be a
speech rate effect. This runs counter the expectation based on previous research, which predicts
a negative relationship between oral stop closure and preceding vowel duration [6,7].
Overall the results suggest that many of the acoustic correlates associated with voicing
in oral stops are bound by general phonetic tendencies, but that language specific differences
arise in the implementation of these tendencies.
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Weighting cues in production of stop voicing and emphasis in Qatari Arabic
Vladimir Kulikov
Qatar University
Mapping of multiple acoustic cues to phonological features is one of the key aspects of
research on speech processing. Previous studies (e.g. Lisker 1986; Neary 1989) showed that
features are typically encoded by multiple cues, and cues are used to encode more than one
feature. Models of speech recognition (e.g. Fowler 1984; Gow 2003; Smits 2001) explain this
relation in terms of parsing, or assigning cues to sources (gestures or features). While some
parsing models (e.g. NAPP, Nearey 1997) are based on simple integration of crude cues,
other models, e.g. Computing Cues Relative to Expectations (C-CuRE) (Cole, Linebaugh,
Munson, & McMurray 2010), argue that listeners compensate for variable cues according to
expectations derived from context. Expectations are in part based on speakers’ knowledge of
weights of cues to distinguish phonological contrasts (Toscano & McMurray 2010).
In Arabic, multiple cues have been reported to encode the voicing and emphasis contrasts
in stops (Khattab, Al-Tamimi, & Heselwood 2006). The Qatari dialect of Arabic has three
categories of coronal stops: voiced [d] (mean VOT = –53 ms), voiceless aspirated [tʰ], (mean
VOT = 51 ms), and voiceless emphatic [ṭ] (mean VOT = 14 ms). Distinct in phonology, the
three categories reveal a considerable overlap on the VOT scale. Kulikov (2016) reports that
23% of Qatari Arabic [d]s were not prevoiced, and 25% of [t]s had shorter aspiration (35-40
ms). Disambiguation of these stops might require use of secondary cues to voicing, e.g. f0,
F1, or F2. Noteworthy, these cues are also important for perception and production of
emphasis in Arabic (Jongman, Herd, Al-Masri, Sereno, & Combest, 2011).
The current study investigates relative weight of cues to voicing and emphasis in
production of Qatari Arabic initial [d], [t], and [ṭ] by means of computational approach used
in McMurray & Jongman (2011). Words with target stops were produced by 8 native
speakers of Qatari Arabic. Five cues to voicing and emphasis – VOT, SCG of burst, f0, F1
and F2 at vowel onset – were measured and analyzed in stops that overlapped on the VOT
scale in the range between 0 and 40 ms (n = 565). First, each cue was evaluated as a predictor
of voicing and emphasis. Next, each cue was converted to a Z-score, and weights of the cues
were estimated using binary logistic regressions to predict intended voicing and emphasis.
The Z-scores and weights were used to calculate voicing and emphasis indices for each
token. Finally, three models to predict the intended category of a coronal stop were
compared. The first model used a sum of unadjusted cues; the second model used residuals
after adjusting the cues for context (speaker and vowel variance removed); the third model
used the indices adjusted for cue weights with respect to voicing and emphasis.
The results showed that the five cues were significant predictors of voicing and emphasis,
but their relevance to each acoustic feature varied (Table 1). For example, VOT had a
stronger relationship to voicing (R2 = .631) than to emphasis (R2 = .021). Emphasis, in
contrast, was reliably predicted by F2 (R2 = .309), but the relationship of F2 to voicing was
weaker (R2 = .166). Analysis of the indices revealed significant differences between
contrastive categories (MDVoice = .48, p < .000; MDEmph = 1.53, p < .000) in the overlapping
stops (Figure 1). The comparison of the production models showed that the model with
weighted cues achieved the best fit and accuracy, averaging 96% correct (Table 2).
The results suggest that the overlap on the VOT scale does not lead to neutralization of the
three categories of coronal stops. The contrast is maintained in spectral cues. Better
categorization of a stop was predicted when the cues were adjusted for their weight. The
findings support the predictions of C-CuRE (Cole et al. 2010; McMurray et al. 2011) that
compensation improves categorization when cues are variable. Further research should
investigate which production models provide the best accuracy in perception of stop voicing
and emphasis in Arabic.
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Table 1. Summary of regression analyses examining effects of voice and emphasis on each
cue. R2 change values are shown. Significance: *** – p < .0001, ** – p < .01
Factor
Cue
VOT
SCG of burst
f0
F1
F2

Voice
.631***
.151***
.036***
.142***
.166***

Emphasis
.021***
.004**
.025***
.309***

Table 2. Summary of multinomial logistic regression analyses of the three models of stop
production predicting categorization of overlapping coronal stops [d], [tʰ], and [t].̣
Cue
Model 1 (sum of averaged cues)
Model 2 (sum of averaged cues
adjusted for context)
Model 3 (cues weighted for
voice and emphasis)

-0.6

Percent
correct
68.1%
70.6%

–2 Log
Likelihood
803.3
733.6

χ2

df

Sig

231.0
304.3

2
2

.000
.000

95.9%

125.4

953.1

4

.000

-0.5

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0.0

1.2

Emphasis index

0.8

[ṭ]

0.4

0.0

[tʰ]
-0.4

[d]
-0.8

Voicing index

Figure 1. Mean indices of voicing and emphasis in Qatari Arabic
coronal stops [d], [tʰ], and [t]̣ overlapping on the VOT scale.
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How vocalic is vocalised /l/? Evidence from lateralisation
Patrycja Strycharczuk1, Donald Derrick2 & Jason Shaw3
University of Manchester1, University of Canterbury2, Yale University3
Allophonic processes affecting /l/ in English can be modelled in terms of positionally
conditioned variants, ranging from relatively more consonantal (word-initial) to relatively
more vocalic (word-final). This type of distributional patterns is typically the result of a
diachronic positional weakening (lenition) process, but it is less clear when in the process of
sound change the shift in manner happens. /l/-vocalisation is an interesting source of evidence
in this context, because it involves a loss of not one, but two consonantal features: tongue tip
raising and tongue lateralisation. If we see /l/-vocalisation as simply lenition of the tongue tip
gesture, we may expect that the loss of lateralisation will be a later development in the
change. In contrast to this prediction, our data show that decrease in lateralisation is a
gradient and persistent feature of TT reduction in New Zealand English.
We present EMA data from 7 native speakers of NZE from the South Island, where /l/vocalisation is variably found in final position, depending on dialect and speech style (Hay
2008). The speakers read test items including /l/ preceded by the FLEECE, KIT (which is mid
and central in NZE) or THOUGHT vowel. The morpho-syntactic boundary following /l/ was
systematically varied, similar to Sproat and Fujimura (1993). Each speaker read 20
repetitions, which yielded 300 tokens per speaker. For each speaker, five EMA sensors were
placed on the tongue surface: three midsagittal sensors: Tongue Tip (TT), Tongue Body (TB)
and Tongue Dorsum (TD), and two parasagittal sensors: right (TR) and left (TL). Additional
sensors were used to capture lip movement and to correct for head movement.
Following Ying et al. (2017), we calculated the Tongue Lateralisation Index for the entire
/Vl/ duration, quantified as the difference in height between the relatively more lowered
parasagittal sensor (TR.z or TL.z), and the estimated height of the tongue blade in the
midsagittal plane along the same horizontal location as TR and TL. We analysed this variable
in normalised time, using General Additive Mixed Modelling (GAMM).
The GAMM results show that both the timing and the degree of lateralisation vary,
depending on vowel and context. On average, lateralisation reaches its peak early in the
vowel (ca. 35% into /Vl/), although it may be relatively delayed in contexts like heal Mick,
i.e. in a context for darkening, when the preceding vowel is high and front. The maximum
degree of lateralisation is greater for /ɔː/ compared to /iː/, but within vowel, relatively lighter
/l/s (e.g. word-initial) shows more lateralisation compared to darker ones (e.g. word-final).
We propose that the vocalic effects we find are due to a link between lateralisation and
dorsal retraction (Sproat and Fujimura 1993). While the prosodic effects seem to contradict
this link, they can be explained as a gradual loss of lateralisation, conditioned by final /l/vocalisation. This is further supported by results from mixed-effects regression modeling of
peak TT magnitude, depending on peak lateralisation, vowel, context and context within
speaker. The average magnitude of TT gesture decreases in word-final pre-consonantal /l/,
and it is also highly variable in this context. Furthermore, lateralisation interacts with context:
it is correlated with TT magnitude, particularly in the context for vocalisation (Vl#C).
Our data suggest that lateralisation begins to decrease as soon as there is reduction in TT
contact. A possible interpretation of this correlation is that lateralisation is mechanically
coupled with TT raising. This view, however, is challenged by the dynamic patterns in our
data: lateralisation tends to reach its peak value early in V1, consistently preceding TT
raising. Assuming the connection is not a mechanical one, /l/-vocalisation appears to track the
relationship between multiple articulatory components. This supports an interpretation of
vocalisation as a gradient, multi-dimensional shift in manner, rather than weakening sensu
stricto.
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Figure 1. Interaction between context and lateralisation in conditioning TT magnitude.
The figure shows estimates and confidence intervals, as well as the underlying data.
Hay, J. (2008). New Zealand English. Edinburgh University Press.
Sproat, R., & Fujimura, O. 1993. Allophonic variation in English/l/and its implications for
phonetic implementation. Journal of Phonetics, 21, 291-311.
Ying, J., Carignan, C., Shaw, J., Proctor, M., Derrick, D. & Best, C. 2017. Temporal
dynamics of lateral channel formation in /l/: 3D EMA data from Australian English.
Proceedings of Interspeech 2017, Stockholm.
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Effect of homophone density in spoken word recognition: Evidence from Mandarin
Bhamini Sharma, Yao Yao
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
It is widely agreed that words with similar pronunciations compete with one another and
cause an inhibitory effect in spoken word recognition (e.g., Luce & Pisoni 1998). In this study,
we ask whether similar competition exists among words with the same pronunciation, i.e.
homophones, to the extent that words from a large homophone family (i.e. high homophone
density) are harder to recognize than those from a smaller family. While much discussion has
been devoted to the mental representation of homophones and frequency (non-)inheritance
(Levelt et al. 1999, Gahl 2008, Zhou & Marslen-Wilson 1994, etc.), few studies have directly
tested the effect of homophone density (“HD”) on spoken word recognition, probably due to
the overall low HD in many languages including English. In this regard, Mandarin Chinese
provides an ideal venue for studying the effects of HD. With mostly monosyllabic morphemes
and a relatively small syllable inventory, Mandarin lexicon features a wide range of HD, with
most syllables having at least two homophones and some even more than 40.
The literature of HD effects in Mandarin monosyllable perception is both small and with
highly mixed results. Wang et al. (2012) found an inhibitory effect of HD in auditory lexical
decision, but an opposite, facilitative HD effect was reported in Li et al. (2011) with a crossmodal matching task, where participants judged whether a visually presented character
matched the auditory stimulus they heard. Both accounts receive some support from the
literature (e.g., Chen et al. 2016, Fang et al. 2014, Yip 2002, Zhou & Marslen-Wilson 1994),
but the discrepancy is yet to be addressed. We hypothesize that the apparent contradiction may
be explained away by an interaction between HD and lexical frequency. A closer look at Li et
al.’s results suggests that the size of the HD effect was modulated by homophone frequency:
HD had a much larger facilitative effect for a low-frequency homophone stimulus than for a
high-frequency stimulus. By contrast, in Wang et al.’s stimuli, both syllable frequency (“SF”)
and maximum homophone frequency (within the homophone family; “MaxHF”) were fixed
near the high-frequency range while HD varied. Thus, it seems likely that if frequency is
allowed to vary in a wide range, the effect of HD may change directions.
To test the above hypothesis, we replicated the auditory lexical decision task with 78
participants (49F; 18-23 y.o.) and the full set of Mandarin syllables (n=1159). The current
analysis focuses on 3-phoneme syllables with two or more homophones (n=443), yielding a
dataset of 11000+ real-word trials. Since (log) SF and (log) MaxHF are highly correlated (r>.9)
in the data, we only report results with MaxHF. Two mixed-effects regression models were
built on response time and accuracy, respectively, with HD, MaxHF and the interaction
between the two as critical predictors, stimulus duration and phonological neighborhood
measures as control factors, and item and participant as random effects (durational and
frequency variables log-transformed and all numerical variables centered). Both models
showed significant interactions of HD and MaxHF (|t|=3.5;|z|=2.2, p(>|z|=.02). When combined
with the main effects, the pattern of interaction is that when MaxHF is high, HD produces
inhibitory effects (i.e. higher HD leads to slower and less accurate responses), but when MaxHF
is low, HD produces facilitative effects (i.e. higher HD leads to faster and more accurate
responses). The reversal of HD effects was further confirmed in subsequent testing models that
only included high-MaxHF or low-MaxHF items.
To sum up, we show that the effect of homophone density in spoken word recognition is
not unidirectional. When a homophone family has high-frequency members, the level of
competition (or inhibition) increases with the size of the family; conversely, when a
homophone family only has low-frequency members, the level of competition decreases (or
facilitation increases) with the size of the family. Implications of these results on lexical
processing and lexicon structure will be discussed.
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Teaching an old word new tricks: Phonological updates in the L2 mental lexicon
Isabelle Darcy1 & Jeffrey J. Holliday2
1
Indiana University Bloomington & 2Korea University
This study examines how second language (L2) learners mentally store words. Lexical
encoding of difficult L2 phonemic contrasts has been shown to be challenging (e.g. [1, 2]), but
little is known about how learners update initially inaccurate lexical representations. Over time,
sustained input helps the L2 phonological system develop, and processing of phonological
dimensions becomes more accurate [3]. Similarly, learners’ lexical representations become
more accurate over time ([4]). Given the assumed link between perceptual ability and word
form learning [5, 6], it is possible that improvements in lexical encoding depend on
improvements in perceptual accuracy – yet this is still an open question.
Two hypotheses are tested. First, learners may update their lexicon wholesale: as a
perceptual dimension is acquired (e.g. a specific vowel contrast), all words containing it are
updated (phonological update hypothesis). Alternatively, updates may depend on when a word
was learned, and a word’s phonolexical form partly reflects the learner’s perceptual ability at
the time of learning: lexical representations of words learned at early stages of phonological
development reflect this earlier version of the perceptual system, while words learned more
recently reflect perceptual progress made since the time of learning (word age hypothesis).
We test these hypotheses with a lexical decision task targeting two vowel contrasts in
Korean: /o/-/ʌ/ (test) and /o/-/a/ (control), with the test contrast being especially challenging
for L1 Mandarin learners of Korean. For each contrast, stimuli were 16 words designated “old”
(i.e. likely learned a long time ago), and 16 “young” words, likely learned more recently. Each
word (8 for each vowel within the contrast) was modified to create a paired non-word by
switching the vowel (e.g. /o/ for /ʌ/ and vice versa). This resulted in 64 items per contrast (32
test, 32 control). 160 distractors were added. Stimuli were split into two lists, such that a word
and its paired non-word never appeared in the same list. Participants (n = 13) completed lexical
decision on one of the lists, a vowel identification task, a background questionnaire, and a word
familiarity and word learning history questionnaire.
If phonological updating is affected by word age, the test vowels in young words should be
encoded more accurately than in old words. Thus, learners should fail to reject non-words that
are based on old words more often than those based on young words. If phonological updates
happen wholesale, no effect of word age is expected. Here, trials containing non-words based
on a word the listener reported not knowing (16.2%) were excluded. We also re-coded word
age if, for example, a word we designated as “old” was reported by a listener to have been
learned more recently. Thus, coding of word age was listener-specific.
For the test contrast, accuracy on non-words based on old words was 13.7% lower than those
based on young words (see Figure 1). Nevertheless, a mixed effects logistic regression model
with fixed effects of word age and condition revealed a significant effect of contrast (test being
less accurate than control; β = 1.17, p < .001), but no significant effect of word age, and no
significant interaction between age and contrast. The absence of a clear effect of word age
tentatively supports the phonological update hypothesis: individual lexical forms appear to be
updated as learners learn more about the phonological system of their L2. Results of the vowel
identification task further revealed that listeners who confused /o/ and /ʌ/ more often were also
more likely to incorrectly accept non-words based on both old and young words (both R2 ≈
0.352, p < .02), further suggesting that L2 learners’ lexical representations are updated to reflect
their
current
representations
of
L2
phonological
contrasts.
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Figure 1. Boxplot/strip chart for mean accuracy in the four experimental conditions. Each
dot represents one participant’s mean accuracy (n = 13).
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Infants’ ability to learn face-voice pairings depends on early language experience
Natalie Fecher & Elizabeth K. Johnson
University of Toronto, Canada
Introduction. Language experience strongly shapes talker recognition abilities in adults.
For example, in what has been termed the language familiarity effect (LFE), listeners identify
a talker better if the talker speaks a familiar rather than an unfamiliar language [1, 2].
Interestingly, the strength of the LFE appears to be modulated by the listener’s level of
proficiency in the talker’s language [3, 4]. Some argue that the LFE is driven by the listener’s
use of language-specific phonology in talker recognition, and others propose that the LFE
depends on lexical information [5]. Work with infants who possess substantial phonological
but little lexical knowledge has the potential to critically distinguish between these two
explanations of the LFE, but to date only two published studies have examined the LFE in
infants [6, 7]. Here, we revisit the question of whether infants exhibit an LFE in the absence
of comprehension, but we use a task that is conceptually closer to the tasks that are typically
used to test adults. We predict that if the LFE is rooted in phonological knowledge, then 9month-old infants with extremely limited comprehension skills should demonstrate an LFE in
this task. As a secondary question, we are currently asking whether exposure to multiple
languages in infancy impacts the strength of the LFE.
Methods. Forty-eight monolingual English-learning 9-month-olds (Mage = 275 days, range
= 260–291; 26 females) were tested on a face-voice matching task using the ‘switch’
habituation procedure. Infants were familiarized with two talking cartoon faces
(faceA/voiceA, faceB/voiceB), which were alternately shown on a computer screen in front
of them. Once infants were habituated (i.e., their looking time to the screen had decreased to
a preset criterion), they were presented with two types of test trials: a familiar (matched) facevoice pairing (e.g., faceA/voiceA) and an unfamiliar (mismatched) face-voice pairing (e.g.,
faceA/voiceB). If infants had learned to associate the faces and voices during the habituation
phase, then they should look longer to the mismatched than matched pairing during test. Half
of the infants completed the task when the talkers spoke the infants’ native language
(English) and the other half when the same talkers spoke a foreign language (Spanish).
Results. A repeated-measures ANOVA with trial type (match, mismatch) as a withinsubjects and language (English, Spanish) as a between-subjects factor revealed a significant
trial type × language interaction, F(1,46) = 5.34, p = .025, ηp2 = .10 (see Figure 1, left panel).
Paired-samples t-tests (two-tailed) showed that the looking time difference for match and
mismatch trials was significant for English, t(23) = 2.55, p = .018, but not for Spanish (p =
.394), suggesting that infants detected the face-voice mismatch in English but not in Spanish.
Conclusion. We conclude that monolingual infants elicit an LFE even when the task
demands differ from those imposed on infants in previous studies, which suggests that the
emergence of the LFE in infancy is not restricted to voice similarity judgements (as per [6,
7]). Our results showed that 9-month-olds learned to link previously-unfamiliar faces and
voices, but crucially, their success in forming these perceptual associations was dependent on
the talker’s language. We are currently testing 9-month-old infants who are being raised
bilingually (but nonetheless are unfamiliar with Spanish) on the same face-voice matching
task (see also [8]). Although we cannot speak conclusively to the effects of bilingualism on
the emergence and strength of the LFE in infants, preliminary results (see Figure 1, right
panel) suggest that compared to their monolingual peers, bilingual infants may have an
advantage at processing talker identity across modalities and languages (maybe because
bilinguals attend to a broader range of speech segments than monolinguals). Taken together,
our findings support the notion that the LFE is perceptually robust from the early stages of
development, and our data also speak to the nature of intermodal perception in infancy.
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Figure 1. Mean looking times during face-voice match and face-voice mismatch test
trials for the monolingual infants in the native-language condition (English), and for the
monolingual and bilingual infants in the foreign-language condition (Spanish). Importantly,
none of the infants had previous experience with Spanish. Error bars indicate SE.
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Mothers would rather speak clearly than spread
innovation: The case of Korean VOT
Eon-Suk Ko
Chosun University
The effects of voice onset time (VOT) and the fundamental frequency (f0) of the following
vowel in distinguishing lenis vs. aspirated stops in Korean have attracted much attention due
to the change in the role each of these cues has played as a primary cue in production [1]. This
paper tests the tonogenesis hypothesis in Korean by investigating child-directed speech (CDS),
which might serve as the source of sound change. Results of logistic regression analyses show
that VOT, often thought to have completely neutralized, still plays a significant role in
discriminating the lax from the aspirate series in CDS. We suggest that mothers might provide
enhanced VOT to infants because it plays a primary role in perception.
Earlier acoustic studies [2, 3] suggest that the three-way laryngeal distinction in Korean
stops was mainly achieved by the differences in VOT. Recent consensus, however, is that the
lenis and the aspirate series have merged in VOT and are now solely distinguished by the
difference in f0. According to an influential theory of sound change [4], sound change can
occur from listener failing to reconstruct the target representation of the speaker. Applied to
the context of Korean tonogensis, this would mean that mothers fail to deliver the VOT cue
and children treat the f0 as the primary cue for distinguishing lenis from aspirate.
The mothers participating in our study belong to the group of young female speakers that
are reported to adopt the most advanced form of the historical change. We analyzed 4,695
tokens of phrase-initial stops produced in the CDS of 35 mother-child pairs engaged in
spontaneous interactions divided in three age groups: preverbal (6-9 months old, 12 dyads),
early speech (12-16 mo, 11 dyads), and multi-word (25-28 mo, 12 dyads) stage. Each recording
lasted 50 minutes, including 10 minutes of adult-directed speech (ADS) from the same mothers.
We constructed a mixed effects logistic regression model for each age group to investigate
the relative contribution of each predictor in determining the dependent variable (lenis vs.
aspirated). We constructed the models based on standardized VOT and pitch values. The
models included random intercepts for subjects. We also included random slopes for the two
fixed effects since likelihood tests showed the inclusion of these to be significant (χ2=19.297,
p<0.001, df=2 for pitch, and 12.387 p=0.002, df=2 for VOT). Assuming that each of these
fixed effects and the intercept are independent from each other, we used the following formula:
dv ~ scaled.vot+scaled.f0+(1|subject)+(scaled.vot+0|subject)+(scaled.f0+0|subject).
The results show that, in ADS, consistent with the claims in previous research, only f0 plays
a significant role in distinguishing lenis from aspirate stops. However, in CDS, VOT played a
significant role in distinguishing the two stop categories (Table 1). Further, we found that the
f0 difference is most enhanced when the child is at the stage of vocabulary spurt (Figure 1).
It thus seems that mothers provide an enhanced secondary cue for children to help
distinguish lenis and aspirate categories. It might be that the primacy of the cues in perception
is different from production, and CDS provides enhancement for the cue known to play an
important role in perception [5]. That is, Korean mothers’ primary interest might be in
facilitating the perceptual development of the infants rather than spreading the innovation in
sound change. The results also suggest that the role of VOT as an acoustic cue for the lenis vs.
aspirate distinction in Korean consonants is not to be underestimated, and that it is premature
to interpret the emerging role of f0 in Korean phonology as tonogenesis.
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Table 1. Coeffients in mixed effects logistic regression models using lme4 package of R
(model with random intercept for subjects, and random slopes for duration and pitch)

F0
VOT

Age 0
1.54 ***
0.52 **

Age 1
1.53 ***
0.59 *

Age 2
2.56 ***
0.82 ***

ADS
2.75 ***
-0.10

Figure 1. F0 differences between aspirated and lenis consonants as a function of listener
age (0=preverbal, 1=early speech, 2=multi-word stage)

Figure 2. VOT values as a function of listener age (0=preverbal, 1=early speech, 2=multiword stage).
[1] Silva, David James. 2006. Acoustic evidence for the emergence of tonal contrast in
contemporary Korean. Phonology 23.2. 287–308.
[2] Lisker, Leigh, and Arthur S. Abramson. 1964. A cross-linguistic study of voicing in initial
stops: Acoustic measurements. Word 20.384-422.
[3] Han, Mieko and Weitzman. 1970. Acoustic feature of Korean /P,T,K/, /p,t,k/, and /ph,th,kh/.
Phonetica 22:112-128.
[4] Ohala, J. John. 1981. The listener as a source of sound change. In: C. S. Masek, R. A.
Hendrick, & M. F. Miller (eds.), Papers from the Parasession on Language and
Behavior. Chicago: Chicago Ling. Soc. 178 - 203.
[5] Kong, E. & Lee, H. 2016. Attentional modulation and individual differences in explaining
the changing role of f0 in the Korean laryngeal stop perception, poster presented at
Laboratory Phonology Conference 2016.
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Compensation for phonological assimilation in bilingual children
Carbajal, M.J., Chartofylaka, L., Hamilton, M. & Peperkamp, S.
LSCP, DEC-ENS, EHESS, CNRS, PSL University, Paris, France
Phonological rules change the canonical sound shape of words when they are pronounced
within sentences. For instance, English has place assimilation, by which a coronal stop or
nasal adopts the place feature of a following consonant, as in green pen, where green is
pronounced with a final [m]. French, by contrast, has voicing assimilation; for instance, in
sac vert ‘green bag’, the final [k] of ‘sac’ becomes [g]. Previous research has shown that 24and 33-month-old English and French toddlers compensate for their native rule. For instance,
English toddlers correctly recognize the word pen in Can you find the pe[m] please? (viable
context for place assimilation) but not in Can you find the pe[m] here? (unviable context).
Moreover, English toddlers do not compensate for a non-native rule: they don’t recognize the
word truck in Can you find the tru[g] there?, which presents a viable context for French
voicing assimilation [1,2].
How would French-English bilingual children deal with assimilation? We know that
highly proficient bilingual adults perform like native speakers in both their languages; that is,
they compensate for the rule of the language in question and not for the other one [3].
Bilingual children might not exhibit such ‘perfect’ performance yet. For instance, they might
be confused about which rule goes with which language and hence compensate for both rules
in both languages or for none in either, or they might show native-like performance in their
dominant language only, possibly using the same compensation pattern in their other
language. In order to study compensation for assimilation in bilingual children, we use a
novel, inter-subject design, which allows for a direct comparison of a native and a non-native
rule. Specifically, we test 6-year-old monolingual French and simultaneous bilingual FrenchEnglish children on both voicing and place assimilation, using French sentences.
The experiment is designed as a videogame for iPad. In each trial, the child is shown the
image of a familiar object on one side of the screen, and a red cross on the opposite side of
the screen (Figure 1). A cartoon girl in the middle of the screen says a phrase requesting the
child to touch the object. The child’s task is to decide whether the girl pronounced the name
of the object correctly or not. If she did they should click on the image of the familiar object,
while if she didn’t they should click on the red cross. In 6 training trials, the target word
appears sentence-finally and is pronounced either correctly or with a final voicing or place
change. In 24 test trials, the target word appears sentence-medially and is always pronounced
with a final voicing or place change, while the following word presents either a viable or an
unviable context for the corresponding assimilation rule (Table 1). None of the target words
has an English cognate.
Both monolinguals (N=21) and bilinguals (N=21) compensated for a native voicing
assimilation rule (i.e., in voicing-change test trials, children touched the familiar object
significantly more often in the viable than in the unviable condition), but not for a non-native
place assimilation rule (see Figure 2). Furthermore, we show for the first time a significant
difference in the way children treat native and non-native assimilation rules, as indicated by a
robust rule x context interaction (monolinguals: β = 2.94, SE = 1.19, p < .01; bilinguals: β =
4.35, SE =1.03, p < .0001). Bilinguals’ performance did not correlate with the amount of
exposure to their two languages (whether counted from birth or over the last 6 months), and a
pooled analysis revealed no difference in the responses of monolinguals and bilinguals.
To conclude, our results show that in spite of their reduced language exposure, 6-year-old
bilingual children successfully acquired native-like compensation for assimilation in at least
one of their two languages. Future research will aim at examining compensation in both
languages in a single group of bilingual children.
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Table 1: Conditions and sample sentences. (Note that in the place condition, ‘viable’ and
‘unviable’ refer to the context’s status according to the place assimilation rule in English.)
Voicing Target word: tasse \tas\ (‘cup’)
Touche la \taz\ devant toi.
‘Touch the cup in front of you.’
Viable
Unviable Touche la \taz\ maintenant. ‘Touch the cup now.’
Target word: lune \lyn\ (‘moon’)
Place
Touche la \lym\ par ici.
‘Touch the moon over here.’
Viable
Unviable Touche la \lym\ là-devant. ‘Touch the moon there up front.’

Figure 1. Screenshot of the game.

Figure 2. Results for 21 monolingual French children (left) and 21 bilingual French-English
children (right).
[1] Skoruppa, K., Mani, N., & Peperkamp, S. (2013). Toddlers’ processing of phonological
rules: Early compensation for assimilation in English and French. Child Development, 84,
313-330.
[2] Skoruppa, K., N. Mani, K. Plunkett, D. Cabrol & S. Peperkamp (2013). Early word
recognition in sentence context: French and English 2-year-olds’ sensitivity to sentencemedial mispronunciations and assimilations. Infancy, 18, 1007-1029.
[3] Darcy, I., Peperkamp, S. & Dupoux, E. (2007). Bilinguals play by the rules: perceptual
compensation for assimilation in late L2-learners. In: J. Cole & J. Hualde (eds.)
Laboratory Phonology 9. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 411-442.
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Synergies in early lexical and syntactic acquisition
Anne Christophe
Laboratoire de Sciences Cognitives et Psycholinguistique, Paris
Ecole normale supérieure / PSL Université Paris / CNRS / EHESS
For a long time, children were thought to acquire first the sounds of their native language
(phonology), then its words (lexicon), then the way in which words are organized into
sentences (syntax). This corresponds to what young children produce: first they babble
(between 6 and 12 months), then they speak in isolated words (1-2 years), and then they start
combining words together. Accordingly, researchers have looked for ways in which children
may acquire the sound system of their language before they know words, words before they
know syntax, and so on. In many cases however, computational studies have shown that
some learning problems are intractable unless one postulates access to at least partial
information from other domains, and experimental studies have shown that children have
managed to learn some of this partial information. I will present experimental and
computational work on the acquisition of the lexicon, focussing on how children could gather
and use syntactic information to facilitate their learning of words. In particular, I will show
how phrasal prosody (rhythm and intonation) and function words (articles, auxiliaries, etc),
may allow infants to build a preliminary syntactic structure, or syntactic skeleton, which may
be sufficient to categorize unknown content words and infer something about their meaning.
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Variation in the spatial position of articulators influences the relative timing between
consonants and vowels: evidence from CV timing in Mandarin Chinese
Jason A. Shaw & Wei-rong Chen
Yale University
Synopsis: Patterns of relative timing between consonants and vowels appear to be
conditioned in part by abstract phonological structure, such as syllables, but also modulated by
the particular gestures being coordinated (e.g., Hermes, Mücke, & Auris, 2017). The most
rigorous attempts to formalize phonologically relevant temporal patterns have come within the
Articulatory Phonology (AP) framework, which draws a distinction between the inter-gestural
level of representation and the inter-articulator level (Browman & Goldstein, 1989; Saltzman
& Munhall, 1989). A key implication of this two-level (feedforward) architecture is that
temporal organization at the inter-gesture level dictates relative timing and is blind to the spatial
position of articulators. Some recent results suggest possible links between the spatial position
of articulators and relative timing (Brunner, Geng, Sotiropoulou, & Gafos, 2014; Pastätter &
Pouplier, 2017). We provide a direct test of this link, investing whether variation in the spatial
position of the tongue influences consonant-vowel coordination.
Data: We recorded Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA) data from six speakers (three
male) of Mandarin Chinese using the NDI Wave Speech production system. Sensors were
attached to the tongue tip (TT), blade (TB), dorsum (TD), lips, jaw, nasion and mastoids. Lip
Aperture (LA) was computed as the difference between the upper and lower lip sensors. Target
items were a set of CV monosyllables that crossed all four lexical tones with two labial
consonants {/m/,/p/} and three back rounded vowels {/o/,/u/,/ou/} yielding 24 items, which
were repeated 6-12 times by each speaker producing a corpus of 949 tokens for analysis. Items
were randomized with fillers and displayed one at a time on a monitor in pinyin. We report CV (onset) lag, defined as the time difference between two articulatory landmarks, the onset of
TD retraction toward the vowel target and the onset of LA narrowing for the labial consonant.
Movement onsets were determined by a 20% threshold of peak velocity in the movement
towards target. A C-V lag value of 0 indicates that the movements started at the same time,
negative values indicate that the TD moved first, positive values indicate that the LA moved
first. C-V lag was analyzed using linear mixed effects models with a random intercept for
subject; significance of fixed factors was determined by nested model comparison.
Results and discussion: Both LA and TD movements typically began well before the onset
of voicing, with TD movement following slightly after LA, a pattern consistent with past work
on Mandarin (Gao, 2009). Labial-initial CV monosyllables produced in isolation allowed for
considerable freedom in the spatial position of the tongue dorsum (TD) at the onset of
movement. Fig 1 shows the distribution of TD positions (z-scored within speaker); Fig 2 shows
the distribution of C-V lag values (in ms). Both variables show a roughly normal distribution
and no influence of vowel quality. Fig 3 shows a strong correlation between C-V lag and TD
backness, a pattern consistent across vowels. When the TD is in a more front position (farther
from the vowel target) movement tends to begin earlier (less lag) than when the TD happens
to be in a more back position. It is as if movement towards target is delayed when the articulator
is already near to the target or initiated earlier in time when the articulator is far away. We
speculate that spatially-conditioned variation in vowel movement onset (relative to the
consonant) subserves coordination of production goals occurring later in time. Notably, since
movement onsets occurs before phonation, our results may support the claim that positional
information is available to feedforward timing control through somatosensory feedback, as
argued by Tremblay, Shiller, & Ostry (2003). With respect to phonological patterns, spatiallyconditioned timing relations may provide insight into how syllabic organization relates both to
temporal regularity and to the sequencing of spatial targets within a syllable, i.e., phonotactics.
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Fig 2. distribution of C-V lag values in ms

Fig 1. distribution of TD position at the
start of vowel movement

 Back

Front 

Fig 3. Scatter plot of C-V lag and the longitudnal (back-front) position of the tongue
dorsum. The lag between C and V is shorter when the TD is more advanced (front).
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Longer vowel duration correlates with tongue root advancement in Italian and Polish:
An ultrasound study
Stefano Coretta
The University of Manchester
Evidence from a wide variety of languages has shown that vowels tend to be longer when
followed by voiced than voiceless stops (Maddieson and Gandour 1976, Sóskuthy 2013). Although this phenomenon—the 'voicing effect' (VE)—has long been recognised, a satisfactory
account of its source is still missing (Sóskuthy 2013). In this paper I discuss a possible diachronic precursor of the VE by showing that longer vowel duration before voiced stops is
linked to tongue root advancement (TRA). TRA is a known correlate of voicing, whereby
voiced consonants are produced with TRA to facilitate vocal fold vibration during closure
(Westbury 1983, Ohala 2011). Previous research also demonstrates that TRA facilitates a
short lag VOT in the tense stops of Korean (Ahn 2015). Based on the established link
between voicing and TRA on the one hand, and voicing and vowel duration on the other, I
propose that TRA also correlates with the voicing effect. I set out to test for such a correlation
by examining two languages reported to differ with respect to the presence/absence of the
voicing effect: in Italian, vowels are longer preceding voiced stops (Farnetani & Kori 1986),
whereas in Polish vowel duration is not affected by the voicing of the following stop (Keating
1984).
Time-synchronised ultrasonic and audio recordings were obtained from four speakers of
Italian (2 F, 2 M) and four speakers of Polish (2 F, 2 M). The target words were of the form
C1V1C2V2, where C1 = /p/, V1 = /a, o, u/, C2 = /t, d, k, g/, V2 = V1. The words were embedded
in prosodically similar sentences (Italian Dico X lentamente ‘I say X slowly’, and Polish
Mówię X teraz ‘I say X now’). A grand total of 576 tokens (288 per language) was recorded.
The durational data were analysed with linear mixed-effects regressions and tongue contour
data with generalised additive mixed models.
In Italian, vowels are 22 (±6) ms longer when followed by a voiced stop (χ2(3) = 18.5,
p < 0.001). Surprisingly, Polish shows a smaller but nevertheless significant effect of voicing
on vowel duration (β = 8 ± 3 ms; χ2(1) = 5.4, p < 0.05). In Italian, the tongue root is significantly more anterior in voiced stops at the onset of acoustic closure and within stop closure
(Figure 1). For Polish, the root in voiced and voiceless stops doesn’t differ, except for one
speaker (PL05), who showed advancement in voiced stops both at closure onset and within
closure. It is worth noting that PL05 also had a high random coefficient estimate for the effect
of voicing on vowel duration compared to the other Polish speakers, who did not have TRA.
A comparison between TRA at closure onset and within stop closure indicates that the degree
of advancement is greater within stop closure in the Italian speakers, but not in PL05.
These results show that TRA in voiced stops correlates with the presence of the VE, although in an unexpected way. A VE was found not only in Italian, but also in Polish (contrary
to previous findings), but the magnitude of the effect is bigger in those speakers who also
have TRA, independent of their language. The differences between speakers with respect to
the magnitude of the VE raise the question of whether the relationship between the degree of
TRA and the magnitude of the VE is gradient rather than categorical. I discuss the implications of this interpretation, by drawing on an older account by Halle & Stevens (1967) that
ascribes the increased vowel duration to properties of articulatory timing in voiced stops.
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Figure 1. Comparison of tongue contours within C2 closure in Italian (IT01) and Polish
(PL04, PL05) in voiceless (red) and voiced (blue) consonants. The plotted contours are the
estimated curves in the context of the vowel /a/ followed by coronal consonants. By-voicing
difference smooths are shown below the estimated curves. The portions of the confidence
interval of the difference smooths that do not include 0 on the y-axis indicates where the
difference is significant.
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On the speed-accuracy trade-o˙ and speed-curvature power law of
tongue movements in repetitive speech
Stephan R. Kuberski, Adamantios I. Gafos
University of Potsdam
Department of Linguistics and
Excellence Area in Cognitive Science
Potsdam, Germany
In the past decades, a large variety of relations between several characteristics of human motor
action has been discovered and has become well known in the field of general motor control.
Many of these relations show remarkable validity across a vast range of types of movements but
still lack a clear interpretation and explanation of their deeper origins (Schmidt & Lee, 2011).
For the current work, we selected two of these relations which have rarely been investigated
with respect to speech before. In particular, these are the speed-accuracy trade-off relation for
target-directed movements as well as the speed-curvature power law.
We present an experimental framework of repetitive speech with systematically controlled
speech rate which provides evidence for the applicability of these two laws in the speech
domain. More precisely, we report analyzed data collected using electromagnetic articulography (EMA) from six native German and English speakers performing the task of repeating
sequences of /ta-ta-ta-. . . / and /ka-ka-ka-. . . / at eight distinct speech rates ranging from very
slow (30 bpm) to very fast (570 bpm) driven by an audible metronome.
Analysis of the movements of tongue back and tongue tip articulators along with their
kinematic properties revealed patterns predicted by both laws.
Fitts’ law, which expresses a speed-accuracy trade-off of target-directed movements with
spatial constraints (Fitts, 1954), is omnipresent in human motor action (Plamondon & Alimi,
1997). Until very recently, no evidence for the applicability of Fitts’ law in speech domain has
been reported. Lammert et al. (2016) recently examined the trade-off in speech articulation
kinematics of real-time magnetic resonance imaging (rtMRI) data. They reported methodological
challenges in defining and measuring key variables in rtMRI data with respect to Fitts-style
analysis. However, they concluded they had found clear evidence for a trade-off between speed
and accuracy for certain types of speech sequences. By using our proposed metronome-driven
paradigm, we were able to efficiently manipulate the essential Fitts’ law key variables of amplitude
and articulatory target width over a sufficiently wide range of values and, thus, present more
significant evidence for the validity of the law in tongue movements (Figure 1).
The second considered relation—the speed-curvature power law (also named the 1/3 or
2/3-power law)—is known to be a very robust feature of drawing and hand-writing movements (Viviani & Terzuolo, 1982) and has been reported to be found in other human motor activities
too (Hicheur et al., 2005). The work of Tasko and Westbury (2004) and Perrier and Fuchs (2008)
pioneered investigations of its further applicability to the domain of speech. In both of these
investigations, it was found that movement speed and curvature of speech kinematics are related
by a power function whose exponent is near to the value of −1/3, which is consistent with reports
from the field of general motor control. Systematic deviations from that value were reported to be
caused by articulator-related differences (Tasko & Westbury) or by speech rate (Perrier & Fuchs).
Here, we reproduce this general result and provide further support for the applicability of the
speed-curvature power law to the domain of speech. Furthermore, we reveal a considerable
dependency between the exponent of the relation and speech rate (Figure 2).
In conclusion, data derived from our paradigm indicate that the speed-accuracy trade-off
and the speed-curvature power law can be successfully transferred to the domain of speech:
by using our proposed experimental paradigm, both relations sufficiently maintained validity
and applicability in speech articulation kinematics.
Support from ERC AdG 249440 and DFG SFB 1287 is gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure 1: Relation between movement duration and Fitts’ index of difficulty for tongue tip
closing movements of six speakers during the production of /ta-ta-ta-. . . / at different speech rates.
Speech rate is color-coded using bright shades for slower and dark shades for faster rates (with
degree of shading scaling with rate). Addional data from an as-fast-as-possible condition without
metronome are drawn in brown color. Index of difficulty is computed as log2 (A/W + 1), with
movement amplitude A and target width W derived from bivariate endpoint deviations (Wobbrock
et al., 2011). The slowest rates (brightest shades) were excluded from linear regressions because
of noncompliance with the crucial Fitts-style condition that movements must be as fast as
possible.

Figure 2: Speed-curvature relation of tongue back closing movements of six speakers during the
production of /ka-ka-ka-. . . / at different speech rates. Speech rate is color-coded using bright
shades for slower and dark shades for faster rates. The presence of a power law v ∝ κ k between
tangential speed v and trajectory curvature κ is indicated by a linear relation with slope k between
both quantities in the log-log plot. Linear regression is shown for data pooled across all
metronome rates.
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Prosody meets morphology: Event-related potentials on morpho-prosodic processing
of German past participles
Ulrike Domahs, Jan Steiner, Christina Kauschke, and Frank Domahs
University of Marburg, Institute of German Linguistics, Germany

The present study aims at investigating the impact that prosodic shape has on the
processing of inflected words. Such inflectional conditions have been proposed in the
framework of Prosodic Morphology (e.g. [1]) which formalizes language-specific processes
in which morphological and prosodic characteristics of linguistic forms interact. One example
for such an interface phenomenon is the prefixation in the German past participle paradigm,
in which affixation of the prefix ge- depends on the stress pattern of the verbal stem: geattaches only to verbs with stem-initial word stress (e.g. [2]). Accordingly, the past participle
of the verb stem ’baendig- (Engl. 'to tame') surfaces as ge-’baendig-t, while the participle of
the verb stem stu’dier- (Engl. "to study") as stu’dier-t.
To test the contribution of prosody in ge-prefixation, we recorded electrophysiological
data while eighteen German participants listened to sentences including past participles with
differing prosodic stem templates. Participles were either correct (e.g., ge’baendigt, 'tamed'
and stu’diert, 'studied'), prosodically incorrect in terms of ge-prefixation (e.g., *’baendigt or
*gestu’diert), or, as further control condition, morphologically incorrect (infinitive suffix
instead of participle suffix, e.g., *hat ‘baendigen or *hat stu’dieren). No explicit judgment
was required on the wellformedness of participles, but participants were asked to answer
probe detection questions. Analyses of event-related potentials evoked by correctly and
incorrectly affixed participles should reveal differential components that enable to
disentangle prosodic from morphological steps in language processing. It was tested whether
violations of ge-prefixation yielded components that are indicative of enhanced costs in
morpho-syntactic processing indexed by a left-anterior negativity (e.g. [3, 5]), in morpholexical processing indexed by an N400 effect (e.g. [4]), or in prosodic processing yielding a
bilateral early negativity (e.g. [5]) or a P200 effect [6, 7].
First of all, ERP-analyses yielded a bilateral early anterior negativity in response to words
with omission of the ge-prefix (*hat 'baendigt) that start in a strong syllable and a parietal
P200 for words with incorrect prefixation of ge- (*hat gestudiert, see Figure 1 a)) that start
with initial lapse (Figure 1 b)). Both components have been proposed to be sensitive to
metrical irregularities in language processing, as is evident when unexpected distributions of
strong and weak syllables or unexpected pitch contours are encountered. In addition to the
"prosodic" components, we found an N400-like centro-parietally distributed negativity and a
parietal late positive component (see Figure 1b)). These components indicate that prefixation
errors also lead to enhanced lexico-semantic integration costs and to re-analysis-processes
due to the fact that the form-violations lead to morphological errors or non-existing forms. In
contrast to words with prefixation errors, words presented with an incorrect suffix (*hat
baendigen/*hast studieren) did not reveal early prosodic effects.
We conclude that the occurrence of brain responses to both prosodic and lexico-semantic
violations support the view that ge-prefixation in German is prosodically conditioned,
fulfilling the prosodic requirement that past participles should start in a weak syllable.
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(1)

Figure 1. a) early frontal negativity for omissions of the prefix ge- (at the Fz electrode); b)
P200 for incorrect addition of ge- followed by a N400 and a late positive component (LPC)
observed for both violations types (at the Pz electrode).
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Orofacial expressions and acoustic cues in whispered and normal speech.
Marzena Zygis1,2 , Susanne Fuchs1 & Katarzyna Stoltmann1
1
Leibniz-Centre General Linguistics, Berlin; 2Humboldt University, Berlin
Communicative functions of prosody are not only executed by means of acoustic cues,
but also by facial expressions and gestures. The extent to which the facial expressions are
used differs across speakers and languages (see [1] for English, [2] for Swedish and [3] for
Catalan). While eyebrows, lip aperture and head movements have already been investigated
in the context of different sentence modalities [1, 2, 3, 4], it is entirely unclear whether and
how speakers execute a difference between questions and statements when they whisper, i.e.
when F0 is absent. The very few studies on whispered speech concentrated on the role of
visual versus audio information for speech understanding [5, 6]. The aim of the present study
is, however, to examine whether there are possible trade-offs between acoustic cues and orofacial expressions due to the absence of F0 in whispered speech.
To this end, we probed the movements of eyebrows and lip aperture in questions and
statements produced by ten native speakers of German (all females, mean age 25.7). We put
seven markers on the informant’s face positioned (i) above the upper lip, (ii) below the lower
lip (iii) close to the left lip corner, (iv) close to the right lip corner, and three reference points.
Parallel to acoustic recordings, eye brows’ and lips’ movements records were collected by
means of a motion capture system (OptiTrack, Motive Version 1.9.0) with 12 cameras (Prime
13). The participants were asked to read sentences displayed on a computer screen in
whispered and normal speech. The sentences included questions and statements which
differed only in the punctuation, i.e., questions ended in a question mark and statements in a
full stop, e.g., Er mag diese Piste. ‘He likes this slope.’ Er mag diese Piste? ‘Does he like this
slope?’ The sentence-final words always started with a bilabial stop followed by an
unrounded vowel /a, ɛ, ɪ/, e.g. Bitte ‘request’ with stress falling on the first vowel. In total, we
analysed 2377 items with respect to the lip aperture and 2314 items with respect to eyebrows.
Linear mixed effect models employed for the statistical analysis revealed that questions
were produced with a larger lip aperture than statements (t= 4.23, p<.001). The difference
was present in the production of all three vowels in both whispered and normal speech (see
Fig.1). The vowels [a] and [ɛ] were produced with a greater lip aperture in questions than in
statements leading to a significant interaction of sentence modality and vowel type (t= 3.69,
p<.01). Furthermore, the significant interaction of speech mode and vowel type was due to
the fact that whispered [ɛ] and [ɪ] were produced with a greater lip aperture than their voiced
counterparts (t= 2.17, p<.05). Furthermore, our results point to a raised right eyebrow in
questions as opposed to statements but the effect was found only in a few speakers. The
influence of sentence type on the left eyebrow was highly speaker dependent and not
significant, see [7].
Our acoustic analysis shows that in whispered speech the sentence-final words are more
prominent in questions than in statements: both sentence-final words and stressed vowels in
these words are signficantly longer in questions (words: t=3.36, p<.01, see Fig.2; stressed
vowels: t=2.63, p<.01). As expected, the RMS amplitude is higher in normal speech than in
whispered speech (t=9.34, p<.001) but does not contribute to differences in questions and
statements. Finally, F0 of sentence-final words also changes in the expected direction with F0
max and F0 mean being signficantly higher in questions than statements, see also Fig. 3 for
the F0 profile of the sentence-final words per speaker and Fig.4 for the averaged F0 profile.
Taking together, the study shows that greater prominence in questions is expressed by
both acoustic and oro-facial expressions whereby selected cues (lip aperture, duration) are
even more pronounced in whispered than in normal speech suggesting compensatory effects
for the F0 absence.
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Figure 1: Lip distance in questions and statements

Figure 2: Duration of sentence final words

Figure 3: F0 in sentence-final words per speaker

Figure 4: Averaged F0 in sentence-final words
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Quantifying Labial, Palatal, and Pharyngeal Contributions to Rhotic F3 Lowering
Sarah Harper, Louis Goldstein, and Shrikanth Narayanan
University of Southern California
Although significant variability is observed in the articulatory implementation of the
palatal, pharyngeal, and labial constriction gestures involved in the production of /ɹ/ in rhotic
dialects of American English ([1],[2]), acoustic analyses suggest that the first three formants
(F1, F2, and F3) remain relatively stable across tokens of /ɹ/ produced with distinct tongue
postures (e.g., [3]). Previous research on acoustic-articulatory relations in /ɹ/ production has
attempted to reconcile the relative stability of F1-F3 values across tokens with the range of
different tongue configurations observed in the production of this sound (e.g., [2],[4]).
However, the precise manner in which each of the different constriction gestures involved in
/ɹ/ production contributes to the acoustic signal, and the effect of articulatory variation on
these contributions, remains largely unknown, posing a significant obstacle to our
understanding of articulatory-acoustic relations for this segment in natural, connected speech.
This study expands on previous work on articulatory-acoustic relations in /ɹ/ by examining
the effect of variation in articulator aperture, constriction location, and constriction length on
rhotic F3 values, focusing on how the magnitude of these effects may vary across the three
supralaryngeal constrictions involved in its production. Using dynamic articulatory data
obtained via real-time magnetic resonance imaging (rtMRI), we evaluated the correlation
between articulatory variation and small fluctuations in F3 values in tokens of /ɹ/ in order to
achieve two goals: quantifying individual contributions of the three supralaryngeal
constrictions to F3 lowering, and exploring the effect of articulatory variation on each
gesture’s acoustic contribution.
Articulatory and acoustic data were taken from rtMRI capture of four native speakers of
American English in the USC-TIMIT corpus [6]. Target tokens of /ɹ/ appeared word-initially
or –finally in the sentences read by each participant, and were taken from simple onsets and
codas or clusters with a labial consonant. For the articulatory analysis of the data, a region of
interest technique was used to determine the time of maximum constriction for each
articulatory gesture in each token, with degree of aperture, constriction location, and
constriction length subsequently measured at the time of maximum constriction using airtissue boundary segmentation. Acoustic data were extracted from simultaneous noisecancelled audio recordings of each speaker’s real-time MRI capture, with F1-F4 values
extracted at the time of maximal constriction for each gesture.
The results of this experiment show that each gesture’s acoustic contribution to F3
depends on between- and within-speaker variation in the articulation of /ɹ/. Speakers were
observed to vary in the extent to which the acoustic signal was differentially affected by
articulator aperture at different constriction locations in the production of /ɹ/, with variation
observed both in terms of whether specific supralaryngeal constrictions were predictors of F3
values and in the relative size of the effect different constrictions had on F3. These
differences in the acoustic contribution of gestures appear to reflect between-speaker
variation in articulatory patterns for /ɹ/, with greater differences in the effect of the palatal and
pharyngeal constriction gestures on F3 observed for speakers who produced more inferior
pharyngeal and more anterior palatal gestures. Additionally, the presence of within-speaker
variation in the relative contribution of these two gestures to F3 lowering seems to depend on
between-speaker variation in articulatory tendencies, with greater within-speaker variation
also observed for speakers favouring more inferior pharyngeal and more anterior palatal
gestures. These results suggest that despite the apparent stability of F1-F3 values in /ɹ/,
articulatory variation does in fact affect articulatory-acoustic relations in the production of
this sound.
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Figure 1. Relationship between Palatal
Aperture and F3 by Speaker

Figure 2. Relationship between Pharyngeal
Aperture and F3 by Speaker

Figure 3. Between-speakers comparison
of palatal constriction location
(y-axis = mm from glottis).

Figure 4. Between-speakers comparison
of pharyngeal constriction location
(y-axis = mm from glottis).
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Articulatory variation in Polish palatalized retroflexes
Anita Lorenc1, Marzena Żygis2, Łukasz Mik3 & Daniel Pape4
1
University of Warsaw, 2Leibniz-Centre General Linguistics & Humboldt University, Berlin
3
State Higher Vocational School, Tarnów; 4McMaster University, Hamilton
Previous research has claimed that palatalized retroflexes in Polish are realized as
“inherently palatalized laminal palato-alveolars” [1:102, 2]. The main argument behind this
claim lies in the incompatibility of gestures excerting retroflexion and palatalization [1:47]
However, the experimental articulatory evidence supporting this claim is missing. Therefore,
the main goal of our study is to fill in this gap and analyse the articulation of palatalized
retroflexes by taking into account experimental evidence.
To this end we conducted an EMA study with 20 rigorously selected speakers of Standard
Polish (aged 22 to 46; 10 women). The data were obtained by means of a Carstens’ AG500
electromagnetic articulograph (EMA), 16-channel microphone array with a dedicated audio
recording device and three Point Grey cameras (Gazelle GZL-CL-22C5M-C) (cf. Fig. 1). The
arrangement of EMA sensors was as follows: five sensors were placed on the tongue (tongue
tip – TT, tongue front – TF, tongue dorsum – TD, tongue back – TB and tongue’s left side
TLS), two sensors on the lips (upper lip – UL, and lower lip – LL), and finally one sensor (J)
was dedicated to monitoring the movements of the jaw. Three reference sensors were
attached to fixed parts of the head in order to correct for head motions. (cf. Fig. 2).
Our material consisted of palatalized retroflexes (voiced and voiceless fricatives and
affricates) appearing in word-initial and word-medial position with stress always falling on
the penultima, e.g. dżinsy [ɖ͡ʐʲin̪sɨ] “jeans”, czipsy [ʈ͡ʂʲpsɨ] “chips”, lodżia [lɔɖ͡ʐʲja] “loggia”.
For reasons of comparison we also recorded plain retroflex fricatives and affricates. In total,
we obtained 583 tokens contrasting palatalized and plain retroflexes.
The two sets of sounds and [ɖ͡ʐʲ, ʐʲ, ͡ʈʂʲ, ʂʲ] and [ɖ͡ʐ, ʐ, ͡ʈʂ, ʂ] were analyzed with regard to (i)
place of articulation (tongue tip sensor positioning relative to the alveolar ridge trace), (ii)
tongue tip elevation, (iii) sublingual cavity, (iv) jaw position, (v) tongue back position and
(vi) tongue shape (see Fig.2.; cf. also [3] for measurements’ criteria).
The results reveal a wide spectrum of realizations of Polish palatalized retroflexes,
especially with regard to tongue shape, starting with a bunched, raised tongue dorsum being
considerably higher than its retroflex counterpart (see Fig. 3) up to only slightly raised tongue
shape accompanied by retraction, almost indistinguishable from the realization of the plain
counterpart (see Fig.4). Half of our informants (10 speakers) show a change from a retroflex
production to laminal palato-alveolars when producing palatalized retroflexes partly
supporting the claim in [1, 2]. However, as our study clearly shows, there are also speakers
choosing another strategy: they resist palatalization in the sense of changing the primary
articulation and rather prefer a retroflex realization with a following high vowel. Finally, it
should be also stressed that not every speaker always pursues the same strategy: an
intraspeaker variation appears to be a frequent characteristic of the realization of palatalized
retroflexes.
From the acoustic point of view the main difference between palatalized and plain
retroflexes is the frequency of the first spectral peak which is higher in the palatalized sounds
(see Fig.5) suggesting a lower smaller front cavity in palatalized than retroflex sounds, see
figure 3. We will also discuss other parameters such as the spectral moments and duration of
the investigated sounds (see also [4,5] for acoustics of Polish retroflex sounds).
In summary, previous claims [1,2] are supported only to the extent that a majority of the
investigated speakers indeed changed the articulation from retroflexes to palatalized laminal
palato-alveolars. Other speakers preferred different articulations which leads us to conclude
that palatalized retroflexes in Polish are subject to strong inter- (and intra-)speaker variation.
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Figure 1. Placements of sensors.

Figure2. TT sensor trajectory and velocity in [ʂʲ] (speaker M5)

Figure 3. The tracing of the palate and the positioning of EMA sensors at the moment of minimum velocity (MinVEL)
reached by the tongue tip sensor (TT) in the fricative nuclear phase by speaker A1: a) [ʂ] (black dots), [ʂʲ] (dark blue dots),
[ʐʲ] (light blue dots), [ʈ͡ʂʲ] (rosa dots), [ɖ͡ʐʲ] (yellow dots) (left); b) comparison of [ʂ] (black line) and [ʂʲ] (dark blue line)
(right). A thick black line shows a palate contour.

b)
Figure 4. The tracing of the palate and the positioning of EMA sensors at the moment of minimum velocity (MinVEL)
reached by the tongue tip sensor (TT) in the fricative nuclear phase by speaker A2: a) [ʂ] (black dots), [ʂʲ] (dark blue dots),
[ʐʲ] (light blue dots), [ʈ͡ʂʲ] (rosa dots), [ɖ͡ʐʲ] (yellow dots) (left); b) comparison of [ʂ] (black line) and b) [ʂʲ] (dark blue line)
(right). A thick black line shows a palate contour.

Figure 5. Acoustic multitaper spectra (measured at the acoustic midpoint) for the sibilant fricatives presented in the right
panels of figure 3 (left side) and figure 4 (right side), with the sibilants [ʂ] shown in black and [ʂʲ] shown in blue.
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Prosodic-structural modulation of vowel nasalization in Korean and L2 English
Jiyoung Jang1, Sahyang Kim2, and Taehong Cho1
1
Hanyang University, 2Hongik University
A recent study on coarticulatory V-nasalization in English ([1]) showed that even the noncontrastive coarticulatory process, arising as an inevitable consequence of connected speech ([2]),
is conditioned by prosodic structure. For example, under prominence N was longer (enhancing
[nasal]), while vowels resisted coarticulation (enhancing V’s [oral]), showing a paradigmatic
enhancement. At prosodic edges, initial N in NVC was more consonant-like (less nasal) and V
was more vowel-like (less nasalization), showing a syntagmatic enhancement. Phrase-finally,
however, V showed coarticulatory vulnerability, due to a biomechanically-driven articulatory
declination. Given these prosodic conditionings in English, we examine Korean and L2 English
(by Koreans) in order to investigate how languages may be (dis)similar in utilizing a low-level
coarticulatory process, and how cross-linguistic (dis)similarities may be reflected in L2 speech.
Korean is an edge-based language where prominence is realized through boundary marking
([3]) whereas English realizes prominence through a stressed syllable ([4]). The typological
difference may then lead to different fine-tunings of nasalization according to prosodic structure.
For example, Korean, as an edge-based language, may show more robust boundary-related
coarticulatory resistance effects in a way to enhance a paradigmatic contrast. On the other hand,
since coarticulation has its origin underlying human speech ([2]), the way that languages utilize
low-level nasalization may not be too much different. Along with exploring these possibilities,
the cross-linguistic data to be available will also allow us to shed some light on an understudied
area of L2 phonetics-prosody interface ([5]), especially with respect to how non-contrastive
subphonemic variation due to prosodic structure may be reflected in L2 speech, and to what extent
the L2 effect may be interpretable in terms of the native language experience, cross-linguistically
applicability of low-level phonetic effect, and/or general characteristics of L2 speech.
Twelve native Korean speakers who were also L2 learners of English participated in two
acoustic experiments with L1 Korean and L2 English. Example sentences for Korean CVN# are
given in Table 1. (Note: Korean #NVC materials were constructed similarly; and the same
materials in [1] were used for L2 English). Measurements included N-duration, N-energy (RMS
intensity) and normalized A1-P0 (for assessing vowel nasalization) at various vowel points (25,
50, 75% points (relative) and 20, 40, 60ms points (absolute) away from the nasal).
Results are summarized in Fig. 1. For L1 Korean, prominence effects showed a paradigmatic
enhancement (enhancing [nasal] for N and [oral] for V) as in English. Initial #NVC showed no
boundary-induced coarticulatory effect (unlike English that showed a decreased V-nasalization),
but N-energy was extremely reduced (denasalized), still consistent with a syntagmatic
enhancement as found in English. For final CVN#, V showed coarticulatory vulnerability
consistent with the biomechanically-driven articulatory declination observed in English. For L2
English, there was a prominence-induced effect similar to that in both L1 Korean and L1 English.
For initial #NVC, there was V’s coarticulatory resistance as was in English which was not found
in Korean. Most strikingly, for final CVN#, V showed no coarticulatory vulnerability observed
in both Korean and English, suggesting that L2 speech may not necessarily follow a universallyapplicable biomechanic process, presumably due to articulatory effort often exerted on L2 speech.
All in all, the cross-linguistic comparison has provided augmented evidence that a noncontrastive coarticulatory process is indeed fine-tuned in reference to linguistic contrasts in a
cross-linguistically applicable way, even across languages that employ typologically different
prosodic systems and even in L2 speech, although detailed phonetic signatures of linguistic
contrast may differ. The results further imply that L2 speech may also be conditioned by prosodic
structure in a far more fine-grained way than existing L2 phonetic theories may assume ([6,7]),
warranting more sophisticated L2 phonetic studies which need taking into account the phonetic
granulation that arises with the phonetics-prosody interface.
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Table 1. Example sentences in Korean CVN#. Target words are underlined and focused words are in bold.
[ani]. IP [khɯnap*a pam]. IP [twɛs.sʌ]?
Focused
“No. It’s big uncle’s night. Did you get it right?”
(as an answer to “This time, is the card big uncle’s rice ([pap])?)

IP-final

[ani]. IP [khɯnap*a pam]. IP [twɛs.sʌ]?
Unfocused

“No. It’s big uncle’s night. Did you get it right?”
(as an anwer to “This time, is the card little uncle’s night?”)

[ani]. IP [khɯnap*a pam twie]. IP [twɛs.sʌ]?
Focused
Wd-final

“No. Right to big uncle’s night. Did you get it right?”
(as an answer to “This time, do I place the card right to big uncle’s rice?”)

[ani]. IP [khɯnap*a pam twie]. IP [twɛs.sʌ]?
Unfocused

“No. Right to big uncle’s night. Did you get it right?”
(as an answer to “This time, do I place the card right to little uncle’s night?”)

Figure 1. (a) Mean noramlized A1-P0 at multiple vowel points (relative, 25%, 50%, and
75% point from the nasal). (b) Mean nasal duration (ms) and (c) Mean nasal enegery (dB)
at N-midpoint. (***, **, *, and n.s. refer to p<.001, p<.01, p<.05, and p>.09, respectively.)
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Dialect contact in real interactions and in an agent-based model: evidence for
asymmetric convergence in vowels
Hanna Ruch1,2 & Mary Stevens2
1
University of Zurich 2IPS LMU Munich
When interacting repeatedly over a long time period, speakers of different varieties are
assumed to become more similar to each other such that a new phonological system may
arise (e.g. [1]). Research on dialect contact over short time periods has indeed shown that
speakers tend to accommodate to each other, however such short-term accommodation is
mediated by a myriad of different factors (e.g. [2; 3]) and does not necessarily accumulate
over time [4]. To investigate the relationship between short-term accommodation and dialect
formation, we simulated the effect of dialect contact on vowel systems using agent-based
modelling (ABM). We test the following null hypothesis: if dialect convergence is the
inevitable result of adaptations between speakers [1], a new system, which is acoustically
equidistant between the two original states, should emerge. The alternative hypothesis is
based on [5] and states that the result of dialect contact should depend on the pre-existing
phonetic variability in each dialect and its orientation in acoustic space. We applied the ABM
architecture from [5], in which agents exchange acoustic signals recorded from real speakers
(one agent per speaker). A novel aspect of the present study is that speakers were also
recorded after completing a dialogue task with a speaker of the other dialect [6], which
enables comparison of the effect of simulated and real dialect contact on vowel systems.
Dialect contact was simulated between 15 speakers of Grison (GRG) and 15 speakers of
Zurich German (ZHG). These two Swiss-German dialects have clearly distinct vowel systems
and notable within-dialect variation for non-high vowels. We focus on the vowels in the
lexical sets WIISS 'white', MEHL 'flour', GLAS 'glass', FROSCH 'frog', and MUUS 'mouse'.
These vowels differ predictably between the two varieties, with GRG /i, ɛ, a, ɔ, u/
corresponding to ZHG /i, æ, ɒ, o, u/ [7]. There is also within-dialect variation in non-high
vowels (see Fig. 1): FROSCH varies between [ɔ] and [o] in GRG; MEHL varies between [æ]
and [ɛ] in ZHG, and GLAS displays directed variation in both dialects, whereby GRG /a/ is
raised and there is lowering and fronting of ZHG /ɒ/.
Fig. 1 shows the data that were the input to the ABM, comprising 9158 vowel tokens
produced by 30 speakers. In the ABM, each speaker was modelled as an agent with its own
tokens stored in memory (one token = F1 and F2 values). Interactions between agents
involved an agent-speaker sending a token to an agent-listener from the other dialect. The
agent-listener stored this token if it was probabilistically closest to its own distribution for the
corresponding phoneme (see [5]). Control experiments involving within-dialect interactions
showed that vowel systems remained largely stable. Fig. 2 shows the distributions of the five
vowels before and after 30,000 cross-dialect interactions. The acoustic shift after 30,000
interactions was calculated by vowel and agent (difference in distance; see [2; 3]). Fig. 3
shows that there was convergence in MEHL and GLAS, but very little change in WIISS and
MUUS. In line with HA and with the asymmetric variability that we observed before
interactions, GRG agents converged significantly more than ZHG agents in GLAS (unpaired
t-test: p < 0.05) and FROSCH (p < 0.01), while the shift in MEHL was significantly larger
for ZHG than GRG agents (p < 0.001). Strikingly, the same vowels were found to change
most after real interactions between GRG and ZHG speakers [6]. ZHG speakers shifted most
in MEHL, and GRG speakers shifted most in GLAS and FROSCH.
Other phonetic accommodation studies (e.g. [2; 3]) have found that some vowels are more
prone to convergence than others, but explanations remain speculative. Our comparison
between simulated and real cross-dialect interactions suggests that the propensity of
categories to shift might be best explained by pre-existing, directed variability.
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Figure 1: Location in F1-F2 space of the WIISS, MEHL, GLAS, FROSCH, and MUUS vowels for
GRG (left) and ZHG (right). The ellipses are based on the 9158 tokens fed into the ABM.
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Figure 2: Vowels before (pale colours, dashed line) and after 30,000 interactions (bright colours,
solid line). For each vowel and each agent, the difference in Euclidean distance was calculated.
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Figure 3: Difference in Euclidean distance for each dialect and vowel (mean values per agent).
Negative values indicate convergence towards the other dialect.
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Stylistic covariation and variable (ING)
Charlotte Vaughn and Tyler Kendall
University of Oregon
Sociolinguistic conceptualizations of style describe constellations of covarying linguistic
features (e.g. [1], [2], [3]). Previous work has been mixed regarding whether, on a group
level, realizations of different linguistic variables tend to covary (e.g. [4], [5]). Further, the
extent to which speakers control styles explicitly, and to which an individual feature can be
manipulated independently of other cues, remains an open question (see also [3]). One
possibility is that phonetic cues that share a social meaning tend to co-occur, though the
degree of automaticity or control of such a phenomenon is unknown. The social meaning of
the [ɪn] variant of the English variable (ING) (as in the alternation between walking [wɔkɪŋ]
and walkin’ [wɔkɪn]) has been documented as having strong associations with Southern U.S.
English, casualness, and lower intelligence [6], for a variety of listeners, and thus acts as an
ideal “triggering” variable for an analysis of stylistic coherence among phonetic cues. The
present paper stems from a previous investigation of the sociolinguistic variable (ING), and
asks whether other phonetic features covary with the variants of (ING) production, and
whether listeners are sensitive to these covarying patterns.
As a first pass at this question, we use laboratory-elicited productions of sentences
containing (ING) words, and conduct both production and perception analyses. First, four
non-Southern U.S. speakers were asked to produce a series of sentences, each containing a
single (ING) word. Speakers were first asked to read the sentences producing (ING) as [ɪŋ],
and then were asked to read the same sentences again, producing (ING) as [ɪn]. Sentences
were varied across a range of factors known to influence (ING) realizations in natural speech.
In particular, sentences were balanced across grammatical category types for the (ING) word,
following from the well-established pattern that certain grammatical categories are more
likely to occur in natural speech as [ɪn], while others are much less likely (e.g. [7], [8]).
In Study 1, we conducted acoustic analyses of these sentences to examine productions of
several features associated with casual speech and Southern U.S. English. These analyses
showed that when producing the (ING) as [ɪn], some speakers heightened their use of certain
acoustic features associated with Southernness, including glide-weakening of /ai/ and
producing the nuclei of /e/ and /ɛ/ more closely to one another.
In Study 2, in order to get a sense of whether differences in productions were meaningful
to listeners, listeners were asked to rate the accentedness of each sentence (half given each
sentence in the [ɪn] realization and half given the [ɪŋ]). Listeners rated sentences produced
with the [ɪn] realization as significantly more accented than those with [ɪŋ]. Further, another
group of listeners were given the same sentences but with the actual (ING) forms (either [ɪŋ]
or [ɪn]) replaced with white noise, allowing us to examine the extent to which the (ING)
realization, versus other covarying cues, contributed to accent ratings.
In Study 3, we examined whether listeners were able to accurately reconstruct whether a
speaker produced (ING) as [ɪŋ] or [ɪn] when the actual realization was replaced with white
noise, asking what factors contributed to whether listeners believed the speaker produced [ɪŋ]
or [ɪn]. Results indicated that listeners were slightly above chance at guessing whether the
sentence had been originally produced as [ɪŋ] or [ɪn], and that several additional factors,
including the grammatical category of the (ING) word, influenced what listeners believed the
speaker produced.
Taken together, the results indicate (1) that when asked to produce one variant of the
(ING) variable, speakers may indeed manipulate other phonetic features as well, and (2) that
listeners are sensitive to these cooccurrence patterns.
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Syllables, segments, and the perception of speech tempo
Leendert Plug1 and Rachel Smith2
1
University of Leeds, 2University of Glasgow
Studies of speech tempo commonly use syllable or segment rate as a proxy measure for
perceived tempo. In languages whose phonologies allow substantial syllable complexity these
measures can produce considerably divergent results. This is because typically, there are nonuniform increases in duration as complexity increases (e.g. [1]). This means that a complex
syllable takes more time to produce than a simplex one (lower syllable rate), but has lower
average segment durations (higher segment rate). Despite the divergence among measures,
little is known about the correlation between syllable and segment rate measurements on the
one hand and naïve listeners’ tempo judgements on the other.
We report two experiments that follow up on the findings of a relevant study on German
[2], which suggest that listeners attend to both syllable and segment rates in making tempo
estimates, through a weighted average of the rates in which syllable rate carries more weight.
In Experiment 1 we manipulated phonological complexity and utterance duration in Standard
Southern British English utterance pairs, such that pair members were constant in syllable
rate but different in segment rate. An example pair is this kit or that pack ~ this test or that
step, in which the nouns in the second utterance contain more segments than those in the first.
On a constant utterance duration, this means the two utterances have the same syllable rate,
but the second has a higher segment rate. For 256 such utterance pairs, 50 native British
English listeners decided which utterance in each pair sounded faster. For comparison,
Experiment 2 kept segment rate constant, while varying syllable rate. An example pair is I
kept it the wrong way ~ I cook them my own way, in which the utterance duration differed –
and the syllable rate with it – to accommodate a one-segment difference. For both
experiments, we manipulated durations through PSOLA, and also equalised pitch contours
and average intensity across stimuli.
Our results show that when confronted with utterance pairs in which syllable rate is kept
constant, listeners mostly perceive no difference in tempo. The differences they do perceive
cannot be straightforwardly explained with reference to the segment rate of the utterances
involved, but point at the relevance of acoustic differences (specifically the proportion of
voiceless material in an utterance) and factors relating to utterance-internal rhythm. Notably,
the failure to perceive tempo differences occurs even when segment rate differences are
substantially beyond the Just Noticeable Difference for temporal variation [3]. By
comparison, when segment rate is kept constant, listeners still consistently perceive even
small differences in syllable rate as differences in utterance tempo.
One implication of our findings is that the use of segment rate as a measure of tempo on
short stretches of speech that are similar in syllable rate but variable in phonological
complexity may overestimate the degree to which listeners perceive tempo differences
between the stretches.
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Figure 1. Experiment 1: Relationship between the ratio of segment rates of the two utterances
in a pair, and average response in a pairwise tempo judgement task. Syllable rate was
held constant. Positive values of “average response”: second utterance perceived as
faster; 0 = both utterances same tempo; negative values: first utterance faster.

Figure 2. Experiment 2: Relationship between the ratio of syllable rates of the two utterances
in a pair, and average response in a pairwise tempo judgement task. Segment rate was
held constant. Positive values of “average response”: second utterance perceived as
faster; 0 = both utterances same tempo; negative values: first utterance faster.
[1] Greenberg, S., Carvey, H., Hitchcock, L., and Chang, S. 2003. Temporal properties of
spontaneous speech: A syllable-centric perspective. Journal of Phonetics, 31, 465-485.
[2] Pfitzinger, H. 1999. Local speech rate perception in German speech. Proceedings of the
Fourteenth International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, 2, 893-896.
[3] Quené, H. 2007. On the just noticeable difference for tempo in speech. Journal of
Phonetics, 35, 353-362. doi: 10.1016/j.wocn.2006.09.001.
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The mediating effect of information status on acoustic cues to prominence
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In English phrasal prosody, words are assigned structural prominence in relation to their
information status (IS): Discourse-new words are generally more prominent than discourse-given
words in the same prosodic phrase and are phonetically realized with higher f0, greater intensity
and longer duration of the primary stressed syllable. Prior research shows that listeners perceive
prominence in relation to acoustic cues, but also in relation to expectations from contextual
factors, including factors related to IS. The finding that contextual factors cue prominence
perception is not surprising given the degree of speaker variability in the prosodic encoding of IS
and its phonetic expression [1,2,3,4], but the extent of contextual effects remains unknown due to
two limitations of prior studies. First, prosody perception is tested with minimally contextualized
utterances [1], or with discourse fragments excised from their full context [2]. Second, IS effects
on prominence perception are tested considering only lexical givenness, while Baumann &
Riester [5] propose a role for both lexical and referential givenness and their interaction in
determining prominence. The present study addresses both issues, examining prominence
perception of an entire, coherent discourse in relation to the referential and lexical IS factors.
35 English listeners identified words perceived as prominent in a three-minute audio
recording of a TedTalk, using the real-time annotation method of Rapid Prosody Transcription
[2]. 361 words were annotated for referential (r-) and lexical (l-) givenness (Table 1) using the
RefLex scheme [5]. Max f0 and phone-normalized duration were taken for each word and znormalized. A generalized linear mixed-effects model (subject as random factor) was run using
the lme4 package [6] to test the effect of IS labels (r-, l-), acoustic cues, and their interaction on
the likelihood a word will be rated as prominent by an individual listener. Also, glmer (word as
random factor) was run to test the association between IS labels and acoustic prosodic measures
(max f0, phone-normalized duration) for individual words produced by the TedTalk speaker.
Fig. 1 shows the model estimates for the likelihood of prominence rating for words in
each r- and l-category. These results show that going up the IS scale, with decreasing
“givenness”, words are more likely to be rated as prominent, with the exception of r-unused.
Estimated effects of duration on prominence rating (β=1.15) are greater than the estimated
effects of max f0 (β=.51). Figs. 2 and 3 show that the effect of acoustic cues on prominence
perception is partially conditioned on IS. Acoustic cues have a weaker effect on prominence
perception for words that are r- or l-given compared to words that are r- or l-new, except for max
f0 for l-given words. IS is marginally correlated with acoustic cues in the speech of the stimulus
speaker. For referential distinctions, r-given and r-bridging are associated with lower max f0
(p=.09 and p=.01) and r-unused with longer duration (p=.06). For lexical distinctions, l-given
shows an interaction between f0 and duration (p=.06), while l-new has higher f0 (p=.06).
Prominence perception in this intact sample of public speech is conditioned by IS
independently of acoustic factors, as in conversational speech [2]. We have two new findings: (1)
Referential and lexical IS independently contribute to prominence perception, supporting an IS
model with both components for English. (2) Acoustic cues to prominence are weighted by IS.
Listeners are more likely to rate discourse-new words as prominent in the presence of enhanced
f0 and longer duration, but the same cues have a lesser impact on prominence rating for
discourse-given words. We find only weak acoustic distinctions among IS categories, reflecting
the overall enhanced prosody and “enthusiastic” style of this speech genre.
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Table 1. Word counts in r- and l-labels (NA for words not eligible for r- or l-labels, per [5])
Level
NA
Given
Bridging
Unused
New
Total
r201
61
21
33
45
361
l207
38
116
361

Figure 1. Estimates of perceived prominence as a function of r- and l-labels

Figure 2. Estimates of perceived prominence as a function of IS mediated by duration

Figure 3. Estimates of perceived prominence as a function of IS mediated by max f0
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The effects of prosody on pitch and voice quality of White Hmong tones
Christina Esposito, Marc Garellek
Macalester College, University of California San Diego
In many tonal languages, tones may be accompanied by changes in voice quality [1]. For
example, White Hmong contrasts two high-falling tones (one breathy, the other modal) and
two low tones (one modal and level-toned, the other creaky and low-falling). Perceptual
studies show that Hmong listeners rely exclusively on breathy voice to distinguish between
the two high-falling tones, but ignore creaky voice when distinguishing between the two low
tones [2-3]. Breathy voice is thus contrastive in the language, whereas creaky voice – though
robustly attested in previous work on tonal production – is not.
The reasons for the disparate functions of breathy vs. creaky voice in the language
remain unclear. In this study, we test whether such differences stem from phrasal or
coarticulatory variation in the production of White Hmong tones. Previous research on the
production (and perception) of Hmong tones is based exclusively on citation tones [2-6]; it is
thus possible that listeners rely on certain cues (namely breathy voice for the breathy highfalling tone and f0 for the creaky low-falling tone) because these are more stable across
prosodic environments. Therefore, in this study we test the following hypotheses:
(H1a) Because breathy voice is criterial to its identification, the breathy high-falling tone
should be breathy in all prosodic (i.e., phrasal and tonal) positions.
(H1b) Because pitch is ignored in its identification, the breathy high-falling tone should
have a prosodically-variable f0 contour.
(H2a) Because creaky voice is ignored in its identification, the creaky low-falling tone
should have variable degrees of creaky voice in different prosodic positions.
(H2b) Because pitch is criterial to its identification, the creaky low-falling tone should
have a low-falling f0 in all prosodic positions.
To test these hypotheses, four speakers of White Hmong were recorded reading three
folk stories, yielding a total of about 1450 tokens per speaker before exclusions. All ditones
were attested. The vowels were segmented and annotated for phrasal position (utteranceinitial, -medial, or -final, depending on whether the target was adjacent to a breath) and
preceding and following tones. In addition, utterance-medial words that were fluent but
lengthened were coded as being phrase-final, and words adjacent to disfluencies (restarts,
repetitions, prolongations, or pauses) were excluded. The f0 and voice quality (indexed via
spectral tilt and harmonics-to-noise ratio measures) were obtained using VoiceSauce [7].
Preliminary results largely confirm our hypotheses except H2a. The breathy highfalling tone is breathier (as determined by a greater spectral tilt and/or lower harmonic-tonoise ratio) than the high-falling modal tone, regardless of neighbouring tones and phrasal
position (Fig. 1); classification analyses with only voice quality measures can accurately
discriminate these tones 87% of the time. Whereas the high-falling modal tone is consistently
high-falling, its breathy counterpart is high-falling only in utterance-final position; elsewhere,
it is a high-level tone (Fig. 2). Contra hypothesis H2a, the creaky low-falling tone is reliably
creakier (as determined by lower spectral tilt and/or lower harmonic-to-noise ratio) than the
modal low-level tone in all positions; classification analyses with only voice quality measures
can accurately discriminate these tones 86% of the time, with the creaky low-falling tone
having lower spectral tilt and higher noise than the modal low-level tone. However, both low
tones have stable pitch contours across prosodic positions (i.e., the low-falling creaky tone is
low-falling and the low modal tone is low-level, see Figure 2). Overall then, this study
improves description of the tonal system of White Hmong by examining f0 and voice quality
in non-citation forms, and contributes to our understanding of the role of voice quality in
languages by showing how its use in tonal systems may be context-dependent.
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Figure 1a. Voice quality (H1*-H2* by HNR) space of the two high-falling tones. Ellipses
represent 50% confidence intervals. The breathy tone generally occupies a breathier part of
the space (higher H1*-H2*, lower HNR) than the modal tone, though there is much overlap
when only these two measures are used to represent voice quality differences.
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Figure 2. f0 of the two high-falling tones and low tones by position in utterance. The two
high-falling tones have the same f0 only in final position. Elsewhere, the breathy “highfalling” tone is flat (the slight fall is similar in degree to that of the level low tone). The
creaky low-falling tone consistently falls.
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The taming of the beast: Glimpses of language evolution in prosodic data
Carlos Gussenhoven
Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen
Language evolution in part involves the development of morphological-cumphonological versions of paralinguistic form-meaning relations (cf. Ohala 1994 on
diminutives and high front articulations; low pitch and ‘big’ meanings). These
developmental paths are typically unobservable. We are left with the structural end
products whose origins we can only speculate about, although recently Dachkovsky
(2017) was able to track the phonetic to structural development of a relative clause
marker in Israeli Sign Language and to identify an intermediate ‘conventionalized’ stage.
However, in the prosody of spoken languages there are arguably numerous instances in
which data can be interpreted as stages in this process, which together offer a more
dynamic picture than a one-off transfer from the paralinguistic to the linguistic.
As a first indication of that more dynamic relationship, I will argue that the structural
status of interrogative intonation may be reduced or lost under the weight of lexical tone
contrasts. This can be seen in the impoverished intonation systems of tonal
Norwegian/Swedish and the tonal dialects of Franconian, as compared to the more
complex intonation systems of non-tonal (West) Germanic. More speculatively,
Mandarin may well have had a structural declarative-interrogative intonation contrast.
Perception data from Henan Mandarin show how that dialect uses a conventionalized
paralinguistic way of marking the difference. Second, even in evidently structural forms,
evidence may be found of incomplete conventionalization, as in the realization of the Ltone in phrase-final position in a different variety of Henan Mandarin (work with Lei
Wang), while the lack of ‘segmental intonation’ (cf. Niebuhr 2017; work with Antonia
Götz) in the realization of stress on rimes with voiceless fricatives in Zwara Berber may
perhaps be attributed to a recent development of stress in the language.
A separate issue concerns the place in the grammar in which prosodic morphemes are
incorporated. Typically, prosodic phenomena are incorporated in the phonological
structure. Rhythmic behaviour may end up as word stress, prosodic constituents may
begin or end with boundary tones, and the location of English pitch accents is sensitive to
the phonological-phrase structure, as in (MARmelade from dunDEE) vs (DUNdee
MARmelade). Equally, however, the distribution of tonal morphemes may be governed
by morphosyntax, as in the case of the English Compound Rule. Work with Hamed
Rahmani shows that the distribution of the Persian pitch accent, a H-tone described as
word stress in earlier work, is governed morphosyntactically. On the assumption that
word stress equals foot structure and feet cannot dominate higher prosodic constituents,
the sensitivity of the pitch accent to higher constituent structure implies it is not a stress.
This is confirmed in experiments that show that its only phonetic correlate is f0, while its
non-lexical status is confirmed by the finding that listeners are stress deaf.
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Mirzaagha
Do personal and interpersonal power influence phonetic accommodation?
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60. Donald Derrick, Doreen Hansmann, Zoe Haws and Catherine Theys
Audio-visual-tactile integration in speech perception
61. Brandon Prickett
Experimental evidence for biases in phonological rule interaction
62. Sarah Tasker, Márton Sóskuthy and Paul Foulkes
How many reduced vowels are there in English? A Bayesian process-based
approach
63. Kie Zuraw, Isabelle Lin, Meng Yang and Sharon Peperkamp
Competition between whole-word and decomposed representations of English
prefixed words
64. Jenny Krüwald, Daniel Duran and Natalie Lewandowski
Gamification in the phonology lab
65. Daniela Mereu
Phonetic variation during conversational interaction as a function of topic

Poster Session 2 P2, Thursday, June 21 15:00-16:30
1. Jiayin Gao and Takayuki Arai
Is Japanese a true voicing language? So much we know, yet so much to learn
about [voice]
2. Gerda Ana Melnik, Rory Turnbull and Sharon Peperkamp
On the correlation between perception and production of L2 contrasts in late
learners: Evidence from English-speaking learners of French
3. Tom Fritzsche, Adamantios Gafos and Barbara Höhle
The beneficial role of variability for acquiring novel words: A habituation study with
14-month-old German-learning children
4. Joanne Jingwen Li, Samantha Ayala, Douglas Shiller and Tara McAllister
Perceptual acuity as a predictor of learning success in biofeedback-enhanced
speech production training
5. Timo Roettger and Jennifer Cole
On the (ir)relevance of prenuclear accents for intonational learning
6. Steven Alcorn and Rajka Smiljanic
The perception and production of /sC/ clusters by Spanish-English sequential
bilinguals
7. Aoju Chen and Pieternel van Braak
The floor is yours: Perception of duration and tonal cues for turn-taking in L2
English
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8. Isabelle Lin, Adam J. Chong and Megha Sundara
The extent of variation in the production of coronals in English infant-directed
speech
9. Jennifer Zhang
L3 phonological acquisition: Brazilian Portuguese VOT and lenition
10. Yoonjung Kang and Suyeon Yun
Acquisition of Second Dialect Features by North Koreans in Seoul
11. Juli Cebrian and Joan C. Mora
Measuring cross-linguistic perceptual similarity by means of online tasks
12. Thomas Denby and Matt Goldrick
The Specificity of listener’s knowledge of phonotactic variation
13. Rachel Soo and Philip Monahan
Lexical-phonological representations of tone in Cantonese heritage and native
speakers
14. Angela Cooper, Caterina Bordignon and Elizabeth Johnson
The effects of accent distance on perceptual adaptation in toddlers and adults
15. Miquel Llompart and Eva Reinisch
Imitation is not usage: L2 learners can imitate sound contrasts even if they do not
use them
16. Nan Xu Rattanasone, Ping Tang, Ivan Yuen, Liqun Gao and Katherine Demuth
Acoustic insight into the acquisition of Mandarin tone sandhi
17. Carla Nobau, Claudia López and Maria-Josep Solé
Transfer of L1 processes in advanced L2 English
18. Jonathan P. Rogers, Linda Jarmulowicz, Eugene H. Buder and Lynda Feenaughty
Stress shift, phonological awareness, and segmental accuracy in productions of
derived real and pseudo words
19. Elise McClay, Senay Cebioglu, Tanya Broesch and Henny Yeung
Hyperarticulation of infant-directed speech in a small-scale society
20. Georgia Zellou and Katharine Graf Estes
Variability in vowel-to-vowel coarticulation influences statistical word segmentation
21. Marisa Filipe, Sónia Frota and Selene Vicente
Prosodic Development in European Portuguese
22. Núria Esteve-Gibert, Hélène Loevenbruck, Marion Dohen and Mariapaola D'Imperio
French pre-schoolers use head nods more than prosodic cues as a marker of
information structure
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23. Mary Beckman, Jan Edwards and Benjamin Munson
Variation in the acquisition of English stop voicing, revisited
25. Tatiana Luchkina, Helen Koulidobrova and Jeffrey Levi Palmer
Processing of american sign language by experienced and naïve signers: focus on
visual sign phonology
26. Sara Benham and Lisa Goffman
Segment and syllable relationships in novel word learning in children with typical
and atypical language development
27. Naomi Enzinna
Effect of exposure to bilingual and monolingual speech on VOT accommodation
28. Elizabeth Zsiga
Tonal timing and vowel reduction in Igbo: Implications for the representation of
prosodic structure in Articulatory Phonology
29. Jeremy Steffman
Contextual effects of duration and f0 on segmental categorization: Intonation
matters
30. Alan Yu and Yao Yao
Global vs. local effects of f0 on VOT
31. Annika Schebesta and Gero Kunter
Morphological structure, plosive deletion and acoustic reduction: the case of NNN
compounds
32. Roger Yu-Hsiang Lo and Kathleen Currie Hall
The influence of functional load on Cantonese lexical tone perception
34. Jana Neitsch, Bettina Braun and Nicole Dehé
Identifying rhetorical questions in German: the perceptual relevance of pitch accent
type, voice quality and the discourse particle denn
35. Sahyang Kim, Holger Mitterer and Taehong Cho
Prosodic modulation in phonological inferencing: an eyetracking study on the
processing of Korean post-obstruent tensing rule
36. Lia Saki Bucar Shigemori and Marianne Pouplier
Allophonic variation of /l/ in Slovak - the role of the dorsal gesture
37. Ivy Mok, Anja Arnhold, Vincent Porretta, Saskia Verstegen, Maeghan Jerry, Aoju Chen
and Juhani Järvikivi
Processing of intonation and information status in British English by Chinese L2
and Canadian L1 speakers
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38. Brett Baker and Rikke Bundgaard-Nielsen
Lexical processing in polysynthetic languages: evidence from ‘word’ acceptability
judgements
39. Greta Kaufeld, Wibke Naumann, Andrea E. Martin and Hans Rutger Bosker
Contextual speech rate influences morphosyntactic prediction and integration
40. Hans Rutger Bosker, Eva Reinisch and Matthias Sjerps
Selective attention to a specific talker does not change the effect of surrounding
acoustic context
41. Ingo Plag, Ute Marie Engemann and Gero Kunter
The effect of morphological boundaries on vowel duration in English
42. Stephen Politzer-Ahles, Lei Pan and Jueyao Lin
No long-lag morphological priming for Mandarin monosyllables
43. Ivan Yuen, Katherine Demuth and Stefanie Shattuck-Hufnagel
The role of PWs versus syllables in the speech planning process
44. Anita Szakay and Elizabeth Stelle
Congruent speaker sex and grammatical gender facilitate bilingual speech
processing
45. Chiara Celata, Olga Dmitrieva, Chiara Meluzzi and Valentina Concu
The effects of lexical status and lexical competitors on production of Italian stops
46. Abby Walker and Katie Drager
The role of canonicity vs. experience-based expectations on speech processing
47. Rory Turnbull and Sharon Peperkamp
Using network science to quantify dispersion in the lexicon
48. Tamara Rathcke, Simone Falk and Simone Dalla Bella
Phonological structure and listener characteristics modulate the “speech-to-song
illusion”
49. Jeff Holliday and Rory Turnbull
Failure to find effects of phonological neighborhood density on vowel production in
Korean
50. Ashley Farris-Trimble and Danica Reid
Frequency and acoustic biases in the recognition of neutralized forms
51. Madeleine Oakley and Hannah Sande
Perception of implosives
52. Mirjam J.I. de Jonge and Paul Boersma
Interpreting asymmetries: Mismatch Negativity responses to French vowels
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53. Sayako Uehara, Karthik Durvasula and Yen-Hwei Lin
Word-learning with underrepresented geminates: An artificial language study
54. Becca Morley, Bridget Smith, Nohyong Kim and Björn Köhnlein
From consonant voicing to vowel length: Invariant and co-varying cues to final
“voicing” in American English
55. Jane Stuart-Smith, Morgan Sonderegger, Michael McAuliffe, Rachel Macdonald, Jeff
Mielke, Erik Thomas and Robin Dodsworth
Dialectal and social factors affect the phonetic bases of English /s/-retraction
56. Sieb Nooteboom and Hugo Quené
Effects of timing and selective attention in self-monitoring for segmental speech
errors
57. Luciana Marques and Rebecca Scarborough
Perceptual compensation of vowel nasality in Brazilian Portuguese
58. Félix Desmeules-Trudel and Tania Zamuner
The use of phonetic variability for word recognition depends on stimulus ambiguity
59. Sandie Keerstock and Rajka Smiljanic
Sources of enhanced sentence recognition memory for native and non-native
listeners
60. Ellen Dossey and Cynthia G. Clopper
Effects of phonetic reduction and regional dialect on lexical Access
61. Eleanor Chodroff
Target and contrast uniformity in the phonetic realization of Czech sibilants
62. Stephen Tobin and Adamantios Gafos
Convergence in VOT in a Cue-Distractor Paradigm
63. Wei-Rong Chen, Mark Tiede and D.H. Whalen
The use of articulatory motor equivalence in English vowels: a deep neural network
approach
64. Amanda Ritchart-Scott
Perceptual enhancement of nasalized vowels through increased breathiness
65. Amanda Rysling and John Kingston
Listeners generate all possible predictions from fricative-vowel covariation
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Poster Session 3 P3, Friday, June 22 15:00-16:30
1. Christine Mooshammer, Oksana Rasskazova and Malte Belz
Prosodic variation of phrase-final and utterance-final lengthening: a production and
perception study
2. Ricardo Napoleão de Souza
Domain-initial effects on unstressed syllables in Portuguese, Spanish and English
3. Draga Zec and Elizabeth Zsiga
Dialectal variation in the realization of Serbian pitch accent: evidence for a domaingeneralization effect
4. Emily Kellison-Linn and Morgan Sonderegger
A large-scale study of consonant voicing effects on F0 in spontaneous English
speech
5. Michael Franke and Timo B. Roettger
Speech adaptation in real-time interpretation of intonation
6. Jiaer Tao, Meghan Clayards and Francisco Torreira
Durational cues to word boundaries in spontaneous speech
7. Bing-Er Jiang, Meghan Clayards and Morgan Sonderegger
Perception and individual variability of tonal register contrast in Chinese Wu
dialects
8. Sasha Calhoun, Emma Kruse Va'Ai and Emma Wollum
The role of expectation in nuclear stress and focus perception in Samoan and
English
9. Joanna Przedlacka, Mary Baltazani and John Coleman
Contact-induced diachronic change in intonation: Greek non-standard varieties
10. Allison Hilger, Jennifer Cole and Charles Larson
The timecourse of F0 planning for intonational tones
11. Charles Chang and Hae-Sung Jeon
Categorical ambiguity and sound change in Seoul Korean
12. Stella Gryllia, Mary Baltazani and Amalia Arvaniti
Variability and multiplicity of cues in the realization of intonation
13. Jennifer Hay, Sarah Hawkins, Robert Fromont, Rachel Smith and Jane Stuart-Smith
Dialectal variation in morphophonetics
14. Meghan Armstrong-Abrami and Maria Del Mar Vanrell
The effect of discourse on polar question markers in American English and
Majorcan Catalan
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15. Svetlana Kaminskaïa
Variation of acoustic correlates of stress and other aspects of rhythm in Canadian
French varieties
16. Amber B. Camp and Amy J. Schafer
Perception of Thai tones in context
17. Kayeon Yoo
The historical development of domain-initial denasalisation in Seoul Korean
18. Catalina Torres Orjuela
On the tonal pattern of the Accentual Phrase – the case of IP internal constituents in
Lifou French
19. Hanbo Yan and Jie Zhang
The nature of variation in the tone sandhi patterns of Wuxi Wu
20. Gabriela Caballero and Marc Garellek
Multidimensional tonal realization and prosodic variation in Choguita Rarámuri
(Tarahumara)
21. Simon Ritter and Doris Mücke
The phonetics and phonology of focus marking – an integrated perspective
22. Fabian Fey and Natalie Lewandowski
Uptalk in German: investigation on the GECO database
23. Beata Lukaszewicz and Janina Molczanow
Secondary stress iteration in Ukrainian: an argument for the metrical grid
24. Amelia Kimball and Jennifer Cole
Memory and perception of speech prosody
25. Joe Rodd, Hans Rutger Bosker, Mirjam Ernestus, Louis Ten Bosch and Antje Meyer
To speed up, turn up the gain: acoustic evidence of a 'gain-strategy' for speech
planning in accelerated and decelerated speech
26. Niamh Kelly
Truncation in the intonation of Lebanese Arabic
27. Angeliki Athanasopoulou and Irene Vogel
The production of creaky phonation in Mandarin and its relation to F0
28. Robin Karlin
Phonetic evidence for the phonological association of rising pitch accents in Valjevo
Serbian
29. Argyro Katsika
The supralaryngyal articulation of lexical stress and pitch accent in Greek
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30. Caterina Petrone, Elisa Sneed German, Kiwako Ito and James Sneed German
Multidimensional interpretation of rising and falling tunes for requests and offers
31. Anna Bruggeman, Sam Hellmuth, Nabila Louriz and Martine Grice
Stress deafness in Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic
32. Olcay Turk
Gesture as a cue to prosodic structure: Tonal event-apex coordination in Turkish
33. Yang Li, Argyro Katsika and Amalia Arvaniti
Modelling variability and non-local effects in intonation as cue trading
34. Annie Tremblay, Taehong Cho, Sahyang Kim and Seulgi Shin
Gradient effects of incremental tonal changes in Korean speech segmentation
35. Jessamyn Schertz and Kara Hawthorne
Sentential context effects on phonetic categorization in talkers with non-native and
regional accents
36. Jonah Katz and Gianmarco Pitzanti
Campidanese Sardinian lenition revisited
37. Erik Thomas, Jeff Mielke, Josef Fruehwald, Jordan Holley, Michael McAuliffe, Morgan
Sonderegger, Jane Stuart-Smith, Robin Dodsworth and Tyler Kendall
Age vectors vs. axes of intraspeaker variation for vowel formants in North American
and Scottish English
38. Dinah Baer-Henney and Timo Roettger
Control vs. power in experimental phonetic research
39. Daiki Hashimoto
Topic-oriented variation in loanword phonology
40. Suyeon Yun and Yoonjung Kang
Dialectal variation and sound change in Korean nasals
41. Patrick Murphy and Philip Monahan
Partial contrast, dialect exposure, and the perception of Canadian raising
42. Jianjing Kuang and Aletheia Cui
Perceptual equivalence between co-articulated cues during a sound change in
progress
43. Dominic Watt, Carmen Llamas, Peter French, Almut Braun, Duncan Robertson and
Tyler Kendall
Sociophonetic factors predict phoneme boundary location in production and
perception among speakers of three varieties of British English
44. Martine Mazaudon and Jiayin Gao
Cue weighting after a tone-split in Tamang. A perception study of stop initial words
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45. Klaas Seinhorst
It's (not) the economy, stupid! Possible restrictions on regularization
46. Josef Fruehwald
Intra-segmental timing in sound change: /aw/ in Philadelphia
47. Myriam Lapierre and Susan Lin
Patterns of nasal coarticulation in Panará
48. Márton Sóskuthy
Phonetic pressures and contrast maintenance in /u/-fronting: A cross-linguistic
study
49. Bowei Shao and Rachid Ridouane
On the nature of ‘apical vowels’ in Jixi-Hui-Chinese
50. Oksana Tkachman, Robert Fuhrman, Kathleen Currie Hall, Yurika Aonuki and Bryan
Gick
Visible Energy in Signed Languages: Explaining a Trade-off Between Sign Location
and Sign Handedness
51. Francesc Josep Torres Tamarit and Silke Hamann
Stressed schwa takes over in Eivissan Catalan
52. Sonia Ben Hedia
Morphological informativeness influences phonological processes: Evidence from
gemination in English
53. Nari Rhee
The retroflex allophone of the liquid phoneme in Korean
54. Matthew Faytak
Vowel place contrasts in Suzhou Chinese
55. Masako Fujimoto and Seiya Funatsu
Articulation during Voiced and Voiceless Stops: An Analysis of cine-MRI
56. Sawsan Alwabari
Gradient Resistance to Coarticulation and Articulatory Constraints: An Ultrasound
Study
57. Alexei Kochetov and Katherine Sung
Flapping and Linguopalatal Contact Differences in Canadian English /t/ and /d/
58. Etske Ooijevaar
Articulatory and acoustic variation of mid vowels before liquids in a Dutch dialect
59. Stavroula Sotiropoulou, Mark Gibson, Stephen Tobin and Adamantios Gafos
Temporal stability patterns of stop-liquid and stop-rhotic clusters in Spanish
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60. Ghada Khattab and Jalal Al-Tamimi
When lenis and fortis properties collide: the case of voiced geminates in Lebanese
Arabic
61. Bridget Smith, Jeff Mielke and Jessica Hatcher
Overt consequences of covert variability in coarticulation with /ɹ/
62. Jonathan Havenhill
Articulation and enhancement of fronted back vowels in American English
63. Chiara Meluzzi, Chiara Celata and Chiara Bertini
Stressed vowel durational variations and articulatory cohesiveness: Italian data
64. Rita Demasi and Didier Demolin
Aerodynamic and articulatory study of the anterior and the posterior nasal
diphthongs in Brazilian Portuguese
65. Łukasz Mik, Anita Lorenc, Daniel Pape and Marzena Zygis
Articulatory and acoustic variation in the realization of Polish retroflexes
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Is there a word recognition advantage for 22-month-olds routinely exposed to
multiple accents?
Angela Cooper and Elizabeth K. Johnson
University of Toronto
In recent years, there has been a surge of research examining phonological development in
bilingual infants. This movement to expand the focus of developmental work to include
children learning multiple languages at once is no doubt influenced by the growing
appreciation for how much we can learn from studying phonological development in diverse
language learning settings. Surprisingly, however, research examining phonological
development in bi-dialectal or bi-accent infants is still rare. The little work that does exist
paints a dismal picture for children exposed to multiple variants of their native language.
Studies examining monolingual infants’ processing of dominant community variants of
English have suggested that compared to mono-accent infants, multi-accent infants struggle
and are slower to recognize words spoken in the dominant community accent (e.g., [1-2]).
They also appear to have less well-specified lexical representations ([3]; see, however [4]). In
the current study, we examine phonological development in multi-accent toddlers from a new
angle. Rather than testing recognition of words spoken solely in the dominant community
accent, we present multi- and mono-accent toddlers with a challenging spoken word
recognition task, where the accent with which the target words are spoken changes
unpredictably from trial to trial. We expect that in this situation, multi-accent toddlers may
outperform mono-accent toddlers because the test context better matches the environment
multi-accent children are best adapted to handle.
Two groups of 22-month-olds were tested (n=26): 1) mono-accent (exposure only to
Canadian-accented English), and 2) multi-accent (at least 40 hours per week of exposure to
regional or foreign-accented variants of English, via parent or caregivers). The experimental
paradigm consisted of an eye-tracking procedure, where pairs of images of familiar objects
were presented on the screen along with concurrent auditory labeling. The trial format
consisted of an auditory attention-getter (e.g., Wow!) followed by a labeling context (e.g.,
Where’s the ‘X’?) and a positive statement (e.g., Isn’t it pretty?). Four speakers, of different
gender, age and accent (Canadian, Polish, Japanese and German), were included in the task.
Within each trial, in order to increase variability and task difficulty, two speakers were heard,
one producing the attention-getter and a second producing the labeling context and positive
statement. Target words were never produced by the same talker on two successive trials.
Consistent with our predictions, preliminary findings suggest that multi-accent children
were overall more accurate recognizing familiar words produced by a range of different
speakers relative to mono-accent children. Furthermore, the multi-accent group demonstrated
superior performance on words produced by the foreign-accented speakers (M=60%) in
comparison to the mono-accent group (M=55%). Overall low performance shows the task to
be challenging for all children, but harder for toddlers not accustomed to coping with accent
variation. These initial results suggest that home exposure to accent variation can be
beneficial, particularly in contexts that align with children’s listening experience. Toddlers
routinely exposed to multiple variants of their native language were better equipped to
process considerable trial-to-trial variability. If multi-accent children indeed possess less
well-specified lexical representations [3], then this may have allowed them to more easily
accommodate unfamiliar accent variants of familiar words. In the context of prior studies [14], it appears that exposure to multiple accents leads to different—not necessarily worse—
word recognition skills. Overall, the current work reveals a more complex picture of accent
adaptation, with variability in listeners’ linguistic experience facilitating the accommodation
of variability within the listening context.
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[1] Van Heugten, M., & Johnson, E.K. (2017). Input matters: Multi-accent language
exposure affects word form recognition in infancy. The Journal of the Acoustical Society
of America Express Letters, 142(2), EL196-EL200.
[2] Buckler, H., Oczak-Arsic, S., Siddiqui, N., & Johnson, E.K. (2017). Input matters: speed
of word recognition in two-year-olds exposed to multiple accents. Journal of Experimental
Child Psychology, 164, 87-100.
[3] Durrant, S., Delle Luche, C., Cattani, A., Floccia, C. (2015). Monodialectal and
multidialectal infants' representation of familiar words. Journal of Child Language, 42(2),
447-465.
[4] Van der Feest, S. & Johnson, E.K. (2016). Input driven differences in toddlers' perception
of a disappearing phonological contrast. Language Acquistition, 23 (2), 89-111
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Effects of Phonological Context on the Learnability of Vowel Categories from InfantDirected Speech
Frans Adriaans (f.w.adriaans@uu.nl)
Utrecht University
During the first year of life infants begin to discover the vowel categories of their native
language [1]. It is widely assumed that categories are learned using a distributional learning
mechanism that groups together tokens that are similar along acoustic dimensions [2].
However, analyses of infant-directed speech (IDS) in various languages have shown that
vowels are characterized by highly variable formant distributions, and the overlap between
categories poses a problem for the distributional learning hypothesis [3, 4]. As a result,
computational studies have explored sources of contextual information which might guide the
distributional learning process, such as words [5] and prosody [6]. Dillon et al. [7] tested the
effects that one particular phonological context (whether or not a vowel was followed by a
uvular consonant) had on the learnability of vowels in Inuktitut. Since this context
systematically affects the vowel space (vowels are lowered before uvular consonants), they
found that a model that links phonetic subcategories via a phonological rule outperformed a
simple Gaussian Mixture Model without context. However, fundamental questions regarding
the role of context in category learning remain. How could an infant discover relevant
phonological contexts from input data? To what extent does phonological context help the
infant to navigate through the large amounts of variability found in IDS? The current study
presents a computational model which is used to assess the effects of phonological context on
learning vowel categories from IDS. The model selects multiple consonantal contexts based
on frequency in the input, and uses these contexts to learn contextual categories. The model is
tested on a vowel contrast with a high degree of overlap in IDS.
To explore whether consonantal context affects the distribution of vowels in infantdirected speech, a total of 1800 tokens of /i/ and /ɪ/ were extracted from natural mother-infant
interactions [8]. Vowel formants were measured at midpoint. The five most frequent
consonants preceding /i/ and /ɪ/ were selected as phonological contexts: /d/, /w/, /t/, /m/, /s/,
resulting in a dataset of 654 tokens. Figure 1 illustrates that vowel formant distributions in
IDS are affected by the consonant preceding the vowel. Specifically, CV coarticulation
affects the shape, size, and orientation of the vowel categories, resulting in different degrees
of overlap for different contexts. The question is whether a distributional learner that has
access to this small selection of highly frequent consonantal contexts would be able to learn
vowel categories more effectively than a distributional learner without context. To this end a
new model was created which performs Anchored Distributional Learning. During training,
each vowel token is anchored in its phonological context (in this case, the particular
consonant preceding the vowel). This leads to a set of anchored distributions, from which
contextual category parameters (mean, covariance, and mixing proportions) are estimated.
The learner then estimates the vowel categories by generalizing across different contexts.
Table 1 shows that the Anchored Distributional Learning model outperforms a baseline
Distributional Learning model without context. The model's performance approaches that of
a supervised learning model, which gives a ceiling performance on the data set.
The results show that consonantal context could be used as a possible source of
information to facilitate distributional vowel learning from infant-directed speech. From a
language development perspective, it is important to note that the learner does not need the
full consonant inventory, but only relies on a small set of highly frequent consonant
environments, which infants can discriminate, and possibly learn, at a young age. These
findings support a view in which the infant's distributional learning mechanism is anchored in
context, in order to cope with puzzling amounts of variability in the input.
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Figure 1. Distribution of /i/ (‘iy’) and /ɪ/ (‘ih’) in 5 phonological contexts (/d/, /m/, /s/, /t/, and /w/).

Table 1: Classification accuracies on /i/-/ɪ/ dataset, based on 100 runs
Model
Mean
95% CI
Distributional Learning (baseline) 0.7797
0.7742-0.7868
Anchored Distributional Learning 0.8169
0.8158-0.8180
Supervised Learning (ceiling)
0.8211
0.8204-0.8218

[1] Polka, L., & Werker, J. F. (1994). Developmental changes in perception of nonnative
vowel contrasts. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human perception and
performance, 20, 421-435.
[2] Maye, J., Werker, J. F., & Gerken, L. (2002). Infant sensitivity to distributional
information can affect phonetic discrimination. Cognition, 82, B101-B111.
[3] Miyazawa, K., Shinya, T., Martin, A., Kikuchi, H., & Mazuka, R. (2017). Vowels in
infant-directed speech: More breathy and more variable, but not clearer. Cognition, 166,
84-93.
[4] Swingley, D. (2009). Contributions of infant word learning to language development.
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London B, 364, 3617-3632.
[5] Feldman, N. H., Griffiths, T. L., Goldwater, S., & Morgan, J. L. (2013). A role for the
developing lexicon in phonetic category acquisition. Psychological review, 120, 751-778.
[6] Adriaans, F., & Swingley, D. (2017). Prosodic exaggeration within infant-directed
speech: Consequences for vowel learnability. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America, 141, 3070-3078.
[7] Dillon, B., Dunbar, E., & Idsardi, W. (2013). A single‐stage approach to learning
phonological categories: Insights from Inuktitut. Cognitive science, 37, 344-377.
[8] Brent, M. R., & Siskind, J. M. (2001). The role of exposure to isolated words in early
vocabulary development. Cognition, 81(2), B33-B44.
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Acoustic insight into the acquisition of Mandarin neutral tone
Tang1, P., Yuen1, I., Xu Rattanasone1, N., Gao2, L., & Demuth1, K.
1Department of Linguistics, Center for Language Sciences, Macquarie University;
2 Communication Science School, Beijing Language and Cultural Unverisity
During early phonological acquisition, children demonstrate challenges in acquiring weak
syllables, omitting or producing them with unreduced duration [1]. In Mandarin Chinese,
neutral tone (T0) is realised as a weak syllable. It has short duration and varied pitch contours
in different tonal contexts, with a falling pitch when following a T1/2/4 syllable (level, rising
and falling tones), but a rising or level tone when following a T3 syllable (dipping tone). T0
duration is also shorter when following T1/2/4 syllables than T3 syllables [2]. Previous study
using perceptual coding found that T0 is acquired late (after 4;6) compared to lexical tones
(before age 3) [4]. Common errors involved replacing T0 with lexical tones or lengthening the
syllable of T0. One potential reason for this later acquisition might relate to the varied acoustic
realization of T0 across tonal contexts, as it might be difficult for young children to abstract
the phonological representation of T0 from its multiple surface forms. However, since there
has been no acoustic analysis of children’s T0 productions, it is unclear if/when children exhibit
adult-like acoustic variations of T0s across tonal contexts. This issue was addressed in the
present study by comparing the acoustic features of 3- , 4-, 5-year-old and adult T0 productions
across different tonal contexts. Based on previous research [3, 4], we predicted that children
would not vary the tonal contour in T0 as a function of tonal context and would lengthen T0
duration compared to adults, showing more adult-like acoustic realizations with age.
Forty-four 3-year-olds (M 3;8 yrs.), 42 4-year-olds (M 4;5 yrs.), 22 5-year-olds (M 5;7 yrs.)
and 33 adults (M 23 yrs.) were recruited and tested in Beijing. Two word types (reduplicative
and possessive) of disyllabic T0 words (T1/2/3/4+T0) were selected as stimuli, resulting in
eight items. All words are picturable high-frequency words in 3-year-olds’ vocabulary. T0
productions were elicited using a picture-naming task. Vowel onset and offset were annotated
for all syllables using Praat [5]. Normalized T0 duration (T0Duration / T1/2/3/4Duration) was
computed and 10 pitch points were extracted from T0 syllables for analysis.
To compare T0 pitch contours between children and adults, a linear mixed-effects (lme)
regression model was performed using f0 as dependent variable across groups, types and tonal
contexts (Fig. 1). The results showed that children and adults have similar T0 pitch variations
across tonal contexts, with a falling pitch after T1/2/4 and a rising or level pitch after T3, though
the 3- and 4-year-olds sometimes exaggerated the falling pitch component in their T0
productions. To compare T0 duration between children and adults, another lme model was
conducted on normalized T0 durations across groups, types and tonal contexts (Fig. 2). The
children generally showed adult-like durational variations of T0 across tonal contexts, with a
longer duration of T0 after T3 than the other tones. However, 3-year-olds lengthened the
reduplicative T0s after T3 and T4 and the possessive T0s after T2, and 4-year-olds lengthened
the reduplicative T0s after T3.
In sum, contra previous reports [3, 4], children generally produced adult-like T0 productions
across contexts. This suggests that children at age 3 are able to abstract the phonological
representation of T0 from its varied surface forms and correctly apply it across tonal contexts.
However, the occasionally exaggerated pitch contour and lengthened duration in 3- and 4-yearolds’ T0 productions also indicates that full mastery of adult-like T0 implementations is a
protracted process, which was not completed until age 5.
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Figure 1. F0 contour of T0 across tonal context and types produced by speakers across
different age groups.

Figure 2. Normalized duration of T0 across tonal context and types produced by speakers
across different age groups.
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The Role of Perception in Learning Vowel Nasalization
Kim Strütjen, Dinah Baer-Henney, Peter Indefrey & Ruben van de Vijver
Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf
Do learners use phonetic details of their L1 to the task of learning phonological
alternations? Recent research has provided arguments in favor of the hypothesis that
phonetically based phonological rules are learnt more easily than rules that are not [1,2] or
less so [3,4]. The interpretation of these results has been criticized by [5], who point out that
results similar to those in [1,2,3] are examples of a structural bias ‒ a preference for simple
structures ‒ and that the interpretation of the results provided in [4] is controversial.
Whereas low nasal vowels are easier to produce than non-low nasal vowels, low nasal and
oral vowel are more easily confused than non-low nasal and oral vowels [6,7]. We investigate
whether a phonetic bias ‒ in production or perception ‒ influences the acquisition of vowel
nasalization by Northern German native speakers (henceforth NG), by means of an acoustic
analysis of a production study, a discrimination study, an identification study and a learning
experiment.
In the production study 15 NGs recorded 75 nonce words which contained the vowels /a ε
i o u/ in the contexts CV, CVN and NV. Nasality was measured by calculating the a1-p0 and
a1-p1 differences [8]. The acoustic analysis shows slight contextual nasalization of non-high
vowels but not of high vowels.
We ran two further experiments to study the perception of vowel nasalization. In a
discrimination task with 31 participants we found that NGs are able to decide whether pairs
of different CV- and CṼ-syllables are identical or not equally well across all vowel heights
(high, mid, low). In a subsequent identification task, 28 NGs confused low oral and nasal
vowels more often with each other than mid and high ones. In this experiment participants
listened to vowels in the presence of a masking noise and were forced to identify the vowels
as one of six oral and nasal vowels differing in height. The identification experiment shows
an advantage for non-low vowels over low vowels.
We tested whether NGs are influenced by a phonetic bias based on production or
perception in a learning experiment. 61 participants were exposed to an alternation in which
vowels are nasalized before nasals but not before laterals. Participants were trained in three
experimental groups with items containing either high [i], mid [ε] or low [a] vowels. In the
subsequent forced-choice-task they were tested on items containing all three vowel heights
and were forced to make grammaticality judgments about oral and nasalized vowels either in
agreement or not in agreement with the language they had been exposed to. The results show
a learning advantage for non-low nasalized vowels over low ones: [i]- and [ε]-learners
acquired the pattern in the trained height more readily than [a]-learners. The advantage for
non-low vowels was also present in the generalization behavior: Nasalization was generalized
by [i]-learners more often to untrained higher vowels than to untrained lower vowels. [ε]- and
[a]-learners did not distinguish between high and mid vowels. The results indicate an
influence of perception on learning vowel nasalization.
To test whether perception alone can explain our learning results, we created a MaxEnt
[9,10] grammar based on the results of our identification study. Our aim was to compare the
predictions of the grammars with the results of our learning experiment. We provided three
different MaxEnt grammars ‒ an [a]-, an [ε]- and an [i]-grammar ‒ with the same inputs our
participants had been exposed to in training. We found that the grammars’ predictions match
our experimental results quite well, as illustrated in Figure 1, especially for non-low vowels.
Thus, a grammar based on perception rather than on production explains the asymmetric
results in learning vowel nasalization and indicates an active role of phonetics in phonology.
Our results support the view that there is a phonetic bias in learning phonological patterns.
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Figure 1. Comparison of experimental results (black bars) and MaxEnt models’
predictions (grey bars).
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Phrase-final lengthening and phonemic length contrast in
Hungarian children’s speech production
Valéria Krepsz ‒ Mária Gósy
Research Institute for Linguistics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Phrase-final lengthening is a phenomenon that has been known for several decades. Vowel
quantity as a phonemic distinction was also shown to interact with phrase-final lengthening
[1]. Various factors have been suggested to trigger the lengthening of vowels from subglottal
pressure to higher-level factors including the intention of boundary marking [2]. Phrase-final
lengthening has been extensively studied also in infant vocalizations [3, 4]; however, findings
show a confusing picture regarding the emergence of the phenomenon. There are studies
confirming the existence of the phenomenon by the age of 2 and 3 [4, 5] while others show that
even seven-year-old children were unable to use prosodic cues to mark intermediate phrase
boundaries appropriately [6], and eight-year-olds showed considerable variability with some of
them failing to mark boundaries temporally [7]. The extent of phrase-final lengthening in
children’s production was assumed to be language-specific [8]. In sum, findings with regard to
the issue of phrase-final lengthening in language acquisition tend to conflict due also to
methodological variety of the investigations making the interpretation of the results difficult [9,
10]. Further studies are needed to answer the question whether the appearance of phrase-final
lengthening in language acquisition is a natural property of speech suggesting a biological basis,
or it is a property of adult speech that has to be learned by children [11].
The questions of our study concerned the temporal regulation of vowels of phonemically
different quantity in various phrasal positions, in diverse word lengths in 6-year-old and 9year-old children. We assumed that in Hungarian (i) phrase-final lengthening would exist in
older but not in younger children, (ii) phonemic quantity would not be systematically
reflected in physical durations in either group of children, (iii) word length would have a
greater effect on vowel durations produced by 9-year-olds than those of six-year-olds.
Spontaneous narratives of 20 six-year-old and 20 nine-year-old children were randomly
selected from the GABI Hungarian Children’s Database [12]. Each group consisted of an
equal number of females and males. A phonemic pair of short and long vowels ([ͻ, aː]) was
selected as targets occurring in phrase-initial, phrase-medial and phrase-final positions in the
last syllables of the words of various lengths (from 1 to 4 syllables). Durations were taken by
measuring the interval between the onset and offset of the second formants of the vowels
using annotated files in the Praat software [13]. Durations were analyzed according to (i)
vowel quality, (ii) word position in the phrase, (iii) word length, and (iv) speakers’ age. To
test statistical significance, General Linear Mixed Model analyses were used.
Results showed that durations of both phonemically short and long vowels were significantly
longer in phrase-final positions than in phrase-initial and phrase-medial positions in 9-year-olds’
speech. However, 6-year-olds’ data did not support phrase-final lengthening significantly.
Phonemically long vowels were significantly longer than phonemically short ones in 9-year-olds’
speech while large overlaps were found in that of 6-year-olds. Word length had a significant
effect on vowel durations in 9-year-olds’ speech while vowel durations produced by 6-year-olds
were invariable in all positions irrespective of word length.
Our results suggest that phrase-final lengthening in the language acquisition of Hungarian
children exhibits an uncertain pattern with pre-schoolers and a stable pronunciation in 9-yearolds. Discussion will concern the tendencies of interrelations of phonemic quantity, phrasal
positions, word length, and some cognitive factors turning up differently in 6-year-old and 9year-old children. Nine-year-old children’s performance is assumed to be due to their more
advanced motor control, better developed speech planning mechanism and possibly more
stable mental representations.
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Figure 1. Vowel durations depending on positions in 6-year-olds and 9-year-olds.
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One way or another: Infants find vowel minimal pairs with less phonetic variability
easier to learn regardless of the task
Paola Escudero and Marina Kalashnikova
Western Sydney University
Seminal research [1, 2] on early word learning has demonstrated that before 17 months,
infants struggle to associate novel words to their referents if the novel words form minimal
pairs, i.e., when they differ in a single phoneme (e.g. bin-din). This difficulty does not stem
from younger infants’ inability to hear the difference between the consonants, as they can
distinguish the words in a task that does not involve a word-object association (i.e., in a
consonant discrimination task; [1]). Importantly, when computer-based, non-interactive
word-learning tasks, are made less complex, either by measuring preference for the target
object or including contextual cues, 14-month-olds succeed at learning consonant minimal
pairs [4]. Additionally, infants younger than 17 months show learning of consonant minimal
pairs when presented with interactive word-learning tasks [3], supporting the proposal that
task demands affect early world learning. Less is known about infants’ ability to learn novel
words that constitute vowel minimal pairs and the available findings are mixed. Some studies
show difficutly in learning vowel minimal pairs at or after 16 months [5], even in interactive
tasks with low cognitive demands [3], while other studies show success at 15 months for
some vowel minimal pairs [6, 7] and in the same cognitively demanding task used in [1].
To disentangle the role of the task and the type of minimal pair in early word learning, we
presented 15-month-olds with the same vowel minimal pairs used in [7] but in two different
tasks, one testing word learning under less cognitive demands and another testing vowel
discrimination. In Experiment 1 (Exp. 1), we used a preferential looking task following [4]
who showed that 14-month-olds could learn the same consonant minimal pair that they failed
to learn when presented with the word learning task used in [1] and [2]. During habituation,
15-month-olds heared the novel words “deet” and “doot” paired each with a different novel
object. During test trials, infants saw the two novel objects side-by-side and were presented
with one of the novel words (target). Their looks to the object that matched the target word
during test trials were compared to their looks to the same object during a baseline trial where
infants saw the two objects side-by-side and heard “wow”. In Experiment 2 (Exp. 2), infants
were presented with a discrimination task involving “deet”, “dit” and “doot”. During
habituation, infants saw a static bullseye and heard “deet”. Test trials included a same trial
identical to the habituation trials (“deet”) and two trials where the word was changed to either
“dit” or “doot”. If task demands explain early word learning performance, 15-month-olds
should be successful in both experiments. Specifically, at test, they should look longer a) to
target objects during test than baseline trials in Exp. 1 and b) to change than same trials in
Exp. 2. Alternatively, if acoustic properties drive early word learning, the word “doot” should
be easier to learn and easier to discriminate from “deet” because it is produced with less
spectral change and it is acoustically more distinct from “deet” than “dit” [8].
Exp. 1 results showed that infants were able to learn the word “doot” but not the word
“deet”, as they looked longer only to the object that was paired with the word “doot” in test
trials compared to the baseline trial (Figure 1 left). Exp. 2 results showed that at 15 months
infants could only discriminate “deet”-“doot” but not “deet”- “dit” (Figure 1, right). Taken
together, these results suggest that early word learning is driven by the properties of the
specific word presented to the infants and not by the task with which they are presented. In
this case, the word with the most spectral change within the vowel was most difficult
regardless of the task (word learning or vowel discrimination). These finding have important
implications for theories of word learning and the continuity of perceptual and lexical
development in infancy.
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Figure 1. Results of Experiment 1 (left) and Experiment 2 (right).
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Infants asymmetrical vowel perception is affected by their experience to the native
language
Antonia Götz1, Anna Krasotkina2, Gudrun Schwarzer2, Barbara Höhle1
1
University of Potsdam, Germany
2
Justus-Liebig University Gießen, Germany
During the first year of life, infants´ perception of native speech and non-native speech
seems to develop in different directions: while the ability to discriminate native contrasts
increases, it decreases for non-native contrasts. This pattern of perceptual reorganization has
been shown for lexical tones [1], consonants [2], and vowels [3]. For vowels, a recent metaanalysis by Tsuji and Cristia (2014) showed that infants between 6 and 10 months develop
enhanced perceptual sensitivity for native vowel contrasts but that a decline of the initial
sensitivity is not evident for all non-native sound vowels.
Most of the previous studies focused on the discrimination of either native or non-native
contrasts, less is known about how infants can discriminate a vowel of their native language
from an acoustically similar vowel from a non-native language. Vowel discrimination can be
asymmetrical, that this switch from vowel A to vowel B may be easier to detect than from
vowel B to vowel A [4]. Two models have been proposed to account for these asymmetries.
According to the Natural Referent Vowel Framework (NRV) [5], vowels with extreme
articulatory-acoustic properties act as natural referent vowels. The perception from a less
focal to a more focal vowel is better than vice versa. The NRV framework predicts a
universal, language-independent vowel asymmetry. In contrast, the Native Language Magnet
model (NLM) [6] predicts a language-specific asymmetry. The discrimination from a nonprototypical to a prototypical native exemplar is better than the reverse.
So far, the models have only been compared systematically in adults [7].Thus, the present
study has the aim to compare the predictions of these models with respect to the
reorganization of vowel perception during the first year of life.
We tested 6-, and 9-month-old German-learning infants on their discrimination of the
Polish /ɨ/, phonetically described as [ɘ̟], vs. the German /ɪ/ vowel in habituation task. The
contrast was produced by a balanced German-Polish bilingual speaker. This contrast allowed
us to make model specific predictions. Taking /ɪ/ as the more peripheral vowel and therefore
more focal vowel, better discrimination is predicted from /ɨ/ to /ɪ/ according to the NRV. Due
to the proposed language universal nature, this asymmetry would be expected across all age
groups. Following the NLM, the same asymmetry is predicted, but this asymmetry should
only emerge with infants’ attunement to their native language. All infants were tested in a
habituation procedure. Half of the 9-months olds infants were habituated on the Polish vowel
and half on the German vowel. So far, the 6-month-olds were only habituated with the
German vowel. In the test phase – which started immediately after infants had reached the
habituation criterion - two trials containing the habituated vowel and two trials containing the
vowel from the other language were presented.
In line with the perceptual reorganization, we observed an age-related decline in infants’
vowel perception. Most importantly, our results revealed that infants at 6-months
discriminated the German-Polish contrast in the direction from the German to the Polish
vowel (β = 0.31, SE = 0.14, t = 2.22, p = 0.03), whereas infants at 9 months did not (9-montholds β = 0.07, SE = 0.13, t = 0.53, p > .05, see Figure 1). Interestingly, the 9-month-old
infants discriminated after habituation to the Polish vowel (β = 0.34, SE = 0.11, t = 2.97, p <
.01, see Figure 2). Our preliminary results suggest that infants, as soon as the perceptual
reorganization sets in, start to perceive vowels asymmetrically. Our findings so far support
the language-dependent NLM model.
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Figure 1. Looking times for the novel (Polish) vowel in comparison to the familiar (German) vowel at different age groups.
All infants were habituated on the German vowel and tested on the Polish vowel. Error bars represent the standard error of
the mean, single asterisk indicates p< .05.

Figure 2. Directional asymmetries in vowel perception by 9-month-old infants. Error bars represent the standard error of
the mean, single asterisk indicates p< .05.
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THE EFFECT OF INPUT VARIABILITY ON PHONETIC VOWEL TRAINING
FOR CHILDREN
Gwen Brekelmans¹, Bronwen G. Evans², Elizabeth Wonnacott¹
Department of Language and Cognition¹ & Department of Speech and Hearing Sciences²
University College London
High variability phonetic training is a well-established method in second language speech
research following a series of seminal studies in the field [1, 2]. The method they used to
train learners on specific non-native phoneme contrasts, in their case used for Japanese
learners of the /l/-/r/ contrast, critically used high variability (HV) input using multiple talkers
and phonetic contexts. Earlier attempts which had used low variability (LV) input with just
one talker had proved unsuccessful. Since this discovery, HV phonetic training has been
successfully applied in many adult studies investigating various types of phoneme contrasts
(e.g. [3, 4]). More recently, it has also gained ground in similar studies with children [5, 6, 7].
However, there have been very few direct comparisons of the use of HV versus LV input. In
addition, only one study to date [8] has directly investigated the effect of variability in the
input for training children, and this found an unexpected LV benefit in training. One
difficulty in interpreting this result is that rather than using a blocked design as has been
common in adult studies, this study varied talkers on a trial-by-trial basis. This has been
shown to be detrimental in speech recognition tasks [9, 10]. On the whole, there does not
seem to be a clear consensus on what kind of effect variation in the language input has on
children learning non-native phoneme contrasts. The current study aims to further investigate
this by exploring the effect of input variability on phonetic training for children.
In order to investigate this, two groups of Dutch learners of English, 7-8-year-olds and 1112-year-olds, were trained on four Standard Southern British English (SSBE) vowel
contrasts: /uː/-/ʊ/, /e/-/æ/, /ʌ/-/ɒ/, and /iː/-/ɔː/. These vowel contrasts were chosen because the
first three are notoriously difficult for Dutch learners as they do not have these contrasts in
their native language, while the latter should be easy for them and, therefore, served as a
baseline measure of learning. The main experimental manipulation was whether the children
received HV or LV input across 8 sessions of training. Potential effects of variability input in
training were investigated using a pre/post-test design in which children completed a battery
of pre- and post-tests examining their phoneme identification and discrimination abilities.
Input variability was manipulated by giving half of the participants HV input in training,
consisting of stimuli spoken by 4 SSBE talkers, while the other half received LV input from
just 1 SSBE talker. Training consisted of a two-alternative forced choice identification task in
which participants were asked to correctly identify stimuli from minimal pairs containing the
critical vowels. They received trial-by-trial feedback throughout training. In pre- and posttest, participants were tested on their ability to perceive the different vowel contrasts through
means of a three-interval oddity task, a picture identification task, and an orthography
identification task. For each of the contrasts they also recorded keywords for each of the
vowels to see whether training on perception transferred to production. As well as examining
the effect variability had on learning, the pre/post-tasks also investigated the effect input
variability had on the children’s generalisation abilities towards novel speakers and items by
including both trained and untrained items in the tasks. Results will be presented in light of
whether or not HV or LV training better promotes phonetic learning and whether or not this
affects learning in different ways, e.g., whether or not HV but not LV training leads to
changes in discrimination, identification, or vice versa, and whether training perception
transfers to production.
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Can brain potentials reflect L2 learning potentials?
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Reaching a high level of second language (L2) pronunciation proficiency can be difficult.
Although adult L2 learners can increase L2 proficiency substantially, there is remarkable
variation among L2 learners (Diaz et al., 2008; Golestani & Zatorre, 2009). This corresponds
with our observation of Dutch learners of English as a foreign language at Leiden University:
some students show a substantial improvement in L2 pronunciation while others do not
(Smakman & De France, 2014). The neural basis of these individual differences is not yet
understood. The present study will therefore examine whether individual variation in ERP
components during L2 perception predicts subsequent L2 pronunciation proficiency. We will
investigate this issue by examining perception and production of L2 while measuring ERPs,
once in the beginning of the first academic year (T1) of Dutch students’ classes in English,
and once at the end of the first academic year (T3), when progress in L2 acquisition is
expected.
Models of L2 speech acquisition (Best, 1995; Flege, 1995) propose that L1 can interfere with
acquisition of L2 at two levels: (1) at the abstract (phonological) level and (2) at the surface
(phonetic) level. However, the models give differential weight to these two levels of L1-L2
interaction. Regarding L2 perception, both models assume an influence of L1 on the
acquisition of L2 production because production of L2 sounds is limited by how well they are
perceived (Best, 1995; Flege, 1995). On the one hand, incompatibility of the abstract
phonological systems of the two languages may hamper L2 speech perception. On the other
hand, differences in surface characteristics of parallel L1 and L2 phonemes may interfere with
accurate L2 perception (Molnar et al., 2014). Dutch /ɛ/ has a slightly different realization than
the English /ɛ/ (e.g., Williams & Escudero,2014). Thus, efficient L2 production by Dutch
learners of English may depend on the ability to distinguish between sub-phonemic
differences in the realization of these parallel vowels.
Therefore, in the current study we will use a passive oddball paradigm with simultaneous
EEG recordings to present /ɛ/ as standards. As deviants, we will present Dutch /ɪ/ (as a control
contrast), English /æ/ (a contrast reflecting phonological interference between L1 and L2) and
English /ɛ/ (a contrast reflecting sub-phonemic differences in surface realization between
languages). Critically, we will test for the first time whether individuals who show a larger
increase in neural discrimination on these contrasts over time will improve more in L2
pronunciation. Preliminary results indicate that students are able to discriminate the control
and phonological contrast (i.e. /ε/ - /ɪ/ and /ε/ - /æ/) at T1, but are unable to do so for the
phonetic contrast (i.e. Dutch /ε/ and English /ε/). However, at the final session the participants
show a large increase in neural discrimination for the phonetic contrast.
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Evaluating the effects of L2 vowel perceptual training: Retention of learning and
generalization to production
Núria Gavaldà1, Juli Cebrian1, Angelica Carlet2, Celia Gorba1
1
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, 2Universitat Internacional de Catalunya

Perceptual training has been found to be effective in enhancing second or foreign language
(L2) learners’ ability to perceive non-native sounds [6, 7]. Studies vary, however, in the
extent to which perceptual training can have an impact on the production of the trained
sounds. While some studies report that perceptual improvement successfully generalizes to
production [3], most studies find only partial generalization effects [1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9]. The type
of perceptual task used in training may in fact affect the extent of cross-modal transfer. For
instance, [4] found an improvement in the intelligibility of L2 words as a result of perceptual
training for learners trained with identification tasks, but not with learners trained with
discrimination tasks. Another measure of the efficacy of a given training method concerns
whether the potential learning effects last beyond the training period, that is, if learning is
retained some time later [7]. Generalization and retention effects are considered evidence that
robust L2 learning has taken place [7].
This paper explores the effectiveness of two types of high variability perceptual training
methods (identification and discrimination tasks) on the ability to perceive and produce a set
of target L2 English vowels (/iː, ɪ, ɛ, æ, ʌ, ɜː, ɑː/). 45 Catalan-Spanish speakers learning
English as an L2 were distributed among three groups (identification group, discrimination
group and a control group). Training consisted of six 30-minute sessions with immediate
feedback over the course of 3-4 weeks, and training stimuli consisted of non-words. The
control group remained untrained first, but received a combined training regime
(discrimination and identification) after the posttest and was tested again after training.
Testing included identification and discrimination tests involving non-words and real words,
and production of real words. Production was elicited by means of a picture naming task.
Participants also completed a delayed test four months after training ended.
The results showed that both training methods were effective, as all trained groups
improved from pretest to posttest in the perception of non-words, and also generally of real
words. The control group’s perception improved when the combined training was
implemented in the second phase of the study. While changes in discrimination ability were
similar across groups, the improvement in identification was significantly greater for the
identification group. The results of the delayed test revealed that all trained groups retained
posttest scores four months after training had ended, showing similar long-term effects for all
methods. Regarding production, however, preliminary acoustic analyses of vowel quality and
vowel duration show only partial improvement. Learners were found to make a more nativelike use of vowel duration after training, but there was no consistent pattern of vowel quality
improvement. These results will be discussed in terms of the possible differences between the
two perceptual tasks and the efficacy of perceptual training for the improvement of
production.
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How visual speech input in social interactions impacts on
the child’s learning of L2 sounds
Carme Muñoz & Núria Esteve-Gibert
Universitat de Barcelona
Children's language learning is highly influenced by the speech and communicative style
used by caregivers. Infants benefit from the observation of the adult’s lip movements to
distinguish two phonemes, even in a non-native language (e.g. [1], [2]), and they are better at
word-referent mapping if the adult provides an object label while the child is manipulating
the object (e.g. [3]). The communicative cues used by caregivers when interacting with young
children are also crucial. For instance, the production of ostensive signs like gaze direction or
body gestures are found to be correlated with language learning [4], and the adult
responsiveness predicts the infants’ vocabulary development. Yet, if visual input and
caregivers’ style are crucial in language learning, it should be the case that only social
interactions in which children have access to the relevant visual speech input are helpful for
language learning. This study investigates the link between child-adult social interaction and
visual speech input, and how they impact young children’s acquisition of L2 sounds.
Forty-eight preschoolers participated in a pretest-treatment-posttest study (24 4-year-olds
and 24 5-year olds; L1 Catalan/Spanish – L2 English). Three contrasts were investigated: two
phonemic contrasts that are contrastive in English but not in Catalan or Spanish (the /b/-/v/
distinction and the /i/-/ɪ/ distinction), and one word-level stress contrast, since many words
are stress-final (WS) in Catalan/Spanish but stress-initial (SW) in English. These contrasts
were chosen because they are visually salient for the listener, lip movements cueing
phonemic distinctions [5], and head movements accompanying word stress position [6]. Nonwords were used for the /b/-/v/ (e.g. baggy/vaggy) and /i/-/ɪ/ contrast (e.g. teaggy/tiggy), and
cognate words were used for the SW-WS contrast (e.g. DOLphin/doFÍ, capital letters
indicating stress position). Three interactive conditions were tested: a highly-interactive
condition (HI) in which a non-native adult both looks at the child and at an object referent
while speaking, a medium-interactive condition (MI) in which the adult only looks at the
child, and a low-interactive condition (LI) in which the adult only looks at the object referent.
The study had a pretest-treatment-posttest design. In the pre- and posttest, a discrimination
AX task was conducted to evaluate L2 speech perception, and an imitation task was used to
test L2 speech production. The treatment consisted on 4 weekly-sessions, with contrast type
(3 levels: b-v, i-ɪ, SW-WS) and type of interaction (3 levels: HI, MI, LI) as within-subjects
factors. Conditions and items were counterbalanced across three presentation lists using a
Latin-square design (see Table 1 for details on the study design and Figure 1 for an example
of visual display).
Preliminary observations during the treatment sessions suggest an effect of both L2
contrast type and type of social interaction, and an interaction between the two factors. It
seems that (a) overall, children perceive and produce the /b/-/v/ and SW-WS contrasts better
than the /i/-/ɪ/ contrast (possibly because they are more salient acoustically and visually), that
(b) overall, children learn all contrasts better when presented with the HI and MI types of
interaction (probably because of more visual speech cues available) and that (c) in the LI
interactive condition, children manage to perceive and produce the SW-WS contrast better
than any other contrast (possibly because the accent-related visual speech cues are still
available for that type of interaction), and that (d) the treatment sessions with HI stimuli
impact the learning of the /i/-/ɪ/ contrast more than any other contrast. Once all treatment
sessions and post-test evaluations will be carried out, we expect to show the link between
visual speech cues and social interaction in the child's learning of L2 sounds.
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Block 1
Block 2
Block 3

List 1
/i-ɪ/ + HI
/b-v/ + MI
SW-WS + LI

List 2
/i-ɪ/ + MI
/b-v/ + LI
SW-WS + HI

List 3
/i-ɪ/ + LI
/b-v/ + HI
SW-WS + MI

Table 1. Summary of the study design, with all conditions distributed in three lists
following a Latin-square design. One third of participants will receive List 1, one third List 2,
and one third List 3. Within each block, items will be randomized.

Figure 1. Example of the visual display when the L2 speaker is producing the sentence 'A
vaggy' (vs. 'A baggy') in the MI condition.
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Phonological effects of long-term language contact: Spanish and Afrikaans in Patagonia
Nicholas Henriksena, Andries Coetzeea,b, Lorenzo García-Amayaa, Daan Wissingb, &
Dominique Bouavichitha
a
University of Michigan & bNorth-West Universtiy, South Africa
Our research addresses two related questions: (i) What determines the nature of crosslanguage effects under long-term language contact? [1, 2, 3] (ii) Are related phonetic
processes affected similarly by cross-language interference? We focus on a unique
Patagonian community where Spanish and Afrikaans have been in contact for over a century.
Although the bilingual members of this community are Afrikaans L1, they have been L2
Spanish dominant for most of their lives (40-50 years), allowing us to investigate the relative
importance of L1 vs. L2 dominance in cross-language interference. We study the realization
of two lenition phenomena that pattern differently in Spanish and Afrikaans. In intervocalic
position, Spanish voiced plosives regularly lenite to spirants/approximants, whereas voiceless
plosives are subject to a lesser degree of variable lenition, realized as partial spirantization or
voicing [4, 5]. There is no evidence in the literature for any intervocalic lenition in Afrikaans.
We predict bidirectional interference between Afrikaans and Spanish for the bilinguals to
be realized as less lenition in their Spanish compared to Spanish monolinguals (L1-to-L2
influence), and more lenition in their Afrikaans compared to Afrikaans monolinguals (L2-toL1 influence). If the two processes pattern together, the same pattern of interference should
be found for voiced and voiceless plosives, whereas the patterns may differ if the processes
are independent. Following [4], we operationalize lenition in terms of constriction duration
(shorter ≈ more lenition) and the intensity ratio of the consonant to the following vowel
(higher ratio ≈ more vowel-like ≈ more lenition). Table 1 shows the hypothesized patterns.
We conducted sociolinguistic interviews with 14 Afrikaans-Spanish bilinguals (in
Afrikaans and Spanish), and 10 each monolingual Spanish and Afrikaans controls. From each
interview, we labeled 20 intervocalic /p t k b d g/ for Spanish, and /p t k b d/ for Afrikaans
(which lacks /g/). We extracted constriction duration (ms) and CV ratio (dB) for these tokens.
The results are summarized in the Figures 1 and 2, and are confirmed by mixed-effect
modelling. Monolinguals pattern as expected with more lenition in Spanish than Afrikaans.
Figure 1 shows that bilingual speakers realize /p t k/ in both Afrikaans and Spanish similar to
Spanish monolinguals, providing evidence for L2-to-L1 influence. Figure 2, however, shows
that the bilinguals realize /b d (g)/ similar to Afrikaans monolinguals in their Afrikaans, and
to Spanish monolinguals in their Spanish, suggesting no interference. The two lenition
processes thus show different transfer effects, suggesting that they are not directly linked.
We ascribe the stronger interference patterns for the voiceless plosives to differences in
the nature of the two lenition processes. Spanish /b d g/ lenition results in a category change
(plosive to spirant/approximant), whereas /p t k/ lenition is category internal (resulting in less
prototypical voiceless plosives). Since Afrikaans contrasts voiced plosives and
spirants/approximants, we hypothesize that bilingual speakers are less likely to transfer the /b
d (g)/ lenition from Spanish into Afrikaans, since it may result in collapsing the plosive vs.
spirant contrast. However, since the lenition of voiceless plosives is category internal,
transferring that process into Afrikaans would not cause a collapse of Afrikaans phonemic
categories. The structure of the phonemic systems of the languages in contact therefore
impacts which processes are more likely to be subject to cross-language inference. We
further interpret the L2-to-L1 rather than L1-to-L2 interference as a result of language
dominance. Although Afrikaans is the L1 for the bilingual speakers, they have been L2
Spanish dominant for the majority of their lives (due to language shift in the community).
Our research shows that understanding L1-L2 interference requires a holistic approach,
including information about language usage patterns in the community, as well as the
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phonetic/phonological structure of the sound inventories of the two languages involved.
Table 1: Hypothesized patterns for lenition measures
Closure Duration
More lenition
Shorter
(expected for monolingual Spanish)
Less lenition
Longer
(expected for monolingual Afrikaans)

CV Intensity Ratio
Higher
Lower

Figure 1: Plot of
consonant duration
and CV ratio means
for each speaker
group, for Afrikaans
and Spanish /ptk/.1

Figure 2: Plot of
consonant duration
and CV ratio means
for each speaker
group, for Afrikaans
/bd/ and Spanish
/bdg/.1

1
CV ratio is calculated by dividing the intensity minimum of the consonant by the intensity maximum of the following
vowel.
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Relating production and perception of L2 tone
James Kirby1 and Đinh Lư Giang2
University of Edinburgh1 and Vietnam University of Social Sciences and Humanities2
Introduction. Some research suggests that L2 production accuracy is limited by
perception: if correlations between the two exist, they should be modest in advanced learners
[1]. On the other hand, perceptual difficulties could persist even after production is mastered,
so that performance in the two domains may be uncorrelated [2]. Most prior work on the L2
production/perception relationship considers segmental contrasts; in the domain of lexical
tone, the consensus seems to be that production leads perception (e.g., [4]), but most work in
this area has focused on measures explicitly related to training and improvement (e.g., [3]).
The present work considered the production/perception in L2 tone by studying native
speakers of Kiên Giang Khmer, a non-tonal language, who also have some degree of fluency
in Southern Vietnamese, a language with 5 lexical tones. In addition to directly comparing L2
to L1 performance in production and perception of tone, we also considered how perception
might be related to the internal organization of a speaker’s own production system by
measuring the DTW and Fréchet distances between f0 curves, and comparing these distances
to accuracy in a speeded AX discrimination task.
Methods. 10 native speakers of Southern Vietnamese (NS: ages 18-47, 5 F) and 18 native
speakers of Kiên Giang Khmer with L2 knowledge of Vietnamese (V2: ages 19-52, 7 F) were
recorded in Kiên Giang province, Vietnam. The same participants also completed an AX
discrimination task with a 300 msec ISI. Stimuli consisted of 5 repetitions of 30 synthesized
stimuli pairs based on NS productions of the syllable /ta/ with each of the five Southern
Vietnamese tones (Fig. 1, left). Information on age, education, and rate of Vietnamese
usage/fluency was gathered by oral questionnaire.
Results. Production results are shown in Fig. 1. The pitch range for the V2 group is clearly
compressed, with considerable overlap between the 212 and 214 tones, which are the furthest
from the NS targets on both distance measures (Table 1; measures are correlated, ρ=0.81).
However, we find considerable individual variation (Fig. 2): some speakers are closer to NS
targets (top row), while among mainly older speakers, there is qualitative tendency to broadly
separate the tones into 2-3 groups (bottom row). Age correlated most strongly with mean
Fréchet distance (ρ=0.72). In perception, NS were more accurate (mean accuracy=0.89) than
V2 (0.7), but perceptual dimensions, as measured based on reaction times, were broadly
similar. Education correlated most strongly with discrimination accuracy (ρ=0.5).
We next compared the distance from V2 tone T to NS tone T (“production accuracy”) with
ability to discriminate T from other tones (“perception accuracy”: example Fig. 3, left). The
correlation was weak, but in the expected direction (ρ=-0.29). However, we also found that
speakers who acoustically separated two tones in their own productions were more accurate
at discriminating those tones in perception (ρ=0.31), regardless of how well those
productions approximated NS targets (example in Fig. 3, right).
Discussion. Production accuracy (in terms of minimizing acoustic distance from a NS
target) best correlated with age, while discrimination accuracy was better correlated with
education level. One interpretation of these findings is that perception may be improved
through passive (early) exposure, whereas production skill reflects a real difference in usage
rate. In light of work which argues that perceptual difficulties may persist even after
production is mastered [2], the present study suggests that perceptual difficulties may (also)
be related to speaker-specific differences in acoustic separation (at least for tone); but that, at
least as far as perception is concerned, “accuracy” may involve more than simply
approximating a NS target, and that understanding the production/perception relationship
may benefit from considering L2 representations in addition to L1 norms.
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Figure 1: NS vs. V2 productions of the five tones of
Southern Vietnamese (averaged over speakers).
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Table 1: Fréchet and DTW distances
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Figure 2 (left): Tone
productions for 6 of the V2
speakers in the study. Strip
code indicates age, highest
grade completed (out of 12),
and speaker gender
(KM=male, KF=female).
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Figure 3: Two methods of exploring production-perception correlations, illustrated with
two different V2 participants. Left: based on distance between V2 production and NS target.
Right: based on speaker-internal distance between V2 tones.
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Memory Usage during Statistical Learning
Peter Richtsmeier, R. Matt Alderson, and Allison Brockette
Oklahoma State University
Statistical learning takes as a basic theoretical premise that learners attend to
frequencies of repeating or co-occurring elements (Fernandes, Kolinsky, & Ventura, 2010). In
phonological learning, these frequencies reflect various patterns, including transitional
probabilities across syllables (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996), consonant phonotactics
(Bernard, 2017), harmonizing vowels (Finley, 2017), phoneme categories (Martin, Peperkamp,
& Dupoux, 2013), and others.
Statistical learning requires more than attention, however. For patterns to be learned,
the elements reflecting the pattern must be stored in memory so that statistics can be computed
over a sample. Neath and colleagues (Neath, Guérard, Jalbert, Bireta, & Surprenant, 2009)
suggest that statistical learning is subject to memory-related effects, but the parameters and
requirements for memory during statistical learning are not well understood (cf. also Gómez,
2017, for a discussion of memory related to retention). In this study, we explore the possibility
that online statistical learning takes place in short-term/working memory. Using an existing
statistical learning paradigm, we probed for primacy and recency effects (Figure 1) that are
common in working memory research (for a review cf. Howes, 2006).
Participants were undergraduate psychology students at an American university.
Materials were two-syllable CVCCVC nonsense words. Within those nonwords, the learning
targets were eight medial consonant clusters that were shared across familiarization and test
stimuli. For example, /fp/ appeared in the familiarization words /baɪfpəm/, /gɪfpək/, and
/nafpək/ and in the test words /mæfpəm/ and /poɪfpən/. Clusters varied in terms of English
frequency (e.g., low /fp/ vs. high /st/) and experimental frequency (one versus three
familiarization words). Four experiments were conducted, each reflecting a different form of
seriation of the stimuli, with English and experimental frequencies counterbalanced across lists.
The first experiment was Last-In, First-Out: the eighth cluster in the familiarization list
appeared first in the test list, followed by the seventh cluster, etc. The second experiment was
First-In, First-Out. For the third experiment, the familiarization was ordered but the test was
randomized; for the fourth, the familiarization was randomized, and the test was ordered. For
all four experiments, participants were told the familiarization words were “make-believe
animals.” Following the familiarization, they heard the test words and rated them on a 1-7
Likert scale for likeness to the make-believe animal names (1 = “does not sound like a makebelieve animal name”).
Of interest was whether ratings would vary as a function of the different seriations.
Figure 2 shows the average ratings by experiment for each of the eight positions that the clusters
could occupy in the list of test items. There was a significant interaction of experiment and
seriation. For each experiment, significant effects of seriation were established using contrast
comparisons. The Last-In, First-Out and Randomized Familiarization, Ordered Test
experiments were both best fit by a quadratic equation—similar to Figure 1 and indicating
primacy and recency effects. The First-In, First-Out and Ordered Familiarization, Randomized
Test experiments were both better fit by cubic equations, possibly indicating primacy effects
without recency effects. Additional evidence for primacy effects was observed in the First-In,
First-Out and Last-In, First-Out experiments: These experiments included significant or nearsignificant effects of experimental frequency for the clusters that appeared at the beginning of
the familiarization lists.
The results represent a preliminary look at how short-term memory may be operating
during statistical learning. A preponderance of the data suggests that primacy effects are
present, suggesting that online statistical learning interfaces with long-term memory.
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Figure 1. A mathematical curve of primacy and recency effects in word list recall.

Figure 2. Plots of wordlikeness ratings on a 1-7 scale, where 1 indicates low wordlikeness.
The order of the eight target clusters is plotted on the x-axis of each panel.
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Activation Across Three Lexicons
Christine Shea
University of Iowa
Recent research suggests that experienced bilinguals use top-down, language-specific
phonetic processing when listening to input from their two languages ([3], [4], [5]) and that
bilingual listeners change the way they perceive the acoustic properties that define phonetic
categories depending on the language they think they are listening to. In a recent study,
Gonzales and Lotto [4] exposed Spanish-English bilinguals and monolinguals to pseudowords (‘bafri-pafri’) with a word-medial tap consonant corresponding to the Spanish [pafɾi]
or English [pafɹi], with the initial consonant varying a VOT continuum from [b] to [p]. Their
findings showed that bilinguals with greater experience shifted their categorization of the
VOT continuum to reflect the language of the rhotic consonant. These results indicate that
one sound serves to activate, in a top-down fashion, one of the bilingual’s languages and
affect the processing of the initial stop. Yet it is not clear exactly how such language-specific
expectations may occur – whether at the phonetic level, lexical level or at or at a broader
level of phonetic inventories [6].
In the present study, we address this question using an auditory priming paradigm with
Spanish, Portuguese and English trilingual and bilingual participants living in Brazil and
Uruguay (n=120, see Table 1). We hypothesize that language-specific lexical activation in
trilinguals will be facilitated when primed by a nonword that the participant had previously
identified as being from the same language. Primes were bisyllabic nonwords of the forms
[Ce(N).Ca]. The initial consonant was drawn from a [b-p] voicing continuum (-40ms to
40ms, 10ms intervals) and spliced onto one of three vowels: full nasal vowel (contrastive in
Portuguese), nasalized vowel (allophonic in English, Spanish and Portuguese) or oral vowel
from each language, where available in the phonetic inventory (see Table 1). For example,
the nonword [bẽmpa] with -30 VOT included the nasal vowel and negative VOT
characteristic of Portuguese. The nonword [phepa], on the other hand, included a VOT of at
least 30ms, which phonetically corresponds to English. The nonword [pema] included a VOT
of 10, which meant it could be either Spanish, Portuguese or English, depending upon the
listener’s judgments. Each listener was instructed to select the most probable option, based
upon perception of the stimuli’s phonetic characteristics.
Exp1. VOT categorization: Listeners were told to listen in their native language and select the
word that they heard from the following: bempa, bema, bepa, pempa, pema, pepa.
Exp.2. Language categorization: Participants heard the same nonwords again and had to
identify the language they believed the nonwords belonged to.
Exp.3. Language priming: The nonword syllables served as primes for real words taken from
one of the participant’s languages (mixed blocks) and had to identify the language of the
target. The targets for the priming experiment were highly frequent bisyllabic real words in
English, Spanish and English. We hypothesized that when the prime and the target were
perceived as being from the same language (based upon the results from Exp. 2), reaction
time to the target would be facilitated.
Preliminary data analysis shows faster decision times for priming trials where the
participants judged the prime and targets to be of the same language (Exp.2), modulated by
language proficiency – the effect diminished as proficiency increased. These results suggest
that listeners are sensitive to language-specific phonetic categories, even when the categories
may not be phonetically unambiguous in terms of language, and that this sensitivity facilitates
processing of words in the activated language.
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Table 1. Stimuli parameters
Portuguese

Spanish

nasalized
vowel
vowel
nasalization
P
P
e.g. campo
e.g. cama
[kãmpʊ]/[kãpʊ]
[kãmɐ]

oral vowel

prevoicing

short lag

long lag

P
e.g. capa
[kapɐ]

P

P

x

x

P

P

P

P

x

x

P
e.g. comma

P
e.g. copper

x

P

P

English
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Learning from corpus data in multi-level constraint grammars
Jan-Willem van Leussen and Paul Boersma
University of Amsterdam
Boersma & Van Leussen (2017) provided a learning algorithm for multilevel Optimality
Theory. They tested their algorithm on a small toy subset of French, consisting of only three
adjective–noun pairs (bon acteur [bɔnaktœʁ], bon mari [bɔ̃maʁi], and bonne voiture
[bɔnvwatyʁ]). The grammar model nevertheless had five levels of representation, allowing
for both serial and parallel analyses, for both phonological and allomorphic analyses, and
for both gender allomorphy and suppletion.
The present paper puts this algorithm to the test of a life-sized corpus of annotated
spoken French, namely the corpus from the Phonologie du français contemporain (PFC)
project (Durand & Lyche 2003). We employ six levels of representation, as shown in
Figure 1. Inputs are semantic–syntactic structures, and output candidates are sextuplets that
combine the levels. The winning path through the candidates is determined by three
interlevel constraint families and four intralevel constraint families, also shown in Figure 1.
The winning path contains a phonetic form, which is the overt result of the evaluation, i.e.,
this is how the simulated speaker pronounces the result.
The interesting stuff (for phonologists) is what happens in between the two extreme
levels of representation, i.e. in between meaning and sound. This is the realm of hidden
structures. If the n in bon acteur is pronounced, could this be because the form is
underlyingly |ɔn| and it just turns into /ɔ̃/ preconsonantally in [bɔ̃maʁi] (the purely
phonological analysis according to e.g. Dell 1970, which also needs a schwa preventing
|bɔnə+vwatyʁ| from undergoing the same vocalization)? Or could it be because speakers
ponder the suppletive allomorphs |ɔn| and |ɔ̃|, making a choice between this on the basis of
the following segments? Or could it be because speakers prefer the feminine form of the
adjective (bonne), letting the phonology force a gender mismatch in the morphosyntactic
form (Encrevé-Lambert 1971)? Or again something else?
The virtual kids who learn from the entire corpus come up with various analyses. The
usual allomorphy of having both |bɔn| and |bɔ̃| as candidate underlying forms for the
masculine edition of the adjective ‘good’ appear again, as does gender allomorphy in
morphosyntax (as seen in Figure 2). Also, however, the masculine noun ordinateur
‘computer’ exhibits allomorphy by having as candidate underlying forms not only
|ɔʁdinatœʁ| but also |zɔʁdinatœʁ| and |nɔʁdinatœʁ|, which appear in plural contexts and
after the singular indefinite article, respectively, an analysis not unheard of in French
acquisition data (Wauquier 2009).
Virtual learners thus turn out to come up with the whole gamut of analyses proposed in
the phonological literature, including the fanciest ones, and many more. On average,
though, the kids have a preference toward simply entertaining multiple allomorphs in the
underlying form, which, perhaps boringly to phonologists who like fancy analyses,
exemplifies a view of speech production as being memory-intensive rather than
computation-intensive. In terms of what the virtual learners do, however, this preference is
just toward easier computation in learning. Whether or how these computational results are
robust when extended to comprehension, or whether their behavioural predictions will come
true in the lab, remains to be seen. Meanwhile, we hope that the present computations form
a major step toward whole-language simulations of phonological acquisition.
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Figure 1. A grammar model with 6 levels of representation and 7 constraint families.

Figure 2. A case of masculine liaison, with 20 percent of gender-mismatching learners.
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Testing young children’s perception of their own productions
Sarah C. Creel screel@ucsd.edu
UC San Diego, La Jolla, CA
Young children know a lot about the sounds of their native language by the
preschool years. They perceive speech sounds similarly to adult speakers (though see
[1], [2]), and detect minute mispronunciations of familiar words ([3]). Yet the
following commonly occurs:
Child: This is my pet wabbit! Adult: Your wabbit? Child (annoyed): No, my wabbit!
This presents a puzzle: The child seems to know that the adult is misarticulating,
but cannot correct (and possibly cannot detect) their own misarticulation. Why does
this happen? One possibility is that children have adult-like auditory representations
of words, but must work for several years to develop the motor acuity to match their
auditory representations. Another possibility is that—in addition to producing motor
errors—they are perceptually learning their own talker-specific erroneous
productions, such that their own productions begin to sound correct to them. This
study presents a new experimental paradigm that allows sensitive examination of
children’s comprehension of their own productions.
A speaker with perfect motor control should produce speech output that perfectly
matches their auditory-perceptual representations. However, if motor control is
imperfect, output should not match their representations and thus should be less
comprehensible than a more adept speaker (an adult).
In Experiment 1, each child (N=20, ages 3-5 years, monolingual English speakers)
and a control adult named a series of 32 familiar pictures. One experimenter then
rapidly edited the recorded sounds [4] to remove silences and equate loudness, while
the other entertained the child. Finally, children viewed four pictures at a time as they
heard a recorded label (theirs or the adult’s), and attempted to choose the named
picture. Order of recording and presentation were blocked by speaker, and
counterbalanced across children. We tracked eye movements to pictures to measure
word recognition speed, and points to pictures to measure accuracy. Child utterances
were assessed for naming accuracy and misarticulation.
Recognition speed (measured as proportion of target visual fixations from 2001200 milliseconds after word onset) was significantly slower for self-speech than
adult speech (p=.004; Fig. 1, left), consistent with child productions containing
greater motor error than adults.’ Still, children were only slightly less accurate at
comprehending themselves (93% accuracy) than adult speakers (98% accuracy,
p=.03). Children’s propensity to misarticulate did not strongly predict an adult-talker
looking advantage (Spearman’s ρ=.15, p=.51; Fig. 2, left). High accuracy is consistent
with maintaining self-speech (or child-speech) representations, though more work is
needed to draw strong conclusions.
In Experiment 2, adults (N=20, monolingual English speakers) listened to
previouslyrecorded adult-child pairs and attempted to choose named pictures. They,
like children, looked faster to correct pictures for adult speech than for child speech
(p=.002; Fig. 1, right). However, unlike children, the adult-speech advantage was
correlated with the child speaker’s tendency to misarticulate (Spearman’s ρ=.62,
p=.004; Fig. 2, right)—even excluding trials where a child detectably misarticulated.
This may mean that high-misarticulation-rate children are subtly misarticulating most
words ([5]). It may instead reflect that adults are globally slower in the context of
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hearing a speaker who sometimes misarticulates.
Results substantiate the motor error hypothesis, but also suggest that adults and
children may hear child speech slightly differently, with children more accepting of
their own idiosyncrasies. We discuss potential of the new paradigm for studying L2
speakers and children with speech sound disorders, and use of this method to uncover
covert contrasts [6].
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Learning effects in the categorisation of final rises in New Zealand English
Paul Warren1, Marita Everhardt2, Emma Wollum1
1
Victoria University of Wellington, NZ; 2University of Groningen, NL
Production studies of final rises in New Zealand English (NZE) report later onsets for
statements than questions, and a tendency for lower pitch onsets for statements [1]. We here
report a pair of forced-choice identification experiments requiring ‘statement’ (S) or ‘question’
(Q) responses to stimuli with varying rise patterns. A novel finding is that participants show
adaptation to the phonetic cues available in the experiments, leading to increasingly clear
categorisation of utterances as statements or questions as an experiment progresses.
Expt.1 was a categorical perception experiment with a response time (RT) component [2].
Twenty base utterances with declarative word order were read by a 23-year-old female NZE
speaker. Each had a rise associated with the final accent unit, which consisted of a stressed
syllable followed by two unstressed syllables. Pitch manipulation produced five versions of
each utterance, with rise onset alignments in 15% steps from 20% to 80% through the accent
unit. The 20 participants were 18-28 year-old NZE speakers. Responses suggest categorical
perception: a significant effect of rise alignment, with a shift towards S responses after the 50%
alignment point and an increase in RTs near this category boundary. The RT data also showed
an interaction of response choice and rise alignment: S responses were faster for late rises, and
Q responses were faster for early rises. We did not explicitly manipulate the pitch level at rise
onset in this experiment, but post-hoc analysis suggested that rises with lower onsets were more
likely to receive S responses. Also, S responses to rises that were low and early-aligned were
particularly fast early in the experiment but became slower, while S responses to rises that were
low and late-aligned became faster. It seems that while rises that started low and early were
initially strong candidates for S responses, participants subsequently ‘tuned-in’ to rises that
started both low and late as the clearest statement rises.
Expt.2 explicitly controlled pitch height at rise onset, with two versions of each stimulus
from Expt.1. ‘Low’ and ‘high’ onsets took the minimum and maximum pitch values for the
onsets of the final rises in the entire set of the speaker’s original recordings. Low and high
versions of each stimulus were in different counterbalanced lists. 32 native speakers of NZE
(18-30 years) took part, 16 for each list. Response times were not collected. Response choice
was significantly affected by rise alignment and onset level (low vs. high), and by an interaction
of alignment and trial. Intriguingly, the onset level effect showed more S responses to highonset than to low-onset stimuli, in contradiction to Expt.1 and to predictions from the
production studies of NZE. The interaction of alignment and trial indicated a greater separation
of S and Q responses to late and early rises respectively as the experiment progressed (Fig.1).
This effect was explored further by splitting responses into three blocks for the first, second
and last third of the experiment. In the first block, S responses were preferred over Q responses
not only for the late rises but also for the early rises. Responses became more categorical
(though still not strongly so) as the experiment progressed (see the three lines in Fig.2).
It seems that across trials participants became more strongly attuned to how early and late
rise alignments mark questions and statements. This occurred without explicit feedback. We
conjecture that the fast S responses to early rises at the beginning of Expt.1 and the high
proportion of S responses to early rises in the first third of Expt.2 reflect an interpretation of
the pitch movement as a component of the (possibly bitonal) pitch accent on the accented
syllable with which it is aligned. Over the course of the experiment, participants start instead
to associate the high component of these early rises with the boundary configuration, i.e.
signalling questions, distinct from late-rising ‘uptalk’ statements [1]. Further research will
investigate this possibility as well as our unexpected overall finding that statement responses
were more likely to high-onset than to low-onset rises in Expt.2.
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Figure 1 – response choice by
Alignment and Trial in Experiment 2,
as predicted by logistic regression.
The x-axis shows rise alignment
points (1=rise starts at 20% through
the accent unit; 5=80%; 15% steps).
The y-axis indicates sequential
position of a stimulus in the
experiment (trial 1 through trial 100).
The colours indicate the probability of
Question vs. Statement responses,
where 0=Question and 1=Statement,
and show increasing categorical
distinction between early and late
alignment as the experiment
progresses.

Figure 2 – response choice by
Alignment and position in
Experiment 2. The x-axis is as in
Figure 1. The y-axis shows
probability of Question vs. Statement
responses, where 0=Question and
1=Statement. The lines represent
response choices across the first,
second and final third of the
experiment, and show i) how early
rises were more likely to be
interpreted as questions early in the
experiment, and ii) increasing
categorical distinction dependent on
alignment.
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Phonological sequencing deficits in spoken and signed words in
children with developmental language disorder
Lisa Goffman, Callier Center, University of Texas at Dallas
Sara Benham, Callier Center, University of Texas at Dallas
Allison Gladfelter, Northern Illinois University
Background. Children with developmental language disorder (DLD) are classically
characterized by their difficulties in learning grammar (Leonard, 2014). However, it has
become increasingly apparent that their deficits may be construed more broadly and may be
related to sequential pattern learning (Goffman, 2016; Hsu & Bishop, 2014). If the cognitive
mechanisms underlying language learning deficits are broader than originally assumed, both
theoretical accounts and intervention practices that follow would require modification. One
domain of processing that is clearly sequential, and has not been well investigated in children
with DLD, occurs at the lexical-phonological-articulatory interface. It was the objective of
the current work to assess this interface in two modalities—the mouth (or the acquisition of
novel spoken words) and the hands (or the acquisition of novel signs).
Methods. Participants included a total of 55 children. Thirty-four of the children met
exclusionary criteria for DLD (M age = 59.6 months) and the remaining 21 were age matched
typically developing (TD) peers (M age = 59 months). Children participated in several
studies, two reported on here. In Study 1, children acquired novel CVCCVC word forms-four associated with object labels and two not. In an analogue Study 2, the same children
acquired novel bimanual signs that are phonotactically well-formed in American Sign
Language (ASL), with two signs associated with object labels and two not.
For both studies children first imitated novel spoken words 12 times (Study 1) or signs 7
times (Study 2). Then they listened/watched while the words/signs were presented either with
or without a referential label. After this exposure phase, children engaged in a posttest that
was identical to the pretest; they again produced the words/signs multiple times (Heisler,
Goffman, & Younger, 2010).
Two analyses were conducted (see Table below). The first assessed accuracy and
variability of sound patterns via transcription methods. For the second, kinematic
measures of upper and lower lips (Study 1) and hands (Study 2) were used to assess the
spatiotemporal variability and coordination of the articulatory movements associated with the
production of spoken and signed words. For both studies, comprehension and production
probes were administered following the posttests to assess semantic components of learning.
Measures
Mouth (Study 1)
Hands (Study 2)
Transcription
Percent
consonants
correct; Accuracy of path, handshape,
methods
variability of novel word forms
and location (ASL phonology)
Kinematic
Movement
trajectory
analysis Movement trajectory analysis
measures
(articulatory variability)--Northern (path
variability)--Polhemus
digital optical system
magnetic system
Results. Transcription methods revealed that phonological aspects of production were
significantly impaired during the acquisition of both novel spoken and signed words—
regardless of whether an object label was assigned. Semantic levels were not affected, as
there were no group differences in comprehension and production for spoken or signed
words. For the kinematic measures, children with DLD showed increased articulatory
variability in the early phases of acquisition of novel spoken words. For the hands, there were
only group differences in path movement in novel signs that obligated complex coordination
of the two hands. When the hands moved together, no group differences emerged.
Discussion. The central result is that children with DLD have significant difficulties
acquiring phonological sequences regardless of whether the modality is spoken or signed.
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Movement results were complex, in that children with DLD did not show a generalized motor
deficit. Rather, specific aspects of movement were affected that relate to coordinated and
sequenced activity and to early phases of novel spoken word learning.
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Intensity dynamics as evidence of nasal compensation for consonant voicing in
Spanish apraxic speakers
Anna Marczyk1, 2, Yohann Meynadier1, 2, Thierry Legou1, 2 & Maria-Josep Solé3
1Aix Marseille Univ, CNRS, LPL, Aix-en-Provence, France
2Brain & Language Research Institute, France
3Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain
This paper explores the timing deficits and compensatory mechanisms in apraxia of speech
(AOS). Specifically, it examines the phonetic realization of the voicing contrast by Spanish
speakers with surgery-related apraxia of speech and matched control speakers. Speakers with
AOS have been reported to have a deficit in laryngeal control [1], and show frequent devoicing
errors across languages. By contrast, their phonetic realization of nasal consonants is relatively
unimpaired [2], suggesting undisturbed velopharyngeal control. This study examines whether
speakers with AOS use nasal leak as a compensatory mechanism aimed at facilitating the
initiation of voicing in utterance-initial stops. Indeed nasal leak is a common facilitatory
mechanism used in ‘true voicing languages’, such as Spanish and French [3].
While nasal leak may prove useful to initiate voicing in stop consonants, apraxic speakers
must finely control the timing of velopharyngeal closure and avoid productions that fall into
the ‘nasal’ category. The differences between nasal consonants and prenasalized stops are
captured by acoustic metrics of duration and amplitude [4, 5], with the latter being more robust.
In this paper we propose a method to characterize prenasalization in voiced stops in speakers
with AOS on the basis of intensity patterns modelled with 3-term polynomials.
Acoustic data for two Spanish speakers diagnosed with AOS and two control subjects were
obtained for isolated words. The consonant productions were transcribed and classified as ontarget nasals, voiceless stops, voiced stops, or errors (i.e. ‘voiced stops’ identified as
‘voiceless’). Voiced stops were also categorized as ‘prenasalized’ if they exhibited nasal
murmur, a weak formant structure, and increased amplitude of voicing on the acoustic records.
Visual inspection showed that data points constituting the intensity trajectories tended to
display a curvilinear shape. A curve fitting procedure using a cubic polynomial equation, see
(1), was used to reduce data to a set of coefficients (a, b, c and d). The roots and vertices of the
derivative of the cubic expression were used to examine the increase and decrease in amplitude
and the timing of these modulations during consonant closure for the different segment types.
The results in Figure 1 and Table 1 show the intensity contour profiles for the different
segments and groups, obtained by averaging the function’s coefficients. The linear regression
analyses of intensity values at consonant onset showed that nasals show significantly higher
intensity than voiced stops for both the control and the apraxic group, though control speakers
exhibit overall higher intensity values than apraxics. The second model tested the differences
in intensity dynamics across phonemic categories (nasals vs voiced stops) and groups (apraxic
vs control), specifically the falling and raising intensity patterns in voiced stops with
prenasalization, subsequent passive devoicing and burst release. The covariation patterns
between the coefficients a and b varied significantly between groups (apraxic vs control) for
voiced stops, but they did not display significantly different slopes for nasal stops. These
differences may reflect different patterns of prenasalization and devoicing in apraxic and
control speakers. Finally, the analyses of the roots and vertices for the apraxic group show that
voiced stops show a marked drop in intensity (2-4dB) early during the closure– compared to
the slighter (1dB) and later drop for nasals. Control speakers, by contrast, show no change in
the slope direction for nasals or voiced stops.
The analysis technique proved useful to examine the patterns of compensatory
prenasalization. The results provide support for the claim that the apraxic impairment is
selective. Differences in the intensity patterns of nasal and voiced stops seem to indicate that
apraxic speakers control the velopharyngeal gesture as a function of phonological contrast.
The results also suggest that while apraxic speakers may exhibit prenasalization, they also
exhibit disturbed temporal coordination between glottal and supraglottal gestures, as evidenced
both by the differences in slopes of the intensity contour and temporal measurements.
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(1)
y(x)=ax3+bx2+cx+d
cubic polynomial equation used to reduce data to a set of coefficients that served as input for
statistical testing. The roots and vertices of the derivative of the cubic expression were also
calculated.
APRAXIC SPEAKERS

CONTROL SPEAKERS

Figure 1. Intensity profiles fitted with 3-terms polynomial equation for two apraxic (top)
and two control (bottom) speakers. Solid lines: nasals; dashed: voiced stops; dotted (for
apraxic subjects only): voiced stops identified as voiceless. Triangles represent
vertices/roots.

AOS
speaker
1
AOS
speaker
2

phonemic
category
nasal
voiced

x1

x2

diff(dB)

0.5
0.3

0.9
0.7

72-71
64-60

nasal
voiced

0.5
0.2

0.8
0.6

69-68
58-56

*no multiple roots for control speakers
Table 1. Summary of the results for intensity oscillation analyses, x 1 and x2 represent roots
of the function, diff(dB) represents the intensity values at x 1 and x2 (i.e. vertices of the
function).
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(Dys)prosody in Parkinson’s Disease:
A study of sentence modality and prosodic phrasing
Sónia Frota1, Pedro Oliveira1, Marisa Cruz1, Selene Vicente2, Rita Cardoso3, Isabel
Guimarães3,4, Joaquim J. Ferreira3, Serge Pinto5 & Marina Vigário1
1
University of Lisbon, FLUL/CLUL; 2University of Porto; 3University of Lisbon, FMUL &
IMM; 4ESSA; 5University of Aix-Marseille
Establishing sentence modality and chunking the speech stream into units are two of
prosody’s main functions. Both of these functions express phrase-level meanings in ways that
are structured by the language-specific prosodic system. European Portuguese (EP) uses
contrasting nuclear contours to express modality, and intonational phrase breaks for chunking
([1]). This study examines the expression of sentence modality and prosodic phrasing in
Parkinson’s disease (PD) in EP, considering disease duration (G1: 1-5 years; G2: ≥10 years)
and medication (OFF: no medication vs. ON: 1 hour after a dopaminomimetic drug intake).
Previous studies of (dys)prosody in PD have mostly focused on acoustic analyses of
prosodic parameters to describe overall trends ([2], [3], [4]), or on professional listeners’
judgments of prosodic communicative efficiency ([5]). Structural properties of prosody such
as presence/absence and type of pitch accent and boundary tone, and presence/absence of
intonational breaks have not been examined. The current study focuses on these properties.
We investigated how nuclear contours were produced to express various sentence types and
pragmatic meanings (broad and narrow focus statements, requests, commands, yes-no
questions, initial calls, insistent calls), and how prosodic phrasing was accomplished in
utterances containing more than one intonational phrase (as those with parentheticals, or
topics). Twenty sentences from corpora previously designed to study sentence types and
prosodic phrasing [6] were uttered by 20 controls and 20 PD patients (10 in G1; 10 in G2) in
OFF and ON (Table 1). Recordings were obtained during a session with a speech therapist in
which the participant completed a series of speaking tasks as part of a larger protocol ([7]). A
headset microphone and a Marantz PMD recorder were used. Sentences were read in
response to a previously presented context. PD participants did the task first in OFF, and then
in ON. The OFF and ON sentence sets have slight differences in the lexicon used, while
keeping the syntactic and prosodic structures unchanged. Sentences were analysed for nuclear
contours and phrasing breaks. Prosodic analysis was done with PRAAT [8], using the P-ToBI
system ([9]). For nuclear contour type and phrasing breaks a deviance scale from ‘1’ to ‘-1’
was computed by subject, taking the expected prosody according to the language as ‘1’ and
the most deviant prosody in the data as ‘-1’. Group performance was examined by means of a
One-Way ANOVA (Controls, PDs). A mixed ANOVA assessed the effects of medication
(OFF/ON as within subject factor) and disease duration (G1/G2 as between subject factor).
Nuclear contour type (Fig.1, left) distinguishes between controls and PD in OFF (F(1,38)=
18.29, p=.000, ω=.55), with a borderline result for PD in ON (F(1,38)=3.99, p=.053, ω=.26).
Presence/absence of expected phrasing breaks (Fig.1, right) differentiates controls from PD
(OFF: F(1,38)=9.43, p=.004, ω=.42; ON: F(1,38)=7.67, p=.009, ω=.38). Both the expression
of sentence modality and prosodic phrasing are thus disturbed in PD. For nuclear contour
type, a significant effect of medication in PD was found (F(1,18)=5.29, p=.034, r=.48), with
improved expression of modality in ON (Fig.2, left). There was no effect of disease duration
or interaction (p>.05). By contrast, a main effect of medication (or of disease duration) was
not found for prosodic phrasing (p>.05), but there was a significant interaction between
medication and disease duration (F(1,18)=4.70, p=.044, r=.46), with G1 phrasing improving
in ON, unlike G2 phrasing (Fig.2, right).
Overall, the categorical prosody of sentence modality and chunking is disturbed in PD,
with medication having a strong effect on modality, but not helping with dysprosodic
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phrasing. These findings suggest that different prosodic functions are affected differently in
PD, with implications for PD neurophysiology and therapy.
Table 1. Participants’ mean age, age range and gender, by group.
Participants
Controls (n=20)
PD – G1 (n=10)
PD – G2 (n=10)

Mean age
60
66
64

Age range
43 - 74
40 - 82
41 - 79

Females
10
6
6

Figure 1. Controls and PD. Left panel: Nuclear contours (data for all sentence types); Right
panel: Phrasing (expected speech chunking).

Figure 2. PD: medication and disease duration. Left panel: Nuclear contours (data for all
sentence types); Right panel: Phrasing (expected speech chunking).
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Prosodic prominence in Parkinsonian Speech: A dynamical approach
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Patients with idiopathic parkinsonism (PD) suffer from a neurodegenerative disorder of
the extrapyramidal motor system which is released by a progressive loss of dopamine
neurons in the substantia nigra. This area of the brain is responsible for motoric activity,
cognition and the limbic systems. The major symptoms of this disorder are bradykinesia,
resting tremor, rigidity and hypokinesia [1]. Furthermore, the speech motor system gets
affected which often leads to dysarthric speech. The speech deficits include monoloudness,
monopitch, reduced stress, imprecise articulation, variability of speech rate, disfluencies and
voice tremor [2, 3]. PD affects communication as well as other related functions such as
cognition, but complex prosodic aspects such as focus marking are less well studied.
Focus marking in German requires changes in intonation and articulation [4]. In prominent
positions (e.g. contrastive focus), speakers use a more distinct articulation of prosodic units
such as syllables involving larger, longer and faster movements of the vocal tract. When the
level of prominence decreases in the phrase speakers adapt to the requirements of localized
reduced speech. This leads to the use of multiple cues in the phonetic domain, both intonation
and articulatory adjustments, to regulate prosodic marking within a phrase [5].
In the present study, we investigate dynamic changes in prosodic highlighting strategies in
PD patients and compare them to the productions of neurotypical speakers. Therefore, we
compare the production of target words in divergent focus structure, contrastive focus and
background. We recorded 40 German speakers: 20 patients with idiopathic Parkinson in
medication ON condition, 14 males and 6 females, aged between 54 - 80 and 20 healthy aged
and gender matched controls. All speakers were classified in terms of duration of the
disorder, severity of the disorder, motoric activity level (UPDRS III, [6]), level of cognition
and speech problems in terms of dysarthria. As speech material, we used a question-answer
scenario presented on a computer screen to manipulate focal structure by means of
contextualizing contexts. Nine target words were placed in either contrastive focus or
background position in sentences such as <Die Fliege hat die grüne NAse berührt.> (“The fly
has touched the green nose.”) related to pictures on a computer screen [cf. fig.1]. Target
words were always disyllabic (CV.CV structure), containing one of the three long vowels /i:/,
/a:/ or /o:/, in the stressed syllable, such as <Nase> /na:z@/. In total, we recorded 1440 tokens
(9 target words x 40 speakers x 2 focus structures x 2 adjectives). For acoustic measurements,
we analyzed the voice range, syllable duration, formant means and contours, the mean
intensity and the F0 contours in terms of pitch height and tonal onglide [7].
Preliminary results show that, in line with [8], patients can convey contrastive focus
by increasing pitch, intensity and duration [cf. fig.2] but to a lesser extent as the healthy
controls do [3, 8] and with more variability. This reflects abnormalities in the regulation
mechanism of expressing prosodic prominence, constantly mediating between linguistic
structure and the physical control system. Figure 2 shows two different productions of the
target word <Wade> /va:d@/ in contrastive focus condition spoken by the same speaker. In
the left example, the supralaryngeal adjustments show an articulatory overshoot in the
production of loudness in the target syllable, making the utterance sound unnatural. In
contrast, the example on the right shows a more balanced production of intensity but a flatter
pitch contour. For the upcoming conference, the results of all intonational and articulatory
variables will be presented. We will discuss how much variation is tolerated in a dynamical
system of prosodic prominence before the expression of prosodic functions is getting
instable.
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Figure 1. Stimuli presentation: question-answer scenario - question as audio stimuli and
the appropriate answer as production task.

Figure 2. Acoustic waveform and F0-contour for the target word <Wade> in the utterance
<Die Fliege hat die braune/grüne Wade berührt> in Praat [9]: data of one patient –
(accented word <Wade> shaded in grey)
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Female voice features impede verbal processing only in male listeners
Laura Smorenburg, Aoju Chen
Utrecht University
The typical female voice is primarily characterized by increased values in mean pitch [7,
8] and formants [3], and secondarily phonation [4, 8, 9] and local pitch excursions [3],
relative to the male voice. Previous research shows that female voices are processed
differently than male voices. For example, lists of words are remembered less well when
spoken in a female voice [8], increased brain activity is visible in the auditory cortex for
female voices in male listeners [4], and reaction times in lexical decision tasks indicate a
larger semantic-priming effect when processing words spoken by a female voice than when
processing words spoken by a male voice [9]. The implication from these findings is that
female voices require more cognitive resources for prosodic processing and consequently
impede verbal processing. However, the effect of listener-gender has not been examined in
past work. This raises the question as to whether the observed ‘female voice effect’ is specific
to listeners of one gender. Furthermore, previous reaction time studies posed voice gender
variability within prime-target pair (e.g. primes spoken in a female voice but targets in a male
voice, or vice versa). The ‘female voice effect’ was thus confounded by detection of withinpair change in voice. Additionally, assuming the ‘female voice effect’ is genuine, it is not
clear what role specific features in the female voice play.
The current study aims to (1) establish the replicability of the finding that female voices
impede verbal processing when some methodological issues from previous studies are
addressed (i.e. including listener gender as a variable and eliminating possible difference
detection effects within each trial) and (2) extend previous research by examining the roles of
two specific voice features in verbal processing, namely mean pitch and formants.
Female (N=23) and male (N=15) native speakers of Dutch completed a lexical decision
task with auditory priming. Semantically related and unrelated prime-target word pairs
(N=96) (e.g. circus - clown vs. pill - clown for the target word ‘clown’) and 96 filler pairs [1,
2] were recorded from a male and female speaker of Dutch and then acoustically manipulated
via Praat such that the male voice was attributed with female mean pitch or female formants
and the female voice was attributed with male mean pitch or male formants. The materials
were then rated by Dutch speakers (N=9) to compute perceived gender scores for the stimuli.
We used mixed-effect modelling to examine the effects of the manipulation type,
perceived gender and listener gender on the priming effect (i.e. the difference in log-RT
between the unrelated and related pair for a target word), first in all word pairs (4120 trials)
and then in only word pairs where a priming effect was present (70% of total trials). The bestfit model in the former modelling contained only random factors, where the best-fit model on
the latter modelling included a main effect of manipulation, three two-way interactions
(perceived gender x manipulation type, perceived gender x listener gender, manipulation x
listener gender) and a three interaction of manipulation type x perceived gender x listener
gender. Subsequent analysis on the three-way interaction revealed that a main effect of
perceived gender in the formant manipulation condition (p = .0043) in male listeners and a
marginally significant main effect of perceived gender in the pitch manipulation condition in
male listeners (p = .068). That is, the more feminine a voice sounded, the larger the priming
effect was, indicating that male verbal processing was impeded when listening to voices with
'female' formant and pitch.
To conclude, we have found evidence that verbal processing is impeded when listening to
voices with female formant and mean pitch values but this ‘female voice effect’ applies only
to male listeners. Further, female-sounding formant appears to have a stronger effect than
female-sounding mean pitch on male listeners.
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Kinematics of the voicing contrast in velar consonants by Italian
Parkinson’s Disease speakers: possible traces of timing reduction?
Massimiliano M. Iraci, Mirko Grimaldi & Barbara Gili Fivela
CRIL – Università del Salento, Lecce (Italy)
Hypokinetic Dysarthria in Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is supposed to affect the motoric
implementation of a phonetic plan [1]. For this reason, it is likely that the higher the motor
demand (e.g., more complex phonetic plans, such as the anti-phase coordination of coda Cs in
CVC vs. CV in-phase coordination, or a multiple-gesture vs. a single-gesture unit as discussed
within the Articulatory Phonology framework – AP, [2]) the more stressed the production.
Previous kinematic studies on speech by Italian PD subjects [3, 4] seem to suggest what stated,
since consistent alternative kinematics have been described following the switch from simple CV
to more complex CVC syllabic structure. PD speakers’ strategy corresponds to an asymmetrical
behaviour of closure and release gestures, where shortening of one is balanced by enhancement of
the other. This strategy could alter the expected timed gestural activation.
However, the definition of what can be considered a more complex phonetic plan pertains to
models of speech production, such as the abovementioned AP. A controversial assumption of this
theory compared to other phonological frameworks is that voicing is modelled as a default
modality in speech, hence considered an easier plan opposed to that for unvoiced Cs, where
coordination of an oral gesture with glottal abduction is required.
The higher complexity of unvoiced segments compared to voiced seems not confirmed by [5]
where French PD speakers devoiced velar voiced stops, while minor distortions where found for
unvoiced segments. Above mentioned studies on Italian are not reliable concerning results on the
alternation of voiced vs. unvoiced Cs for reasons tied to the speakers’ regional variety
(gemination of intervocalic voiced bilabial C). As a consequence, the aim of this study is to test
the effect of voiced vs. unvoiced C realisation on the kinematics of gestures by investigating
Italian PD speakers vs. healthy controls (HC). As modelled by AP [6], it is hypothesised for HC
that 1) the production of unvoiced Cs elicit shorter acoustic duration than voiced ones on
surrounding Vs, but consonant kinematics should not differ for the two. As for PD speakers, it is
hypothesised that 2) predictions made by AP will be confirmed as in 1), though 3) the
implementation of the motor program can be altered and result in alternative kinematics, due to
the asymmetrical pattern of gestural components previously described for Italian in complex
phonetic plans.
Five Italian dysarthric PD and five age-matched HC from the same area were recorder through
Electromagnetic Articulography (AG 501). In order to stress the production system, ‘CVCV
sequences with voiced vs. unvoiced velar Cs have been selected since C and V are mechanically
constrained by the sharing of the main articulator. After manual labelling of segmental
boundaries and formants frequencies, acoustic segmental durations, V-to-V timing and Vs F1 and
F2 have been calculated. The kinematic signals have been semi-automatically labelled at each
velocity peak and 0 crossing, as to obtain amplitude, duration, stiffness and peak velocity of
tongue dorsum trajectories towards the velar target.
Results confirm all hypotheses (see Tab. 1 and 2, and Fig. 1). Concerning hypothesis 3),
closure and release did not result to be balanced in time: for in unvoiced Cs compared to voiced,
amplitude and stiffness of closure are reduced (as if a change in target took place), as much as the
release duration. However, peak velocity is the same, as well as the duration of the closure, and a
reduction of V-to-V timing when C is unvoiced occurs (see also [7] for truncation kinematics and
timing reduction). Similar findings are compatible with the idea of unvoiced consonants being
more complex than voiced ones; however, they are also compatible with the idea of unvoicing
being complex because, if conscious, it requires a change in the articulatory plan for the larynx
(rather than because it is a non-default modality). Results will then be discussed with reference to
the literature, trying to reconcile the view on pattern complexity and results on devoicing in PD
speakers.
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TD Closure
TD Release
Amp Dur PeakV Stiff Amp Dur PeakV Stiff
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/
Table 1 – Statistically significant kinematic results after linear mixed models.

V0
C
V1
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PD k < g
/
k<g

V0_F1 V0_F2 V1_F1 V1_F2
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
k<g

V-to-V
/
k<g

Table 2 – Statistically significant acoustic results after linear mixed models. From left to right, acoustic durations of
stressed V, C, and post-stressed V, formant values for both Vs, and V-to-V timing.

HC with unvoiced C
HC with voiced C
PD with unvoiced C
PD with voiced C
Figure 1 – Illustration of acoustic intervals derived from average values. Black intervals are for HC, red intervals for
PD. Full lines represents sequences with unvoiced C, dashed lines stands for sequences with voiced C.
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A phonetic analysis of voicing contrast in atypical speech
Luana Pereira-Souza
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Down’s syndrome (DS) people exhibit peculiar physical and physiological characteristics
as the ones related to their vocal tract: orofacial hypotony, macroglossia and small jaw. These
aspects may make the voice of a person with DS sound peculiar and sometimes with
intelligibility problems [1]. Studies conducted observe inter and intraspeaker variability in the
formantic patterns of oral vowels produced by children and teenagers with DS [2] [3]. Apart
from that, the authors demonstrate that people with DS show difficulty in establishing
difference between stressed and unstressed vowels. They relate their findings to aspects of
people with DSˈs vocal tract as floppiness (hypotony), small mouth with a tongue that may
stick out (macroglossy). These modifications characterize a speech with deletions and
exchanges of segments, such as exchange between voiceless segment for voiced ones and
vice-versa respectively [4] [5] [6].
Considering the occurrence of these two phonological processes - voiced and devoicingthis research aims at conducting an acoustic analysis of the consonants produced by two
people with DS who are native Brazilian Portuguese (BP) speakers.
We analyzed experimental audio data of two Brazilian teenagers with DS, one female and
anoother male – henceforth FS and MS – aged 15 years, both born in Vitoria da Conquista
and Poçoes, Bahia, Brazil. The informants participate in week activities conducted at Nucleo
Saber Down at Universidade Estadual do Sudoeste da Bahia (UESB)1. In the experiment, the
individuals repeated three times 26 minimal pairs of BP with plosive consonants in onset
position. After collecting the data in LAPEFF-UESB (Phonetics and Phonology Lab), voicing
bar, pitch and duration of the consonants as well as adjacent vowels were measured was
performed using Praat[7]. This research is authorized by UESB Research Ethics Committee.
The analysis showed both voiced and devoicing process in oral production of MS and FS,
but FS showed greater tendency to devoicing process than MS. In the acoustic analysis, we
observed that most voiced consonants produced by FS did not present voicing bar and pitch.
The peculiarities of speech apparatus of the person with DS and hypotony compromise the
production of speech and functioning of the vocal folds, so that we consider that both
mistakenly voiced and devoiced segments in DS speech result from generalized hypotonia
present in 99% of DS’s people [1].
Furthermore, we identified that voiced consonants produced by FS present a longer
duration than the one in voiceless consonants. This acoustic characteristic shows that there is
a possible articulatory compensation since FS used a different articulatory strategy in order to
maintain the contrast between segments in her oral production.
Thus, this research has contributions to studies of the oral production of people with DS,
because brings pertinent evidence that may to be used in the speech therapies

The Nucleo Saber Down is an Extension and Research Project which has been supported
by MEC and CNPq agencies.
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(1) Figure 1. Spectrograms of minimal [»faka], [»vaka] produced by people with Down’s
syndrome
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Clinical evidence for the representational status of American English rhotic allophones
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Phonetic and phonological research find an important clinical application in speech-language pathology (SLP), where both practitioners and researchers need reliable and efficient
techniques to track changes in speech production over the course of intervention. American
English rhotics represent a recurring clinical target for SLPs. Developmental research suggests that children may achieve perceptually accurate rhotic production at different times for
different allophonic contexts [1], and clinical gains on one allophone do not automatically
carry over to others [2; 3; 4]. At the same time, theoretical research has taken interest in the
representational status of different allophonic variants of English rhotics [5]. Specifically,
there is disagreement as to whether the post-vocalic rhotic in words like door are best represented as a consonant (i.e., /dɔɹ/) or as the vocalic offglide of a rhotic diphthong (i.e., /dɔɚ/).
The present study began with a clinical question—what acoustic properties most reliably predict trained listeners’ ratings of the accuracy of children’s rhotic productions?—and, as a byproduct, provides evidence on subgroupings among rhotic allophones.
Previous work found that a normalized distance between the second and third formant
frequencies (F3-F2) was the most accurate predictor of expert ratings of accuracy in children’s /r/ productions [6]. Additionally, significant differences in perceptual rating were
found across positional/allophonic categories (onset singleton, onset cluster, post-vocalic, or
syllabic). Klein, Grigos, McAllister Byun, and Davidson [7] reported that “experienced adult
listeners are willing to accept a wider range of acoustic values for children’s [onset /ɹ/] than
they do for vocalic [rhotics].” They further hypothesized that this seemingly less stringent
perceptual standard could be attributed to the shorter duration of rhotics in onset position,
particularly in clusters. The current study investigates whether the influence of position/allophonic category on listeners’ ratings of children’s rhotics is mediated by duration of the rhotic interval. To do this, we extend the models from [6] to include duration as a predictor.
Acoustic durational measures were carried out on a subset of the dataset of children's /r/ productions from [6]. To avoid instances in which the rhotic target was deleted, only tokens that
received at least one “correct” vote out of three trained listeners (SLPs) were included. The
subset consisted of 182 tokens of singleton onset /r/, 894 tokens of /r/ in an onset cluster, 154
tokens of syllabic /r/, and 245 tokens in post-vocalic position. The duration of interest was
operationalized as the time elapsed from the onset of the lowering of F3 height to the midpoint of the offset of the raising of F3. As predicted, duration was greatest for syllabic
rhotics, followed by postvocalic, singleton onset, and cluster onset allophones (see Fig 1).
We fit four ordinal mixed-effects regression models predicting perceptually rated accuracy while controlling for speaker age and sex. The first model, corresponding with the bestfitting model identified in [6], included F3-F2 distance and positional/allophonic category.
The second model included duration instead of category. The third model included the interaction of category and duration. The fourth model included the three-way interaction between
F3-F2 distance, duration, and category. Based on BIC, which prioritizes parsimonious models, the best model was the one including only duration. This finding suggests that the variance in perceptual rating previously attributed to allophonic category is in large part reducible to duration. Based on AIC, the best model included the 3-way interaction between F3-F2
distance, duration, and category, and a likelihood ratio test indicated that the 3-way interaction accounted for significant additional variance. Furthermore, inspection of the three-way
interaction showed that syllabic and postvocalic rhotics patterned together, differing from onset rhotics in singleton and cluster contexts (see Fig 2, third panel). To the extent that this interaction is robust, it provides novel phonetic support for the division of rhotics into “vocalic” (i.e., syllabic/postvocalic) and “consonantal” (i.e., onset) categories.
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Figure 1. Durations of rhotic allophones by mean rating of perceptual accuracy.

Figure 2. Three-way interaction between F3-F2 distance, category, and duration in predicting mean rating of perceptual accuracy.
[1] Hoffman, P. R., Schuckers, G. H., & Daniloff, R. G. (1980). Developmental trends in correct /r/
articulation as a function of allophone type. Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research,
23(4), 746-756.
[2] Curtis, J. F., & Hardy, J. C. (1959). A phonetic study of misarticulation of /r/. Journal of Speech,
Language, and Hearing Research, 2(3), 244-257.
[3] McAllister Byun, T., & Hitchcock, E. R. (2012). Investigating the use of traditional and spectral
biofeedback approaches to intervention for /r/ misarticulation. American Journal of Speech-Language
Pathology, 21(3), 207-221.
[4] Preston, J. L., Brick, N., & Landi, N. (2013). Ultrasound biofeedback treatment for persisting
childhood apraxia of speech. American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology, 22(4), 627-643.
[5] Lockenvitz, S., Kuecker, K., & Ball, M. J. (2015). Evidence for the distinction between
“consonantal-/r/” and “vocalic-/r/” in American English. Clinical Linguistics & Phonetics, 29(8-10),
613-622.
[6] Campbell, H., Harel, D., Hitchcock, E., & McAllister Byun, T. (2017). Selecting an acoustic
correlate for automated measurement of American English rhotic production in children.
International Journal of Speech-Language Pathology, 1-9.
[7] Klein, H. B., Grigos, M. I., McAllister Byun, T., & Davidson, L. (2012). The relationship
between inexperienced listeners' perceptions and acoustic correlates of children's /r/ productions.
Clinical Linguistics & Phonetics, 26(7), 628-645.
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Gradient change in lingual gestures acquired during speech therapy
James M Scobbie* and Joanne Cleland**
*Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh **University of Strathclyde, Glasgow
In selection-coordination theory, adult hierarchical phonological representations and the
non-isomorphic structures used for speech production planning both emerge and mature
through developmental transitions in gestural coordination starting in infancy, mediated by
the internalization of sensory feedback [1]. The family of gestural and attractor-based models
to which this developmentally-orientated, emergent and partially non-deterministic account
of hierarchical structure belongs are characteristically plastic enough to account for some
types of phonetic variation in adulthood, including allophony, lenition, and even speech
errors [2]. Categorical or segmental variation is primarily treated as gradient gestural
variation which has given rise to discrete-sounding acoustic effects.
Non-infant acquisition also occurs, but L2 acquisition in adulthood has received far more
attention than clinically-mediated acquisition of L1, though it is of equal theoretical value.
In the treatment of school-aged children with persistent or intractable L1 Speech Sound
Disorders (SSDs), discrete changes to the phonological inventory (and structure) and subphonemic changes to speech production are introduced through speech therapy. The purpose
of therapy is often category oriented: to add segments, alter phonotactics, modify speech
production and to remove (perhaps atypical) segmental mergers. To achieve these aims, the
therapist works with multiple levels of phonetic and phonological structure, and uses varied
forms of feedback: explicit and implicit; positive and negative. Feedback itself ranges from
the categorical and meta-phonological, to the gradient and phonetic. Typically therapy blends
these feedback types holistically to help develop effective introspection that the client can use
independently outwith the clinic to guide themselves towards stable, mature, functional
productions. Phonetically, in relation to segmental problems, the intention is usually to
remove incorrect articulatory patterns, introduce new gestures and gestural targets, alter
coordination, or to increase stability if there is dysfunctional variation. An active topic of
research concerns the use of real-time visual biofeedback of articulation in therapy, e.g. [3].
We describe a unique articulatory-acoustic corpus of the clinically-mediated acquisition
process, including recordings of English-speaking children’s speech production sampled
before, during and after therapy, in at least five sessions, over a period of months. The
children concerned were receiving therapy for a wide range of persistent primary SSDs
including phonological merger of velar and alveolar stops, cluster reduction, coda deletion,
and phonetic distortions of /s/. The articulatory data comprises audio-synchronised lingual
articulations, recorded with high-speed ultrasound, hand-annotated and edge-tracked in AAA
software. Details of the therapeutic model and its efficacy appear elsewhere [3].
We focus on the remediation of /k/=/t/ mergers in seven children, with reference to the
mid-sagittal ultrasound data. Pre-emergence, there is no evidence of covert contrast. The
subsequent pathway of longitudinal articulatory change varies widely (Fig 1 vs. Fig 2.). We
quantify the changing magnitude of the dorsal velar gesture using linear (difference in
maximal radial distance from probe) and area-based (dorsal crescent) differential measures
between /t/ and /k/ tongue surface splines (Fig. 1), and compare it to child and adult norms.
The spatial and dynamic nature of /k/ is also reported in a more qualitative manner (Fig. 2).
While the clinical resolution of velar fronting merger and the emergence of [k] in schoolaged children with persistent SSD is probably not identical to the typical developmental
process seen in much younger children, our articulatory corpus of clinically-mediated
acquisition reveals how categorically new gestures are then gradually reorganised, and how
this affects the listener’s auditory perspective. Reorganisation involves both undershoot (Fig.
1) and overshoot (Fig. 2) before mature output is gradually mastered.
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Pre-therapy, no difference
Both /k/ and /t/ = [k]

Mid-therapy, /k/ = [k], /t/ = [t]
~3.5mm

Green = /k/
Blue = /t/

End-of-therapy
~6mm

+6 weeks
~11mm

Figure 1. Speaker 07F, anterior to right. The panels show longitudinal gradient
emergence of canonical [k] for /k/ against /t/ as [k] was mastered. /k/ and /t/ had been
merged as [t] pre-therapy (top-left). /k/ was transcribed as correct mid-therapy (top-right)
but the contrast is under-achieved, with < 4mm maximal dorsal crescent width, and tip
raising. The maximum dorsal crescent width increased post-therapy (bottom-left) and
reached typical 11mm in post-therapy maintenance (bottom-right).
Longitudinally
aligned palates

Pink /k/ = [t]
Blue /k/ = [q]
Green /k/ = [k]

Figure 2. Speaker 01M, anterior to right, sessions aligned via hard palate.
Left panel: Longitudinal development in /k/. Pre-therapy (pink), fronting of /k/ to [t]
(merged with /t/, not shown) occured in two sessions. Mid-therapy (blue) there was
overshoot to [q]. Post-therapy (green), /k/ was canonically velar.
Right panel: Articulatory dynamics in one of 01M’s very first distinguishable /k/ tokens.
Blue splines (8ms intervals) are in a stable pre-speech phase. Movement towards (orange)
and during (brown) the stop closure show a velar gesture then overshoot. The stop release
burst and post-release transition (green) are uvular-pharyngeal (cf. the mean [q] in the
left panel). The token was also poorly coordinated with the following vowel and over-long.
[1] Tilsen, S. 2016. Selection and coordination: the articulatory basis for the emergence of
phonological structure. Journal of Phonetics, 55, 53–77.
[2] Browman, C. & Goldstein, L. 1992. Articulatory Phonology: an overview. Haskins
Laboratories Status Report on Speech Research, SR-111 / 112, 23–42.
[3] Cleland, J., Scobbie, J.M. and Wrench, A.A. 2015. Using ultrasound visual biofeedback
to treat persistent primary speech sound disorders. Clinical Linguistics and Phonetics
29(8-10), 575-559.
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Temporal Perturbation of Fluent Speech
Miriam Oschkinat1, Philip Hoole1
1Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
The aim of this study was to probe subjects’ representation of the temporal structure of
speech by examining their sensitivity to temporal perturbation of auditory feedback.
Articulatory phonology is a comprehensive model of the temporal control of speech,
incorporating coordinative structures in which articulators cooperate to achieve a common task.
Still, it does not incorporate an account of the interactions between feedforward control and
auditory/somatosensory feedback. Then again, the DIVA model [1] presents a well-developed
account of how cognitive representations of speech targets are built up, stored and modified
through auditory and somatosensory feedback, but it does not provide an account of how
patterns reflecting the dynamic properties of speech may emerge and be executed. For
comprehensive modelling of fluent speech and insight into fluency affecting disorders (e.g.
stuttering), an integration of the temporal dimension into forward predictions of speech models
and a link between these two major speech production models are needed.
In research about prosodic features of speech, the structure of syllables play a crucial role.
For example, in speech production the so-called c-center effect has been seen as an indication
of particularly close coupling between consonants in the onset and following vowel gesture,
compared to vowel gestures and following coda consonants. In perception the p-center effect
[2, 3] emerged as a concept describing a disparity between physical and perceptual isochrony
of periodic syllable timing, with the finding that the onset and its transitions contribute more
to the location of the p-center than the vowel itself or the coda.
Investigations of real-time perturbation have shown that subjects react to auditorily
presented shifts of vowel formant frequencies or spectral shapes of fricatives in their own
speech with a compensation opposed to the direction of the perturbation (e.g.
[4],[5],[6],[7],[8]). In perturbation of spectral parameters, predictions of how the intended
speech sound should feel and sound do not match the auditory feedback. In temporal
perturbation, the time when a particular speech event is predicted to happen does not match the
actual time the speech event is auditorily received. Cai et al. [9, 10] developed a paradigm that
allows fine-grained real-time manipulation of the temporal structure of speech utterances. They
could show that speakers are indeed sensitive to short-term temporal feedback manipulations.
The present investigation examines temporal perturbation in three conditions, testing how
syllable structure and prosody contribute to perceived timing of syllables. Based on knowledge
about the c-center and p-center effect, comparable onset/coda consonant clusters (/ʃn/-/nʃ/) plus
following/preceding vowel in German real-words were temporally perturbed and presented via
auditory feedback, stretching the first part of the syllable and compressing the second part of it
(see Fig. 1 for an example). Subjects were expected to compensate with an adaptation of
relative and absolute durations of the cluster/vowel opposed to the temporal perturbation. A
higher compensation for the onset than for the coda perturbation was expected. In a second
condition, stressed and unstressed syllables were perturbed, with the expectation for stressed
syllables to elicit a greater reaction to the perturbation to ensure the stability of the stress
pattern. The third condition contained temporal perturbation of a consonant cluster between
two stressed vowels. We expected to find equal compensation of consonants within that cluster
regardless of their belonging to onsets or codas, with the subjects aiming to keep the rhythmic
sequence of the syllables constant. 20 subjects per condition were tested. In pilot experiments
a compensation for temporal perturbations was found in the expected direction, with an
indication of a greater compensation for the onset perturbation than for the coda perturbation.
Further results are in progress and will be presented at the conference.
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ʃ

n

ɛ

Figure 1. Sonagrams of two channels with the utterance “mehr Schnecken” (more snails). The upper
channel shows the subject’s production, the channel below the temporally perturbed auditory feedback
with a manipulation of the cluster /ʃn/, i.e. this shows what the subject hears while he/she speaks the
phrase.

[1] Guenther, F. H., et al. (2006). “Neural modeling and imaging of the cortical interactions
underlying syllable production”. Brain and language , 96(3), 280-301.
[2] Fowler, C. A. (1979). “’Perceptual centers’ in speech production and perception”. Attention,
Perception, & Psychophysics, 25(5), 375-388.
[3] Morton, J., Marcus, S., & Frankish, C. (1976). “Perceptual centers (P-centers)”.
Psychological Review, 83(5), 405.
[4] Brunner, J. (2009). "Perturbed speech".
[5] Mitsuya, T., et al. (2011). “A cross-language study of compensation in response to realtime formant perturbation”. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 130(5), 29782986.
[6] Brunner, J., et al. (2006). “Temporal development of compensation strategies for perturbed
palate shape in German /ʃ/-production”. 7th International Seminar on Speech Production.
[7] Brunner, J., Hoole, P., & Perrier, P. (2008). “The use of sensory feedback in the adaptation
of perturbed /s/”. Paper presented at the 8th International Seminar on Speech Production,
ISSP '08.
[8] Brunner, J., Hoole, P., & Perrier, P. (2011). “Adaptation strategies in perturbed /s/.” Clinical
linguistics & phonetics, 25(8), 705-724.
[9] Cai, S., Beal, D. S., Ghosh, S. S., Tiede, M. K., Guenther, F. H., & Perkell, J. S. (2012).
“Weak responses to auditory feedback perturbation during articulation in persons who
stutter: evidence for abnormal auditory-motor transformation”. PloS one, 7(7), e41830.
[10] Cai, S., Beal, D. S., Ghosh, S. S., Guenther, F. H., & Perkell, J. S. (2014). “Impaired timing
adjustments in response to time-varying auditory perturbation during connected speech
production in persons who stutter.” Brain and language, 129, 24-29.
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Articulatory strategies in acquisition of the French /y/-/u/ contrast
Madeleine Oakley
Georgetown University
This study uses Ultrasound Tongue Imaging and acoustic data to investigate the
articulatory strategies used in the production of French high vowels by L1 English speakers
learning French. It has been argued that learners have more difficulty acquiring phones that
are similar to categories in a learners’ L1 than it is to acquire a completely new category [1],
and L1 English learners of French have been found to have difficulty producing round vowels
in the target language [2], [3] Evidence from acoustic measurements suggests that EnglishFrench learners are more target-like in their production of /y/, a new category, than target-like
/u/, which is a similar phone to the English high back round vowel [3]. English /u/ tends to be
more front than French /u/, with a higher F2 value [3]. Equivalence classification predicts that
learners map the French /u/ to this category in their L1, which causes production to be non
target-like. These results have been based on acoustic measurements. However, multiple
articulatory mechanisms may be used to reach these acoustic targets. Lip protrusion and
tongue backing both lower F2 values, and it is not clear which articulatory mechanism is
responsible for deviant productions. Better understanding of articulatory strategies in L2
production will inform not only improved pedagogy, but also the process of L2 category
formation in general.
6 L1 English learners of French and 1 L1 French speakers participated in the study.
Participants performed two production tasks, designed to elicit production of French /i/, /y/,
and /u/ and English /i/ and /u/; a word list task and a two paragraph reading passage. Tongue
movements were recorded via Ultrasound Tongue Imaging. Lip protrusion was recorded
using a video camera attached to a stabilized headset, and audio recordings were
synchronized with the videos. All recording was done in AAA [4], and tongue contours were
extracted using EdgeTrak [5].
Results from acoustic data (Tables 1 and 2) confirm earlier findings. L2 speakers are more
accurate in production of French /y/ than French /u/. L2 speakers tend to front /u/, causing an
appearance of a merged /y/-/u/ category. Learners typically did not produce /y/ with a
significantly different normalized F2 value from the native speaker. This confirms the finding
by [3] that learners’ front round and back round vowels are merged, but this is due more to a
high F2 for /u/ than to low F2 for /y/.
Articulatory data (Figures 3–7) shows that tongue position underlies the acoustic
differences. Lip rounding results show that the L1 and L2 speakers have similar degrees of lip
rounding for /y/ and /u/. Ultrasound images of tongue contours show that the L1 French
speaker has the same tongue position for front round and unround vowels /y/ and /i/, and /u/
is further back. Learners also tend to produce /y/ and /i/ with similar tongue positions.
However, learners’ French /u/ tends to overlap with the front vowels. In order to see if /u/
fronting is caused by equivalence classification, learner productions of /u/ were compared
across French and English. Results show that learners produce English /u/ and French /u/
with a significantly different tongue position, and thus are not using L1 articulatory strategies
to produce ‘similar’ L2 phones.
These results show that tongue position accounts for much of the apparent merger between
/u/ and /y/ for English-French learners: /y/ is appropriately fronted while /u/ is not
appropriately backed. However, learners are not using L1 strategies to produce L2 phones.
These results support findings that production of non-native phones that are similar to a
learner’s L1 are more difficult than production of new phones, and additionally demonstrates
the articulatory mechanisms responsible for deviant productions.
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(1) Normalized /y/ F2 values:
Comparing learners to FR01

FR01
EN02
EN03
EN04
EN05
EN06
EN07

(2) Normalized /u/ F2 values:
Comparing learners to FR01

Mean(SD) p-value

Mean(SD) p-value

.492 (.29)

-1.5 (.29)

.165 (.81)
-.6 (1.16)
.54 (.37)
-.51 (.95)
-.40 (.58)
.47 (.26)

FR01
EN02
EN03
EN04
EN05
EN06
EN07

.43
.10
.81
.075
.023*
.91

-.79 (.65)
-.31 (.71)
-.93 (.79)
-.67 (.53)
-.66 (.22)
-1.1 (.43)

.05*
.01*
.26
.01*
.0008*
.07

(3) L1 French production of [i]

(4) L2 French production of [i]

(5) L1 French production of [y]

(6) L2 French production of [y]

(7) L1 French production of [u]

(8) L2 French production of [u]

[1] Flege, J.E. (1987). The production of ‘new’ and ‘similar’ phones in a foreign language:
Evidence for the effect of equivalence classification. Journal of Phonetics, 15(1):47-65.
[2] Best, C. T. (1990). Adult Perception of Nonnative Contrasts Differing in Assimilation to
Native Phonological Categories. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 88, 177.
[3] Darcy, I., Dekydtspotter, L., Sprouse, R. A., Glover, J., Kaden, C., McGuire, M., and
Scott, J. H. (2012). Direct mapping of acoustics to phonology: On the lexical encoding
of front rounded vowels in l1 english–l2 french acquisition. Second Language Research,
28(1):5–40.
[4] Articulate Instruments Ltd. (2012). Articulate Assistant Advanced: Version 2.14.
[5] Li, M., Kambhamettu, C., and Stone, M. (2005) Automatic contour tracking in ultrasound
images. Clinical Linguistics and Phonetics19(6-7); 545-554.
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Vision deprived language acquisition: vowel production and ASR efficacy
Pauline Veenstra1,2, Marita Everhardt1, Martijn Wieling1,3
1
University of Groningen, 2Macquarie University, 3Haskins Laboratories
Visual and acoustic input is important in language acquisition. Earlier research by Ménard,
Dupont, Baum & Aubin[2] and Ménard et al. [3] focused on speech production and
perception of blind French speakers. They found characteristic acoustic and articulatory
differences between sighted and congenitally blind (CB) speakers, as CB speakers produced
vowels spaced closer together in the vowel space compared to sighted speakers. The present
study investigates whether the speech production of Dutch CB speakers and sighted speakers
displays similar acoustic differences as found in data from Ménard et al. [2,3]. Additionally, if
similar acoustic differences occur for Dutch CB and sighted speakers, this may influence the
efficacy of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) software. Therefore, the present study
concentrates on speech production of sighted and CB Dutch speakers and combines acoustic
speech production data similar to data from Ménard [2,3] with an additional experiment
comparing read speech and spontaneous speech data used for ASR analysis.
For the first experiment in this study, we replicated part of the procedure and method
of Ménard et al. [3] to be able to compare their results for francophone speakers with our data
of Dutch speakers. Therefore, we looked into the possible acoustic differences in the
production of vowels between CB and sighted speakers. We collected acoustic data of 13 CB
and 25 sighted speakers. Similarly to Ménard et al. [3] we used vowels that differ in place
(front-back) and/or manner (rounded-unrounded) of articulation. These stimuli were chosen as
the difference in place of articulation is created with invisible articulators (tongue), while the
difference in manner of articulation between the chosen vowels is formed with visible
articulators (lips). The Euclidean distances between vowel contrast pairs based on the meltransformed formant frequencies F1, F2, and F3 (extracted at vowel midpoint) for each vowel
contrast feature (place of articulation, rounding, and rounding + place of articulation) per
speaker group were analysed using linear mixed effects regression modelling (see results in
Figure 1). The CB speakers produced greater acoustic contrasts between vowels compared to
sighted speakers. Figure 1 additionally shows that acoustic contrasts are greatest for vowels
differing in both rounding and place of articulation.
The second speech production experiment looks into the efficacy of ASR for CB
speakers. We collected read sentences and free speech of 17 CB and 22 sighted speakers of
Dutch. The acoustic data was fed through ASR software. The resulting texts were compared
by group (CB vs. sighted) and production task (read speech vs. free speech). The recorded
audio-files were manually transcribed with PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink, 2016), and the
resulting texts were compared with the texts produced for these audio-files by the Google
Cloud Speech API ASR system. The differences between the transcribed sentences and the
sentences recognized by the ASR system were calculated by measuring the Levenshtein
distance (LD) on sentence level. Our data shows that ASR performs significantly better for
CB speakers than it does for sighted speakers in the read speech condition. The LD for free
speech is higher for sighted speakers (p=0.04, SE=2.041, see Figure 2). This means that the
recognition probability of the sighted free speech is lower than for CB free speech. The LD
for read speech is higher for sighted speakers (p<0.01, SE=0.3915). This means that the
recognition probability of the sighted read speech is significantly lower. Additional analysis
correcting for slower CB read speech rate (Braille) did not change the effect.
These results (better vowel discrimination and better ASR performance for CB
speakers) line up with the findings of Gougoux et al. [1] and Perkell et al. [4], namely better
vowel discrimination for CB speakers, rather than the findings of Ménard et al. [2,3] (better
vowel discrimination for sighted speakers).
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Figure 1. Euclidean distance between vowels based on the mel-transformed mean formant frequencies F1, F2, and F3 for
each vowel contrast feature (place of articulation only, rounding only, rounding+ place of articulation) per speaker group.

NS=non-sighted

S= sighted

Figure 2. Levenshtein distance (norm.) for read sentences and free speech, comparing congenitally blind speakers (NS) and
sighted speakers (S).

[1] Gougoux, F., Lepore, F., Lassonde, M., Voss, P., Zatorre, R.J., & Belin, P. (2004). Neuropsychology: Pitch
discrimination in the early blind. Nature, 430, 309.
[2] Ménard, L., Dupont, S., Baum, S. R., & Aubin, J. (2009). Production and perception of French vowels by
congenitally blind adults and sighted adults. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 126(3),
1406-14.
[3] Ménard, L., Toupin, C., Baum, S. R., Drouin, S., Aubin, J., & Tiede, M. (2013). Acoustic and articulatory
analysis of French vowels produced by congenitally blind adults and sighted adults. The Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America, 134(4), 2975-87.
[4] Perkell, J.S., Guenther, F.H., Lane, H., Matthies, M.L., Stockmann, E., Tiede, M., & Zandipour, M. (2004).
The distinctness of speakers' productions of vowel contrasts is related to their discrimination of the contrasts.
The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 116(4), 2338-2344.
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Age of acquisition, personal network, and tongue profiles in bilingual speakers
Alessandro Vietti, Lorenzo Spreafico
Alpine Laboratory of Phonetic Sciences | Free University of Bozen-Bolzano
Speakers growing up and living in a bilingual environment are exposed to an input that
contains information relative to two different phonological systems [1]. Research on bilinguals’
phonology has shown that cross-language similarity [2], the age of acquisition [3], the quantity
and quality of input [4], and the different patterns of language use and dominance [5, 6]
determine differences in the interaction of the phonemic inventories and the establishment of
certain phonological categories. In this research, we explore yet another characteristic of the
phonological systems of bilingual speakers, namely the fact that they are variable and
influenced by the structure of the individual social network.
More precisely, we investigate the relationships between the age of acquisition, the
properties of the personal network and the articulation of rhotics in Italian-Tyrolean bilinguals
from South Tyrol (Italy). To this aim, we examined the productions of 16 speakers (age x̅=28.1,
8M-8F). We categorized the speakers as early or late bilinguals depending on the age of second
language acquisition (0-3 or 3-6, respectively [7]). Moreover, we quantified their linguistic
experience in terms of the structural and compositional properties of the personal network,
namely the number of cohesive subgroups and their internal linguistic diversity [8]. Based on
the network properties, we allocated bilinguals to one of three different network types: the
balanced, the Italian-oriented type, the Tyrolean-oriented type. Eventually, we investigate how
the interaction of the age of acquisition and the network type affected their articulation of
rhotics.
Our focus was on the variability of the shape of the midsagittal tongue profile as captured
by the ultrasound tongue imaging (UTI) technique for 310 rhotics in /kra/ sequences included
in Italian or Tyrolean real words (UTI data collected at ≈ 100 Hz; midsagittal tongue contours
tracked using AAA [9]). Specifically, we explored whether within each language the tongue
profile for /r/ in Italian and Tyrolean differed across network types. Our hypothesis was that it
would, as /r/ has an anterior articulation in Italian monolinguals and a velar or uvular one in
Tyrolean monolinguals. To verify whether tongue profiles differed across languages, we
adopted a non-parametric clustering technique for functional data analysis where tongue
profiles were not a-priori categorized into groups [10]. This technique allowed the
simultaneous co-registration of curves produced by different speakers via a functional K-mean
alignment [11].
In order to establish a relationship between the network types and the clustering of tongue
profiles, we performed a chi-square test for each language. Briefly summarized, results show
that there is a strong dependency between the age of acquisition and network types, still the
age of acquisition has a stronger effect on the clustering of tongue profiles. Early bilinguals
display the balanced type of personal network and distinguish the anterior and the posterior
articulation of /r/ for Italian and Tyrolean, respectively. If they don`t distinguish, they select
the posterior articulation for both languages. In this case, a strong relation between the network
type and the clustering of tongue profiles emerges. Speakers with a balanced personal network
correlate with the cluster of languages characterized by a high tongue tip pointing to the
constriction position for anterior rhotics; speakers with a Tyrolean-oriented personal network
correlate with the cluster of languages characterized by the tongue tip pointing down. These
results show that the output of tongue clustering correlates with the personal network of
bilingual speakers. This is very much in line with the predictions of sociophonetics approaches
to linguistic variability that assume that speakers shape their phonological representations
according to their lexical and indexical experience.
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Interhemispheric phonetic recalibration
Mark Scott, Qatar University
Sensory systems are capable of rapidly adjusting to new information. In the domain of
speech perception, there have been several demonstrations of phonetic boundaries being
adjusted (or “recalibrated”) on the basis of lip-read information (Bertelson, Vroomen, & de
Gelder, 2003); speech imagery (Scott, 2016); lexical information (Norris, McQueen, &
Cutler, 2003) and even textual information, i.e. reading (Keetels, Schakel, Bonte, &
Vroomen, 2016). A recent study (Keetels, Pecoraro, & Vroomen, 2015) showed that each ear
can be simultaneously recalibrated to a different category (this was shown using lipread
information to induce the recalibration). The current study establishes a new type of
recalibration – interhemispheric recalibration – in which the left ear adjusts phonetic
boundaries with information coming from the right ear and vice versa.
This study replicated the standard format of a phonetic recalibration experiment, in which,
in an exposure phase, participants are exposed to several repetitions of an ambiguous sound
whose identity is disambiguated by some external source of information (such as visual
information of a face speaking in synch with the sound and thus indicating the “correct”
category of the ambiguous sound). After being trained to hear the ambiguous sound as
belonging to a particular category in this way, the participant is then tested on ambiguous
sounds in the absence of the external source of information to see if their phonetic boundaries
have recalibrated so that the ambiguous sound is now perceived as a clear instance of the
category it was associated with during exposure.
In this study, the source of information that disambiguated the ambiguous sound for eac h
ear was the other ear. That is, this experiment tested whether phonetic recalibration in the left
ear could be induced by clear sounds in the right ear and vice versa.
In the exposure phase of this study, participants were presented with fused dichotic
stimuli. The stimuli were all drawn from a continuum between /idih/ and /ibih/. These stimuli
were created using the STRAIGHT (Kawahara, Masuda-katsuse, & de Cheveigne, 1999)
resynthesis platform, so the stimuli sound like perfectly natural speech. On each trial
participants heard one end of the continuum (a clear, unambiguous token) in one ear and an
ambiguous token in the other ear. Because the sounds have identical temporal and prosodic
patterns (and very similar spectral patterns), this manipulation creates a fused percept whose
perceived phonetic category is determined by the ear hearing the clear token and participants
are unaware that one ear is in fact being exposed to an ambiguous sound (a control
experiment confirmed that this is the case).
After multiple exposures to such a fused dichotic stimulus, participants were then
presented with monoarual ambiguous tokens from the continuum and their task was to
categorize these ambiguous sounds. When the ambiguous sound was presented to the same
ear that had been exposed to the ambiguous sound during exposure, phonetic recalibration
occurred; that is, participants continued to categorize the sound in line with the category they
perceived during the exposure period. When the ambiguous sound was presented to the ear
that had heard the clear sound during exposure, as predicted, no recalibration was found.
This demonstrates that the right ear can have its determination of phonetic boundaries
recalibrated by information coming from the left ear and the left ear can have its
determination of phonetic boundaries recalibrated by information coming from the right ear.
To the best of the author’s knowledge the current study is the first demonstration of such
inter-hemispheric speech recalibration.
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Regional variation in loanword adaptation: phonological or acoustic repair?
Fernanda Barrientos (U. of Konstanz) and Deepthi Gopal (U. of Cambridge)
According to Calabrese (2009), two competing accounts of loanword adaptation exist: (a)
naive reanalysis, where repairs are driven solely by the action of listeners' L1 perceptual
systems on the foreign phonetic input, with no reference to external phonological systems
(Silverman 1992); and (b) phonological adaptation, where the final state of adapted loans
references L2 phonological information: the representations derived by bilinguals from their
L2 knowledge are then coerced into the L1 system, which might result in a less
acoustically-faithful solution (LaCharité & Paradis 2005). Given a donor-recipient language
pair, Heffernan (2007) claims that the probability that adaptation may be caused by (a) rather
than (b) corresponds to the population-level incidence of bilingualism.
We consider here the adaptation of English words with /ʌ/ by speakers of different
varieties of Spanish, all of which share the same 5-vowel system. This vowel triggers a
situation wherein more than just one outcome is plausible: both /a/ and /o/ have been attested
as possible candidates, and the overall winner varies significantly across Spanish-speaking
regions. If we assume that all Spanish speakers use the first repair strategy (i.e. naive
reanalysis), then all of them will strictly map /ʌ/ onto the acoustically-closest segment, unless
each dialect has different perceptual spaces. In this regard, differences in perceptual
boundaries among languages with acoustically-similar five-vowel inventories have been
established (Boersma & Chládková 2011); furthermore, the Spanish 5-vowel system in fact
differs substantially in acoustic characteristics – some have significantly more centralised
systems, which might affect boundary location (cf. Sadowsky 2012 for overview and
comparison between a peripheral system eg. Tijuana, Mexico and the centralised system of
Concepción, Chile). If this phonetic variation causes perceptual boundaries to vary across
different varieties of Spanish, then one hypothesis is that this variation drives differences in
the adaptation of loans containing vowels such as /ʌ/. The second option is that the
differences in adaptation result from different strategies: while some communities use an
acoustically-driven strategy, others use phonological repair.
We carried out an online survey which asked subjects from different Spanish-speaking
countries about adaptations of English words with /ʌ/. The survey showed pictures of these
words and asked subjects to choose one of three possible adaptations. The options were
transliterations into Spanish, e.g. panc, ponc, punc, plus an “I don’t use this word” option
(results in Fig. 1). A second online survey/experiment was carried out, this time with acoustic
stimuli from two 7-step continua built with the Praat Klatt synthesizer (Boersma & Weenink
2017); one with Chilean mean values for /a/ and /o/ (Sadowsky, 2012) and the other one with
Mexican values (Grijalva et al 2013). Listeners from Chile and Mexico were asked to
categorise the stimuli into the Spanish categories /a/, /e/, and /o/. The results (Fig. 2) show
that Chilean speakers have a perceptual space that accepts centralised acoustic values as
instances of /a/, which could be explained by its centralised vowel system. However, the
Mexican continuum yields the same perceptual pattern in both groups. This suggests that
while Chilean speakers choose an acoustic solution (thus mapping /ʌ/ onto /a/), Mexican
speakers prefer a phonologically-based approach (i.e. /ʌ/ mapped onto /o/). This hypothesis
can be further sustained by the higher levels of bilingualism in Mexico and Puerto Rico (both
with similar adaptation patterns) than in Argentina and Chile (also with similar patterns), thus
confirming Heffernan’s claim. The possible origins that we suggest for variations in
adaptation strategy thus conspire in the Chilean case – both the acoustically-compressed
vowel space and the low rates of bilingual competence favour their variant mapping.
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Figure 1. Output proportion for each loanword by country

Figure 2. Proportion of L1-like perception along Chilean and Mexican /a-o/ continua.
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Neighborhood-conditioned phonetic enhancement of an allophonic vowel split
Rebecca Scarborough1, Georgia Zellou2
1
University of Colorado Boulder, 2University of California Davis
Words subject to more lexical competition, i.e., from dense phonological neighborhoods (Hi
ND words), are realized with hyperarticulated phonetic properties. For instance, vowels in Hi
ND words are more peripheral in the vowel space than those in Lo ND words [1,2]. While
vowel hyperarticulation can be thought of as enhancing the system of phonemic contrast, other
lexically-conditioned phonetic patterns do not as obviously fit this motivation. For example,
Hi ND words with nasal consonants are also produced with greater nasal coarticulation than
Lo ND words [3]. So if ND-conditioned phonetic variation serves to perceptually mitigate
lexical difficulty, the strategy may be to provide robust cues within words rather than to
enhance phonemic distinctions, per se.
The current study examines lexically-conditioned effects on context-specific allophonic
variation of /æ/ in Western US English, which is raised and diphthongal before nasal codas,
but retracted, lower and monophthongal before oral codas [4]. This split leads to different
targets for æN and æC, and also reduces the contrast between pre-nasal /æ/ and /ɛ/. We ask
how words with these contexts are enhanced. Do phonetic vowel adjustments in Hi ND words
apply “across-the-board” (i.e., æN and æC move together in acoustic space, away from /ɛ/)?
Or are Hi ND adjustments targeted for the individual allophones, enhancing the allophonic split
and making sounds in context more distinctive (i.e., æN and æC move apart, and away from
/ɛ/, in different directions)?
18 speakers of Western American English produced 96 monosyllabic test words containing
/æ/ or /ɛ/, half with a nasal (/n/ or /m/) and half with an oral coda, half Hi ND and half Lo ND
(matched for lexical frequency). Speakers saw the test words in proximity to a geometric
landmark (i.e., next to a red circle, in a blue triangle, etc.) and produced instructions to a real
listener who filled in these words in the correct positions on a blank worksheet with landmarks.
Four acoustic measurements based on F1, F2, duration, and nasality were taken in each test
vowel. (See Figs 1-4.)
Results for formant midpoint (Fig 1) and spectral movement (Fig 2) reveal that vowels in
Hi ND æN words are fronter and more diphthongal than in Lo ND æN words, while vowels in
Hi ND æC words are lowered and more monophthongal than those in Lo ND æC words.
Durational variation across Hi and Lo ND /æ/ words cannot explain these spectral patterns (Fig
3). In contrast, ND effects for /ɛ/ appear to be consistent across contexts: Hi ND words with
both oral and nasal codas have longer and fronter vowels. Acoustic nasality values (Fig 4)
reveal an earlier onset and greater overall degree of nasality for æN than ɛN. Hi ND æN words
are produced with a greater degree of nasal coarticulation early in the vowel than Lo ND æN
words. No ND effect on nasality is seen for /ɛN/ words.
In other words, ND-conditioned phonetic variation is realized in targeted ways for the two
allophones of /æ/. The spectral features that make pre-nasal /æ/ a distinct allophone, fronter
vowel space position, diphthongization, and extensive (possibly phonologized) nasality, are
enhanced in Hi ND words. Meanwhile, oral /æ/ is lowered in Hi ND words, enhancing its
contrast with /ɛ/. For /ɛ/, where there is no allophonic split, hyperarticulation is consistent
across coda contexts, and nasality is constrained in ɛN to maintain contrast with raised æN.
Together, these results suggest a view of hyperarticulation in which the goal is to make words,
that is segments in their contexts, as distinct as possible (see also [3]).
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Figure 1: Vowel Plot
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Figures 1-4: 1) F1 and F2 at midpoint, 2) spectral movement, calculated as the Euclidean
distance from 25% to 75% through the vowel, 3) vowel duration, and 4) an acoustic measure
of vowel nasalization, A1-P0, calculated as the difference in amplitudes between the F1 peak
and a low frequency nasal peak [5], taken at 5 equidistant points over each vowel. Separate
linear mixed effects models were fitted to each dependent variable (frequency measures were
log-normalized), including main effects of Vowel (æ, ɛ), ND (Hi, Lo), and Coda nasality
(oral, nasal) and their interactions. (Timepoint was included for the model fit to A1-P0 data.)
Random intercepts by subject and random slopes per subject for each predictor and
interaction, where relevant, were included. All discussed effects were significant at p<.05.
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A corpus-based study of acoustic vowel stability in French
Fanny Guitard-Ivent, Cécile Fougeron
Lab. De Phonétique et Phonologie, UMR 7018, CNRS/Sorbonne-Nouvelle
The idea that some vowels are intrinsically more stable (i.e. less variable) than others is at
the core of different theories of speech production. According to the Quantal Theory of
Speech [1], vowels produced in natural regions in the vocal tracts where articulatory variation
do not cause important changes in the acoustic output, i.e. quantal regions, are by definition
acoustically more stable than others. This is the case of vowels like /i, a, u/. In the DAC
model of speech [2] the stability of vowel is specified in terms of the degree of articulatory
constraint (AC) and segments with higher AC are supposed to be more resistant to
coarticulatory effects, therefore more stable in their acoustic realization. This is the case of
front vowels, which are highly constrained by tongue dorsum activity, and of front closed
vowels, which are even more constrained given the narrowness of the constriction. Be it due
to particular articulatory-to-acoustic relationship or due to inherent articulatory constraints,
vowel-dependent degree of stability can be predicted as shown in Table 1.
Our aim is to test these predictions against a large set of natural speech data, where vowel
realization is affected by multiple sources of variation. Furthermore, we wanted to test
whether vowel stability is indeed an intrinsic property of a vowel, or whether this stability is
a function of consonantal context.
For these purposes, we selected 17 628 tokens of Vs /i,e,ɛ,ɵ,a,u,o,ɔ/ (with /ɵ/=/ø, œ, ə/)
produced by 15 male speakers in the French corpus of casual speech NCCFr [3] made of free
and partly guided conversations between friends. Vs were selected to range from 50 to 150
ms and be in CVC structures. Cs were either alveolar (/t,s,d,z,n,l/), velar (/k,g/), or uvular
(/R/) and were placed either before or after the vowel, with the opposite context being always
a labial consonant. Vowel stability is tested based on two dimensions: (a) the degree of tokento-token variability, i.e. intra-category dispersion, as measured in a F1-F2-F3-F4
multidimensional by the sum of the Euclidean distances of each token to the center of the
vowel category; (b) the acoustic discriminability, evaluated through an automatic
classification of the tokens represented by their four first formants (LDA with training set).
Overall results show vowel-dependent degree of stability, but those are difficult to explain
by quantal properties or articulatory constraints. For instance, back Vs (quantal or not)
present the worst classification results (only 32% averaged correct identification vs. 59% for
the others), but in terms of dispersion only quantal /u/ and less constrained central /ɵ/ stand
apart with more token-to-token variability (Fig. 1). Vowel /i/ (which is predicted to be the
least variable by both models) is not the least dispersed (Fig. 1) while it is clearly the bestidentified vowel (83% correct identification).
Interestingly, the degree of variability of Vs, is found to be also modulated by consonantal
context. For all categories, more token dispersion is found in uvular than in alveolar or velar
contexts. In terms of discriminability (Fig. 2), front Vs lose discriminability in uvular context,
while back Vs gain discriminability in uvular context. Uvular context increases confusions
with backer (central for front, back for central) Vs, while both alveolar and velar context do
increase the confusion with fronter counterparts (Table 2).
Overall, these results give little supports to Quantal theory as also shown by [4] in English
controlled material. Articulatory constraints seem to better explain vowel stability: these
constraints can be inherent to the vowel (e.g. narrow constriction of tongue dorsum) or to the
CV or VC sequences. Indeed Vs are more stable, in terms of discriminability, when they
share PoA with the neighbouring consonants. Implications of these results for questions
related to preferences in the distribution consonant-vowel sequences during speech
acquisition [5] will be discussed at the conference.
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Predictions DAC

Results of
dispersion
/e/
/i, ɛ/
/a,o,ɔ/

Results of
discriminability
/i, u, a/
/i/
/i/
/e/
/e/
/ɛ/
/a,ɵ/
/a,u,o,ɔ/
/ɛ/
/e,ɛ,ɵ,o,ɔ/
/ɵ/
/u, ɵ/
/ u,o,ɔ/
Table 1. Summary of 1) the predictions of Quantal (QT) and DAC theories with regards to
vowel stability (on the grey columns) and 2) our results for each dimension of stability
(dispersion and discriminability) tested (on the white columns).

Euclidean Distances of
F1F2F3F4 (in z-score)

- Stability +

Predictions QT

1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
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0
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/a/ /ɵ/

/u/ /o/ /ɔ/

Figure 1. Vowel intra-category dispersion measured by Euclidean distances in a
multidimensional space (z-scored F1-F2-F3-F4).

Figure 2. Correct classification rate
(in%) per group of vowels (Front /i, e, ɛ/,
Central = /a, ɵ/ and back /u,o,ɔ/
according to the consonantal context
(ALV = alveolar, VEL = velar and UV =
uvular).

Table 2. Rate of confusion (in %) between
group of vowels (F = Front, C = Central and
B = Back) according to the consonantal
context (ALV = alveolar, VEL = velar and
UV = uvular).
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A comparison with a gestural-origins alternative. Interaction Studies, 6(2), 173–199.
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Lexical Competition, Vowel Duration, and the English Word-Final Voicing Contrast
Eleanor Glewwe
University of California, Los Angeles
One source of phonetic variation is lexical competition, or how much competition a word
faces from other phonologically similar words in the lexicon. Measures of lexical competition
range from the specific (e.g. existence of a cue- and position-specific minimal pair competitor,
such as tip for dip for voicing in initial position) to the general (e.g. phonological neighborhood
density) (Nelson & Wedel 2017). Lexical competition can cause reduction: words with higher
neighborhood density (i.e. more phonological neighbors) have shorter duration (Kilanski 2009,
Gahl et al. 2012). On the other hand, lexical competition has also been shown to cause
contrastive hyperarticulation, i.e. hyperarticulation that increases the distinctiveness of
contrasting segments. Studies have found an effect for the initial stop voicing contrast in English:
greater competition makes VOT longer for voiceless stops and/or shorter for voiced stops
(Baese-Berk & Goldrick 2009, Schertz 2013, Fricke 2013, Nelson & Wedel 2017).
I conducted a corpus study modeled on Nelson & Wedel 2017 that looked for contrastive
hyperarticulation of the final stop voicing contrast in English. The cue examined was preceding
vowel duration. If lexical competition causes contrastive hyperarticulation on this cue, greater
competition should make vowels shorter before final voiceless stops and/or longer before final
voiced stops. I extracted monosyllabic words ending in [p b t d k g] from the Buckeye corpus
(Pitt et al. 2007) and considered two competition metrics: minimal pair competitor existence (e.g.
bat has bad) and neighborhood density. I analyzed the data with linear mixed effects models,
controlling for other factors affecting vowel duration. The dependent variable was the ratio of the
duration of the vowel to the duration of the whole word. I found no evidence for contrastive
hyperarticulation: neither minimal pair competitor existence nor higher neighborhood density
caused vowel duration before final voiced and voiceless stops to be more differentiated. Instead,
minimal pair competitor existence correlated with significantly shorter vowel durations before all
final stops, regardless of their voicing (see Figure 1). The effect of neighborhood density was not
significant.
This result is consistent with Goldrick et al. (2013)’s failure to find contrastive
hyperarticulation of the English final stop voicing contrast. In a reading task, they also found that
vowels were shorter before both voiced and voiceless final stops when the target word had a
minimal pair competitor, though the effect was only significant for voiced stops. My study bears
on competing accounts of phonetic variation. According to listener-oriented accounts, speakers
vary their pronunciation to increase the intelligibility of words that might be harder for listeners
to identify, such as words with lexical competitors. According to production-oriented accounts,
speakers’ pronunciation varies with ease of lexical access and production. Lexical competition
can be facilitatory for production, in which case it is expected to cause reduction if phonetic
variation is production-oriented (Gahl et al. 2012). Since I did not find contrastive
hyperarticulation of the final stop voicing contrast under increased competition, my study does
not support listener-oriented accounts of phonetic variation, but in finding vowel duration
reduction under competition it does support production-oriented accounts. As for why
contrastive hyperarticulation of the initial stop voicing contrast has been found while contrastive
hyperarticulation of the final stop voicing contrast has not, Goldrick et al. (2013) hypothesize
that minimal pair competitor existence may affect word-initial and word-final contrasts
differently. Having a minimal pair competitor enhances activation for word-initial contrasts
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(tip/dip), leading to hyperarticulation, but inhibits activation for word-final contrasts (bat/bad),
leading to hypoarticulation.

Figure 1. Partial effect of Minimal Pair Competitor Existence in a linear mixed effects model
with dependent variable Vowel Duration Ratio (ratio of the duration of the vowel to the duration
of the whole word). Partial effect is shown separately for final voiced stops (left) and final
voiceless stops (right).
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Cognitive processing strategy and the phonological integration of phonetic variation
Grant M. Berry
Penn State University
Phonological categories are to some degree plastic, dynamically updating in response to the
listener’s phonetic input (e.g., Kraljic, Brennan, & Samuel, 2008). For example, listeners readily
normalize category boundaries by talker, including when multiple talkers are present in their
environment (Magnuson & Nusbaum, 2007) or when a talker has a foreign or nonstandard accent
(e.g., Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Schertz, Cho, Lotto, & Warner, 2016. Crucially, recent research
suggests that the phonological variation present in a listener’s input can rapidly be integrated into
memory and influence their own, subsequent production as well (Berry & Ernestus, 2017;
Kittredge & Dell, 2016). How is phonetic variation encoded and integrated, and which cognitive
mechanisms best predict an individual’s adaptation to variation that is constrained by surrounding
phonetic context (e.g., in incipient sound change)?
This study explores the influence of cognitive processing strategies on the integration of
context-dependent phonetic variation. To accomplish this, a novel paradigm simulating sound
change in the laboratory was employed. Eighty mono- and bi-syllabic words were controlled for
lexical frequency in CLEARPOND (Marian et al. 2012); half (40) had /ɪ/ as the stressed vowel. Of
these, half (20) preceded a voiceless coronal coda (e.g., /tʃ/); this was arbitrarily assigned a
“favorable” context for lowering /ɪ/ to [ɛ]. A model talker from the Mid-Atlantic region (Labov,
Ash, & Boberg, 2005) recorded all stimuli, including versions with the lowered [ɛ] variant (e.g.,
“pitch” as both [pʰɪtʃ] and [pʰɛtʃ]). Sixty-six monolingual English participants read the words
aloud as a baseline, then alternated between blocks where they heard the model talker read the
stimuli and blocks where they read the stimuli themselves. Critically, the frequency of the [ɛ]
variant in the listening stimuli increased monotonically in “favorable” phonetic contexts in each
block.
The height of participants’ /ɪ/ vowels (Lobanov-normalized F1) was analyzed as a function of
the variant last heard in a given stimulus (/ɪ/ or lowered [ɛ]), the overall frequency of lowered
variants in the previous listening block, and composite measures of cognitive control derived from
three behavioral tasks (AX-CPT; n-back with lures; modified Stroop task). Under a dual
mechanisms account (e.g., Braver et al. 2007), processing strategies are subdivided into proactive
control, relating to the ability to hold cues in memory, and reactive control—the ability to react to
unexpected input. Individuals with weaker proactive control, who have less skill engaging topdown mechanisms to influence processing, may fail to normalize context effects in their input,
which is hypothesized to advance the integration of contextually constrained variation. Individuals
with weaker reactive mechanisms are less likely to correct for unexpected variants present in their
input, which is hypothesized to lead to generalized integration of that variation (cf. Berry, 2016).
Results of generalized additive modeling (cf. Fruehwald, 2017; Wood, 2017) indicate a robust
effect of the reactive control measure on phonological integration (Figure 1). Individuals with
lower scores lowered /ɪ/ in favorable contexts concomitant with raising the vowel in other
contexts, effectively partitioning the phonological category online. While there was no main effect
of the measure for proactive control, there was an additive interaction between proactive and
reactive measures: individuals with lower proactive and reactive control scores showed the most
robust partitioning of the acoustic space (Figure 2). These results are situated in a theoretical
framework where habitual engagement of specific cognitive control modes may modulate
perception, subsequent production, and the tendency to adopt local patterns of variation over time.
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Figure 1: Phonological integration by reactive
control composite measure

Figure 2: Phonological integration by reactive
and proactive composite measures
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Word boundary perception in ambiguous resyllabification contexts in Spanish
José María Lahoz-Bengoechea
Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Prosodic boundaries between consecutive morae, syllables, or feet are preferential points
for segmentation of the speech continuum, and aid lexical access in languages whose rhythm
is based on those respective units [1]–[6]. Candidate words aligned with such boundaries are
given more weight than other competitors in lexical decision tasks. Spanish is a syllabletimed language [7] but exhibits resyllabification processes that break the correspondence
between word beginnings and syllable beginnings [8]. For example, mis amigos ‘my friends’
is syllabified [mi.sa.mi.ɣ ̞os].
Given the role of the syllable in speech segmentation and lexical access in Spanish, the
question arises whether there are any cues that signal that the word boundary is “hidden” in
the middle of the syllable. [9] showed for Spanish that true onset [s] is significantly longer
than resyllabified [s], which is in turn longer than coda [s]. This paper attempts to check to
what extent native speakers of Spanish use these durational differences as a perceptual cue to
locate word boundaries.
A male speaker of Castilian Spanish recorded 3 repetitions of each of the sentences listed
in the appendix. These sentences are built as minimal pairs regarding the lexical affiliation of
the consonant to the previous or the following word. 5 pairs target consonant [s], while 5
other target the [n]. For each pair, members with and without resyllabification were recorded
in two different sessions (distributed in a balanced fashion), mixed with 55 distractors. The
speaker was unaware of the purpose of this research.
The best repetition of each sentence was chosen (e.g. exemplars pronounced with a brief
pause between the relevant words were discarded) and used as a basis to resynthesize the
stimuli for the perception test. Target consonants, together with the previous (V1) and the
following (V2) vowels, were segmented in a TextGrid with Praat [10], following the same
segmentation criteria as [9]. A script was then run to manipulate the duration tier and
resynthesize 5 versions of each of the 20 original sentences, using the overlap-add method.
The new durations of [s] were set to be 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 ms, whereas the steps for [n]
were 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 ms. An identification test was designed in Praat with the resulting
100 stimuli (10 for each pair). Two further tests were built by multiplying the original
durations of V1 and V2, respectively, in steps of 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, and 1.5. Steps for the
vowels were defined as relative durations to address the fact that vowel durations are more
dependent on factors such as vowel identity, syllable stress, or speech rate [11].
43 native listeners of Spanish, aged 20-34, participated in each of these experiments. For
the [s] stimuli, increased consonantal duration significantly correlates with perceiving the
consonant as word initial, χ2(4) = 129.48, p < 0.001. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons between
the steps, with Bonferroni correction, as calculated by the chisq.post.hoc function of
the fifer package in R, showed nonsignificant differences between steps 1-2, and 4-5, and
significant differences for the rest (p < 0.001, except 3-4, p < 0.05). V1 and V2 manipulations
showed no significant effect on the perception: χ2(4) = 3.52, p = 0.47; χ2(4) = 1.10, p = 0.89.
For the [n] stimuli, consonantal duration did not have a significant impact on the answer,
χ2(4) = 4.13, p = 0.39, and neither did V1 nor V2: χ2(4) = 5.51, p = 0.24; χ2(4) = 4.17,
p = 0.38. Instead, a significantly higher number of “word initial” responses was obtained for
stimuli synthesized from originally word-initial versions, and vice versa, χ2(1) = 7.58,
p < 0.01, pointing at the existence of some other perceptual cues, possibly nasal velarization
for coda segments resyllabified as onsets, or tonal alignment depending on the true beginning
of the syllable, but these remain to be investigated in future studies.
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Appendix: minimal pairs
(1) a. Me imagino que no querrás obras. (I guess you don’t want construction works)
b. Me imagino que no querrá sobras. (I guess he doesn’t want leftovers)
(2) a. Dijo que eras ancho. (He said you were wide-bodied)
b. Dijo que era Sancho. (He said he was Sancho [a person’s name])
(3) a. ¿No buscabas ocio? (Weren’t you looking for entertainment?)
b. ¿No buscaba socio? (Wasn’t he looking for a partner?)
(4) a. Tienes odio acumulado. (You have accumulated hatred)
b. Tiene sodio acumulado. (It has accumulated sodium)
(5) a. Quizás urgían soluciones políticas. (Political solutions were possibly urgent)
b. Quizá surgían soluciones políticas. (Political solutions possibly emerged)
(6) a. Ven algas en todas partes. (They see seaweeds everywhere)
b. Ve nalgas en todas partes. (He sees buttocks everywhere)
(7) a. Ven arcos desde su ventana. (They see arcs out their window)
b. Ve narcos desde su ventana. (He sees narcos out his window)
(8) a. Venden aves. (They sell birds)
b. Vende naves. (He sells ships)
(9) a. Tienen hormas nuevas. (They have new shoe lasts)
b. Tiene normas nuevas. (He has new rules)
(10) a. Proponían hombres nuevos cuando hacía falta. (They proposed new men whenever
necessary)
b. Proponía nombres nuevos cuando hacía falta. (He proposed new names whenever
necessary)
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Syllable count judgments and temporal organization of articulatory gestures
Anisia Popescu, Ioana Chitoran
Université Paris Diderot – Paris 7, CLILLAC-ARP
The present study is a replication and an extension of [4,6,7] on the relationship between
rime duration and syllable count judgments (SCJ) in English words with tense
vowel/diphthong nuclei + liquid coda (1syll < feel, fire < 2syll). This particular class of words
termed sesquisyllables [4] exhibits variation in speakers’ SCJ. [7] have shown that rime
durations differ between words associated with one-syllable vs. more-than-one syllable SCJ.
Their results indicate that a common representation is used for both motor planning and
metalinguistic judgments. This study aims to provide further evidence for this hypothesis by
considering results reported by [5] on gestural coordination patterns of liquids in complex
codas: English coda liquids show a gestural coordination pattern reserved for onsets. They are
coordinated in-phase with the vowel, whereas coda stops and nasals are coordinated out-ofphase with the vowel. In coda clusters, the in-phase coordination pattern translates into a
significant shortening of the acoustic duration of the vowel preceding a liquid+C complex
coda. Based on [7], if rime duration affects a speaker’s SJC, we predict that forms with
complex codas will differ in their SCJ from singleton coda liquids: adding a second coda C
should lengthen the rime, shifting the SCJ closer to 2 syllables. However, considering the
results of [5], the singleton coda liquid and complex coda forms should not differ in SCJ,
because adding a second coda C triggers acoustic vowel shortening, thus keeping rime
durations comparable. Alternatively, if the vowel shortening isn’t significant, the SCJs for the
two forms will differ. We tested the hypotheses in a production and judgment task.
Participants were 18 native speakers of American English, all students living in the US.
Test stimuli consisted of triplets with a tense V/diphthong in an open syllable (CV: fee, bee),
followed by a coda liquid (CVC: feel, beer), and followed by a liquid+C2 coda (CVCC: field,
beard). Controls consisted of a lax vowel + liquid/nasal (gull-gulp, bin-bins), tense
vowel/diphthong + nasal (stay-stain-stained), and unambiguous disyllabic words (public).
Task: Speakers completed the same production task as in [7], followed by a modified SJC
task: speakers were asked to choose between three SJC values 1, 1.5, or 2 syllables. Because
for liquid coda tokens acoustic boundaries weren’t always clear, vowel duration + C1 and full
rime duration were measured.
Preliminary results (from 12 subjects so far) based on a cumulative link mixed model [1]
with Rime_duration as a fixed factor and Speaker, Token, Word_frequency [3] as random
factors, reveal an overall effect of Rime_duration on SCJ (p=.002). For the pooled data,
tokens judged as 1 syllable (including CV, CVC, CVCC) have the shortest rime duration.
Tokens judged as 1.5 syllables (including CVC, CVCC) have longer rime duration. For CVC
tokens, 1.5 syllable judgments were given exclusively to liquid codas. For CVCC tokens
there is a high degree of inter-speaker variation. Overall, we find that V+liquid sequences are
acoustically shorter in CVCC than CVC tokens (p=.03), confirming [5]. At a Speaker level,
however, SCJs are variable. Two strategies can be observed, corresponding to both
hypotheses, respectively. Some speakers give the same SCJ to CVC and CVCC tokens, while
others increase the SCJ between CVC (1 syllable) and CVCC (1.5). The difference between
the two groups is in the amout of VC1 shortening: when the SCJ is the same, there is more
VC1 shortening and when the SCJ increases there is less VC1 shortening. This shows that
there is no universal strategy for SCJ but within each strategy the predictions are borne out.
The results support the hypothesis that a common representation is used for both motor
planning and metalinguistic judgments, but suggest that this common representation differs
between speakers.
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Figure 1: Rime duration as a function of SCJ for different Coda types
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The production and perception of rhotic metathesis
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Rhotic metathesis, where a rhotic sound changes its place within the sound sequence, has
been approached from a number of theoretical perspectives ranging from formal OT [1] to
Laboratory Phonology [2]. A major factor in the emergence of the sound change is the acoustic
structure of the alveolar rhotics [ɾ] and [r]: on each side of the rhotic constriction phase(s), a
vocoid element appears, which is generally shorter, more centralised, and of lesser intensity
than the full vowel of the surrounding context [3]. These vocalic elements are most salient
when adjacent to a consonant, i.e. in sequences of the type CvrVC (complex onset), CVrvC
(complex coda), and CvrvC (syllabic rhotic) [4]. When the listener misinterprets the vocoids,
which are part of the rhotic, as separate vowel phonemes, they can become full vowels [5].
Rhotic metathesis occurs when, at the same time, the original full vowel is parsed by the listener
as an inherent vocoid of the rhotic [6]. However, this hypothesis has never been subject to
systematic experimental investigation. We report findings from two speech experiments, which
show that the perceptual confusion of full vowels and vocoids can indeed explain the origin of
intra-syllabic rhotic metathesis as well as the developments of syllabic rhotics.
We conducted a speech production experiment with 33 native speakers of Croatian.
Alveolar rhotics were elicited in the contexts CvrVC, CVrvC, and CvrvC in isolated nonce
words, where C was /p, t, k/ and V one of the five vowels /a, e, i, o, u/. Speakers produced the
vocoids surrounding the rhotic constriction in the central to high part of the vowel space in
CvrVC and CVrvC, approaching the quality of [i], [u], and [ǝ]. The vocoids were much shorter
than adjacent full vowels and typically had a duration of 20 ms to 40 ms only. In addition,
vocoids were considerably longer in CVrvC than in CvrVC. These results are in line with earlier
studies [7], and point to two potential factors impacting the perceptual confusion of full vowels
and vocoids: (i) due to the quality of vocoids in CvrVC and CVrvC, we predicted that rhotic
metathesis should be most likely to occur when the full vowel in the same syllable is a central
or high vowel, and (ii) since full vowels have a longer duration than vocoids in CVrvC and
CvrVC, rhotic metathesis should be more likely to occur the shorter the full vowel is.
In order to test these hypotheses, a speech perception experiment with 113 native listeners
of Croatian was conducted, 12 of whom had also participated in the production study. Stimuli
of the type CvrVC, CVrvC, and CvrvC, where vowels varied in duration and formant space,
were presented to listeners, who had to assign them to the sequences CrVC, CVrC, Cr̩C
(syllabic rhotic), and CVrVC (intervocalic rhotic) in a 4AFC task. All stimuli were nonsense
words. Perceptual metathesis predominantly occurred in stimuli containing the vowels /i/ and
/u/, thereby confirming that high vowels are more likely to participate in rhotic metathesis than
mid and low vowels (Figure 1). For duration, stimuli with maximally different durations of full
vowel and vocoid did not show a preference for syllable positions (2.5% CVrC > CrVC vs.
2.6% CrVC > CVrC). By contrast, stimuli in which the full vowel was only slightly longer than
the vocoid showed a preference for metathesis into the coda (2.0% CVrC > CrVC vs. 3.5%
CrVC > CVrC). This corresponds to the above-mentioned durational differences between
vocoids in CVrvC and CvrVC. Overall, our findings suggest that an explanation of rhotic
metathesis can only be achieved if the fine phonetic details of the sounds involved are taken
into consideration, and that intra-syllabic rhotic metathesis, like many other sound changes,
results from the intricate interplay between speech production and (mis-)perception.
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Figure 1. Frequency of perceptual metathesis per vowel phoneme.
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Perceptions of talker dominance and trustworthiness from face and voice cues
James Tompkinson, Dominic Watt, Mila Mileva and A. Mike Burton
University of York
Our social evaluation of other people is strongly influenced by their faces and their voices,
which are typically perceived simultaneously. However, we know rather little about how
these channels combine in forming ‘first impressions’. Via a series of experiments we
investigate the relative contributions of facial and vocal information in the formation of social
judgments of dominance and trustworthiness [cf. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5], in the context of a broader
programme of research investigating how listeners infer threat and intent to harm from the
verbal behaviour of other individuals [6, 7]. Our assumption here is that people judged to be
more dominant and less trustworthy will tend to seem more threatening than individuals who
are rated low for dominance and high for trustworthiness.
The present experiments explore these sources of within-person information, manipulating
and combining faces and voices in ways expected to give rise to different social attributions.
The particular focus here was the relationship between face- and voice-related factors in
person perception in the context of the listeners’ interpretations to an ‘indirect threat’
utterance (i.e. one in which an intention to cause the recipient harm may be ambiguously or
covertly encoded; see e.g. [8, 9, 10]). We focus on voice fundamental frequency (F0) as a
potential indicator of social dominance, as previous research [11, 12, 13] identifies a link
between lowered F0 and increased dominance perception. For the visual stimuli, we used
previously rated same-identity images and selected as stimuli those judged the most/least
dominant and trustworthy, on the basis of research showing that ratings of different photos of
the same person can vary more than those of photos of different people [14].
20 native speakers of British English (10 female) were recorded uttering the phrase ‘I
wouldn’t do that if I were you’. The fundamental frequency (F0) of these recordings was then
manipulated so as to create low and high mean pitch levels. For male speakers, the mean F0
was adjusted to 90Hz (low) and 140Hz (high); for females, F0 was adjusted to 170Hz (low)
and 250Hz (high). The 40 resulting recordings were then presented to 36 listeners, who rated
them for dominance. The low-pitched voices of both males and females were consistently
perceived to be more dominant than their high-pitched equivalents.
Having established that vocal pitch predicts listeners’ ratings for dominance, we then
combined the voice samples with electronically-manipulated male and female facial images
selected for having attracted particularly high or low ratings for dominance in an earlier
experiment. Dominance had an additive effect across the two modalities, in that highdominance voices paired with high-dominance faces yielded the highest ratings for
dominance, and low-dominance voices presented simultaneously with low-dominance faces
were perceived to be the least dominant.
A second participant group (N=40; 32 female) then rated the voice samples for perceived
trustworthiness. It was found that high and low pitch made no difference to trustworthiness
ratings for either male or female speakers, and so unedited voice stimuli were used instead.
However, when these were presented alongside high- and low-trustworthiness images the
ratings for trustworthiness revealed that face had a larger effect than voice.
In sum, then, our research found that faces and voices make consistent, but independent,
contributions to person evaluation. Voices were shown to have the larger influence on
dominance judgments, while faces predominate in judgments of trustworthiness. Also,
integration of the two sources appears to be resistant to the observer’s attempts to prevent it,
as instructions to participants to ignore one of the two channels failed to eliminate that
channel’s influence. Furthermore, the relative weighting of the face and voice channels varies
according to the trait (trustworthiness and dominance) that is being perceived.
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Long-distance effects on the VOT variation of Korean stops
Mira Oh and Dahee Kim
Chonnam National University, Korea and Ohio State University, USA
This study investigates whether and to what extent VOTs of word-initial C1 are affected
by the laryngeal category of a non-local C2 in C1VC2 sequence in Korean. Long-distance
laryngeal co-occurrence restrictions are widely attested across languages [1,2]. Speech
production and perception has been proposed to account for the laryngeal cooccurrence
restrictions, in that multiple ejectives are more difficult to produce and tell apart from other
stops in close proximity to one another [2]. In the native-Korean stratum of the lexicon,
aspirated consonants may not co-occur in stems [3], and the author accounted for this
laryngeal cooccurrence restriction as aspirated C2 blocking aspirated C1 in C1VC2 stems. In
this study, we investigated whether and to what extent C2 influences aspirated C1 consonants.
One hypothesis could be that the restriction in one particular stratum in the lexicon does not
have observable phonetic effect, thus the acoustics of aspirated C1 would not vary as a
function of laryngeal property of C2 (i.e., regardless of whether C2 is aspirated or not).
Alternatively, one may hypothesize that the degree of aspiration in C1 could be weakened in
C1VC2 sequences, where C2 is an aspirated consonant.
Two production experiments were carried out to test the hypothesis. Ten Seoul
(Experiment 1) and ten Gwangju (Experiment 2) Korean speakers produced /C1aC2ata/
sequences embedded in a carrier sentence /iket’o C1aC2ata/ (“this is ____ as well.”), where C1
was /p, ph, p', t, th, t', k, kh, k'/ and C2 was identical to C1 (Experiment 1) or C2 was a stop
consonant of which the place of articulation was same as C1 or a lateral (Experiment 2). VOT
of C1, closure duration and VOT of C2 were measured from each token. Results revealed that,
regardless of the differences in talker dialects and repetition patterns across experiments,
aspirated C1s followed by a non-local aspirated C2 had ~ 20ms shorter VOT compared to
VOT of aspirated C1s where C2 was not an aspirated stop. Interestingly, such shortening was
also found from C1s followed by a non-local tense C2. An investigation into spontaneous
speech (Experiment 3) confirmed the shortening of C1 VOT as a function of laryngeal
property of C2, providing converging evidence for the long-distance effects on the C1 VOT.
Results speak to the nature of the three-way contrast in Korean stops, in that the
shortening of VOT for aspirated stops, which has the longest VOT in most speakers, might
also affect the perceptual distinction between aspirated and lax stops [4]. In the production
studies (Experiments 2 and 3, Figures 1 and 2) we found that lax C1s, on average, had a
longer VOT than aspirated C1s when they occurred before a non-local aspirated C2. We are
currently in the process of investigating how phonetic cues correlated with the three-way
distinction are modulated as a function of the laryngeal property of a non-local segment,
hoping to find whether the modulation in VOT affects how a contrast is phonetically
implemented and affected by a non-local segment. If aspirated C1 stops are more confusable
with other stops before an aspirated C2, it might be a reminiscent of distributional in a stratum
of the lexicon. If other phonetic correlates of aspirated C1 before non-local C2 are found to be
strengthened, potentially to compensate for shortening of VOT triggered by tense or aspirated
C2 stops, it would suggest that phonetic implementation of a phonological contrast is affected
by non-local segments.
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The Effect of C1 and C2 on the Voice Onset Time of C1
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Figure 1. VOT of C1, Experiment 2 (Lab speech of young Gwangju Korean speakers).
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Figure 2. VOT of C1 at IP initial position, Experiment 3 (Spontaneous speech of Seoul
Korean speakers).
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Articulatory characterisation of vowel length contrasts in Australian English
Louise Ratko, Michael Proctor and Felicity Cox
Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia
Phonological vowel length in many Germanic languages is realised through both temporal
and spectral contrasts [1, 2]. Acoustic studies have shown that short vowels are more
centralised compared to their long equivalents [1, 2, 3], with proportionately shorter acoustic
steady-states [2, 3, 4, 5], and longer transitions to surrounding consonants [6]. Many studies of
English and German have explored the acoustic properties that characterise phonological
vowel length contrasts [2, 4, 5], but fewer have explored the articulatory properties of longshort vowel pairs. In non-rhotic Australian English (AusE), the contrast between /ɐː/ ‘Bart’ and
/ɐ/ ‘but’ is primarily durational, with acoustic studies finding a very close spectral
correspondence between the two [6, 7, 8]. Other AusE long/short vowel contrasts, such as /iː/
‘beat’ - /ɪ/ ‘bit’, more closely resemble length distinctions found in American English and
German, involving both temporal and spectral differences [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. AusE therefore
offers an interesting test case for examining the articulatory implementation of different kinds
of vowel length contrast.
This paper reports an Electromagnetic Articulography study of vowel length in AusE. We
compare vertical and horizontal lingual displacement and articulatory kinematics in short vs.
long vowels, and examine how these differ between vowels that have been shown acoustically
to use both spectral and temporal contrastive cues (e.g. /iː-ɪ/) and those where differentiation is
mainly restricted to the temporal domain (e.g. /ɐː-ɐ/).
Target vowels were elicited from 7 speakers of AusE (4 females, 3 males) in /pVp/, /tVt/
and /kVk/ monosyllables embedded in one of two carrier phrases to control for tongue
movement. For the high vowel context /iː-ɪ/, the carrier contained low vowels ‘Star CVC heart’
[stɐː CVC hɐːt], and for the low vowel context /ɐː-ɐ/, the carrier contained high vowels ‘See
CVC heat’ [siː CVC hiːt]. Participants produced each target word (in the relevant carrier) ten
times in a randomised elicitation task. Here, we report on production in labial contexts only.
Four landmarks were identified from tangential velocities of the rearmost lingual (dorsal)
sensors in each vocalic trajectory [9], delineating three intervals: 1) constriction formation
(CF), 2) gestural nucleus (GN), 3) constriction release (CR). For each vowel token, duration
and displacement were calculated overall, and for each interval (1 to 3), for the dorsal sensor.
Displacement trajectories were calculated from context origin (i.e. from the preceding to the
following vowel in the carrier - /ɐː/ in 'star' for the /iː-ɪ/ tokens; /iː/ in 'see' for /ɐː-ɐ/ tokens).
Mixed models were run with length (long/short) x height (high/low) as fixed factors and
participant and repetition as random factors.
Short vowels /ɪ/ and /ɐ/ were both produced with less lingual displacement than their long
equivalents /iː/ and /ɐː/ (p<.001; Fig. 1). There was an interaction between length and height
(p<.005), suggesting the difference in displacement between /iː/ and /ɪ/ was greater than the
difference in displacement between /ɐː/ and /ɐ/, consistent with the acoustic characterisation of
/ɪ/ as more centralised with respect to /iː/, compared to the low-central vowel pair /ɐ-ɐː/.
The gestural durations for short vowels were 89.9% (sd = 6.42) of their long equivalents,
with asymmetries in the articulatory realisations of short and long vowels (Fig. 2). Mean GN
duration for short vowels /ɪ/ and /ɐ/ was shorter than for long vowels /iː/ and /ɐː/ (p<.001).
Mean CR duration was longer for short vowels than for long vowels (p<.001). There was no
significant difference in CF duration across short and long vowels and no interactions between
length and height for any of the three intervals.
Our results are consistent with prior acoustic studies of AusE [6, 7, 8]; short vowels are
articulatorily centralised and have proportionately shorter articulatory steady-states and longer
transitions to following consonants than long vowels. The larger degree of centralisation of the
short vowel in the high-front pair /iː-ɪ/ compared to /ɐː-ɐ/ suggests that centralisation may play
a lesser role in distinguishing the low-central /ɐː-ɐ/ pair. Thus, AusE’s /ɐː-ɐ/ contrast may be
distinct from length contrasts in German, where all long-short vowel pairs exhibit equivalent
degrees of lingual centralisation [4, 5]. Differences in the GN and CR duration between
long/short vowel pairs suggest intrinsically different patterns of articulatory activity in AusE
short vs long vowels. The relatively longer CR in short vowels might suggest a closer
relationship between short vowels and their post-vocalic consonants than for long vowels in
line with [4, 10].
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Figure 1: Displacement of tongue dorsum sensor over time for constriction formation (CF), gestural nucleus (GN) and
constriction release (CR). /iː-ɪ/ (left) and /ɐː-ɐ/ (right).

Figure 2: Duration of constriction formation (CF), gestural nucleus (GN), constriction release (CR). All durations
expressed as a proportion of total vowel duration.
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Distinct Pathways of Visual and Articulatory Speech Recalibration
Henny Yeung1,2 & Lionel Granjon2
Dept. of Linguistics (Simon Fraser Univ.) 1 & Lab. Psychologie de la Perception (CNRS)2
Speech perception is not strictly auditory: For example, visual information (seeing a face
talking), lexical information (from the surrounding phonetic context), and speech imagery
(motor planning) can all influence the types of speech sounds that one perceives. One
paradigm useful for studying non-auditory influences in perception is speech recalibration,
which describes an aftereffect that results from hearing ambiguous speech in a context where
the non-auditory information biases perception. For example, in a classic visual recalibration
paradigm [1], an ambiguous sound between the two phonemes (/aba/ and /ada/) is first
presented in a particular context (with a visual face that is articulating ABA or ADA), which
then biases perception. In a subsequent auditory-only testing phase, perception of this
ambiguous sound is then ‘recalibrated’ by the prior context (i.e., more /aba/ versus /ada/
tokens are perceived when the ambiguous token is heard, respectively, in visual ABA versus
visual ADA contexts).
Recalibration effects have been found in a variety of paradigms, and using both visual [1]
and lexical [2] contexts. It is also seen after speech motor learning [3], and when participants
silently articulate, which elicits speech imagery [4]. In the present study, we use this
recalibration paradigm to ask whether different types of non-auditory information,
specifically visual information and speech imagery, influence speech processing via distinct
perceptual pathways (see [5] for related work). In other words, if multiple sources of
information are available in the biasing context, we explored how these factors interact.
All experiments involved the testing of monolingual French adults, and a summary of the
experiment designs are shown in Figure 1, while results are in Figure 2. The first set of
studies (Experiments 1-3) established a baseline, replicating previous results. Experiment 1
(Visual) involved presenting the same stimuli as the classic visual recalibration study [1] in
order to replicate the basic /aba/-/ada/ visual recalibration results that are described above (n
= 12). In Experiment 2 (Baseline), the mouth of the face was blocked, and thus no
recalibration effects occurred when the critical phonetic information could not be seen (n =
12). In Experiment 3 (Silent Articulation), the occluded face was again presented, and
recalibration was re-instated when participants either mouthed (n = 12) or imagined mouthing
(n = 12) a biasing phoneme, which replicated the speech imagery results from [4].
In the critical study, Experiments 4 (Conflict), visual information and speech imagery
were put in conflict. Here, participants saw the unoccluded visual face, but also mouthed (n =
12) or imaged mouthing (n = 12) the other phoneme. For example, if the visual face
articulated /aba/ (Vb), participants were instructed to mouth a /ada/ gesture, or imagine
mouthing /ada/ (Gd/Id). Here, recalibration of the ambiguous sound in the auditory post-test
that followed the biasing context patterned with speech imagery, and to a similar degree of
magnitude as Experiment 3. This result was surprising, because participants overwhelmingly
reported that they perceived the visually driven percept during the biasing context. In sum,
even though participants reported hearing /aba/ when seeing the /aba/ face (and mouthing or
imagining mouthing /ada/), the observed aftereffect followed the effects of speech imagery
In conclusion, this study examined the interaction of non-auditory influences in speech
perception using a recalibration paradigm. Results are striking, because they show that visual
and speech imagery information have very different effects: Visual information appears to be
stronger than speech imagery for online speech perception, as seen in participants’ judgments
following the visual percept while in the biasing context. However, articulatory information
from motor planning has a stronger effect on long-term speech representations, as seen in
perceptual aftereffects (i.e., speech recalibration following speech imagery of the gesture).
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Figure 1. Summary of the
experimental conditions,
showing the title, sample
size, stills of video stimuli
used, and whether or not
participants engaged in
silent articulation of a
gesture / imagery of this
gesture. Condition codes
refer to Figure 2 (e.g.,
«A? Vb or A?Vd » refers
to the idea that the
biasing context had either
visual /aba/ or visual
/ada/).
Figure 2. The y-axis
shows the proportion
of /aba/ responses
during the auditoryonly post-test. The xaxis shows responses
for three continuum
tokens. The token
before the ambiguous
one is indicated by
A?-1, the ambiguous
token is noted by A?,
and the token one
place further towards
/ada/ is noted by
A?+1 (see [1]). Each
experiment had two
conditions, and codes
are listed in Figure 1.
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What articulatory data tell us about vowel devoicing in Brazilian Portuguese
Francisco Meneses1, Sarah Johnson2, Eleonora Albano1, Ryan Shosted2
1
Institute of Language Studies, University of Campinas, Brazil
2
Department of Linguistics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
This paper aims to investigate an articulatory process involved in vowel reduction in
Brazilian Portuguese (BP): the so-called apocope of high vowels, which, according to [1],
results from deletion of the vowel in final unstressed position. Based on acoustic and
aerodynamic data, [2] argued that the alleged cases of apocope in BP are actually overlap with
devoicing (see [3]); deletion only occurring in extreme cases. The authors suggest that vowel
devoicing is the synchronic reflection of a diachronic trend toward extreme reduction in final
unstressed vowels. Accordingly, the vocal tract configuration in highly overlapped final
unstressed obstruent + vowel (V) syllables prevents the aerodynamic conditions necessary for
phonation, leading to devoicing. However, articulatory data have not been available to
investigate this hypothesis until now. Here, we will look into the articulation (position and
movement of vocal tract organs) associated with BP vowel devoicing to inquire into the
presence of hidden V gestures.
To explore the articulatory side of high vowel devoicing, we perform automatic registration
of relatively large-magnitude deformations in the horizontal and vertical dimensions of sagittal
ultrasound images of the tongue (480×600 pixels), based loosely on an algorithm described by
[4]. The automated deformation field analysis takes advantage of advances in computer vision
that allow us to avoid more subjective methods, like manual or semi-automatic tracing of
tongue contours. Controlled data have been collected from four speakers of Brazilian
Portuguese. For this experiment, /ˈCV1CV2/ sequences, where V2 was the vowel /i/ or /u/, were
compared with [CVC] sequences, e.g., face ‘face’ and faço ‘I make’ vs. faz ‘he make’. Three
lingual regions of interest were examined, corresponding to the range of motion of the “front”,
“mid”, and “back” of the tongue (see Figure 1).
To deal with the speckle noise that is well-known in ultrasound applications, images were
filtered using a Fourier ideal low-pass filter designed by [5] and described in [6]. Twodimensional displacement fields were estimated between each consecutive image using the
Matlab function imregdemons. For each pair of consecutive images, Ai and Ai+1, the result was
a matrix of values corresponding to the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) displacement of each
pixel, from image Ai to Ai+1. The highest-magnitude displacements in each matrix were used
to calculate a velocity function for each region, from image to image. These were visualized in
R using customized SSANOVA scripts based on [7]. Because the ultrasound image series
varied in length, they were time-scaled between 0 and 1.
Our results reveal that the apparent absence of an acoustic signal associated with the vowel
does not mean that the articulatory gesture has been deleted. They are consistent with the
hypothesis that vowels are not deleted during devoicing--supporting [2]. Figure 2 shows
examples of splines for vertical deformation of two regions of interest (tongue-mid and tonguefront) for one speaker (BP3). On the left in Figure 2, during /si/ and /su/ (blue and green splines,
respectively), the “mid” region of the tongue moves higher than coda /s/, arguably to produce
a palatal constriction associated with devoiced /i/. On the right in Figure 2, only displacement
of the tongue-front region during /su/ (blue spline) is different, arguably due to the retraction
required to produce /u/. During the production of the devoiced vowels illustrated, the tongue
moves consistently faster than during coda /s/.
Articulatory results seem to corroborate the inferences about articulation made by [2] from
acoustical and aerodynamic data. Apparently, the vowel gesture "shrinks" in time and space
and the stationary portion is truncated. The portion of the vowel that "resists" the overlap
becomes too short and too weak to sustain the production of voicing. Devoicing in BP seems
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to result from specific reorganization of timing and articulatory targets, but our articulatory
results suggest they do not result in unambiguous gestural deletion.

Figure 1. Triangular regions of interest overlaid on the tongue: “Back”, “Mid”, and
“Front” (L-R). In this figure, /u/ appears in green, /i/ appears in magenta.

Figure 2. Examples of SSANOVAs for vertical deformation of two regions of interest
(tongue “mid” and tongue “front”) for one speaker (BP3). Colored bands (95% confidence
intervals) correspond to the magnitude of deformation for si (green), su (blue) and coda s
(pink; s0 = /s/).
[1] Rolo, M.; Mota, J. (2012) Um estudo sociolinguístico sobre o apagamento de vogais finais
em uma localidade rural da Bahia. SIGNUM: Estudos Linguísticos 15(1): 311-334.
[2] Meneses, F; Albano, E. C. (2015) From reduction to apocope: final poststressed vowel
devoicing in Brazilian Portuguese. Phonetica 72(2-3): 121-137..
[3] Chitoran, I; Iskarous, K. (2008) Acoustic evidence for high vowel devoicing in Lezgi.
Proceedings of ISSP 8. Strasbourg, p. 93-96
[4]Moisik, S.R.; Lin, H.; Esling, J. H. 2010. An investigation of laryngeal behavior during
Mandarin tone production using simultaneous laryngoscopy and laryngeal ultrasound.
Proceedings of The 9th Phonetics Conference of China
[5] Meshram, A. 2013. Speckle noise reduction in ultrasound images. NSRFilters.
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The influence of real-time visual facial feedback on speech intelligibility
Jessica Thulin & Elizabeth D. Casserly
Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut, USA
Moment-to-moment sensory feedback has a substantial impact on speech production.
Experimental [1,2] manipulations of sensory information, e.g., cause speakers to alter their
production in ways that reduce experimentally-induced error. This link between perceptual
feedback and speech motor control may function primarily to support the maintenance of
intelligibility. Indeed, some feedback perturbation effects are greatly reduced without an
active audience present in the speaking context [1], and general degradation of sensory
feedback has been shown to cause degradation of speech intelligibility in turn [3]. This paper
reports the results of two experiments that explore this relationship between the quality and
nature of sensory feedback and subsequent speech intelligibility.
Experiment 1
Previous work had shown that degradation of auditory feedback (noise-vocoded spectral
smearing) resulted in a small, significant reduction in speech intelligibility [3]. In this
experiment, we investigated the effect of simultaneous degradation of two perceptual
streams, auditory and somatosensory, replicating the prior auditory degradation while also
degrading somatosensation via application of an oral anaesthetic (1 mL 20% benzocaine
suspension) to speakers’ lips and tongue tip/blade. Under these circumstances, we were also
interested in how speakers might make use of alternative sources of speech feedback:
specifically, the common visual feedback provided by a mirror. Although less frequently used
as feedback, this source allows efficient access to speech percepts [4].
Speakers (n = 15) were recorded producing a set of 139 isolated English words under three
conditions: baseline (normal feedback), bimodal degradation without a mirror, and bimodal
degradation in front of a mirror. Naïve listeners (n = 38) then completed a two-alternative
forced choice task in either the auditory or visual (lip-reading) domain, comparing tokens
from each condition and judging which was “easier to understand.” Listeners found speech
produced at baseline more acoustically intelligible than tokens produced in either degraded
feedback condition (Fig. 1). This preference was significantly stronger than the effect found
with auditory-only degradation [3], and was not affected by the introduction of visual
feedback. Visual intelligibility, however, significantly decreased when speakers could see
themselves (Fig. 2). It appears, therefore, that speakers were unable to use this source of
feedback to improve their production accuracy, despite the fact that self-perception of visual
speech is highly accurate [4].
Experiment 2
Models of speech motor control predict that significant learning is required to facilitate
accurate use of sensory feedback (e.g., [5]). Speakers’ failure to use mirror feedback in Expt.
1 may therefore be due to a lack of specific functional experience. However, it may also have
been the case that the bimodal degradation compromised attentional resources, disrupting the
integration or processing of visual feedback altogether. That is, speakers may be able to use
complex visual feedback successfully under less taxing circumstances. Expt. 2 was designed
to test this possibility by examining the intelligibility (both auditory and visual) of speakers in
normal (baseline) circumstances and in front of a mirror, with no other sensory manipulation.
Speech has been recorded from 14 talkers in these conditions; collection of perceptual
intelligibility judgments of these tokens in both domains is currently ongoing. If speakers are
genuinely unable to use this feedback, we predict another decrease in intelligibility in the
mirror condition. If resource limitations played a role in Expt. 1, however, we predict that
speakers may improve their intelligibility, at least in the visual domain, when visual feedback
is available.
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Selection rate of higher-feedback
condition as more intelligible
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Selection rate of higher-feedback
condition as more intelligible

Figure 1. Boxplots showing the median and 25th/75th percentiles of listeners’
intelligibility preferences across feedback conditions. Feedback at baseline had the highest
feedback quality (un-degraded), followed by C3 (bimodal degradation, with added visual).
C2, with bimodal degradation and no visual feedback, had the lowest quality. Difference
from chance (dashed line) indicates a significant intelligibility preference.

*p = .013

*

Figure 2. Boxplot of median and 25th/75th percentile range of intelligibility preference
rates in the visual domain. Viewers selected speech from the lowest-information condition
(C2) as more intelligible for lipreading than speech produced with visual feedback (C3).
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Periogramic analysis: On the benefits of periodicity-informed ƒ0 representations
Aviad Albert
IƒL – Phonetik, University of Cologne
Technological innovations can offer researchers new insights into articulation, perception
and acoustics of speech. This paper contributes to this aspect of speech research by
demonstrating how to display ƒ0 trajectories that relate more closely to perceived pitch
contours than the commonly used representations. This advancement sheds new light on
important issues in intonation research—namely the shape of perceived pitch contours and
the location of tonal events—anticipating methodological and theoretical consequences.
Perception of pitch height is known to correlate with the rate of repetitions (also cycles or
periods) in acoustic signals, where the fundamental frequency (ƒ0) of complex harmonic
sounds is taken as a reliable pitch height estimator. Periodic energy is a measure of the
amount of cyclic (rather than randomly-distributed) components in the acoustic signal,
reflecting the intensity of tone-bearing elements and correlating with the strength of
perceived pitch. Speech researchers are well aware of this quality and its relevance to pitch
intelligibility, yet a direct measurement of periodic energy is rarely, if ever, available to them.
Standard analysis of ƒ0 data provides information about the rate of ƒ0 over time. It is
commonly designed in a binary way such that an ƒ0 trajectory is either present or absent in
different portions of speech. Normally, the display threshold of ƒ0 trajectories is set quite low,
to allow voiced obstruents to pass above it, blocking voiceless segments below it. This paper
argues that such binary views of pitch perception can conceal important subtleties.
The APP detector is a computer code that was introduced in [1] and developed in
subsequent publications up to 2008, with the ability to measure periodic energy in audio
signals. Periodic energy data, alongside typical ƒ0 trajectories that can be extracted from Praat
[2], are readily combined within R [3], where it is possible to directly display the ƒ0 trajectory
along with the corresponding periodic energy data using line transparency and width. This
third dimension of the ƒ0 visualization is equivalent to that of a spectrogram, as the visual
strength of the line provides information about the intensity of ƒ0 at different time points
along the trajectory. It is therefore referred to as a periogram view.
Periogram views should be beneficial to intonation research. Their advantages over binary
ƒ0 trajectories are related to two key concepts in intonation studies (e.g. the AutosegmentalMetrical model): The shape of perceived pitch contours and alignment between tonal events
and segmental material (see discussion about shapers and aligners in [4]).
For example, the binary trajectories in the left column (i) of Figure 1 all feature a final
rise-fall in ƒ0. However, as the periogram views in the corresponding column (ii) show, (a) is
mainly a rise and (b) is mainly a fall, while (c) is, indeed, an intonational rise-fall.
Figure 1 also sheds light on issues concerning segmental-tonal alignment. Tonal alignment
is usually informed by the shape of ƒ0 trajectories, such that the location of tonal events is
identified with peaks or turning points on the y-axis, or by the overall shape of the trajectory
(e.g. Tonal Center of Gravity [5]). The location of the high tone targets in the apparent final
rise-fall trajectories of the three left panels (i), would be therefore identified with the high
peaks (or their immediate proximity, given the relatively symmetric curves). However, as the
corresponding periogram views (ii) demonstrate, the direction of fluctuations in ƒ0 strength
(line transparency and width) does not necessarily match the direction of fluctuations in ƒ0
rate (movement along the y-axis). Evidently, the bulk of perceived tonal events is not
necessarily at the peak, or at the center of gravity, of the binary ƒ0 trajectories in (i).
Perceptual retrieval of pitch is dependent on the segmental hosts and the prosodic
modulations they undergo. Periogram views integrate acoustic measurements to account for
these facts and more accurately reflect the nature of pitch retrieval in human communication.
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Figure 1. Binary (i) and periogram (ii) ƒ0 displays.1
[1] Deshmukh, O. & Espy-Wilson C. 2003. Detection of periodicity and aperiodicity in speech
signal based on temporal information. Proceedings of the 15th ICPhS (Barcelona).
[2] Boersma, P. & Weenink D. 2017. Praat: doing phonetics by computer. Computer program.
[3] R Core Team. 2017. R: A Language and Environment for Statistical Computing. Computer
program.
[4] Niebuhr, O., D'Imperio M., Fivela B. G. & Cangemi F. 2011. Are there "shapers" and
"aligners"? Individual differences in signalling pitch accent category. Proceedings of the 17th
ICPhS (Hong Kong).
[5] Barnes, J., Veilleux N., Brugos A. & Shattuck-Hufnagel S. 2012. Tonal center of gravity: A
global approach to tonal implementation in a level-based intonational phonology. Laboratory
Phonology 3(2), 337-383.
[6] Roettger, T. B. 2017. Tonal Placement in Tashlhiyt: How an intonation system accommodates
to adverse phonological environments. Berlin: Language Science Press.
[7] Roettger, T. B. 2017. Audio files referred to in [6]: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.815839.
1

Elicited speech from speakers of Tashlhiyt Berber, discussed in [6] (data freely available [7]):
(a) Echo question: /inna baba ʁakudan/ "He said 'father' then?" (Figure 4.1 in [6]).
(b) y/n question: /is inna iminnun/ "did he say 'iminnun'?" (Figure 6.5a in [6]).
(c) y/n question: /is inna tndm/ "did he say 'she regreted'?" (Figure 5.10b in [6]).
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On the phonological processing of two French varieties
Jonathan Bucci, Noël Nguyen, Jean-Luc Schwartz and Sophie Dufour
GIPSA-lab UMR 5216 and LPL UMR 7309 (CNRS)
A major postulate of generativist theories for more than 50 years is that phonetic
realizations are implemented by calculations in explicit phonological representational layers.
Thus, in the initial generativist framework that constitutes Sound Pattern of English
(Chomsky & Halle 1968), it is postulated that a complex phonological mechanism that can be
described as a computational rule makes it possible to derive from an underlying structure
(the input) a phonetic realization (the output). This derivation, which can be characterized as
productive and therefore active, results from phonological computation. On the other hand,
there are also cases where these processes have been lexicalized by diachrony, making the
transition between surface structure and deep structure opaque, and likely simplifying the
phonological calculation. Conversely, the framework of "usage-based" (Bybee, 1999)
fundamentally questions the existence of such a module, and leads to the postulation that
there are no computational rules but a set of statistical processes, possibly based on
exemplarist representations (Pierrehumbert 2001), learned "in extenso" by the use of the
language, i.e. by the analogy.
In this study, we focused on two French varieties, namely southern and northern French
which differ in their vocalic system, and which thus constitutes an interesting case for testing
the existence of computational rule. As a matter of fact, mid-vowels /e/ and /ɛ/ ([epe] "sword"
vs. [epɛ] "thick") are phonemic categories in northern French. In the southern variety, there is
no phonological contrast between /e/ and /ɛ/, but the two vowels are contrasted in specific
contexts related to the syllabic structure. Thus, southern French speakers realize the open
version of the opposition [ɛ] in closed syllables (CVC.) and the closed segment [e] in open
syllables (CV.): [fɛt] vs. [fete] for the imperative vs. infinitive of the verb "celebrate". Within
computational framework, the transformation from [e] in open syllables to [ɛ] in closed
syllables, and vice versa, would therefore be based on an active phonological rule in southern
French, but not in northern French. By contrast, such a framework would predict no
production “cost” due to phonological computation for the ɛ/ə alternation (e.g. [lɛv] "raise!"
vs. [ləve] "to raise"). This contrast being no longer productive in contemporary French, it
would be thus lexicalized in French speakers (Tranel 1988: 117).
48 audio stimuli were produced by a French speaker, and consisted in: 12 stimuli
alternating e/ɛ, 12 with alternation ɛ/ə, 24 with no alternation (i.e. 12 tests and 12 fillers.
These stimuli were carefully matched on frequency, syllabic and phonemic content and on
acoustic duration. They were presented to 80 participants (40 from the north variant and 40
from the south one). The task was to pronounce as quickly as possible the verb infinitive
from the verb imperative for half of the participants, or the imperative from the infinitive for
the other half (see Figure 1). Response times (RT) were measured from the onset of the target
words until onset articulation.
As shown in Figure 2, the two groups were faster on stimuli with no alternation. Critically
Northern French participants as well as Southern French participants showed no significant
difference between the two contrasts involving alternation. Hence no explicit difference
between productive vs. lexicalized phonological-to-phonetic transformation appears in these
data. Still, the difference between stimuli with and without alternation does not seem
compatible with purely associative processes in which the link between two verbal forms
would be simply stored in e.g. exemplarist architectures (usage-based grammars). Further
experiments will be required to assess the cognitive architectures compatible with the present
data.
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Figure 1: illustration of the production task
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Figure 2: Means Reaction times (in ms) and Standard errors for the southern and northern
participants as a function of the alternation (e/ɛ; ɛ/ə; without alternation)
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[1] Chomsky, N., & Halle, M. (1968). The sound pattern of English. New York: Harper
and Row.
[2] Bybee, J. (1999). Usage based phonology. In M. Darnell, E. Moravcsik, F. Newmeyer, M.
Noonan and K. Wheatley (Eds.), Functionalism and formalism in linguistics, volume I: General
papers. Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 211-242.
[3] Pierrehumbert, J. (2001). Exemplar dynamics: Word frequency, lenition and contrast.
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Retuning generalises to new contexts
Karthik Durvasula and Scott Nelson
Michigan State University
Introduction Previous work has shown that listeners systematically “retune” their categorical
boundaries when presented with real-word tokens containing an ambiguous segment (McQueen
et al. 2006; Norris et al. 2003). Recently, Reinisch et al. (2014) argued, using a visually-guided
retuning paradigm, that it is specific to the context the retuning is learnt in. In this paper,
we show that a lexically-guided retuning effect is not context-specific as it generalizes to new
contexts. This suggests that lexically-guided retuning targets more abstract representations than
acoustic cues.
Basic Design of Experiments We created two separate continua of 14 steps each for [fi∼si]
(Exp. 1) and [fa∼sa] (Exp. 2) The two continua were pre-tested on different sets of native Englishspeakers (13 for [fi∼si] and 12 for [fa∼sa]) using a 2AFC task, where the choices were “f”-“s”,
to identify the mid-point of each continuum (the “ambiguous” token [?F S ]). These ambiguous
tokens were used in two experiments, wherein the relevant segment /f/ was replaced in words by
the corresponding ambiguous token. Both experiments involved a lexical decision task (LDT)
preceded and followed by a categorization task, identical to the pre-test. We attempted to probe
(a) if the replacement of the /f/ with the ambiguous [?F S ] in words with a variety of contextual
vowels presented during the LDT affects the categorization of the [fi∼si] continuum (Exp. 1)
and (b) if training with only words containing the ambiguous [?FS ] adjacent to the vowels [i or
I] still allowed the participants to extend the retuning to the [fa∼sa] continuum (Exp. 2).
Experiment 1 35 native English speakers participated in the task. The LDT consisted of 150
words, including 34 critical monosyllabic test items. 17 test items contained /f/ either in onset
position or in coda positions, while the other 17 contained /s/ in similar syllabic positions; the
rest were fillers, 75 of which were licit nonce words.
Results All the participants had more than 50% accuracy in the LDT. A one-tail paired Welch
test comparing the before-after responses for the [fi∼si] continuum showed that there was a
significant overall decrease in alveolar responses [t(34)=-3.8,p<0.001] (Fig. 1).
Experiment 2 40 native English speakers, distinct from those in Exp. 1, participated. The
crucial training words in the LDT part of the experiment consisted of [f, s] words which were
adjacent to only the vowels [i or I]. The before-after categorization tasks involved were with the
[fa∼sa] continuum.
Results All the participants had higher than 50% accuracy in the LDT. A one-tail paired Welch
test comparing the before-after responses for the [fa∼sa] continuum showed that there was an
overall decrease, similar to Exp. 1 [t(39)=-5.51,p<0.001] (Fig. 2).
Discussion In Exp. 1, a replacement of the /f/ segments with an ambiguous [?FS ] during the
LDT resulted in a decrease in the alveolar /s/ responses for the [fi∼si] continuum, suggesting
that a larger phonetic space was reassigned to the /f/ category. This is a replication of previous
results. Crucially, in Exp. 2, a replacement of the /f/ segments with an ambiguous [?F S ] during
the LDT, where the crucial segment /f/ was only in the context of [i or I] also resulted in a
similar decrease in the alveolar /s/ responses for the [fa∼sa] continuum. This suggests that the
retuning seen in Exp. 1 generalizes to new contexts (Exp. 2). Therefore, phonetic retuning,
when it involves lexical items, is not acoustic context-specific, and in fact generalises to novel
contexts.
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Figure 1: Proportion of “s” responses for [fi∼si] continuum in Exp. 1

Figure 2: Proportion of “s” responses for [fa∼sa] continuum in Exp. 2.
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Weighting of vowel duration and glottalisation in the perception of coda stop voicing
Joshua Penney, Felicity Cox, Anita Szakay
Centre for Language Sciences, Centre for Cognition and its Disorders, Macquarie
University, Australia
Listeners use multiple cues when categorising the voicing of coda stops, such as preceding
vowel duration, closure duration, formant transitions, presence of a voice bar, vowel offset F0
differences, and glottalisation [1, 2, 3, 4]. Recent research [5] suggests that in production a
trading relationship may exist between preceding vowel duration and glottalisation as cues to
coda voicing in Australian English (AusE); younger speakers make less use of durational
cues and more use of glottalisation to cue coda voicelessness than older speakers do. In
addition, non-high vowels are more glottalised than high vowels [5]. Glottalisation has been
found to hinder the recognition of voiced coda stops [6], yet we have little understanding of
how the combination of glottalisation and vowel duration affect voicing perception. This
study explores how the identification of coda stop voicing is affected by varying these cues.
Thirty-seven L1 AusE listeners (aged 18-41; mean=21; female: 29; male: 8) participated
in a forced choice identification task. Stimuli were created from source monosyllabic /bVC/
tokens naturally produced by a (non-rhotic) 25 year-old AusE speaking female, in which the
coda coronal stop bursts were replaced with an ambiguous burst (extracted from an
unstressed syllable and perceptually tested for ambiguity) and other potential cues to coda
stop voicing (e.g. voice bar, formant transitions, F1 cutback, F0) were removed or controlled
for. The vowels were the high/low and long/short pairs /iː, ɐː/ (bead, bard) and /ɪ, ɐ/ (bid,
bud). Separate sets of stimuli were created for each vowel from two source words having
either voiced or voiceless codas. Using PSOLA in Praat [7], nine-step vowel duration
continua were created for each source word, with end points from short to long, based on
mean durations (+/-2SD) of each vowel in pre-voiceless and pre-voiced contexts as reported
in [5]. A second set of stimuli identical to the first was created with glottalisation spliced into
the end of the vowel while retaining the same vowel duration as the non-glottalised tokens.
Two groups of listeners were recruited: one group were presented with long vowel stimuli
(/iː, ɐː/); the other with short vowel stimuli /ɪ, ɐ/. Each vowel was presented in a separate
block with three randomised repetitions of each item (+/- glottalised, 9 steps, 2 sources). Each
block contained 108 items. Listeners identified each item by responding by key press to
orthographically presented minimal pairs differing in voicing (e.g. bead vs beat).
We fitted a mixed-effect logistic regression model with the dependent variable coda
voicing response, fixed factors vowel duration (i.e. continuum step), glottalisation (binary),
inherent vowel length (IVL; short vs long), vowel height (high vs low) and interactions:
glottalisation by vowel height, glottalisation by IVL, and duration by vowel height, with
listener as a random factor. Results showed a significant duration effect as expected (z=23.32; p<0.001). Listeners classified tokens with shorter vowels as having voiceless codas
and longer vowels as having voiced codas (Fig. 1 & 2). Glottalised tokens were more likely
to be identified as voiceless (Fig. 1 & 2) (z=14.10; p<0.001). A glottalisation by IVL
interaction (z=11.41; p<0.001) showed that glottalisation was a stronger cue to voicing than
duration in inherently short vowels, with even the longest steps categorised as voiceless in
over 50% of responses when glottalisation was present (see Fig. 2). A significant interaction
between vowel height and duration was also found (z=-6.00; p<0.001), illustrating that high
vowels were more likely to be categorised as having voiced codas, even when glottalisation
was present, possibly indicating that glottalisation is a less salient cue for high vowels.
The results suggest AusE listeners are sensitive to both vowel duration and glottalisation
as cues to coda stop voicing. When glottalisation is present it enhances the perception of coda
voicelessness, especially in short vowels, where it overrides duration as a voicing cue. When
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glottalisation is absent listeners make use of vowel duration, but more so for high vowels.
These results suggest listeners weight cues to coda voicing differently depending on the
features of the vowel.

Figure 1. Proportion of responses categorised as having voiced codas for long vowels

Figure 2. Proportion of responses categorised as having voiced codas for short vowels
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Word onset CV coarticulation affected by post-vocalic consonants
Malin Svensson Lundmark1 and Johan Frid2
1
Centre for Languages and Literature, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
2
Lund University Humanities Lab, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
This study examines articulatory coordination in word-initial CV sequences, using EMA
data from 19 Swedish speakers. Coarticulation of gestures is not merely an artefact, but a
result of the anticipatory coordination of articulators reaching for phonemic targets [1].
Earlier research suggests a synchronous alignment of consonantal and vocalic gestures in CV
sequences [2]. Other studies have shown that coarticulation is sensitive to phonotactics [1, 36] as well as to suprasegmental information [7-11]. In a preliminary analysis, it was found
that the CV sequence may even be affected by post-vocalic segmental information [11]. In
this study, we corroborate the findings on the post-vocalic segments by comparing temporal
and spatial data on phonologically similar Swedish word onsets, but with different postvocalic consonants.
Nineteen Swedish speakers were recorded in a Carstens AG501 at the Lund University
Humanities Lab. The dataset consists of 600 tokens of the target CV sequence /ma/, which is
a nasal bilabial closure and a palatal wide tongue body movement. The tokens are equally
divided into the disyllabic target words: /man.na/, /mam.ma/, /ma.nar/, /ma.lar/. Moreover, in
a closed syllable the vowel is short [a] followed by a coda; in an open syllable the vowel is
long [ɑː].
Kinematic data was collected on the velocity of the bilabial closure of the /m/ (lip
aperture), and the tangential velocity of the tongue body movement in the /a/. The tangential
velocity captures tongue body movements across speakers and combines the front-back and
the high-low dimensions [2]. We measured time lags of overlapped CV gestures, consonantal
constriction duration and time-to-peak velocity, and vocalic tongue body height and gesture
duration.
Results from mixed effects regression models reveal larger CV time lags for words with
post-vocalic /m/ or /l/, than for a post-vocalic /n/, irrespective of the vowel quantity (or
syllable type) (Fig. 1). Similar results were found for constriction duration and time-to-peak
velocity. For the vocalic measurements (tongue body height, and gesture duration) only
vowel quantity has a significant effect.
Our study shows that articulatory coordination of similar /ma/-sequences is affected by the
nature of the subsequent sound, and that the coordination follows certain predictable and
measurable patterns. Presumably, the assorted coarticulation patterns of similar word onsets
with different word endings result in variations in acoustic space, which may be used as
perceptual cues for the listener in the prediction of word endings.
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Figure 1. Time lags of the overlapping gestures in the CV sequence /ma/ (the consonantal
gesture = 0, the vocalic gesture = colored boxes), all target words and all speakers. Short
vowel also signifies a closed syllable (top half), and a long vowel an open syllable (bottom
half). The graph displays smaller time lags for the post-vocalic /n/ (darker colors) than for
the post-vocalic /m/ and /l/ (lighter colors).
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Perception of */tl/ by adult French listeners: new behavioral and ERP evidence
Léo-Lyuki Nishibahashi,a Andrea Helo,a Pia Rämä,a Thierry Nazzi,a and Pierre Halléb
a
Laboratoire de Psychologie de la Perception, CNRS-Paris 5,
b
Laboratoire de Phonétique et Phonologie, CNRS-Paris 3
Word-initial [tl] (e.g., Hebrew /tl/) is perceptually assimilated into /kl/ by French listeners,
as shown by several studies (e.g., [1], [2], [3]). Likewise, French listeners perceive wordinitial [dl] as /gl/, although somewhat less often than they perceive [tl] as /kl/. This kind of
phenomenon has been called phonotactic repair in [4], a study suggesting that Spanish
listeners “repair” word-initial */sp/ (illegal in Spanish) into /esp/ at a non-conscious level of
perception. The */tl, dl/ > /kl, gl/ repairs are also observed with English listeners ([2]) and,
presumably, with the listeners of most of the languages that ban /tl, dl/ in word-initial
position. Yet, this latter assumption has been recently questioned by the finding that Japanese
listeners hear a /p/ in Russian /tl/ ([5]).
The goal of the present study was to reassess the */tl/ > /kl/ repair using a behavioural task
and then using event-related-potentials (ERPs) to trace the time-course of the repair.
Given the Japanese data on Russian /tl/, we first asked whether French listeners perceive
Hebrew /tl/ as /pl/ rather than /kl/, using an AXB categorization task. The /pla, tla, kla/
stimuli were produced by two female native speakers of Hebrew. In line with previous
findings ([1], [2]), our French participants (n=25) categorized */tl/ as /kl/ much more often
than /pl/ (80% vs. 20%, p<.0001). We used the same AXB procedure to examine the French
discrimination performance between */tl/ and /kl/. Poor discrimination performance is
predicted on the basis that French listeners repair */tl/ into /kl/. Our results indeed confirmed
this prediction, with an accuracy performance (70%) close to that previously reported in [2].
We next explored what could be the locus and time-course of the */tl/ > /kl/ phonotactic
repair by conducting an additional ERP study. Is it achieved at the earliest stages of speech
perception, as suggested by [6]? Or is there an early stage of perception at which the
offending */tl/ cluster is perceived faithfully? This latter proposal, made by [3], is indirectly
suggested by the “phonetic gating” data reported in [1], in which the shortest gates of /tl/onset items were given transcriptions beginning with a dental stop. We attempted to shed
light on this issue by conducting an oddball-type ERP experiment on the /kla/-/tla/ contrast in
a passive listening situation. The time course of the ERP response to that contrast might tell
us whether discrimination of /kl/-/tl/ can be detected in the earliest stages of perception,
thereby suggesting faithful perception. We used the habituation-dishabituation version of the
oddball paradigm (as in [6]-[7]), with three habituation precursors followed by a
dishabituation target. The target was kept constant —it was always /tla/— and the precursors
could be /tla/ (no-change baseline condition), /pla/ (control-change condition), or /kla/
(critical-change condition). We collected the ERP data for both precursors and targets from a
new group of 27 French adult listeners passively listening to the precursors–target trials. An
early positive component (appearing around 200 to 300 ms after syllable onset) was
significantly enhanced for the control-change /pla/-/tla/ compared to both the no-change /tla//tla/ (p=.007) and critical-change /kla/-/tla/ (p=.008) conditions. This pattern was found over
left hemispheric scalp positions (pre-central frontal site) and only in the first half of the
experimental session. The critical-change /kla/-/tla/ condition did not differ from the nochange condition in any portion of the analysed ERP signals (from 0 to 600 ms).
These ERP data (Figure 1) suggest that the brain of French listeners passively listening to
Hebrew /pla, tla, kla/ stimuli does respond to the /pla/ to /tla/ change in the 200-300 ms timewindow but nowhere, in the analysed range, to the /kla/ to /tla/ change. Altogether, our data
suggest that the */tl/ > /kl/ phonotactic repair is achieved by French listeners at the earliest
stage of speech perception, in line with [6] and contra [3] findings.
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Figure 1. ERP responses to the /tla/–/tla/ (no-change), /kla/–/tla/ (critical-change), and
/pla/–/tla/ (control-change) conditions (pre-central frontal sites, 1st half of experimental
session). The no-change and critical-change conditions did not differ, suggesting repair of
*/tl/ into /kl/, whereas the control-change condition induced a P300-like response to change
in the left hemisphere sites.
[1] Hallé, P., Segui, J., Frauenfelder, U., & Meunier, C. 1998. Processing of illegal consonant
clusters: A case of perceptual assimilation?. Journal of experimental psychology: Human
perception and performance, 24, 592-608.
[2] Hallé, P., & Best, C. 2007. Dental-to-velar perceptual assimilation: A cross-linguistic
study of the perception of dental stop+/l/clusters. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America, 121, 2899-2914.
[3] Breen, M., Kingston, J., & Sanders, L. 2013. Perceptual representations of phonotactically
illegal syllables. Attention, Perception, and Psychophysics, 75, 101-120.
[4] Hallé, P., Dominguez, A., Cuetos, F., & Segui, J. 2008. Phonological mediation in visual
masked priming: Evidence from phonotactic repair. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Human Perception and Performance, 34, 177-192.
[5] Yokoe, Y. 2015. Bilingualism and speech perception: a case of L3 consonant clusters.
Sophia Linguistica, 63, 65-80.
[6] Dehaene-Lambertz, G., Dupoux, E., & Gout, A. 2000. Electrophysiological correlates of
phonological processing: a cross-linguistic study. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 12,
635-647.
[7] Dehaene-Lambertz, G., & Baillet, S. 1998. A phonological representation in the infant
brain. Neuroreport, 9, 1885-1888.
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Coarticulation and Representation: /l/-final Rimes in Australian English
Tunde Szalay, Titia Benders, Felicity Cox, Michael Proctor
Macquarie University
In spoken word recognition, listeners map speech signals to abstract representations using
acoustic cues. Canonical cues to phonemes may be impacted by coarticulation. Listeners can
compensate for coarticulatory effects when the context is present [1] and rely on coarticulatory
cues to identify sound sequences [2, 3]. However, listeners cannot compensate when the
motivating context for coarticulatory effects is absent [4], or when coarticulatory effects are
phonologized [5]. We can use the knowledge of when listeners do or do not compensate to test
if the effect of final /l/ on a preceding vowel is coarticulatory or if it has been phonologized.
Articulatory studies have shown that in English /l/-final rimes the tongue dorsum gesture of
the vowel is variably coarticulated with that of /l/ [6, 7]. The coarticulatory effect corresponds
to an overall lower F2 of vowels before coda /l/ [8], and to more difficult vowel disambiguation
in this context [9]. The close coarticulation between /l/ and its preceding vowel has led to the
proposition that /l/-final rimes may have different structural representation from their
obstruent-final counterparts. Whereas final obstruents occupy a syllable coda, final /l/, being a
complex segment consisting of a vocalic and a consonantal gesture [10], has a closer affinity
to the syllable nucleus [e.g. 7]. If the difference between pre-/l/ and pre-obstruent vowels is
coarticulatory, resulting from different codas, listeners should be able to compensate for it. If
the difference is structural, listeners would compensate in the case of /d/, but not /l/, because
/l/-final rimes would contain a phonologized complex nucleus. Therefore, coarticulatory effects
would not lower word recognition accuracy, but structural difference between /l/-final and /d/final rimes would.
To test this hypothesis, 26 native listeners of Australian English (AusE) identified 32 target
words from 8 /d/- and 8 /l/-final minimal pairs contrasting /iː-ɪ/ (e.g. heal/hill), /ʉː-ʊ/ (e.g.
fool/full), /æɔ-æ/ (e.g. howl/Hal) and /əʉ-ɔ/ (e.g. dole/doll). The vowel pairs were selected
because in AusE /l/-final rimes /iː-ɪ/ are retracted, and the members of the other pairs undergo
acoustic contrast reduction [11], and are also difficult to disambiguate [9]. Participants
identified target words by typing orthographic responses to auditory stimulus.
Accuracy and reaction time (RT) of responses were measured. Linear-mixed effect models
with factors Coda and Vowel (interacting), and Word Frequency (not interacting), and random
intercept Participant showed that Coda /l/ had no overall effect on accuracy; however, a Vowel
x Coda interaction showed that words with /ʉː, ʊ, æɔ, æ, əʉ/ were identified less accurately
before /l/ than /d/ (p ≤ 0.001, Figure 1). Vowel x Coda interaction on accuracy for /ɔ/ was not
significant due to ceiling effects in the Coda /d/ condition. Analysis of errors showed that
listeners mostly confused minimal pairs in the /l/ context, whereas different kinds of errors
occurred in the /d/ context. Coda /l/ had an overall negative effect on the RT of word
recognition (p = 0.036). A Vowel x Coda interaction showed that words containing /ɔ, æ/ were
identified more slowly before /l/ than /d/ (p < 0.001, Figure 2).
Our results partly support the structural hypothesis, as listeners are less accurate in
identifying /ʉː, ʊ, æɔ, æ, əʉ/ in /l/-final rimes, indicating that they do not compensate for the
coarticulatory effect of /l/, despite identifying the word as /l/-final. Slower RT in the /l/ context
might indicate increased processing difficulty for /l/-final words, resulting from the reduced
acoustic contrast between the members of the minimal pairs. This is further supported by the
finding that listeners tended to make minimal-pair errors in the /l/ context but not in the /d/
context. Effects which may originally have been coarticulatory in the /l/ context have become
phonologized. The results also have possible implications for understanding the structure of /d/
final vs /l/ final rimes, suggesting that whereas listeners can break down /d/-final rimes to a
nucleus and a coda, /l/-final rimes may involve a different structural realization.
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Figure 1. Interactions between Vowel and Coda /l/ on the accuracy of responses.

Figure 2. Interactions between Vowel and Coda /l/ on the RT of responses.
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Post-consonantal word-final /ʁ/ realization in French
Yaru Wu1, Cédric Gendrot1, Martine Adda-Decker1,2, Cécile Fougeron1
1
Laboratoire de Phonétique et Phonologie (UMR7018, CNRS-Sorbonne Nouvelle), France
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Segmental reduction in speech is known to be influenced by the Sonority Sequencing
Principle (SSP, [1][2]). In French, post-consonantal word-final /ʁ/ (ex. mettre /mɛtʁ/, to put)
for instance is often deleted according to the nature of the surrounding context ([3]). To avoid
the violation of the SSP, speakers tend to either drop the post-consonantal word-final /ʁ/ or to
create a new syllable by adding an epenthetic schwa.
In this study, we investigate the strategies speakers tend to adopt (/ʁ/ deletion vs. schwa
epenthesis) while producing a word including an underlying post-consonantal word-final /ʁ/
using large speech corpus. We are particularly interested in evaluating the influence of the
right post-lexical context or cross-word context: consonant (#C), vowel (#V) and pause (#P
for pauses, which provide prosodic cues), the nature of the consonants (i.e. stop, fricative,
nasal, liquid and glide) both before and after /ʁ/ when the post-lexical right context is a
consonant and the duration of the surrounding segments. The duration of both left and right
contexts of post-consonantal word-final /ʁ/ is analyzed. Phone duration is classified into three
categories: “short” (≤50ms), “medium” (50ms < duration < 80ms) and “long” (≥ 80ms).
Within the journalistic speech corpus ESTER [4] (≈100 hours), both manual and automatic
alignments were used for our analyses: the automatic alignment was obtained by using the
LIMSI alignment system in forced alignment mode with optional /ʁ/ and schwa variants
[5][6]; the manual alignment results from corrections based on the automatic alignment and
was carried out by a trained phonetician. Cohen's kappa coefficient [7] is used to evaluate the
agreement between the manual and the automatic alignments. The resulting Cohen’s kappa is
0.832, which can be interpreted as almost perfect agreement.
The absence and presence of /ʁ/ and that of epenthetic schwa were determined by
comparing the pronunciation reference (the phonological transcription of Lexique380 [8])
with the production of the speakers. Beyond token analyses, statistical analyses based on
generalized linear mixed model [9] were carried out using R [10]. Word-type, inter-speaker,
and sex differences are considered in our models. Post-hoc analyses are performed for factors
that are composed of more than two levels.
Results from both manual and automatic alignments show that public speakers tend to
insert schwa at the end of the word when it concerns word sequences with codas that violate
the SSP (see details about the SSP in [1][2]); /ʁ/s are almost never deleted when schwa is
inserted (see figure 1). Epenthetic schwas influence significantly the presence and absence of
/ʁ/. Right context “#C” tends to favor /ʁ/ deletion compared to that observed in context “#V”
and “#P”. Results show that when the right context of /ʁ/ is a consonant, the left and right
consonantal contexts should be considered at the same time while analyzing the presence and
absence of /ʁ/. When the left consonantal context is a fricative, /ʁ/ is almost never deleted and
speakers tend to add epenthetic schwa. When the left consonantal context is a stop and
epenthetic schwa is not present, the probability of observing /ʁ/ is higher when the right
consonantal context is a nasal (comparing with right consonantal contexts stop and fricative).
Our results on the nature of consonants (considering at the same time the left and right
contexts of /ʁ/) could explain why [11] and [12] didn’t find similar results on the right
consonantal context. Duration of the surrounding phonemes tends to influence the absence
and presence of /ʁ/ as well: /ʁ/ segments are deleted more when the preceding or following
phoneme is “short” (≤50ms).
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Figure 1. Presence (black) vs. absence (white) of word-final schwa (large pie) in postconsonantal word-final /ʁ/ words; below: the two small pies show word-final /ʁ/ results
(presence in dark vs. absence in light) for the two schwa conditions, highlighting the
influence of word-final schwa
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Lenition of intra-lexical intervocalic /bdg/ and coda -s in Peninsular vs Latin
American Spanish: a large scale study
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This study focuses on two lenition processes in Peninsular and Latin America varieties of
Spanish: the weakening and/or suppression of the intervocalic /bdg/ and of the coda -s. They
benefit from a long linguistic tradition, resulting in extensive studies of the historical
mechanisms that triggered lenition [1], the acoustic features underlying the weakening
processes [2, 3], and of the dialectal and/or social patterns of lenition [4]. This study
examines lenition from the perspective of the geographical and stylistic frequency in large
scale corpora. A large spoken dataset is studied with automatic speech recognition (ASR)
tools which help to quantify the incidence of lenition in Peninsular and Latin America
varieties of Spanish.
Data. The study is based on corpora totaling up to 22h of manually transcribed speech from
Spain (17h) and Latin America (5h). Corpora cover different speaking styles ranging from
prepared to conversational speech. Peninsular Spanish is illustrated by 11h hours of broadcast
news in Castilian Spanish recorded from various sources (BN_Spa), 44’ of broadcast
conversations (BC_Spa) and 5h of telephonic conversations (TC_Spa). The Latin American
data consist of 3h20' of news (BN_LA), 15’ of telephonic conversations (TC_LA) both of the
Caribbean variety, and of a corpus of monologues selected among recordings of the Catalogo
de Voces Hispanicas (CVC_LA)1. The latter corpus includes 31 samples totaling 1h40' from
Argentina (5 samples), Mexico (4), Bolivia (2), Colombia and Venezuela (3), Peru and Chile
(2), and one for Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Panamá,
Paraguay, Puerto Rico, Rep. Dominicana, Uruguay. The samples have been merged in 5 main
varieties: Andean, Caribbean, Mexican, Rioplatense, Chilean.
Methodology. ASR systems are increasingly used by linguists as tools enabling the study of
variation in speech. Through experiments that combine acoustic decoding with the analysis of
contextual distribution of the pronunciation variants, forced alignment of large spoken
corpora can ground phonological representations in everyday spoken realizations [5], and
estimate potential sound changes [6]. The method is also an alternative to human perception,
the selection being based on the acoustic properties of the sounds, without rebuilding the
missing information from contextual cues. Here forced alignment of pronunciation variants is
used to estimate the geographical and stylistic incidence of lenition of intra-lexical
intervocalic /bdg/ and coda -s. An ASR system designed for Peninsular Spanish was provided
with speech files, orthographic transcriptions, a pronunciation lexicon linking the
orthographic transcriptions with phonemic representations, and acoustic phone models. The
lexicon is modified to encode the variation, i.e. each concerned word is enriched with +/lenition variants (e.g. “adulto” has as variants /aðulto/ and /aulto/, the latter corresponding to
a weakened articulation or deletion of /ð/; “estos” has as variants /etos/, /eto/, /esto/, /estos/)
(Fig. 1). The system will select the variant that matches best the speech signal and the
pronunciation, given the acoustic models. Although described as a wide and gradual process
[7], the lenition is captured through discrete variants as the ASR system is provided with a
limited number of phone models. However, it may correspond to several levels of weakening
and further work will focus both on testing pronunciation variants which illustrate various
degrees of weakening and on conducting complementary acoustic analysis.
Results. The lenition rate is computed per item (VbV, VdV, VgV, coda -s) and per variety. The
results show that lenition concerns all sequences and varieties of both Peninsular and Latin
1 Available at Centro Virtual Cervantes (http://cvc.cervantes.es/lengua/voces_hispanicas).
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America Spanish, and all speaking styles at varying degrees (Table 1a). The overall
comparison highlights that the distribution of pronunciation variants with +/-lenition varies
across corpora, in particular for inter-vocalic VbV (X 2(6, N=6126)=160.36, p<.001) VdV
(X2(6, N=12089)=531.22, p<.001) and coda -s (X2(7, N=45716)=5019.7, p<.001). The rate of
lenition is higher for Latin America varieties compared to Peninsular Spanish. The speaking
style factor plays an equally important role for all varieties: the rate of lenition increases in
less formal speech. Spontaneous speech from both Peninsular and Latin America is strongly
affected by lenition of coda -s (62%). Inside the Latin America varieties, “Low lands”
(Caribbean, Chilean and Rioplatense) show a stronger tendency to lenition compared to
“High lands” (Andean and Mexican) (Table 1b).
Discussion. This study provides a broad quantification of the incidence of lenition of the
intra-lexical intervocalic /bdg/ and coda -s across varieties of Spanish. The results show that
the lenition is measurable trough ASR experiments and confirm trends depicted from smaller
data sets, i.e. the rate of lenition follows a geographical repartition and is influenced by
communication context.
Table 1a & b. Lenition (in %) of intra-lexical intervocalic /bdg/ and coda -s across corpora.
a.
b.

Fig. 1. Pronunciation variants for “abogado”
decoded as /aβoɣaðo/ (left) & /aoao/ (right).

[1] Hualde, I., Chitoran, I. 2016. Surface sound and underlying structure: The phonetics
-phonology interface in Romance languages. S. Fischer & C. Gabriel (eds), Manual of
grammatical interfaces in Romance 10, Mouton de Gruyter, 23-40; [2] Hualde, I., Prieto, P.
2014. Lenition of intervocalic alveolar fricatives in Catalan and Spanish. Phonetica 71, 109–
127; [3] Torreira, F., Ernestus, M. 2012. Weakening of intervocalic /s/ in the Nijmegen
Corpus of Casual Spanish. Phonetica 69, 124–148; [4] Carrasco, P., Hualde, J., Simonet, M.
2012. Dialectal differences in Spanish voiced obstruent allophony. Costa Rican vs. Iberian
Spanish. Phonetica 69, 149–179 ; [5] Renwick, M., Vasilescu, I., Vieru, B., Dutrey, C.,
Lamel, L. 2016. Marginal contrast among Romanian vowels: evidence from ASR and
functional load. Proceedings of Interspeech (San Francisco); [6] Chitoran, I., Vasilescu, I.,
Vieru, B., Lamel, L. 2017. Connected speech in Romanian: Exploring sound change through
an ASR system. Daniel Recasens & Fernando Sánchez Miret (eds.), Production and
Perception Mechanisms of Sound Change, Munich, Lincom Europa; [7] Lavoie, L.M. 2001.
Consonant Strength. Phonological Patterns and Phonetic Manifestations. Psychology Press.
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Gemination contrast for consonants, common in world languages, is prevalently arranged in two
lengths, short and long. Three-way length contrast is extremely rare [1, 2], and languages with a
four-way length contrast are probably non-existent. Besides the commonly assumed view that
lexical distinctions are maximally binary [3, 4], the rarity of more than two-level distinctions for
length may be attributed to restrictions on speakers’ ability to produce such distinctions and/or to
restrictions on listeners to perceive them [5]. In this study we are concerned with the production
restriction: Could it be shown unambiguously that speakers of a language can be able to produce up
to four-way duration distinctions? This question is addressed by looking at the durational properties
of Moroccan Arabic (MA) sequences opposing fricative singletons (S) and geminates (G) in six
contexts across word boundaries: #S vs. #G vs. S#S vs. G#S vs. S#G vs. G#G. If native speakers
possess the articulatory control to produce more durational contrasts than short vs. long, we expect
to observe the following four-level distinctions: #S < #G, S#S < S#G, G#S < G#G.
The speech material examined comprises 12 two-word phrases with target dental fricatives /s/
and /sˁ/ occurring across word boundaries in six different sequences (table 1). Eleven MA native
speakers produced each sentence at a normal speed for five times, yielding 660 data points.
Acoustic duration was measured in Praat, and the absolute and relative durations of the different
fricative sequences were compared (only absolute durations are presented here). Non-temporal
boundary cues were also investigated, and the presence or absence of schwas or pauses within the
sequences was noted. A linear mixed effects model tested the relationship between the DURATION
of the target fricatives and SEQUENCE type (#S, #G, S#S, G#S, S#G, G#G) as fixed effect; the
random structure contained speaker and items allowing for random intercepts and slope.
Results show that when fricatives are separated by a word boundary, they are overwhelmingly
produced as one long uninterrupted frication noise. Alternatively, a schwa or a pause may be
inserted between the two adjacent fricatives (table 2). The linear mixed effects model shows that
our speakers can produce up to four statistically different levels of contrasts (i.e. S < G=SS=GS <
SG < GG, figure 1). If, however, a just noticeable difference (JND) of 25 ms [6] is applied to the
average values of the target segments, only three levels are maximally distinguishable, yielding
the following three categories: S < G, S#S, G#S < S#G, G#G, with the G#S sequence patterning
with the G and S#S sequences, instead of with the S#G sequence. The largest and most
systematic jump in duration across the eleven speakers (figure 2) is displayed between #S on the
one hand and the other sequences on the other hand, suggesting a clear preference for a binary
length contrast. MA speakers, albeit some amount of overlapping, can also produce
distinguishably up to three length contrasts, suggesting that the preference for a two-way length
contrast is not linked to production alone. None of the speakers, however, produced a clear fourway durational contrast.
The interplay of a number of factors, such as higher-level prosodic domain, may explain the
mismatch between the theoretically expected four-way length contrast and the observed
maximum of three-way durational differences. This mismatch suggests that three degrees of
length, even across word boundaries, are possibly the upper limit at the production level. Because it
involves too much crowding in the consonant duration space, it is expected that no language may
have a four-level length contrast. And, as we shall argue, three-level length systems may need to
supplement duration by some non-durational features to allow listeners to reliably perceive the
contrast between the different consonant lengths.
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Table 1: Example speech material split by
sequence (#S, #G, S#G, S#S, G#S,G#G)
#S
#G
S#S
S#G
G#S
G#G

ha saf "here is a hawk"
ha ssaf "here is the hawk"
ras saf "the head of a hawk"
ras ssaf "the head of the hawk"
ʕass saf "he watches a hawk"
ʕass ssaf "he watches the hawk"

Table 2: Counts of fricative noise produced as uninterrupted, with
inserted schwa, a pause or with amplitude lowering split by sequence
type (#S, #G, S#G, S#S, G#S, G#G).
#S
#G
S#S G#S
S#G
G#G
Uninterrupted noise
110 110 109 110
95
90
Schwa
15
18
Pause
1
2

Figure 1. (Panel on the left) Mean duration of the dental
fricatives as function of sequence type (#S, #G S#S,
G#S, S#G, G#G). The red bars indicate three categories
(S < G=SS=GS < SG=GG) a Just Noticeable Difference
threshold level.

Figure 2. (Panel below) By-speaker plot (p1 to p11) of
mean duration of the dental fricatives split by sequence
type (#S, #G S#S, G#S, S#G, G#G).
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Contrastive Hyperarticulation in Singleton/Geminate Consonants and Speaking Style
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Keio University
Background: Recent studies in Message Oriented Phonology (MOP) have provided
increasing evidence that informativity plays a non-trivial role in linguistic behavior [1,
references cited therein]. In this paradigm, lexical competition, which can be traced back to
the functional load hypothesis, gains renewed attention [2, 3]. Studies demonstrate
contrastive hyperarticulation where speakers hyperarticulate phonetic cues to increase
perceptual distance between lexical competitors [4, 5]. Hyperarticulation is also promoted by
clear, slow, or careful speech styles [6-8]; however, phonetic evidence suggests that
contrastive hyperarticulation is distinct from that associated with clear/slow speech [5]. This
predicts that contrastive hyperarticulation may be most evident in casual speech styles, since
clear, slow, or careful speech styles are also subject to stylistic hyperarticulation, which can
mask the effect of contrastive hyperarticulation.
Modern Japanese has a variety of length contrasts, including contrasts in consonant length.
The contrastive nature of singletons (short consonants) and geminates (long consonants) is
exemplified by minimal pairs in (1). Among many cues and factors identified in previous
studies, the difference in constriction duration is argued to be the primary acoustic correlate
of the singleton-geminate contrast, which offers a useful test of the abovementioned
hypothesis/prediction [9-11, references cited therein].
With this background, this study provides a case study of MOP focusing on the durational
contrast between singleton and geminate consonants in spoken Japanese. Specifically, this
study examined (i) the hypothesis that the durations of minimally contrasting singletons and
geminates are hyperarticulated to provide more information for distinguishing their host
words from their minimal pair counterparts (competitors), and (ii) the relationship between
the degree of hyperarticulation/durational contrast and speaking style.
Method: Data were retrieved from the CSJ-RDB (Corpus of Spontaneous JapaneseRelational Database, NINJAL 2012), among which 12 speech samples were targeted. The
samples in the CSJ-RDB are mostly classified into either careful or casual speech categories,
which is interpreted as a stylistic difference. An exhaustive search of the data in the CSJRDB resulted in 12,583 tokens, of which 10,717 (85.2%) were singletons and 1,866 (14.8%)
were geminates. The mean duration of the singletons was 34.4 msec, the mean duration of the
geminates was 88.1 msec, and the singleton-geminate ratio (SG ratio) was 2.56. Each token
was analyzed in terms of the presence/absence of minimal pairs and speaking style
(careful/casual), with the durations of singletons and geminates being dependent variables.
Results: Contrastive hyperarticulation was observed in both careful and casual styles. The
duration of singletons and geminates differed according to the presence/absence of minimal
pairs: The duration was longer for minimally contrastive geminates than for non-contrastive
ones (Figure 1, t = 2.002, p < 0.05), while for minimally contrastive singletons, the duration
was shorter than for non-contrastive ones (Figure 2, t = -2.230, p < 0.05). The stylistic effect
was also active (t = 2.248, p < 0.05, t = 9.743, p < 0.01). In terms of the SG ratio, the
difference between the duration of minimally contrasting pairs and that of non-contrastive
ones was greater in the careful speaking style than in the casual style (Table 1).
Discussion: This study confirmed that (i) minimally contrastive singletons and geminates
are both hyperarticulated (singletons become shorter and geminates longer); and (ii) the
degree of hyperarticulation/durational contrast is greater in the careful style than in the casual
style, suggesting that the careful style undergoes an extra boost in addition to contrastive
hyperarticulation. This finding partially supports the difference between two kinds of
hyperarticulation (stylistic/contrastive), and additional effects in careful speaking style [5-8].
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(1)

singleton
geminate
a. /kako/ ‘past’ vs. /kakko/ ‘parenthesis’
b. /hato/ ‘dove’ vs. /hatto/ ‘hat.’
120

80
Style
Careful
Casual

40

0

Duration (msec)

Duration (msec)

30

style
Careful
Casual

20

10

0
-

Minimal pair

+

-

Minimal pair

+

Figure 1. The duration of geminates.
Figure 2. The duration of singletons.
*Error bars represent the 95% CI.
**All distributional skews were tested by the
linear mixed-effects model (Barr 2013; Barr et al. 2013) using R (R development Core
Team 1993-) with speakers and items being random effects.
Table 1. The SG ratios by the presence/absence of minimal pairs and speaking style
non-contrastive minimally contrastive difference
careful
2.44
5.09
2.65
casual
2.54
3.56
1.02
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Gradient reduction or categorical deletion? Insight from /w/-deletion
Soohyun Kwon and Jianjing Kuang (University of Pennsylvania)
Overview. Deletion has been described in many sociolinguistic studies as a categorical
alternation between one and zero in a majority of sociolinguistic studies (e.g. /t,d/-deletion,
/g/-dropping, etc.), while other studies have considered it to be the end point of a gradient
phonetic process, by which the segment is obscured by extreme overlap with gestures of
adjacent segments ([1]). Yet a third position argues for the coexistence of categorical and
gradient effects of related phonological processes ([2];[3]). This study aims to provide insight
into this debate by investigating the articulatory variability of /w/-deletion in Seoul Korean.
In Seoul Korean, /w/ is variably deleted after a consonant (e.g. sa.kwa→sa.ka ‘apple’) and
/w/-deletion is constrained by various linguistic and social factors including preceding
consonant ([4];[5];[6]). This study investigates the contribution of phonetic factor, duration,
and categorical phonological factor, category, to the magnitude of two articulators, the lips
and tongue, involved in the production of /w/.
Method Five native speakers of Seoul Korean participated in the ultrasound recording.
Midsagittal images of the tongue were recorded using the EchoB ultrasound machine with a
5-8 MHz convex-curved transducer (up to 87fps for 70mm depth; 70% FOV), with side-view
video of the participant’s face videotaped to record lip rounding. The speakers were asked to
freely produce several sentences using each of 28 words, comprising 14 pairs that contrasted
CV and CwV (e.g. tweji ‘pig’ vs. teji ‘earth’). This elicited 523 tokens of semi-spontaneous
productions, with multiple tokens per word per talker. To quantify the amount of movement
of the lips and tongue, we used Optical Flow Analysis (OFA), a video-based motion analysis
tool for measuring the magnitude of movement (MM) of objects in a video ([7]). To examine
the effects of CATEGORY (CwV vs. CV) and DURATION of the entire syllable in different
phonological contexts (bilabial, alveolar, velar), mixed-effects regression models were fit to
the normalized values of MM of the lips and tongue in each context. Several mixed effects
models were compared in terms of their goodness-of-fit (via log-likelihood test for nested
models and AIC and BIC values for non-nested models).
Results The comparison of models for the lip data (Table 1) shows that the roles of
CATEGORY and DURATION vary across phonological context. For preceding bilabials,
Model 1 including DURATION alone provides the best fit. Figure 1.1 confirms this by
demonstrating that CwV almost overlaps with CV, which suggests /w/ tends to be
categorically deleted regardless of duration. For preceding alveolars, Model 3 including
CATEGORY and DURATION provides the best fit. The lack of significant interaction
between CATEGORY and DURATION suggests that the categorical distinction between
CwV and CV is not mediated by duration. Figure 1.2 shows that CwV and CV are almost
parallel to each other. For preceding velars, Model 4 including CATEGORY and
DURATION together with their interaction provides the best fit, and CwV is much more
strongly correlated with duration than CV. This suggests that the categorical distinction
between CwV and CV is mediated by the gradient factor – DURATION: the longer the
duration, the more robust the categorical distinction between the two (Figure 1.3). The
examination of the magnitude of tongue gestures show no significant difference between
CwV and CV, with both highly correlated with duration, suggesting the tongue does not play
an important role in making a contrast between CV and CwV (see Figure 2).
Discussion We demonstrate that both gradient and categorical factor play important roles for
/w/- deletion, and interestingly, their contribution can vary in different phonological contexts.
This study carries important theoretical implications regarding the nature of deletion and
methodological considerations for many studies analysing consonantal variable only as
categorical alternation.
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Table 1: Comparison of models fitted to the magnitude of lip gestures
by preceding consonants (the best models are in bold)
Model
M1: Lip gestures ~ log(DURATION)+(1|SPEAKER)

AIC
52.28

BIC
58.15

L
A
B
I
A
L

M2: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY+(1|SPEAKER)

73.05

78.92

M3: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY +log(DURATION) +(1|SPEAKER)
M4: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY ×log(DURATION) +(1|SPEAKER)

52.53
54.42

59.86
63.22

M5: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY ×log(DURATION)+(1|SPEAKER)+(CATEGORY|SPEAKER)
M6: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY ×log(DURATION)+(1|SPEAKER)+(DURATION|SPEAKER)

59.62
58.48

72.81
71.67

A
L
V
E
O
L
A
R

M1: Lip gestures ~ log(DURATION)+(1|SPEAKER)

68.18

73.22

M2: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY+(1|SPEAKER)

42.22

47.25

M3: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY +log(DURATION) +(1|SPEAKER)

40.98

47.27

M4: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY ×log(DURATION) +(1|SPEAKER)

41.95

49.50

M5: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY ×log(DURATION)+(1|SPEAKER)+(CATEGORY|SPEAKER)

46.23

57.55

M6: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY ×log(DURATION)+(1|SPEAKER)+(DURATION|SPEAKER)

47.95

59.27

M1: Lip gestures ~ log(DURATION)+(1|SPEAKER)

127.22

134.18

M2: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY+(1|SPEAKER)

103.15

110.10

M3: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY +log(DURATION) +(1|SPEAKER)

98.70

107.39

M4: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY ×log(DURATION) +(1|SPEAKER)

91.50

101.92

M5: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY ×log(DURATION)+(1|SPEAKER)+(CATEGORY|SPEAKER)

97.50

113.14

M6: Lip gestures ~ CATEGORY ×log(DURATION)+(1|SPEAKER)+(DURATION|SPEAKER)

97.50

113.14

V
E
L
A
R

Figure 1. The magnitude of lip gestures against log
duration by phonological context.

Figure 2. The magnitude of tongue gestures against log
duration by phonological context.
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Do Personal and Interpersonal Power Influence Phonetic Accommodation?
Auburn Barron-Lutzross, Andrew Cheng, Alice Shen, Eric Wilbanks, and Azin Mirzaagha
University of California, Berkeley
Research on speech accommodation suggests that speakers automatically converge to their
interlocutor because episodic memory traces from perception are integrated into production
(Goldinger, 1998; Shockley et al, 2004). However, there is evidence that phonetic accommodation
is not wholly automatic but can be modulated by social factors such as gender (Pardo, 2006),
perceived attractiveness (Babel, 2012), and group solidarity (Bourhis & Giles, 1977), so that
speakers may even diverge from their interlocutor. Additionally, individual traits have been found
to influence accommodation (Yu, 2013); for instance, those with higher self-rated autonomy
converge less than those with lower self-rated autonomy (Heath, 2016).
In this experiment, we investigated how phonetic accommodation is influenced by both a
speaker’s personal sense of power and their position of power relative to an interlocutor (i.e.
interpersonal power), with the hypothesis that individuals with higher personal and interpersonal
power will converge less. We first recorded participants reading randomized sentences for baseline
acoustic measurements. Then, participants’ personal power was manipulated through writing about
a time they felt powerful or powerless (Galinsky, 2003). Interpersonal power was manipulated in
a recorded ten-minute role-play task with a confederate. Participants were randomly assigned to
either a high-power (Investor) or low-power (Inventor) role, with the Inventor trying to
successfully pitch a novel entrepreneurial idea to the Investor. Crossing personal and interpersonal
power resulted in four conditions: Powerful Investor (N=10), Powerful Inventor (N=10), Powerless
Investor (N=9), and Powerless Inventor (N=10). Finally, participants were recorded post-task,
reading the same sentences. Participants were considered to have converged if the difference in
mean f0 between the participant and confederate had decreased in post-task versus pre-task
recordings.
Comparing Inventors to Investors, the difference between the participant’s mean f0 and the
confederate’s mean f0 did not change significantly from pre-task to post-task (Fig. 1a). This was
true regardless of the Inventor or Investor’s personal power. However, comparing Powerful to
Powerless participants, the difference in f0 did change from pre-task to post-task (t = -2.1389, p =
0.04; Fig. 1b). Thus, we found that though interpersonal power did not influence the direction or
degree of accommodation, personal power did. Specifically, contrary to our hypothesis, speakers
with higher personal power converged to the confederate interlocutor, while those with lower
personal power diverged.
These results overall suggest that an individual’s self-perceived power has a stronger effect
on accommodation than the relative power of conversational roles in an interaction. We discuss
the role of personal power in potentially modulating attention to phonetic information during
processing. We compare our findings, which tease apart the individual and social aspects of power,
to previous research, in order to understand the various factors that influence speech
accommodation.
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Figure 1a. Accommodation according to interpersonal power. Figure 1b. Accommodation
according to personal power
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Audio-Visual-Tactile integration in Speech Perception
Donald Derrick, Doreen Hansmann, Zoe Haws & Catherine Theys
University of Canterbury
Behavioural audio-visual research has shown enhancement1 and interference2 in speech
perception, as has behavioural audio-tactile research3. However, to date, we have not
encountered any experimental behavioural research into tri-modal integration in speech
perception. (But see Alcorn4 for clinical techniques incorporating both vision and touch.)
Based on the relative influence of visual and aero-tactile stimuli, we expect cumulative
effects of both, with the most influence from auditory information, then visual information1,
and lastly airflow3. Here we present a two-way forced-choice study of tri-modal integration in
speech perception, showing the effects of both congruent and incongruent stimuli on accurate
identification of auditory speech-in-noise.
Hypotheses: 1) Participants will more accurately identify audio stimuli in noisy
environments if they are paired with matching multi-sensory stimuli, with the multisensory
enhancements stacking; tactile less enhancing than visual stimuli, which is less enhancing
than the combination of both visual and tactile stimuli. 2) Mismatching multisensory stimuli
will interfere with accurate identification of audio stimuli, with the tactile mismatch least
interfering, followed by visual, followed by the most interfering combination of mismatched
visual and tactile stimuli.
Methods: Audiovisual recordings of one female speaker producing “pa” [pha] and “ga” [ka]
were labeled segmented in PRAAT5. Four of each were selected and used as the base stimuli
based on duration, f0, and the elimination of stimuli with eye-blinks. All of the speech
tokens were randomly superimposed over a 10-second loop of sound using an automated
process in R6. This technique insures that the audio tokens are masked by noise that matches
the long-term spectrum of the underlying speech7,8. The audio and noise were superimposed,
giving a range of -20 to +10 decibel (dB) signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) at 0.1 dB increments.
Sixteen New Zealand English speakers participated; the final experiment will have 30-40
participants based on our power-analysis. Participants were seated in a sound-attenuated
booth with a screen 1 meter in front of them, an air-puff system9 directed at their suprasternal
notch, and headphones placed over their ears. They were asked to identify between [pha] and
[ka], beginning with a +1 dB SNR, following a QUEST10 staircase along 32 choices for each
condition. Conditions consisted of matched and mismatched audio-visual and audio-visualtactile stimuli for a total of 12 conditions (see Figure 1).
Results: The results, as seen in Figure 1, show a trend that congruous video and tactile
stimuli enhance, and incongruous video and tactile stimuli interfere with, identification of
auditory [pha] and [ka], as predicted in Hypothesis 1. However, GLMM tests show only the
visual enhancement and interference are statistically significant (t-value = 8.060); in contrast
the puff enhancement and interference are not significant (t-value = 1.215).
Discussion: The current number of participants provides data that is too under-powered to
allow for effective elimination of type II statistical errors. However, the current results
already show a data trend towards tri-modal integration in speech perception. The results
also show that audio-visual integration has about a seven times larger effect range (4.65 dB
SNR) than audio-tactile integration (0.66 dB SNR), so continued research into tri-modal
integration in speech perception will require either greater air-flow or more repetitions to
avoid under-powered analyses.
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Signal-to-noise Ratio by Audio-Visual-Tactile Condition
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Figure 1. Notched boxplots of Signal-to-Noise Ratio by Audio-Visual-Tactile Condition
(NA = no video)
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Experimental Evidence for Biases in Phonological Rule Interaction
Brandon Prickett
University of Massachusetts Amherst
1. Introduction: In this study, I present evidence from an artificial language learning
experiment for biases favoring different kinds of phonological rule interaction. The first bias
of interest prefers interactions that cause more rules to apply over the course of a derivation [1]
(henceforth, application bias), and the second bias prefers those that produce transparent
surface forms [2] (henceforth transparency bias). These biases make predictions for the relative
learnability of four different types of rule interaction: bleeding, feeding, counterbleeding, and
counterfeeding (see Table 1 for examples of each). Application bias prefers feeding and
counterbleeding processes, while transparency bias prefers feeding and bleeding. Although
three past studies have applied artificial language learning to the study of rule interaction
[4,5,6], this experiment is the first to measure the relative learnability of all four kinds of
interaction. My results show that application bias affects the acquisition of individual rules,
while transparency bias affects the learning of rule interactions.
2. Design: The experiment had four artificial languages, each of which corresponded to one of
the example interactions given in Table 1. Each language had palatalization and vowel deletion
rules, whose ordering determined the transparency of the language. The languages also had
two suffixes, /-i/ and /-a/, which could occur individually or together. When cooccurring, the
suffixes followed the order /i+a/ for bleeding and counterbleeding and /a+i/ for feeding and
counterfeeding. Transparency and application biases were expected to affect learnability in two
kinds of word forms: those that demonstrated the palatalization rule by itself (the /ti/ column
in Table 1), and those that demonstrated rule interaction (the rightmost column in Table 1).
3. Methods: Subjects (n=48) participated in a training phase and a testing phase, each of which
had 108 trials. Trials consisted of two parts: first, a picture-audio pair demonstrated the stem
for a noun in the artificial language. Then, a second picture demonstrated the same noun, in
either its plural, diminutive, or plural-diminutive form. Subjects then had to choose between
two audio files that represented phonologically correct and incorrect suffixed forms of the
relevant noun. The suffixes /-i/ and /-a/ each corresponded to either plural or diminutive, and
the simultaneous use of both suffixes corresponded to the plural-diminutive category. In the
training phase, participants received feedback about their choice after each trial, and in the
testing phase this feedback was absent. In total, there were 72 stems of the form
{i, u}{m, n, l}{i, a, u}{t, d, k, g}. I trained participants on all possible forms of a set of 36 of
these stems, and then tested them on all forms of the remaining 36.
4. Results: Figure 1 shows subjects’ accuracy for the relevant trial types in the testing phase.
For interacting trials, bleeding and feeding had higher accuracies, while in palatalizing trials,
feeding and counterbleeding were the most accurate. I ran a logistic regression on the data
from all test phase trials (i.e. interacting, palatalizing, deleting, and faithful trials) with random
effects of subject and item on the intercept. This showed a transparency bias for interacting
forms, with a significant interaction between transparency, deletion, and palatalization
(β=0.08761, p=0.01747), and an application bias for palatalizing forms, with a significant
interaction between application and palatalization (β=0.20447, p<.001).
5. Conclusions: The results presented above show evidence for both application and
transparency biases. When both rules were necessary for a derivation, transparent interactions
(i.e. bleeding and feeding) were learned most reliably. However, when the learning of an
individual rule was necessary, interactions that caused that rule to be applied more often (i.e.
feeding and counterbleeding) were more learnable. The results show that both application and
transparency biases are at work in artificial language learning, and suggest that both could
affect the likelihood of different rule interactions developing in a more natural setting.
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(1)

Examples of each Interaction Type, Adapted from Baković 2011 [3]
(interacting forms are bolded)
Bleeding
/Underlying form/
/ki/
/kia/
/ta/
/ti/
/ka/
Deletion: V1V2 V2
ka
Palatalization: t  tʃ/_i
tʃi
[Surface form]
[ki]
[ka]
[ta]
[tʃi]
[ka]
Feeding
/Underlying form/
/ki/
/kai/
/ta/
/ti/
/ka/
Deletion: V1V2 V2
ki
Palatalization: t  tʃ/_i
tʃi
[Surface form]
[ki]
[ki]
[ta]
[tʃi]
[ka]
Counterbleeding
/Underlying form/
/ki/
/kia/
/ta/
/ti/
/ka/
Palatalization: t  tʃ/_i
tʃi
Deletion: V1V2 V2
ka
[Surface form]
[ki]
[ka]
[ta]
[tʃi]
[ka]
Counterfeeding
/Underlying form/
/ki/
/kai/
/ta/
/ti/
/ka/
Palatalization: t  tʃ/_i
tʃi
Deletion: V1V2 V2
ki
[Surface form]
[ki]
[ki]
[ta]
[tʃi]
[ka]

/tia/
ta
[ta]
/tai/
ti
tʃi
[tʃi]
/tia/
tʃia
tʃa
[tʃa]
/tai/
ti
[ti]

Figure 1. Percent correct in testing for interacting and palatalizing forms, by trial type
and language (95% confidence intervals)
[1] Kiparsky, Paul (1968). Linguistic universals and linguistic change. In Universals in
linguistic theory. 170–202. [2] Kiparsky, Paul (1971). Historical linguistics. In A Survey of
Linguistic Science. 576-642. [3] Baković, Eric (2011). Opacity and ordering. In The Handbook
of Phonological Theory (2nd ed). 40-67. [4] Ettlinger, Marc (2008). Input-driven opacity
(Dissertation). [5] Kim, Yun Jung (2012). Do learners prefer transparent rule ordering? An
artificial language learning study. In Proceedings from the Annual Meeting of the Chicago
Linguistic Society, 48(1), 375-386. [6] Brooks, K. Michael, Bozena Pajak, and Eric Baković
(2013). Learning biases for phonological interactions. Poster presented at 2013 Meeting on
Phonology.
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How many reduced vowels are there in English? A Bayesian process-based approach
Sarah Tasker, Márton Sóskuthy, Paul Foulkes
University of York
Most British varieties of English are traditionally described as having two reduced vowels:
/ɪ/ (Lenin) and /ə/ (Lennon). There is a link between spelling and vowel quality [1]: ⟨i⟩ generally
represents /ɪ/ (intent); ⟨a⟩, ⟨o⟩ and ⟨u⟩ represent /ə/ (above, today, stirrup); and ⟨e⟩ may
represent either (prefer). These descriptions assume that variation in reduced vowels is
categorical, that is, speakers aim for either /ɪ/ or /ə/. Such statements are based mostly on native
speaker intuitions. Recent phonetic studies of variation in reduced vowels show a more
complex picture [2], suggesting that some speakers may have a range of intermediate targets.
We therefore ask the following question: is variation between /ɪ/ and /ə/ categorical or gradient?
While bimodally distributed phonetic measurements often indicate categorical variation, the
reverse is not necessarily true, since two overlapping categories can combine to create a
unimodal distribution [3]. For example, [4] shows that, with regard to /l/-darkness, what
initially looks like an intermediate category can be the result of a mixture of the two extreme
ends of the spectrum. In this study, we introduce a novel methodological approach to explore
the question of whether the contrast between unstressed /ɪ/ and /ə/ is categorical in British
English varieties. We use Bayesian process-based modelling to analyse variation within vowels
spelt with ⟨e⟩ (the prime locus of phonetic variation between /ɪ/ and /ə/).
The data set comes from a corpus collected in Derby, UK [5], consisting of conversational
data from 26 speakers. It includes unstressed vowels that were represented by ⟨e⟩ (n = 914),
⟨a⟩ (n = 1011), or ⟨i⟩ (n = 668). The latter two are used as proxies for unambiguous /ə/ and /ɪ/,
respectively. Midpoint formant measurements were collected automatically and corrected
manually. For this paper, we focus on F2, since the raw data revealed a rather narrow F1 range
and more substantial variation in F2. Figure 1 shows the distributions of ⟨e⟩, ⟨a⟩ and ⟨i⟩ within
each speaker ordered by the relative position of ⟨e⟩ compared to the other two. For speakers
1–6 the distribution of ⟨e⟩ largely overlaps that of ⟨i⟩, suggesting that they categorically aim
for /ɪ/. For speakers 24–26, the distribution of ⟨e⟩ overlaps that of ⟨a⟩, again suggesting a
categorical target of /ə/. The remaining 17 speakers show intermediate distributions for ⟨e⟩.
To address the question of whether these distributions reflect an intermediate target or a
mixture of categorically distinct /ə/ and /ɪ/ tokens, we adopt process-based modelling [6], using
bespoke causal models instead of out-of-the-box statistical methods. For our data, this means
comparing two models that directly implement categorical and gradient data-generating
assumptions. We use Bayesian methods for model fitting and comparison.
The categorical model (fig. 2, left) is implemented as a hierarchical mixture model: for each
speaker, it is given two distributions representing /ɪ/ and /ə/ (based on ⟨i⟩ and ⟨a⟩), and it models
F2 values for ⟨e⟩ by mixing them at a proportion estimated from the data (e.g. 10% /ɪ/ vs. 90%
/ə/). The gradient model (fig. 2, right) simply models each speaker’s F2 values for ⟨e⟩ through
a single normal distribution whose mean and standard deviation are estimated from the data.
Based on the leave-one-out information criterion (LOOIC; [7]), which takes both model fit and
complexity into account, the gradient model performs substantially better than the categorical
model (LOOIC categorical – LOOIC gradient = –92.8, SE = 25.8).
Our model does not directly speak to the source of gradient distinctions in reduced vowels,
but there are at least two potential explanations. First, differences across ⟨i⟩, ⟨e⟩ and ⟨a⟩ may
be a historical residue reflecting what were originally distinct full forms (as still shown by the
spelling). Second, they may result from active links between alternating full and reduced
vowels in the same form (e.g. explain) or related forms (e.g. prefer ~ preference). However,
regardless of the precise origins of these patterns, our findings suggest that for the majority of
our speakers, reduced vowels do not vary categorically between /ɪ/ and /ə/.
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fitted model (dashed line: predicted density distribution of F2 values from model).
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Competition between whole-word and decomposed representations of English prefixed
words
Kie Zuraw1, Isabelle Lin1, Meng Yang1, and Sharon Peperkamp2
1 Department of Linguistics, UCLA
2 Laboratoire de Sciences Cognitives et Psycholinguistique, Ecole Normale Supérieure 2
Laboratoire de Sciences Cognitives et Psycholinguistique, Ecole Normale Supérieure
English words that begin with mis- or dis- vary in pronunciation [1,2]. The stem-initial
consonant can be aspirated (mis[ph]ronounce) — that is, treated as word-initial, where
voiceless stops are aspirated regardless of stress. Or it can be unaspirated (mis[p]ronounce)
— that is, treated as word-internal, where voiceless stops are unaspirated after /s/ [3]. The
variation in pronunciation could be driven by whether the word is accessed as a whole unit or
as a concatenation of prefix and stem. Frequency effects support the idea of two competing
access routes [4]. Aspiration is more likely if the stem exists as a free-standing word.
Moreover, there is more aspiration the more frequent that free-standing word is, and there is
less aspiration the more frequent the whole prefixed word is [5]. We provide independent
evidence for on-line competition in a speech production experiment. We encouraged speakers
to switch between whole-word (unaspirated) and prefixed (aspirated) structures by having
them produce other unprefixed or prefixed words, thus priming the whole-unit or the
prefix+stem structure.
Methods. 46 university students, all native speakers of American English, participated in a
priming study. On each trial, participants read aloud a two-word phrase composed of a
function word and a word starting with the prefix mis- or dis-, e.g. to mispronounce. The
experiment was presented in two blocks. Each of the 20 target words, like mispronounce,
occurred once in each block. In one block (prefixed-prime block), the target phrases were
intermingled with 100 phrases containing a prefixed word whose prefix was not mis- or dis-,
and whose stem did not begin with a voiceless stop (with one exception), like you realign. In
the other block (unprefixed-prime block), the targets were instead intermingled with 100
phrases containing an unprefixed word, like they pirouette. Block order was counterbalanced
across participants. On one third of non-target trials, participants had to rate the phrase’s
meaning on a scale from “very negative” to “very positive”, to ensure that they were fully
accessing the lexical entries.
Results. Each participant’s target phrases were presented in random order to three
phonetically trained coders. They identified disfluent or errorful tokens, and judged whether
each fluent token had aspiration or not by listening to just the stem of the prefixed word (e.g.,
pronounce). After pairs of tokens were excluded for disfluency, error, or disagreement among
coders in either of the two tokens, there were 816 analyzable pairs (89% of the data); 125 of
these were “flip” pairs, where one token was aspirated and one unaspirated (in 602 pairs both
tokens were aspirated, and in 89 both were unaspirated). Forty out of 46 speakers had a flip
pair for at least one word, and 19 of 20 words had a flip pair from at least one speaker. This
shows that the same speaker can vary when producing the same word.
We hypothesized that producing many prefixed words would prime participants to
aspirate the targets, and this is what we found. As Figure 1 shows, the aspirated member of a
flip pair was more likely to occur in the prefixed-prime block than in the unprefixed-prime
block. (Mixed-effects logistic regression model: β = 0.857, SE = 0.414, z = 2.07, p = 0.038).
This was true regardless of block order. The result shows that the variation is influenced by
the structure of other words recently produced.
Discussion. Our results show that words can have two competing phonological
representations, according to whether they are accessed as whole units or as prefixed, and
speakers make an online choice between these representations. This is evidence for active
competition between two structures during speech production.
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Figure 1. In “flip” pairs, the aspirated token tends to occur in the prefixed-prime block,
regardless of block order.
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Gamification in the phonology lab
Jenny Krüwald(1), Daniel Duran(1,2) and Natalie Lewandowski(1)
(1)
University of Stuttgart, (2)University of Freiburg, Germany
We present a study on the perception of phonetic detail comparing two methodological
approaches: a computer-based perception test with a “classical” setup and a novel computer-game
based framework. We discuss general methodological implications for experimentation in
laboratory phonology. The “classic” perception test is a categorization task on auditory stimuli.
It was designed to be as similar to the game as possible, e. g. using the category labels “human”
and “alien”. In a first block of training trials stimuli are presented along with a visual label on the
screen indicating their category. Stimuli were created from German short utterances produced by
a female adult native speaker. Manipulations at the phonetic level were applied modifying pitch,
the fricative spectrum, and the second formant of vowels. Manipulated stimuli were presented as
belonging to the “alien” category and unmanipulated stimuli as examples of the “human”
category. The nature of the manipulation was not made explicit to the participants. After training,
participants had to categorize stimuli in three blocks in a forced-choice task with one type of
manipulation per block. Feedback was provided after each decision. Our game based framework
has been developed as a test environment for implicit perception and attention to fine phonetic
detail [3,7]. It is designed as an action game (using the Unity game engine [8]). A story is told to
the player of an alien invasion on Earth with their task to evacuate all humans and capture all
alien invaders. Auditory stimuli are presented such that it appears that a human figure is
producing them. While visual cues for successful categorization are provided during a training
phase, there are no such cues during test phase (all figures look the same, the story being that
aliens are disguising themselves as humans). A growing body of research indicates that serious
games are suitable tools for cognitive or psychological experiments [4,9]. Recently, this
methodology is being adopted for experimentation in phonetics and laboratory phonology. We
argue, along others [6], that games are in some respects superior to classic test designs. Classic
tests may be perceived as being boring due to their repetitive nature and the very abstract,
unnatural laboratory situation that subjects are exposed to [1]. Games may increase subjects’
motivation to participate and perform well on the given task and the validity of the gathered data
due a more natural situation–i. e. a situation that people are either already familiar with or where
people can easily immerse themselves [2,5]. Categorization tests (or other linguistic tasks like
discrimination or similarity judgments) can be implemented within computer games such that no
explicit decisions are required from the subjects. The apparent task being to save the world,
subjects are not explicitly told to pay attention to phonetic details of the stimuli they hear. Classic
tests, on the other hand, in most cases include explicit instructions and require conscious
decisions from the subjects. Computer game frameworks thus provide a compromise solution
between spontaneous natural data on the one hand and full experimental control on the other. In
order to shed more light on this issue, we looked specifically at the differences between the two
approaches. 24 German native speakers (aged 20-31, 12 female) took part in this study. They
were split into two groups either first completing the game or the classic test, and in a second
session completing the other test 3-7 days later. We evaluate accuracy of the responses and
reaction times. Participants filled in a questionnaire to assess their subjective experience. This
comparative study confirms the hypothesis that gamification increases participants' motivation.
The results indicate that our subjects may have been more aware of the semantics and meaning
of the stimuli than they have been aware of the fine phonetic differences and the form of the
stimuli. They remembered details of the contents but did not notice the phonetic differences from
the game. With respect to the validity of the two approaches, the game might thus be a more
natural environment to test speech perception as (usually) people do not consciously track fine
phonetic details of their interlocutors during a conversation.
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Phonetic variation during conversational interaction as a function of topic
Daniela Mereu
Alpine Laboratory of Phonetic Sciences | Free University of Bozen-Bolzano
Introduction and research question. Stylistic variation has been studied in relation
with different factors, such as attention paid to speech [1], interlocutor [2] and speaker’s
agency [3]. Some studies have also demonstrated the relevance of the conversation topic in
activating the use of different sociophonetic resources [4], [5]. This research aims at
investigating the different factors governing intra-speaker variation in spontaneous
conversation, by studying two sociophonetic variables of Cagliari Sardinian, an endangered
non-standard variety, spoken in the regional capital of Sardinia. The variables under
investigation are two local stereotypes, in the sense of Labov [6]: 1) the realisation of the
voiceless and voiced alveolar fricatives /s, z/ as a voiceless postalveolar fricative [ʃ], in
pre-consonantal environments (also across word boundaries), e.g. tostau [toʃ'tau] ‘hard’,
prus mannu [pruʃ 'mannu] ‘bigger’, and 2) the palatalization of the velar plosives /k, ɡ/ in
front of the open central vowel /a/, e.g. cani ['kjani] ‘dog’, gatu ['ɡjattu] ‘cat’. The main
goal of this research is to explore if there is any correlation between the use of given
sociophonetic variants and local conversational topics and, consequently, to understand
which social meanings are associated to the variation pattern.
Data and methodology. The sample is made up of 13 subjects (9 M , 4 F; age range:
37-85). In order to understand the local social environment, it is worth mentioning that
speakers belong to two different groups: the first group is related to a religious confraternity
of the town, while the other one is made up of people not belonging to this confraternity.
Data for the analysis have been taken from a corpus of 10 hours of spontaneous speech,
collected in Cagliari by means of semi-structured ethnographic interviews. Interviews ˗ both
one-to-one interviews and group sessions ˗ were recorded at 44,100 Hz and 16-bit depth
with a Zoom H5 recorder and they were focused on topics of interest to native speakers,
for example, the history of the local religious confraternities, changes of the town from
past to present, the lack of services in Cagliari, etc.
Analysis. All tokens (1430 for /s/-retraction and 1704 for the palatalization of /k, ɡ/)
were manually segmented in Praat and different variants are identified for each variable.
Firstly, the two variables are studied from an acoustic point of view. As for /s/-retraction,
spectral moments analysis is used (specifically, the centre of gravity) [7], [8], while for the
palatalization of /k, ɡ/, three different acoustic parameters are analysed: duration and centre
of gravity of consonantal release, and the onset of F2 of the following vowel [9]. Statistical
analysis (ANOVA) on the acoustic measures confirms the classification in different
variants. The focus of the research is the analysis of the effects of stylistic factors on the
choice of the variants, at two different levels: a) a conversational level, in order to observe
to what extent the conversation is constrained by the question-answer interview format
[10]; b) a content-based level, to take into account the selection of topics by the
interviewees. For the latter, the amount of speech was balanced for every speaker and every
topic/micro-genre considered.
Results. The results of the statistical analysis show that, for both variables, the
conversation topic/micro-genre constitutes a relevant factor for the distribution of different
sociophonetic variants. In particular, the sub-standard variants of the two variables ([ʃ] and
[kj, ɡj], respectively) are activated in relation with categories of particular involvement for
the speakers, such as ‘Rivalry among confraternities’ for the speakers belonging to the
confraternity (Figures 1 and 3) and ‘Complaint’ for the other group (Figures 2 and 4),
regardless of their conversational function in the interview (i.e. direct answer to a question
of the interviewer or digression from the format of the interview). Following mosaic plots
with standardized residuals show the results of the analysis.
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Figure 2 - First variable for the other group of
speakers (Variant = s1: [s, z], s2: [ʃ]; Topic/micro-genre
= A1:Amusing anecdote; A3:Biographical anecdote;
F:Description;
G2:Dialogue
among
informants;
I:Complaint; P:Problems of the neighbourhood;
Q:neighbourhood).

Figure 1 - First variable for the group of the
confraternity (Variant = s1: [s, z], s2: [ʃ]; Topic/microgenre = A1:Amusing anecdote; A3:Biographical anecdote;
F:Description;
G2:Dialogue
among
informants;
I:Complaint; P:Problems of the neighbourhood;
Q:neighbourhood; S:Rivalry among confraternities).

Figure 4 - Second variable for the other group of
speakers (Variant = P: [kj, ɡj], NP: [k, ɡ]; Topic/microgenre = A1:Amusing anecdote; A3:Biographical anecdote,
F:Description;
G2:Dialogue
among
informants;
I:Complaint; L:Sardinian language; P:Problems of the
neighbourhood; Q:neighbourhood).

Figure 3 - Second variable for the group of the
confraternity (Variant = P: [kj, ɡj], NP: [k, ɡ]; Topic/microgenre = A1:Amusing anecdote, A3:Biographical anecdote;
F:Description; G1:Dialogue with the interviewer;
G2:Dialogue among informants; I:Complaint; P:Problems of
the neighbourhood; S:Rivalry among confraternities).
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Is Japanese a true voicing language?
So much we know, yet so much to learn about [voice]
Jiayin Gao1,2,3, Takayuki Arai1
1
2
Sophia University, Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, 3Lacito & LPP, Paris 3
It is widely accepted that Japanese has a two-way laryngeal contrast between “voiced” and
“voiceless” stops. Some describe Japanese as a “true voicing” language in the same way as
French or Spanish [1], essentially based on phonological arguments including phonological
rules involved in compounding, or Rendaku.
Phonetically, word-initial voiceless stops in Japanese are slightly aspirated, which is not
voiceless unaspirated as found in a typical “true voicing” language. This was confirmed by
acoustic measurements showing an intermediate VOT value of these stops between short-lag
and long-lag [2]. Meanwhile, little doubt has been cast on the pre-voiced realizations of the
phonologically voiced stops (hereafter “voiced stops”). More than twenty years ago, [3]
found that voiced stops in Japanese had unanimously negative VOTs. More recently, a crossgenerational study showed a gradual shortening or even loss of the extra-long voice-lead of
word-initial voiced stops (probably in isolation) in Tokyo Japanese, especially with female
speakers [4]. [5] claimed that since VOT is not sufficient to distinguish the two stop series,
secondary cues including F0 and spectral tilt of the following vowel are needed.
Our project aims to investigate the phonetic implementations and variations of the [voice]
contrast in modern Tokyo Japanese. Compared with previous studies, more positions were
examined: (1) utterance-initial (thus also word-initial), (2) utterance-medial & word-initial,
(3) word-medial. [±voice] minimal or near-minimal pairs were used. Moreover, two pitchaccent contexts were compared: no accent (low pitch on first mora) vs. accent on the first
mora (high pitch on first mora). In the current study, results from 156 items produced by each
of 9 young female native speakers are reported.
Utterance-initially, more than half of the speakers produced voiced stops as short-lag more
than 75% of the time, as shown in Fig. 1. Utterance-medially, only about 25% of the wordinitial voiced stops were produced as short-lag, and the others with glottal pulsing during
closure. Word-medially, voiced stops were almost always produced as fully voiced and were
very often lenited. Voiceless stops were indeed medium-lag (mean at 34, 30, 53 ms, for /p/,
/t/, /k/, respectively) word-initially, but short-lag (14, 15, 22 ms) word-medially. Fig. 2 shows
the VOT distributions in utterance-initial position. Although voiced stops were
predominantly short-lag and overlapped with medium-lag voiceless stops, the two series were
still statistically separable.
Similar to other languages with a [voice] contrast, Tokyo Japanese also manifests a F0
perturbation effect on the following vowel, but only in word-initial position. F0 was
significantly higher after voiceless than voiced stops, regardless of the phonetic realizations
of the latter. The F0 differential was larger in high pitch than in low pitch context (Fig. 3, left
panel), in line with data from English [6], French and Italian [7]. F0 perturbation affected
more than half of the first mora. However, the overall pattern of the pitch accent was
preserved, hence not compromised by F0 perturbation. Word-medially, little effect of F0
perturbation could be observed (Fig. 3, right panel).
In conclusion, if we define “true voicing” as robust presence of glottal pulsing during
closure, modern Tokyo Japanese is not, or no longer a true voicing language. Tokyo Japanese
VOTs are more English-like, although voiceless stops are less aspirated in all positions. This
result corroborates the proposal by [4] of an ongoing devoicing change. Thus, an interesting
question arises. Does Japanese simply have a similar phonetic implementation of [±voice] as
English [8], or is the word-initial VOT distinction gradually replaced with a tonal distinction,
as observed in Seoul Korean [9]?
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On the correlation between perception and production of L2 contrasts in late learners:
Evidence from English-speaking learners of French
Gerda Ana Melnik1, Rory Turnbull1,2, and Sharon Peperkamp1
1
Laboratoire de Sciences Cognitives et Psycholinguistique (ENS-PSL, EHESS, CNRS), Paris
2
Department of Linguistics, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Decades of research have not yielded a consensus concerning the relationship between
perception and production in L2 speech sound processing. Some studies have found that
production lags behind perception [1,2], others the reverse [3,4]. Likewise, a correlation
between perception and production has been found in many studies [5,6], but not in all [7,8].
Here, we focus on the perception and production of the French /u/-/y/ contrast by advanced
English learners of French. Previous research observed no correlation for this case [9].
Methods: Nineteen French-proficient native English speakers residing in France (mean
length of residence: 4.6 years) and 11 native French speakers participated. Perception was
assessed by an ABX discrimination task, using CVCVCV nonwords that differ only in one
vowel (e.g. /vepuba/-/vepyba/) spoken by three different talkers. The contrast was /u/-/y/ in
the test condition and one of /a/-/i/, /a/-/e/, /o/-/i/, /e/-/o/ in the control condition. Each
condition comprised 96 trials. The vowel contrast could appear in any of the nonword’s three
syllables. The ISI was 150 ms in one block and 1000 ms block in another block, with the long
ISI activating the perception-production loop [10]. Production was assessed by two tasks: 1) a
pseudoword reading task with the stimuli from the perception task, making it directly
comparable to that task, and 2) a picture naming task with 120 object pictures, 30 with /u/ in
its French name, 30 /y/, and 60 neither of these vowels, the latter being filler items.
Results: For production, we extracted F1 and F2 values from the midpoint of each target
vowel. and computed the Mahalanobis distance between the distributions of /u/ and /y/ tokens
for each speaker (Fig. 1). The difference between native speakers and late learners was not
significant (nonword reading: t(28)<1; picture naming: t(24)=1.55, p>.1). The perception data
(Fig. 2) and the perception-production correlation were analyzed in two logistic mixed effect
models with group (native vs. learner), contrast (/u/-y/ vs. control), ISI (150 vs 1000 ms), and
the /u/-/y/ Mahalanobis distance values from either nonword reading or picture naming as
fixed effects. These models revealed group  contrast interaction (β=0.72, z=3.55, p<.01),
with the late learners showing poorer performance on the /u/-/y/ contrast than the native
speakers. Neither model showed an effect of (or interactions with) ISI. Finally, there was an
effect of Mahalanobis distance values in the model with the reading data, with more distinct
/u/-/y/ distributions correlating with higher ABX accuracy (β=0.23, z=3.17, p<.01), but not in
that with the picture naming data (β= 0.44, z= 1.68, p=.1). Thus, regardless of ISI, the
correlation with perception was significant for nonword reading but not for picture naming.
Discussion: The finding that late learners were similar to native speakers in production but
worse in perception suggests that perception lags behind production. However, a post-hoc
analysis of vowel durations showed that the native speakers produced shorter tokens of /u/
and /y/ than the learners (nonword reading: χ2(1)=9.48, p<.01; picture naming: χ2(1) = 10.14,
p<.01). This difference makes it hard to compare the two groups, because vowels are
typically centralized at increased speech rates. Thus, the lack of a significant group difference
might be due to the native speakers having a higher speech rate than the late learners.
The finding that perception and production are correlated only when tested at the same
processing level (i.e. nonwords) suggests that prelexical and lexical learning do not
necessarily coincide. Moreover, that this correlation is independent of ISI shows that it does
not hinge upon the activation of the production module during the perception task, as our
short ISI condition did not leave time for full activation of the perception-production loop.
We discuss our results in light of the previous literature and provide suggestions for future
research.
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Figure 1. Boxplots of Mahalanobis distance between the categories /u/ and /y/.

Figure 2. Boxplots of percent correct responses in ABX discrimination.
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The Beneficial Role of Variability for Acquiring Novel Words:
A Habituation Study with 14-Month-Old German-Learning Children
Tom Fritzsche, Adamantios Gafos & Barbara Höhle
Universität Potsdam, Germany
Two realisations of a word are never identical in natural speech even if they are produced
by the same speaker. This variability could be seen as an obstacle to the language learner by
obscuring phonemic categories and the fact that acoustically different signals may be mapped
onto the same lexical representation. However, variability could also aid in establishing
phonemic categories by making systematic relations between phonetic cues [1], which signal
the corresponding phonemic categories, better detectable (e.g. VOT and F1 [2]). Following this
argument, Rost and McMurray [3] set out to explain the failure of 14-month-old Englishlearning children to acquire novel words contrasting only in one feature [4] who, at an even
younger age, are able to discriminate such sound contrasts [5]. Their study showed that if
speaker variability is added, 14-month olds are able to learn minimally distinct novel object
labels like /buk/ and /puk/ (VOT for /b/ 10 ms, for /p/ 80 ms). The goal of the current project
was (1) to replicate this finding with German-learning children and (2) to shed more light on
the nature of the beneficial role that variability plays in word learning.
To address the first goal, we probed the effect of acoustic token variability on the wordlearning ability of 34 fourteen-month-old German-speaking children using the habituationswitch paradigm as in R&M’s study [3]. During habituation two novel objects were presented,
each with a pseudoword as its auditory label (Fig. 1). Half of the children in the “No Variation”
group listened to only one token for each word chosen from a single speaker, whereas the other
half in the “Variation” group listened to 54 different tokens from 18 different speakers (12
female). After habituation three test trials were presented, one with a correct object-word
pairing (same), one with an incorrect pairing (switch) and one containing a completely novel
object with a label from the familiarisation (novel). As per the variability is beneficial
hypothesis, longer looking times were predicted for switch and novel trials compared to same
trials in the “Variation” group, indicating the detection of a phonological change. Moreover,
effects were predicted to be stronger in the “Variation” than in the “No Variation” group.
The results (Fig. 2) showed no effects of test trials for the “No Variation” group (p’s>.48)
and for the “Variation” group a trend for an increase in looking time to switch vs. same trials
(p=.07) as well as an increase for novel vs. same trials (p<.001). While this replicates the
overall pattern of R&M’s study [3] there are two notable differences. First, we do not observe
an increase in looking times for novel items in the “No Variation” group. Second, the increase
for switch trials in the “Variation” group is only marginally significant. This cannot be
attributed to study differences in VOTs, which were slightly larger in the current study (8 ms
and 90 ms for /b/ and /p/, respectively). It could be an effect of the language tested or of
individual differences. The latter possibility was explored in post-hoc tests. In the “No
Variation” group, we found a positive correlation between the increase in looking times to the
switch trials and to the novel trials (p=.01). This indicates that the word learning task as a whole
was more difficult for some children than for others. Interestingly, this correlation was not
present in the “Variation” group (p=.39), which suggests that phonetic variability during
habituation had an effect on the learning outcome.
Following up on this and to address the second goal, we are currently investigating the effect
of visual variability on word learning (using the same acoustic stimuli). It has already been
argued that visual variability has a beneficial effect on word learning in two-year-old children
acquiring English [6]. Data collection is under way and findings will be presented at the time
of the conference to address the question whether it is specifically phonetic or non-phonetic
variability that boosts performance in word learning tasks with children.
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Figure 1. Structure of the habituation-switch paradigm. The habituation phase consists of
maximally 30 trials depending on how quickly the child habituates. In the test
phase there are three trials.

Figure 2. Mean looking times in the three test trials after habituation in the «No
Variation» (left panel) and «Variation» (right panel) group.
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Perceptual acuity as a predictor of learning success in biofeedback-enhanced speech
production training
Joanne Jingwen Li1, Samantha Ayala1, Douglas Shiller2, Tara McAllister1
1
New York University, 2 University of Montreal
Visual biofeedback has been suggested to facilitate speech sound learning in both clinical
populations and L2 learners (Bernhardt et al., 2005; Preston & Leaman, 2014; McAllisterByun, 2017). However, learning outcomes in biofeedback are highly variable across
individuals, with most studies showing a mix of strong responders and non-responders. In
addition, biofeedback technologies differ widely in the information they provide: visualacoustic biofeedback provides a real-time view of the acoustic signal of speech (e.g.,
formants), while ultrasound biofeedback shows the shape and movements of the tongue.
Wong et al. (2017) found that learners’ pitch perception acuity interacts with different speech
sound training paradigms to predict success in tone learning. Inspired by Wong et al. (2017),
the present study hypothesizes that individual sensory profiles could interact with
biofeedback type (acoustic or ultrasound) to predict learning success in an L2 training task.
The DIVA model (Guenther, 1994; Guenther, 1995) and related empirical studies (Perkell
et al., 2004; Ghosh et al., 2010; Lametti et al., 2012) suggest that speech production makes
use of targets in and feedback in auditory and somatosensory space, and that speakers with
more narrowly defined targets are more precise in production. Other research suggests that
acuity in auditory and somatosensory domains make distinct, independent contributions to
precision in speech production. This could have implications for matching learners with
different types of biofeedback in an L2 learning task. We postulate that speakers with low
auditory acuity, who may have difficulty establishing precise auditory targets from auditory
input alone, should derive the most benefit from visual acoustic biofeedback training. On the
other hand, people who have intact auditory acuity but poor somatosensory acuity may have
difficulty using somatosensory feedback to determine exactly where to place the articulators
to achieve precision in production. Accordingly, such speakers are expected to derive the
most benefit from the articulatory feedback offered by ultrasound.
Forty female English native speakers aged 18-30 will be recruited to receive biofeedback
training for two Mandarin vowels: /y/ and /u/. Participants attend two 1-hour sessions on two
separate days. Session I includes pre-training tests of auditory perceptual acuity,
somatosensory acuity, and phonological awareness. Auditory perceptual acuity is tested with
an adaptive staircase AXB discrimination task in which participants differentiate stimuli of
decreasing distance along a Mandarin /y/-/u/ continuum. Somatosensory acuity is tested with
a Spatial Resolution Acuity test (Steele et al., 2014) that requires participants to use their
tongue to identify capital letters of different sizes embossed on Teflon strips. Phonological
awareness is assessed with the CTOPP-2, which has been found to predict speech sound
learning in previous research (Perrachione et al., 2011). During session II, participants are
trained to produce the Mandarin vowels /y/ and /u/ in isolation (30 minutes for each vowel).
Participants are randomly assigned to one of two biofeedback conditions, visual-acoustic or
ultrasound. Progress is tracked with probes administered pre- and post-training.
Mahalanobis distance (MD), which measures the distance between a participant’s
productions and the mean of the target vowel in F1-F2 space, before and after training will be
calculated. Mixed-effects regression will be used to analyze the predictive power of auditory
perceptual acuity, somatosensory acuity, and phonological awareness for the magnitude of
change in MD from pre- to post-training. Twenty participants have completed both sessions
so far and data analysis is ongoing.
We hypothesize that auditory acuity will predict the magnitude of response to acoustic
biofeedback across individuals, and somatosensory acuity predict response to ultrasound
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biofeedback. Insights from this research could help maximize learning outcomes in
individuals with different sensory profiles in both L2 learning and clinical settings.
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On the (ir)relevance of prenuclear accents for intonational learning
1

Timo B. Roettger1,2 & Jennifer Cole1

Northwestern University, 2University of Cologne

Introduction: Intonation is an important linguistic device for signaling pragmatic information in some languages; however, our understanding of how language users learn and represent
different parts of an intonation contour is still poor. In West Germanic languages, the location and
melody of a nuclear pitch accent (the rightmost accent in a prosodic phrase) conveys meaning
related to focus and information status [1]. The pragmatic relevance of prenuclear accents (preceding the nucleus) is less clear. Prenuclear accents are optional and variable in production [2]. They
are described as “ornamental” [3], and as placed for rhythmic purposes only [4]. They have lesser
acoustic prominence than nuclear accented words and are less likely to be identified as prominent
by listeners [5]. With lower perceptual salience, and no reliable association with meaning, we predict that prenuclear accents play little or no role in the acquisition of intonational contours. Preliminary evidence of a learning asymmetry for prenuclear vs. nuclear accents is shown by [6], where
an artificial language learning paradigm is used to test learning of novel intonational contours.
Learners in that study disregarded the first tonal event in test sentences when categorizing intonational contours and their meaning. However, their learning task was arguably rather difficult.
Learners had to distinguish three different contours which were distorted to varying degrees
through resynthesis. The present study investigates the status of prenuclear pitch accents in an arguably easier learning paradigm. If prenuclear accents are really irrelevant for the recognition of
intonational categories, we expect prenuclear accents to be disregarded during learning.
Method: Materials, raw data, and R scripts can be assessed from our osf.io repository (see the
link on page 2). 20 German subjects participated in a learning experiment. They were told that they
have to learn two alien languages, which differ only in their ‘melody’. Learners were exposed to a
‘German translator’ producing German sentences with two different intonation contours associated
with the two alien languages (depicted through cartoon creatures). The sentence material had the
structure: <Sie haben ja [OBJ-NP] [VERB]>, e.g. <Sie haben ja die Murmel geworfen.> ‘They have
thrown the marble’ We resynthesized monotonously produced sentences using PSOLA in Praat [7]
to create two tonal events for each contour: a pitch accent on the particle <ja> and a pitch accent
on the stressed syllable of the OBJ-NP (see Figure 1). The resulting contours were very unlike native
German intonation patterns. The novel contours were presented with eleven different sentences,
repeated three times for each contour throughout the exposure phase (overall 66 tokens). In each
trial of the exposure phase, learners heard a sentence with a particular contour and saw the alien
cartoon image and the name of the alien language. In the test phase, listeners were either exposed
to the full contour (PRENUC + NUC) or to a partial contour either lacking the PRENUC or the NUC
event, and had to identify the alien language in a 2-alternatives forced choice task.
Results: Results were analyzed using generalized mixed effects models [8]. We predicted response choice based on the factor CONTOUR TYPE (COMPLETE vs. PRENUC ONLY vs. NUC ONLY) and
included crossed random effects for subject and items as well as by-subject random slopes. There
was a significant intercept indicating that learners actually learned to associate contours with the
alien languages (p<.0001). There was a significant effect of CONTOUR TYPE, such that COMPLETE
and NUC ONLY elicited comparable accuracy ratings (b=83% and b=81%, respectively), while
PRENUC ONLY elicited significantly lower accuracy ratings that were not indistinguishable from
chance (p<.0001, b=49%), (cf. Figure 2).
Discussion: Our results suggest that learners ignore prenuclear pitch accents when they have
to learn new form-function mappings and are thus in line with claims regarding the ‘ornamental’
status of prenuclear accents [3,4]. We conceptually replicated findings by [4] regarding the asymmetric learning of prenuclear and nuclear tonal events in an even simpler learning experiment.
Future research needs to answer whether learners simply transfer the knowledge about their native
language, which for German is that prenuclear accents have little relevance in conveying linguistic
meaning, or whether there are more general cognitive constraints on learning/perceiving intonational categories, as they are characterised by temporally extended, acoustically complex signals.
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Figure 1. Example sentence <Sie haben ja die Murmel geworfen.> ‘They have thrown the marble’. Contour
1 was characterized by a 4 semitone (ST) fall in f0 on the particle <ja> followed by a 4ST rise on the
following syllable (prenuclear event) and a 4ST rise on the accented syllable of the object NP followed by a
fall to mid-level (nuclear event). Contour 2 was characterized by a 4ST rise on the particle <ja> followed
by a 4ST fall on the following syllable (prenuclear event) and a 4ST fall on the accented syllable of the object
NP followed by a rise to mid-level (nuclear event).

Figure 2. Estimates and 95%-Confidence intervals for accuracy across contour type and speaker-groups.
Small semi-transparent dots indicate mean values for each subject. Solid grey lines indicate grouping by
subjects. Dashed line indicates chance level.
Link to OSF repository: https://osf.io/5hfwg
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The perception and production of /sC/ clusters by Spanish-English sequential bilinguals
Steven Alcorn and Rajka Smiljanic
The University of Texas at Austin
Word-initial /sC/ clusters are phonotactically illegal in all dialects of Spanish. Words containing
/#sC/ clusters originating from Latin as well as loanwords borrowed into Spanish from English
and other languages are repaired via an epenthetic /e/ before the cluster. Native Spanish speakers
also repair these clusters perceptually via epenthesis, reporting they hear an “illusory” vowel even
when one is not present in the acoustic signal [4, 6]. This illusion is thought to be induced by
differences in phonotactics, rather than by conflicting phonetic/phonological systems [5].
Because English has no such phonotactic restriction and allows /#sC(C)/ clusters, Spanish/
English bilinguals possess knowledge of languages with conflicting phonotactic patterns.
Previous work has shown that these bilinguals transfer epenthesis as a repair strategy for /#sC/
clusters in the production of English words [2]. Recent work has also found that simultaneous
Spanish/English bilinguals can detect both the presence and the quality of the vowel better than
native Spanish monolingual listeners [3].
This study explores the production-perception link as it pertains to the repair of /sC/ clusters
in Spanish/English sequential bilinguals. Native speakers of Mexican Spanish (n=42) with basic
to intermediate knowledge of English (acquired after age 10) were tested in Mexico on their
production/perception of nine /#sC/ clusters occurring in English: /sp, st, sk, sm, sn, sl, spr, str,
skr/. First, they read sentences containing real and non-words with /#sC(C)/ clusters in English
and with English words embedded in Spanish frames. Then they completed a forced-choice
identification task in which they heard acoustically modified Spanish non-word stimuli along a
7-step continuum where the duration of the epenthetic vowel varied from 0 ms to approximately
30 ms in one-pitch period increments. Listeners chose the orthographic response for what they
believed they had heard (i.e. hear [esmid] with a 30 ms [e] and choose <smid> or <esmid>).
Because listeners showed considerable variability on the perception task, the four subjects
who were most accurate on the 0 ms stimuli (i.e. those who showed the lowest rate of perceptual
repair, all with >95% accuracy) and the four subjects who were least accurate on these same
stimuli (<50% accuracy) were selected for preliminary analysis of production data. After
excluding mispronunciations, a total of 1,114 tokens were analyzed for the presence/absence of
vowels in illegal clusters using Praat [1]. The rates of vowel epenthesis overall and by language
for both groups are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3 below. A mixed-effects logistic regression was
conducted with speaker group (high vs. low perceptual repair), word language (English vs.
Spanish), and word type (real vs. non-word) as fixed effects, and speaker and word as random
effects. The low perceptual repair group epenthesized less in production than the high repair
group (p<.01), and Spanish words were modified more than English words (p<.001). Epenthesis
occurred at similar rates for real and non-words (p=.38).
These findings suggest that processes of phonotactic repair in perception and production are
governed by the same mechanism, and that target-like performance in one domain predicts
performance in the other. They also provide evidence that perceptual epenthesis of /#sC(C)/
clusters by native Spanish speakers may not be as uniform as previously thought, and that even
limited proficiency in a language with these clusters can reduce the frequency of illusory vowels.
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Table 1. Rates of vowel epenthesis for both languages.

Table 2. Rates of vowel epenthesis
for English words only.

Low
High
perceptual perceptual
repair
repair
group
group
epenthesis
50%
89.3%

Low
High
perceptual perceptual
repair
repair
group
group
epenthesis
45%
85.5%

no
epenthesis

no
epenthesis

50%

10.7%

55%

14.5%

Table 3. Rates of vowel epenthesis for Spanish words only.
Low
High
perceptual perceptual
repair
repair
group
group
epenthesis
54.9%
93.2%
no
epenthesis

45.1%

6.8%
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The floor is yours: Perception of duration and tonal cues for turn-taking in L2 English
Aoju Chen, Pieternel van Braak
Utrecht University
Speakers use prosodic, syntactic and visual cues to realise a smooth transition between
speaking turns of different speakers [9, 14, 15]. Regarding prosodic cues, languages differ in
the use of duration and tonal cues for turn-holding (i.e. continuation of a speaking turn) and
turn-yielding (i.e. end of a speaking turn). For example, speakers lengthen the utterance-final
word to a larger degree in turn-yielding than in turn-holding in British English [8, 13] but not
in Dutch [2]. Further, although listeners associate low nuclear contours with turn-yielding and
non-low nuclear contours with turn-holding in both British English and Dutch, they prefer
H*L H% (fall rise) over H* H% (high rise) and L* H H% (low rise) in turn-holding in British
English and but H* H% over H*L H% and L* H H% in Dutch [5, 6].
Such cross-linguistic differences entail a learning process in L2 [10], which can be
influenced by both L1 prosody and universal tendencies in the use of prosody [7, 12]. In this
study, we have examined for the first time the perception of prosodic cues to turn-taking in
British English by Dutch learners of British English (hereafter L2 English learners). Notably,
in past work L2 perception was studied as a prosodic ability isolated from learner’s own
experience in communication in L2. Taking a different approach, we have examined the
relation between L2 learners’ experience with turn-taking in L2 and their perception.
Advanced L2 English learners listened to 60 short SVO sentences and judged on a 7point scale how turn-final each sentence sounded (score 1: absolutely not turn-final; score 7:
distinctly turn-final). The sentences were derived from 10 source sentences recorded by a
male native speaker of British English, and implemented 6 experimental conditions via
speech manipulation in Praat (Figure 1): 2 duration conditions (default lengthening in
utterance-final word vs. increased lengthening by 30%) x 3 nuclear contour conditions (H*L
L%, L*H H%, H*L H%). Following the perception experiment, the participants filled in a
questionnaire, indicating on a 7-point Likert Scale how much they agreed with the statements
on personal experience with turn-taking in Dutch and English. Half of the statements were
about turn-holding and half about turn-yielding (Figure 2). A ‘turn-taking’ score was
obtained from the questionnaire for each language.
The learner’s turn-taking experience was similarly positively evaluated in L1 (4.3)
and L2 (4.6). Linear Mixed-effect modeling was used to assess the effects of duration and
nuclear contour, their interaction and their relation with the learners’ turn-taking experience.
Our modeling revealed only main effects of duration (p < .001) and nuclear contour (p <
.001). Extra lengthening sounded significantly less turn-final (thus more turn-holding) than
default lengthening (4.3 vs. 3.67); H*L L% sounded significantly more turn-final (thus more
turn-yielding) than L*H H% (4.38 vs. 3.2) p < .001), but not than H*L H% (4.37).
These results show that the advanced L2 English learners do not perceive the duration
and tonal cues to turn-taking in a native-like manner. The non-native perception of the
duration cue is related to the L1-L2 difference and suggests the learners’ awareness of the
role of duration in turn-taking but insufficient knowledge of its use in British English. Our
results further show that the L2 learners interpreted H*L H% differently from the other nonlow nuclear contour L* H H%. This may be explained by a possible difference in cue
weighting: Dutch listeners may focus more on pitch accent than on boundary tone. Future
research is needed to test this hypothesis. Finally, the discrepancy between similarity in selfevaluated turn-taking skill in L1 and L2 and non-British-like perception implies reliance on
cues other than prosodic cues for maintaining a smooth turn-transition in conversations in L2
English. Further research on the relative importance of prosodic and non-prosodic cues to
turn-taking in L2 can shed light on this issue.
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Examples of source sentences:
The game will take a year.
The story is too long.
(prenuclear accented words in italics
and nuclear-accented words in bold)

Figure 1. The 3 nuclear contours (all preceded by a H*L pre-nuclear accent) (Chen 2007).
(
1. I never have problems in keeping the floor in conversations with native speakers of English.

Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly agree

2. When talking with native speakers of English, I always manage to take my turn when I want to contribute
to the conversation.

Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly agree

Figure 2: Examples of statements from the questionnaire on turn-taking experience in
English.
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The extent of variation in the production of coronals in English infant-directed
speech
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Casual speech exchanged between adults is rife with variation, and words are rarely
produced in canonical form - i.e., like its dictionary pronunciation [6]. For example, in the
Buckeye conversational speech corpus, word-final coronal stops (/t/, /d/ and /n/) are produced
canonically less than 50% of the time in assimilation contexts [4].
It has previously been argued that infant-directed speech (IDS) involves modifications that
encourage more canonical productions (for e.g. due to a slower speech rate than adultdirected speech (ADS) [5]). Although there is evidence that some phonological processes
apply less frequently in English IDS, making it more canonical than ADS [9], more recent
analysis of place assimilation in IDS [2], from spontaneous speech and speech elicited in the
laboratory, shows a similar proportion of canonical forms in both speech styles. If IDS is as
variable as ADS, how could infants learn to privilege canonical forms as has been shown in
research with adult listeners (e.g. [7], [8])? To date, the extant research on variation in IDS is
focused entirely on word-final productions. However, cross-linguistically, it is onset positions
that are more phonologically stable and salient [1]. In this study, we consider whether the
amount of phonetic variation in IDS differs based on segment position in a word.
We analyzed IDS from the longitudinal Providence Corpus [3] which contains recordings
of 6 monolingual English-speaking 1- to 3-year-olds interacting with their parents (usually
their mothers) at home during everyday activities. We sampled speech directed to infants
from two age ranges, 16-18 and 22-24-mo-old. All utterances with coronal stops and
fricatives (/t/, /d/, /n/, /s/ and /z/) were first identified using orthographic transcriptions. Next,
these utterances were forced-aligned using FAVE [10] to generate segmental boundaries
automatically. Finally, the proposed boundaries were hand-checked by 3 phonetically-trained
native speakers of English, who also transcribed the phonetic realizations of these segments.
The final corpus has 28,775 segment tokens in word initial, medial and final position, whose
acoustics properties we also plan to investigate.
There was no difference in the distribution of variation across the two age groups, so we
combined them for analysis. Figure 1 shows the relative frequencies with which different
phonetic variants are produced by parents in word-initial and word-final positions. A subset
of our data (word-final /d/, /t/ and /n/, 725 tokens) is directly comparable to the ADS study by
[4] (4349 tokens). Like in [2], we find fewer instances of canonical productions for /t/
(𝜒2(2,323, N = 2,324) = 56,77, p < .001) and /d/ (𝜒2(1,308, N = 1,309) = 33.33, p < .001), but
not /n/ (𝜒2(1,117, N = 1,118) = 0.03, p = 0.86) in our data compared to ADS.
In the full dataset, in final position, the percentage of canonical productions ranged from a
low 13% for /t/ to over 90% for /s/ and /n/. Furthermore, the canonical production is not the
most frequent variant for either /t/ (13%) or /d/ (31%). In contrast, every segment was
produced more canonically in onset (94% overall average) than coda position (60% overall
average, for all chi-squares for individual segments p < .001). For every segment, the
canonical variant was the most frequent variant (more than 85%).
Although IDS does not show more canonical productions than ADS, phonetic variation is
mostly limited to coda positions. This positional difference in canonical productions could be
beneficial for category learning. Word-initial segments would bolster acquisition of canonical
forms, and possibly support word segmentation, while word-final variation would encourage
learning of phonetic variants resulting from processes in connected speech. This would
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address the need to cope with variation while learning adult-like preference for canonical
forms.

Figure 1. Distributions of phonetic realizations of word-initial and word-final /t/, /d/, /n/, /s/,
/z/ in infant directed speech. Following [4] and [2], assimilated includes both voicing
assimilation and place assimilation.
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L3 phonological acquisition: Brazilian Portuguese VOT and lenition
Jennifer Zhang
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Third or additional language (L3) learners, who have had prior experience acquiring a
second language, have more than one linguistic system from which to draw knowledge. A
broadened phonetic repertoire [1], which may assist in the perception and production of
phones, and the prior acquisition of relevant phonological and phonetic categories as
described by L2 phonological acquisition models such as PAM [2] and SLM [3] may allow
for more target-like productions in the L3.
Previous research in L3 acquisition has focused on semantic, morphological, and syntactic
constructions, finding generally that typological or psychotypological similarities determined
whether the L1 or L2 had a greater influence on the L3 [4,5]. Limited phonological studies
have found a contrasting pattern of influence on the L3, instead suggesting that the order of
acquisition or the L2 status factor [5,6] determines the level of influence. The current study
examines /p,t,k/ VOT and intervocalic /b,d,g/ lenition by L1 English, L2 Spanish, L3
Brazilian Portuguese (ESP) speakers and L1 Spanish, L2 English, L3 Brazilian Portuguese
(SEP) speakers. According to monolingual norms [7,8,9], Spanish and Portuguese share
similar shorter VOTs compared to longer VOTs in English, while standard English and
Brazilian Portuguese exhibit a lesser degree of intervocalic lenition than that in Spanish.
Sixteen participants (10 ESP, 6 SEP) of elementary to intermediate L3 proficiency were
recruited from a public Midwestern USA university. They were recorded reading series of
word lists in all three languages. Each list comprised 84 experimental items with an equal
distribution across high, mid, and low vowel contexts: 12 initial /p,t,k/ words with initial
stress, 12 intervocalic /b,d,g/ words with stress preceding the target consonant, and an
additional 12 intervocalic /d/ words with stress following the target consonant due to
potential lenited English flap discrepancies. Proficiency was measured independently through
cloze tests in all three languages. Acoustic measurements included VOT in milliseconds,
difference in intensity (IntDiff) between the minimum intensity of the target consonant and
the maximum intensity of the following vowel, and the intensity ratio (IntRatio) of these
values. IntDiff and IntRatio have previously been used to study voiced stop lenition [10].
Results from a linear mixed effects regression analysis with VOT (IntDiff/IntRatio in
separate models) as the dependent variable and target language, target consonant, and order
of acquisition as fixed factors, with random effect of speaker, showed that Portuguese VOT
for both ESP and SEP speakers more closely approximated their Spanish realizations (Figure
1), which is target-like for Portuguese. The ESP group contrasted with the SEP group in that
their Portuguese VOTs were slightly longer than their Spanish VOTs, which patterns along
with monolingual norms. The degree of intervocalic lenition exhibited by both ESP and SEP
speakers more closely approximated the degree of lenition in English (Figure 2), which is
also target-like for Portuguese. Productions of the voiced intervocalic velar showed more
variable results for both groups, in line with previous results [11].
The patterns displayed by both groups cannot be explained exclusively by psychotypology
or the L2 status factor, as both groups consistently produced target-like productions in L3
Brazilian Portuguese, including gradient VOTs by ESP speakers, regardless of typological
similarities or the order of acquisition. This may be due to a broadened phonetic repertoire
that includes the relevant shorter VOTs in Spanish and lesser degree of lenition in English,
possibly as previously established categories described by PAM and SLM. This suggests that
L3 learners are not influenced by solely one of their previously acquired languages, but
instead, L3 learners who have previous experience with differing phonological systems and
phonetic realizations may be more able to accurately perceive and produce phones in the L3.
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Figure 1. VOT by Spanish native speakers (left) and English native speakers (right).

Figure 2. IntDiff by Spanish native speakers (left) and English native speakers (right).
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Acquisition of Second Dialect Features by North Koreans in Seoul
Yoonjung Kang (University of Toronto Scarborough)
Suyeon Yun (Ehwa Womans University)
Background: Adult speakers’ language undergoes changes through their lifespan as they are
exposed to new linguistic experiences [2,8] and most relevant to our study, adults who move
to a new dialect region are found to adjust their speech to take on linguistic features of the
new dialect. However, precise conditions—linguistic, attitudinal, and cognitive—that make
certain features more likely to be adopted than others are poorly understood [5]. There are
also claims that dialect contact induced changes affect individual words differently depending
on the frequency of use [4] and the dialectal context of usage and acquisition [3,6], lending
support for word-specific representations of speech sounds [1,7].
Goals: The current study examines the speech of recent North Korean (NK) settlers—
Northern Hamkyoung dialect speakers specifically—living in Seoul and investigates how
their speech changes toward the Seoul Korean (SK) norm as their length of residence in
Seoul increases. Four variables examined are summarized in Table 1. These differences are
chosen for their expected divergence between the two dialects and to represent a range of
perceptual salience/awareness (salient/stigmatized vs. below the level of awareness) and
linguistic characteristics of the differences (different phonological status vs. gradient phonetic
difference). We also include words that are exclusively used in North Korea vs. South Korea
to test whether the adoption of SK features is more advanced in South-only words. The
variables that differ along a gradient phonetic scale (A and B in Table 1, in particular) are of
particular importance to test whether such gradient phonetic dialectal differences can also
exhibit a word-specific effect, lending a stronger support for detailed word-specific phonetic
representation [1,7], in contrast to largely allophonic or phonemic dialectal differences
reported to show word-specific dialect acquisition effects [3,5,6].
Methods: Participants included 35 NK speakers balanced for age (17 old (< 40 yrs) vs. 18
young) and the length of residence (LOR) (16 short (<3 years) vs. 19 long) as well as 20 SK
speakers balanced for age (10 young vs. 10 old). The target words were 92 words starting
with a stop or a lenis affricate, embedded in a larger list and divided into two blocks by their
origin (North vs. South). Appropriate acoustic measurements (VOT, COT of mid mid 10ms
of frication noise, and F1 and F2 formants of vowels) were made and for statistical tests,
linear mixed-effects regression models were used with LOR/DIALECT (NK[Short vs. Long]
vs. SK), AGE (Old vs. Young), WORD ORIGIN (North vs. South), and their interactions as key
preditor variables. We predict that if NK speakers are adopting a given SK feature due to
exposure to Seoul speech, we expect longer residence to induce more change toward the SK
norm and we also predict that if this change is driven by word-specific experience of new
features, we expect words exclusively used in North Korea to lag behind words used in South
Korea only.
Results: First, we confirmed all predicted dialect differences (cf. (i) in Table 1 results). The
only Length of residence effect (ii) we found was in aspirated stos ; NK speakers who have
been in Seoul longer produced aspirated stops with shorter (more Seoul-like) VOT values.
We found no evidence of word-specific effects (iii) (except for a marginal interaction of LOR
and WORD ORIGIN for /ʌ/). Instead, somewhat unexpectedly, we found significant age effects
in NK (iv); younger NK speakers produced more Seoul-like lenis stop VOTs and vowels
regardless of their LOR. The results suggest that the age of arrival is a more predictive factor
than the length of residence for the adoption of new dialect feature and the accomodation to
new dialectal features happens fairly quickly after arrival (<3 yrs), notwhistanding the
possibility that this age effect may be in fact a reflection of NK-internal sound change in
progress. The absence of word-specific effects suggest that at least in this laboratory-based
word reading task, a top-down effect of shared phonological categories trump any potential
effects of word-specific phonetic representations.
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Table 1: Variables examined
A. lenis vs.
aspirated stops
(p,t,k vs. pʰ,tʰ,kʰ)
SK
VOT merger in
progress
Predicted
differences
NK
large VOT
difference
Linguistic
gradient, withincharacteristics
cateogry
difference
Salience/Awareness
Results
(i) Dialect difference
(ii) LOR effect
(iii) Word origin
effect
(iv) Age effect in NK
(old à young)
for

C. Mid front
vowels
(e vs. ɛ)
merged

None ~ Low

gradient,
withincategory
difference
Marginal

presence vs.
absence of
phonological
contrast
Likely salient
High
to NK speakers

confirmed
aspirated stops
No

confirmed
No
No

confirmed
No
No

lengthening of
lenis stop VOT

No

lowering of /e/

len

10000

asp

200

COG

vot

100
50

D. Mid back
vowels
(o vs. ʌ)
/o/ is higher
than /ʌ/
/ʌ/ is higher
than /o/
opposite
height
features

confirmed
No
marginally for
/ʌ/ only
raising of /o/

e

o

1

7500

150

clear contrast

age

f1.normalized
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B. affricate
(/c/) place of
articulation
more
posterior
more anterior

age
old
5000
young

age

0 old

old

young

young

-1

2500

-2

0
short longSeoul short longSeoul short longSeoul

LengthOfResidence

short

long

Seoul

LengthOfResidence

short

long Seoul

short

long Seoul

LengthOfResidence
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Measuring cross-linguistic perceptual similarity by means of online tasks
Juli Cebrian1, Joan Carles Mora2
1
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, 2Universitat de Barcelona
Models of L2 speech propose that in order to categorize target language sounds separately
from native sounds, learners first need to be able to discern differences between native and
non-native categories [1,2]. The evaluation of the degree of similarity between native (L1)
and target (L2) sounds is thus crucial in order to formulate predictions about likelihood of
accurate L2 sound categorization. Some researchers [3,4] advocate for the use of perceptual
measures of cross-linguistic similarity such as interlingual identification tasks (perceptual
assimilation tasks, e.g. [5]) in which listeners identify target stimuli in terms of native
categories and provide goodness of ﬁt ratings. Although these tasks provide valuable
information about the degree of perceived similarity between native and non-native
categories, they are typically taxing for the listeners because of the number of stimuli that are
presented and their repetitive nature. In addition, the artificiality and off-line nature of these
tasks raises potential concerns, as does the use of orthographic labels on the visuallypresented options listeners select to record their responses.
Research on real-time spoken word recognition has found that L2 speakers access both L1
and L2 lexicons when processing L2 speech (e.g., [6,7], among others). The L1 words that
are activated are those that overlap phonetically with the target L2 words. For example, in
one study [6], the authors found that, in the course of hearing the English word marker (target
word), Russian speakers of L2 English showed a tendency to look at a stamp (Russian
“marku”) more often than to other objects whose names were phonologically unrelated words
(distractors). The current study aims to evaluate the suitability and potential of such online
tasks as an alternative to the traditional offline methods for measuring crosslinguistic
similarity.
A group of 43 Catalan learners of English performed a perceptual assimilation (offline)
task evaluating the perceived similarity between English and Catalan vowels and also
participated in a visual world eye-tracking experiment investigating between-language
competition. The crucial target L2 contrasts examined were English /i/-/ɪ/ and /æ/-/ʌ/, with
respect to their closest Catalan counterparts (/i/, /a/). In the visual world experiment,
participants followed spoken instructions to click on one of four objects presented on a
screen. On critical trials the target image was accompanied by an interlingual competitor. For
instance, to explore the phonetic similarity between English /æ/ and Catalan /a/, a trial would
include a target English word containing /æ/ (e.g., “back”) and another word whose L1
translation contained the Catalan vowel /a/ (e.g., “cow”, /bakə/ in Catalan). Comparing the
results for this type of trial with trials involving /ʌ/ as the target vowel (e.g., “brush”, in
competition with “arm”, Catalan /bras/) provided an online measure of which of the two
English vowels, /æ/ or /ʌ/, triggers more looks to the interlingual competitor (containing /a/)
and was therefore perceptually closer. Results showed a close link between the perceptual
assimilation task and the online task. Specifically, the results of the perceptual assimilation
task showed that Catalan /a/ is closer to English /æ/ than to English /ʌ/, and this mirrored the
finding that greater L1 competition was observed from Catalan /a/ when the target word
contained English /æ/ than when it contained English /ʌ/. Similar results were obtained for
English /i/ and /ɪ/, the former patterning as the closest vowel to Catalan /i/ in both
experiments. We conclude that online tasks provide a potentially effective method to assess
crosslinguistic similarity without the concerns inherent to more traditional tasks.
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The Specificity of Listener’s Knowledge of Phonotactic Variation
Thomas Denby & Matt Goldrick
Northwestern University
Two key challenges for successful language learning are adapting to systematic and
relevant variation in your environment while discarding irrelevant and incidental variation [1, 2].
Recent results suggest that prior knowledge of what types of variation are relevant vs. irrelevant
influences adaptation to novel phonotactic constraints. The degree to which phonotactic
constraints vary between speakers of different languages (e.g., a French vs. an English speaker)
is much greater than the degree of variation within a speech community (e.g., 2 English speakers
from the Inland North dialect) [3]. Prior knowledge of this asymmetry influences adaptation to
speaker-dependent constraints (e.g., Fred’s codas are restricted to [p, t, k]; Barbara’s codas are
restricted to [s, ʃ, f]). In previous artificial grammar learning experiments, listeners treat
differences between speakers who share their native language (e.g., 2 English speakers) as
irrelevant, showing little adaptation to talker-specific constraints. When one of the speakers
spoke the listeners’ native language (English) while the other spoke a different language
(French), however, listeners treat differences as systematic, showing a high degree of adaptation
[4]. In this study, we examine the granularity of listener’s knowledge of variation in non-native
phonotactics. Such knowledge could be coarse-grained, distinguishing only between the
listener’s native language and all non-native languages. Alternatively, listeners’ prior knowledge
could make finer-grained distinctions between multiple non-native languages. The current study
investigates this question by exposing listeners to speakers with two different non-native
language backgrounds in an artificial language experiment.
In an artificial grammar learning task, listeners are exposed to talker-specific phonotactic
constraints over natural classes (e.g., Talker A’s codas are restricted to [p, t, k]; Talker B’s to [s,
ʃ, f]). Crucially, talkers are native speakers of one of three languages: English, Hindi, or
Hungarian, and produce the speech sounds using the language-specific phonetic properties of
their native language. We replicate previous results in the Different Native condition (one
English speaker vs. a speaker of a non-native language, Hindi or Hungarian). We contrast the
degree of adaptation in this condition to the Different Non-native condition (speakers of two
different, non-native languages; i.e., Hindi vs. Hungarian). If native English listeners’ knowledge
of non-native phonotactics is fine-grained, they will expect that speakers of two different nonEnglish languages are likely to produce different phonotactics, and therefore will show a degree
of adaptation comparable to the Different Native condition. If listeners’ knowledge is coarsegrained, on the other hand, making only one distinction between English and all non-native
languages, listeners will show little adaptation.
We test learning in a recognition memory task [5], in which participants listen to nonsense
syllables and are asked whether they heard each syllable previously in the experiment. A set of
18 familiarization syllables are presented 4 times, each of which follow the experimental
phonotactic constraint (e.g., Speaker A says puf; Speaker B says fut). Participants then hear 9
repetitions of the familiarization syllables, intermixed with 18 novel syllables: half legal (i.e.,
follow the phonotactic constraint), and half illegal (i.e., violate the constraint). If listeners are
tracking the constraint, they should be more likely to false alarm on legal syllables, rather than
illegal syllables, as syllables following the pattern will be more familiar. This experimental
design along with statistical analysis methods have been pre-registered, with participant sample
size set to maximize statistical power; data collection is ongoing.
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In this study, we investigate the structure of listeners’ phonotactic knowledge and how it
interacts with speaker language background. This experiment illuminates a core linguistic ability:
appropriately adapting to our dynamic language environment based on our prior experience.
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Lexical-phonological representations of tone in Cantonese heritage and native speakers
Rachel Soo & Philip J. Monahan
University of Toronto
Many tone language heritage speakers (HSs) are faced with the difficult task of encoding and
maintaining tone contrasts when their now dominant second language (L2; e.g., English) does
not utilize lexical tone. More generally, the nature of lexical-phonological representations in
HSs remains poorly understood. Here, we present the results of an AX discrimination task
and a medium-distance repetition priming (MDRP) task [1] comparing Cantonese heritage
and native speakers (NSs). The results suggest that HSs discriminate tone at native-level
proficiency, but do not robustly encode tone in the phonological lexicon.
Cantonese is a tone language that makes use of 6 tones (level: 1, 3, 6, rising: 2, 5, falling:
4) to differentiate words [2]. Tone merger has been observed between rising tones 2 and 5,
falling tone 4 and low level tone 6, and mid and low level tones 3 and 6 [3, 4]. Thus,
Cantonese appears to be moving from a 6-tone system to a 4-tone system (i.e., 1, 2~5, 4~6,
3~6). Our results support the ongoing tone merger in Cantonese and suggest that the lexicon
is an important source for disambiguating words in the face of a changing tone system.
Sensitivity to tone contrasts is acquired early during language acquisition (4 months) [5],
well before HSs typically become dominant in their L2 [6]. As such, we might expect strong
tone perception even after HSs become more fluent in English due to early tone acquisition.
On the other hand, early bilinguals find it difficult to perceive L1 contrasts if they do not exist
in the L2 [7], as demonstrated with tasks, e.g., MDRP, that require encoding contrasts in
phonological memory [1]. For this reason, HSs might not show strong tone perception.
AX Discrimination Task Participants (HS n=25; NS n=26) made same-different
judgements on all possible /ji/ tone minimal pairings separated by a 500 ms inter-stimulus
interval (ISI) or a 2500 ms ISI to access phonetic and phonological memory, respectively [8].
Using d’ as the dependent variable, both groups showed poor discrimination sensitivity (d’ <
1.5) when the pairs shared contour but differed in pitch (rising tone pair: 2-5) and good
discrimination sensitivity when the pairs differed in contour (d’ > 3; level tone 1-rising tone
5; Figure 1). Tones that share contour are more easily confused than tones that do not.
MDRP In the MDRP experiment, participants (HS n=30; NS n=33) listened to Cantonese
words and non-words in isolation and made a lexical decision. Items were either repeated
(identity pairs, e.g., be2-be2) or followed by their corresponding minimal pair (e.g., be2-be5),
which differed on Cue (consonant, vowel, tone), 8 to 20 trials later. In the MDRP paradigm,
identical phonological pairs prime each other, while phonological minimal pairs do not [1]. If
we observe priming between phonological minimal pairs in HSs, this would indicate that they
are likely encoding these pairs as identical phonological pairs. We observed priming between
real-word tone MPs which share contour in HSs, but no priming in NSs (τ = 0.198, p < 0.05;
Figure 2A). These results suggest that HSs, unlike their NS counterparts, are unable to
contrastively represent tones that share contour in phonological memory. As such, HSs’
lexical-phonological representation of rising tones 2 and 5 might not be distinctive. No
significant effect was found for the non-word counterparts (Figure 2B), suggesting that the
locus of this effect is lexical in nature.
Discussion The AX results are consistent with the ongoing tone merger in Cantonese; both
HSs and NSs struggle to discriminate rising tones 2-5 and level tones 3-6. At the same time,
the lexicon appears to be a robust source for disambiguating merging tones. In the MDRP
task, NSs have little difficulty encoding tone contrasts (even those that are merging) during
word recognition, suggesting that tone discrimination is aided by knowledge of lexical items
in the language. Conversely, HSs still perform quite poorly identifying words that share
contour in the MDRP task; it appears that HSs do not robustly encode phonological contrasts
that are not maintained in their L2. Perhaps lexical representations in the L1 are stored with
little tonal detail, and the addition of lexical knowledge during the MDRP task does not
facilitate word recognition in HSs in a manner similar to NSs. This work has implications for
how we understand the role of linguistic experience in shaping the phonological lexicon.
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Figure 2. Tone minimal pair correlations in easy (shared tone contours) and hard (disparate
tone contours) conditions for real words (A) and non-words (B) in the MDRP task.
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The effects of accent distance on perceptual adaptation in toddlers and adults
Angela Cooper, Caterina Bordignon & Elizabeth K. Johnson
University of Toronto
Accents naturally vary in how distant they are from listeners’ native accent (i.e., how
many phonetic deviations from native-accented norms are present within the accent). While
there is evidence that children and adults are capable of adapting to unfamiliar accents in
certain contexts [1-4], little is known about how accent distance influences adaptation. Prior
work has typically presented either an artificial accent with a single pronunciation change
(e.g., [1]) or a naturally-produced foreign accent, with no control over the number or type of
pronunciation changes present (e.g., [3, 5]). The current study sought to address this issue by
examining whether listeners’ linguistic system will utilize different perceptual adaptation
strategies depending on the type of accent exposure they receive (near or distant from their
native accent) and their accumulated linguistic knowledge (young children vs. adults). An
accent that is far from a listener’s own, containing multiple pronunciation changes and
considerable variability, may induce a general expansion strategy [1], whereby listeners
become more tolerant of pronunciation deviations overall, even ones to which they had never
been exposed. When encountering a near accent, on the other hand, a linguistically-based
strategy may be employed, with listeners making targeted phonetic adjustments to only the
specific categories affected by the accent.
The experimental paradigm consisted of two phases: exposure and test. During exposure,
27-month-old toddlers (n=48) and adults (n=48) were presented with individual images on a
screen along with concurrent auditory labeling. Items were labeled in either a Near Accent or
a Far Accent. In the Near Accent, only one target pronunciation change was present, (e.g., /æ/
pronounced as /ɑ/). In addition, fillers produced with a standard Canadian English accent
were included. In the Far Accent, the same target pronunciation change was provided as in
the Near Accent, but now the non-target fillers contained a range of pronunciation changes
(e.g., milk as [meɪlk], horse as [hoɹʃ]). The test phase consisted of an eye-tracking procedure,
where a pair of objects containing a familiar item (e.g., apple) and a novel item (e.g., alien)
were presented. An aurally-presented sentence instructed listeners to look at the familiar
object (“Find the ‘X’!”). At test, listeners received unaccented real words (e.g., duck), nonce
items (e.g., chone), items with the trained pronunciation change (/æ/ è /ɑ/), and an
untrained, 3-feature consonant pronunciation change (/b/ è /s/) to test their willingness to
accept pronunciation deviations. If hearing a far accent induces a general expansion strategy,
loosening their criteria for what constitutes a permissible match between input and
representation across the linguistic system, then listeners would be predicted to accept items
with both trained and untrained pronunciation changes as being words.
Results revealed both Near and Far Accent groups of children (Fig. 1A) and adults (Fig.
1B) successfully recognized real words as well as items with the trained pronunciation
change. Interestingly, Far Accent groups were less accurate at recognizing real words relative
to Near Accent groups. This suggests that exposure to a highly variable accent with multiple
pronunciation changes enhances listeners’ uncertainty about the identity of unaccented,
standard pronunciations. The Far Accent group also did not accept items with the unexposed
pronunciation change as being real words, as might be predicted by the general expansion
strategy. This may suggest that a general expansion strategy does not loosen listeners’
willingness to accept just any pronunciation changes, and that such deviations may need to be
at least phonologically-related to ones heard during exposure. Overall, these findings indicate
that accent distance can impact how listeners adapt to accented segments but can also have
ramifications for how they interpret canonical pronunciations.
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Figure 1. (A) Children; (B) Adults: Mean difference scores (proportion looking at familiar
object in naming phase – proportion looking at familiar object in baseline) and standard
errors by accent condition (Near Accent vs. Far Accent) for each item type.
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Imitation is not usage: L2 learners can imitate sound contrasts even if they do not use them
Miquel Llompart and Eva Reinisch
Ludwig Maximilian University Munich
Speech imitation involves the coordinated use of auditory perception and motor production.
Because of that, imitation tasks have frequently been used to examine the link between the two
modalities [1]. A precise characterization of this connection is especially relevant in the case
of second language (L2) learning because learning an L2 entails the establishment of new
sound categories and asymmetries between the two modalities have been reported [2]. The
present study assessed the imitation performance of German learners of English for sounds in
a contrast that is difficult for them to distinguish in perception and production (i.e., /ɛ/-/æ/; [3]).
We asked whether individual learners’ imitation performance relates to their performance in
tasks assessing each modality in isolation and hence whether imitation can indeed inform us
about learners’ perception-production link with regard to these non-native sounds.
Thirty-seven medium-proficiency German learners of English were tested in three tasks: i)
an imitation task (i.e., imitate the stimuli as closely as possible) on an 11-step bet-bat
continuum, ii) a perceptual categorization task (2AFC) on the same continuum and iii) a word
reading task. Recordings of imitation and word reading were automatically segmented and
annotated with WebMAUS [4]. The differentiation of the two sound categories in the
continuum endpoints in imitation and in the word reading task was examined by measuring
their Euclidian Distance in an F1-F2 spectral plane. The ability to imitate fine phonetic detail
along the middle steps of the continuum was measured by first classifying the productions
according to individual decision boundaries between /ɛ/ and /æ/ [5] and then fitting the resulting
binomial data with sigmoid functions. Steeper functions indicated a more categorical (i.e., less
linear) imitation. For the perceptual categorization task, the slope of the categorization curve
was used as a measure of how sharp the boundary between /ɛ/ and /æ/ was for each participant.
Steeper curves indicated more robust phonetic categories (see [6]).
Results of Bonferroni-corrected correlation analyses between these measures showed that
both imitation metrics were related to performance in the phonetic categorization task: the
bigger the difference between the endpoints produced and the steeper the slope of the imitation
curve, the sharper the perceptual boundary between the two sounds was (see Figure 1). By
contrast, neither of the imitation metrics correlated with the difference between /ɛ/ and /æ/
produced in the word reading task.
The present study thus rendered two major findings. First, we find evidence of a tight
relationship between imitation of fine phonetic detail and perceptual abilities. The more robust
the perceptual differentiation of /ɛ/ and /æ/, the larger the phonetic separation between the two
sounds in imitation and also the more categorical the imitation of the continuum. This indicates
that imitation is highly constrained by the robustness of the L2 perceptual categories. Second,
there is a clear dissociation between imitation and word reading. We argue that this is due to a
larger lexical involvement in reading than in imitation. Even though learners differentiated well
between the two sound categories when imitating the endpoints of the continuum, they did not
produce a difference when reading L2 words containing these sounds –most likely because
their L2 lexical representations do not contain a robust /ɛ/-/æ/ distinction [7]. Consequently,
words were mainly produced with the ‘easier’ (i.e., more L1-like) /ɛ/ sound (see Figure 2).
In conclusion, L2 learners’ imitation patterns for difficult non-native contrasts are
modulated by their perceptual abilities in a systematic manner and are unrelated to the actual
acoustic difference they produce between the two sounds when reading words. This suggests
that, instead of an equilibrated combination of perception and production, imitation of difficult
L2 contrasts is mainly a reflection of perceptual abilities with these sounds, and may therefore
not be as informative about the L2 perception-production link as previously thought.
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Figure 1. Correlation plots between categorization slope and endpoint difference in the
imitation task (left panel) and categorization slope and imitation slope (right panel)

Figure 2. F1 and F2 values for vowels /ɛ/ (in red) and /æ/ (in black) in the imitation task
(endpoints of continuum; left panel) and the word reading task (right panel). Each symbol
represents the mean value for one participant.
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Acoustic insight into the acquisition of Mandarin tone sandhi
Xu Rattanasone1, Tang1, P., Yuen1, I., N., Gao2, L., & Demuth1, K.
1Department of Linguistics, Center for Language Sciences, Macquarie University;
2 Communication Science School, Beijing Language and Cultural University
During early language acquisition, phonological processes are usually a challenge to young
children. In Mandarin Chinese which uses four lexical tones to contrast meanings, a
phonological process known as tone sandhi rule (TSR) alters the identity of a lexical tone as a
function of tonal context and prosodic structure. According to TSR, a lexical tone 3 (T3) is
realized as a lexical tone 2 (T2) before another T3 (full sandhi application) or a low-falling
tone before T1/2/4 (half sandhi application). In a multiple-T3 sequence, TSR can be applied
recursively. The resultant phonetic realization, however, depends on the prosodic organization
of the T3 sequence: a left-branching (T3T3)T3 sequence  T2T2T3 output and a rightbranching T3(T3T3) sequence  T3T2T3 output (although the surface form of the rightbranching one can be T2T2T3 in fast speech) [1]. Acquiring TSR therefore requires children
to have knowledge of the tonal context and the prosodic structure, which can be challenging
for them. Although previous studies reported some evidence of emergency of full sandhi words
in 3-year-olds’ productions [2], there is no systematic investigation of children’s ability to
apply TSR in production as a function of both the tonal context and prosodic structure. It is
therefore unclear when children can fully master TSR. This issue was addressed in the present
study. We elicited 3-5-year-olds’ tone sandhi productions across tonal contexts and prosodic
structures and compared them with those from adult controls, to examine if children’s
productions are adult-like, as an indication of the fully mastery of TSR. We predicted that
young children would not produce adult-like tone sandhi productions, but over time children’s
productions would become more adult-like.
One-hundred and eight children (44, 42 and 22 for 3, 4 and 5 yrs.) and 33 adults were recruited
in Beijing. Twenty-eight words were adopted as stimuli, including four monosyllabic T3
words, 16 disyllabic T3TX (T1-4) compounds, four left-branching trisyllabic (T3T3)TX
compounds and four right-branching trisyllabic T3(T3TX) compounds. All compounds were
novel items, such as /ma3 ku3/ horse-drum, to eliminate the lexical effect. All stimuli were
picturable and picture-naming task was employed to elicit children and adults’ productions.
Participants’ productions were recorded by a Marantz PMD661MKII recorder with a sampling
rate of 44.1 KHz and acoustically analysed in terms of pitch contour using Praat software [2].
First, there was no group difference in terms of tone sandhi productions across tonal contexts
for disyllabic compounds. Both children and adults produced correct pitch contours for T3
syllables in different tonal contexts, i.e., a dipping pitch in the lexical context, a low-falling
pitch in the half sandhi context (T3T1/2/4) and a rising pitch (same as T2) in the full sandhi
context (T3T3; see Figure 1). Second, there was a group difference in TSR application across
prosodic structures for trisyllabic T3 compounds. Adults produced different surface forms for
T3T3T3 items as a function of the prosodic structure, i.e., T2T2T3 for left-branching and
T3T2T3 (also T2T2T3 in fast speech) for right-branching items; however, all children only
produced one surface form, i.e., T2T2T3, for both structures, and there was no difference
between any two age groups of children (see Figure 2).
These results not only support previous studies such as [2] that children at age 3 are able to
produce full sandhi words, but also reveal children’s ability of productively using TSR as a
function of tonal context. However, the results also show that children at age 5 still could not
apply TSR as a function of prosodic structure like adults. This might be a result of children’s
small speech planning unit, indicating that the fully acquisition of TSR is a protracted process,
which was not completed at age 5, suggesting testing older children in future studies.
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Figure 1. Children and adults’ productions in different tonal contexts: lexical T2 and T3 and
half and full sandhi contexts.

Figure 2. Children and adults’ T3T3T3 productions with different prosodic structures: leftbranching and right-branching.
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Transfer of L1 processes in advanced L2 English
Carla Nobau, Claudia López & Maria-Josep Solé
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain
L1 processes have been shown to influence the production of a speaker’s L2. In this study
we focus on how L1 processes such as Regressive Voicing Assimilation (RVA) and Final
Obstruent Devoicing (FOD) affect the pronunciation of L2 English, a language where these
processes do not take place. Specifically, this study investigates the production of the English
/s/-/z/ contrast by native speakers of Catalan, a language with a /s/-/z/ contrast, RVA and FOD.
There is impressionistic evidence (i.e., auditory studies [1, 2]) that speakers tend to transfer
these assimilation processes to L2 English. This results in lack of distinction between ‘buzz’
and ‘bus’, both pronounced with [s] due to FOD, and between as ‘jazz room’ [zr] and
‘classroom’ [zr], both with voiced fricatives due to RVA.These are persistent errors found in
advanced speakers of L2 English. Instrumental studies of these productions, however, are
relatively scarce (but see, e.g. [3, 4]). ). Another aim of this paper is to examine acoustically
the choice of features made by the L2 users to realize this contrast.
Nine Catalan speakers (4th year students of English Studies at UAB) and 2 native English
speakers read a randomized list of English sentences containing /s-z/ (near-) minimal pairs (e.g.
price-prize; class-jazz) in contexts where RVA (__#V, __#C+voice, __#C-voice) and FOD (__##)
would typically occur in Catalan. The following cues were examined: voicing during the
fricative (absolute VOT and percentage of voicing), preceding vowel duration, fricative
duration, and the ratio of vowel duration to consonant duration. For each cue, Catalan speakers
were grouped into three categories based on their performance (Non-Native Speaker 1(NNS)=
native-like, NNS2= exhibit differences between /s/-/z/ in some but not all contexts, NNS3= no
difference between /s/-/z/). RVA was first examined. First, three out of 9 NNS exhibited no
difference in fricative voicing between /z/ and /s/, revealing complete RVA. Five NNS subjects
exhibited differences in voicing between /z-s/, but not in all contexts and not at a native-like
level. As for differences in preceding vowel duration, subjects showing a vowel duration ratio
before voiced and voiceless fricatives equal to or larger than 1.25 in 2 out of 3 contexts were
considered native-like. Only 3 out of 9 subjects reached the criterion ratio. Third, differences
in fricative duration, with /s/ showing longer duration than /z/, were found for NS but not for
any of the NNS. It is worth noting that, except for one subject, there was no overlap in the
grouping for the three cues. This indicates that some subjects used fricative voicing, while other
speakers used preceding vowel duration, to cue consonant voicing, but only one subject used
both cues. Still others did not make use of any of these cues and did not differentiate between
/s/ and /z/, showing complete RVA. Thus RVA was present in all contexts for 30% of the
subjects, and in certain contexts for another 30% of the subjects.
The results for FOD are shown in Tables 1-3. While most advanced NNS (8 out of 9)
produced significantly longer vowels before final /z/ than /s/, only two produced native-like
ratios ( 1.25). Three out of 9 speakers produced a significantly higher vowel/consonant
duration ratio before /z/ than /s/, the most reliable cue for the native recognition of the contrast.
Five speakers produced differences in voicing during the fricative, a less perceptually relevant
cue. The finding that advanced Catalan speakers produce longer vowels and higher V/C ratios
before voiced than voiceless fricatives is in line with [5, 6] and might be interpreted as learner’s
resembling English speakers’ behavior. However, they evidence non-English production
patterns in showing smaller differences in preceding vowel duration and V/C ratio, and not
using cues such as fricative duration. The results are discussed in light of the SLM which
suggests that L2 users may use different features or feature weights to produce an L2 contrast
than natives do. L2 speakers also differ among themselves in the cues they prioritize. The
findings suggest that transfer of the L1 voicing patterns persists in advanced learner’s speech.
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Table 2. Percentage of voicing during final
/z/ and /s/ and grouping of participants.

Table 1. Vowel duration ratios before final
/z/ and /s/ and grouping of participants.
Ratios ≥1.25 in grey.
Preceding V duration ratio
Group
NS
NNS1
NNS2

NNS3

% Voicing during fricative

Subject ratio
AM 1.47
J 1.29
AB 1.65
ST 1.25
JC 1.17
MX 1.16
CL 1.15
NR 1.15
JUD 1.13
ER 1.09
AS 0.83

NS
NNS1

NNS3

AM
J
ER
AB
CL
JUD
ST
NR
MX
JC
AS

/z/
7
10
23
5
12
27
37
12
6
5
3

/s/
2
3
0
0
5
0
14
11
5
6
3

V/C duration ratio
Group
NS
NNS1

NNS2

Subject /z/
AM 1.12
J 1.75
AB 1.46
JUD 1.61
JC 1.07
MX 0.82
CL 1.81
ST 1.19
NR 1.09
AS 0.68
ER 1.47

/s/
0.61
1.09
0.78
1.14
0.82
0.76
1.76
1.06
1.22
0.87
1.70

Table 3. Ratio of vowel duration to consonant duration
by speakers’ grouping.
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Stress Shift, Phonological Awareness, and Segmental Accuracy in Productions of
Derived Real and Pseudo Words
Jonathan P. Rogers, Linda Jarmulowicz, Eugene H. Buder, and Lynda Feenaughty
The University of Memphis
We explore the relationship between phonological awareness, stress-shift ability, and
segmental accuracy in both real and pseudo derived words using the stress-changing suffix -ity
(e.g., curious + -ity = curiosity). Twenty typically developing, monolingual English speaking
third graders were given the Derived Word Production Task [1] and the Comprehensive Test
of Phonological Processing (CTOPP) [2], a clinical instrument often used in diagnostic
batteries for dyslexia and language disorders. The test has three subscales: Phonological
Awareness, Phonological Working Memory, and Rapid Automatic Naming. These constructs
have been examined for their ability to predict reading development [3], word learning [4], and
more recently, fluency during complex word production [5].
The Derived Word Production Task (DWPT) is a task that taps into knowledge of morphophonological relationships in derived words. In this task, participants are instructed to put a
suffix at the end of bases, yielding high and low frequency derived words and pseudo-words.
This was a difficult task in which the children often attempted several productions and
produced a variety of errors and disfluencies. In the present study, we analyzed the segmental
accuracy of participants’ first production using the suffix -ity. Words were judged to be
segmentally accurate if the segments in the production attempt matched the segments in the
target, regardless of stress accuracy and disfluencies in this attempt. A measure of each
participant’s knowledge of morpho-phonological stress shift was obtained by measuring stress
accuracy in their final production of a variety of non-neutral suffixes (–ity, -ic, and -tion) in 24
real words and 12 pseudo-words.
We examine how performance on the DWPT and differences in real and pseudo words,
might shed light on the nature of the children’s lexical representations. We found significant
differences between stress accuracy in real words and pseudo words using a matched pairs
t-test (p < .01). We interpret this as evidence that knowledge of stress patterns is tied to the
lexical representation of the derived word form as opposed to the representation of the suffix.
We used a mixed random effects logistic regression model to determine which factors (derived
word frequency, stress accuracy in real words, and stress accuracy in pseudo-words)
significantly predicted segmental accuracy. We found that only stress accuracy in real words,
not pseudo-words, was a significant predictor of segmental accuracy (p < .05). We interpret
this as further evidence for the lexical nature of stress representations in these children. These
findings are consistent with a gradient representation structure of derivational suffixes in which
segmental and supra-segmental representations are bound with the lexical representation of a
word and emerge as productive phonological patterns through the interaction of factors such
as exposure frequency and phonological transparency [6]. Finally, we used multiple regression
to explore the relationship between phonological processing and stress accuracy scores. We
found that that only stress accuracy in real words was a significant predictor of Phonological
Awareness (p < .05, Adjusted R2 = .625). Analyses of segmental accuracy in more participants
(n = 84) and more suffixes are in progress.
We will comment on these findings in relation to prior work on disfluencies in these
productions and Hickok’s Hierarchical State Feedback Control model of speech production
[7], which proposes a phonemic level and a syllabic level of state feedback control, where
segmental and supra-segmental information would be encoded and monitored.
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Hyperarticulation of Infant-Directed Speech in a Small-Scale Society
Elise K McClay1, Senay Cebioglu2, Tanya Broesch2, Henny Yeung1
Department of Linguistics1 & Department of Psychology2, Simon Fraser University
Infant-directed speech (IDS) differs phonetically from adult-directed speech (ADS) at
both prosodic (slowed speech rate, increased pitch range and mean pitch) [1, 2] and
segmental levels (hyperarticulation and more within-category variability) [3-5]. Whether IDS
has a pedagogical function is an active debate, particularly in regards to the question of
whether adults hyperarticulate when using IDS [4-6]. This debate may be informed by
knowing whether the hyperarticulation in IDS is universal, but, to our knowledge, all prior
work on this question has sampled from industrialized, large-scale societies (urban areas in
Asia, North America, and Europe). In small-scale societies, individuals often have
dramatically different attitudes about what their infants and children may or may not
understand. Prior work suggests that the signature prosody of IDS can still be found among
both mothers and fathers in these societies, albeit governed by sociolinguistic constraints [7,
8, 9]. Here, we ask whether mothers in a small-scale society also hyperarticulate in IDS.
We conducted studies on the island of Tanna, in Vanuatu, an especially interesting site for
this question, as some villages in Tanna are categorized as Kastom (following traditional
practices of “religion, economics, art and magic” [10]). Our sample thus included Lenakelspeaking inhabitants of both Kastom and non-Kastom villages, all of whom live within a
small-scale society, but the former prioritizing formal education less than their local, nonKastom neighbours. The Lenakel dialect chain has a 6-vowel system (/i e a o u ə/) [11]. With
a local research assistant (RA) from Tanna, we conducted an IDS and ADS elicitation.
First, the RA and the second author invited a mother, her child (6 – 18 months of age), and
an adult peer to participate, obtaining consent and completing a background questionnaire,
which solicited demographic information about age, gender, degree of education, and home
village of the participants. The mother’s peer then left the immediate area, and the RA played
several short videos for the mothers. These videos consisted of the first author manipulating
three toys as she repeated a label. The labels were nonce words (/tisisi/, /kususu/, /pasasa/)
designed to be phonotactically and phonologically stable [in the language], and to sample of
vowels from each corner of the vowel space. Once the mother could successfully label the
toys independently of the researcher and video, this introductory stage ended.
The main stage of the elicitation involved recording the mother as she spoke to her child
for approximately 10 minutes, telling the child to put the three target toys into a basket and
take them back out. Then, an ADS sample was recorded, as the mother spoke to her peer
about the IDS task that she had just completed. As these interactions unfolded, the RA
recorded how many times the mother said each nonce word. When each nonce word had been
uttered at least 8 times, the RA ended that phase of the study. Participants in this study were
15 mothers from Kastom villages, and 22 mothers from non-Kastom villages.
Vowel measurements were segmented mechanically using [12] and [13], and individual
tokens were rejected if a human coder heard noise in the recording; all values were normed to
Barks using [12]. Vowel spaces were calculated using the phonR package [14], creating
triangles between the mean values of the /i/, /a/, and /u/ in both ADS and IDS samples. Areas
of those two triangles were compared, and larger triangles are typically taken to signify
hyperaticulation. First, we show that, in both Kastom and non-Kastom villages, mothers had
higher and more variable pitch in the target vowels when addressing infants than they did
with adults (see Figure 1), replicating prior work [9]. However, mothers from both types of
villages did not hyperarticulate IDS vowels, nor did IDS vowels have more within-category
variability (see Figure 2). Results reinforce the idea that IDS prosody is universal, but suggest
segmental characteristics of IDS are not, and vary in accordance with socio/linguistic factors.
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Figure 1. Boxplots summarizing f0 results: IDS is higher in mean
pitch and in variability than ADS.

Figure 2. Vowel plot showing ellipses
for tokens of /a, i, u/ 1 standard
devaiation from the mean, for both
IDS (dashed) and ADS (solid lines).
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Variability in vowel-to-vowel coarticulation influences statistical word segmentation
Georgia Zellou1 (gzellou@ucdavis.edu) & Katharine Graf-Estes2 (kgrafestes@ucdavis.edu)
UC Davis, 1Linguistics Department & 2Psychology Department
Using transitional probabilities of adjacent syllables to discover new word forms in fluent
speech is an early language learning mechanism (e.g., [1]). Yet, there are unresolved
questions about statistical learning and what properties of the acoustic input is more or less
helpful for word segmentation. Coarticulation, gestural overlap of adjacent sounds, is a
natural and ubiquitous aspect of speech: in “poppy”, /a/ is produced with a higher, fronter
tongue position than /a/ in “papa” due to coarticulation with the final vowel. Enhanced
coarticulatory cues are perceptually useful: word recognition is faster when vowels have
earlier onset of anticipatory coarticulation than when those cues come later [2]. Further,
natural variation in produced coarticulatory patterns align with lexical domains: Greater
coarticulation is found within word boundaries than across words [3]. Hence, we ask whether
coarticulatory variation influences how learners segment words in fluent speech. We predict
that a continuous speech stream containing CVCV words with enhanced vowel-to-vowel
coarticulation is easier for listeners to parse than speech without such cues.
120 adults heard one of 4 versions (30 participants heard each version) of an artificial
language speech stream containing 4 disyllabic CVCV words, with variable coarticulation
patterns (details in Table 1): the hyper-coarticulation version consisted of words with
syllables produced in contexts surrounded by within-word vowels (e.g., CV2CV1CV2); words
had enhanced V-to-V coarticulatory information. The hypo-coarticulation version had
words containing syllables produced in same-vowel contexts (e.g., CV1CV1CV1); words had
reduced V-to-V coarticulation. The natural-coarticulation version contained words with
natural coarticulatory cues. The mismatching-coarticulation version contained syllables
produced in contexts surrounded by inappropriate vowels (e.g., CæCV1Cæ). Syllables were
isolated and normalized for duration, pitch, and amplitude, then concatenated to create fluent
speech with no pauses or extra word boundary cues. Words occurred 60 times in each speech
stream. Syllable transitional probabilities (TP) within words was high (1.0). Words were
concatenated in a random order (yet no word was repeated twice in succession); so, TPs
across words were low, ~.33. Following exposure, participants completed 32 discrimination
trials consisting of 2 bisyllabic strings, one a statistically defined word and one a nonword
(made of syllables from different words).
Accuracy data were analyzed using a mixed-effects logistic regression model, containing a
fixed effect of Coarticulation Version (4 levels: hyper, natural, hypo, mismatch) and bysubject and by-word random intercepts (maximal structure). Coarticulation Version predicted
accuracy [F(3)=2, p<.05]. Figure 1 displays subjects’ mean accuracy in selecting statistically
defined words. Relevelling of the Condition baseline level in the model reveals that
participants exposed to hyper-coarticulation across within-word syllables in fluent speech
were better at identifying words (64% accurate) than those exposed to the hypo-coarticulation
version (57%, p<.05) and the mismatching coarticulation coarticulation (57%, p<.05). Yet,
performance varies gradiently across conditions: participants’ performance after exposure to
natural coarticulation (60%), was not reliably different than that in other conditions.
We find asymmetries in how variations in vowel-to-vowel coarticulatory patterns
influence word segmentation speech stream. Listeners were reliably better at extracting novel
words where coarticulatory cues were enhanced, i.e., signaling greater gestural overlap
between word-internal vowels, than when those cues were reduced or inappropriate. This has
implications for the perceptual relevance of coarticulation (cf. [2]), how acoustic-phonetic
variability influences language learning (i.e., [4]), and the development of typological
phonetic patterns.
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Table 1: Words, and Nonwords, used for the Artificial Language.
“Words” (high transitional probability sequences): gapi, tufe, dobu, sawkai
Hyper-V-to-V
Coarticulation
Language
EX:C V2V1V2C V1V2V1
giaipaia
[Cigapi]--[gapiCa]

Hypo-V-to-V
Coarticulation
Language

Natural V-to-V
Coarticulation
Language

Mismatching V-to-V
Coarticulation
Language

EX: CV1V1CV2V2
gaapii
[Cagapa]--[gipiCi]

EX: CV1V2CV2V1
gaipia
[Cegapi]--[gapiCe]

EX: CV1V3CV2V3
gaæpiæ
[Cægapæ][gæpiCæ]

Discrimination Test Pairings = Words vs. Nonwords (tupi, dofe, sawbu, gakai)

1.0

Accuracy

0.8

0.64
0.6

0.6
0.57

0.57

0.4

Mismatch

Hypo

Natural

Hyper

Condition

Figure 1. Box plot of by-subject mean accuracy in selecting statistically defined words
after exposure to speech streams modified to contain Mismatching, Hypo-, Natural-, or
Hyper- vowel-to-vowel coarticulation. The diamond depicts the overall accuracy mean for
each condition.
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Prosodic Development in European Portuguese
Marisa Filipe1, 2, Sónia Frota1, and Selene Vicente2
1
University of Lisbon and 2University of Porto

We examined developmental changes of several components of European Portuguese (EP)
prosody from childhood to adulthood. Additionally, we investigated whether the
developmental path of prosodic abilities in EP differed from that described for English and
Spanish on the basis of comparable methodologies. EP stands as an interesting case for the
study of prosodic development because it includes properties of both Romance and Germanic
languages in prosodic system ([1], [2]).
A total of 131 typically developing participants (78 females) were recruited. The sample
included 10 age groups: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10- to 11, 12- to 13, 14- to 15, 16- to 17, and 18- to 20year-olds. To evaluate prosodic abilities, the Profiling Elements of Prosodic Speech Communication (PEPS-C; [3]) adapted to EP ([4]) was used. PEPS-C comprises 12 tasks
addressing receptive and expressive skills in parallel, and the tasks are at two levels: formal
and functional. The formal level is related to acoustic skills, and the functional level assesses
four communicative functions: (a) affect (liking vs. disliking), (b) turn-end (questions vs.
statements), (c) chunking (prosodic phrasing), and (d) focus (contrastive stress).
We conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA) using Difference and Helmert contrasts to
examine the degree of change with age in all PEPS-C tasks. In the receptive tasks, the main
effect of age group was significant for all tasks except for Affect (Short-Item: F (9, 121) =
4.325, p < 0.001, partial η² = 0.243; Long-Item: F (9, 121) = 7.064, p < 0.001, partial η² =
0.344; Affect: F (1, 9) = 1.61, p = 0.117; Turn-End: F (9, 121) = 4.53, p < 0.001, partial η² =
0.252; Chunking: F (9, 121) = 10.44, p < 0.001, partial η² = 0.437; and Focus: F (9, 121) =
12.53, p < 0.001, partial η² = 0.482). In the expressive tasks, the main effect of age group was
also significant for all tasks except for Affect (Short-Item: F (9, 121) = 5.13, p < 0.001, partial
η² = 0.276; Long-Item: (F (9, 121) = 8.85, p < 0.001, partial η² = 0.397; Affect: F < 1; TurnEnd: F (9, 121) = 8.19, p < 0.001, partial η² = 0.378; Chunking: F (9, 121) = 11.08, p < 0.001,
partial η² = 0.454; and Focus: F (9, 121) = 5.62, p < 0.001, partial η² = 0.295). Difference and
Helmert contrasts showed prosodic performance improving with age, and milestones for the
mastering of the different prosodic skills were identified (i.e., no differences between children
and adult performance): 5-year-olds reached ceiling effects in the affective prosodic tasks, and
the pattern of performance was globally similar across age groups; 7-year-olds mastered the
ability to discriminate and produce short prosodic items, as well as the ability to understand
question versus declarative intonation; 8-year-olds mastered the ability to discriminate long
prosodic items; 9-year-olds mastered the ability to produce question versus declarative
intonation, as well as the ability to identify focus; 10- to 11-year-olds mastered the ability to
produce long prosodic items; 14- to 15-year-olds mastered the ability to comprehend and
produce syntactically ambiguous utterances disambiguated by prosody; and 18- to 20-year-olds
mastered the ability to produce focus. Developmental trajectories for receptive and expressive
tasks are provided in Figure 1 and 2, respectively.
Cross-linguistic comparisons showed that linguistic form–meaning relations do not develop
at the same pace across languages ([5]). On the one hand, some prosodic contrasts are hard to
achieve for younger EP children compared to younger English children, such as the production
of focus. On the other hand, some prosodic contrasts are easier to perceive for younger EP
children relative to English children, namely the contrast between the intonation cues indicating
interrogative versus declarative. These results seem to find explanation in language-particular
features of prosody and the relation between prosody and other domains.
These developmental trends may serve as a basis for comparisons across different languages
and clinical groups. These results also highlight the need to study languages with different
prosodic profiles using comparable methods and tools.
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Figure 1. Mean score for the PEPS-C receptive tasks (Short-Item, Long-Item, Turn-End,
Affect, Chunking, and Focus). Maximum score = 16.

Figure 2. Mean score for the PEPS-C expressive tasks (Short-Item, Long-Item, Turn-End,
Affect, Chunking, and Focus). Maximum score = 16.
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French pre-schoolers use head nods more than prosodic cues as a marker of
information structure
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Adults use different linguistic strategies in speech to indicate which information is new or
given in the discourse. Prosody is one of such strategies, being used by speakers of both
Romance languages (next to other cues such as syntax) and Germanic languages (where
prosody is sole indicator of information structure [1]–[3]. More recently, studies have found
that speakers also use body gestures to indicate information structure. There is consistent
evidence that speakers align contrastively focused elements in speech with head nods,
eyebrow raising movements, or rhythmic hand gestures [4]–[6]. In development, research has
focused on the children’s use of prosody to mark the givenness/newness status of discourse
information, though this feature is acquired late. For instance, English-, German-, or Dutchspeaking children do not use the correct pitch accent type and pitch accent placement for
focus marking before the age of 8-10 years [7], [8]. Gesture-wise, children’s use of co-speech
gestures to mark discourse elements as being contrastively focused has not been investigated
yet, though we know that children around the age of 5 [9] already produce the so-called
‘beat’ gestures (bi-phasic rhythmic hand movements accompanying speech and without
referential or representational meaning).
Hence, this study investigates whether pre-school French children make use of body
gestures next to prosodic cues to signal an element as being contrastively focused in the
discourse. To do so, 44 French 4- and 5-year old preschoolers (mean age: 4;11; age range:
3;11-5;8) participated in a game in which they had to tell to a virtual character which object
had to be taken out of a bag in order to trigger a playful activity (Figure 1). Spontaneous
sentences like Prends le bonnet violet ‘Take the purple hat’ were elicited. We manipulated
the number and type of objects inside the bag to elicit 3 conditions (broad focus, BF;
contrastive narrow focus, CT; corrective narrow focus, CR) and 2 focus positions (noun, N;
adjective, Adj). A control group of 18 French-speaking adults were also tested using the same
procedure. Children were audio-visually recorded and their linguistic and hearing abilities
were assessed. Adults were also audio-visually recorded and additional gesture measures
were obtained using EMA sensors attached to their face. We analyzed prosodic (syllable
duration, F0 range at the word level) and gestural cues (gesture type; gesture-speech
alignment).
Results indicate that preschool children use more head gestures (head nods, eyebrow
movements, chin-forward pointing gestures) in CR focus condition than in the CT focus
condition, and less in the BF condition (glmer in R; BF as intercept: z= -3.250; CT: z=1.901,
p = .05; CR: z=4.270, p < .001) (see Figure 2). Importantly, these gestures seem to be
correctly aligned with the target focused element, although there is a slight preference to
focus the last element of the target NP (the adjective in French) more than the non-final one.
As for prosodic cues, syllable duration values of the target elements do not vary across
conditions, indicating that preschoolers do not seem have acquired this prosodic feature to
mark focused elements [lmm; BF as intercept, CT-N: t=.36; CT-Adj: t=-.09; CR-N: t=1.41;
CR-Adj: t=.36) (F0 values will be provided in the final presentation). All in all, this is the
first study examining children’s acquisition of multimodal cues in the domain of information
structure, and suggesting that body gestures might be used linguistically by preschoolers to
organize information in the discourse.
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Figure 1. Example of a visual display in the contrastive narrow condition, focusedadjective (expected sentence: Prends le bonnet VIOLET ‘Take the PURPLE hat’). On the top
right corner, the target object to be named.
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Figure 2. Proportion of utterances produced by the children that were accompanied by a
head gesture indicating prominence, as a function of ages and focus conditions.
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Variation in the Acquisition of English Stop Voicing, Revisited
Mary & Beckman, Jan Edwards, Benjamin Munson
Ohio State University, University of Maryland, University of Minnesota
As noted by [1], a signal achievement of the laboratory phonology approach to the study
of phonological acquisition is to recognize a “need to develop new methodologies to quantify
robustness of knowledge at multiple levels of abstraction and in multiple sensory domains.”
For example, a landmark study by Macken & Barton [2] tracked the longitudinal mastery of
voice onset time (VOT) [3] as a cue differentiating between word-initial /b, d, g/ and /p, t, k/
in four English-speaking children with typical phonological development, and found at least
one recording session for each child when the child’s productions showed a significantly
longer mean value in the voiceless stops even though most of the child’s VOT values were
still within the adult range for the short-lag variant of the voiced stops. Macken & Barton
suggested that, if adult listeners can identify the intended voicing targets during such periods
of “covert” contrast, the child probably is producing other “secondary” cues. The idea that
other cues might be harnessed first was confirmed in a study of an older child with speech
sound disorder [4], who differentiated the stops using voice quality, as measured by H1-H2.
The statistical test used in these two studies of covert contrast implies a binary distinction.
Either the child does not use VOT to differentiate the two categories of stop, or the child has
developed enough control of VOT to have a contrast in production, albeit not yet a fully adult
one. Subsequent studies explored other, more continuous statistical measures of how robustly
differentiated the two voicing categories are in the distribution of VOT values measured for a
sample of the child’s productions (see review in [5]). Some of these statistical measures were
first developed for the evaluation of a different contrast – namely, the differentiation between
the two voiceless sibilant fricatives of English, as assessed by acoustic measures such as the
first spectral moment (see review in [6]).
The current study reports interim results from a comparison among the more continuous
statistical measures reviewed in [5] and several others that are based on a more recently
developed measure of the robustness of the sibilant fricative contrast that is described in [7].
The production values used in this comparison come from a reasonably large (N≈9000) set of
tokens of English words beginning with /d, g, t, k/ elicited using a picture-prompted wordrepetition task from 148 children aged between 28 and 39 months. Figure 1 (left) shows the
distribution of VOT values in a representative subset of the children (excluding a very small
number of tokens with voicing lead). The two measures of VOT differentiation that are the
focus of the current report are “Accuracy” as defined in [5] (i.e., the proportion of a child’s
VOT values that fall on the “correct” side of a cutoff between /d, g/ and /t, k/ as estimated
from studies of English-speaking adults) and “%PC” as defined in [7] (the proportion of a
child’s VOT values that fall on the correct side of the cutoff between /d, g/ and /t, k/ as
determined by the log odds in a mixed-effects logistic regression model with child-level
intercepts and slopes). We calculated Accuracy twice, once using a uniform 30-ms cutoff
value for both alveolars and velars and once adjusting the cutoff to be 40 ms for velars.
We are also doing a series of experiments to provide analogously continuous perceptionbased evaluation measures for the different statistical measures of robustness of the contrast
in production. Our first measure is the proportion of tokens produced by each child that are
transcribed as correct for their target voicing categories by a panel of phonetically trained
speech-language pathology students. Figure 1 (right) shows the distribution of differences
between each of the VOT-based measures and this transcription-based measure. In each
panel, the majority of values are negative, indicating a consistent underestimation of the
perception-based measure. However, the mode for %CP is nearest to 0, indicating that the
values for this measure are, on average, the closest to those for the perception-based measure.
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Figure 1. VOT in 25 children (left), perception- minus production-based measure (right).
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Segment and Syllable Relationships in Novel Word Learning in Children with Typical and
Atypical Language Development
Sara Benham and Lisa Goffman
University of Texas at Dallas
Supported by a developing motor system and an expanding phonetic inventory, young
typical language learners show a bidirectional relationship between the growing lexicon and the
production of segments and syllables[1,2]. However, preschool-aged children who struggle to
acquire language continue to demonstrate difficulty producing sound and syllable sequences as
they learn novel words[3], suggesting that the relationship between segments, syllables, and the
lexicon may be more fragile than in their typical peers. As a result, production tradeoff relations
may emerge in which a child attempts to produce specific segments with degradation of the
syllable structure, or conversely, the child may prefer a stable syllable sequence while varying
the segments. An additional contributor to tradeoffs may be the mapping of segments and
syllables to meaningful words. Empirical study of these relationships has the potential to
highlight phonological learning outcomes beyond the segment, such as the syllable, which has
significant theoretical and therapeutic implications. The focus of the present study is on how
children with and without language impairments produce segments and syllables as they learn
novel words. Specifically, we aim to determine the extent to which the addition of a lexical
referent to a novel word form affects the alignment of phonological segments and syllable
structures.
Twenty-one preschoolers (ages 4;0-6;0) with developmental language disorder (DLD)[4]
and twenty-one peers with typical language participated in a word learning task involving
phonologically complex (CVCCVC) words. In one condition, participants imitated novel words
with no lexical referent. In the second condition, some of the novel words were assigned a lexical
referent[5]. For both conditions, we assessed the accuracy (i.e., percent consonants correct) and
variability of segments produced[6], as well as the accuracy and variability of syllable shapes
(i.e., structure of consonant and vowel sequences, regardless of segmental accuracy).
A mixed model ANOVA was used to assess differences across the four variables of
interest (accuracy and variability of segments, and accuracy and variability of syllable forms)
using group (DLD or TD) as the between factor, and condition (nonwords or words) as the
within subjects factor. There was a main effect for group for each variable, with children with
DLD demonstrating less accuracy and more variability of both segments and syllable shapes (p <
.01). There was a condition effect for segment accuracy (p = .025), with lower accuracy in the
word condition than in the nonword condition. This effect was even more pronounced in children
with typical language (see Figure 1). Similarly, for segment variability, children with typical
language demonstrated greater variability for words than nonwords (Figure 2), suggesting that
children with typical language manifest their sensitivity to a lexical referent at the segmental
level. In contrast, children with DLD exhibited greater discrepancy in the accuracy of syllable
shapes between nonwords and words than children with typical language (Figure 3), indicating
that their word learning may be reflected at the level of the syllable structure.
These findings suggest that children with typical and atypical language are equally
sensitive to and disrupted by referential status when learning words, both in accuracy and
variability; however, they engage phonological levels (segmental and syllable) differently in
their learning. Individual differences will also be highlighted to assess child-specific tradeoff
relationships, and how these tradeoffs may pattern with severity of their language impairment.
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Results will be discussed within the framework of the lexical-phonological interface and
sequence learning. Clinical implications will also be discussed.

Figure 1. Group performance on segmental
accuracy by condition.

Figure 2. Group performance on segmental
variability by condition.

Figure 3. Group performance on
syllable accuracy by condition.
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Effect of exposure to bilingual and monolingual speech on VOT accommodation
Naomi Enzinna
Cornell University
Speakers adjust their speech in order to decrease or increase social distance from their
audience or another social group (Beebe & Giles 1984; Giles et al. 1991; Bell 2001); this is
called accommodation. For example, in Hwang et al. 2015, Korean-English bilinguals, who
were speaking English with a native English speaker, adjusted their speech in order to sound
more native-like. For the same reason, they did not adjust their speech while speaking English
with a Korean-English bilingual. In other words, they wanted to sound more native-like when
speaking English, and they adjusted their speech accordingly.
This research explores whether a similar result would be found in a majority bilingual
community, where speakers have had long-term exposure to bilingual speech in their
community. Previous research shows that language background and linguistic exposure
influence both production and perception (Sancier & Fowler 1997; Bent & Bradlow 2003;
Bradlow & Bent 2008; Bent et al. 2008), meaning speech accommodation is likely to be
influenced as well.
Specifically, I address whether Spanish-English bilinguals, as well as English monolinguals,
from a predominately bilingual community (Miami, FL: 68% Hispanic) converge more with
Spanish-English bilingual or English monolingual speech. Further, this convergence is
compared with Spanish-English bilinguals and English monolinguals from a predominately
monolingual community (northeastern U.S. college town: 7% Hispanic). Previous research
suggests that English monolinguals and Spanish-English bilinguals from Miami speak a
Spanish-influenced variety of English, caused by long-term language contact (Enzinna 2016);
therefore, I predict that Miami speakers will converge with bilingual speech more than speakers
from the northeastern U.S. college town.
In order to make this comparison, I conducted a referential communication task (similar to
Hwang et al. 2015) in both locations. In this task, participants are presented with boards on a
computer screen (Figure 1), and are asked questions about the words on the boards by either
an English MONOLINGUAL VOICE or a Spanish-English BILINGUAL VOICE over a headset. Using
Figure 1 as an example, participants are asked, “What is by the word mouse?” Their excepted
response is, “Pibby is by the word mouse.” Mouse and pibby, both in yellow squares, are ‘word
pairs’. The word pairs used in the study are structured to include phonological variables that
differ in English and Spanish. In this study, I examine the variable VOT, which is significantly
shorter for the BILINGUAL VOICE than the MONOLINGUAL VOICE.
In order to examine the influence of short term exposure to monolingual and bilingual
speech properties, half of the word pairs are primed and half are unprimed. For example, for
VOT, a primed word pair is tofu-tobu, and an unprimed pair is mouse-pibby (Figure 1).
Preliminary results indicate that speakers with long-term exposure to bilingual speech
(predominately bilingual community)—both the English monolinguals and the SpanishEnglish bilinguals—had shorter VOT on average (~20 ms. shorter) and accommodated to the
MONOLINGUAL VOICE less than the speakers with long-term exposure to monolingual speech
(predominately monolingual community). Short-term exposure to bilingual and monolingual
speech influenced all groups, meaning all groups converged when primed.
These results illustrate how speech accommodation is influenced by a speaker’s community
(long-term exposure), their individual conversations (short-term exposure), and their language
background. Short-term linguistic exposure can cause temporary convergence, while long-term
exposure can sustain this convergence. In regard to Miami’s Spanish-influenced English
dialect, this research demonstrates how short and long-term exposure to bilingual speech has
likely influenced accommodation and, thus, language change in Miami.
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Figure 1. Example of game board
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Tonal timing and vowel reduction in Igbo:
Implications for the representation of prosodic structure in Articulatory Phonology
Elizabeth C. Zsiga
Georgetown University
In Igbo, when two vowels occur in a sequence within a phonological phrase, the first
assimilates to the second, as shown in (1) [1-4]. According to [3], “the tone of the assimilating
[first] vowel remains constant even though its entire set of place features is changed” (p. 18).
Previous research [1,4] has shown, however, that Igbo vowel assimilation is best characterized not
as categorical vowel replacement but as gradient vowel reduction, and [4] provides an analysis in
terms of gestural reorganization in the theory of Articulatory Phonology (AP) [5]. The present
study re-examines Igbo vowel assimilation, focusing on the claim of tonal invariance. It extends
recent models of the timing of tonal gestures, which have been used to account for Asian [6,7] and
European [8,9] tone and pitch accent systems, to a tonal alternation in an African language.
Acoustic data show that tone and vowel reduction occur in tandem in Igbo, consistent with a model
in which the tone gesture and vowel gesture are “co-selected” as a prosodically-linked structure
[10], subject to reduction or reinforcement as a unit.
In the present study, 3 speakers of Igbo each read 3 repetitions of 50 sentences containing noun
phrases such as those in (1), in which the tone and vowel quality of V1 and V2 vary. Analysis of
formant and F0 patterns in the vowel sequences showed varying amounts of tongue body reduction
of V1, consistent with [4]. Contra predictions of tonal invariance in [3,4] however, the temporal
location of the tonal target (as measured by F0) closely tracks the location of the vowel target (as
measured byF2): the tongue body gesture and tone gesture are reduced (or not) together. When
there is greater V1 reduction, both F0 and F2 transition quickly to the V2 target; when there is less
V1 reduction, both F0 and F2 maintain a steady state for a similar duration.
In terms of gestural timing, [4] hypothesized that the V1 gesture was reduced in time while the
V2 gesture was extended, with two tone gestures maintaining consistent timing in both assimilated
and unassimilated sequences (Fig. 1). While this model accounts for the formant trajectories (the
only acoustic data measured in [4]), it is not consistent with the F0 variation seen in the present
study, nor is it consistent with current models of articulatory timing as coupled oscillators (e.g.,
[11]). A new model is proposed in Fig. 2, which shows Igbo vowel assimilation as gestural
blending, following the AP analysis of Romanian vowel sequences proposed in [12,13]. V1 and
V2 overlap and blend, with variation in the degree of assimilation modelled as varying blending
strengths: as V1 becomes weaker, V2 dominates. Coupling graphs ([11]) for the blending account
are shown in Fig. 3. If V1 and V2 are in a purely anti-phase coupling, there is no overlap and no
assimilation. But if V1 and V2 are coupled not only anti-phase to each other but in-phase with C1,
overlap and (variably weighted) blending results
Crucially, reduction of V1 affects the tonal gesture and tongue body gesture equally, but does
not affect the duration of C1. This indicates that tone and vowel, but not the consonant, must be
co-selected as a unit. As proposed by [10], such co-selection can be seen as the AP correspondent
of prosodic structure, in this case a mora-sized subsyllabic but supra-segmental unit. Tonal timing
in Igbo differs, however, from the timing relations proposed for the languages in [6-9], where the
tone gesture and vowel gesture are independently associated to an onset consonant. The data from
Igbo vowel assimilation provides further evidence for co-selection as a basis of prosodic structure,
but also for language-specific association of tones to different-sized prosodic units.
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Contextual Effects of Duration and f0 on Segmental Categorization: Intonation Matters
Jeremy Steffman
University of California, Los Angeles
It is well established that the realization of a given segment is dependent on its position
in the intonational/prosodic structure of an utterance (e.g. [1-4]). However, the extent to which
speech perception is sensitive to this prosodically-driven variation remains an open question.
The current study addresses this topic in light of recent research.
Kim & Cho [5] present evidence that the category boundary for English /p/-/b/ from a
VOT continuum is influenced by the perceived prosodic position of the consonant. When the
consonant was in Intonational Phrase (IP) initial position in a carrier phrase, as cued by
preceding phrase-final lengthening and an L-L% IP-boundary tone, significantly higher values
of VOT were required for a /p/ response. The authors interpret this effect as originating from
listener awareness of initial strengthening (as VOT in English voiceless stops is longer in IPinitial position, e.g. [6] [7]). This conclusion implicates listener awareness of prosodic structure
and its segmental encoding, which result in perceptual compensation. However, Mitterer et al
[8] showed that removing (flattening) f0 information on the precursor to the target consonant,
which might cue prosodic structure, has no effect on /p/-/b/ categorization. On this basis, they
argue that the observed shift in categorization could simply be due to speech rate normalization
(e.g. [9-11]), where preceding lengthening in the carrier phrase increases the required VOT for
a /p/ categorization. In this view, the observed effect is not due to listeners’ interpretation of
prosodic structure in their categorization of individual speech segments, but arises from “lowlevel” language general auditory processing, contra Kim & Cho.
The current study furthered this line of research in implementing an experimental
design with orthogonal 2x2 manipulations of f0 and duration, testing their independent
influences on categorization. In American English intonational phonology (e.g. [12]), an IPfinal syllable can have four possible f0 contours (excluding downstep): a high rise (H-H%), a
high flat (H-L%), a low rise (L-H%), and a low fall (L-L%). Among these, only a low-rise on
one unaccented syllable uniquely signals that the syllable is IP-final. Length (LONG versus
SHORT) was crossed with f0 (L-H% (low rising) and H-L% (high flat)) for the pre-target
syllable in a carrier phrase (i.e. say in “I’ll say pa/ba again”). Listeners identified the target
syllable as /pɑ/ or /bɑ/ (VOT ranged from 0ms to 45ms in 5ms steps).
Results from 50 monolingual English-speaking participants indicate that duration plays
a central role in shifting categorization: listeners required significantly longer VOT values for
a /p/ response when the pre-target syllable was LONG versus SHORT (replicating [5] [8]).
However, f0 also plays a crucial role: when the pre-target syllable was SHORT, listeners chose
significantly shorter VOT values for a /p/ response when the pre-target syllable bore a L-H%
tonal contour. That is, an unambiguous IP boundary tone (L-H%, typically distributed over a
lengthened segment), when heard on a short vowel, induces responses that are interpretable as
a speech-rate increase percept, significantly shifting the categorization function to lower VOT
values for a /p/ response. A second experiment (with identical conditions) wherein listeners
categorized a vowel length continuum as a word ending in a voiced/voiceless obstruent
replicated this effect.
These results suggest that prosodic/intonational structure is indeed relevant for listeners
in their perception of phonetic categories, in being used to compute speech rate (where a
compressed boundary tone gives the impression of faster speech rate). The results are a
departure from Kim & Cho’s original claim, though they are very much in line with the view
that prosody and intonation are relevant to listeners in the perception of segmental contrasts.
Results are discussed in terms of their implications for further study of prosody and perceptual
accommodation, and how linguistic systems mediate speech rate normalization.
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Global vs. local effects of f0 on VOT
Alan C. L. Yu1 and Yao Yao2
1
Univeristy of Chicago, 2Polytechnic University of Hong Kong
Introduction: Voice onset time (VOT) and f0 at the onset of the following vowel have often
been observed to co-vary in English initial plosives, with phonologically voiceless plosives
followed by raised f0 at the vocalic onset, while phonologically voiced plosives (which are
canonically realized with zero to weakly positive VOT word-initially) followed by lowered onset
f0. Significant interspeaker variation has been observed, although the exact nature of the covariation between VOT and f0 across speakers is a matter of debate (Shultz et al. 2012,
Dmitrieva et al. 2015, Chodroff and Wilson 2018). VOT also varies by gender, with females
having longer VOT than males (Swartz 1992). Given that f0 also varies by gender (females
having higher f0 than males), there should be a global positive correlation between VOT and
speaker mean f0. Here, our study of 8,479 tokens of spontaneously produced [p]/[t]/[k]-initial
words in the Buckeye corpus (Pitt et al. 2005; see Yao 2007 for a description of the dataset)
confirms that VOT co-varies with f0 throughout the vowel. Other things being equal, VOT is a
positive and significant predictor for f0 values near both vowel onset (25% point) and offset
(75% point) as well as the mean f0 (Fig 1). When male speakers and female speakers are
examined separately, the effects are only significant in male speakers’ productions.
A perceptual study: These findings suggest that there are two types of relationship between VOT
and f0: (1) a local effect of f0 perturbation within the first 20-40 ms of the vowel onset and (2) a
global effect between VOT and overall mean f0 across genders. While previous perceptual
studies have identified effects of local onset f0 affecting VOT classification, it is unclear if the
global relationship between speaker mean f0 and VOT would also have perceptual
consequences. In particular, is the magnitude of the global f0 perceptual effect on VOT similar to
that of the onset f0 effects on VOT perception? This study provides evidence, demonstrating that
the local and global relationships between VOT and f0 are comparable in magnitude..
Methods: A 7-step /pa/ to /ba/ continuum with VOT at10 ms increments from zero ms to 70 ms
was created from natural tokens produced by a native speaker of American English. Each target
syllable is given four f0 contours. While all f0 onsets began at 100 Hz or 180 Hz, two contours
fell (or rose) linearly until 133.48 Hz (approx. 5 semitones from 100Hz or from 180Hz) at the
100 ms point of the vowel, while the other two remain stable across the entire vowel. The
intensity of the two series is normalized.
Procedure: 100 participants (39 females), recruited on Amazon’s MechanicalTurk, were asked
to identify whether a stimulus begins with “b” or “p”. Besides the practice trials, each participant
classified 168 tokens (7 VOT steps x 4 f0 contours x 6 repetitions).
Results: Significant main effects of VOT step and f0 onset were found, as well as a significant
interaction between the two. Crucially, no significant difference between f0 contour is found,
suggesting that local f0 perturbation and global speaker mean f0 do not yield discernable
difference in their influence on VOT classification (Fig 2). Overall, the findings of this study
show that the nature of the relationships between f0 and VOT, both perceptually and in
production, are similar both at the local and global levels. Despite ample research arguing for the
relevance of indexical information in perception, our findings suggest that listener perception of
covariation between cues draws upon both context-specific and global across-gender patterns.
Implications of these findings on origins of sound change will be discussed.
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Fig 2. Listeners’ “p” response rates across
VOT steps and f0 contours.

Fig 1. Relationship between VOT and speaker
mean f0
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Morphological Structure, Plosive Deletion and Acoustic Reduction:
the Case of NNN Compounds
Annika Schebesta & Gero Kunter
University of Siegen
This paper investigates the effect of morphological structure on plosive reduction in English
triconstituent NNN compounds using data from a production experiment. We test the
hypothesis that the word-internal organization of NNN affects the rate of constituent-final /t,d/
deletion.
Previous research (Kunter & Plag 2016, Schebesta & Kunter in prep.) examined the effect
of boundary strength on the acoustic duration of the three constituents in NNN. They tested the
Embedded Reduction Hypothesis (ERH) which predicts that constituents at weaker boundaries
are more prone to phonetic reduction than constituents at stronger boundaries. This prediction
is motivated by Hay and Plag (2004) who showed that in words with multiple suffixes, the
inner suffix forms a weaker boundary with its base than the outer suffix. If this result is applied
to left-branching compounds with the structure [N1 N2] N3, there is a weaker, inner boundary
in the embedded compound [N1 N2], and a stronger, outer boundary between the embedded
compound and the free constituent N3. In right-branching compounds N1 [N2 N3], there is an
equivalent inner boundary between [N2 N3], and an outer boundary between the free
constituent N1 and the embedded compound. The results from Kunter & Plag (2016) and
Schebesta & Kunter (in prep) reveal that there are significant differences in the constituent
durations in left-branching and right-branching NNN. However, the interpretation of the results
with regard to the ERH are complicated by interactions between branching direction and
bigram frequencies.
This paper tests the ERH with production data in which bigram frequencies are kept
constantly low in order to isolate the effect of branching direction from that of bigram
frequency. It investigates the rate of occurrence of /t,d/ deletion at the two types of boundaries.
Hay (2003) found an effect of morphological segmentability on plosive reduction in suffixed
words: segments at morpheme boundaries are more likely to be reduced and even deleted if the
complex word is less segmentable into its morphemes. Thus, based on the ERH, we expect
more /t,d/ deletion at the inner boundary than at the outer boundary, regardless of branching
direction. Each of the 42 native speakers of North American English produced 100 NNN that
allowed us to test this prediction. The NNN consisted of a pair of nouns and a third noun that
preceded or followed the pair, and were constructed in such a way that the first noun of each
pair ended in either /t/ or /d/. This plosive was preceded and followed by either a fricative or a
nasal, thus providing an environment in which deletion is likely to occur (e.g. Tagliamonte &
Temple 2005). Four conditions were tested, as shown in (1) for the noun pair account service:
two left-branching conditions with the noun pair either at the outer or at the inner boundary
(1a, b), and two corresponding right-branching conditions (1c, d). We counted the number of
deleted plosives, and, if the plosive was not deleted, we also measured its acoustic duration.
The analysis shows that plosive reduction and deletion is affected by the local speech rate,
by the accentuation of the noun containing the plosive, and by the frequency of the consonant
sequence. However, there is no effect of branching direction, of the type of boundary, or of an
interaction between the two variables. In other words, the internal structure of the NNN does
not affect plosive deletion. Once bigram frequencies are controlled, the effect of morphological
structure found by Kunter & Plag (2016) and Schebesta & Kunter (in prep.) disappears. These
findings suggest that the effect of bigram frequency on the phonetic realization is stronger than
predicted by the ERH, whereas the morphological structure seems to play a minor role. On the
basis of our experimental data, the ERH is rejected.
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(1)

a.
b.
c.
d.

L1: [guest ACCOUNT] SERVICE
L2: [ACCOUNT SERVICE] assistant
R1: guest [ACCOUNT SERVICE]
R2: ACCOUNT [SERVICE assistant]

[1] Hay, Jennifer. 2003. Causes and Consequences of Word Structure. London : Routledge.
[2] Hay, Jennifer & Ingo Plag. 2004. What Constrains Possible Suffix Combinations? On the
Interaction of Grammatical and Processing Restrictions in Derivational Morphology.
Natural Language & Linguistic Theory 22(3). 565-596.
[3] Kunter, Gero & Ingo Plag. 2016. Morphological Embedding and Phonetic Reduction: The
Case of Triconstituent Compounds. Morphology. 1-27.
[4] Schebesta, Annika & Gero Kunter (in prep.).
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The Influence of Functional Load on Cantonese Lexical Tone Perception
Roger Yu-Hsiang Lo & Kathleen Currie Hall
Department of Linguistics, University of British Columbia, Canada
ylo@mail.ubc.ca
Introduction: Aside from factors such as acoustic/auditory characteristics, factors related to the
phonological system and usage patterns of a language also play a role in the perceived similarity
of speech sounds. One of the latter factors is functional load. The functional load of a method in
a language captures the degree of reliance of the language on the method to convey information
[2]. It is commonly used to weigh the importance of binary oppositions like phonemic contrasts,
so a pair of phonemes that distinguishes many words carries a higher functional load than one that
only distinguishes few words. Functional load has also been found to be a significant predictor
for perceived similarity between French vowel pairs [1] and for phonological mergers [3]. The
concept of functional load can be straightforwardly generalized to phonological contrast at the
suprasegmental level, such as lexical tones. This generalization to lexical tones immediately raises
the question of whether functional load as calculated at the suprasegmental level also has impact on
perceived similarities between lexical tones. The current study answers this question by explicitly
testing whether listeners’ perception of Cantonese lexical tones is conditioned on the functional
load of individual pairs of lexical tones. Performances from three linguistic groups — native
Cantonese speakers, native English speakers, and heritage speakers of Cantonese — are assessed
in the analysis. To foreshadow the results, it seems that functional load indeed influences tonal
perception in native and heritage Cantonese speakers, and has a much smaller influence in English
speakers.
Method: Drawing on the rich tonal system of Cantonese, which has six contrastive lexical tones,
the stimuli consist of six sets of monosyllables, all of which are non-words in Cantonese but follow
Cantonese phonotactic rules. Each set of monosyllables is made up of the same syllable (i.e.,
the same sequence of segments) produced with the six lexical tones and is masked with speechshaped noise to prevent the ceiling effect. The experiment design follows a typical speeded AX
discrimination paradigm in which participants are presented with pairs of monosyllables that are
either identical or only different in lexical tones and have to respond by pressing the ‘same’ or
‘different’ buttons on a serial response box. In the analysis, the perceived similarity between the
tones is characterized in terms of accuracy and reaction time (RT) and is fitted with mixed effects
models that include both functional load and acoustic distance (measured as root-mean-square of
F0 values from 15 sample points for each tone) of each tone pair as fixed effects.
Results and discussion: Figure 1 and Figure 2 show how accuracy and RT vary as a function of
acoustic distance and functional load for each linguistic group respectively (N = 15 for Cantonese,
N = 23 for English, N = 23 for heritage). A series of mixed effects models using either accuracy
or RT as the dependent variable give largely similar results. The significance levels and effect sizes
reported below are based on accuracy. Acoustic distance is a significant predictor for all groups
(p < .01) such that as acoustic distance between tone pairs increases, accuracy increases and RT
decreases. Crucially and rather unexpectedly, functional load is also a significant predictor for
accuracy and RT across all three groups (p < .05): accuracy goes up, but RT tends to shorten, as
functional load increases. The effect size of functional load, however, is not uniform across the
three groups. Specifically, it is biggest for native Cantonese speakers (β = 0.85), moderate for
heritage speakers (β = 0.68), and smallest for native English speakers (β = 0.39). One plausible
explanation for why functional load shows significant effects even for English speakers may lie in
the way acoustic distance is estimated in the current study. Here acoustic distance is only based
on acoustic measurements, which may not reflect the exact psycho-acoustic distance in speech
perception. In other words, the acoustic distance between lexical tones might not be captured
entirely by the current measure, and the “leaking” acoustic distance in turn shows up as a significant
confound for the effect of functional load in the case of English speakers.
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Figure 1: Accuracy of responses as a function of acoustic distance and functional load across the
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Figure 2: Reaction time of correct responses as a function of acoustic distance and functional
load across the three linguistic groups.
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Identifying rhetorical questions in German: the perceptual relevance of pitch accent type,
voice quality and the discourse particle denn
Jana Neitsch, Bettina Braun, Nicole Dehé
University of Konstanz, Germany
In a first systematic analysis of the production of rhetorical questions (RQs) and informationseeking questions (ISQs) in German, RQs have been shown to be prosodically different from
string-identical ISQs ([1], [2]). However, nothing is known about the perceptual relevance of
these phonological and phonetic differences for the interpretation of RQs and ISQs.
The present study focuses on the perception of German wh-questions (RQs vs. ISQs), which
have been shown to differ in production with regard to nuclear tune (more L*+H L-% in RQs
than in ISQs), duration (RQs longer than ISQs), and voice quality (VQ; RQs breathier than
ISQs; cf. [1], [2]). More specifically, we investigate the roles of VQ, pitch accent type, and the
particle denn for the identification of string-identical wh-questions as RQs or ISQs in two
forced-choice perception experiments (E1, E2). E1 and E2 differed only in the presence of the
particle (E1 with denn, E2 without denn), which can occur in both RQs and ISQs ([3]). However, it is not quite clear whether denn biases one of the two possible readings. All stimuli had the
same structure: "who", finite verb, denn, trisyllabic object noun with stress on the penultimate
syllable (cf. Fig. 1). A trained female native speaker recorded 128 wh-questions (32 questions x
2 accent types x 2 VQs), manipulating nuclear pitch accent type (L*+H vs. H+!H*) and VQ
(breathy vs. modal) of the object noun. The L-% was kept constant. Word durations of the identical constituents of a question pair (i.e. same accent type but different voice quality) were manipulated so that they did not differ between VQ conditions. F0 was controlled by PSOLAresynthesis [4]. In E2, denn was cut out of the recordings without affecting their naturalness.
Twenty-four German native speakers participated in each experiment. Prior to the experiment, they were given an unambiguous example of an RQ and an ISQ. Then, they listened to
one question at a time over headphones and indicated whether they had heard a "rhetorical
question" or a "real question" by clicking as quickly as possible on the corresponding label on a
screen. Participants’ mouse clicks were monitored. Additionally, fixations were tracked using
Eyelink 1000 Plus, and analysed in 0.1s-time-windows.
Clicks: Most clicks on the RQ label occurred for stimuli with L*+H in breathy VQ (E1: 93%;
E2: 73%, Fig. 2). ISQ clicks were most frequent for stimuli with H+!H* in modal VQ (resulting
in low number of RQ clicks RQ, E1: 7%; E2: 13%), while stimuli with H+!H* and breathy VQ
showed increased RQ clicks. Statistical analysis, using logistic mixed-effects models showed
significant effects of pitch accent type (E1: p<0.0001; E2: p<0.0001) and VQ (E1: p<0.0001;
E2: p<0.0001), but no interaction between these factors. An interaction between accent type,
VQ and particle showed that the differences between conditions were larger in E1 than in E2
(p<0.0003).
Fixations: In E1, results showed a significant effect of accent type starting at 0.8s after noun
onset (p<0.02, Fig. 3) with more fixations to the RQ label for L*+H stimuli than for H+!H*
stimuli. At 1.1s after noun onset, there was a significant effect of VQ (p<0.03) with more fixations to the RQ label for breathy VQ than for modal VQ. We found similar results in E2 with
significantly more fixations to the RQ label for breathy VQ (1.2-1.7s after noun onset; p<0.05)
and more fixations to the RQ label for L*+H stimuli (1.3s after noun onset; p<0.007). None of
the analysed time windows revealed an interaction between the two variables.
Our results suggest that both accent type and VQ facilitate listeners’ interpretation of stringidentical wh-questions in German as RQ or ISQ. Click results indicate that the presence of denn
strengthens both RQ and ISQ interpretations. The analysis of fixations showed that participants
relied earlier on pitch accent type when the particle was present (E1) and earlier on VQ without
denn (E2). This suggests that the relevance of these cues differs over time but further investigation is needed in this regard.
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Prosodic modulation in phonological inferencing: an eyetracking study on the
processing of Korean post-obstruent tensing rule
Sahyang Kim1, Holger Mitterer2, Taehong Cho3
Hongik University, Seoul1; University of Malta, Malta2; Hanyang University, Seoul3
An application of a phonological rule is often conditioned by prosodic structure [1,2,3], and
when it occurs it may create a potential ambiguity during the word recognition process (e.g.,
‘right ([p]) berry’ vs. ‘ripe berry’ due to assimilation [4,5]). ‘Post-Obstruent Tensing Rule
(POT)’ in Korean, for example, changes a lax into a tense consonant after an obstruent within,
but not across, an Accentual Phrase (AP) [3]. In resolving such an ambiguity, listeners should
be able to infer the underlying form of the altered segments by making reference not only to the
phonological context [6,7] but also to the prosodic structure that conditions it (cf. [8,9,10,11]).
Much is, however, unknown about how the phonological inferencing is indeed conjoined with
prosodic structural information available in the input. The present study explores this question
by investigating how Korean listeners process phonologically altered forms due to POT in
reference to prosodic structure. Specifically, it utilizes an eyetracking paradigm to examine the
extent to which the underlying form is activated given the altered surface form, and how the
activation is modulated over the timecourse by prosodic cues that signal prosodic structure.
Three eyetracking experiments were carried out with 60 subjects in total (20 each). Target
words were 24 minimal pairs that differed only with the underlying word onset (lax vs. tense).
Auditory stimuli were used to guide the listener to click on a target. Crucially, there were an
obstruent /k/ context that triggers POT and a nasal (control) context that does not (1a, b).
Prosodic contexts varied in each experiment. Exp. 1 compared effects of Intonational Phrase
(IP) (along with final lengthening and a boundary tone) across which POT does not apply vs. a
phrase-internal word (Wd) boundary across which POT is expected to operate. Results showed
significantly less looks to the lax target in the Wd than in the IP condition, reflecting the fact
that the lax target was phonologically altered (i.e., tensified) in the Wd condition. Crucially,
however, the phonological inferencing effect was not observable: Upon hearing a
phonologically tensified lax stop even in the licensing (/k/+lax) Wd condition, listeners were
faithful to the phonetic input, looking more to the competitor (the underlying tense) rather than
to the intended target (the lax).
In an effort to further test the phonological inferencing effect, Exp. 2 continued to test to
what extent listeners would accept the phonologically tensified phonetic form as intended (i.e.,
as the underlying lax) in the licensing Wd condition, but this time listeners were allowed to
choose either the intended lax target or a “no answer” option if they think there is no word on
the screen that matches with the auditory input. As can be seen in Fig.1, results now showed a
phonological inferencing effect: Listeners accepted tensified lax forms more as the underlying
lax targets in the obstruent /k/ context that triggers POT than in the control context especially
between 200-400ms and 800-1000ms time windows. Exp.3 then tested how such a
phonological inferencing would be modulated by prosodic structure when cued only by F0 (i.e.,
without any lengthening) that was consistent with a tonal pattern for an AP boundary. Results
showed that the phonological inference effect observed in Exp. 2 disappeared: There was no
difference between the POT-triggering /k/ context and the control (/n/) context (Fig.2).
Furthermore, a statistical comparison of the results between Exps. 2 and 3 indicated that
phonological inferencing was observed in a later time window (i.e., 800-1000ms), suggesting
that the post-lexical F0 effect kicks in later in speech processing. These results taken together
suggest that the acoustically same input for the target is processed with differential degrees of
lexical activation over the timecourse depending on the computed prosodic structure; and a lowlevel F0 cue alone can be exploited in this computation process, fine-tuning lexical processing.
This also implies the importance of understanding speech processing in conjunction, or in
parallel, with prosodic analysis [8,11].
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(1a) an obstruent context (which licenses POT)

Hwamyeon-eseo

bora-sek

# puri-wi

semo-lul

nureuseyo

‘Screen-on’
‘purple-colour’
# ‘beak-above’ ‘trianlge-ACC’ ‘press’
‘On the screen, click on the triangle above the purple beak.’
(# indicates the critical boundary between the target word and the preceding obstruent /k/;
Note that POT is applied only in AP-internal Wd boundary; The target word is underlined.)
(1b) a nasal context (which does not license POT)

Hwamyeon-eseo yeonnorang

# puri-wi

Semo-lul

Nureuseyo

‘Screen-on’
‘yellow-colour’
# ‘beak-above’ ‘trianlge-ACC’
‘On the screen, click on the triangle above the yellow beak.’

Figure 1. Looks to the lax target, “No answer”,
and the distractors in Exp.2 (with no F0 cue).
The 1st solid line shows the looks to the lax target
in the /N/+lax context, the 2nd in the /k/+lax
(tensified) context, and the 3rd in the /N/+tense
context.

‘press’

Figure 2. Looks to the lax target, “No
answer”, and the distractors in Exp.3 (with
F0 cue). The 1st solid line shows the looks to
the lax target in the /N/+lax context, the 2nd
in the /k/+lax (tensified) context, and the 3rd
in the /N/+tense context.
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Allophonic variation of /l/ in Slovak - the role of the dorsal gesture
Lia Saki Bučar Shigemori¹, Marianne Pouplier²
¹Alpine Laboratory of Phonetics and Phonology, Free University of Bozen - Bolzano
²Institute of Phonetics and Speech Processing, Ludwig Maximilian Universtiy of Munich
The aim of this study is to investigate the articulatory realization of Slovak /l/ in different
positions within a syllable. It is widely acknowledged that acoustic and articulatory properties
of consonants exhibit systematic allophonic variation as an effect of prosody, such as syllable
affiliation [1]. /l/ is described as consisting of two gestures, a consonantal apical constriction
gesture and a vocalic dorsal gesture [2]. For American English it has been observed that in
onset the consonantal gesture is stronger and the vocalic gesture weaker, resulting in an
auditorily ‘clearer’ variant, compared to in coda where the dorsal gesture is stronger while the
apical gesture is weakened, resulting in a ‘darker’ variant. However, cross-linguistic studies
have shown that languages differ in the degree of prosodic variation of /l/ [3, 4]. In Slovak, /l/
can be syllabic and occupy the nucleus position, even of a stressed syllable, a position usually
strongly affected by phrasal accent. In this study we test whether the dorsal gesture of the
Slovak lateral plays an active role in signalling syllable affiliation, comparable to English, as
well as accentuation. We hypothesize the dorsal retraction gesture to be strongest in nucleus
condition and weakest in onset condition and the dorsal gesture to be affected most by
phrasal accent in the nucleus condition.
We recorded ultrasound and acoustic data of read speech by six native speakers of Slovak.
The target words plepap, plpap and pelpap, in which /l/ occupies the onset, nucleus or coda
position of the first syllable, respectively were inserted in two carrier phrases to elicit two
phrasal accent patterns. We extracted the tongue movement during the acoustically
determined /l/ as well as the segments preceding and following it. The tongue contour was
represented on a fan grid using polar coordinates. For each speaker, one angle at the posterior
part of the oral cavity was selected, at which the radius at which it crosses the tongue was
extracted for each ultrasound frame within the acoustically determined target segment. This
results in a curve that represents radial distance of the tongue at the specified angle over time.
For statistical analysis time was normalized from 0 to 1, the radius was z-normalized for each
speaker and functional linear mixed models [5, 6] were used. The onset and coda condition
were compared separately with the nucleus using a model with two fixed factors: Phrasal
accent (0 = unaccented, 1 = accented) and Syllable position (0 = nucleus, 1 = either onset or
coda).
In the onset-nucleus comparison the tongue was slightly but significantly less retracted
when /l/ occupied the onset condition than when it occupied the nucleus condition, which can
be attributed to coarticulation with the vowel /e/. There was no significant effect of phrasal
accent in either onset or nucleus condition. For the nucleus-coda comparison the magnitude
of the tongue retraction did not differ for the two syllable positions. A trend effect difference
for /l/ in coda condition for the two accent conditions was observed, so that the tongue was
slightly less retracted when accented.
Contrary to the expectations, in Slovak the dorsal gesture seems to be generally
prosodically inactive, meaning that it did not vary with prosodic context in our data, neither
with syllable position nor with accent. Even though Slovak has a dark lateral with a
pronounced dorsal gesture, compared to English, there seems to be cross-linguistic variation
in the extent to which this dorsal gesture signals prosodic information. We discuss our
findings in the context of articulatory based models of syllable structure.
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Processing of intonation and information status in British English by Chinese L2
and Canadian L1 speakers
Ivy Mok1, Anja Arnhold1, Vincent Porretta2, Saskia Verstegen3, Maeghan Jerry4, Aoju
Chen3 & Juhani Järvikivi1
1
University of Alberta, 2University of Windsor, 3Utrecht University, 4University of Toronto
In many languages, intonation is used to distinguish new information from given
information. In Standard British English, speakers typically utter the first mention of candle
in (1) with a falling accent (H*L) but the second mention with a rising (L*H) or no accent
[1]. However, not all languages or regional variants use intonation in the same way. Further,
both a foreign accent [2] and a regional native accent [3] can impede processing. We asked
whether and how listeners of different first languages (Mandarin/Cantonese, hence ‘Chinese’)
and different regional variants (Canadian English) use intonational cues to information status
when listening to spoken British English. We conducted a visual world eye tracking
experiment (47 Canadian and 36 Chinese speakers) and a follow-up rating experiment (19
Canadian speakers). Participants listened to the spoken British English instructions used by
[4] while they manipulated images on a computer screen. The target and competitor words
(e.g. candle/candy) as well as two distracter objects were depicted. Information status (given,
new) and prosody (L*H, H*L, Unaccented) of the target word in the second sentence were
varied: (1) Put the candle/candy above the square; now put the candle [given/new;
L*H/H*L/Unaccented] below the triangle.
Looks to the competitor image over time and by condition (Fig. 1) were analyzed using
generalized additive mixed models. Fig. 1 shows a very similar pattern for both listener
groups: Looks to the competitor clearly increased until about 500ms when a new target item
was unaccented. Conversely, looks to the competitor decreased fast when the target word was
given. However, whereas the Canadian model (Fig. 2) indicates significant differences in the
latter part of the window between: Unaccented and L*H in the new condition; Unaccented
and H*L in the given condition; and given and new in the unaccented condition; the Chinese
model (Fig. 3) only indicates differences between the given and new conditions for
Unaccented items and for L*H items. The Canadian results only partially fit those of [1] from
British listeners. However, both the Canadian and Chinese results agree with [4], where
highly proficient Dutch speakers’ looks to the competitor suggested that they associated both
H*L and L*H with newness and deaccentuation with givenness; i.e. they were able to use the
presence of an accent, but not the difference between accent types as cues. In order to further
investigate this, Canadian participants rated the same stimuli spoken either with British
English or Canadian English accent, but using British intonation contours, for acceptability.
The results showed an interaction: Acceptability ratings for Canadian English sentences were
solely based on intonation; whereas ratings for British English were predicted by information
status in interaction with intonation, similar to [4].
Our results suggest that while native listeners of different variety of English can assess
British intonation appropriately, they cannot use it effectively during online processing. They
further suggest that intonation may be used differently to mark information status in
Canadian and British English. Thus, the online processing of intonational marking of
information structure can be impeded to a very similar degree for second language listeners
and for first language speakers of a regional variant of the target language. Our presentation
will further discuss the effects of age of acquisition and proficiency on Chinese listeners’ use
of English prosody.
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Figure 1: Looks to competitor by Givenness and Prosody for Canadian and Chinese

Figure 2: Significant difference curves from the Canadian model

Figure 3: Significant difference curves from the Chinese model
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Lexical processing in polysynthetic languages: evidence from ‘word’ acceptability judgements
Brett Baker & Rikke Bundgaard-Nielsen
University of Melbourne & MARCS Institute of Brain, Behaviour and Development, Western
Sydney University
Background. Polysynthetic languages have been claimed to be complex at the prosodic as well as
semantic and syntactic level ([1], [2], [3]). One indication of this prosodic complexity is the
occurrence of word-internal planning pauses, as opposed to hesitation pauses [4], reported for the
Australian language Dalabon [5]. Here, we present a study of preference judgements of utterances
with natural and manipulated word-internal pause durations, in Wubuy, a highly polysynthetic,
endangered Australian language [6]. We show that speakers find such pauses acceptable, as long as
they fall at morpheme boundaries with a high degree of transparency.
Method. We elicited two-alternate forced choice preference judgements of 34 pairs of fluent
utterances involving at least one complex (multi-stem) word by 14 Wubuy listeners (four were
excluded from analysis as they failed to understand the task instructions). In each pair, at least one
utterance had a 500ms pause inserted at one of a range of positions: (A) between an incorporated
noun and a following verb stem; (B) between the two halves of an inherently (i.e. frozen)
reduplicated verb-stem; (C) between the roots in a lexicalised compound; or (D) within a
morpheme (Table 1).
Predictions. We predicted that 'natural' (unmodified) utterances and utterances with pause at a
'legal' (A) boundary would be preferred over utterances with pause at an 'illegal' boundary (B, C,
D), following patterns reportedly observed in related languages ([5], [2]). We also predicted that
natural utterances should be preferred over legal ones, under the assumption that these utterances
are indeed word-like.
Results. The results (Figure 1) are consistent with our predictions: Natural and legally modified
utterances are preferred over illegally modified utterances, while there is no systematic preference
pattern for legally modified versus natural utterances. Indeed, the preferential pattern for legally
modified versus natural utterances differs among our speakers: 7 participants show preference for
natural utterances, while 3 show preference for the legal ones (i.e. those containing artificially
inserted pauses).
Discussion. The results show that pauses within polysynthetic Wubuy words are acceptable to
native speakers, and judged just as acceptable as those same words without modification, when an
inserted 500ms pause occurs at a ‘legal’ morpheme boundary. However, utterances with pauses
inserted at ‘illegal’ junctures are always dispreferred. These results suggest that morphemes differ
in terms of their level of ‘attachment’ (i.e. juncture) to the surrounding word [2]. Indeed, some
morphemes appear to be so tightly integrated with neighbouring material that pause insertion
between these constituents is unacceptable, while other morphemes are much more loosely
attached, constituting in effect ‘word-internal word boundaries’. In fact, like word and phrase
boundaries in English, word-internal word-boundaries in Wubuy appear to be licit positions for
pause insertion. We also note that there is no clear preference pattern between legally modified and
natural utterances, and that some speakers prefer the utterances with pauses inserted at legal
junctures. We speculate that these inserted pauses may be reminiscent of slow speech and aid
comprehension, when these pauses occur at morphologically acceptable locations. More generally,
along with the results from natural speech reported by [5], the study shows that complex words in
polysynthetic languages such as Wubuy constitute prosodic constituents complex at the
phonological or intonation phrase level [8]. These prosodic constituents are closely associated to
the morphological structure of words [7], but the acceptability of pause cannot be predicted from
the locations of pitch accents alone, demonstrating that speakers have access to knowledge of
word-internal morphological structure in order to judge acceptability of pause. Taken together,
these results suggest that complex words do not come pre-compiled from the lexicon but rather,
like English phrases, are compiled ‘on-demand’, in turn suggesting that polysynthetic words may
have internal structures resembling those of sentences in for instance English [9].
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Figure 1. Utterance preferences by listeners of natural (N) and manipulated (legal pauses: L; illegal
pauses: IL) utterances. W indicates speaker number. 50% indicates no preference.
Table 1. Examples of pause (#) placement for each of the four types of morphological boundary
(A = legal; B, C, D = illegal).
(A) ŋa-ˌɻuluc#-kulˈt̪ aŋi
(C) ŋa-ˌɻuluc-kulˈ#t̪ aŋi
1sg-shade-cut.through.PASTCONT
1sg-shade-cut.through.PAST
'I cut the bough shade'
'I cut the bough shade'
(B) ŋani-ˌjina-ŋu-ˌkucu#kuˈcaani
(D) ŋani-ˌji#na-ŋu-ˌkucukuˈcaani
3MASC/1sg-head-Ø-tickle.PASTCONT
3MASC/1sg-head-Ø-tickle.PASTCONT
'He tickled my head'
'He tickled my head'
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Contextual speech rate influences morphosyntactic prediction and integration
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The perception of vowel length can be substantially influenced by the rate of the
surrounding context. This phenomenon may have wide ranging implications for how higherlevel linguistic information can be perceived from speech [1]. For instance, when presented
with temporally ambiguous sounds (e.g., German vowels midway between short /a/ and long
/a:/), listeners' perception can be biased towards the longer phoneme (i.e., /a:/) by embedding
it in a fast context (e.g., [2-4]). Previous studies have tested this effect, known as rate
normalization, using minimal word pairs, explicitly asking participants to categorize targets
as one of two semantically distinct words (e.g., German bannen /banən/ "to ban" vs. Bahnen
/ba:nən/ "lanes"). It is unclear, however, whether these contextual rate effects can also be
observed for phonemes carrying morphosyntactic information, thus potentially bearing
implications for syntactic prediction and subsequent integration [5]. Moreover, previous
studies have exclusively used paradigms in which participants were explicitly instructed to
categorize the ambiguous sound. As such, it is unknown whether rate normalization effects
are merely task-driven or also influence implicit online processing.
We used an eye-tracking experiment with the visual world paradigm. Thus, we obtained
online measures of the influence of contextual rate on the perception of the presence or
absence of the morphosyntactic inflectional suffix [-ə], marking gender on indefinite articles
(feminine eine vs. neuter ein) in German. Spoken sentences (e.g., example 1) were
manipulated to include tokens of the indefinite article ein[?] that were ambiguous between
ein and eine (schwa manipulated between 40-52% original duration). Furthermore, we
introduced rate manipulations (slow vs. fast) in the preceding context (underlined in example
1) using PSOLA in Praat. Participants (N=35, 26 F, Mage=22) were presented with two
pictures on a screen (e.g., feminine Katze; neuter Reh), and were instructed to click on the
picture corresponding to the sentence-final target word. As such, participants were not
making explicit perceptual decisions about the indefinite article.
Eye fixations in a pre-target time window after the ambiguous indefinite article showed
that slow contexts biased perception of the ambiguous ein[?] towards ein, marking neuter
gender. Thus, slow (fast) contexts induced a greater proportion of looks to neuter (feminine)
objects, crucially well before the onset of the disambiguating -s morpheme (Figure 1). This
demonstrates that contextual speech rate effects can be observed for phonemes carrying
morphosyntactic information, and as such influence prediction of upcoming referents.
Moreover, in a later time window after target disambiguation, we found that participants
were slower to recognize the target word if the rate manipulation biased them towards the
distractor. That is, participants were slower to look at a feminine (neuter) target when
presented in a slow (fast) context (Figure 2). This indicates that rate effects are robust enough
to influence the integration of following target information, thus affecting not only local
perception, but also subsequent referential integration.
This study shows for the first time that rate effects also affect morphosyntactic contrasts,
implying that rate normalization may be a component of perceptual inference when
perceiving language from speech [1, 5]. These observations were made without explicit
perceptual categorization judgments, suggesting that contextual rate effects influence implicit
online processing, such as prediction (i.e., not task-driven). More importantly, we show that
rate-induced perceptual biases are robust enough to impact morphosyntactic inference and
integration further downstream, thus impacting higher-level linguistic processing.
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(example 1)

Schauen Sie jetzt sofort auf ein[?] außerordentlich schöne(s) Katze/Reh.
Look you right now at a
exceptionally beautiful cat/deer.
Now look at an exceptionally beautiful cat/deer.

Figure 1. Proportion of looks to neuter object across time in fast and slow contexts. Time
point 0 marks the onset of the ambiguous schwa phoneme. Shown in grey is the area of
interest, spanning from 200 ms after schwa onset until the mean onset of the target word.

Figure 2. Proportion of looks to target object across time for feminine and neuter target
words in fast and slow contexts. Time point 0 marks the onset of target word disambiguation
(feminine: target onset; neuter: inflectional phoneme –s on adjective). Shown in grey is the
area of interest, spanning from 200 ms after the point of disambiguation until 200 ms after the
mean offset of the first syllable of the target word (328 ms).
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phonetic overlap shape sublexical identification. Language and Speech, 60(3), 356-376.
[2] Reinisch, E., & Sjerps, M. J. (2013). The uptake of spectral and temporal cues in vowel
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Selective attention to a specific talker does not change the effect of surrounding
acoustic context
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Spoken sentences contain considerable prosodic variation, for instance in their speech rate
[1]. One mechanism by which the listener can overcome such variation is by interpreting the
durations of speech sounds relative to the surrounding speech rate. Indeed, in a fast context, a
durationally ambiguous sound is perceived as longer than in a slow context [2].
In abstractionist models of spoken word comprehension, this process – known as rate
normalization – affects pre-lexical representations before abstract phonological
representations are accessed [3]. A recent study [4] provided support for such an early
perceptual locus of rate normalization. In that study, participants performed a visual search
task that induced high (large grid) vs. low (small grid) cognitive load, while listening to fast
and slow context sentences. Context sentences were followed by durationally ambiguous
targets. Fast sentences were shown to bias target perception towards more ‘long’ target
segments than slow contexts. Critically, changes in cognitive load did not modulate this rate
effect. These findings support a model in which normalization processes arise early during
perceptual processing; too early to be affected by attentional modulation.
The present study further evaluated the cognitive locus of normalization processes by
testing the influence of another form of attention: auditory stream segregation. Specifically, if
listeners are presented with a fast and a slow talker at the same time but in different ears,
does explicitly attending to one or the other stream influence target perception? The
aforementioned model [4] predicts that selective attention should not influence target
perception, since normalization processes should be robust against changes in attention
allocation. Alternatively, if attention does modulate normalization processes, two
participants, one attending to fast, the other to slow speech, should show different perception.
Dutch participants (Expt 1: N=32; Expt 2: N=16; Expt 3: N=16) were presented with 200
fast and slow context sentences of various lengths, followed by a target duration continuum
ambiguous between, e.g., short target “geven” /ˈxevə/ give vs. long target “gegeven”
/xəˈxevə/ given (i.e., 20 target pairs differing presence/absence of unstressed syllable /xə-/).
Critically, in Experiment 1, participants heard two talkers simultaneously (talker and
location counter-balanced across participants), one (relatively long) sentence at a fast rate,
and one (half as long) sentence at a slow rate (rate varied within participants). Context
sentences were followed by ambiguous targets from yet another talker (Fig. 1). Half of the
participants was instructed to attend to talker A, while the other half attended to talker B.
Thus, participants heard identical auditory stimuli, but varied in which talker they attended to.
Debriefing questionnaires and transcriptions of attended talkers in filler trials confirmed
that participants successfully attended to one talker, and ignored the other. Nevertheless, no
effect of attended rate was found (Fig. 2; p>.9), indicating that modulation of attention did
not influence participants’ rate normalization. Control experiments showed that it was
possible to obtain rate effects with single talker contexts that were either talker-incongruent
(Expt 2) or talker-congruent (Expt 3) with the following target (Fig. 1). In both of these
experiments, there was a higher proportion of long target responses following a fast context
(Fig. 2). This shows that contextual rate affected the perception of syllabic duration and that
talker-congruency with the target did not change the effect. Therefore, in line with [4], the
current experiments suggest that normalization processes arise early in perception, and are
robust against changes in attention.
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Figure 1. Design of the three experiments.

Figure 2. Proportion of long target responses, split by rate, separately for each experiment.
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The effect of morphological boundaries on vowel duration in English
Ingo Plag, U. Marie Engemann, Gero Kunter
Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf
In English, the voicing specification of a word-final consonant influences the duration of
the preceding vowel [1–3]. The phonological status of the observable differences in vowel
length is, however, not clear and seems to depend on variety (see, for example, the discussion
in [4]). For Received Pronunciation and General American, [4] posits an ‘allophonic vowel
length rule’, others call it ‘pre-fortis clipping’ [5]. Again others argue for a low-level postlexical process [6]. It is also well-known that segmental duration (and thus vowel duration) is
subject to effects of prosodic boundaries, word boundaries and other factors [7–9], which
makes it more difficult to find clear phonetic evidence for a phonologized rule. One type of
evidence may, however, come from a potential interaction of phonetic duration and
morphology. Such an interaction has been shown, for instance, for Canadian Raising, which
underapplies before certain suffixes [10], and for the Scottish Vowel Length Rule, which
overapplies to vowels before /z/ and /d/ if these vowels represent inflectional suffixes [6].
In this paper, we will present evidence that vowel lengthening in General American
English interacts with morphology, i.e. it is sensitive to a morpheme boundary following the
vowel. This finding is a strong argument for vowel lengthening as a lexical phonological rule.
We extracted about than 25,000 word tokens with final /d/, /t/, /z/ and /s/ from the
Buckeye Corpus [11], which contains conversational speech. The vowel durations were
analyzed using mixed effects regression, including pertinent co-variates (such as speech rate,
phrase-final lengthening, intrinsic vowel duration, word length etc.) as predictors. The data
showed the expected effect of allophonic lengthening with monomorphemic words. We
tested the effect of morphological boundaries on the duration of the vowel preceding wordfinal /z/ and /d/. These segments were either the last consonant of a mono-morphemic word
or the post-vocalic exponents of a suffix. For example, /z/ may represent plural, /d/ may
represent past tense. The models yield a significant effect of morphological boundaries on the
duration of the vowel. Vowels preceding a word-internal morphological boundary were
generally shorter than in mono-morphemic words. For instance, vowels preceding past tense
/d/ are estimated by the model to be about 31 percent (or 27 ms) shorter than vowels
preceding a non-morphemic final /d/ (t=-5.147, p<0.001, see figure 1 for illustration). This
percentage is even larger than the voicing-related duration difference of 23 percent observed
in the mono-morphemic words in the Buckeye corpus. The 31 percent shortening effect of the
morphological boundary is in the same range as the effect of voiced vs. unvoiced final
consonants on preceding vowels in monomorphemic words, as reported in the literature (34
percent in [12], 29 percent in [13]).
Thus, the stable relation between vowel durations and the presence or absence of a
morpheme boundary indicates that vowel lengthening in General American cannot
adequately be described as a low-level post-lexical process only. Instead, our findings imply
that vowel lengthening is an abstract phonological process that is sensitive to the
morphological structure of a word. This supports models of grammar that provide
mechanisms according to which morphological structures can cause phonological
generalizations to misapply (such as Stratal OT, [14]).
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Vowel duration in ms
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no boundary

pastTense

BoundaryType

Figure 1: Partial effect of Boundary Type on Vowel Duration. Baseline: Short vowel, no
pause following.

[1] Chen, M. 1970. Vowel Length Variation as a Function of the Voicing of the Consonant
Environment, Phonetica. 22. 129–159.
[2] House, A.S. & G. Fairbanks 1953. The Influence of Consonant Environment upon the
Secondary Acoustical Characteristics of Vowels, Acoustical Society of America.
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No long-lag morphological priming for Mandarin monosyllables
Stephen Politzer-Ahles, Lei Pan, Jueyao Lin
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
One powerful technique for investigating phonological and other relationships between
words in the mental lexicon is priming. Evidence from many previous experiments has
suggested that phonological relationships between words are represented differently than
morphological relationships; for example, in long-lag priming experiments (when many trials
intervene between primes and targets), identical or morphologically-related prime-target pairs
generally elicit facilitative priming, whereas phonologically-related pairs do not [1, among
others]. This method has mainly been used with Indo-European languages, however, and it is
unknown to what extent these patterns of results may extend to other languages with very
different typological properties, such as Mandarin Chinese, which uses lexical tone to
distinguish words and which has substantial homophony.
We conducted a pre-registered [https://osf.io/d3xu5/], high-powered long-lag priming
experiment (N=153 native Mandarin speakers, 96 item sets) to compare reaction times for
auditorily presented monosyllable targets preceded by unrelated auditory primes (e.g.,
hua4…shi3 [numbers represent tone categories]) against those preceded by segmentally-related
but morphologically-unrelated primes (e.g., shi1…shi3; superscript numbers indicate lexical
tone categories) and those preceded by segmentally- and morphologically-related primes (e.g.,
shi2…shi3); because of a systematic phonological alternation (third tone sandhi [3]), shi2 is a
possible allomorph of shi3 in certain phonological contexts. (See Table 1 for example.) The
segmentally-related pairs shared only a phonological relationship, without a morphological
relationship. Critical targets were all in either Mandarin tone 2 or tone 3, and fillers included
48 prime-target pairs with tone 1 or tone 4 targets, and 288 nonwords (phonologically legal
Mandarin accidental gaps). Each target was separated from its prime by 18-52 intervening
trials, and participants made a speeded lexical decision to every stimulus. In immediate
auditory priming experiments (e.g., [3]), segmentally-related pairs like shi1…shi3 typically
elicit priming, but we expected that these sorts of phonologically-related pairs would not elicit
long-lag priming unless they also shared a morphological relationship (shi2…shi3). Thus, we
predicted a larger facilitative priming effect for morphologically-related pairs than for merely
segmentally-related pairs. But contrary to our expectation, both kinds of related primes were
associated with slower, rather than faster, reaction times on their targets (unrelated: 1066ms;
segmentally-related: 1071ms; segmentally-and-morphologically-related: 1084ms); see Figure
1. Morphologically related primes in particular triggered a large inhibition effect (18ms).
This finding is surprising because long-lag priming typically engenders facilitative effects
(for identical or morphologically related prime-target pairs) or no reliable differences for other
types of prime-target relationships. While this pattern is unexpected and thus needs replication,
it suggests interesting possibilities about the nature of lexical representations and priming
across languages. We hypothesize that long-lag priming may depend on being able to uniquely
identify and activate a particular morpheme, which was generally not possible in this
experiment: our materials were Mandarin monosyllables, the vast majority of which have a
large number of homophones (for example, a participant hearing shi3 may activate [the
morphemes written as] 始 ["start"], 史 ["history"], 驶 ["drive"], or 矢 ["arrow"], among others).
Two follow-up experiments are under way to both attempt to replicate the present finding and
to test the new hypothesis that long-lag morphological and identity priming in Mandarin may
occur in unambiguous multisyllabic words but not in ambiguous monosyllables.
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Target
shi3
zao3
pin2
lian2

Morphologicallyand segmentallyUnrelated prime related prime
hua4
shi2
hun1
zao2
4
bu
pin3
yue1
lian3
Table 1. Sample stimulus sets

Segmentallyrelated prime
shi1
zao4
pin1
lian4

Figure 1. Data by participants and by items. Gray bars represent the mean priming effects.
[1] Kouider, S., & Dupoux, E. (2009). Episodic accessibility and morphological processing:
evidence from long-term auditory priming. Acta Psychologica, 130, 38-47.
[2] Chen, M. (2000). Tone sandhi: patterns across Chinese dialects. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press.
[3] Sereno, J., & Lee, H. (2015). The contribution of segmental and tonal information in
Mandarin spoken word processing. Language and Speech, 58, 131-151.
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The role of PWs versus syllables in the speech planning process
Ivan Yuen1, Katherine Demuth1, Stefanie Shattuck-Hufnagel2
Macquarie University1, M.I.T.2
Previous research has suggested that planning units for speech production include prosodic
constituents [2,3,4,6,7,8]. Multiple factors may influence this planning process, such as length
of the utterance in terms of number of syllables, number of prosodic words (PWs), and number
of syllables per word, as well as complexity. This study manipulated several of these factors to
test the hypothesis that speakers begin talking (i.e. speech initiation time) as soon as possible,
and that this interacts with the need to leave time for the planning of upcoming
phonological/prosodic/morphosyntactic units. We predicted that these factors would result in
a greater likelihood that a longer/more complex sentence would be produced as two prosodic
constituents, resulting in longer overall sentence duration, but with shorter/faster speech
initiation times. We also tested the hypothesis that the location of increased complexity (i.e. a
disyllabic noun in subject vs object position) might influence either speech initiation time or
sentence duration.
Seven adult AusE-speakers (1 M, 6 F, mean age 32 yr 5 m) took part in a reading-aloud
experiment. Stimuli consisted of 20 target sentences and 44 distractors varying along 3
dimensions: (1) the number of PWs (3 vs 4 vs 5), (2) monosyllabic vs disyllabic Noun, (3)
Noun in subject vs object position. Average lexical frequency per PW was matched as closely
as possible (2536 for 3PW vs 3016 for 4 PW vs 2711 for 5 PW), using Subtlex. Each trial
began with a fixation cross, followed by a ‘ready’ green circle to signal the onset of a beep.
The interval between the green circle and the beep was varied from 250ms to 2250ms (in 250ms
steps) to prevent participants from predicting stimulus onset. An entire sentence was displayed
concurrent with a 250ms beep in each trial. The stimuli were randomized by participant and
presented in DmDx. Productions were recorded in Audacity (sampling rate 44.1KHz), and
analyzed offline using Praat [1]. Speech initiation time was measured from the end of the beep
to the beginning of the first word in the utterance. A total of 402 utterances were analyzed in
R [5]. An additional 18 items were excluded due to false starts, repairs and lexical errors. Four
linear mixed effects models were fitted with speech initiation time and sentence duration as
responses. Factors were PW (3 vs 4 vs 5), complexity (monosyllabic vs disyllabic Noun) and
position of complexity (subject vs object), with participants as a random factor. Satterthwaite
approximation was used to estimate the F and p values of the model.
Speech initiation time (Fig. 1a) was significantly longer in sentences with disyllabic than
monosyllabic nouns, irrespective of the number of PWs in a sentence (F= 10.6561, df=1, p
<.001). Counter to [8], speech initiation time did not increase with number of PWs. Also, there
was no effect of position of the disyllabic Noun (subject vs object). As predicted, sentence
duration (Fig. 1b) was significantly longer for disyllabic than monosyllabic nouns (F=74.43,
df=1, p <.001). Sentence duration also increased with more PWs (F= 421.41, df=2, p<.001).
The effect of position of the disyllabic Noun (F=170.57, df=1, p<.001), and its interaction with
the number of PWs (F=3, df=2, p=.05) also reached significance, with longer utterance
durations for stimuli with disyllabic nouns in object position. A preliminary perceptual analysis
of 140 items revealed a greater tendency for participants to insert a prosodic boundary in
sentences with a disyllabic object vs. subject noun (i.e. 67% vs. 43%, Fig. 2), which may
account for the longer utterance duration times. Boundary labelling reliability from three coders
reached 79%. These findings suggest an interaction between prosodic complexity and
morphosyntactic positions in speech planning, providing the basis for a method which can be
adapted to elicit similar types of utterances from both adults and children. This method will
enable testing of hypotheses about how the use of prosodic structure in speech production
planning develops, with the goal of integrating speech planning models for lower and higher
levels of prosodic structure.
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Figure 1. (a) Mean speech initiation time (ms) and (b) Mean sentence duration with 3 vs 4
vs 5 Prosodic Words (PWs) and with monosyllabic vs disyllabic nouns

Figure 2. 5PW sentence (a) without a perceived boundary vs (b) with a boundary
[1] Boersma, P. & Weenink, D. 2008. Praat: doing phonetics by computer. Computer program
[2] Choe, W. K. & Redford, M. 2012. The distribution of speech errors in multi-word prosodic
units. Laboratory Phonology, 3, 5-26.
[3] Ferreira, F. 1993. Creation of prosody during sentence production. Psychological Review,
100, 233-253.
[4] Keating, P.A. & Shattuck-Hufnagel, S. 2002. A prosodic view of word form encoding for
speech production. UCLA Working Papers in Phonetics 101, 112-156
[5] R Core Team. 2016. R: a language and environment for statistical computing.
[6] Shattuck-Hufnagel, S. 2015. Prosodic frames in speech production. In M. Redford (ed.) The
Handbook of Speech Production, Blackwell.
[7] Watson, D. & Gibson, E. 2004. The relationship between intonational phrasing and
syntactic structure in language production. Language & Cognitive Processes, 19, 713-755.
[8] Wheeldon, L. R. & Lahiri, A. 1997. Prosodic units in speech production. Journal of Memory
and Language, 37, 356-381.
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Congruent speaker sex and grammatical gender facilitate bilingual speech processing
Anita Szakay1, Elizabeth Stelle
1
Macquarie University
Recent monolingual research in psychology suggests a facilitative effect of congruent
speaker sex and grammatical gender during speech perception, such that a feminine word is
processed faster when spoken by a female speaker. [1] report this effect in a Spanish
grammatical gender identification task, where participants were faster and more accurate
when the speaker’s sex ‘matched’ the grammatical gender of the word (e.g. the feminine
word ‘luna’ spoken in a female voice). [2] found the same effect in both a grammatical
gender identification task and a more implicit cued shadowing task in Bulgarian and Italian.
The present project takes this idea a step further, and investigates whether a similar
facilitative effect of speaker sex can be observed in a bilingual’s L2 that has no grammatical
gender, but where the corresponding L1 word has a congruent grammatical gender. For
example, do Italian (L1) – English (L2) bilingual listeners process the English word ‘moon’
faster when spoken by a female voice, because in their L1 the translation equivalent is a
feminine word, ‘luna’?
Based on previously suggested connections between the L1 and L2, the prediction is that
this facilitative effect should exist across the two languages. Figure 1 illustrates the
conceptual framework and the proposed operation of the effect. Hearing the L2 English word
‘moon’ activates the L1 Italian translation equivalent ‘luna’ through the conceptual link
proposed by psycholinguists based on bilingual priming effects (e.g., [3]). As ‘luna’ is a
feminine word it activates “feminine-ness” in the speaker’s mind, connecting to “female
voice” through the gender link demonstrated by [1] and [2]. Finally the socio-indexical link
between the two languages, put forward in [4], connects “female voice” in the L1 to “female
voice” in the L2. Thus, through these connections, the L2 English word ‘moon’ is expected to
be processed faster when spoken in a female voice, despite the English language itself not
having grammatical gender marked on nouns.
Results from a 60 word cued shadowing task by 27 Italian-English bilingual participants
confirm the above predictions, and show a facilitative effect of congruent speaker sex and
grammatical gender across the bilingual’s two languages. A mixed effects regression model
predicts that listeners respond significantly faster to those L2 English words where the
speaker’s sex matches the grammatical gender of the word in their L1. A significant
interaction shows that the magnitude of this effect is mediated by the bilingual’s English
proficiency level. Italian-dominant (i.e. low L2 proficiency) participants show a larger effect
size. As expected, our 32 English monolingual participants did not show the effect, i.e., there
is no processing benefit when ‘moon’ is uttered by a female rather than a male speaker.
The results of the study suggest that indexical information can influence higher-level
grammatical processing across the L1 and L2, and in general shed more light on the cognitive
architecture of language processing. In particular, the study highlights the importance of
taking indexical information into account during bilingual speech processing, an area of
research that has not received ample attention so far.
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Figure 1. The conceptual framework and proposed operation of the bilingual speaker sex
and grammatical gender effect..
[1] Vitevitch, M., J. Sereno, A. Jongman, and R. Goldstein (2013) Speaker Sex Influences
Processing of Grammatical Gender. PLOS 8(11):e79701.
[2] Andonova, E. (2013) Gender and Sex: The Experiential Basis of Grammar. In M. Kauff et
al (Eds.) Proceedings of the 35th Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society, pp
1738-1743. Austin, TX: Cognitive Science Society.
[3] Kroll, J. F., and E. Stewart (1994) Category Interference in Translation and Picture
Naming: Evidence for Asymmetric Connections Between Bilingual Memory
Representations. Journal of Memory and Language 33:149-174.
[4] Szakay, A., M. Babel and J. King (2016) Social categories are shared across bilinguals'
lexicons. Journal of Phonetics 59:92-109.
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The effects of lexical status and lexical competitors on production of Italian stops
Chiara Celata1, Olga Dmitrieva2, Chiara Meluzzi3, Valentina Concu2
1
Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, 2Purdue University, 3University of Pavia
According to recent studies, the lexicon-phonetics interface governs the acoustic and
articulatory realization of sounds as a function of the lexical and statistical properties of the
words containing them. Word frequency, lexical neighborhood density, existence of specific
lexical neighbors – all influence the way in which sounds are produced, e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6]. [8], [9]. For example, [1] showed that English voiceless stops had longer Voice Onset
Time (VOT) when embedded in words which had a minimal neighbor for voicing (e.g. ‘teen’
vs. ‘dean’) compared to words without such minimal neighbor (e.g. ‘table’).
In this study we investigate whether the lexical status and minimal pair neighbors of word
stimuli affect the acoustic realization of voicing contrast in Italian stops. Real and invented
words beginning with /p b t d k g/ were read by 30 native speakers of Tuscan Italian. The
stimuli were organized in quadruplets of minimal pairs (Table 1). Each quadruplet was made
of one real Italian minimal pair (e.g. cara 'dear' - gara 'match'), one phonetically similar nonword pair (e.g. *caba-*gaba), and two pairs in which one word was real and the other one was
a non-word (e.g. capa 'head'-*gapa and *cana-Ghana 'Ghana'). The four stimuli paired with
real Italian words were said to have a lexical neighbor or competitor; two of them were real
words (i.e., cara and gara), two were non-words (i.e. *gapa and *cana). The other four stimuli
(two real words: capa and Ghana; and two non-words: *caba and *gaba) had no competitor,
i.e. no real Italian words differed from them minimally in terms of the voicing of initial stops.
This factorial design allowed us to assess the effects of both lexical competitor and lexical
status on acoustic detail in the production of voicing.
Stimuli were balanced for lexical frequency and phonotactic probability. Members of each
minimal pair were divided into two different experimental lists (voiced and voiceless) such that
each subject was exposed to only one member of each pair. Each experimental list contained
37 voiceless- or voiced-initial stimuli and 86 disyllabic fillers with similar phonotactic
structure. For each voiced stimulus, the duration of prevoicing and release were measured in
Praat [3]. For voiceless stimuli, only release was measured. Linear mixed models were run with
lexical status (real vs. non-word), competitor (with vs. without lexical competitor), and place
of articulation (dorsal vs alveolar vs. labial) as fixed factors and intercept for participant as a
random factor. Voiced and voiceless stops were analyzed in separate models.
The preliminary results for 20 participants (2,083 tokens) showed that real words with
competitors had longer VOTs - prevoicing (if voiced) or releases (if voiceless) - than real words
without competitors. The effect was significant for voiceless stops and approached significance
for voiced ones. However, the presence of a competitor did not affect prevoicing or release
duration in non-words. There also was a statistically significant effect of lexical status for
voiced stops only: non-words had longer prevoicing than real words. Finally, there was a strong
effect of place of articulation in the expected direction (longer prevoicing in bilabials, longer
releases in dorsals); the effect of place of articulation did not interact with other factors.
The data demonstrates that the existence of a lexical competitor affects the phonetic detail
of the voicing contrast in Italian but only in real words, suggesting that this is not an on-line
effect [7]. The phonetic properties distinguishing voiceless and voiced stops were emphasized
when there was a lexical competitor even though the competitor was not presented to
participants. Among other significant findings is the lengthening of prevoicing in non-words
as compared to real words, suggesting that hyperarticulation characteristic of infrequent or
unfamiliar words (e.g. [2], [8]) extends to non-words.
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pair 1
pair 2
pair 3
pair 4

/k/
Real

/g/
non-word real

cara

gara
*caba

*gaba
*gapa

capa
*cana

non-word

Ghana

Table 1. Example of a quadruplet of minimal pairs used in the experiment. Stimuli (both
real and non-words) paired with an existing (real) word are said to have a lexicon
competitor for initial voicing.
[1] Baese-Berk, M. and Goldrick, M., 2009. Mechanisms of interaction in speech production.
Language and cognitive processes, 24(4), 527-554.
[2] Baker, R. E., & Bradlow, A. R. 2009. Variability in word duration as a function of
probability, speech style, and prosody. Language and speech, 52(4), 391-413.
[3] Boersma, P., & Weenink, D. 2008. Praat: doing phonetics by computer. Computer
program.
[4] Clopper, C.G. and Tamati, T.N., 2014. Effects of local lexical competition and regional
dialect on vowel production. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 136(1), 1-4.
[5] Gahl, S., Yao, Y. and Johnson, K., 2012. Why reduce? Phonological neighborhood density
and phonetic reduction in spontaneous speech. Journal of memory and language, 66(4),
pp.789-806.
[6] Goldrick, M., Vaughn, C. and Murphy, A., 2013. The effects of lexical neighbors on stop
consonant articulation. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 134(2), pp.EL172EL177.
[7] Kirov, C. and Wilson, C., 2012, January. The specificity of online variation in speech
production. In Proceedings of the Cognitive Science Society (Vol. 34, No. 34).
[8] Munson, B. (2007). Lexical access, lexical representation, and vowel production.
Laboratory phonology, 9, 201-228.
[9] Vitevitch, M. S. 2002. The influence of phonological similarity neighborhoods on speech
production. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 28(4),
735-747.
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The role of canonicity vs. experience-based expectations on speech processing
Abby Walkera and Katie Dragerb
a
Virginia Tech; bUniversity of Hawai’i at Mānoa
A number of studies have shown a recognition equivalence between frequent, noncanonical (i.e., flapped /t/) and infrequent, canonical phonological forms (i.e., aspirated /t/).
Sumner et al. [1] propose that such equivalence arises because listeners attend to and
therefore more strongly encode infrequent canonical and/or prestigious realizations compared
to highly frequent, non-prestigious forms, pointing to evidence that non-rhotic British English
(BrE) tokens, but not non-rhotic US English (AmE) tokens, facilitate lexical access equally
well for rhotic AmE speakers as rhotic tokens do [2, 3]. In this paper, we explore the
possibility that recognition equivalence arises not from the variants’ canonicity but from the
listeners’ experience-based expectations.
To test this, we replicated experiment 1 from Sumner and Samuel [2] but examined AmE
and New Zealand English (NZE) and performance by both US and NZ listeners. Rhotic
realizations are non-canonical and non-standard in NZE, and while NZ listeners are familiar
with AmE, AmE is not prestigious. In contrast, most US listeners have little exposure to NZE
but often perceive it as prestigious due to similarities with and ideologies around BrE.
22 NZ participants and 21 US participants from non-rhotic regions completed the formpriming lexical decision task which included four categories of prime-target pairs (US-US,
NZ-US, US-NZ, and NZ-NZ). Along with fillers, each listener heard 80 critical item pairs
(i.e., baker-baker) and 80 control pairs (i.e., slender-baker). Primes were produced by a
US/NZ female talker, and targets were produced by a US/NZ male talker and presented after
a 500ms ISI. Listeners made a lexical decision about the second word in each pair.
To investigate the degree of form-priming across tasks, we compared the difference in
response times between critical and control items. As shown in Figure 1, the AmE and NZE
variants prime lexical access of the targets of both dialects, for both listener groups
(M=183ms, SD=267ms), though we observe significantly less priming for NZE primes of
AmE targets for the AmE listeners (β=54ms, p<0.05).
In this form-priming study, we show facilitation for both US and NZ listeners primed by
rhotic and non-rhotic forms embedded in their respective US and NZ frames. In contrast with
[1], we argue that the equivalence observed here is not due to stronger attention and encoding
of canonical or prestigious forms. Instead, the pattern of results can be understood as
expectation driven, arising from a combination of the listeners’ experience with the varieties
and the relative frequency of the variants in each variety. Such an experience-based account
is consistent with our observation that the least facilitation is found in the corner of the data
where listeners have the least amount of experience with the prime variety (US listeners with
NZ-US pairs). While a dual route mechanism may be involved with other aspects of speech
processing (e.g., in memory inequality, see [1]), frequency-based context-specific
expectations, formed through experience, appear to drive recognition of speech. This account
is consistent with experience-based models in which context is linked probabilistically with
speech perception [4].
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Figure 1. Mean form priming effects for the US and NZ listeners across the four experimental
conditions. Higher on the y-axis indicates a larger amount of priming. The error bars show
standard error.

[1] Sumner, M, Kim, S.K., King, E., & McGowan, K.B. 2014. The socially weighted
encoding of spoken words : a dual-route approach to speech perception, Frontiers in
Psychology, 4, article 1052, 1–13.
[2] Sumner, M., & Samuel, A.G. 2009. The effect of experience on the perception and
representation of dialect variants. Journal of Memory and Language, 60, 487–501.
[3] Sumner, M., & Kataoka, R. 20130. Effects of phonetically-cued talker variation on
semantic encoding, JASA Express Letters, 134(6), EL485-EL491.
[4] Hay, J., Drager, K., & Gibson, A. (in press) Hearing /r/-sandhi : The role of past
experience. To appear in Language in 2018.
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Using network science to quantify dispersion in the lexicon
Rory Turnbull1,2 and Sharon Peperkamp2
1 Department of Linguistics, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
2 Laboratoire de Sciences Cognitives et Psycholinguistique, Ecole Normale Supérieure
Various proposals have stated that functional pressures may influence linguistic structure.
These pressures include learning biases [1, 2], phonetic constraints [3], and communicative
imperatives [4]. With regards to word similarity in the phonological lexicon, some potentially
competing pressures can be identified: From the perspective of a language learner,
phonological similarity among words is helpful, as commonly occurring sequences or
elements can be re-used, allowing for quicker acquisition of articulatory scores. From the
perspective of a language user, however, phonological dissimilarity is favored, as a
phonologically disperse lexicon provides more redundancy and a more robust signal,
allowing for ease of communication.
We investigate whether such pressures have a measurable influence on the structure of the
phonological lexicon. We employ a network-theoretic approach [5, 6]. Each word is modeled
as a node in a network. A link is placed between two words if the words are phonological
neighbors of each other – i.e., if they differ in the deletion, addition, or substitution of a single
phoneme. Figure 1 depicts a phonological network centered on the word plan.
Networks for 19 genetically and typologically dissimilar languages were constructed.
Network structure is sensitive to phonotactics, and there is intrinsic structure to these
networks regardless of source [7]. To control for these confounding factors, and to establish a
basis for comparison, 400 pseudolexicons were generated for each language. Half of these
pseudolexicons were generated by sampling from a uniform phoneme distribution, with word
length determined by a Poisson distribution to approximate the natural language’s average
word length. These pseudolexicons do not obey any phonotactic regularities. The other half
were generated by phoneme trigram models, and therefore approximate the phonotactics of
the target language. By comparing the natural languages to their modeled pseudolexicons, it
is possible to determine the provenance of various features of lexical structure.
Each natural lexicon was compared to its 400 pseudolexicons, and network-theoretic
measures were calculated to provide ways of assessing different aspects of dispersion within
each network. We computed the number of words with no neighbors (singletons) and three
measures relating to the largest connected component (LCC, the largest group of connected
nodes within the network): the number of words in the LCC, the width of the LCC, and the
mean path length between each pair of nodes within the LCC [8]. These measures examine
different aspects of how “tightly” nodes are clustered within networks.
Our results (Table 1) show that natural languages have fewer singletons than the
pseudolexicons, suggesting that words with few similarities to existing words are dispreferred
– a similarity preference. In addition, the LCCs of natural language networks are wider and
have longer mean paths than those of the pseudolexicons. This is in spite of the fact that the
number of words in natural vs. pseudolexicon LCCs did not differ, suggesting that natural
languages maximize use of the possible phonological space – a dissimilarity preference.
These findings hold for all pseudolexicons, both those with phonotactics modeled and those
without. However, the phonotactic lexicons generally patterned halfway between the natural
languages and the purely random pseudolexicons. Thus, in accordance with linguists'
intuitions, phonotactics play an important role in determining the structure of lexicons.
Above and beyond the effects of phonotactics, our results provide evidence of constraints
operating over the lexicon, which are hypothesized to be of functional importance for
language acquisition, production, and comprehension. Future work and extensions to other
domains will be discussed.
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Figure 1. Example phonological network,
centered around the word ‘plan’.
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Table 1. Mean measurements for select languages and their pseudolexicons. Standard
deviations in parentheses. Space constraints limit inclusion of all measures for all languages.
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Phonological structure and listener characteristics modulate the “speech-to-song
illusion”
1
Tamara V. Rathcke , Simone Falk2, Simone Dalla Bella3
1
University of Kent (t.v.rathcke@kent.ac.uk)
2
University Sorbonne Nouvelle Paris-3 (simone.falk@univ-paris3.fr)
3
University of Montreal (simone.dalla.bella@umontreal.ca)
Introduction. Listeners usually have no difficulties telling the difference between speech and
song. Yet when a spoken sentence is repeated several times, listeners often report a perceptual
transformation from speech to song (henceforth S2S, Deutsch et al. 2011). The transformed
perception is accompanied by a change in the involved neural circuits that process spoken vs.
musical signals (Tierney et al., 2012). There are, however, large differences in the perception of
S2S. They seem to arise primarily from the acoustic properties of the spoken phrases that are
looped to create S2S. Previous work (Falk et al. 2014, Deutsch et al. 2011) has shed some light
on these properties, and left open questions about the role of the phonological factors like degree
of the sentence sonority and its length. Moreover, much variability in S2S perception arises from
the individual listener experience. S2S has been observed in musicians and non-musicians (Falk
et al. 2014, Deutsch et al. 2011), though the musicality itself is likely to increase the likelihood
of S2S to arise (Falk et al. 2014). It is unclear if and how the general individual differences in
cognitive processing and previous linguistic experience of the listener may also shape S2S.
Hypotheses. The present study aims to test two sets of predictions, related to (1) phonological
properties of sentences involved in S2S and (2) individual characteristics of listeners exposed to
S2S. We hypothesize that the transformation is achieved by the mechanism of a functional reevaluation of prosodic properties. Hereby aspects relevant to speech processing dominate the
perception initially and diminish during repetitions when underlying rhythmicity comes to light,
enabling melodic re-analyses of appropriately structured sentences as singing. This general
hypothesis allows us to test specific predictions regarding both sentence structure and individual
traits, e.g. we can predict a smaller memory span to delay the transformation due to higher
demands for speech processing during repetition, and higher sonority to facilitate the tonal reanalysis. Processing in a non-native language is expected to block S2S in listeners with basiclevel skills but facilitate S2S in listeners without any language knowledge.
Method. Materials for the present study include 16 sentences constructed in English.1 The
phonological structure of the test sentences was varied with respect to their duration in terms of
number of syllables (from minimally 4 up to maximally 14) and sonority of their segmental
composition (high vs. low). Timing properties and pitch trajectories remained unmodified,
though the speaker of the stimuli was instructed to match speech rate and melody across the two
sonority conditions. So far, 40 native English listeners participated in the experiment. They
evaluated their impressions of each test sentence on a scale from 1 (clearly speech) to 8 (clearly
song) before and after being exposed to its massed repetitions. Individual data (autistic traits,
auditory working memory capacity, flexibility, divided attention, alertness, self-reported
musicality and foreign language proficiency) were collected via an online questionnaire and the
TAP battery (Zimmermann and Fimm 2002).
Results and discussion. Preliminary results show that overall, all stimuli sounded
significantly more song-like after the exposure to their looped versions. Highly sonorous
sentences were rated slightly more song-like (mean: 2.5) before S2S exposure than their lowsonority counterparts (mean: 2.0). Shorter phrases transformed into song much quicker and more
often than longer phrases. Most transformations occurred during the 3rd-5th repetition. The shift
occurred earlier, however, for listeners showing lower performance in the divided attention test.
These preliminary findings with S2S provide the opportunity to gain insights into the cognitive
and structural factors governing the links between music and language processing.
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The total number of sentences in the study was 48. The overall design additionally included two factors
that tested the role of lexical and syntactic properties of looped sentences. These results are not reported
here.
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Failure to find effects of phonological neighborhood density on vowel production in
Korean
Jeffrey J. Holliday1 & Rory Turnbull2
1
Korea University & 2University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Background. It has been reported that words with lower phonological neighborhood density
(PND) have more centralized vowel pronunciations and shorter vowel and word durations than
words with higher PND (Munson & Solomon, 2004; Wright, 2004; Scarborough et al., 2015).
More recently, however, it has been questioned whether these effects might arise simply as
consequences of the phonetic environments of the target words, which many studies have not
carefully controlled (Gahl, 2015). Furthermore, the effect of PND on speech production has
only been investigated in a few languages. Data from English and French suggest that such an
effect exists, whereas previous research on Korean (Holliday & Turnbull, 2015) failed to find
evidence of a duration effect, but did not examine vowel centralization. Thus, the aim of the
current study was to test the effect of neighborhood density on vowel centralization in Korean,
using a carefully selected stimulus set that controls for potential phonetic environment effects.
Method. Twenty native speakers of Seoul Korean produced 28 high-frequency bisyllabic
target words in the carrier sentence [nɛga ___ rago malhanda] (“I say ___”). Ninety-two other
words were used as fillers. Target words were selected from K-SPAN (Holliday et al., 2017)
to comprise 14 high- and low-density pairs. Table 1 provides a list of all targets. The members
of each pair had nearly identical initial CVC sequences, ensuring that any observed effects
would not be due to phonetic environment. Estimates of the first and second formant frequency
(F1, F2) were made at the midpoint of the vowel from the first syllable of each word.
Additionally, vowel duration and f0 (over the first 10 ms of the vowel) were measured.
Results. The data were analyzed with linear mixed effects regression modeling. Vowel
centralization was parameterized as the distance in F1 space from each talker’s mean F1 point.
Models were constructed to predict vowel duration, vowel centralization, and vowel f0. Fixed
effects of PND, word frequency, and their interaction were included, along with random
intercepts of talker and item, with by-talker random slopes of PND and word frequency. For
the centralization model, vowel duration was included as a covariate due to the common
correlation between these factors (Moon & Lindblom, 1994). No significant effects of any of
the fixed effects were observed (all p > .05). A second set of post-hoc models was built in
which PND was defined as the number of words within a 2-phoneme edit distance from the
target word. None of these models revealed any significant fixed effects, either. A third set of
post-hoc models was built in which PND was calculated based on an edit distance of 1 syllable
(i.e. bisyllabic words that shared their first or second syllable were considered neighbors).
These models also failed to reveal any significant effects.
Conclusion. Contrary to previous claims about the effect of PND on vowel articulation in
English (Munson & Solomon, 2004; Wright, 2004), the current study failed to find evidence
for such effects in Korean, despite using carefully phonetically balanced stimuli. This result
suggests several possible explanations. First, the popular operationalization of PND as the
number of words within a 1-phoneme edit distance may be too coarse to capture how
phonological links in the lexicon influence speech production. Or, given that the current study
used bisyllabic words, it could be that PND effects on production can only be observed in the
production of monosyllables, a proposal that raises a few additional questions. Alternatively,
it could be that PND effects on vowel articulation are language-specific. For example, the lack
of lexical stress in Korean may inhibit vowel quality from serving as a locus of PND effects.
Ultimately, the results of the current study suggest that more cross-linguistic work is needed to
fully understand the role of PND in lexical access.
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Low PND words
/kansʌp/ ‘interference’
/kanʨʌp/ ‘indirectness’
/kanʨʰʌp/ ‘spy’
/koŋnjoŋ/ ‘dinosaur’
/koŋtʰʌ/ ‘vacant lot’
/kukwaŋ/ ‘king’
/kunpok/ ‘army uniform’
/kuʨi/ ‘obstinately’
/saŋnjʌm/ ‘thought’
/sulʨ*an/ ‘drinking glass’
/taŋkɨn/ ‘carrot’
/ʨotal/ ‘obtain’
/ʨuŋtʰʌk/ ‘mid-slope’
/totuk/ ‘thief’

PND
4
3
4
4
4
2
4
2
4
3
3
2
1
3

High PND words
/kansa/ ‘assistant’
/kanʨaŋ/ ‘soy sauce’
/kanpʰan/ ‘sign’
/koŋmun/ ‘document’
/koŋpu/ ‘study’
/kukjʌŋ/ ‘sightseeing’
/kunsa/ ‘military’
/kuʨo/ ‘structure’
/saŋsaŋ/ ‘imagination’
/suls*aŋ/ ‘drinking table’
/taŋʨaŋ/ ‘immediately’
/ʨoʨak/ ‘fabrication’
/ʨuŋkan/ ‘middle’
/toʨʌn/ ‘challenge’

PND
39
29
19
20
21
19
27
29
43
22
20
24
20
21

Table 1. List of stimulus words and corresponding PND.
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Frequency and acoustic biases in the recognition of neutralized forms
Ashley Farris-Trimble & Danica Reid
Simon Fraser University
Medial flapping in English is an example of functional neutralization; when a flap occurs in
an ambiguous word (e.g., nodded vs. knotted), listeners often perform at chance in their
identification of the source of the flap, in spite of available vowel duration cues [1,2]. Two
biases compete to influence listeners’ response to ambiguous stimuli in identification tasks [2]:
a frequency bias (listeners are more likely to identify the more frequent word) and an acoustic
bias (listeners are more likely to identify /d/ words, presumably because /d/ is acoustically more
similar to the flap). In a forced-choice identification task, Herd et al. found that the acoustic
bias was stronger. This study asks whether those same biases operate during real-time word
recognition, and which takes precedence. A frequency bias supports the active use of top-down
information during word recognition, while an acoustic bias supports the use of bottom-up
information.
Thirty native English speakers completed a VWP eye-tracking experiment [3]. They
heard sentences containing sixteen flapped forms in which vowel length had been modified to
be ambiguous between /t/ and /d/ forms. The sentences were thus disambiguated only after the
target word. (The man (k)no[ɾ]ed [his head in agreement]/[the rope to secure the boat].) The
beginning half of each pair of sentences was identical and was spliced onto the disambiguating
second halves. The sixteen pairs of words were roughly divided into thirds, such that the /d/item was more frequent in a third, the /t/-item in a third, and about a third had approximately
balanced frequencies. Participants’ eye-movements to four pictures on the screen (knotted,
nodded, and two fillers) were monitored to determine whether the /t/-item or /d/-item was
fixated more during the ambiguous portion of the trial. Fixations to the more frequent item in
each pair would indicate a strong frequency bias; fixations to the /d/-item would indicate a
strong acoustic bias.
We compared fixations to the /t/- and /d/-items in the 400ms before the onset of the
disambiguating information (roughly the time window in which the target word occurred,
Figure 1). Though there were more fixations overall to the /t/-item (t(29)=3.7, p < 0.001),
results indicate a frequency bias; when responding to the /d/-frequent pairs, listeners fixated
the /d/-item more (t(29) = 2.5, p = 0.018; Figure 2a), and when responding to the /t/-frequent
pairs, they fixated the /t/-item more (t(29) = 3.7, p < 0.001; Figure 2b). However, in the
balanced-frequency pairs, participants fixated the /t/-item more (t(29) = 3.5, p = 0.002; Figure
2c). This result is in direct conflict with an acoustic bias, which would predict more fixations
to the /d/-item, frequency being equal.
In sum, our results suggest that during word recognition, the top-down frequency bias
is stronger than the bottom-up acoustic bias. This result is surprising, in part because it is
contrary to the findings of Herd et al. [2]. It is difficult to explain the apparent /t/-bias we found
in the balanced-frequency word pairs, but we conjecture that it may reflect the likelihood of
producing a flap for a target /t/ vs. a target /d/. Zue and Laferriere [4] found that in flapping
environments, listeners produced flaps for /t/ words 99% of the time, while the productions for
/d/ words sometimes had longer closure durations or release bursts that were more like [d] than
flap. This may result in a phonological bias. Previous research indicates that listeners use their
knowledge of phonological processes during word recognition, using context to activate
abstract representations that may not match the surface form [5]. Perhaps listeners, upon
hearing a flapped form, were more likely to activate /t/ forms because they more often surface
as true flaps. If this is the case, our results support a stronger influence of top-down information
(frequency, phonological processes) than bottom-up information (acoustic detail) on real-time
word recognition.
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Perception of Implosives
Madeleine Oakley and Hannah Sande
Georgetown University
Introduction: Implosive segments are conspicuously absent from studies of phonological
sound patterning and phonetic sound similarity. For example, Mielke (2012) carries out an
acoustic and articulatory investigation of the level of similarity of 58 segments in order to
understand why certain phonemes are more likely than others to form natural classes in
phonological patterning across languages; however, implosives are not among the segments
considered. Similarly, Parker (2002, 2011) attempts to develop a sonority hierarchy of all
sounds, but does not consider the place of implosives within that hierarchy. Here we begin to
address this gap in the literature by exploring the similarity of implosives to other consonants
through a series of perceptual experiments.
Phonological patterning: In Ijo, implosives pattern phonologically with oral stops
(Williamson 1978). However, this is not universally true (Clements and Osu 2002). For
example, in Kru languages, implosive /ɓ/ (the only implosive in these systems) patterns with
liquids and glides (Marchese 1979, Kaye 1981). In Guébie (Kru), [ɓ, j, w] are inserted to
break up vowel hiatus, and only [ɓ] and [l] can surface as the second consonant in a CC onset
cluster (Sande 2017). We explore whether implosives are more perceptually similar to
plosives or approximants, and how L1 influences implosive perception (Polka 1991, 1992).
Experiments: We present a series of three experiments designed to investigate how
implosives are perceived and categorized when compared to other consonants. The first
experiment is an ABX task. Stimuli are of the form [aCa], with implosives, plosives, and
approximants produced in intervocalic position. A and B stimuli were produced by a female
speaker with native implosives, and X stimuli by a male speaker. In each trial, participants
categorize the third “word” as either the same as the first word in the sequence or the second.
In this experiment, the X stimuli always contain the same consonant as either A or B stimuli.
The second experiment is similar to the first, except that in order to make the task
more difficult, the consonant in the third word is distinct from both the A and B consonants.
We call this our ABC experiment. In this case, speakers are asked to make a forced choice
between which word, A or B, is most similar to the third word, even though none of the
words are identical. For example, a speaker might hear [aba] (A), [ala] (B), [aɓa] (C), and
have to determine whether the implosive is more similar to A, containing an oral stop, or B,
containing a liquid. In the third experiment, we combine the ABX and ABC conditions.
All three experiments are run with native English speakers, and will be run with
native Guébie speakers. We expect the presence (in Guébie) or not (in English) of an
implosive category of segment to influence the perception of implosives (cf. Best 1990).
Results: Results show that English-speaking participants are more likely to make errors in
categorizing implosives than plosives or approximants. 75.2% of 157 categorization errors
involve implosives. We expect that this is due to the lack of an implosive category in English.
Error analysis suggests that English-speaking participants have particular difficulty
perceiving the difference between implosives and voiced plosives with the same place of
articulation (i.e. [aɓa], [aba]). Alveolar and bilabial implosives were not confused with each
other, though implosives were occasionally confused with liquids and glides. These results
suggest that implosives are perceptually confusable with other consonants, and with plosives
in particular, for speakers who do not have this contrast in their L1. We expect to see
markedly different results for Guébie speakers due to phonemic status of /ɓ/, and the
alternations between [ɓ] and [l, j, w] in their phonological system. We discuss the
implications of our findings for link between phonology and perception, and for the
perceptual similarity of implosives to other consonants.
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Interpreting asymmetries: Mismatch Negativity responses to French vowels
Mirjam J.I. de Jonge, Paul Boersma
University of Amsterdam
The Mismatch Negativity [1] is an automatic brain response elicited by auditory change that
is often used to investigate the phonological representation of speech sounds. The core of this
approach is to compare (the neural signature of) perceptual responses to pairs of speech sounds,
to investigate the influence of the direction of change between members of a pair. Crucially,
the change from a richly specified sound to a sound with a sparser representation is predicted
to elicit a stronger response than the opposite direction of change [2], so asymmetric response
patterns are interpreted as evidence that one vowel in the pair is specified for a feature while
the other vowel is not.
Previously reported asymmetric MMN reponses to vowels involve asymmetries where the
largest MMN occurs when there is an increase in the critical formant [3, 4]. Attributing a
phonological origin to a perceptual phenomenon may be warranted given the top-down
organisation of speech perception [5], but only when no lower-level account can be given. To
assess whether it is indeed the phonological representation of the vowel rather than the
direction of the formant change that drives these asymmetries, we measured the MMN in
response to the French unrounded vowels /i, e, ɛ, a/. Synthetic tokens of the four vowels were
generated using the Klatt synthesiser in Praat [6] based on natural formant values reported in
Calliope [7]. The EEG of 24 native speakers of French was recorded while they watched a
silent film and heard oddball sequences of the stimuli (85% standards, 3*5% deviants per
sequence).
The effects of the acoustic factors on the MMN are shown in Table 1. Distance in the vowel
space is a significant factor determining MMN amplitude, with vowel contrasts spanning a
larger distance eliciting larger overall MMNs. Direction is also a significant factor, with
stronger responses found for contrasts that go from vowels lower in the vowel space to higher
vowels, i.e. for a decrease in F1. Given the main effect of direction in the vowel space, it is
debatable to what extent the asymmetries that are found for pairs of adjacent vowels in this
study (shown in Fig. 1) can be interpreted as reflections of their phonological representations,
since they all align with this general pattern. Nonetheless, the asymmetries for e↔ɛ and ɛ↔a
(panel B and C) are in line with either [+LOW] [8] or [-TENSE] [9] being specified in /ɛ/ but not
/e/, and either [+BACK] [8] or [+LOW] [9] being specified in /a/ but not /ɛ/. However, the
asymmetry for i↔e (panel A) would suggest that /e/ carries a feature that /i/ lacks, which is
entirely inconsistent with the literature, and runs in the opposite direction of the asymmetries
found for y↔ø and u↔o [4].
Direction of change appears to be a major factor driving the MMN asymmetries in the
current study, but the direction of the asymmetry (larger MMN for F1 decrease) is the opposite
of what was found in other studies, where larger responses occurred for increases in F1 [4] and
F2 [3, 4]. Therefore, the current findings do not provide an alternative lower-level explanation
for the previously established asymmetries that were interpreted with reference to phonological
representations, but they do add an unexpected asymmetry that is unaccounted for by existing
theories.
A similar experiment with both rounded and unrounded high and high-mid vowels in the
stimulus set, i.e. /i, e, y, ø/, is currently underway. The inclusion of rounded vowels enables
investigation of the role of the feature [LABIAL] in the perception and/or representation of height
contrasts, as the previously established asymmetries involved rounded vowels, and the results
will allow us to assess whether the unexpected asymmetry for i↔e in this study persists in a
design with multiple dimensions of contrast, or whether the current design with variation along
a single dimension of the vowel space led the listeners to focus more on acoustic factors.
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Table 1: MMN amplitudes at electrode Fz for different degrees of distance and direction in the
vowel space. Amplitudes are the mean of the 40 ms window around the MMN peak.

direction of change
lower to higher vowel
higher to lower vowel

distance
1 level (i↔e, e↔ɛ, ɛ↔a) 2 levels (i↔ɛ, e↔a)
-2,0 μV
-2,7 μV
-1,3 μV
-2,3 μV
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Figure 1: MMN difference waves at electrode Fz for vowel pairs with adjacent height levels.
Difference waves were obtained by subtracting the ERP of the acoustically identical standard
vowel from the deviant ERP in the given context. A: i ↔ e, B: e ↔ ɛ, C: ɛ ↔ a.
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Word-learning with underrepresented geminates: An artificial language study
Sayako Uehara, Karthik Durvasula, Yen-Hwei Lin
Michigan State University
Previous studies have shown that native listeners use phonotactic knowledge during word
segmentation [1][2][3]. Our study claims that listeners can both generalize their native
language phonotactic patterns and learn new ones through training in artificial language
learning tasks to segment words. Specifically, listeners utilize the knowledge of their native
consonant germination patterns but also accommodate new constraints of the target language
to an extent, depending on their native system in relation to the complexity of the target
language.
In Japanese, consonant length is contrastive and gemination is a productive process in
loanwords. According to the NINJAL corpus [4], voiceless consonants, such as /k/, are well
represented as word-internal geminate consonants, whereas the voiced geminate consonants
(except for nasals), such as /z/, are underrepresented. Unlike Japanese, English has no
phonemic singleton-geminate contrast, whilst it has fake geminates, for some consonants, that
arise through morphological processes (e.g. “u[n+n]amed”, and “mi[s+s]ite”).
Exp. 1: We ran a word segmentation experiment on 29 native Japanese and 26 native
English participants. We used the MacinTalk speech synthesizer to create two sets of six
word tokens and separated them into two Languages, each with only one vowel in them,
Language 1: mɛzzɛ, tɛzzɛ, nɛkkɛ, bɛkkɛ, pɛssɛ, dɛssɛ, and Language 2: nʌzzʌ, pʌzzʌ, mʌkkʌ,
dʌkkʌ, tʌssʌ, bʌssʌ. All the word tokens consisted of either /k/, /s/, or /z/ geminates and their
lengths were controlled to be 160 ms, while all the vowels were made to be 100 ms. In the
experiment, each participant listened to one of the Languages whose words were
concatenated into a continuous 10-minute speech string with no intervening pauses. After
listening to one of the strings, participants were given a forced choice task where, in each
trial, they listened to one of the words in the Language (e.g. mɛzzɛ) and a part-word stimulus,
which consisted of a subsequence in the speech string that divided the geminated consonants
(e.g. zɛtɛ). The results indicate that both Japanese and English participants learned geminated
words equally above chance for all three types of consonants (Figure 1). There was no
significant difference in performance between the two native groups for each consonant type:
for /k/ [t(51)= 0.85, p =.4]; for /s/[t(52)= -0.31, p =.75]; for /z/ [t(51)= 1.41, p =.16].
Exp. 2: To see whether the complexity of vowels in the words would affect listeners’
performance, we created two new Languages that included more vowel types /æ, ɪ, ʌ/,
Language 3: mæzzʌ, tʌzzæ, nɪkkʌ, bækkɪ, pɪssæ, dʌssɪ, and Language 4: nɪzzʌ, pæzzɪ, mɪkkæ,
dʌkkɪ, tæssʌ, bʌssæ. The stimulus creation and the experiment procedure were identical to
Exp. 1. 32 Japanese and 24 English participants different from Exp. 1 took part in Exp. 2. The
results show that, in contrast to Exp. 1, Japanese and English participants’ performance
differed significantly for /k/ [t(42.5)= 3.2, p = .002] and for /s/ [t(34.9)= 2.46, p = .018]; and
close to significance for /z/ [t(50)= 1.9, p = .057] (Figure 2). Japanese participants behaved
similarly to Exp. 1 [F(1, 59) = .151, p = .698] and learnt words with geminates well;
however, English participants were more prone to segment the geminates into separate words.
Conclusion: Our results demonstrate listeners’ ability to broaden the patterns of native
phonotactics to learn new languages. Japanese speakers generalized the native phonotactics
of geminates to learn non-native words with underrepresented /z/ geminates in Japanese, i.e.,
there was a higher than chance likelihood that they considered sequences with /z/ geminates
as words in the experiments irrespective of the vowel complexity of the word. Furthermore,
English speakers, while able to learn words with geminates in simpler stimuli (Exp. 1),
showed decreased ability with more complex stimuli (Exp. 2), which suggests that the native
language phonology plays a stronger role as the complexity of the stimuli increases.
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geminated word tokens in Exp. 1, two
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Figure 2. Mean accuracy of choosing
geminated word tokens in Exp. 2, two
Language types combined, for Japanese
and English participants. Each bar
corresponds to a consonant type.
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From Consonant Voicing to Vowel Length:
Invariant and co-varying cues to final “voicing” in American English
Rebecca Morleya, Bridget Smithb, Nohyong Kima and Björn Köhnleina
a
Ohio State University bNorth Carolina State University
Vowel lengthening before voiced obstruents has been a much studied phenomenon.
However, there is disagreement about the cause of the duration difference, and whether or not
it is universal. Studies on English consistently find a large ‘lengthening’ effect, and some
have concluded that vowel duration has become the primary cue to coda obstruent voicing
(reviewed in [1]). In a series of experiments we find evidence that listeners also use duration
of the obstruent itself as a cue to ‘voicing’, and that speaking rate/prosodic context shifts the
perceptual boundary. Based on these and other results, we conclude that vowel lengthening
might be an epiphenomenon of differences in duration restrictions on different classes of
segments. Thus, we characterize the coda ‘voicing’ contrast in English as cued by both
consonant and vowel duration, as relativized to perceived speaking rate.
In Experiment 1 identification data were obtained for continua that were manipulated for
either V or C duration. Stimuli contained ambiguous (i.e., voiceless) final obstruents, and
were presented in isolation. Participants were asked which member of the minimal pair was
heard (e.g., peas/peace). We replicated a strong effect of V duration both for Midland Ohio
speakers, as well as speakers of a Minnesota dialect in which voicing tends to be lost in final
obstruents. C duration showed no significant effect for certain words (lope/lobe; half/ have),
but some effect for final /s z/. In a follow-up experiment, in which only C-varying continua
were presented, the effect of C duration increased significantly for many continua (Fig. 1b,
cond. 2, 3). We hypothesize that removing the more salient V manipulation blocks from the
experiment allowed listeners to pay more attention to the C duration cues. In Experiment 3,
we presented the stimuli within a fixed rate carrier phrase (Fig 1b, cond. 4). The results show
that the fixed rate changed the perception of V duration, such that very long vowels that cued
voicing in previous experiments could be shifted to majority voiceless percepts when the
context changed appropriately (speaking rate; consonant cues to voicelessness). A significant
effect of C duration was found for most continua, with the longest durations at ceiling.
Explicit manipulations of the phrase speaking rate also produced a change in the voiceless
responses: as rate decreased, voiceless responses increased (top right panel, Fig. 1a).
Without context to normalize the V duration in isolated words, the vowel itself must be
used as a cue to both speaking rate and voicing. For words with a consistent C duration, this
seems to result in a more or less invariant result depending on the range of the V durations as
a proxy for speaking rate, with a cross-over point roughly in the middle of the continuum
range. In fact, judgments should depend on speaking rate – allowing listeners to judge
whether the vowel is ‘long’ or ‘short’. In an associated production study we find that there
are systematic differences in how much speakers lengthen voiced versus voiceless obstruents
as they slow their speech (Fig. 2). A compensatory increase in vowel duration is also
observed. In corpus measurements, we find that there is little to no vowel ‘lengthening’
effect, but note that the longest vowel durations (in the longest word tokens) occur
disproportionately before voiced stops (Fig. 3). Additionally, voiceless-final CVC words
significantly outnumber voiced-final words in the corpus, in both type and token counts. We
hypothesize that synchronic distributional patterns lie at the heart of the vowel duration
effect. Under this view, the results of categorical perception experiments on words in
isolation are driven by the perceptual salience of V duration changes, and the expectation on
the part of listeners that longer nuclei imply shorter codas, and that shorter obstruents imply
voicing, especially at very long vowel durations.
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Figure 1: Perception results of identification tasks across experiments for OH and MN listeners (left) and
OH listeners (right).

Figure 2: Durations of vowel nuclei and consonant codas across speaking rates for OH (left) and MN (right)
speakers.
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Figure 3: Distribution of stop durations in (in longer words) in the Buckeye Corpus (Pitt, et al., 2007).
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Dialectal and social factors affect the phonetic bases of English /s/-retraction
Jane Stuart-Smith, Morgan Sonderegger*, Michael McAuliffe*, Rachel Macdonald, Jeff Mielke+,
Erik Thomas+, Robin Dodsworth+
University of Glasgow; *McGill University; +North Carolina State University

The retraction of /s/ in the cluster /str/, e.g. string, so that /s/ sounds more like [ʃ], is a
sound change which has taken place in several dialects of English (e.g. London,
Philadelphia), though not all (e.g. RP, Australian English; [1]). Previous experimental
phonetic studies suggest that the phonetic bases for this sound change lie in the lower
frequency spectral energy for /s/ in /str/ than singleton /s/, irrespective of whether speakers
[2], or dialects [1][2], show /s/-retraction. What we do not know, is the extent to which the
phonetic precursors to /s/-retraction are similar or different across spoken dialects of English,
or whether, when viewed together, dialects and their speakers will show a continuum, or the
dichotomous pattern of ‘retraction’/’non-retraction’ observed by Baker [2]. We begin to
answer these questions by testing and demonstrating the spoken corpus analysis software,
Polyglot [3], through a large-scale, automated extraction and common acoustic analysis of
/s/-retraction in four dialect groups each from American and Scottish English.
Polyglot was used to extract and measure all stressed word-initial sibilants (singleton /s/ ʃ/,
and /s/ in /sp st sk spr skr str/) from 360 male and female speakers from five speech corpora:
the Sounds of the City corpus (SOTC) [3], representing Glasgow, Scotland; the Scottish
Corpus of Texts and Speech (SCOTS) [4], representing the West (SCOTS_West), East Coast
(SCOTS_EC), and the Highland/Island/Northern (SCOTS_HIN) dialect groups; the
BUCKEYE corpus [5] representing the U.S. North Midland; the RALEIGH corpus [6]
representing the U.S. urban South; subsets of the Santa Barbara corpus [7] which represent
Western U.S. (SB_West) and the Northern Cities Shifted (Inland North; SB_NCS). We
expected /s/-retraction in speakers from Buckeye, Raleigh, and some Inland North dialects, as
well as some Highland/Island Scottish speakers; we did not predict /s/-retraction in Glasgow,
which overall has auditorily retracted /s/. The position of the other dialects was unknown.
Spectral measures of Centre of Gravity, Spread, Peak and Front slope, were calculated over
the central 50% of the fricative, after downsampling and high/low pass filtering. The impact
of erroneous tokens/measures was mitigated through substantial post-hoc data reduction, and
removal of likely outliers by around 25% (final total N = 83,774).
We report here the results from the best model for Centre of Gravity (CoG), analysed
using linear mixed effects modelling in R, with fixed factors of (sibilant) Duration, Gender,
Corpus, and Onset (here: [s] [str] [ʃ]), all two-way interactions, and random intercepts of
Word and Speaker, and by Speaker slopes for Onset. All fixed factors bar Corpus were
significant (p < 0.0001), as were the interactions of Corpus:Onset and Gender:Onset. Female
speakers always showed higher frequency CoGs than males, as expected, but they also
showed a greater lowering of the CoG frequency for /str/ and /ʃ/ than males (Figure 1). This
may reflect the coarticulatory influence of /r/ variants used by females (cf. [2]), suggesting
that social factors mediate coarticulatory factors for the phonetic precursors of /s/-retraction.
The Corpus:Onset interaction is shown in Figure 2. Planned pairwise comparisons show that
the Scottish dialects share a consistent range for /str/, irrespective of /s/ or /ʃ/, whilst the
American dialect CoG values track those of /ʃ/. For Scottish English, this means that /s/ in
/str/ is sometimes lower than /s/ even for varieties with retracted singleton /s/ (West, East
Central Scots), but not always (Glasgow, Highland/Island/Northern). For American English,
/s/ in /str/ may be lower as expected (Buckeye, Raleigh), but not always (Inland North;
Western). This study is the first to show that the phonetic bases of /s/-retraction are clearly
subject to dialectal and social factors, including dialects with retracted singleton /s/. They
also illustrate the benefits of using the same analysis procedure across several spontaneous
spoken English dialect corpora.
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Figure 1. Estimates for Centre of Gravity for Onset x Gender across 8 dialects of English

Figure 2. Estimates for Centre of Gravity for Onset x Corpus for 360 speakers from 8
English dialects; the four American dialects are on the left, the four Scottish on the right.
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Effects of timing and selective attention in self-monitoring on detection of speech
errors
Sieb G. Nooteboom & Hugo Quené
Utrecht institute of Linguitsc OTS, Untrecht University
We recently proposed (Nooteboom & Quené, 2017) some changes in Levelt’s (1989) dual
perceptual loop theory of self-monitoring for speech errors and its computational
implementation by Hartsuiker & Kolk (2001). Our new theory states a.o. that (a) speech
preparation of a particular lexical form only starts after phonological encoding is completed;
(b) during speech preparation phonological encoding is refreshed, causing that every now and
then an error form and a correct target form are simultaneous and competing for the same slot
(N&Q, 2017); (c) a speech error can be detected before speech initiation by comparing error
form and the competing correct target form; (d) internal error detection depends on timeconsuming scanning from beginning to end of the encoded lexical form for errors (c.f.
Wheeldon & Levelt, 1995); (e) after internal error detection speech initiation and interruption
occur in parallel and both take some 150 ms (H&K, 2001); (f) after internal error detection a
repair is available in the form of the competing correct target (N&Q, 2017); (g) during
preparation of speech selective attention for self-monitoring decreases from earlier to later
both within words and within utterances. We derived the following predictions: (1) the
distributions of error-to-cutoff times for initial and medial consonants are truncated close to
zero ms (no values lower than zero), with the virtual peak of the truncated distributions
corresponding to zero ms; (2) the distributions of cutoff-to-repair times for both initial and
medial consonant errors are strongly censored at zero ms (all values lower than zero turned
into zero), with no difference between initial and medial consonant errors in the estimated
peaks or the relative number of cutoff-to-repair times of zero ms; (3) within spoken words
and within spoken utterances rate of error detection decreases from earlier to later.
These predictions were tested in a four-word tongue-twister experiment eliciting
interactional segmental speech errors in initial and medial consonants in two-syllable
CVCVC Dutch words. There were two eliciting conditions, one with consonant repetition in
the relevant positions, as in <wáter rápper róeper wállen> and one without such repetition as
in < wáter róeper lómmer bíkkel>. Tongue twisters were of 4 different stress patterns, viz.
Sw Sw Sw Sw; wS wS wS wS; Sw wS wS Sw; wS Sw Sw wS. There were two stimulus lists
each with 96 different tongue twisters. Each tongue twister in each list was presented visually
to each of 15 different speakers. Each speaker was asked to read each tongue twister three
times aloud and then speak the tongue twister three times from memory (cf. ShattuckHufnagel, 1992). All single interactional segmental errors in initial and medial consonant
position and their repairs were transcribed and of all repaired speech errors error-to-cutoff
times and cutoff-to-repair times were measured.
Results: (1) Error-to-cutoff times are indeed truncated close to zero ms, but the peaks of
the two distributions do not correspond to zero ms. Instead the distributions are nearly
complete (i.e very few low values are absent, cf. Figure 1): Against prediction interrupting on
average takes more time than speech initiation. (2) Cutoff-to-repair times are strongly
censored at zero ms (values below zero added to the zero column; cf. Figure 2), but the
relative number of cutoff-to-repair times of zero ms is significantly lower for medial than for
initial errors: Against prediction on average repairing takes longer for medial than for initial
errors. (3) Rate of error detection is much lower for medial than for initial consonant errors
and decreases from the first to the fourth word in the utterance (Figure 3). This suggests that
selective attention for self-monitoring decreases from earlier to later both within words and
within utterances. These findings confirm some major properties of our theory of selfmonitoring, but also suggest some alterations.
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Figures:

Figure 1 Histograms of observed error-to-cutoff times, broken down by position of the error, with lognormal density
distributions fitted by a tobit regression model (initial and medial errors combined: dashed+dotted). The horizontal error bar
near the peak of the distribution indicates the bootstrapped 95% confidence interval of the location of that peak (over 500
replications).
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Figure 3.2. Histograms of observed cutoff-to-repair times, broken down by position of the error, with lognormal density
distributions fitted by a tobit regression model (initial errors: dashed, medial errors: dotted. The horizontal error bars near the
peak of a distribution indicate the bootstrapped 95% confidence interval of the location of that peak (over 500 replications).
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Figure 3. Estimated log odds of detection of single interactional errors, broken down by position of the error (initial: upward
triangles, medial: downward triangles), and by word number in the response utterance (1 to 4, along horizontal axis). Symbol
sizes correspond with the numbers of detectable valid errors in each cell. Total number of single errors: 976, total number of
all errors: 5681, i.e. on average roughly 1 error per 3 utterances.
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Perceptual Compensation of Vowel Nasality in Brazilian Portuguese
Luciana Marques & Rebecca Scarborough
University of Colorado at Boulder
What is the nature of the oral-nasal vowel contrast in Brazilian Portuguese? While the
variety is said to have contrastive vowel nasality, some scholars suggest that this distinction
may not exist [e.g., 1]. Although nasal vowels are heavily nasalized, the presence of a
consonant-like nasal resonance at the vowel’s right edge (a.k.a. nasal appendix) leads to the
belief that nasal vowels may not be distinctive, but product of a vowel nasalization rule. Others
suggest that, although complex segments, nasal vowels are distinctive because of vowel quality
differences, and appendix variable duration and place of articulation, making them a byproduct
of a velum lowering gesture misalignment [e.g., 2]. The two sides of this phenomenon cannot
easily be reconciled; however, examining listeners’ behavior when perceiving these vowels
may provide valuable insight.
This study explores the nature of the oral-nasal contrast by analyzing how Brazilian
Portuguese listeners perceive nasal vowels in comparison to their oral counterparts, with the
goal to test whether nasality in the vowel is inherent or attributed to the appendix. In languages
without the oral-nasal vowel contrast, listeners tend to attribute nasality in the vowel to a nasal
consonant, because nasality is not an inherent vowel feature, but a product of coarticulation.
This effect is called perceptual compensation [e.g. 3], and it can occur whenever there are
coarticulation effects on a segment. In a language with the oral-nasal contrast, perceptual
compensation should not occur. Thus, in Brazilian Portuguese, if nasality in the vowel is
coarticulatory, listeners should compensate for this feature, attributing it to the appendix.
However, if nasality is contrastive, listeners should not compensate, despite the appendix’s
presence.
To test for perceptual compensation effects, a rating task was presented to a group of 40
Brazilian Portuguese listeners, who had to compared nasality in vowels of a stimulus pair. Oral
(V) and nasal (Ṽ) vowels of five qualities were spliced into each other’s contexts (C_#,
isolation, for oral and C_ᶰ, appendix, for nasal vowels), resulting in 30 stimulus pairs. The
hypothesis was that if nasality in nasal vowels was coarticulatory in nature, nasal vowels before
the appendix would be judged to be less nasal than the nasal vowels in isolation (CṼ#-CṼᶰ),
and nasal vowels before the appendix would be judged the same as oral vowels in isolation
(CV#-CṼᶰ).
The experiment results have shown that participants did not perceptually compensate for
nasality in the vowels. Participants accurately perceived nasal vowels 67% of the time (fig.1)
in both contexts. Curiously, the appendix aids nasal perception: CṼᶰ stimuli were considered
more nasal than CṼ# 50% of the time in CṼ#-CṼᶰ contexts (fig.2). The presence of the nasal
appendix in CV#-CṼᶰ context improved oral-nasal accuracy by 29% over CV#-CṼ# (fig.3).
Overall accuracy improved considerably when, in addition to vowel nasality, there were
vowel quality differences, most notably in the low vowel, which is raised from low to mid
when nasal [4]. The low vowel accounts for about 24% of accurate answers in (fig.4). Also,
participants seemed to rely less on the appendix to identify the low nasal vowel. Low vowel in
CṼ#-CṼᶰ were identified as the same 13% of the time vs. the average of 8% for the non-low
vowels (fig.5). Low vowel rating improvement in CV#-CṼᶰ vs. CV#-CṼ# was 0.7% vs. an
average 7% for the other vowels (fig.6). In other words, the more different in quality and
nasality a vowel is, the less the need for the appendix to perceive a vowel as nasal.
In conclusion, the present study provides evidence that vowel nasality is treated by
perceivers as inherent to nasal vowels in Brazilian Portuguese. The appendix, rather than being
a following nasal consonant, is treated as part of the vowel. The nature of the contrast lies not
in nasality per se, but in the combination of vowel nasality and nasal appendix.
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Fig. 2: "same" vs. CṼᶰ answers
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Fig. 6: CV#-CṼ# vs. CV#-CṼᶰ accuracy by vowel quality
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Figures 1-6. 1) Overall rating accuracy in isolation vs. appendix contexts; 2) Correct “same”
vs. CṼᶰ answer comparison for CṼ#-CṼᶰ context; 3) Correct answer comparison between CV#CṼᶰ and CV#-CṼ# contexts; 4) Overall correct answers by vowel quality in CV#-CṼᶰ context;
5) Correct “same” answer by vowel quality in CṼ#-CṼᶰ context; 6) Correct answer
comparison between CV#-CṼ# and CV#-CṼᶰ to show nasal appendix improvement in
perception.
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The use of phonetic variability for word recognition depends on stimulus ambiguity
Félix Desmeules-Trudel and Tania Zamuner
University of Ottawa, ON, Canada
Research has shown that listeners use coarticulation (Beddor et al., 2013; Dahan et al.,
2001; Paquette-Smith et al., 2016; Zamuner et al., 2016) and speech variability (McMurray et
al., 2008) during spoken word recognition as the signal unfolds. This led to the hypothesis of
continuous integration of phonetic cues (McMurray et al., 2008), which implies that finegrained phonetic information is stored in phono-lexical representations (McMurray et al.,
2002). However, most studies on the topic have used mismatching phonetic cues (e.g.
partially nasalized vowel followed by an oral consonant) or ambiguous manner of articulation
(e.g. intermediate VOT values), and have not compared ambiguous to unambiguous
productions of the investigated contrasts. The current experiments aim to overcome this gap
in research by providing an account of listeners’ word recognition patterns using
mismatching phonetic cues which create ambiguity for word identity (i.e. a phonologically
prohibited sequence of a nasalized vowel followed by a short nasal consonant in Canadian
French – CF), and variability on one of the phonetic correlates to the phonological contrast
between oral and nasal CF vowels (i.e. duration of nasalization).
Stimuli were 9 pairs of French picturable words containing a phonological nasal vowel
(CṼ, e.g. /pɛ̃/ ‘bread’) and an oral vowel followed by a nasal consonant (CVN, e.g. /pɛɲ/
‘comb’), recorded by five native speakers of CF. The experimental stimuli were crossspliced, in which part of the phonological Ṽ replaced part of the CVN vowel, yielding nine
five-step continua of words that were nasalized for 0%, 20%, 50%, 80% or 100% of their
duration towards offset (keeping other acoustic parameters such as amplitude, f0 and formant
values constant within each pair). In Experiment 1, a 50-ms nasal coda was present
(ambiguous realization of the words caused by conflicting phonetic cues – i.e. nasalized
vowel and nasal coda), and in Experiment 2, no final consonant was present (the stimuli
corresponded to the CṼ word in most cases). Pictures corresponding to each word were used
as visual stimuli. In the task, participants heard one stimulus and had to choose which of four
images corresponded to the heard word by clicking on the picture. Twenty-three native
speakers of CF completed Exp. 1 (18 to 36 y.-o.), and 24 completed Exp. 2 (17 to 32 y.-o.).
Eye movements (proportions of fixations in 50-ms time bins) and the image that was chosen
were measured throughout with an EyeLink 1000 (SR Research).
Results (Figure 1) and statistical analysis (generalized additive mixed models; Wood,
2006) suggest that listeners continuously integrated the duration of nasalization when the
stimuli were ambiguous (Exp. 1), as shown by the constantly decreasing number of times
participants chose the CVN image (e.g. [pɛɲ]) while duration of nasalization increased.
Proportion of fixation patterns to the CVN image also point towards continuous integration of
vowel nasalization, displaying patterns that are similar to McMurray et al. (2008) on VOT
variations. However, when the stimuli are disambiguated in Exp. 2, image choices and eye
fixations seem highly biased to the CṼ (e.g. /pɛ/̃ ) image, suggesting a more categorical
pattern in this case.
Thus, we hypothesize that fine-grained phonetic information is available to listeners when
it is required, i.e. listeners are able to retrieve the subtle phonetic cues that are usually
considered to be redundant in phonological representations if they need such cues to
recognize a word if it is ambiguous. However, when there are no conflicting phonetic cues,
making the auditory word unambiguous, listeners do not need to access such fine-grained
properties of the signal Consequently, we argue that phono-lexical representations include
fine-grained phonetic information, and that this type of information can be accessed in
memory when necessary.
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Figure 1. Results for Experiments 1 (leftmost panels) and 2 (rightmost panels) – Number of
times each image was chosen (upper panels) and proportions of fixations (lower panels).
[1] Beddor, P. S., McGowan, K. B., Boland, J. E., Coetzee, A. W., & Brasher, A. 2013. The
time course of perception of coarticulation. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
133(4), 2350-2366.
[2] Dahan, D., Magnuson, J. S., Tanenhaus, M. K., & Hogan, E. M. 2001. Subcategorical
mismatches and the time course of lexical access: Evidence for lexical competition.
Language and Cognitive Processes, 16(5/6), 507-534.
[4] McMurray, B., Clayards, M. A., Tanenhaus, M. K., & Aslin, R. N. 2008. Tracking the
time course of phonetic cue integration during spoken word recognition. Psychonomic
Bulletin & Review, 15(6), 1064–1071.
[5] McMurray, B., Tanenhaus, M. K., & Aslin, R. N. 2002. Gradient effects of withincategory phonetic variation on lexical access. Cognition, 86(2), B33-B42.
[6] Paquette-Smith, M., Fecher, N., & Johnson, E. K. 2016. Two-year-olds’ sensitivity to
subphonemic mismatches during online spoken word recognition. Attention, Perception,
& Psychophysics, 78, 2329-2340.
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Press.
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Sources of enhanced sentence recognition memory for native and non-native listeners
Sandie Keerstock, Rajka Smiljanić
The University of Texas at Austin
Conversational-to-clear speech articulatory adjustments enhance word recognition in noise
for native and, to a smaller degree, non-native (NN) listeners (Bradlow & Bent, 2002;
Smiljanić & Bradlow, 2005, 2011). Clear speech (CS) also improves sentence recognition
memory (SRM) for native listeners of English in quiet (Van Engen, Chandrasekaran, &
Smiljanić, 2012) and in noise (Gilbert, Chandrasekaran, & Smiljanić, 2014). It has been
proposed that by enhancing intelligibility, CS frees up cognitive resources which are then
available for memory encoding (cf., “Effortfulness Hypothesis”, Rabbitt, 1968). In a series of
three experiments, we further explored the CS benefit on memory by asking whether 1) CS
benefit enhances SRM for NN listeners, 2) CS benefit persists in a cross-modal condition,
and 3) CS benefit remains even when conversational and CS are normalized for syllabic rate.
Experiment 1. Speech recognition in second language (L2) is effortful (Cutler, Garcia
Lecumberri, & Cooke, 2008) and may use cognitive resources to the detriment of storing
speech content in memory. We predicted that the magnitude of the CS benefit on SRM might
be smaller in L2. Methods. 30 native and 30 NN English listeners heard 40 unique sentences,
half in conversational and half in CS style, followed by a test phase in which they identified
80 audio sentences (40 from exposure, 40 new) as old or new. Results. Linear mixed-effects
regression (LMER) showed that discrimination sensitivity (d’) scores (i.e., normalized
probability of false alarms subtracted from normalized probability of hits) were higher for CS
than conversational sentences (p=.001). While both listener groups benefited from CS
(Fig.1), native listeners manifested lower false alarm rate in CS (p<.001), whereas NN
listeners had higher hit rates in CS (p=.044). Reaction times (RT) were shorter for native than
for NN (p =.015). Thus, CS benefit on SRM was not diminished in L2, but longer RTs
overall revealed the cost of L2 processing on cognitive resources.
Experiment 2. Here we tested whether the CS benefit on SRM would hold across
modalities in order to tease apart listener’s reliance on linguistically encoded information
from the surface features. Methods. 30 native and 30 NN English listeners participated.
Procedure was identical to Experiment 1, but sentences in the test phase were written on the
screen instead of being presented acoustically. Results. LMER showed that d’ scores were
higher for CS than conversational sentences (p=.001) and the effect of listener group was
significant (p=.017), such that native had overall higher d’ than NN listeners (Fig.2). Hit rates
were higher for CS than conversational sentences (p=.001), but RTs were not different for CS
and conversational sentences. Thus, CS benefit on SRM persisted in cross-modal testing for
both listener groups, but NN listeners performed overall worse than native and worse than in
within-modal testing.
Experiment 3. Since longer stimulus duration can increase memory retention (McDermott
& Watson, 2001), CS and conversational sentences were compressed to the same rate of
syllables per second to control for durational differences. Methods. 17 native English
listeners participated. Procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. Results. D’ scores were
higher (Fig.3) and RTs lower for CS than conversational sentences. As in Experiment 1, CS
benefit on SRM was manifested primarily by lower false alarm rates. At equal speaking rate,
CS sentences were still better retrieved from memory than conversational sentences.
Conclusions. Combined, the results showed that CS acoustic-phonetic enhancements
improved SRM for both listener groups, in both modalities. Overall, cross-modal integration
of information was costlier in L2 than L1. Finally, the CS benefit on SRM was not due to the
slower CS speaking rate, suggesting an important role for the exaggerated acoustic cues for
memory encoding.
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Fig1. Within-modal recognition memory (Exp. 1)

Fig2. Cross-modal recognition memory (Exp. 2)

Fig3. Compressed speech recognition memory (Exp. 3)
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Effects of Phonetic Reduction and Regional Dialect on Lexical Access
Ellen Dossey and Cynthia G. Clopper
Ohio State University
Numerous linguistic and contextual factors influence the likelihood of phonetic reduction
in production, which in turn impacts lexical access in perception. For example, words that are
predictable in their sentence context are more likely to be reduced, although they are also
more intelligible than less predictable words in context [6]. Words produced in clear lab
speech are less likely to be reduced and are more intelligible than words produced in a plain,
conversational style [3]. Regional dialect variation also impacts lexical processing. Words
produced in familiar local or prestigious dialects are processed more quickly and accurately
than words produced in unfamiliar, non-prestigious dialects [4]. These factors also interact in
speech production, in that contexts which encourage phonetic reduction may also encourage
more extreme dialect-specific forms [1, 2]. This study explored the interactions of these two
sources of phonetic variation on lexical processing using a cross-modal matching task.
Sixty adult participants who grew up in either the Midland or the Northern U.S. dialect
region listened to auditory primes consisting of short phrases extracted from longer passages
of read speech. Immediately following a target word in each phrase, a written word appeared
on the computer screen. Participants indicated as quickly as possible whether the word on the
screen was the same as the last word they had heard in the phrase. Auditory primes were
balanced for five factors that influence the likelihood of phonetic reduction: clear vs. plain
speech style, lexical frequency, lexical neighborhood density, whether the token was the first
or second mention of the word within the longer passage, and the cloze predictability of the
target word in the prime phrase. Primes were also balanced for two social factors: talker
gender and Midland vs. Northern dialect. Listeners were expected to respond more quickly to
words produced with less reduction and in a familiar dialect than to more reduced or less
familiar dialect forms. The possibility that responses would be faster to low density, high
frequency, or highly predictable words, which previous studies have suggested are easier to
process despite featuring a higher degree of reduction [5, 6, 7], was also considered.
Linear mixed-effects regression was used to explore the effects of the phonetic reduction
and social factors on listener response times to correct matching trials. Duration of the vowel
of the target word was included as a covariate to further capture phonetic reduction. The
analyses showed that response times were faster for target words produced with longer
durations and presented in more predictable phrase contexts (see Figure 1, top), as expected.
Response times were also faster for Midland target words spoken in a clear speech style
compared with those spoken in a plain speech style, consistent with a processing advantage
for clear speech [3]. In addition, response times for clear-style Midland target words were
faster than response times for clear-style Northern target words, suggesting that the Midland
dialect facilitates speech processing in clear speech, regardless of a listener’s native dialect
(see Figure 1, bottom). This Midland dialect benefit is consistent with previous studies which
revealed processing benefits for familiar, prestigious dialects [4], although the expected
processing benefit for Northern speech for Northern listeners was not observed. A three-way
interaction revealed the predicted processing cost associated with high density words [7], but
only for targets produced by male Midland talkers.
Together, these results shed light on the complex interaction between linguistic and social
sources of phonetic variability in lexical processing. They also reveal a mismatch between
perception and production which arises, in part, from perceptual biases for low density and
highly predictable words that outweigh the general processing costs associated with
phonetically reduced forms.
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Figure 1. Main effect of prime duration (top left), main effect of target word cloze
predictability (top right), and prime dialect x speaking style interaction (bottom) on correct
cross-modal matching response times.
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Target and contrast uniformity in the phonetic realization of Czech sibilants
Eleanor Chodroff
Northwestern University
Introduction. Languages tolerate a high degree of variation in the phonetic realization of
a phonological surface segment. For example, the constriction location of [s] has been shown
to vary across language, region, sexual orientation, and gender [1-4]. There nevertheless exist
constraints on how [s] may vary with respect to other speech sounds. It is well-known that the
talker mean center of gravity, an acoustic correlate of constriction location, is systematically
higher in [s] than in [ʃ] [5]. This difference may in part reflect pressures of perceptual
distinctiveness [e.g., 6]. Previous studies of stop consonant variation have also identified
strong correlations of talker mean voice onset time among aspirated stops, which may arise
from a constraint of uniformity in the phonetic realization of [+spread glottis] [7]. In the
present study, we explore two distinct types of uniformity constraint on phonetic
implementation: target uniformity, in which the phonetic targets corresponding to a feature
value are uniform for all segments with that feature value, and contrast uniformity, in which
the difference between phonetic targets for contrasting values of a feature is uniform across
talkers. The predictions of these constraints were evaluated in the realization of sibilant place
and voice features in a large corpus of spontaneous Czech.
Methods. Czech has a full place × voice contrast in sibilant fricatives ([s z ʃ ʒ]). Target
and contrast uniformity were evaluated on three acoustic-phonetic dimensions that reflect
phonetic targets associated with place and voice features: the mid-frequency peak which
correlates with constriction location for [anterior] (FreqM: peak frequency within 3-7 kHz for
alveolars and 2-6 kHz for postalveolars) [8], and for [voice], percent voicing and ratecorrected duration, which may reflect two phonetic targets: glottal activity duration, as well
as contact duration [9]. The analysis employed the Nijmegen Corpus of Casual Czech, which
contains 30 hours of spontaneous speech from 60 native speakers of Czech [10]. Boundaries
for prevocalic sibilants (N = ~24k after outlier removal) were obtained from forced
alignments derived from acoustic models built in Kaldi [11]. Talker-specific means were
calculated for each sibilant and phonetic dimension, and submitted to a correlation analysis.
Results. The correlation analysis revealed strong evidence for target uniformity, and
weak evidence for contrast uniformity. Strong correlations of FreqM were observed between
homorganic sibilants, reflecting highly similar paired mean values (rs > 0.94; see Appendix).
Weaker correlations were found between sibilants contrasting in place after accounting for
gender differences (rs < 0.41). Mean percent voicing was significantly correlated between
[+voice] segments [z] and [ʒ] (r = 0.74), and mean duration was moderately correlated
among all sibilants (rs = s-ʃ: 0.68, z-ʒ: 0.64, s-z: 0.69, ʃ-ʒ: 0.50). While target and contrast
uniformity could underlie the pattern for duration, the correlations could plausibly be
attributable to uniformity in two distinct phonetic targets. When the articulatory contact
duration and glottal activity duration of [s] are equal to those of [z], an automatic 17 ms
difference in acoustic frication duration can been observed [9]. This value is lower than the
average differences observed in the present study (25 ms [s - z]; 21 ms [ʃ - ʒ]), but a pressure
for uniformity in both target types may partially account for the moderate correlations.
Conclusion. These findings indicate that the phonetic variation of one segment is
constrained by its relationship to other speech segments, in ways that extend beyond the
predictions of perceptual distinctiveness or biomechanical explanations alone. Specifically,
target uniformity requires a high degree of similarity between segments with a shared feature
value, and contrast uniformity requires a systematic difference across talkers. Evidence from
the present study implicates target uniformity as a strong constraint on phonetic
implementation.
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Sibilant pair

FreqM

FreqM by gender

Percent voicing

Rate-corrected duration

[s] - [z]

0.94*

F: 0.85* | M: 0.86*

0.25

0.69*

[ʃ] - [ʒ]

0.95*

F: 0.92* | M: 0.79*

0.17

0.50*

[s] - [ʃ]
0.71*
F: 0.27 | M: 0.41
0.39
0.68*
[z] - [ʒ]
0.72*
F: 0.30 | M: 0.31
0.74*
0.64*
Table 1. Correlations of talker means for each phonetic dimension. Because mid-frequency
peak (FreqM) formed a bimodal distribution for male and female speakers, we also assessed
the correlation within each gender separately. An asterisk reflects p < 0.001.
FreqM (Hz)
Percent voicing
Raw duration (ms)
[s]
5362 (731)
0.03 (0.03)
100 (11)
[z]
5099 (729)
0.80 (0.14)
75 (8)
[ʃ]
3195 (492)
0.06 (0.05)
101 (10)
[ʒ]
3065 (426)
0.73 (0.15)
81 (12)
Table 2. Means and standard deviations derived over talker means for each phonetic
dimension and sibilant.
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Figure 1. Talker-specific mean a) FreqM (Hz) for [s] and [z], b) percent voicing for [z] and
[ʒ], and c) raw duration (ms) for [s] and [z] (rate-corrected correlation) with the best-fit
regression lines. Marginal histograms reflect talker mean variation; red points correspond to
female talkers and blue points to male talkers.
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Convergence in VOT in a Cue-Distractor Paradigm
Stephen Tobin and Adamantios Gafos
Universität Potsdam, Haskins Laboratories
Trial-to-trial change in talker articulation is difficult to demonstrate. Perceptual systems may
well pick up phonetic detail of an incoming stimulus but, for an adult monolingual, immediate
transfer to production is resisted by the dominance of well-practiced motor patterns. Yet as
length and consistency of exposure to phonetic details increase, such effects are detectable in
production ([1], [2], [3], [4]). The lack of reports of immediate impacts on production is likely
because effects are small and easily masked by practical limitations (too little exposure,
randomization yielding variable targets, no information on initial conditions of participant
articulations). In this investigation we avoid these limitations, revealing accommodation in a
controlled and systematic manner.
Prior work with a cue-distractor task ([5], [6], [7]) has shown that reaction times vary as a
function of (mis)match in place/voice between cue and distractor. We asked whether
perceptuomotor effects occur not just in reaction times but also in VOT values and how such
effects depend on phonetic distance between distractor and response VOT. In the cue-distractor
task, participants produce spoken syllables in response to visual cues (“if you see ** say ka, if
you see ## say ta”). After a visual cue appears but before any response, participants (N=44)
hear a distractor over headphones and they are told ignore it. In the present investigation, the
experimental block (N=720) was preceded by a baseline block of 100 trials, without distractors.
Response VOTs were measured using a custom annotation tool [8]. This allowed us, for the
first time, obtaining participant-specific (baseline) VOTs before delivery of distractors.
VOT was measured in the waveform from oral release to onset of periodicity. The end of
the syllable was measured where periodicity ceased. In order to detect convergence in spite of
variation in total syllable duration (known to covary with VOT [9]), we normalized response
VOTs by syllable duration, using the quotient (VOT/s). We further centered response
quotients on participants’ mean baseline VOT/s quotient (henceforth drb—response-baseline
differential). Likewise, our factor of distractor VOT was centered on participant mean baseline
VOT (henceforth ddb—distractor-baseline differential). In order to further guard against
confounding effects of syllable duration we excluded participants whose response syllable
durations changes by more than 50 ms from baseline to experimental task (n=10).
A polynomial mixed effects regression ([10], [11]) was fit with drb as the regressand and ddb
(linear, quadratic and cubic terms), Cue Syllable and Reaction Time (RT) as regressors. The
regression revealed significant effects of the linear and cubic terms of ddb on drb. The positive
linear term indicate convergence—distractor VOTs above participant baseline yield increases
in drb while distractor VOTs below participant baseline yield decreases in drb (see the two left
panels of Figure 1, top/bottom is for response [ka]/[ta]). The cubic term is indicative of
inflection points around −40 and 20 ms ddb—the slope is shallower in this middle region
(smaller effect of convergence) and steeper at the extremes (greater effect of convergence).
Importantly, convergence reduces as RTs become slower. Figure 1 shows the effect of ddb on
drb at four levels of RT. The left two panels (RT=100, 200 ms) in each row show convergence
(drb increases with ddb), while in the right two panels (RT=500, 1200 ms) convergence is not
observed. The reversal of the effect at the longest RTs can be explained as a by-product of our
distance measure and the fact that VOT saturates due to long syllable durations at the longest
RTs. Overall, our results demonstrate for the first time trial-to-trial phonetic convergence on
VOT values in the cue-distractor paradigm.
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Figure 1. Effect of phonetic distance on phonetic convergence. X-axis: ddb—differential
between baseline & distractor VOT; Y-axis: drb—differential between baseline & response
(VOT quotient). Convergence is observed because larger values of ddb yield larger values of
drb at faster RTs (left two panels). Convergence is not observed at slower RTs (right two
panels). Data when the cue syllable was [ka] is modeled in the top row, and when the cue
syllable was [ta] in the bottom row.
[1] Sancier, M. L., & Fowler, C. A. (1997). Gestural drift in a bilingual speaker of Brazilian
Portuguese and English. Journal of Phonetics, 25 (4), 421-436.
[2] Tobin, S. J., Nam, H., & Fowler, C. A. (2017). Spanish-English Gestural Drift: Data and
Model. Journal of Phonetics, 65, 45-59.
[3] Babel, M. E. (2010). Dialect divergence and convergence in New Zealand English.
Language in Society, 39 (4), 437-456.
[4] Flege, J. E. (1987a). The production of “new” and “similar” phones in a foreign language:
Evidence for the effect of equivalence classification. Journal of Phonetics, 15(1), 47–65.
[5] Kerzel, D., & Bekkering, H. (2000). Motor activation from visible speech: Evidence from
stimulus response compatibility. JEP: HPP, 26(2), 634–647.
[6] Galantucci, B., Fowler, C. A., & Turvey, M. T. (2006). The motor theory of speech
perception reviewed. PBR, 13(3), 361–377.
[7] Roon, K. & Gafos, A. I. (2015). Perceptuo-motor effects of response-distractor
compatibility in speech: beyond phonemic identity. PBR, 22, 242-250.
[8] Kuberski, S., Tobin S. J., & Gafos, A. I. (2016). A landmark-based approach to automatic
voice onset time estimation in stop-vowel sequences. IEEE GlobalSIP Sp. Proc., 60-65.
[9] Allen, J. S., Miller, J. L. & DeSteno, D. (2003). Individual talker differences in voice-onsettime. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 113(1), 544–552.
[10] R Core Team (2017). R: A language and environment for statistical computing. Vienna,
Austria: R Foundation for Statistical Computing. URL: http://www.R-project.org/.
[11] Bates, B., Mächler, M., Bolker, B. M., & Walker, S. C. (2015). Fitting linear mixed-effects
models using lme4. Journal of Statistical Software, 67(1).
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The use of articulatory motor equivalence in English vowels: a deep neural network
approach
Wei-Rong Chen1, Mark Tiede1, D. H. Whalen1,2,3
Haskins Laboratories1, City University of New York2, Yale University3
It is widely accepted that different articulatory configurations can yield similar, if not
identical, acoustic outputs, a phenomenon considered as a consequence of “motor equivalence”
in the view of speech motor control (e.g., Perkell, Matthies, Svirsky, & Jordan, 1993; Perrier
& Fuchs, 2015). In this study, we report such motor equivalence by presenting the observed
articulatory variance within a small range of acoustic target for each English vowel as a ratio
to the variance of all possible articulatory configurations that can result in the same acoustic
target for that vowel, predicted by a trained deep neural network (DNN) model.
Nine monophthong vowels (/u, ʊ, æ , ɑ, ʌ, ɔ, ɛ, ɪ, i/) from 32 American English speakers (17
females) were selected from the X-ray microbeam database (XRMB; Westbury, 1994), where
the articulatory (tongue, lips and jaw) trajectories were simultaneously tracked midsagittally
with synchronized acoustic recordings, in a series of speech tasks including isolated words and
running speech in fast, slow and normal rates, totalling to 28524 samples. First of all, for each
speaker, a directed factor analysis (Maeda, 1990) was carried out to extract five articulatory
components: jaw lowering, tongue advancing, tongue tip raising, tongue back retraction and
lip closure/protrusion, to represent the articulatory data; (speaker-) mean recovery error is 0.87
mm (example of recovery in Figure 1a). Next, we randomly partitioned the data into 85%
training set and 15% test set for training a nonlinear articulation-to-acoustics forward mapping
model (predicting the first three formant frequencies by the five articulatory factors) by a deep
neural network (DNN; Hinton et al., 2012) architecture (two hidden layers; each layer has 250
fully-connected hidden units with sigmoid activation function); the average predicting error
evaluated with the 15% reserved test data for these models is 32 Hz for F1, 83 Hz for F2 and
78 Hz for F3 (example in Figure 1b). Lastly, each vowel’s acoustic target was defined as a
0.6x0.6 ERB cell centered at the vowel’s median in F1-F2 space (black box in Figure 2a for /i/
in speaker JW12). Then the variance of all the observed articulations with formant outputs
within the acoustic target cell was calculated (Figure 1b), and the variance of all possible
articulatory configurations (i.e., all combinations of the five articulatory factors) with acoustic
consequences (predicted by the DNN model) within that cell was determined (Figure 1c). The
ratio of the observed variance to the predicted variance indicates the percentage of that vowel’s
use of motor equivalence in this corpus.
Table 1 summarizes the average observed and predicted articulatory variances for each
vowel and the ratio of observed to total variances. The predicted total articulatory variances are
of similar level for all vowels (around 8~12 mm2). Six out of nine vowels have low ratios
(.26~.36), whereas the vowels /ɑ, ʌ, ɔ/ show higher variance ratios (.50~.84). The heat map in
Figure 1d further displays the density of all possible articulations for each cell in F1-F2 space
(dark red color indicates the highest density), calculated by counting the number of distinct
articulations that have acoustic outputs within each cell, predicted by the DNN model. A
common pattern across speakers was an identified hotspot at a location without any vowel
targets (as the dark red cell in Figure 2d). The results indicate that speakers do not use all the
articulatory variability available to them, and that a large proportion of articulatory
combinations result in a reduced schwa-like vowel. This suggests that, for this corpus, only
low back vowels make much use of motor equivalence, and that languages may be more
constrained in their phonetic realization than physiology suggests. Two caveats that limit the
explanatory power of this study are: 1) pharyngeal and parasagittal information of the vocal
track is not available in XRMB, and 2) the definition of 0.6x0.6 cell in F1-F2 for vowel target
is rather arbitrary and needs more careful tests; we plan to address them in future studies.
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Table 1. Top row: Average (across 32 speakers) variance of articulation in the actual
observations that have acoustic outputs within each vowel target (speaker standard deviations
shown in the parentheses). Middle row: Average variance of the model-predicted all possible
articulatory configurations that yield the same formant frequencies as in the top row. Bottom
row: Ratio of observed/total variances.
Vowel
Observed arti. var. (mm2)
Total arti. var. (mm2)
Ratio (observed/total var.)

/i/
2(1)
9(3)
.26

/ɑ/
6(2)
9(3)
.61

/u/
2(1)
8(5)
.25

/æ /
4(2)
10(4)
.35

/ʌ/
6(2)
12(5)
.50

/ɔ/
7(5)
8(3)
.84

/ɛ/
4(1)
10(3)
.36

/ɪ/
4(2)
11(5)
.36

/ʊ/
4(2)
11(6)
.35

Figure 1. (a) Articulatory representations recovered by factor analysis for JW12. (b) Formant
frequencies predicted by the DNN-based articulation-to-acoustics model.

Figure 2. (a) The black box indicates a 0.6x0.6 ERB range of acoustic target centered at the
median of /i/ for JW12. (b) The observed articulatory variance and (c) the predicted total
articulatory variance that have the acoustic outputs within the target range in (a). (d) Density
of all possible articulations for each cell in F1-F2 space (dark red color indicates the highest
density), calculated by counting the number of predicted distinct articulations as in (c).
Reference
Hinton, G., Deng, L., Yu, D., Dahl, G. E., Mohamed, A.-r., Jaitly, N.,Sainath, T. N. (2012).
Deep neural networks for acoustic modeling in speech recognition: The shared views
of four research groups. IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, 29(6), 82-97.
Maeda, S. (1990). Compensatory articulation during speech: Evidence from the analysis and
synthesis of vocal-tract shapes using an articulatory model Speech production and
speech modelling (pp. 131-149): Springer.
Perkell, J. S., Matthies, M. L., Svirsky, M. A., & Jordan, M. I. (1993). Trading relations
between tongue‐body raising and lip rounding in production of the vowel/u: A pilot
‘‘motor equivalence’’study. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 93(5),
2948-2961.
Perrier, P., & Fuchs, S. (2015). Motor Equivalence in Speech Production. In M. R. Redford
(Ed.), The handbook of speech production (pp. 225-247): Wiley-Blackwell.
Westbury, J. R. (1994). X-ray Microbeam Speech Production Database User's Handbook.
Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin.
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Perceptual enhancement of nasalized vowels through increased breathiness
Amanda Ritchart-Scott
UC San Diego
Introduction. Nasalized vowels and breathy voice, while articulatorily distinct, in fact share
acoustic similarities such as increased spectral tilt and dampened energy [1-3]. Recent research
has shown nasal sounds are produced with breathy voice in several languages [4-5], implying
that nasalization is multidimensional in its articulation and that it may be perceptually enhanced
through breathy voice [6]. However, it is unknown whether listeners actually make use of
breathy voice when identifying words with nasalization. Thus, this study tests this with listeners
of Brazilian Portuguese (BP) and American English (AE).
Methods. A two-alternative forced-choice task was designed for each language. Listeners
heard a short audio clip and were asked to choose which word they thought they heard as fast
as possible. Target words were recorded by one native female speaker of each language.
Vowels were extracted and resynthesized using the Klatt synthesizer in Praat. Two crucial
parameters were manipulated: breathiness (noise during the open phase of voicing), which is
a correlate of breathy voice but not nasality; and spectral tilt (tilt between f0-3000 Hz), which
is a correlate of both breathy voice and nasality [3]. Based on these manipulations, there were
four possible variations on the vowel: (1) no additional breathiness or spectral tilt, (2) additional
breathiness and no additional spectral tilt, (3) no additional breathiness and additional spectral
tilt, and (4) additional breathiness and spectral tilt. The oral vowels could also optionally
include a natural nasal ‘murmur,’ i.e. a short nasal consonant following the vowel. The vowel
and murmur were then spliced back into the target word, whose remaining segments were
unaltered. There were 8 manipulations per word. The task in both languages included 6
different words for a total of 48 different stimuli. AE listeners chose between minimal pairs
ending in n vs. nt (for example, lit vs. lint). BP listeners chose between minimal pairs that
differed only between nasality on the vowel (for example, cito ‘I quote’ vs. cinto ‘belt’). Three
experimental blocks were included in the experiment with a 1:1 filler ratio. A total of 27 AE
listeners and 28 BP listeners participated in the experiment.
Results. For AE, increased breathiness, increased spectral tilt, and the interaction between
the two were significant predictors for word choice (whether or not the listener chose the nasal
or non-nasal word): additional breathiness and spectral tilt result in more nasal word choices.
These predictors were also significant for reaction time (Fig. 1). Listeners were significantly
faster to choose a nasal word (with murmur present) when the vowel contained additional
breathiness and spectral tilt. Additionally, listeners were significantly slower to choose a nonnasal word (with no murmur present) when the vowel contained additional spectral tilt or
breathiness.
For BP, increased spectral tilt was a significant predictor for word choice (whether or not
the listener chose the nasal or non-nasal word): listeners were more likely to choose a nonnasal word when there was no additional spectral tilt (Fig. 2). Reaction time results were
marginally significant. Listeners were generally faster to choose a nasal word (when a nasal
murmur was present) when the vowel contained additional spectral tilt.
Discussion. We find that, in general, AE and BP listeners use acoustic correlates associated
with breathiness to perceive words with nasalization. As expected, both AE and BP listeners
associated increased spectral tilt with nasalization; spectral tilt is a feature of nasalization and
breathiness. Interestingly, AE listeners also associate increased noise (derived from the
‘breathiness’ parameter) with nasalization, even though noise is an acoustic correlate of breathy
voice but not of nasalization. Altogether, this study provides evidence that breathiness may
serve to enhance nasalization in English and Portuguese word recognition. This supports a
more multidimensional representation of nasalization [5].
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American English: Nasal word choice (murmur present)

log RT

0.4

0.0

−0.4

no BR
no ST

no BR
high ST

high BR
no ST

high BR
high ST

Figure 1. Log reaction time results for AE when nasal murmur is present. BR =
breathiness, ST = spectral tilt. No BR, no ST has a significantly higher reaction time than all
other manipulations.
Brazilian Portuguese: Word choice (murmur not present)

Percent Chosen

100%

75%

Word Choice
Nasal

50%

Non−Nasal
25%

0%
no BR
no ST

no BR
high ST

high BR
no ST

high BR
high ST

Figure 2. Word choice for BP when murmur is not present. BR = breathiness, ST =
spectral tilt. Listeners significantly chose more nasal words (when murmur not present) when
spectral tilt was high.
[1] Chen, M. Y.-F. 1997. Acoustic correlates of English and French nasalized vowels.
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 102(4), 2360–2370.
[2] Klatt, D. H., & Klatt, L. C. 1990. Analysis, synthesis, and perception of voice quality
variations among female and male talkers. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
87(2), 820–857.
[3] Styler, W. 2017. On the acoustical features of vowel nasality in English and French. Journal
of the Acoustical Society of America, 142(4), 2469–2482.
[4] Garellek, M., Ritchart, A., & Kuang, J. 2016. Breathy voice during nasality: A crosslinguistic study. Journal of Phonetics, 59, 110-121.
[5] Carignan, C. 2017. Covariation of nasalization, tongue height, and breathiness in the
realization of F1 of Southern French nasal vowels. Journal of Phonetics 63, 87-105.
[6] Stevens, K. N., & Keyser, S. J. 2010. Quantal theory, enhancement and overlap. Journal of
Phonetics, 38, 10–19.
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Listeners generate all possible positive predictions from fricative-vowel covariation
Amanda Rysling1 and John Kingston2
1
University of California, Santa Cruz and 2University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Nittrouer and Whalen (1989) demonstrated that listeners can predict upcoming vowel
quality from formant information present in voiceless coronal fricatives. When listeners heard
fricative-only tokens excised from natural productions of /s/ or /ʃ/ before either /i/ or /u/
(words see, sue, she, shoe), they predicted the upcoming vowel with higher than chance
accuracy. However, these results are equivocal about whether listeners form positive
predictions for both front and back vowels. Nittrouer and Whalen’s listeners heard two kinds
of each fricative, one which conveyed evidence of an upcoming front vowel and one which
conveyed evidence of an upcoming back vowel, therefore all comparisons from their studies
can only compare proportions for /u/-cueing information versus /i/-cueing information. We
cannot know whether listeners only positively predicted one of the two upcoming vowels,
such as /u/, because of its particularly distinctive F2 lowering consequences for formants in
the fricative interval. It is possible that the other alternative, i.e. /i/, was only selected by
listeners when they did not receive enough evidence that an upcoming vowel was /u/.
Listeners could have only formed some positive predictions about an upcoming vowel when
they heard fricative noise, not all possible positive predictions.
The present study shows that listeners positively predict both front and back vowels, and
demonstrates a generalization of this effect to mid vowels. Listeners heard three types of each
fricative: one that contained formants consistent with an upcoming front vowel, one that
contained formants consistent with an upcoming back vowel, and one that contained a
mixture of fifty percent energy from the pre-front and fifty percent energy from the pre-back
fricative. This resulted in six distinct fricatives: front vowel-biasing /s/, back-biasing /s/ (see
Figure 1), no-biasing /s/, front-biasing /ʃ/, back-biasing /ʃ/, and no-biasing /ʃ/. The addition of
no-biasing fricatives allowed the assessment of listeners’ decisions when information about
an upcoming segment was equivocal. This provided a test of whether listeners explicitly
predict the presence of both front and back upcoming vowels, or predict only one kind of
vowel, given evidence for it, and then default to answering with the other vowel when
evidence is not strong enough to predict the one. Mid vowels /e/ and /o/ were used as syllable
nuclei, because mid vowels’ F2 values are less extreme than high vowels’, and so provide a
more robust test of listeners’ ability to form predictions from formant structure in fricatives.
Listeners (n=28) heard test fricative-only tokens in blocks that also contained trials with
fricatives followed by formant transitions, while the study also contained blocks of whole
syllables. This allowed listeners to focus on fricatives in test trials, and to hear their
continuations in filler trials. Listeners in all cases chose between “e” and “o” answers; they
were told to predict the upcoming vowel quality if no vowel was present, and to identify the
vowel that they had heard if a vowel was present. Figure 2 displays proportions of listeners’
“o” responses by fricative quality and bias for the fricative-only test trials. Listeners both
displayed an overall “o” response bias, and showed sensitivity to formant structure present in
fricatives: they responded “o” most often in /o/-biasing conditions, less often in no-biasing
conditions, and least of all in /e/-biasing conditions. A mixed effects logistic regression with
fixed effects of Fricative Bias (/e/- vs. no- vs. /o/-biasing), Fricative quality (/s/ vs. /ʃ/), their
interaction, and de-correlated random slopes and intercepts for participants, was fitted to
listeners’ responses (fixed effects in Table 1). The model revealed significant main effects of
Bias and Quality, but no significant interaction. Listeners are thus able to correctly use
formant structure evidence in coronal fricatives to predict that back vowels are more likely
after consistent fricatives, less likely after neutral fricatives, and least likely after inconsistent
fricatives, and to do so even with the less extreme differences in F2 values of mid vowels.
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Figure 1. Spectrograms from 0 to 8kHz of /e/-biasing (left) and /o/-biasing (right) /s/

Figure 2. Proportion “o” responses with standard errors by fricative quality and bias
Fixed effects
Intercept
Fricative Bias
Fricative Quality
Fricative Bias x Quality

b
0.82
0.84
-0.25
0.10

Std. error
0.11
0.11
0.09
0.14

z
7.54
8.00
-2.70
0.70

p
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.01
0.48

Table 1. Fixed effects of mixed effects logistic regression on proportion “o” responses.
[1] Nittrouer, S., & Whalen, D. H. 1989. The perceptual effects of child-adult differences in
in fricative-vowel coarticulation. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 86,
1266-1276.
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Prosodic variation of phrase-final and utterance-final lengthening: a production and
perception study
Christine Mooshammer1, Oksana Rasskazova1,2, Malte Belz1
1
Institut für deutsche Sprache und Linguistik, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany
2
Leibniz-Zentrum für Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft, Berlin, Germany
Phrasal structure within utterances is signaled by tonal variation, pauses, phrase-initial
strengthening and final lengthening. The latter has been seen as localized speech rate
reduction, slowing down at the end of a phrase [1]. For German two kinds of phrase
boundaries are generally assumed, namely the intermediate phrase (ip) and intonational
phrase (IP) boundaries. Following [2, 3], for both, phrase-final position (see (2)) and
utterance-final position (3), the same IP boundary is hypothesized. Alternatively, a level
above the intonational phrase, the utterance level, has been suggested by [4]. In this study
we compare perceptual ratings, acoustical measures and kinematic characteristics of prepausal segments in phrase-final vs. absolute utterance-final boundaries. In our view, a
difference in final lengthening between phrase-final and utterance-final levels could be
expected for several reasons: Firstly, there could be a difference in planning an utterance that
might affect final lengthening. In phrase-final position the speaker is already planning the
next utterance which could delay the upcoming phrase and therefore lengthen the final
gesture (see [5] for an overview on prosodic planning). The second possibility comes from
turn-taking but might also have some bearing for reading situations: speakers signal when
they have completed their utterance and therefore exhibit a larger degree of final lengthening
compared to the phrase-final position [6]. Thirdly the assumption of a stronger boundary in
utterance final position due to a higher constituent level (e.g. utterance level) might also lead
to more extensive lengthening.
By means of EMA articulatory movements of 8 native speakers of German were recorded
while reading aloud. Three types of prosodic boundaries were elicited: phrase-medial (1),
phrase-final (2) and utterance-final (3) with 4 minimal pairs differing in tenseness (Bahn –
Bann, Beet – Bett, Ruhm – Rum, Stiel – still).
(1)
phrase-medial: [Ich fuhr mit der Bahn am Donnerstag.]IP [Am Mittwoch wurde noch
gestreikt.]
I took the train on Thursday. On Wednesday, there was still a strike.
(2)
phrase-final: [Ich fuhr mit der Bahn.] IP [Am Donnerstag wurde noch gestreikt.]
I took the train. On Thursday, there was still a strike.
(3)
utterance-final: [Ich fuhr mit der Bahn.] IP
I took the train.
Acoustic durations, f0 contours and kinematic parameters such as closing, constriction and
opening durations, closing displacement and peak velocity were measured semiautomatically. Additionally, functional versions of a PCA were calculated for distinguishing
the shape of the velocity profile of final closing gesture (see [7]). Statistical significance was
tested by Linear Mixed Models.
Confirming previous results (e.g. [8, 9]), there was a robust difference between phrasemedial vs. phrase + utterance-final position with the most extensive lengthening closer to the
boundary (see Fig 1) and small and inconsistent spatial parameters. The difference between
phrase-final and utterance-final position, however, was more marginal with longer
constriction phases, longer opening movements and flatter and less peaked velocity profiles
only for a subset of the target words. These results were not robust enough for confirming or
rejecting either the planning or boundary strength hypothesis. The most robust effect was a
lower baseline in the final part of the f0 contour for utterance-final condition compared to
phrase-final condition. Ongoing experiments with rating of perceived finality will test
whether this tonal difference is a salient cue for listeners.
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Figure 1. Acoustic (left) and articulatory (right) durations in [ms] and relative to phrasemedial position in percent.
[1] Byrd, D., & Saltzman, E. (2003). The elastic phrase: Modeling the dynamics of boundaryadjacent lengthening. Journal of Phonetics, 31(2), 149-180.
[2] Grice, M., & Baumann, S. (2002). Deutsche Intonation und GToBl. Linguistische
Berichte, 267-298.
[3] Beckman ME, Pierrehumbert JB. (1986). Intonational structure in Japanese and English.
Phonology Yearbook 3, 255–309.
[4] Nespor M, Vogel I. (1986) Prosodic phonology. Dordrecht: Foris Publications.
[5] Krivokapić, J. (2014). Gestural coordination at prosodic boundaries and its role for
prosodic structure and speech planning processes. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London B: Biological Sciences, 369(1658).
[6] Peters, B. (2006). Form und Funktion prosodischer Grenzen im Gespräch (Doctoral
dissertation, Christian-Albrechts Universität Kiel).
[7] Mooshammer, C. (2010). “Acoustic and laryngographic measures of the laryngeal
reflexes of linguistic prominence and vocal effort in German,” J. Acoust. Soc. Am 127,
1047-1058.
[8] Byrd, D., Krivokapić, J., & Lee, S. (2006). How far, how long: On the temporal scope of
prosodic boundary effects a. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 120(3),
1589-1599.
[9] Edwards, J., Beckman, M. E., & Fletcher, J. (1991). The articulatory kinematics of final
lengthening. the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 89(1), 369-382.
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Domain-initial effects on unstressed syllables in Portuguese, Spanish and English
Ricardo Napoleão de Souza
University of New Mexico
There is now ample evidence that prosodic structure interacts with the segmental phonology of a
language through low-level phonetic detail [1, 2]. Previous work has shown that segments at the leftedge of a prosodic phrase may show language-specific reinforced articulatory characteristics when
compared to phrase-medial segments [3, 4]. Although research has looked at this interaction in terms
of varying levels of prosodic phrasing, the role of the differing degrees of lexical prominence on
domain-initial effects has not been studied. Previous work has only documented articulatory
reinforcement in domain-initial syllables that were stressed or prominent, depending on the language.
The present study aims to fill this gap in the literature by examining the extent to which prosodic
boundary effects influence the phonetic realization of /p t k m n/ and the following vowel in fully
unstressed and unaccented syllables. Furthermore, by similarly addressing three languages that differ
in how stress affects segmental content, namely Brazilian Portuguese, Mexican Spanish, and
American English, it adds a variable that could shed light on how prosody and phonetics interact with
phonology.
Method. Ten trisyllabic words with penultimate stress were selected in each language. All target
words began with /p t k/ or /m n/, followed by an unstressed monophthong: /i a/ for Spanish, /i a u/ for
Portuguese, and /ә/ for English, followed by a voiceless stop in the stressed syllable (i.e. TV
ˈT(C)V.CV or NVˈT(C)V.CV). Target words, which were matched for token frequency, were presented
in meaningful carrier sentences with nuclear stress placement controlled, and always consisting of 25
syllables. Carrier sentences were designed so that the first syllable of each target word always
occurred in the same position within the utterance according to condition. Participants read each target
sentence three times in pseudo-randomized order between filler sentences in different sets. Twenty
speakers of each language (60 total: 30 male, 30 female, M24.3 years) were recorded.
Acoustic measures consisted of voice onset time (VOT) and burst amplitude for stops, and nasal
duration and energy for /m n/. Duration and F1 were measured for all target vowels, and
coarticulatory vowel nasalization (A1-P0) was additionally calculated for those occurring after /m n/.
Preceding pause duration was also measured in the phrase-initial condition. Target sentences were
segmented using automatic forced aligners for Praat, EasyAlign for Portuguese and Spanish ([5]) and
FAVE ([6]) for the English data, which were subsequently hand-corrected. VOT and stop burst were
segmented manually. All data were extracted using Praat scripts and normalized for comparison.
Sentences uttered with unexpected intonation patterns were excluded, and words produced with
unstressed vowel deletion were noted but not included in the results discussed below.
Results. A partial analysis of the data has yielded the following results. VOT. Portuguese /k/ alone
had significantly longer VOT values at IP-initial boundaries (p<0.0001), whereas /p t/ showed only a
trend. English /p t k/ showed a weak trend for longer duration at a phrase-initial boundary, while there
was virtually no difference in VOT values for Spanish /t/. Burst amplitude for /t/. No language
showed a significant difference in burst amplitude values, although Portuguese IP-medial /t/
manifested a trend for longer values. Vowel duration. Portuguese had significantly longer values for /i
u/ at IP-initial boundaries following both /m n/ and /t/ (p<0.0001 and p=0.009, respectively). Neither
English nor Spanish showed differences in unstressed vowel duration between phrase positions. F1.
No difference was found in F1 values for any of the contexts analyzed hitherto in any of the
languages.
Discussion. The results obtained in the ongoing analysis indicate that domain-initial effects may
impact acoustic properties of fully unstressed syllables differently from more prominent syllables, and
that they operate in a language-specific way. Of the three languages examined here, Portuguese seems
to be the only one in which prosodic structure affects fully unstressed syllables, albeit based on the
type of segment. The fact that Spanish shows no effects or trends in differentiating phrase-initial
syllables from phrase-medial ones could potentially reflect the phonological status of word-initial
stops and unstressed vowels in the language, which manifest similar characteristics to their stressed
counterparts. Finally, the currently null results for English might be an indication that even domaininitial effects may be related to lexical prominence in the language, in the sense that they could only
operate concomitantly in syllables with either secondary or primary stress. The full analysis of the
data may serve to disentangle some of these issues.
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Examples of stimuli used in the reading task
English
/t/ tequila
IP-initial
IP-medial

[thәˈkhilә]
I’ve checked labels plus I’ve tried both drinks so I’m pretty certain:
tequila is WEAKER than pure vodka
I’m used to drinking strong liquor because I don’t like bee but that nasty tequila made me
so sick

Portuguese
/t/ tutano
IP-initial

[tʊˈtãnʊ] ‘wits’
Pelo que eu saiba, tutano significa mais INTELIGÊNCIA do que esperteza
‘As far as I know, tutano means something more like WITS than smartness’

IP-medial

Ela é um pouco desorientada mesmo mas ela tem tutano nessas horas
‘She can seem a little confused at times, but she has wits when necessary’

Spanish
/t/ tipejo
IP-initial
IP-medial

[tiˈpexo]‘jerk’
Que a mí me conste, tipejo quiere decir IMBÉCIL aquí en esta comunidad
‘As far as I know, here in the areatipejomeans a STUPID PERSON’
Siempre fue tan moderna, pero al final se casó con un tipejo aprovechado
‘She was always so progressive but in the end she married a free-loading jerk’

Supplementary materials
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Dialectal Variation in the Realization of Serbian Pitch Accent: Evidence for a
Domain-Generalization Effect
Draga Zec1 and Elizabeth C. Zsiga2
1
Cornell, 2Georgetown
In this paper we investigate the realization of pitch accent in four Neo-štokavian dialects
of Serbian: Novi Sad (NS, spoken in the north), Belgrade (B, spoken in the capital), Valjevo
(V, central west), and Čačak (C, southwest) idioms. Specifically, we investigate the
phenomenon of “retraction to stress,a” in which a lexically-specified H tone retracts to a
preceding stressed syllable. Retraction to stress does not occur in NS, occurs only as a
phrase-final effect in B, occurs consistently in word-final and variably in word-medial
position in V, and applies consistently in all positions in C. We thus argue for a dialect
continuum, in which a change that began as a phrase-final effect of tonal crowding, as in B, is
generalized to the word domain in V and to all positions in C, providing further evidence for
“domain generalization” as an important historical process, as argued in Becker (1977),
Hyman (1978), and Myers & Padgett (2014).
These four dialects of Serbian are characterized by both lexical tone and stress (Lehiste &
Ivić 1986, Smiljanić 2002, Zsiga & Zec 2013). The dialects differ, however, in the phonetic
realization of the H tone, as was first noted by Belić (1927) and Lehiste & Ivić (1986). We
argue that in phonological representations, a lexically associated H can be associated with
any syllable within a word. The distribution of stress is then predictable from the locus of H,
with stress coinciding with H on the word-initial syllable (Falling accent), otherwise
immediately preceding the syllable associated with H (Rising accent). These lexical
configurations are consistent across the Neo-štokavian dialectal region, yielding for example
the range of options for a trisyllabic word (Fig. 1). Dialectal variation, we argue, arises from
the interaction of lexical tone, intonational tone and stress prominence, with different dialects
giving precedence to different factors.
In this study, we present acoustic data on the realization of pitch accent in these four
dialects, focusing on the Rising accent, in which, in lexical representations, the stressed
syllable immediately precedes the syllable with lexical H. Eight speakers from each dialect
produced the same set of target words, which varied vowel length, number of syllables, and
location of lexical H, either word-medial (Fig. 1b) or word-final (Fig. 1c). The target words
were produced in sentences with declarative intonation, in initial and final position, three
repetitions of each context for each participant.
Our results are shown in Figs. 2 – 4. In NS (black lines), pitch maxima correspond to the
lexical locus of H in all positions. In phrase-final position (Fig. 2), NS is the only dialect in
which lexical H is realized on the final syllable despite the presence of intonational L%. In B
(blue dashed lines), H is realized faithfully in all positions other than phrase-finally, where H
on a final syllable retracts to the preceding (stressed) syllable under the pressure of
intonational L%. In V (green dotted lines) retraction takes place in both phrase-final (Fig. 2)
and word-final but phrase-medial (Fig. 3) position, even though there is no phonological
trigger in phrase-medial positon. Finally, in C (red dotted lines), retraction to stress is
consistent, even when the lexical H is non-final in both the word and the phrase (Fig. 4).
In sum, the dialect continuum we present here is as follows: NS represents faithfulness to
lexical specification in all positions. B demonstrates the phonetic impetus of the retraction
effect under pressure from the intonational L%. In V, the phrase-final effect is generalized to
word-final position, and in C, retraction to stress has become completely general. Thus unlike
NS and B, V and C illustrate incremental stages of the domain narrowing of H retraction:
from generalizing to word-final in V, to further generalizing to all positions in C.
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a. Falling accent
H
|

'novine
“newspapers”

b. Rising accent
H
|

c. Rising accent
H
|

'marame
“scarves”

ra'mena
“shoulders”

Fig. 1. Three possible patterns of stress and tone in trisyllables, consistent for all dialects

Fig 2. Lexical H on phrase-final syllable.
Retraction in C, V, B but not NS.

Fig. 3. Lexical H is word-final but not
phrase-final. Retraction in C,V but not B.

Fig 4. Lexical H is word-medial and phrase-medial. Retraction in C, not in V, B, NS.
In Figs. 2, 3, and 4, pitch tracks are aligned at the end of the stressed syllable.
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A large-scale study of consonant voicing effects on F0 in spontaneous English speech
Emily Kellison-Linn and Morgan Sonderegger (McGill University)
Cross-linguistically, it has been observed that F0 following voiceless consonants is
consistently higher than following voiced consonants. This effect of consonant voicing on F0,
or CF0 effect, is observed in voicing contrast languages [3,5], as well as in some aspiration
contrast languages including English [2,4,8,9]. Most previous work has focused on
demonstrating the existence of this effect in either isolated words or words in fixed prosodic
position within carrier sentences, with a relatively small number of speakers. ([12] also found
the effect in running read speech of 2 speakers.) Several studies have noted significant
variation among speakers not only in the size of the effect [5], but in the trajectory of the
pitch difference over time [2,4,5], but did not examine enough speakers to investigate the
distribution of these differences. The greater the robustness of the CF0 effect in spontaneous
speech, the more likely the effect is an automatic consequence of laryngeal articulations, and
the more likely it is to lead to sound changes [6].
This work models the CF0 effect for stops and fricatives in a large corpus of spontaneous
English speech across 40 speakers, using models which allow us to examine the shape of the
pitch trajectory. We report on the robustness of the CF0 effect in spontaneous speech, as
measured by effect size and duration and the distribution of these measures across speakers.
Methods
Phonetically-aligned audio was drawn from the Buckeye Corpus [11],
consisting of 30-60min of spontaneous conversational speech for each of 40 American
English speakers. Monophthong vowel segments longer than 40ms following English stops,
fricatives, and nasals were located and their F0 value every 10ms extracted using Speech
Corpus Tools [10] with Praat’s autocorrelation pitch tracking algorithm [1]. Nasals were
included as a ‘neutral’ reference context as in [4]. After data cleaning, including removing
tokens with voicing for less than 50% of duration, 110,000 vowel tokens were analyzed.
To model F0 as a function of time after vowel onset, we fitted a set of generalized additive
mixed models [13] to the data, including a global model and individual per-speaker models,
with speaker-normalized F0 in semitones as the response variable. Separate smooth terms
were fitted for vowels following voiced and voiceless obstruents (with nasals for reference).
For each speaker, effect size at onset was defined as the difference between the fitted values
for the voiced & voiceless conditions at time 0 (with all other predictors set to mean values),
and effect duration as the time at which the confidence interval of their difference first
intersected 0.
Results Fig. 1 plots fitted model values for each speaker and overall, showing that the
CF0 effect is present both utterance-initially and medially, and that speakers vary
significantly but follow a consistent pattern. Fig. 2 plots effect size vs. effect duration for
each of the 40 speakers. The mean effect size is 1.1 semitones (s.d. 0.7) (6Hz for 100Hz
speech; 12Hz for 200Hz speech) and mean duration is 91ms (s.d. 99); both similar to values
reported in the literature [5,7,9]. A portion of speakers show a difference for as long as
200ms, suggesting possible bimodality in effect length. Duration and size are positively
correlated. Fig. 3 shows fitted smooths for 3 different speakers, to illustrate the time course
variation across speakers.
Conclusions The presence of the CF0 effect in all speakers in spontaneous speech
utterance-initially and medially supports the robustness and at least partial automaticity of the
effect, and shows that prosodic variation is not enough to mask its appearance. The potential
bimodality in effect length suggests the possibility that different groups of speakers may use
different articulatory mechanisms to realize the voicing contrast. There is significant interspeaker variability but nonetheless a consistent direction to the effect.
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Model predictions for vowel F0 by preceding consonant
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Figure 1. Model fitted values for by-speaker vowel F0 following
voiced, voiceless, and nasal consonants in utterance-initial vs.
utterance-medial position. Bold lines are mean across speakers. In
the first 50ms, consistent higher pitch after voiceless (vs. voiced)
consonants for all speakers is clear.
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Figure 2. Size vs. duration of CF0 effect. Apparently unimodal
distribution of effect size and bimodal distribution of effect duration.
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Introduction: Intonation plays an integral role in comprehending spoken language. It is also
remarkably variable, often exhibiting only probabilistic mappings of form and function [e.g 1,2].
Despite this apparent uncertainty, listeners rapidly integrate intonational information to predictively map a given pitch accent onto respective speaker intentions [e.g. 3-7]. Listeners further adapt
their intonation-based inferences about intended messages based on recent experiences. Listeners
quickly adjust their prior believes of how likely an encountered pitch accent corresponds with interpretations [8,9]. Although having received little attention in the psycholinguistic literature, the
absence of a pitch accent can also be predictive [10]. However, absent pitch accent information is
often less informative for predictive processing, because it leaves many potential interpretations
open. The present paper extends previous findings and investigates how listeners process and adapt
to the absence of pitch accent information as a predictive cue to speaker intentions.
Method: Sixty German listeners were exposed to two different intonational contexts in a
forced choice mouse tracking experiment [e.g. 11]. As an answer to the question “Has the wuggy
collected the violin then?” (speech material is in German, English translation given only), they
were exposed to either (1) ‘The wuggy HAS collected the violin then.’ or (2) ‘The wuggy has
collected the PEAR then.’ In (1), a pitch accent on HAS indicates that the object has already been
mentioned in the question (henceforth VERUM). In (2), a pitch accent on PEAR indicates that the
speaker refers to a contrastive object (henceforth CONTRAST). Crucially, within the microcosm of
this experiment, the absence of a pitch accent on <has> in (2) can be utilized as an informative cue
to the contrastive nature of the referent. As a control condition, listeners were exposed to intonationally uninformative utterances, in which listeners had to wait for lexical disambiguation (henceforth LEXICAL). Subjects were randomly assigned to two groups. In the reliable speaker group (RS),
the mapping of pitch accent position and referent resolution was always reliable (VERUM à given;
CONTRAST à contrastive); in the unreliable speaker group (US), the mapping was switched in 1/3
of the trials, making the form-function mapping unreliable. Within a force-choice design, listeners
had to click on visually presented pictures to indicate the intended referent during the unfolding
auditory stimulus. The movement trajectories (x,y coordinates) of their responses were recorded.
Here, we present the results for the turn-towards-target measurement (TTT), operationalized as the
point in time at which the trajectory horizontally turns towards the target (see script for details of
the statistical analysis).
Results and discussion: Raw data, and R scripts can be assessed from our osf.io repository
(see the link below). There was a significant effect of intonational context, such that VERUM elicited
significantly earlier TTTs than CONTRAST (p < .001), which elicited earlier TTTs than LEXICAL (p
< .001, see Figure 1). There was also a significant interaction of GROUP and VERUM, indicating
substantially later TTTs in US (p < .001). CONTRAST was not significantly affected by US. These
results replicate earlier findings, demonstrating the rapid integration of intonational cues during
intention recognition [e.g. 3-8]. The acoustically early cue associated with VERUM allows listeners
to infer the intended given referent before the lexical material becomes available. Listeners also
use the absence of this cue (no accent on <has>) to anticipate reference resolution before lexical
disambiguation. These patterns are modulated by how reliable the encountered form-function mappings are. The presence of a pitch accent on <has> is tightly associated with a given interpretation.
In light of unreliable information, this mapping is significantly down-weighted (albeit still used in
a predictive way). As opposed to that, the absence of a pitch accent on <has> is less informative
(at least outside of the experiment). The informational weight of this form-function mapping is
already weak, making it less prone to an adjustment in light of further encountered unreliability.
The present study thus contributes to our understanding of how listeners deal with the ubiquitous
uncertainty in processing intonation. Listeners infer speaker intentions based on both bottom-up
acoustic cues as well as on probabilistic expectations about likely intonational contours in a given
context.
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Figure 1. Estimates and 95%-Confidence intervals for turn towards-target-measures across focus
conditions (colour) and speaker-groups (shape). Small semi-transparent dots indicate mean values for each subject. Dashed line indicates the acoustic onset of the referent.
Link to OSF repository:
https://osf.io/dnbuk
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Acoustic cues to word boundaries (e.g., durational patterns; F0; amplitude contour;
allophonic variation; etc.) have been found informative when other cues (e.g., context) are
lacking or ambiguous [3]. In particular, durational cues (e.g., segmental duration,
boundary-related lengthening; aspiration duration; pause; etc.) have been found useful in
signaling word boundaries [1,2,4,5,7,8,11].
Most previous studies on word-boundary cues have focused on laboratory read speech,
which is known to favor hyper-articulation [7]. Spontaneous speech is known to be more
variable, and to contain more reduction and lenition phenomena than read speech. The present
study addresses two research questions: (1) Are durational cues to word boundaries present in
spontaneous speech as has been found for read speech? If yes, (2) To what extent can durational
cues assist word segmentation in spontaneous speech?
Methods: We elicited spontaneous speech containing a series of target phrases. Inspired by
classic studies [5,10], 27 pairs of (quasi-)homophonous phrases were compiled differing in
word boundary placement, e.g., beef#eater/bee#feeder. Each target phrase was embedded in a
different article (see Fig 1 for example). Participants were instructed to read the article silently
first, and to explain their content to the confederate. Half the articles were presented in an initial
session (e.g., an article about a beef eater), and their counterparts (e.g., an article about a bee
feeder) in a second session one week later. Data from six monolingual speakers of North
American English was used in the current study. All productions were force-aligned, and target
segments at the juncture of target phrases were hand-adjusted. We extracted absolute durations
of three different sections from each phrase, and computed corresponding relative duration
measures as proportions of phrase duration. Prosodic-phrasing information for each token (i.e.,
phrase-initial, -medial, -final) was annotated as well.
Results: Out of 745 tokens, we excluded 246 tokens which had unusual pronunciations (e.g.,
disfluencies) or extra segments (e.g., fork handles vs. four candles). Also, 144 cases exhibiting
salient word-boundary cues were excluded, such as categorical allophonic variations of wordfinal /t, d/s; glottalization when a word-final stop was followed by a word-initial vowel; and
short pauses at word boundaries. In the end, a homogeneous group of 355 tokens from 20 pairs
of target phrases were investigated for this study. We made the following observations: (1)
Consonants in onset positions were longer than those in coda positions (Fig 2a), possibly due
to a word-initial lengthening effect (β = -0.15, t = -4.23, p < .0001) [4]; (2) Similarly, we
observed a lengthening of the post-juncture section when the pivot consonant was a coda, e.g.,
relative duration of [iɾɚ] in beef#eater was longer than [iɾɚ] in bee#feeder (β = 0.12, t = 3.28,
p < .01), which could be due either to word-initial lengthening affecting the vowel in wordinitial position, or to poly-segmental shortening [5,12], as there is one more segment in feeder
than eater, and this could compress the duration of each segment1. Fig 2c suggests no existence
of the later effect, as [ɔ:k] from stalk is not significantly shorter than [ɔ:k] from talk, and the
vowel is not in onset position. (3) In contrast to (2), we did not find evidence for word-final
lengthening, as the duration of pre-juncture section (e.g., [bi:] in bee/beef) did not differ (Fig
2d). Finally, we fitted a Random Forest model [9] using relevant variables (relative duration of
1

We noted that the duration differences we observed post-juncture were significant only for tokens in phrase-final
position, but not in phrase-medial position, indicating a possible interaction of local lengthening effects and higher
prosodic structure.
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the pivot consonant, relative duration of the post-juncture section, pivot consonant type, and
prosodic-phrasing position) to predict word boundary placement. This model achieved an outof-bag classification accuracy of 64%, suggesting that, while word-initial lengthening may be
informative, durational cues alone are not sufficient to segment word boundaries in
spontaneous speech.
2(a). e.g. bee[f]#eater vs. bee#[f]eeder
What type of the bee feeder is the best?

***
0.8

relative duration(%)

Many types of honey bee feeders are available on the market.
Do you know the differences among them?
•Open air bee feeder: Actually, bee feeders constructed out in
the open air should never be used. They attract all types of
wildlife, like wasps and birds.
•Entrance bee feeder: Entrance bee feeders have two basic parts
—a feeding tray and an inverted syrup container, which remains
on the outside of the hive. They make it easy to see how much
feed is left and are easy to refill.

2(b). e.g. beef#[eater] vs.bee#f[eeder]

**
0.3

0.6

0.55

0.2

0.15

0.17

0.51

0.4

0.1

Beef Eater
coda

onset

coda

2(c). e.g. t[alk] vs. st[alk]

onset

2(d). e.g.[bee]f#eater vs. [bee]#feeder

ns

*
0.5

relative duration(%)

Beef eater at the Tower of London
are the ceremonial guardians.
Why are they called Beef eater?
Nobody knows for sure. The most accepted speculation is
that the term originated from the fact that in the past
they were allowed to eat as much beef as they liked from
the King’s table.
Eventually, ‘beef eater’ became a term used to refer to
the Body Guard at the Tower of London.

0.5
0.4

0.44
0.4

0.42

0.3

0.31

0.32

Figure 1. One example of articles:
0.2
beef eater vs. bee feeder. 
0.3
0.1
Figure 2. Each target phrase was
annotated into 3 sections: e.g.‘beef
peace#t[alk]
pea#st[alk]
coda
onset
eater’ and ‘bee feeder’:
/f/ is pivot consonant at the boundary; /bi:/ the pre-juncture section excluding the pivot consonant;
/iɾɚ/ is the post-juncture section excluding the pivot consonant. ®
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Perception and Individual Variability of Tonal Register Contrast in Wu Chinese
Bing'er Jiang
Meghan Clayards
Morgan Sonderegger
McGill University
Introduction Phonological contrasts are usually signaled by multiple acoustic cues. In
perception, group level results address how listeners use the cues on average, but previous
studies found that listeners differ in their use of cues to a single contrast. Furthermore,
conflicting results have been found on how individuals use multiple cues. A negative
correlation between two cues suggests some listeners mainly rely on the primary cue and
others use both to a lesser extent (Kapnoula et al., 2014); a positive correlation suggests that
some listeners are more sensitive to all cues in general while others are less sensitive (Schultz
et al., 2012). While previous studies focus on contrasts with only two cues, Chinese Wu
dialects serves as an interesting case which employ multiple cues to signal a two-level tonal
register contrasts (Zhang & Yan, 2015) including pitch height (upper register = higher), voice
quality (lower register = breathy) and contour shape (e.g. Chen & Gussenhoven, 2015).
We examined two Wu varieties, Jiashan and Shanghai, the former is typical while the
latter is in the process of losing breathiness (e.g. Gao & Hallé, 2013). Given the difference in
production, at the group level, we investigated whether the two dialect groups make use of
the three cues differently. We also examined variability at the individual level. Both groups
may show large individual variability for different reasons: Shanghai has an unstable cue (i.e.
weaker breathiness) and Jiashan has more redundancy (i.e. three salient cues).
Methods A forced-choice lexical decision task examined how listeners categorize a
register contrast. One native speaker produced a pair of monosyllabic words /ka/ in each
dialect (/ka 34/ vs. /ka 23/ for Shanghai and /ka 53/ vs. /ka 31/ for Jiashan). Five-step voice
quality continua (breathy-modal) were generated in TANDEM STRAIGHT (Kawahara et. al,
2008) using the natural productions as endpoints. Five-step pitch height continua were
crossed with two contours again using the natural productions as endpoints. These were
imposed on the voice quality continuum using the PSOLA method in Praat (Boersma &
Weenink, 2016) creating 50 stimuli (5x5x2) for each dialect. 35 Shanghai listeners and 34
Jiashan listeners heard each stimulus of their own dialect 5 times in random order.
Results Responses were fitted using mixed-effects logistic models for each dialect;
additional models fit to each participant were used for the individual differences analysis.
Group Data: As shown in Figure 1, listeners from both dialects used all three cues to
distinguish the register contrast (all cues significant with p<0.001). While breathiness is the
least important for both dialects, it has a larger effect in Jiashan than Shanghai, consistent
with production data showing a larger breathy-modal distinction in Jiashan. Surprisingly,
Shanghai listeners weight pitch the most important while Jiashan listeners weight contour the
most important. As Jiashan has a more complex tone inventory than Shanghai, heavily
relying on pitch may be less ideal to distinguish among the lower tones.
Individual Differences: Figure 2 shows cue weights for each Jiashan participant. We
found structured variability among individuals: there is a positive correlation between
breathiness and pitch, and a negative correlation between contour and the other two cues. In
other words, listeners who use contour more, use both breathiness and pitch less, and vice
versa. One explanation is that Jiashan listeners first integrate the physiologically correlated
cues (Kingston & Diehl, 1994) (i.e. pitch and breathiness, which are both about voice source),
corresponding to the positive correlation, and then choose between the integrated voice cue
and contour, corresponding to the negative correlation. Shanghai listeners, on the other hand,
show much less variation between individuals and no correlations (not pictured).
Conclusion The results show that the two groups indeed have different perceptual
strategies for a tonal register contrast. Furthermore, individuals may integrate physiologically
related cues and choose between independent, redundant cues in multidimensional contrasts.
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Figure 1. Group-level cue weights for Shanghai (left) and Jiashan (right) listeners.
Weights are fixed effect coefficient estimates of mixed effect logistic models. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals. Estimates for Shanghai: β(breath)= 0.39; β(pitch)= 6.45;
β(contour)= 1.18; Jiashan: β(breath)= 0.9; β(pitch)= 1.61; β(contour)= 3.11. (p<0.001 for
all six variables above)

Figure 2. Correlation between cues for Jiashan listeners. Weights are coefficients from
simple logistic regression models fitted for each individual. Left: pitch height and breathiness
(r=0.83, p<0.001); Middle: contour and breathiness (r=-0.51, p=0.002); Right: contour and
pitch height (r=-0.57, p<0.001)
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The role of expectation in nuclear stress and focus perception in Samoan and English
Sasha Calhoun1, Emma Kruse Va’ai2 and Emma Wollum1
1Victoria University of Wellington, 2National University of Samoa
This paper presents two sets of experiments looking at how the perception of nuclear stress and
focus varies in the unrelated languages Samoan and English. In intonation languages, including
Samoan and English, nuclear stress and focus are usually aligned [1, 2]. We might therefore
expect nuclear stress to cue focus in both languages. However, our results show that in both
languages, this not always the case. Rather, both vary according to expected patterns of
alignment of nuclear stress, syntax and focus in each language.
Parallel perception experiments were run involving native Samoan and English speakers. In
the experiments, listeners heard sentences in their native language that were one of six types,
varying according to the syntactic construction and nuclear stress position (see Table 1).
Sentences were in canonical word order (canon, VSO for Samoan, SVO for English), or were
subject or object clefts (Scleft/Ocleft). In Samoan, clefts are claimed to be the primary means
of marking focus [1, 3]. The focus is fronted, proceeded by the particle ‘o, in the usual nuclear
stress position. In English, clefts are a common, but not the primary, means of marking focus,
with nuclear stress on the focused cleft [4]. Nuclear stress was either on the subject (canonS,
ScleftS, OcleftS) or the object (canonO, OcleftO, ScleftO). This created two ‘mismatch’
conditions, where syntactic and prosodic cues to focus clashed: OcleftS and ScleftO. In English,
at least, this pattern is claimed to signal focus in the main clause [5].
In the first experiment, participants listened to each sentence in their language, and were
asked to choose the word they thought sounded most prominent. The English listeners
overwhelming chose the word which was intended to be stressed, regardless of sentence type
(i.e. the underlined word in Table 1). For the Samoan listeners, although overall they were more
likely to choose the intended stressed word, there was a lot more variability. Participants were
more likely to choose the intended stressed word if this aligned with syntactic focus (see Table
2). Further, across all sentence types, about 20% of the time, participants chose the verb as the
most prominent. In Samoan, the verb is usually in the default nuclear stress position [1, 3].
In the second experiment, participants were asked to choose which of two questions was
more likely to have been asked given the target sentence. The question was either a subject
question (SQ), which should be compatible with subject focus, or an object question (OQ),
compatible with object focus (see Table 3) (e.g. [2]). Question-compatibility is one of the most
common means of diagnosing focus position in linguistic research, although intuitive
judgments are rarely tested experimentally. In both languages, the syntactic construction
appears to be a stronger cue to focus than nuclear stress. The element in a cleft was strongly
preferred to be the focus. Surprisingly, given previous research, in English this preference was
lessened, but not overridden, by stress in the main clause (ScleftO and OcleftS). In canonical
word order sentences in English, as expected, the main stress strongly cued the focus. However,
stress had no effect in Samoan, with object focus preferred (canonS and canonO).
Taken together, these results show that expectations about the alignment of nuclear stress
with certain syntactic positions and focus play a strong role in the perception of both focus and
nuclear stress. English is a paradigmatic example of a language that marks focus with prosody.
Yet, in cleft sentences where prosodic and syntactic cues to focus clashed, prosodic cues did
not outweigh expectations about the alignment of focus in a nuclear stressed cleft. In Samoan,
prominence judgments were clearly affected by (non-)alignment with syntax: judgments were
most variable when the stress was in an unexpected position (i.e. the main clause of a cleft).
These findings extend recent results showing prominence and focus perception is affected by
phonetic, syntactic and contextual cues; in English and the under-studied language Samoan
(e.g. [6, 7]). Cross-linguistic variation in prosody perception can best be understood in terms
of expectations about the alignments of prosodic and other systems in each language (cf. [2]).
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Table 1: Stimuli used in the experiments (underline shows nuclear stress)
Type
Samoan
English
Target canonS
Sentence canonO
ScleftS
ScleftO
OcleftO
OcleftS

Sa ave e le elefane le manukī.
Sa ave e le elefane le manukī.
'O le elefane sa avea le manukī.
'O le elefane sa avea le manukī.
'O le manukī sa ave e le elefane.
'O le manukī sa ave e le elefane.

The elephant carried the monkey.
The elephant carried the monkey.
It was the elephant that carried the monkey.
It was the elephant that carried the monkey.
It was the monkey that the elephant carried.
It was the monkey that the elephant carried.

Table 2: Experiment 1 results Samoan – likelihood intended stressed word chosen by sentence
type
Likelihood intended
Sentence Type
stressed word chosen
OcleftO = ScleftS > canonO = canonS > OcleftS = ScleftO
(Samoan)

Table 3: Experiment 2 results – question choice preference by sentence type
SQ
OQ
'O le ā le mea sā avea le mānukī?
'O le ā le mea sā ave e le elefane?
What did the elephant carry?
What carried the monkey?
Samoan ScleftS = ScleftO
OcleftO = canonO = OcleftS = canonS
English ScleftS = canonS > ScleftO
OcleftO = canonO > OcleftS

[1] Calhoun, S. 2015. The interaction of prosody and syntax in Samoan focus marking. Lingua
165: 205-229
[2] Calhoun, S. 2010. The Centrality of Metrical Structure in Signaling Information Structure:
A Probabilistic Perspective. Language 86(1): 1-42.
[3] Mosel, U. & E. Hovdhaugen 1992. Samoan Reference Grammar, UK: Oxford University
Press.
[4] Lambrecht, K. (2001). A framework for the analysis of cleft constructions. Linguistics
39(3): 463.
[5] Hedberg, N. (2013). Multiple focus and cleft sentences. In Hartmann, K. & Veenstra, T.
(Eds.), Cleft structures (Vol. 208, pp. 227–250). John Benjamins.
[6] Cole, J., Mo, Y., & Hasegawa-Johnson, M. (2010). Signal-based and expectation-based
factors in the perception of prosodic prominence. Laboratory Phonology 1(2): 425–452.
[7] Bishop, J. (2012). Information structural expectations in the perception of prosodic
prominence. In G. Elordieta & P. Prieto (Eds.), Prosody and Meaning (pp. 239–270).
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Contact-induced diachronic change in intonation: Greek non-standard varieties
Joanna Przedlacka, Mary Baltazani, John Coleman
Phonetics Laboratory, University of Oxford
Contact-induced intonational variation is less well understood than segmental variation [1, 2].
The few studies on the former [e.g. 3, 4] document a range of synchronic outcomes, but do
not address its role in diachronic development. Our larger project investigates the
implications of historical contact of Greek with Italian and Turkish for intonation change in
Greek regional varieties based on archival recordings, the earliest dating back to the turn of
the 20th century. Here we compare the declarative falling melody of Standard Modern Greek
(SMG, as spoken in Athens) with that of Cretan Greek (CG) and Italian, the latter two chosen
because their speakers historically interacted.
Our methodology combines data-driven mathematical modelling of intonation f0 shapes
with the insights of traditional diachronic investigations and the Autosegmental-Metrical
(AM) intonational model [5, 6]. For this talk we use contemporary recordings of SMG, CG
and Italian. Unlike the majority of studies in intonation, we engage with a natural speech
corpus (c. 18 hours) capturing emergent patterns and variability with Functional Data
Analysis (FDA) [7, 8] of f0 curves as well as the standard AM analysis.
Venetian occupation of Crete (13-17c.) ended four centuries ago. However, preliminary
analysis shows that the CG declarative pattern resembles that of modern Italian, a HL* fall.
The uncontroversial HL* analysis for Italian declaratives is reported to be similar across
dialects of modern Italian [6], [9]. The fall in CG (Fig. 1Left; stars) and Italian (black disks)
starts earlier and is much steeper than in SMG (open circles). The shape parameters (slope
and curvature) of CG pattern with Italian (Fig.1Right) and have a higher quadratic curvature
than SMG. Variability is shown by the spread of each cluster of dots, as well as some
separation of each cluster from the others.
In the AM analysis (Fig. 2Top), the CG (left), like the Italian fall (centre) starts in the
pretonic syllable (GC me, I pa), ends around the middle of the stressed vowel (shi and ro) and
is followed by a low plateau within this vowel. The H and L of the SMG fall (H*L; right),
align with the beginning and end of the stressed vowel (o) respectively, while the plateau
starts after the stressed vowel. Variability in the alignment of the H and L tones relative to the
beginning of the stressed vowel is shown in Figure 2 (Bottom).
Although it is impossible to demonstrate that Venetian as spoken 400 years ago had the
same intonation as modern Italian, the fact that the declarative fall pattern is currently found
in geographically separate contemporary varieties is likely to be due to contact factors. We
argue that this similarity is not coincidental but stems from daily contact of Cretans with
Italian speakers during the long period of Venetian rule of Crete.
The AM and FDA analyses converge on a consistent picture (cf. [8]), promising less
labour intensive/costly and more reliable analyses of large datasets. The results presented
here, taken alone, are not enough to shed light on questions about the role of long-term
language contact in intonation change, the rate of this change, or the time span of contact
influences; they form but a small part of a project in which a number of dialects will be
compared along a chronological and a socio-cultural axis. On one hand, we aim to develop a
model of diachronic change of intonation and establish patterns of attrition by comparing
contemporary and older archival recordings from the middle and the beginning of the 20th
century. On the other, we will examine the influence of a donor language (e.g. Italian) on
different Greek dialects (e.g. Cretan and Corfiot), because their contact with Italian differed
in its temporal and socio-cultural characteristics, and correlate these differences with the
amount of intonational variability in each dialect.
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Figure 1. Left: Model of the shape of declarative falling intonation in CG (black disks) vs. Italian
(asterisks) and SMG (open circles). Dashed lines: contours modelled using cubic polynomial basis
functions (y = a1x3 + a2x2 + a3x + a4 + ε). There is a very close fit between the modeled and the
observed f0 curves; Right: Shape parameters of declarative falls. CG, like Italian, has a higher
quadratic curvature than SMG, because its falls are steeper.

Figure 2.Top:CG [esfazame ˈʃiɾo] (l), Italian [paˈɾola] (c), SMG [peɾisteɾiˈonas] (r) declarative
falls. Bottom: H (l) and L (r) tone alignment in SMG and CG (V2=start of stressed vowel).

[1] Wikström, J. 2013. An Acoustic Study of the RP English LOT and THOUGHT Vowels.
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International Phonetic Association 30 (1-2): 63- 78. [3] O’Rourke, E. 2005. Intonation and
language contact: A case study of two varieties of Peruvian Spanish. PhD dissertation,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. [4] Queen, R. 2001. Bilingual intonation
patterns: Evidence of language change from Turkish-German bilingual children. Language in
Society 30: 55-80. [5] Pierrehumbert, J. B. 1980. The phonology and phonetics of English
intonation. PhD dissertation, MIT. [6] Ladd, D. R. 2008. Intonational Phonology. 2nd
edition. Cambridge: CUP. [7] Grabe, E., Kochanski, G. & Coleman, J. 2007. Connecting
intonation labels to mathematical descriptions of fundamental frequency. Language and
Speech 50(3), 281–310. [8] Asano, Y., Gubian, M. & Sacha, D. 2016. Cutting down on
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The timecourse of F0 planning for intonational tones
Allison Hilger,1 Jennifer Cole,2 and Charles Larson1
Northwestern University 1Communication Sciences and Disorders, 2Linguistics
Background Intonational patterns are defined compositionally over a sequence of tones
marking prominent elements and prosodic phrase boundaries, according to the AutosegmentalMetrical Model.1,2,3,4 The phonetic implementation of a tone is context-sensitive so that an
individual speaker’s high tone, for example, is not a fixed F0 target value, but is dependent on F0
in the preceding interval, as well as the location of the tone relative to prosodic phrase
boundaries.5 For this study, we are investigating when F0 planning for accentual tones occur
during the production of an intonational phrase by measuring the F0 for a pitch accent following
a pitch auditory feedback perturbation. Perturbing the pitch of auditory feedback typically causes
the speaker to produce an immediate compensatory response to correct for an error that slightly
shifts the frequency of the intonation contour up or down.6 By perturbing the pitch auditory
feedback in the (unaccented) interval preceding a pitch accent, we can determine where the F0
target of the accentual tone is set relative to the accented syllable. If the F0 target is set at the
beginning of the intonational phrase, as part of the phrasal F0 trajectory, then perturbing F0
immediately before the accented syllable should have little or no effect on the F0 realization of
the accentual tone because there would be ample time for the speaker to recover from the
compensatory pitch shift and reach the planned F0 target. If pitch perturbation causes the speaker
to shift the F0 of the accentual tone, that would indicate that the F0 target of an accentual tone is
determined more locally, in the interval immediately preceding the accented syllable.
Methodology We manipulated the pitch auditory feedback (Figure 1) during the
production of the phrase, “You know Nina?” In the default intonation production, this phrase is
produced with a single low tone (L*) pitch accent located on the first syllable of Nina (Ni),
which is followed by a rise to a high tone sequence of phrase accent and boundary tone (H-H%).
Thirty healthy, native-English participants heard the auditory feedback of their pitch with a shift
of +/- 200 cents on the word “know” (200 ms after voice onset). We tested the effect of pitch
perturbation of “know” on the production of F0 for the pitch accented syllable “Ni-.” If the F0 of
the L* is planned at the start of the intonation phrase, the pitch perturbation on “know” should
have no effect on F0 production of the pitch accent tone (L*). However, if the F0 is planned
relative to the immediate context, then the perturbation on the preceding word “know” should
induce a shift in F0 of “Ni-.”
Results An analysis of variance (ANOVA) reveals no significant difference in mean F0
of the vowel /i/ in “Ni-” following upward and downward pitch shifts on the unaccented word
“know.” Speakers’ pitch responses were converted from Hertz to cents to normalize pitch for
each speaker’s mean on a logarithmic scale to allow for comparisons across speakers of different
sex. As seen in Figure 2, the mean F0 of /i/ in “Ni-” in the three pitch-shift conditions (downward
shift, -171 cents; no shift, -123 cents; upward shift, 158 cents), had significant overlap in
standard error. These results indicate that a pitch shift on an earlier unaccented word did not
influence the planned F0 target for the pitch accent. Therefore, we conclude that the F0 target is
set at the beginning of the intonational phrase as part of the phrasal F0 trajectory, however more
research is needed to investigate F0 planning for various pitch accent types (i.e. H*, L-H*, etc.).
The results of this investigation will improve our understanding of how intonational tones are
planned and implemented for English intonation.
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Figure 1: Pitch perturbation paradigm.

In the pitch perturbation paradigm, the speaker vocalizes into a microphone while their online
pitch auditory feedback is shifted up or down through headphones.
Figure 2: Change in mean pitch (cents) of pitch accent following +/- 200 cent pitch auditory
feedback perturbation on preceding word

When producing the phrase, “You know Nina?”, the average F0 of the L* on the vowel /i/ in the
syllable “Ni-” was -123.42 cents without a prior pitch perturbation, -171.72 cents with a
downward perturbation, and -157.88 cents with an upward perturbation. These differences were
not statistically significant. Responses were converted from Hertz to cents to normalize pitch
across speakers. Pitch was normalized to each speaker’s mean on a logarithmic scale.
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Categorical Ambiguity and Sound Change in Seoul Korean
Charles B. Changa and Hae-Sung Jeonb
a
Boston University, b University of Central Lancashire
Seoul Korean (SK) is known for a three-way laryngeal contrast among lenis, fortis, and aspirated voiceless obstruents, which is currently undergoing change: whereas older speakers rely
more on voice onset time (VOT) to distinguish lenis and aspirated stops, younger speakers rely
more on onset fundamental frequency (f0 ) in the following vowel [1, 7, 8, 12, 14]. This shift
is reflected in correspondingly disparate strategies for enhancing the contrast in clear speech
[5]. In contrast to stops, fricatives in SK show a two-way contrast between “non-fortis” /s/ and
fortis /s*/, the subject of debate due to similarities that /s/ bears both to lenis and to aspirated
stops [2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13]. That is, unlike /s*/, /s/ is CATEGORICALLY AMBIGUOUS.
In the present study, we asked whether the categorical ambiguity of /s/ would play a role
in the (non)participation of fricatives in the SK sound change observed in stops. We addressed
this question through the lens of clear speech production, focusing on three acoustic dimensions of the SK laryngeal contrast (VOT/aspiration, f0 onset, constriction/frication duration),
under the logic (as in [5]) that different representations of a contrast result in different methods of enhancing it. In particular, this study tested the predictions of a REPRESENTATIONAL
VARIATION HYPOTHESIS, which posits that older SK speakers have a traditional (lenis) representation of /s/ whereas younger SK speakers have an innovative (aspirated or lenis-aspirated
hybrid) representation of /s/. This hypothesis predicts older speakers to enhance the /s/-/s*/
contrast via the features that most clearly distinguish lenis from fortis obstruents (i.e., frication duration, f0 onset) and younger speakers to enhance it via the features that most clearly
distinguish aspirated from fortis obstruents (i.e., aspiration).
Native SK speakers (n = 34), representing two generations and both sexes, were recruited
in Seoul to test these predictions. Older talkers (Mage = 57.7 yr) were born before 1977, while
younger talkers (Mage = 22.4 yr) were born after 1990. Talkers produced /s/ and /s*/ in
different wordhood contexts (real, nonce) and speech conditions (plain citation, clear). Target
words included all possible monophthongal vowels and were produced at the beginning of a
frame sentence twice. Acoustic analyses of frication duration, aspiration duration, and f0 onset
were carried out in Praat by a phonetically trained researcher and checked by two others. The
acoustic data were then analyzed statistically using mixed-effects regression (random effects:
Talker, Item; fixed effects: Condition, Fricative, Generation, Sex, Vowel, Wordhood).
Because Wordhood did not show any significant effects, while Vowel and Sex generally
showed expected effects that were not central to the hypothesis, we focus here on the results
related to Condition, Fricative, and Generation (Figure 1). Frication increased across the board
in clear speech, with older and younger talkers both using this cue for contrast enhancement;
thus, there was no third-order (Condition x Fricative x Generation) interaction [F = 0.268, p =
.605]. Aspiration showed a different pattern, wherein younger, but not older, talkers used this
cue for contrast enhancement, leading to a significant third-order interaction [F = 5.366, p =
.021]. The pattern for f0 was the mirror image, with older, but not younger, talkers using this
cue for contrast enhancement, again leading to a third-order interaction [F = 6.904, p = .009].
Overall, these results support the view that older and younger SK speakers have different
representations of the /s/-/s*/ contrast. While older talkers’ pattern of contrast enhancement is
consistent with a lenis representation of /s/, younger talkers’ suggests a lenis-aspirated hybrid
representation. Crucially, younger talkers show no reliance on f0 to enhance the /s/-/s*/
contrast, which differs from their heavy reliance on f0 to enhance stop contrasts. This finding
thus suggests that the increasing role of f0 in the SK laryngeal contrast (“quasi-tonogenesis”)
is, in fact, specific to the stops; the ambiguous fricative contrast is following a different path.
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Figure 1. Outcome measures by speech condition, talker generation, and fricative. Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals of the mean over talkers.
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Variability and multiplicity of cues in the realization of intonation
Stella Gryllia1 Mary Baltazani2 Amalia Arvaniti3
1
University of Leiden 2Oxford University 3University of Kent
Research within the autosegmental-metrical model of intonational phonology assumes that
phonological contrasts in intonation can be determined on the basis of categorial differences in
the scaling and alignment of tonal targets [1]. This approach was previously applied to the
tunes used with wh-questions in Greek [2, 3]. Briefly, these questions are uttered either with
L*+H L-!H%, considered the polite standard and used to seek information, or with L+H* LL% which in addition to the default questioning function can be used to turn a question into an
indirect statement with typically negative connotations [3]. Previous research [3] supports the
predicted categoriality of tonal targets in these two tunes, but based on a small numbers of
speakers and controlled materials.
Here these earlier analyses were tested with a large and variable corpus. Nineteen speakers
of Greek (10F, 9M) took part in a discourse completion task (DCT): they heard and read short
scenarios ending in a wh-question. The DCTs were controlled for CONTEXT: scenarios led to
the wh-questions being used either to request information or to indirectly make a statement, as
shown in (1) and (2). The DCTs were also controlled for politeness, operationalized as POWER
(inferior, equal, superior) and SOLIDARITY (solidary, non-solidary). (Degree of imposition was
not included due to the nature of wh-questions.) There were 10 scenarios and questions per
combination of factors, resulting in 190 tokens per combination (10 * 19 speakers) and a total
of 2280 tokens for the entire study. The questions were comparable in length and structure but,
unlike typical studies of intonation, they were not identical across conditions. Linear mixed
effects models were run in R with CONTEXT, POWER, and SOLIDARITY as fixed effects, speaker
and items as random factors, and a number of dependent variables (see below).
The results confirmed the findings of [2, 3] regarding differences between tunes used in
informational and non-informational contexts: in informational contexts, (a) F0 started lower,
(b) the accentual H (AH) was lower and (c) aligned later, while (d) the scaling of the final
boundary tone was higher. In addition, (e) the accented vowel of the wh-word was shorter and
(f) the final vowel was longer than in non-informational contexts. Finally, the data showed
small but significant effects of solidarity, with non-solidary contexts leading to greater pitch
range and slower speaking rate.
However, the data were also characterized by variability and substantial overlap between
tonal categories (see Figure 1). These characteristics applied to both pooled and individual
speaker data. In order to understand this variability, a logistic regression was run with context
as the dependent variable (as operationalization for tune, based on the statistical results
discussed above), and (a)-(f) above as predictors (with (f) expressed as a nominal variable,
where L% = 0 and !H% = 1). As shown in Fig. 2, with the exception of (b) i.e. accentual H
scaling, all independent variables contributed to predicting the outcome, viz. whether the tune
was L*+H L-!H% or L+H* L-L% (where L*+H L-!H% and L+H* L-L% are construed as
phonological representations each associated with a context).
These results show that the reliability of standard heuristics, namely scaling and alignment
of tonal targets, is over-estimated, and that variability in the realization of intonation should be
expected and taken into consideration during analysis (cf. [4]). Tunes and specific tonal events
within tunes are realized by a constellation of phonetic parameters, some of which are more
reliable than others, but with all contributing towards a specific outcome. Thus, these data argue
against symbolic representations of variability, since variability is gradient, and in favour of
abstract phonological representations coupled with probabilistic models of realization that
incorporate information not only about F0 but also about duration (and quite possibly additional
parameters, such as amplitude and voice quality).
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(1)

You return home from school hungry. You want to eat but only if dinner will be ready
within half an hour, as you are going to the pool for swim practice and you don’t want
to feel full. You see your mother boiling pasta and you ask:
[ˈpote θa ˈine ˈetimi (i) makaɾoˈnaða]
When will the pasta be ready?

(2)

Whenever your dad does the grocery shopping, he gets very stingy and does not buy
enough of anything. One day when you have a lot of friends over you run out of milk
although you had warned your dad about running low. When a friend asks you for a
double cappuccino, you tell your dad:
[meˈti na tu ˈftçakso ˈtoɾa toŋ gapuˈtsino]
What will I make him a cappuccino with now?

Figure 2. Plot of probability curves of
all predictors in logistic regression;
each curve indicates the probability that
the event (non-informational context)
occurs for each value of the predictor.

Figure 1. Density plots with means for
Accentual H alignment (distance of
accentual f0 peak from the wh-word
stressed vowel onset) in the
informational and non-informational
contexts (late vs. early mean).
respectively).

[1] Ladd, D. R. 2008. Intonational Phonology. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
[2] Arvaniti, A. & Ladd, D.R. 2009. Greek wh-questions and the phonology of intonation.
Phonology 26: 43-74.
[3] Arvaniti, A., Baltazani, M. & Gryllia, S. 2014. The pragmatic interpretation of intonation
in Greek wh-questions. Proceedings of Speech Prosody 7, Dublin 20-23/05/2014.
[4] Arvaniti, A. 2016. Analytical decisions in intonation research and the role of
representations: Lessons from Romani. Laboratory Phonology: Journal of the Association
for Laboratory Phonology 7(1), 6. DOI: http://doi.org/10.5334/labphon.14.
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Dialectal variation in morphophonetics
Jennifer Hay , Sarah Hawkins2, Robert Fromont1, Rachel Smith3, Jane Stuart-Smith3
Univ. Canterbury, New Zealand; Univ. Cambridge, UK; Univ. Glasgow, UK
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There is increasing evidence that morphological differences in phonemically-identical
word parts are reflected in their phonetic realisation [1]. Prefixes are of particular interest
because, if they are identifiable in or close to real time, they could focus attention onto a
small cohort of possible words, facilitating comprehension in real time. They can also affect
speech rhythm. In SSBE, syllable 1 of words beginning dis- and mis- are systematically
pronounced in different ways depending on whether they are prefixes, e.g. discolour, or not,
e.g. discover [2]. These differences are sufficiently salient for listeners to predict the prefix
status of a word [3]. Studies [2] and [3] both used carefully-chosen word pairs that clearly
contrast in prefix status, and presented them in highly-controlled prosodic contexts. But we
do not know to what extent a distinction is maintained across all such words, and across the
contexts typical of conversational speech; nor whether all varieties of English make the
distinction in the same way, nor to what extent the multiple phonetic properties underpinning
the prefix-nonprefix distinction are affected by word frequency rather than prefix status.
We examined polysyllabic words beginning dis- or mis- (excluding those bearing primary
stress e.g. discus) in corpora of 8 varieties of English: standard New Zealand English (NZE:
ONZE, Quakebox); Maori-identified speakers of NZE (MAONZE); vernacular & standard
Glasgow (Sounds of the City); Liverpool, Skelmersdale and St Helens (OLIVE); and USA
(Buckeye). 1140 words were measured (719 unprefixed); 199 word types from 509 speakers.
Measures were: segment durations, ratios of segment durations, F1 and F2 frequencies in
vowels, spectral moments of /s/, word frequency, and length in syllables. Principal
Components (PC) Analysis (acoustic measures z-scored within Corpus and Gender), revealed
3 PCs. PC1 is durational; PC2 /s/ spectral properties; PC3 vowel quality (F2-F1). Word
frequency did not contribute. LMER models fit to each Component tested for effects of
Corpus x Prefixedness, using two types of analysis: a binary code (prefix vs non-prefix), and
a gradient measure derived from native-speaker ratings of how ‘prefixed’ each word sounds.
(These ratings showed 2 distinct categories, each broad enough and with enough intermediate
judgments to merit further analyses in terms of both binary and gradient classifications.) The
results showed that PC1 (duration), is a robust and stable predictor, consistent across corpora,
which reflects the difference between prefixed and non-prefixed categories, as well as
gradience within them. Association of PCs 2 and 3 with prefixedness varies across corpora,
but both show association with prefixedness, usually in a way that reflects gradient category
membership. Analyses within each corpus reveal sociolinguistic variation. For example,
males and females use the acoustic properties differently within several corpora.
In sum, this corpus work confirms that Smith et al.’s claims about phonetic distinctiveness
of English prefixed and non-prefixed forms generalise well to conversational speech. Further,
native intuitions about morphological gradience are also reflected in the phonetics, and while
all the dialects mark the morphology, they rely on different cues to different degrees.
[1] Plag, I., & ben Hedia, S. (2018). The phonetics of newly derived words: Testing the effect
of morphological segmentability on affix duration. In Arndt-Lappe, S., Braun, A., Moulin,
C., & Winter-Froemel, E. (Eds.) Expanding the Lexicon. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter.
[2] Smith, R., Baker, R., & Hawkins, S. (2012). Phonetic detail that distinguishes prefixed
from pseudo-prefixed words. Journal of Phonetics 40, 689-705.
[3] Hawkins, S. (2011). Does phonetic detail guide situation-specific speech recognition?
Proceedings of the 17th International Congress of Phonetic Sciences. Hong Kong:
http://www.icphs2011.hk/ICPHS_CongressProceedings.htm.
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The effect of discourse on polar question markers in American English and
Majorcan Catalan
Meghan Armstrong-Abrami and Maria del Mar Vanrell
University of Massachusetts-Amherst and Universitat de les Illes Balears
Intonational rises in American English (AmEng) can be used in different discourse contexts.
In (1) Sue asserts new information (her name/that she has an appointment). Even though rises
are known to mark questions, Sue is not questioning whether or not she has an appointment,
but rather implicates additional information through the rise such as Am I in the right place or
Is he expecting me ([1]). Thus it is not the propositional content that is questioned, but rather
other information. Declarative rises are common in narratives in English as well, in which
case they may be used to “check in” with an interlocutor to make sure they are following or
understanding what is being said ([2], [3]), as in (2). Here the rise may convey possible
implicit questions such as Are you following what I’m saying?or Do you know what I mean?
Rises can also mark syntactically declarative utterances as questions, as in (3). Here B’s
response will convey to A that this is the first time B is hearing that Maria is married (which
can be inferred from A’s assertion) ([2]). Contrary to (1) and (2), the “questioning” in (3)
relates to the propositional content, and is not implicit. In this paper we argue that since the
rise is intimately associated with question marking in AmEng, it can be exploited in other
contexts to convey “questioning”. AmEng is compared with Majorcan Catalan (MajCat), a
language variety that marks polar questions through an utterance-final fall rather than a rise.
The L* H-H% nuclear configuration is the unmarked, most frequent question contour
in AmEng ([4]). It is the tune choice for syntactically marked questions ([5]) but can be used
for declarative questions as in (3). On the other hand, ¡H+L* L% is the unmarked tune for
polar questions in MajCat ([6]). The goal of this paper was to show that these intonational
polar question markers (PQMs) take on different pragmatic meanings depending on discourse
context and information structure (i.e., new vs. old information), but that these contextdependent meanings preserve the notion of “questioning” in some way. A perceptual
experiment was designed to tap into two aspects of meaning for the context types shown
below in (1)-(3): a sentence type categorization task to determine whether listeners would
categorize utterances with PQMs as Asking or Telling and an intention identification task to
investigate whether the presence of a PQM would allow listeners to make pragmatic
inferences beyond the propositional content. We included two types of “New Information”
contexts (NI1 and NI2), where the speaker’s utterance constituted discourse-new information
(4) and (5), and a third context type where the speaker repeated information that was either
explicitly stated or inferred in the preceding turn (Repeat Information (RI) context in (6)).
There were four unique segmental strings in the stimuli, recorded in AmEng with L* H-H%
and ¡H+L*L% in MajCat. Each string was heard with all three of the possible contexts. There
were 24 test items.
Sentence type categorization results (Fig. 1, left panel) show clear effects of context for
the interpretation of utterances produced with PQMs. Since PQMs by nature mark questions,
we expected that they would typically be associated with questionhood, or Asking. The only
context that favored Asking responses was the RI context, as predicted. For intention
identification, both AmEng and MajCat listeners were shown to infer information beyond
sentence type marking for utterances produced with PQMs (Fig. 1, right panel), and this
inferred information differed depending on discourse context. The phenomenon of rising
declaratives has often been referred to as “uptalk” and has been associated with the rising
nature of an utterance’s melody. However, our results suggest this phenomenon is not
inherently linked to the rise itself, given the results for MajCat. Rather, it is the meaning
[+question] associated with these intonational forms that gives rise to an implicature.
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(1)

Sue arrives at the dentist’s office and says to the receptionist, Hi, I’m Susan King
[+rise] I have an appointment with Dr. Brooks [+rise].

(2)

I was rushing that day because I had to get to a doctors’ appointment [+rise] and I
ended up forgetting to lock the door.

(3)

A: Maria’s husband was at the party.
B: Maria’s married?

(4)

Krista received a note on her door that there is a package waiting for her at the
concierge. She approaches the concierge desk and says: Hi I’m Krista Stephenson,
I’m picking up a package. (NI1)

(5)

Krista is talking to her mom: So I need to run to FedEx this afternoon because I’m
picking up a package so I can just call you when I'm done with that. (NI2)

(6)

Krista’s boss asks her if she can stop at Starbucks on her way to pick up the
package. Krista responds: I’m picking up a package. (RI)

Figure 1. % Asking vs. Telling responses for AmEng and MajCat by context type (left
panel) and distribution (%) of most frequently chosen intention types by Language and
Context (right panel).
[1] Pierrehumbert, J., & Hirschberg, J. 1990. The meaning of intonational contours in
discourse. In Cohen, P., Morgan, J., & Pollack, M. (Eds.), Intentions in communication.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 271-311.
[2] Guy, G., Horvath, B., Vonwiller, J.,Daisley, E., & Rogers, I. 1986. An intonational
change in Australian English. Language in Society,15 (1), 23-51.
[3] Armstrong, M., Piccinini, P., & Ritchart, A. 2015. The phonetics and distribution of nonquestion rises in two varieties of American English. In Proceedings of the 18th
International Congress of Phonetic Sciences. August 10-14, Glasgow, Scotland, paper
number 0927.
[4] Beckman, M.E., Hirschberg, J., & Shattuck-Hufnagel, S- 2005. The original ToBI system
and the evolution of the ToBI framework. In Jun, S-A. (Ed.), Prosodic Typology: The
Phonology of Intonation and Phrasing. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 9-54.
[5] Safarova, M., & Swerts, M. On the recognition of declarative questions in English. In
Proceedigns of Speech Prosody 2004, March 23-26, Nara, Japan.
[6] Vanrell, M.M. 2011. The role of scaling in the intonational grammar of Catalan.
Barcelona: Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. Doctoral dissertation.
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Variation of acoustic correlates of stress and other aspects of rhythm in Canadian
French varieties
Svetlana Kaminskaïa
University of Waterloo, ON, Canada
Series of recent studies focused on prosody of Canadian French dialects [1-6]. Findings that
were reported in the analyses of Ontario French varieties suggest that, while sharing phonology
with the parent Quebec variety, they show some differences that are due to the contact with
English and to geographical distance from Quebec. However, unlike the analyses of intonation
[3, 7, 8], studies focusing on prosodic rhythm and using rhythm metrics did not demonstrate
the effect of language contact and minority status [4-6, 9]. Moreover, not only they did not
observe in Ontario French a more stress timed pattern proper to the dominant English language,
they found that data from French spoken in minority settings had an even more syllable time
pattern that is proper to the French language. Rhythm metrics used in these studies are not able
to explain these unexpected results, therefore, in order to better understand them and to explore
other possible sources of prosodic variation and of the effect of linguistic contact, we are
undertaking here a comparative analysis of Ontario and Quebec spontaneous data. Recordings
from 20 speakers of the Phonologie du français contemporain corpus [10] are used in order to
examine the following phonetic and phonological aspects of rhythm: syllabic typology, length
and duration of the accentual phrase, syllable duration ratios within it, and vowel intensity.
The results suggest that both varieties have not only identical syllabic typology but the
distribution of syllabic structures is almost the same. Also, ratios of syllabic durations also
show a pattern that is similar between the two compared varieties but at the same time different
from standard French [11]. More specifically, unstressed vowels appear longer in Canadian
French than in standard French. This confirms earlier findings by [12] and [13] and explains
the results based on the application of rhythm metrics that were based on durational values.
The longer duration of the unstressed syllables in the two datasets happens at the expense
of the duration of the final syllable, which brings us to the question whether other acoustic
correlates become more important here [14], and whether the nature of final stress in Canadian
French is changing. More precisely, we are wondering if the Ontarian variety in the situation
of intense contact with English will demonstrate a more important role of intensity in the mise
en relief of the stressed syllable. In fact, based on rhythm metrics, [1] in their analysis of
Acadian French spoken in the province of New Brunswick in Canada demonstrated that
intensity may be more important for the discrimination of varieties of French in contact. In our
analysis, after applying normalization by z-score, we found that intensity appears an important
acoustic correlate of both primary and secondary stress in French spoken in a minority setting
in Ontario. Results for the Quebec dataset, on the other hand, follow the traditional description
of European French where acoustic correlates of the stress are duration and melody [15, 16,
among others]. A further study will be necessary to understand the importance of different
acoustic correlates for the perception of stress in Canadian French varieties.
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Figure 1. Syllable duration ratios with respect to the final syllable.
Table 1. Syllable duration ratios (%) with respect to the duration of the stress group.
Quebec
Ontario
Standard French [23: 166]

4th syll
20,4
17,9
14,5

3rd syll
22,1
21,3
19,2
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Penultimate
23,5
22,8
20,8

Final syll
34,6
34,0
45,5

Perception of Thai tones in context
Amber B. Camp and Amy J. Schafer
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa
Introduction: Lexical tone is an inseparable part of the meaning of a tonal word; F0
contours differentiate lexical items in tonal languages [1]. Although tonal words typically
appear in a sentential context in natural speech, there has been little investigation of how
intonationally-induced variation influences the perception and recognition of tonal words.
Tone perception has been argued to vary by F0 contour, with studies finding that: level tones
in Thai are not perceived categorically [2]; Mandarin tones are perceived categorically when
the continuum includes a contour tone [3]; and Cantonese tones are perceived categorically
both in isolation and within extrinsic sentence contexts [4]. The current study used
identification and discrimination tasks to test the effect of sentence-medial versus -final
intonation on the perception of lexical tones in Thai. We asked whether native listeners would
exhibit categorical perception when Thai tones were tested in a sentential context, and whether
perception would shift between intonational environments as a result of intonational influence.
Previous research [5] and pilot data verify that the acoustic realization of a lexical tone
word in Thai is influenced by sentence-level intonation. For example, F0 analyses show that
the contour of a phonologically high tone changes shape to appear more like a phonologically
falling tone when overlaid with a low boundary tone in sentence-final position. If listeners fail
to compensate for the boundary tone, this could increase their tendency to perceive the
phonologically high tone as a falling tone in sentence-final position, resulting in a shift in
categorization along a continuum between high and falling lexical tones, for final versus medial
contexts. Alternatively, if listeners do compensate for the F0 effect of a boundary tone, they
might maintain similar divides in categorization for each context.
Method: A native Thai speaker produced four sentences that crossed a minimal pair of
tonal words (high and falling tone) with sentence contexts (medial vs. final position of target
word; see examples (1) and (2)). Natural target words were extracted from the sentences and
manipulated into two continua, one for each context, each made up of nine linear steps of F0
contour, with intensity and duration averaged and equated, and the high- and falling-tone words
as endpoints [6, 7, 8]. Tokens from the continua were then spliced into their corresponding
sentence contexts, using a single token for the matching pre-target region. 18 adult native Thai
speakers completed identification and discrimination tasks, in counterbalanced order. In the
identification task, participants heard 54 trials (9 steps ´ 2 contexts ´ 3 repetitions) of fullsentence stimuli in random order, and selected an image that corresponded to the target word
they perceived. The discrimination task employed a one-interval ABX design of 128
randomized trials (8 step pairs ´ 4 ABX orders ´ 2 contexts ´ 2 blocks), with a 500ms ISI,
measured between the offset and onset of sentences. Because of the inherent difference in
duration of the sentences, this resulted in an interval of 3,114ms between targets in the
sentence-medial context and 2,152ms in the sentence-final context.
Results: Results from both tasks show categorical perception (Fig2). Logistic mixedeffects models revealed significant effects of context: more steps were identified as falling tone
when the target occurred in sentence-final position than in sentence-medial position (p<.001),
and the discrimination peak shifted correspondingly (p<.001). This suggests that Thai listeners
may fail to compensate for sentence-level intonation, potentially leading to (temporary)
miscategorization when a low boundary tone influences the F0 contour of a word. Work in
progress uses eyetracking to investigate the incremental use of tonal and intonational
information in this word recognition process, and examines the natural variation in tonal
production across F0 contexts in a large sample of naïve native speakers.
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(1) Medial context
prod leuk
phab khong (target; lɔː-high, lɔː-fall) hai
low
fall
fall
rise
fall
‘Select the image of the (target; wheel, mule) for me’

chan
rise

(2) Final context
prod leuk
phab khong (target; lɔː-high, lɔː-fall)
low
fall
fall
rise
‘Select the image of the (target; wheel, mule)’
Example 1. Sentence contexts (and target words)

Figure 1. Stimuli used in both tasks, showing nine-step continua embedded into sentence contexts:
sentence-medial (left) and sentence-final (right).
glmer(Resp ~ StpC * CtxtC + (1| Subj)

glmer(Acc ~ (sp1+sp2)*CtxtC + (sp1+sp2+CtxtC| Subj)

Figure 2. Results from identification task (left) and discrimination task (right), showing shift in
categorical boundary between sentence contexts, annotated with model formulas. SP1 & SP2 in the
ABX model are orthogonal polynomials for StepPair.
[1] Gandour, J. T. (1978). The perception of tone. Tone: A linguistic survey, 41-76. [2] Abramson, A. S. (1979).
The noncategorical perception of tone categories in Thai. In B. Lindblom & S. Öhman (Eds.), Frontiers of
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change. In S. R. Harnad, H. D. Steklis, & J. Lancaster (Eds.), Origins and evolution of language and speech
(Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, Vol. 280, pp. 61-72). New York: New York Academy of
Sciences. [4] Francis, A. L., Ciocca, V. C., & Ng, B. K. C. (2003). On the (non)categorical perception of lexical
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& Best, C. T. (2004). Identification and discrimination of Mandarin Chinese tones by Mandarin Chinese vs.
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The historical development of domain-initial denasalisation in Seoul Korean
Kayeon Yoo
Phonetics Laboratory, University of Cambridge
Domain-initial nasal consonants /m n/ in Korean are liable to lose some or all of their
nasality when at the start of accentual phrases or higher prosodic domains [1, 2, 3]. More recent
studies show that such denasalised nasals may also be realised with no voicing and/or with
short aspiration [4, 5]. The literature on this subject is relatively scarce and inconsistent. Views
diverge on whether initial nasals may undergo complete denasalisation [4, 5 and 1, 2, 3] and
whether there is a correlation between the height of the highest relevant prosodic domain and
the degree of denasalisation [3, 4 and 5]. The latter has implications for the relationship
between Korean denasalisation and the larger phenomenon of domain-initial strengthening
(DIS). DIS refers to the phonetic process in which initial segments show articulatory
enhancement as a function of the height of their prosodic position. For example, /n/ is reported
to be realised with progressively greater linguopalatal contact and generally lower nasal energy
in word-initial, accentual-phrase-initial(AI), and intonational-phrase-initial(II) position [3, 6].
This study tests the speculation that part of the inconsistencies in the literature may be due
to the relatively recent emergence of plosive-like realisation of initial nasals. It conducts an
investigation of the phonetic variation of initial nasals in Seoul Korean over a 50-year period
in apparent time. In the corpus of read speech created by the National Institute of the Korean
Language, a total of 32 speakers (birth year ranging from 1932 to 1982) were chosen to
represent three age groups with a balanced number of males and females in each group. There
are 15-20 year differences between each group’s mean age. Of 930 sentences recorded by each
speaker, 145 sentences containing one or more initial nasals were chosen for the current study,
such that a balanced number of /m/s and /n/s, followed by a range of different vowels, could
be obtained. This gave a total of 5840 tokens for the analysis which proceeded as below.
First, the prosodic position of each token of initial nasals were determined based on the
criteria for prosodic coding in Korean given in [7, 3]. Then, each nasal was classified into five
categories of realisation [4]: (1) Sonorant nasals [N], (2) Partially denasalised nasals [ND], (3)
(Pre-)voiced non-nasals [D], (4) Voiceless non-nasals [T], and (5) Voiceless non-nasals with
aspiration (of more than 10ms) [Th] (Figure 1). Manual categorisation was considered the best
method, due to the difficulty of finding a reliable quantitative measure to cover the entire range
of phonetic variation. The author made judgements through auditory and acoustic examination,
and ambiguous cases (138 tokens, 2.4%) were additionally judged by a second trained
phonetician, who is not a native speaker of Korean. The two agreed in the vast majority of
cases, and disagreements were never more than one category apart. In addition to age (younger,
middle, older) and prosodic position (AI, II, utterance-initial(UI)), the effects of following
vowel (high front, high back, mid front, mid back, low), presence of a preceding nasal (absent,
preceding nasal coda, preceding NV syllable), and the nasal’s place of articulation (/m/, /n/)
were examined (See [5] for potential factors influencing denasalisation).
The results indeed suggest rapid advancement of denasalisation (Figure 2). Multinomial
logistic regression (using the nnet package in R) showed significant main effects of all five
factors (p<0.001). Importantly, the ratios of the probability of Categories 3, 4 & 5 over the
probability of Category 1 in the younger group were 6.51, 26.0, 47.0 times those in the older
group, respectively, ceteris paribus. The ratios of the probability of Cateogories 4 & 5 over
Category 1 in the middle group were 2.80 and 2.78 times those in the older group. This is
interpreted to mean that the frequency of non-nasal realisation of nasal consonants compared
to that of sonorant nasal realisation has rapidly increased over the recent 50 year period. The
presentation will discuss the results of the full analysis.
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Figure 1. Waveforms and spectrograms exemplifying realisations of utterance-initial /n/ at two
extremes: as a sonorant [n] in (a), and as a voiceless aspirated non-nasal [th] in (b).
(a)
(b)

Figure 2. Phonetic realisation of nasal phonemes in initial position of the Accentual Phrase,
Intonational Phrase and Utterance by three age groups

[1] Umeda, H. 1957. The phonemic system of Modern Korean. 言 語 研 究 [Linguistic
Research] 32, 60–82.
[2] Yoshida, K. 2014. Phonetic implementation of Korean denasalization and its variation
related to prosody. IULC Working Papers, 8(1).
[3] Cho, T., & Keating, P. A. 2001. Articulatory and acoustic studies on domain-initial
strengthening in Korean. Journal of Phonetics, 29(2), 155–190.
[4] Yoo, K. 2015. Domain-initial denasalisation in Busan Korean: a cross-generational case
study. In Proceedings of the 18th ICPhS. Glasgow, Scotland.
[5] Kim, Y.-S. 2011. An acoustic, aerodynamic and perceptual investigation of word-initial
denasalization in Korean (Doctoral dissertation). University College London.
[6] Fougeron, C. 2001. Articulatory properties of initial segments in several prosodic
constituents in French. Journal of Phonetics, 29(2), 109–135.
[7] Beckman, M., & Jun, S.-A. 1996. K-ToBI (Korean ToBI) labeling conventions. Ohio State
University & UCLA.
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On the tonal pattern of the Accentual Phrase – the case of IP internal constituents in
Lifou French
Catalina Torres Orjuela
University of Melbourne, ARC Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language
This study focuses on the tonal pattern of the Accentual Phrase (AP) of Lifou French (LF),
an unstudied variety spoken by bilinguals of French and Drehu, in New Caledonia. Drehu is
an Oceanic language that has been impressionistically described as having lexical
prominence marking (Tryon 1968). Contrary to previous studies on contact varieties (Bordal
2012, Avanzi et al. 2012), results show that the tonal pattern of the AP of LF bilingual
speakers is the same as that of Standard French. Furthermore, data show evidence supporting
the existence of an intermediate phrase (ip), a controversial higher level in the French
prosodic hierarchy.
The Accentual Phrase (AP) represents the lowest tonally marked prosodic constituent in
French. Its intonation is characterized by a rise in fundamental frequency on the last syllable
of a phrase that is not utterance final, with an optional early rise occurring before the late rise,
described as /LHiLH*/ (Jun & Fougeron 2002). Studies on contact varieties of French with
L1 Sango or L1 Swiss-German (Bordal 2012, Avanzi et al. 2012) suggest that in these
varieties the speech flow is segmented in chunks similar to words, implying thus a
modification of the L2 French prosodic hierarchy. Within the autosegmental metrical
approach, the occurrence of the ip as a higher prosodic level after the AP has been debated.
There have been accounts disproving it (Post 2000) against others arguing for it (Jun &
Fougeron 2000, Michelas & D’Imperio 2012 and D’Imperio & Michelas 2014).
Recordings of five female speakers (aged 29-47) were made during a pilot study in Lifou.
Speakers acquired both languages during early childhood (starting with either language no
later than at 6 years), and reported using both regularly. Elicitation materials (taken from
Welby 2003) consist of 17 word tokens, counting 2, 3 or 4 syllables, preceded by one or two
function words, in sentence initial and medial positions. For phrase initial tokens the initial
and final L (L1, L2) as well as the two H tones (H1, H2) were manually marked. In sentence
medial position, the H* of the preceding AP (pH) was additionally marked.
Results show the realization of the tonal pattern /LHiLH*/ is maintained. In sentence
initial position the L1 tone is aligned with the first and second function words. In accordance
with Welby (2006) the factor number of syllables appears as the best predictor for the early
optional rise H1. This tone is more frequently realized on token words counting four, rather
than two syllables. It was observed that in some cases after NPs speakers introduce a pause
which is accompanied by a lowering of the L tone and a rise of fundamental frequency at the
H. Measurements at the right edge of the constituents confirm that token words followed by a
pause show a significantly wider pitch span than those not followed by a pause in sentence
initial (χ2(1)=21.1, p<0.0001) and sentence medial position (χ2(1)=21.1, p=0.013) (see Figure
1). The rise of F0 is in line with the by D’Imperio and Michelas (2014) proposed H- tone
marking the ip boundary.
This study emphasizes the importance of implementing laboratory phonological methods
in the field. Contrary to other studies of regional varieties of French in contact situations, it
was established that bilingual LF shares the phonological tonal structure of the AP with
Standard French. Additionally, further evidence in favour of the intermediate phrase in
French was found. Future research will examine the realization of IP internal boundaries in
spontaneous speech of LF and the tonal structure of Drehu.
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Figure 1. Differences in span of fundamental frequency at two prosodic levels : the AP and
the ip in Lifou French. Positions : (si) sentence initial, (sm) sentence medial, (siP) sentence
initial with following pause, and (smP) sentence medial with following pause.
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The Nature of Variation in the Tone Sandhi Patterns of Wuxi Wu
Hanbo Yan1, Jie Zhang2
1
Shanghai International Studies University
2
University of Kansas
A long line of work has shown that phonological variation is conditioned by both
grammatical factors such as the morphosyntactic structure of the unit and usage factors such
as word frequency (e.g., Guy, 1991; Bybee, 2000; Phillips, 2006; Coetzee & Kawahara,
2012). These findings extend to suprasegmental processes like tone sandhi. Yan and Zhang
(2016a), for example, found that the variation pattern in the phonologically transparent tonal
spreading sandhi in Shanghai Wu is influenced by both syntactic structure and frequency.
Modifier-noun ([M N]) items prefer the spreading sandhi more than verb-noun ([V N]) items;
the frequency effect, interestingly, interacts with structure: it correlates positively with tone
sandhi preference for [M N], but negatively for [V N]. Yan and Zhang attributed the structure
effect to a wordhood difference between [M N] and [V N] (Duanmu, 2007) — words prefer
sandhi more than phrases; the negative structure-frequency correlation for [V N] was
attributed to the higher likelihood of regularization for lower frequency items in a phrasal
paradigm (Bybee, 2000) as the sandhi form can be considered as the regular form due to the
wider contexts and higher rates of its application. An interesting extension of the work would
be to investigate how these factors influence the variation of phonologically opaque sandhi
patterns. We make this attempt here with a study of tone sandhi in Wuxi Wu.
Wuxi disyllables can apply a “tonal substitution” sandhi variably (Xu, 2007). Some items
undergo this substitution obligatorily, whereby the base tone of the first syllable is substituted
by another tone, and then the substituted tone spreads onto the entire disyllable (e.g., /tɐ323/
“to fall” + /mɛ13/ “mold” ® [tɐ44 mɛ55] “bad luck”). Some items undergo this sandhi
variably. For example, /voʔ13/ “to take” + /doʔ13/ “poison” can be realized with either tonal
substitution ([voʔ33 doʔ55]) or no sandhi ([voʔ13 doʔ13]). The spreading aspect of Wuxi
tone sandhi is similar to Shanghai; but the substitution aspect involves a circular chain shift,
which is unproductive when wug-tested (Yan & Zhang, 2016b). In this paper, we report a
goodness rating experiment with 71 native Wuxi speakers, in which they rated the goodness
of two auditorily presented variant forms of lexical items, and a frequency rating experiment
of these items from these speakers to shed light on the nature of Wuxi tone sandhi variation.
The hypotheses were that, (a) similar to Shanghai, [M N] items prefer to undergo sandhi
more than [V N]; and (b) different from Shanghai, high-frequency items prefer tonal
substitution more than low-frequency ones regardless of syntactic structure. Hypothesis (b),
in particular, is based on the opacity difference between the sandhi patterns in the two
dialects and their productivity behaviors (Yan & Zhang, 2016b). To examine the preference
for tonal substitution for each item, the rating for the no sandhi form was subtracted from that
for the sandhi form for each subject and then averaged across subjects to derive the variable
of sandhi preference. A multiple linear regression was run with sandhi preference as the
dependent variable and syntactic structure and subjective frequency ratings as predictors.
Our results support both hypotheses, as shown in Figure 1: [M N] items prefer to apply
tonal substitution more than [V N] items, and frequency has a positive effect on the sandhi
preference for both [M N] and [V N] items. Our interpretation of the different frequency
effect between Shanghai and Wuxi is that it stems from the opacity (Kiparsky, 1973)
difference, and consequently, productivity difference in the sandhi patterns between the two
dialects. The transparent pattern in Shanghai is productive and hence derivable from a
computational mechanism. Therefore, [V N] items are unambiguously phrasal and the
paradigmatic correspondence between the tone on the verb in the [V N] item and the tone of
the verb syllable used elsewhere matters. The substitution aspect of Wuxi tone sandhi, on the
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other hand, is unproductive due to its opacity. Therefore, items that undergo substitution need
to have lexically listed sandhi tones, even for the morphosyntactically phrasal [V N]. This
causes [V N] to have word-like properties and behave like [M N] in its frequency effect.

Figure 1. The distribution of sandhi preference of Wuxi disyllables with syntactic structure
and lexical frequency ratings as predictors.
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Multidimensional tonal realization and prosodic variation in Choguita Rarámuri
(Tarahumara)
Gabriela Caballero, Marc Garellek
University of California, San Diego
Lexical tone contrasts are thought to be phonetically realized primarily through changes in
pitch, which in turn are subject to phonetic enhancement: changes in fundamental frequency
(f0) range and scaling are common in strong phrasal positions and in focus contexts (Xu
1999, Pan 2007). Yet it is also well known that other acoustic parameters, such as duration
and voice quality, can increase tonal dispersion independently of how these parameters
influence the perception of pitch (Kuang 2013, 2017, Yu 2017). What is still less clear,
however, is whether these additional parameters are subject to the same kind of prosodic
variation seen for f0. That is, aside from their possible function as increasing tonal dispersion
in general, do speakers also use other phonetic parameters to enhance tones in specific
prosodic positions? In this study, we hypothesize that, if a tone system makes use of
additional phonetic dimensions, these should also vary prosodically. We find evidence for
this hypothesis through examination of the phonetic implementation of tonal contrasts in
Choguita Rarámuri (CR; Tarahumara), a language that features both stress and tonal
contrasts, where tonal categories are realized by a variety of acoustic dimensions that exhibit
both prosodic position-dependent variation, as well as speaker-dependent variation.
CR is a Uto-Aztecan language of Northern Mexico that has a three-way tonal contrast
between a falling (HL), high (H) and low (L) tones exclusively realized in stressed syllables.
Falling tones have a high target on the stressed syllable and the fall may continue through a
post-tonic syllable, if any. Stress and tone are not only phonologically independent systems,
but are also acoustically distinct; duration and intensity are correlates of stress, whereas f0 is
the primary correlate of tone (Caballero & Carroll 2015). We recorded four speakers (two
female, two male) of CR in Chihuahua, Mexico. Speakers read sentences where the target
tone-bearing word occurred either phrase-medially or phrase-finally in a declarative sentence.
Target words could bear one of the three possible tones on the stressed vowel. The words
were balanced for several phonological features (including preceding and following
consonants). The stressed vowels were segmented and analyzed for several acoustic
parameters including f0, spectral tilt measures like H1*–H2*, noise measures like harmonicsto-noise ratio (HNR) in various frequency bands, and duration. We used classification and
regression trees to classify the tones based on the acoustic parameters.
The results indicate that, in phrase-medial position, the high and falling tones are not
significantly different from one another on any measure, presumably because the post-tonic
syllable bears the low target of that tone. However, in phrase-final position, the tones are best
differentiated by f0 and duration for three of the four speakers (see Figure 1a-c). Among
these three speakers, duration can be a more robust correlate of the tone contrast than f0. For
the fourth speaker (Figure 1d), tones in phrase-final position are somewhat differentiated by
duration, but f0 is not a reliable correlate (especially phrase-medially). Instead, HNR helps
differentiate the tones from one another. These results indicate that tone realization in CR
involves not just changes in pitch, but also in duration and voice quality, confirming that the
language’s tonal contrast is inherently multidimensional in its realization, and not necessarily
pitch-dependent for all speakers of a language. Moreover, phrase-final tones show tonal
enhancement via expanded ranges in duration (in particular for the low tones, see Figure 1),
more so than in f0. This suggests that parameters unrelated to pitch, such as duration, can be
utilized for purposes of tonal enhancement in the language. Crucially, tonal dispersion is not
only increased across the board, but these parameters may also contribute to the prosodic
strengthening of tonal contrasts in specific phrasal positions.
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Figure 1. Summary f0 (x-axis) vs. duration (y-axis) measurements for the three tones.
Measurements were calculated by averaging over the tonic vowel. Ellipses are drawn around
the center 50% of points for each category. Phrase-medially, H and HL tones are poorly
differentiated because the fall of the HL appears on the post-tonic vowel. Speaker SFH
(bottom right) shows poor differentiation of all phrase-medial tones along these two
measures because HNR is a more important correlate (see text). All speakers show expanded
duration ranges phrase-finally compared with phrase-medially; f0 expansion is only weakly
attested for some speakers.
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The Phonetics and Phonology of Focus Marking – an Integrated Perspective
Simon Ritter & Doris Mücke
IfL Phonetik, University of Cologne
Intonational and articulatory variation is used to mark focus in German (e.g. [1], [2], [3],
[5]). However, recent studies have shown that speakers do not simply mark focussed vs. nonfocussed by using the presence or absence of a pitch accent and its articulatory concomitants.
Rather, different focus types are directly expressed by phonological and phonetic variation.
The present study is concerned with how these categorical and continuous aspects work
together and how they can be integrated into a theoretical model of prosodic prominence.
The results of [4] indicate that some speakers of German use different pitch accent
categories to distinguish focus types while others use more subtle, phonetic variations.
Continuous measures like alignment of the peak, tonal onglide and pitch target height, reveal
that all speakers’ pitch accents pattern in a similar direction: Going from broad through
narrow to contrastive focus, peaks are aligned later, and onglides and target heights are
higher. The study of [5] on the same corpus presents another interesting finding: The
differences in the articulatory modification of the vowel’s opening gesture between
unaccented (target word in background) and accented (target word in broad focus) are rather
weak compared to the differences found within the group of focus types that receive a pitch
accent. Going from broad through narrow to contrastive focus, articulatory movements
become larger, longer and faster. Both studies give first insights into how speakers of German
use prosodic prominence: A simple binary distinction with focussed-accented on the one
hand and background-unaccented on the other hand cannot be found. Focus types are
encoded directly with continuous parameters increasing gradually in intonation and
articulation. While categorical variations of the intonation cannot be attested for all speakers,
the general pattern of continuous modification seems to be invariant.
To investigate this phenomenon in more detail we recorded 27 speakers with
electromagnetic articulography (EMA) involving an interactive speech-robot scenario in a
game-like environment. Thus, both intonational and articulatory patterns can be analysed
yielding a better understanding of how speakers express meaning with prosody. The large
EMA data set (27 speakers x 20 target words x 4 focus conditions = 2160 tokens) makes it
possible to model prosodic variation within and across speakers in terms of attractor
landscapes. First analyses of the intonational patterns are shown in fig. 1 using tonal onglide
as a continuous measure, i.e. the magnitude of the f0 movement to the tonal target in the
accented syllable: While speaker 1 uses falling and rising accents, speaker 2 only uses rising
accents. However, the direction of the modification is identical for both speakers with broad
focus having smaller onglides than narrow focus and narrow focus having smaller onglides
than contrastive focus. Fig. 2 shows articulatory data for one speaker’s productions of the
target syllable /ba:/. While background and broad focus are produced in a similar way, the lip
aperture for the vowel increases from broad through narrow to contrastive focus.
As can be seen in these first results, prosodic prominence involves categorical and
continuous variation. In order to develop an integrated theoretical model of how phonetic and
phonological variance interact, the concept of the attractor landscape is adopted from
dynamical systems theory that make categorical changes understandable as the result of
scaling a continuous parameter ([6], [7]): A small change in a continuous variable can lead to
a great shift in the attractor landscape. While dynamical systems establish a useful concept of
quasi-categories arising from a continuous context, they also explain multistability and
variation around the attractors. In this study, we investigate the phonetics and phonology of
focus marking in German within an integrated dynamical approach by modelling change and
stability of both the intonational and articulatory system.
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Fig. 2: Euclidian distance of lips in mm (normalised for the minimum value) for one speaker’s
productions of the target syllable /ba:/ (colours and line types indicate different focus types)
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Uptalk – the phenomenon of rising intonation patterns, similar to those in questions,
however at the end of declarative phrases – is a speech characteristic well known from English
speaking communities. The existence of rising intonation patterns in non-questions in Germanspeaking areas, has been noted and discussed by the popular press, especially taking into
account VIPs known from TV and internet appearances. However, its spread across wide
groups of population has probably been underestimated so far and consequently not yet
systematically researched. We present evidence from a large corpus study on the GECO
(German Conversations) database [1] which does not only hold evidence for the frequent
existence of high rising terminals (HRTs) in non-questions in German female speakers but also
delivers first hints on its potential correlations with speaker personality characteristics.
According to the current state of knowledge, mainly from studies in English-speaking
countries, uptalk may be used to signal uncertainty to the interlocutor [2]. Additionally, uptalk
is used more frequently by the dominant interlocutor [3], oftentimes to assure comprehension
on the side of the partner and assess whether he can still follow the conversation [4].
Furthermore, uptalk can evoke a minimal verbal response [5] and a positive nonverbal
(confirmatory) reaction [6]. Turn-taking [7] and floor holding [8, 9] are also managed and
controlled with uptalk. The widespread prejudice that uptalk is mostly used by women remains
unclear – albeit refuted by Britain [10] for the group of Maori speakers, several others seem to
confirm it [11, 9], including Britain himself for the female Pakeha speakers in his study [10].
Data from 92 recordings of female German L1 speakers from the GECO database [1] have
been automatically analyzed for PaIntE parameters and for GTobiS labels indicating a rising
intonation pattern in phrase-end positions. Phrase-end positions were defined by the presence
of a punctuation mark (full stop, exclamation mark or question mark) in the transcript, directly
following the target word. We could identify 9429 phrase-final words simultaneously bearing
a GTobiS label. 4607 (48.86 %) of these were labelled with either H % or H-, indicating a rise.
After the exclusion of all H- labels (as representing intermediate phrase ends and considering
their relatively low number in the dataset) and 592 words from questions, all remaining H%
labels (3978 words) were potential instances of uptalk (see Fig 1). The actual presence of uptalk
in this subset was subsequently verified auditorily on a random set of samples extracted from
the recordings at time stamps of the target words (including preceding context) and could be
confirmed.
The dependent variable in the data set (Uptalk) was a binary distinction of uptalk present
(H% label at phrase-final position in a non-interrogative sentence) or uptalk absent (all other
GTobiS labels). A generalized linear model (glm) of the family binomial was fitted with the
factors modality (dialog with or without visual contact), a set of personality features (acting,
other-directedeness, extraversion, sensitivity to expressive behavior and social cues from a
self-monitoring test [12]) and word frequency. Higher acting and other-directedness scores of
the subjects significantly impacted the presence of uptalk in the GECO database, as did word
frequency. While modality on its own proved not to influence the presence of uptalk, a
significant interaction of modality combined with acting, extraversion, and sensitivity was
found, indicating that these personality characteristics affect uptalk differently depending on
whether speakers communicate solely auditorily or with visual contact. A further glm revealed
strong individual differences in the amount of uptalk per speaker and within concrete speakerpartner constellations, pointing to uptalk as a very dynamically and situation-dependently used
technique.
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Fig. 1 Instances of phrase-final words and their GTobiS labels. Data are further split according
to sentence type and dialog condition – mono (auditory only) vs. multi (with visual contact).
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Secondary stress iteration in Ukrainian: an argument for the metrical grid
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Most metrical theories are developed to account either for systems with lexical stress (e.g.
[1]) or predictable stress (e.g. [2], [3], [4], [5]). In the former, the placement of primary stress
is largely unpredictable and secondary stress is either absent (e.g. Russian), or its position is
usually lexicalised (e.g. English). In languages with predictable stress, it is common to find
primary stress fixed at one edge of the word and a series of secondary stresses iterating either
from the peak towards the word’s edges (unidirectional systems) or in the opposite direction
(bidirectional systems); e.g. [2]. The present study discusses a hybrid metrical system found in
Ukrainian, where lexical primary stress can appear anywhere in the word, secondary stresses
are placed at both word edges, and additional rhythmic beats intervene between the main and
the secondary stresses. We argue that Ukrainian represents a typologically rare bidirectional
stress system with internal lapses, and that its complexity poses a challenge for current theories
designed to account for such systems. The study also contributes to the on-going debate on
whether bidirectional systems exist ([6], [7]).
The paper reports on an acoustic study of the leftward rhythmic stress iteration pattern in
Ukrainian, conducted in the area of Drohobyč (Western Ukraine). The data come from 12
monolingual Ukrainian speakers reading six-syllable words with lexical stress at the left edge
of the word (e.g. lahodytymete ‘repair, 2nd p. pl’), put in a frame. According to some traditional
descriptions ([8]), but contrary to the early 20th c. sources ([9], [10], [11]), such words are
predicted to have secondary stress on both the final and antepenultimate syllables [ˈσσσˌσσˌσ].
The results point to syllable duration as the main exponent of both lexical and subsidiary stress.
Apart from an overall analysis of CV syllables in different positions, analyses of identical
syllables were conducted to resolve the potential segmental confound. Statistical analyses (in
terms of linear mixed-effects models) confirm that secondary stress radiates from the right edge
of the word towards the syllable carrying lexical stress [ˈσσσˌσσˌσ], and not from the primary
stress towards the right end *[ˈσσˌσσˌσσ]. However, while the secondary stress at the right
edge is obligatory for all speakers, the iteration of secondary stress on the antepenultimate
syllable is not: it is present only in half of the speakers (cf. ‘rhythmic speakers’ in Fig.1).
The results for the leftward iteration pattern are juxtaposed with the results for the rightward
iteration pattern in Ukrainian obtained in an earlier acoustic study also conducted in the
Drohobyč area ([12]). Overall, the findings confirm that rhythmic stresses in Ukrainian radiate
from the edges of the word towards the syllable carrying lexical stress, and not towards the
opposite end, which is typical of bidirectional, not unidirectional stress systems; e.g.
lahodytymete ‘repair, 2nd p. pl’ [ˈσσσˌσσˌσ] (the leftward pattern) and velosypedyst ‘cyclist’
[ˌσσˌσσσˈσ] (the rightward pattern). Based on these findings, as well as descriptive
generalisations drawn from traditional grammars (e.g. [8]), we show how the Ukrainian data
can be accommodated by current metrical theories within the Optimality theoretic paradigm,
predicting the existence of bidirectional stress systems (e.g. [13], [2], [14], [3], [4], [5], [15]).
We argue that these theories can account for either the rightward or the leftward iteration
pattern, but are unable to accommodate both patterns at a time. For instance, the structure
[ˈσσσˌσσˌσ] is ruled out in the foot-based analyses developed in [2], [14], and [15]. Likewise,
the pattern [ˈσσσˌσσˌσ] cannot be generated by the grid-based model including the mechanism
of gradient alignment [3], which predicts that it cannot co-occur within one language with the
structure [ˌσσˌσσσˈσ]. We conclude that the Ukrainian system poses a problem for the theories
employing the mechanism of foot-based or grid-based gradient alignment, and provides
support for the licensing theories that appeal directly to the metrical grid.
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Figure 1. Optionality of secondary stress iteration: duration of the syllable ‘va’: ‘lapse’
and ‘iterative’ positions different in rhythmic speakers but not in non-rhythmic speakers
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Introduction: The process of recognizing words and understanding speech is inextricably
bound up with memory for past utterances. Theorists have argued that these memories may
take two forms: abstractionist theories hypothesize that details are mapped to a category, after
which the detail of an instance can be forgotten. This view is supported by evidence from
explicit memory tasks such as categorical perception [1,2]. Episodic models hypothesize that
detail of past speech is recorded in memory, and is supported by research that shows acoustic
detail guides comprehension in real time [3,4] and is retained in implicit memory [5,6].
We argue that support for these theories may be shaped by the tasks used to probe memory.
Evidence from explicit memory tasks may support an abstractionist model, while evidence
from short-term or implicit memory tests may support an episodic model. Yet it is possible that
both are true at once, and indeed the two approaches are combined in hybrid models of memory
for speech [7,8,9]. However, few papers presenting hybrid models offer direct experimental
evidence that both abstract categories and details are present in memory. More evidence is
needed to establish hybrid models not simply as an unhappy compromise due to conflicting
evidence, but rather as falsifiable models supported by empirical studies. This paper presents
evidence from three perception experiments in memory. The findings show evidence for
memory encoding of phonetic detail for pitch accent, but also that intervening speech
processing reduces access to memory for detail.
Method: Experiments were conducted online using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Stimuli
were words excised from natural productions of sentences of American English that either had
an H* pitch accent or were unaccented. The words were resynthesized in Praat [10] in order to
have noticeable differences in duration and pitch that either remained within a category (for
example, a pitch accented word with raised pitch) or crossed a category boundary (for example,
a pitch accented word with pitch lowered such that it was at the level of an unaccented word).
Both within- and across- category differences were the same size. In the first experiment,
participants heard two versions of the same word with the same pitch accent that were either
identical, or varied in duration or pitch. They were asked to click on a button to indicate if the
files were “the exact same recording or different recordings.” (an AX task). In the second
experiment participants again conducted the AX task, but with a varying inter stimulus interval.
In the third experiment, listeners heard four different words (exposure), then a tone, and then
another presentation of a word from the exposure phase (test), an intervening speech task. The
exposure and test word were either exactly the same recording, or they differed in pitch or
duration.
Results: Results show that listeners can accurately remember both within- and acrosscategory details of pitch accents in an AX task with ISIs of up to 1500ms (Figure 1). However,
within-category details are remembered less accurately in the intervening speech task, which
involved higher working memory load and interference of other words coming between
exposure and test stimuli. (Pitch: 54% correct, compared to 75% for AX task; duration: 67%
correct, compared to 83% for AX)
Conclusion: These results show that it is possible to detect within-category detail in an
explicit memory task such as the task used here, suggesting that within-category details are
indeed part of the memory representation of prosody. Furthermore, they show that while
increasing time lag has little effect on memory for within- category details, working memory
load and auditory interference have strong negative effects on memory for these details. We
argue that a hybrid model of speech prosody best fits this data. Furthermore, because everyday
listening involves interference, we hypothesize that while listeners are sensitive to withincategory details of speech, they fade quickly in the process of speech perception.
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Figure 1. Comparing across- and within-category discrimination in d’ across four time
lags in an AX task. Listeners show sensitivity (d’ above zero) for duration and pitch
differences in this task, but show lower discrimination in a task including auditory
information intervening between exposure and test.
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That speakers can vary their speaking rate is evident, but how they accomplish this has
hardly been studied. The effortful experience of deviating from one's preferred speaking rate
might result from the invocation of executive control (EC) processes to modulate the
formulation phase of speech planning, namely lexical selection and phonological encoding.
Since there is no existing single model of the entire speech production chain from concept
to articulatory movement, we sketch a working model which highlights the distinction
between the formulation phase (characterised by retrieval of representations by competitive
selection, e.g. [1]–[4]) and the motor execution phase (characterised by direct mapping from
planning representations to motoric commands, and crucially, the absence of competition,
e.g. [5]). Such a model entails that the broad temporal structure of speech reflects the
temporal dynamics of formulation. From this model, we derive two strategies that speakers
might invoke to control the formulation network, and thereby their speaking rate: the gain
strategy, where input activation levels to the formulation network are modulated; and the
threshold strategy, where selection thresholds are adjusted within the formulation network.
Either strategy can result in earlier or later selection decisions; for example, to speed up,
evidence accumulates faster (gain strategy) or the lower threshold is reached earlier
(threshold strategy). This results in modulated delay between syllable onsets as speaking rate
varies. However, only the gain strategy results in modulated gesture durations as speaking
rate varies. This is because only the gain strategy modulates the activation level of the gesture
score, which influences the speed at which the gesture score is reproduced. By contrast, the
threshold strategy predicts stable gesture durations but modulated overlap between gestures.
These predictions are illustrated in Figure 1, panel A.
We present evidence from a picture naming task in Dutch in which 12 participants named
pre-familiarised ˈ(C)CV.CVC words (e.g. snavel [ˈsnaː.vəl] "beak") from line drawings
displayed in groups of 8 arranged on a 'clock face'. A cursor moved clockwise from picture to
picture to indicate at which of three rates (132 words per minute, 93 wpm and 66 wpm)
participants were required to name the pictures. Annotation was bootstrapped using MAUS
forced alignment [6] and manually revised where necessary to yield accurate word onsets and
offsets. There were on average 3,754 usable word-tokens for each rate after annotation. To
detect regions of acoustically-evident gestural overlap, a novel procedure was employed,
detecting excursions of above-average instability of the MFCC vector (c.f. [7]) falling
between the MAUS-aligned vowel and consonant centres. This approach was licensed by
careful control of segmental content in the target words to maximise correspondence between
acoustics and articulation.
From this metric and manually corrected word onsets and offsets, three dependent
measures were derived: (1) the duration of the overlap between the syllables; (2) the duration
of the first syllable, from word onset to overlap offset; and (3) the duration of the second
syllable, from overlap onset to word offset. Mixed effects modelling revealed significant
gesture duration modulation (consistent with the gain strategy), but also significant
modulation of overlap duration (consistent with the threshold strategy). An examination of
effect sizes revealed that the effect on the overlap duration was much smaller than the effects
on gesture durations (see Figure 1, panel B). These effect size findings lead us to conclude
that speaking rate control in the case of the production of single word utterances is primarily
achieved by controlling the activation levels in the formulation network (gain strategy), with
a subsidiary role for selection threshold manipulation (threshold strategy).
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Figure 1. Panel a: The predictions of the threshold and gain strategies for fast speech and
slow speech, presented diagrammatically. The threshold strategy (top) predicts maintained
gesture duration, and as a consequence modulated gestural overlap. The gain strategy
predicts modulated gestural duration, allowing gestural overlap to be maintained. Panel b:
the mixed effect model fits presented diagrammatically to illustrate the relative effect sizes in
gesture duration modulation and in overlap modulation. σ1 and σ2 indicate the first and
second syllable, respectively.
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Truncation in the Intonation of Lebanese Arabic
Niamh E. Kelly
American University of Beirut, Lebanon
Intonation languages such as English and German have been described as having, among
others, “realizational” differences with regard to their intonation [1]. One such difference is
whether phrase-final pitch accents that lack sufficient segmental material to be realized
naturally are subjected to truncation or compression. When a word appears phrase-finally, or
has final voiceless sounds, the regular intonational tones cannot be realized. Some language
varieties deal with this by compression, which means that the same intonational contour is
realized on a smaller number of segments, so the tones end up closer to each other [2,3]. Other
language varieties employ truncation, where the regular intonational contour starts off the
same, but ends abruptly, before reaching its final tones [4]. Cambridge and Newcastle English
have compression while Leeds English has been shown to have truncation [3].
The current investigation examines this question in Lebanese Arabic, which is in the
subfamily of Levantine Arabic [5]. No other research has examined this question in Arabic,
except for [6], which found Tunisian Arabic to have a different kind of text-tune adjustment,
whereby a schwa-like vowel is often added to the final lexical item in yes-no questions. The
current research focuses on speakers from Beirut. Based on research into the variety of
Lebanese Arabic spoken in Tripoli (northern Lebanon), the intonational contours for
declaratives were expected to end in L% and questions in H% [7]. In the current study, eight
speakers read out six sentences ending in either a statement or a question. The sentences were
based on the structure used in [8].
The sentences were presented in a Latinized version of the Arabic alphabet, based on the
pronunciation of Lebanese Arabic. This is the orthography used by young people for texting,
so it was employed here to ensure vernacular productions. (The Arabic orthography is often
associated with Classical Arabic or Modern Standard Arabic, and may affect how participants
speak.) The target words were all names consisting of sonorants and that contained either one
or two syllables, to form quasi-minimal pairs, such as Reema/Reem, Lina/Leen, Nora/Nour.
Pitch accents on the target words were measured in Praat [9] for f0 maxima and minima (f0
excursion (semitones)) and divided by duration of the full f0 contour, as in [3,8]. This results
in a measure of rate of f0 change, allowing to discern between compression (increased rate for
shorter words) and truncation (no change for shorter words).
Linear mixed effects regression tests were run for declaratives and questions separately,
with the independent variable number of syllables, and the dependent variables word duration,
f0 excursion and rate of f0 change. Token and speaker were included as random factors. Target
words in declaratives had a LHL contour and in questions had LH. The results were the same
for declaratives and questions: word duration was significantly different for monosyllabic and
disyllabic words, f0 excursion was not significantly different, and rate of f0 change was not
significantly different (Table 1; Figure 1). These results indicate that Lebanese Arabic employs
truncation, because while word duration differs, this does not affect the rate of f0 change. This
is similar to Leeds English [3]. This research adds to phonetic and phonological research
examining a variety of Arabic that has not been studied for compression or truncation before.
Measure
Word duration
F0 excursion
Rate of f0 change

Decl - Mono
Qs -Mono
Decl - Mono
Qs -Mono
Decl - Mono

β
-50.6
-50.31
-3.4
-2-16
-0.007
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SE
12.3
16.97
1.46
1.08
0.004

t
-4.12
-2.97
-2.36
-2
-1.81

p
0.014*
0.0328*
0.079
0.057
0.145

Qs -Mono

-0.002

0.004

-0.52

0.606

Table 1. Linear mixed effects regression results for declaratives and questions.

Figure 1. Word duration (left boxplot) and rate of f0 change (right boxplot) in declaratives
(top row) and questions (bottom row). In each plot, disyllabic words are on the left,
monosyllabic words on the right.
[1] Ladd, D. R. 1996. Intonational Phonology. Cambridge University Press.
[2] Bannert, R., & A.-C. Bredvad-Jensen. 1975. Temporal organization of Swedish tonal accent: the
effect of vowel duration. In Working Papers 10, 1-36. Dept. of Linguistics, Lund University.
[3] Grabe, E., B. Post, F. Nolan, & F. Farrar. 2000. Pitch accent realization in four varieties of British
English. Journal of Phonetics, 27, 161-185.
[4] Erikson, Y. & Alstermark, M. 1972. Fundamental frequency correlates of the grave word accent in
Swedish: the effect of vowel duration. Q. Prog. Status Rep., Speech Transm. Lab., KTH,
Stockholm, No. 2-3, 52–60.
[5] Fischer, W. & Jastrow, O. 1980. Handbuch der Arabischen Dialekte. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz.
[6] Hellmuth, S. 2016. Text-tune adjustment in Tunisian Arabic. Tone and Intonation in Europe (Kent).
[Abstract].
[7] Chahal, D. 2001. Modelling the Intonation of Lebanese Arabic Using the Autosegmental-Metrical
Framework : A comparison with English. Doctoral Dissertation, University of Melbourne,
Melbourne.
[8] Grabe, E. 1998. Pitch accent realization in English and German. Journal of Phonetics, 26, 129143.
[9] Boersma, P., & Weenink, D. 2011. Praat: doing phonetics by computer. Computer program.
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The production of creaky phonation in Mandarin and its relation to F0
Angeliki Athanasopoulou* & Irene Vogel+
*
University of Calgary; +University of Delaware
Across languages, pitch and phonation may be used for the production and perception of
tones and their properties often interacting in complex ways [1]. Mandarin is one such
language, where the relationship between creaky phonation (CP) and pitch has received a
good deal of attention [1]. We further investigate the phonation-pitch interaction in Mandarin
and propose that its distribution and function are somewhat different for male and female
speakers. Specifically, we examine the phonation and pitch properties of the four tones and
propose that while in males CP correlates substantially with the low pitch-target in Tones 2,
3, and 4, and thus somewhat “circumstantially” enhances Tone 3 in particular, in Females, CP
is only observed with Tone 3, and thus might be used more specifically as an enhancement of
this tone, since it does not accompany the other low pitch-target tones.
Mandarin CP is optionally produced in tones with low pitch-targets like Tone 3 [1] and in
perception, while CP is not necessary for tone identification, its presence improves tone
perception [3]. In a recent investigation focusing on the acoustic properties of CP and pitch in
Mandarin, where the speakers’ pitch range was manipulated [1], it was argued that CP is
driven by low F0 since in the “high pitch range” condition, CP presence was reduced in the
low pitch-target tones, where we normally see CP. As a property resulting from low F0, CP
could thus be considered an enhancement of the tones with this component [1], consistent
with the perception findings [3]. It is unclear from study [1], however, if CP is a result of low
F0 associated with the specific tones or other aspects of the data, such as sentence-final creak,
since the stimuli were monosyllabic words produced in isolation. It was also noted that there
was an effect of gender on the production of CP, but no further explanation was provided.
In the present study, we avoid the problems associated with the monosyllabic stimuli by
using longer targets, and placing them in sentence-medial position. Our corpus consists of
432 real trisyllabic words (Table 1) produced by 10 Mandarin speakers (4 females) in the
answer portion of short dialogues (e.g., Laowang said “zhū bā jiè” while writing.) Six words
with each of the target vowels [a, i, u] were produced with each of the tones, in each of the
three syllables. The targets were manually coded for CP by a native speaker and acoustic
properties were measured with Voicesauce [4]. A substantial difference in CP usage was
noted between males and females and thus, the groups were analysed separately.
The coding results for CP for male and female speakers (Fig.1) shows that, for males,
while there is the most CP with Tone 3, there is a moderate amount of CP also with Tones 2
and 4, with a low first and last portion, respectively. For females, only Tone 3 exhibits a
strong CP presence, although it is somewhat lower than for males. The F0 patterns, based on
the means of five equal portions of the vowels (Fig.2), show that for males, Tones 2, 3, and 4
include low pitch portions, while for females, only Tones 2 and 3 include low portions. If CP
were only, or even primarily, a matter of low F0, as suggested in [1], we would expect only
these tones to be produced with CP. This is true for the males, although Tone 3 has the most
CP items, while Tone 2 and 4 have less. In females, however, only Tone 3 is produced with
CP, while Tone 2 is not.
What these patterns show is not only that females and males differ in their use of CP, but
that the presence of CP, while it might correspond somewhat to low F0 (i.e., in Tones 2 and 4
in males), its use might also be controlled independently of F0 since the females speakers use
it with the low F0 presence in Tone 3, but not in Tones 2 and 4.
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% items perceived creaky

Table 1: Examples of stimuli with /a/ for each tone. Target vowels are bolded.
Tone 1
Tone 2
Tone 3
Tone 4
bā xiān zhuō
dá biàn zhuàng
dǎ biān gǔ
dà bái cài
Syllable 1
‘square table’
‘reply’
‘spread praise’
‘cabbage’
zhū bā jiè
bù dá biāo
bān mǎ xiàn
yí shà shí
Syllable 2
‘pig’
‘requirement not met’
‘zebra crossing’
‘in an instant’
dà bái shā
pái qì fá
zì rán fǎ
jù wú bà
Syllable 3
‘jaws’
‘vent’
‘natural law’
‘giant’
Creaky Items

100%
71%

80%

52%

60%

Tone 1

38%

40%

Tone 2

29%

20%

Tone 3

7%

2% 5%

Tone 4

2%

0%

Males
Females
Figure 1. Percent of creaky items per gender category and tone. *p<.05
350

(a) F0 contours Females

160
140
F0 (Hz)

F0 (Hz)

300

(b) F0 contours Males

250

120

200

100

150

80
12345
syll1

12345
syll2
■ Tone 1

12345
syll3
♦ Tone 2

12345
● Tone 3

syll1
▲ Tone 4

12345
syll2

12345
syll3

Figure 2. F0 contours by gender.
[1] Kuang, J. (2017). Covariation between voice quality and pitch: Revisiting the case of
Mandarin creaky voice. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 142, 3, 1693–
1706. DOI: 10.1121/1.5003649
[2] Belotel-Grenié, A., & Grenié, M. (2004). The creaky voice phonation and the
organization of Chinese discourse. TAL. Beijing.
[3] Yang, R. (2015). The role of phonation cues in Mandarin tonal perception. Journal
of Chinese Linguistics, 43, 453-472.
[4] Shue, Y.-L., Keating, P., Vicenik, C., & Yu, K. (2011). VoiceSauce: A program for
voice analysis. ICPhS XVII, 1846-1849.
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Phonetic evidence for the phonological association of rising pitch accents in Valjevo Serbian
Robin Karlin
Cornell University
Serbian (srp) is a pitch-accent language with “falling” and “rising” pitch contours. Inkelas
and Zec (1988) have argued that each word has a lexical H(igh), with stress assigned to the syllable
immediately to the left of the H (where falling accents occur when the H is initial), while Smiljanić
(2002) argued that falling accents are L+H* and rising accents are L*+H. In many dialects, F0 peaks
phonetically occur on tonic syllables in falling accents, and on immediately post-tonic syllables in
rising accents; however, in Valjevo Serbian, rising F0 peaks often occur in tonic syllables (Zec and
Zsiga, 2018), which is suggestive of Smiljanić’s (2002) analysis. In this study, I argue that the H in
Valjevo Serbian rising accents is still phonologically associated to the post-tonic syllable despite a
lack of phonetic alignment.
I present data from five (4F, 1M) native speakers of Valjevo Serbian, each of whom produced
150 frame sentences in random order with a target word in focus. Target words were formed using
a real word (e.g. mrämora ‘marble.
’) and varying a syllable onset to create a total of five
rhyming words, three with simple onsets (rämora, lämora, mämora), and two with complex onsets
(mrämora, mlämora). There were three loci of onset variation (Locus): 1. the varied syllable
phonologically carries both stress and H (falling: mr‚amora /"mraH mora/); 2. the varied syllable
phonologically carries only H (rising, post-tonic variation: òmladinu /"omlaH dinu/); and 3. the
varied syllable phonologically carries only stress (rising, tonic variation: mràvinjak /"mraviH ñak/).
The varied onsets have distinct durations (VarOnsDur) in all word types, /r/ < /l/ < /m/ <
/mr/ < /ml/ (all p < 0.0001). However, VarOnsDur only consistently affects the timing of F0
peaks in Locus1 and Locus2 words (i.e., where the H syllable was varied). When comparing just
Locus1 and Locus2 words, a linear mixed effects model shows that there is an effect of VarOnsDur
on the location of the F0 peak relative to the acoustic left edge of the phonologically H syllable
(PeakDelay) (χ2 (1) = 188.69, p < 0.0001): peaks occur later when there are longer onsets (β =
1,034 ms, SE = 68.1 ms; see panels 1 and 2 of Figure 1). There is no similar effect of VarOnsDur
for Locus3 words. Although the addition of VarOnsDur significantly improves on the null model
(χ2 (1) = 14.36, p = 0.0002 for a model with Locus3 words only), the effect is fairly small and in the
opposite direction as what is predicted (β = -240.2 ms, SE = 62.2 ms), i.e., PeakDelay is smaller
when the tonic syllable onset is longer (see panel 3 of Figure 1). This suggests that segmental
characteristics of the tonic syllable do not drive F0 timing in rising accents.
Using the duration of the H syllable onset (HsylOnsDur) as the predictor rather than VarOnsDur
provides a more consistent analysis for the two rising accents. When comparing just Locus2 and
Locus3 words, HsylOnsDur significantly improves on the null model (χ2 (1) = 81.80, p < 0.0001).
The addition of Locus also improves this model (χ2 (1) = 10.11, p = 0.001, likely because Locus2
has a greater range of PeakDelay), but there is no interaction between HsylOnsDur and Locus
(χ2 (1) = 2.25, p = 0.13; see Figure 2). This indicates that it is the duration of the H syllable onset
that affects the timing of the peak, not the duration of the tonic syllable onset.
This is a particularly interesting finding because in many cases in rising accents, the F0 peak
occurs prior to the syllable H is associated to. That is, properties of the post-tonic syllable affect peak timing even when the F0 movement is not phonetically overlapping with that syllable.
These effects support Inkelas and Zec’s (1988) proposal and show that simultaneity of a tone and
segmental structures is not a necessary condition for phonological association.
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Figure 1: Three scatter plots comparing the relationship between VarOnsDur and PeakDelay in ämora
(Locus1), àvinjak (Locus2), and adinu (Locus3) words.

Figure 2: Three scatter plots comparing the relationship between HsylOnsDur and PeakDelay
ämora (Locus1), àvinjak (Locus2), and adinu (Locus3) words.
References
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The supralaryngyal articulation of lexical stress and pitch accent in Greek
Argyro Katsika
University of California Santa Barbara & Haskins Laboratories
Prominence has been correlated with longer, larger, and faster articulatory movements
[e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. However, it is unclear whether these articulatory dimensions characterize
lexical stress, pitch accent or contrastive focus. This is because research on the articulatory
aspects of prominence is sparse, mainly focused on English, has not systematically examined
pitch accent separately from lexical stress, and has neglected contextual factors such as word
and stress positions. Moreover, it has not disentangled among the several degrees of phrasal
prominence. Rather, the main focus has been the distinction between absence of accent and
contrastive focus [cf. 6]. Here, we use an Electromagnetic Articulography study of Greek to
assess the articulatory correlates of stress and pitch accent in Greek as a factor of stress
position in the word and word position in the phrase. Greek is a less studied language, which,
compared to English, uses stress more contrastively, as illustrated in (1).
To examine the effect of lexical stress and its position, the following neologisms served as
test words: /ˈmɐmimɐ, mɐˈmimɐ, mɐmiˈmɐ/. Stress was separated from accent by the means
of two sets of frame sentences; one set (five frame sentences) elicited the test words in
accented positions bearing broad focus, while the other set (four frame sentences) elicited
them in de-accented positions. Four prominence categories were thus created, with a syllable
being: 1) unstressed in unaccented word, 2) stressed in unaccented word, 3) unstressed in
accented word, or 4) stressed in accented word. To assess phrasal position, the test words
were phrase-final in seven frame sentences and phrase-medial in two. In total, 243 test
utterances were used (3 test words x 9 frame sentences x 9 repetitions). Data from five
speakers were analysed. The articulatory gestures comprising the test words were given
kinematic labels on lip aperture for consonants and tongue dorsum vertical displacement for
vowels. The labelled data were analysed by the means of repeated measures ANOVAs in
terms of: 1) displacement, 2) formation’s duration 3) time-to-peak velocity (i.e., acceleration
duration), 4) deceleration duration, 5) release’s duration, and 6) formation’s peak velocity.
Similarly to previous findings in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], we find that prominence
affects the kinematic profile of gestures by making them longer, larger and faster. The
difference in duration comes from the deceleration phase of a gesture’s formation, and the
difference in velocity is due to higher peak velocities in stressed than unstressed gestures,
with time-to-peak velocity remaining stable across all levels of prominence. Crucially, our
findings clarify that, at least in Greek, these effects are driven by lexical stress, and not by
(broad focus-related) pitch accent: gestures are longer, larger and faster when stressed,
regardless of whether they are accented or not. Further, stress and word positions do not
affect duration, but they exert effects on displacement and velocity: stress position attenuates
the distinction among prominence categories, while word position enhances it, on both the
displacement and the velocity parameter. Specifically, unstressed word-medial and wordfinal syllables undergo strong spillover effects when stress is on the preceding syllable, and
as a result any distinction between stressed and unstressed syllables in terms of displacement
and velocity is lost. As for word position, phrase-final gestures show finer distinction among
prominence categories.
These results support the account of hyperarticulation [4] rather than the account of
sonority expansion [2], and can be captured by a single spatial-modulation gesture [7] that
smoothly changes the target of articulatory gestures under prominence. Higher peak velocity
is a simple consequence of the natural scaling of peak-velocity with amplitude. The duration
effect is a consequence of the greater target for the prominent gesture, which relative to a
non-prominent gesture, reaches constriction release later.
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(1)
(a) [ˈnɔmɔs] “law, n.” – [nɔ ˈmɔs] “county, n”
(b) [tiˈlɛfɔnɐ] “phones, n.” – [tilɛˈfɔnɐ] “call, 2nd per. imp.” – [tilɛfɔˈnɐ] “3rd per. ind.”
[1] Beckman, M., & Edwards, J. 1994. Articulatory evidence for differentiating stress
categories. In: Keating, P.A. (Ed.), Papers in laboratory phonology III: Phonological
structure and phonetic form. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 7–33.
[2] Beckman, M. E., Edwards, J., & Fletcher, J. (1992). Prosodic structure and tempo in a
sonority model of articulatory dynamics. In: Docherty, G. J., & Ladd D. R. (Eds.), Papers
in laboratory phonology II: Segment, gesture, prosody. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press: 68–86.
[3] Cho, T. 2006. Manifestation of prosodic structure in articulation: Evidence from lip
kinematics in English. In: Goldstein L., Whalen, D.H., & Best, C.T. (Eds.), Papers in
Laboratory Phonology VIII: Varieties of Phonological Competences (Phonology and
Phonetics). Berlin, Germany: Mouton de Gruter: 519-548.
[4] de Jong, K. 1995. The supraglottal articulation of prominence in English: Linguistic

stress as localized hyperarticulation. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
97, 491–504.
[5] Harrington, J., Fletcher, J., & Roberts, C. 1995. Coarticulation and the
accented/unaccented distinction: Evidence from jaw movement data. Journal of Phonetics,
23, 305–322.
[6] Mücke, D., & Grice, M. 2014. The effect of focus marking on supralaryngeal articulation
– Is it mediated by accentuation? Journal of Phonetics, 44, 47-61.
[7] Saltzman, E., Nam, H., Krivokapic, J., & Goldstein, L., 2008. A task-dynamic toolkit for
modelling the effects of prosodic structure on articulation. Proceedings of the Speech
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Multidimensional interpretation of rising and falling tunes for requests and offers
Caterina Petrone1, Elisa Sneed German1, Kiwako Ito2, and James Sneed German1
1
Aix-Marseille Univ, CNRS, Laboratoire Parole et Langage, Aix-en-Provence, France
2
Department of Linguistics, The Ohio State University, Columbus, USA
Intonational contours convey multidimensional meaning. While it has been long assumed
that the semantics of tunes are driven compositionally by integrating the meaning of pitch
accents and phrasal/boundary tones [1], perception of meta-linguistic information such as
valence of speaker emotion is known to affect listeners’ judgment of speech act (e.g.,
statement vs. question: [2]). Social factors also affect tune choices: the speaker may choose
different tunes (e.g., for requests and offers) according to their familiarity with the listener
[3], and the perlocutionary meaning is a function of both sentence type and tune [4].
The present study investigates the interpretations of rising and falling tunes of specific
kinds of requests and offers in American English (e.g., Can [you/I] bring [me/you] some
water?). In particular, it tests how the perceived speaker mood, degree of sincerity and
projected authority interact with one another (see example in (1)). The choice of the three
dimensions is in line with the literature (e.g., [5]). Since the tested requests and offers belong
to polar (yes/no) questions, the intonational deviation from the default rising tune [1] was
predicted to evoke negative assessment of speaker mood and perception of relatively lower
authority of the listener (or higher authority of the speaker). The effect of falling tune on the
perceived degree of sincerity may differ between requests and offers, because an offer (Can I
bring you some water?) with a falling tune may sarcastically convey the lack of intention to
make an offer, whereas a request (Can you bring me some water?) is less likely to be uttered
without intending to make a request, even with a falling tune.
A total of 96 request-offer pairs were recorded with both rising [H* L-H%] and falling [L*
L-L%] tunes by two female native speakers of AE. 240 participants were randomly assigned
to the 24 presentation lists for an online survey until each list reached 10 participants. Each
participant rated a total of 96 items, which were presented as a sequence of 6 blocks that
clustered 16 items by utterance type (request/offer) and question type
(mood/authority/sincerity). On each trial, participants pressed the play button to listen to the
sentence, saw the question, and rated the sentence using the slide bar underneath it (Fig. 1).
Each participant provided a rating on only one of the three questions for a given version of an
item (see (1) for an example set of questions that were cycled across lists).
Responses from 237 participants (observation N=22677) showed the predicted main effect
of falling tune, which led to overall negative assessments of mood and sincerity (both
p<.001) and higher speaker authority (p<.001). The effect of tune also showed robust
interactions with the utterance type for authority and sincerity (both p<.01). While the falling
tune had a similar negative impact on the assessment of the mood across requests and offers
(Fig. 2), it led to higher speaker authority for the requests than for the offers (Fig. 3). This
may imply that participants considered the falling tune as more deviant from their social
norm for making a request than for making an offer. As for the rating of sincerity, the falling
tune had a much larger impact on the offers than on the requests (Fig. 4). This supports our
hypothesis that offers may express wider range of illocutionary forces and the change in the
tune has larger impact on how sincere the speaker sounds in making an offer. In contrast, the
tune does not seem to largely affect the perceived strength of the speaker’s wish for requests.
The present results demonstrate how different intonational tunes are assessed along with their
meta-linguistic and social dimensions. We aim to further investigate the correlations among
these interpretational dimensions, and test how the presence of the discourse background or
knowledge of speaker-listener social relationships influence utterance assessments.
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Figure 1. Example Display

Figure 2. Mood rating.
(1)

Figure 3. Authority rating.

Figure 4. Sincerity rating.

Example target sentence and question set:
Target request/offer sentence:
Can [you/I] bring [me/you] some water?
MOOD question (for both request and offer):
What is the speaker's mood?
Very unhappy/happy -------------------------------------Very happy/unhappy
AUTHORITY question (for both request and offer):
Who does the speaker think has more authority in this situation?
The speaker/listener ------------------------------------- The listener/speaker
SINCERITY question:
(For request)
Does the speaker want the listener to bring her some water?
(For offer)
Does the speaker want to bring the listener some water?
Not at all/Very much ------------------------------------- Very much/Not at all
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Stress deafness in Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic
Anna Bruggeman1, Sam Hellmuth2, Nabila Louriz3 and Martine Grice1
1
University of Cologne, 2University of York, 3Université Hassan II
This paper uses a perception study to shed light on the word prosodic systems of Tashlhiyt
Berber (TB) and Moroccan Arabic (MA). The influence of Berber on MA phonology is well
documented in the segmental domain [1], and some recent observations and experiments
have suggested that the two languages also exhibit similar prosody [2,3,4]. Yet while it is
generally accepted that TB lacks lexical stress [1,5], there is no such consensus for MA
[6,7,8,9]. Thus, it is unclear whether native speakers of TB and MA exhibit perceptual
insensitivity to prosodic prominence asymmetries at the lexical level, making them stress‘deaf’, and whether there are differences across speakers of the two languages.
Stress deafness designates groups of participants who, by virtue of their native language,
struggle in the robust classification of words that differ only in the location of prosodic
prominence. Over the years, several explanations have been offered for the occurrence of
stress deafness [10,11,12,13]. It is nevertheless clear that stress deafness occurs in native
speakers of languages that lack lexical stress, such as French. The lexical representation of
words in such languages does not include a locus for prosodic prominence, which explains
why native speakers of these languages struggle with short-term memory tasks involving
prominence contrasts.
The present study tests TB and MA native speakers’ ability to discern word-level
prominence contrasts caused by lexical stress (as in Dutch) or post-lexical accent (as in
Persian), replicating the stress deafness study performed by [13]. The experiment consisted of
two Sequence Recall Tasks (SRTs), one testing a segmental contrast [ˈmuku]~[ˈmunu] and
the other a prosodic contrast [ˈnumi]~[nuˈmi]. The test phase of the experiment requires
participants to accurately retain, in (short-term) memory, sequences of words (3, 4 or 5
words, followed by the word “OK” to prevent participants from using acoustic memory).
Participants represent the sequences by keying in the numbers they have learned to associate
with the individual words (e.g. 122 for [ˈnumi] [nuˈmi] [nuˈmi]). There were 30 test
sequences per SRT, with half the sequences made up of 2 Dutch speakers’ renderings of the
relevant words, and the other half made up of 2 Persian speakers’ phonetic word variants.
The experimental data consists of 3720 individual responses (2 SRTs x 31 participants x 2
native language groups x 5 sequences x 3 sequence lengths x 2 stimulus types), logged as
correct or incorrect. Statistics are performed with binomial GLMMs and [14].
There was no effect of GROUP: TB and MA scores do not differ. A main effect of
2
CONTRAST was found with lower accuracy on the prosodic SRT (χ =38.21, p<0.001, as
expected based on [13]). There was an unexpected interaction of CONTRAST with STIMULUS
2
SPEAKER (χ =38.97, p<0.001) primarily due to lower scores on the prosodic SRT stimuli
spoken by the Dutch female speaker (Figure 1). [13] report no such effect, likely due to a
difference in predictors, [13] modelling stimulus LANGUAGE rather than stimulus SPEAKER.
This speaker-specific effect however suggests that ‘degrees’ of stress deafness (cf. [12])
might be explained by differences in the parameters used in creating the prominence contrast.
Direct comparison of the TB/MA scores on the prosodic SRT with those from [13] reveals
that both TB and MA participants perform worse than Dutch and Japanese (non ‘stress-deaf’)
groups, while they are no different from ‘stress-deaf’ French/Indonesian/Persian groups.
Figure 2 shows the predicted scores and 95% confidence intervals.
In conclusion, native speakers of MA and TB exhibit stress deafness, which lends
credibility to claims that lexical prominence asymmetries are absent in both languages. The
study moreover contributes the insight that ‘stress-deaf’ listeners are nevertheless sensitive to
the details of the acoustic realisation used to cue the prominence contrast.
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Figure 1 Predicted response accuracy on the prosodic SRT per
stimulus speaker for present MA/TB data

Figure 2 Predicted response accuracy on the
prosodic SRT for present data and [11] combined

CIs based on: glmer(SCORE ∼ GROUP + CONTRAST +
STIMULUSSPEAKER + SEQUENCELENGTH + CONTRAST:GROUP +
CONTRAST:STIMULUSSPEAKER + (0+CONTRAST|PARTICIPANT) +
(0+STIMULUSSPEAKER|PARTICIPANT))

CIs based on: glmer (SCORE ~ GROUP
CONTRAST
+
SEQUENCELENGTH
STIMULUSLANGUAGE + GROUP:CONTRAST
STIMULUSLANGUAGE:CONTRAST
STIMULUSLANGUAGE:GROUP
(0+CONTRAST|PARTICIPANT)
(0+STIMULUSLANGUAGE|PARTICIPANT))

+
+
+
+
+
+
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Gesture as a Cue to Prosodic Structure: Tonal Event-Apex Coordination in Turkish
Olcay Turk
Victoria University of Wellington
Gesture and speech are planned together as a communicative ensemble [1]. One aspect of
this ensemble is the temporal coordination of gesture with prosody. While a hierarchy of
coordination has been established between different levels of prosodic and gestural structure,
to date this research is based on a limited number of languages of similar intonational types
[7]. Using Turkish data, this study tests the hypothesis that the most prominent gestural events,
i.e. apices, and prosodic events, i.e. pitch accents, align in time [7-8]. Turkish is challenging
for this hypothesis, as it is claimed to allow for prosodic constituents without pitch accents.
Such constituents lack the prosodic anchors with which the gestural events are assumed to
align, making the nature of alignment of any accompanying gestures unclear.
Our data is composed of narratives elicited from 10 monolingual Turkish speakers who
watched 10 videos and subsequently recounted what they had seen to a confederate listener.
The narratives were video-recorded and ToBI-annotated for prosody [2]. Gesture annotation
followed McNeill [3] with minor amendments, one of which was the addition of Gesture
Apices (GAs), defined as the kinetically most important instants in time (i.e. endpoints) within
the core phase of gestures (i.e. stroke) [7]. In our data, Turkish has three prosodic constituents:
Prosodic Words (PW) marked with L tones on the left edge, Intermediate Phrases (ip) marked
with H- (pre-nuclear) and L- (nuclear & post-nuclear) on the right edge, and Intonational
Phrases (IP) marked on their right edges with L% or H%. Overall, the most common tune for
pre-nuclear ips is L (H*) H-, and for nuclear ips it is L !H* L-. The small number of studies
that describe Turkish phonology within the AM framework [4-6] agree that words with nonfinal stress have pitch accents. However, there is less agreement whether words with final stress
are accented [4]. That is, when pre-nuclear ip-final words have final stress, it is hard to judge
whether the final pitch rise is just the ip-final H- phrase tone, or whether there is also an
independent H* pitch accent aligned with the H- tone [4-5]. We allow for both in our
annotation. If the rise is phonetically prominent, a PA is marked at the peak of the rise. If not,
only H- marks the ip boundary, leading to an accentless phrase (see muhtemelen in Figure 1).
Preliminary results show that GAs align with PAs when there is a PA available. However,
when there are no PAs, GAs align with the PW-initial L tone instead of with the H- phrase
tone, the other nearest option (see tane in Figure 2). If we consider gesture-prosody
coordination at the smallest unit level is based on prominence, rather than pitch accenting per
se, this result suggests that the L tone is the most prominent change in pitch within accentless
phrases. Rather than being associated with ip structure, GAs stay anchored at the PW level, but
now cueing PW onset as the most prominent event at that level. This finding also supports the
accentlessness claim because if the ip-final pitch rise functioned both as a PA and as a phrase
tone, GAs would be attracted to the final rise, which is not the case.
We conclude that gesture and speech are co-planned in that gestural behaviour cues the
prosodic structure, which enables us to use multimodal evidence to support phonological
analysis. Our results extend previous studies about gesture-prosody alignment [7-8] to a new
intonational type: pitch accentless phrases. This study is a part of an ongoing project which
investigates alignment on multiple levels. So far, we have observed a consistent alignment
between Utterances and Gesture Units. However, IP and ip level alignment with relevant
gesture units shows more complex behaviour, which seems to be affected by other factors such
as information structure. Overall, these results are consistent with the view that prosodic and
gestural structure systematically align at multiple levels, but with variation between languages
based on their intonational characteristics. This study makes a valuable contribution to our
knowledge of this variation.
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Figure 1. An example pitch track

Figure 2. An example of PA / Apex alignment.
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Modelling variability and non-local effects in intonation as cue trading
Yang Li1 Argyro Katsika2 Amalia Arvaniti3
1
University of Cambridge 2UC Santa Barbara 3University of Kent
This study examines the phonetics of three focal pitch accents used in Greek declaratives,
according to GRToBI [1]: H*, used for discourse-new information, L+H* used for contrastive
focus, and H*+L, which indicates that the speaker believes the accented item should have been
in the common ground. These accents are of interest because they are all realized on one of the
last three syllables of an utterance. This makes tonal crowding and thus phonetic variability
highly likely [2, 3, 4]. Thus, an aim of the study was to examine how tonal crowding affects
the realization of the accents, and how these effects can be understood in light of competing
models of intonation, which argue either in favour of positional variants of tonal events [5] or
for gradient realizations and greater abstraction in the representation of intonation [3, 4].
Thirteen native speakers of standard Greek (10F, 3M) read four repetitions of eighteen
dialogues designed to elicit the three accents on test words varying in stress placement, as
illustrated in (1). The test words were always phrase-final, and phrases were either one- or twocontent words long, giving a total of 936 tokens [13 speakers  3 accents  3 test words  2
contexts  4 repetitions]. In the two-word phrases, the accent under investigation was preceded
by a prenuclear L*+H accent [1]; e.g. the two-word equivalent of (1a) was [ˈkane lemoˈnaða]
make lemonade, with a L*+H accent on [ˈkane]. For each test word, the three-syllable interval
ending at the offset of the stressed syllable was marked. The F0 of this interval, underlined in
(1), was extracted using Praat, and the F0 curves were subjected to Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) following [6] in order to better understand the composition of the curves. The
first three PCs were subjected to further PCA to assess cue trading [6].
The original PCA showed that 85.2% of the variability among accents can be captured by
PC1, reflecting differences in peak height (62.1%), and PC2, reflecting shape and peak
alignment, i.e. position of the peak in the three syllable window (23.1%); see Fig. 1. Linear
mixed-effects models showed that accent type, utterance length, and stress position
significantly affected PC1 and PC2 in ways consistent with the description of the three accents
[1], and with attested tonal crowding effects [3, 4]. Further, data-driven parameterization from
PCA allowed us to observe co-varying dependencies between peak scaling and alignment, and
indicated that both are needed to distinguish the three accents, as each of the dimensions
showed overlap between categories; see Fig. 2. Finally, the data showed extensive speakerspecific variation, as well as consistent differences that depended on distal context and led to
non-localized effects on the F0 trajectory, such as differences in pitch height, captured by PC1,
on the unaccented syllables in the analysis window. The PCA analysis of the first three PCs
showed general trade-off of all three original PCs with the durational measures, especially with
the proportion of the three syllable window that was taken up by the accented syllable.
These results cast doubt on standard practices that prioritize tonal alignment – the timing of
tones relative to segmentals – over scaling, and focus on localized F0 targets and invariance as
criteria for the phonological status of phonetic events. Instead our results indicate that accentual
contrasts may rely on both scaling and alignment and that these cues may be in a trading
relation with segment duration. Further, accents can be eminently variable across contexts and
speakers. Crucially, differences in realization may not be localized on syllables of interest: in
the present study difference between accents are evident on the unstressed syllables before the
accented one. In short, the results show that intonation, in line with the rest of speech
production, does not operate on a system of invariable categories or of discrete “allotones”
(contra [5]). Rather, the evidence suggest that tonal phenomena, like segmental phenomena,
are realized as distributions of values, and using a variety of phonetic parameters that are found
in a trading relationship with each other.
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(1)

Accent
a. H*
b. H*+L
c. L+H*

Sample dialogue: one-word utterances
What’s this?
[laðoˈlemono] Lemon and oil sauce.
What should I do with all these lemons?
[lemoˈnaða] Lemonade. What else can you make with them?
Did you say their son has brown eyes?
[ɣalaˈna] Blue! Aren’t you paying attention?

Figure 1. PCA functions 1 (left) and 2 (right); lines with + signs indicate greater
contribution, and lines with – signs lower contribution of that component.

Figure 2: A PC1*PC2
plot showing that H* (red) is
characterized by a low early
fall, L+H* (blue) by a late
and high peak, and H*+L
(green) by a high peak and
early fall.
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Gradient Effects of Incremental Tonal Changes in Korean Speech Segmentation
Annie Tremblay1, Taehong Cho2, Sahyang Kim3, & Seulgi Shin1
1
University of Kansas, 2 Hanyang University, 3 Hongik University
French and Korean have similar intonational systems: Prominence is realized at the level
of the phrase, with the Accentual Phrase (AP) beginning with a low (L) tone and ending with
a high (H) tone in French and in Korean when the first consonant of the phrase-initial word is
lenis [1,2,3,4,5]. Importantly, French and Korean show subtle differences in the alignment of
the AP-final H tone with the syllable and in the scaling of the following AP-initial L tone: In
French, the AP-final H tone peaks at the very end of the AP-final syllable, and thus the pitch
lowering begins in the following AP-initial syllable [4, p. 163]; by contrast, in Korean, the
AP-final H tone peaks earlier in the AP-final syllable, and the pitch lowering begins in that
syllable such that the pitch is low by the beginning of the following AP-initial syllable [3, p.
21]. This alignment difference between the two languages results in a relatively lower APinitial L tone in Korean than in French. Tremblay et al. [6] found that Korean listeners have
difficulty using tonal cues to segment French speech. This raises the question of whether
Korean listeners’ segmentation of French in Tremblay et al. [6] was inhibited by the different
alignments of the AP-final H tone or by the different scaling of the AP-initial L tone in the
two languages. Korean listeners’ speech segmentation benefits from both the AP-final H and
AP-initial L tone [7,8], but it is unclear whether (and if so, how) differences in the alignment
of the AP-final tone and in the scaling of the AP-initial L tone affect their segmentation.
The present study investigates this issue, thereby shedding light on the importance of
fine-grained tonal cues in speech segmentation. Native Korean listeners completed artificiallanguage (AL) segmentation tasks in which they heard three ALs containing CVCVCV
words over three sessions. In Exp. 1, one AL contained no tonal cues to word-final
boundaries (control), one contained French cues, and one contained Korean-like cues. In the
French condition, an LLH contour, modeled after a native French speaker’s tonal contour and
alignment patterns, was superimposed over each of the CVCVCV words; in the Korean-like
condition, the French LLH contour was shifted to the left such that the H tone peak would
align with the H tone peak from an LLH contour modeled after a native Korean speaker’s
productions. Exps. 2 and 3 were identical to Exp. 1, except the early pitch of the AP-initial L
tone was lowered by 20 Hz in Exp. 2 and by an additional 20 Hz in Exp. 3 (Table 1). Three
groups of 36 Korean listeners each completed one of Exp. 1, 2, or 3. Within each group, the
tonal conditions were counterbalanced across the different ALs, and the order of conditions
and ALs was counterbalanced across participants, with the control condition being heard in
the second session. After listening to the AL for approx. 20 minutes, participants completed a
word-identification task in which they heard one word and one part-word foil from the AL
(without tonal cues), and selected the word they thought they heard in the AL.
Logit mixed-effects models were conducted on participants’ accuracy (Table 2). In Exp.
1, listeners were less accurate with than without French and Korean-like tonal cues. Lowering
the early pitch of the AP-initial L by 20 Hz in Exp. 2 eliminated this difference, and lowering
it by another 20 Hz in Exp. 3 resulted in more accurate performance with than without French
and Korean-like tonal cues. In Exps. 1-2 only, accuracy was lower with the Korean-like
alignment cues than with the French cues. These results suggest that Korean listeners’
successful speech segmentation is dependent on the low scaling of the AP-initial L tone,
suggesting that the phonetically higher AP-initial L tone in French may have inhibited their
segmentation of French speech in Tremblay et al. [6]; without this AP-initial cue, the early
alignment of the AP-final H tone was misleading rather than helpful. These results highlight
the gradient effects of incremental tonal changes in Korean listeners’ speech segmentation,
and indicate that the fine-grained phonetic details that arise with tonal alignment, as specified
by the intonational grammar of the language [9], play a crucial role in speech segmentation.
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Table 1. Example CVCVCV Words in Familiarization Phase
French Condition
Korean-like Condition
Exp. 1

Exp. 2

Exp. 3

Table 2. Accuracy Rates on Word-Identification Task
Exp. 1
Exp. 2

Exp. 3
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SENTENTIAL CONTEXT EFFECTS ON PHONETIC CATEGORIZATION IN
TALKERS WITH NON-NATIVE AND REGIONAL ACCENTS
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Speech perception is a function of not only the sounds we hear, but also of what we expect
to hear. Listeners’ interpretation of the acoustic signal is influenced by higher-level
information, including the plausibility of a word given the sentential context [1]. This work
investigates whether listeners adjust their reliance on higher-level information in response to
the accent of the talker, and whether this effect differs for regional vs. non-native accents
(e.g. [2], [3]). We test the hypothesis that an “ideal listener” [4] might increase reliance on
higher-level, contextual information when listening to an accented talker, under the
assumption that the acoustic information may be less predictable. We also explore whether
this effect is mitigated for listeners who have regular exposure to the accent, given that they
are likely to have more confidence about the specific acoustic characteristics of that accent.
Methods: We tested listeners from the University of Mississippi (MS, n=45, all L1
speakers of English) and the University of Toronto (TO, n=30, mixed L1 and L2 speakers; L1
and L2 speakers did not show different performance and are collapsed in this analysis).
Following the procedure used in Borsky et al. (1998), listeners identified target words,
manipulated to vary systematically along a 7-step VOT continuum (5 to 65 ms), as ‘goat’ or
‘coat.’ These target words were embedded in 8 different carrier sentences biasing towards
either a ‘goat’ or ‘coat’ interpretation (e.g. “He milked the __” vs. “She put on the __”).
Stimuli were created from four baseline talkers from different language backgrounds (Table
1): an L1 speaker of standard (Midwestern) English, an L1 speaker with a Southern American
English regional accent (from Mississippi) and two L2 speakers of English (L1s of Cantonese
and Portuguese). Listeners’ expected exposure to these accents varied by participant group,
with MS listeners having regular exposure to Standard English and Southern English, and TO
listeners having regular exposure to Standard English and Cantonese-accented English.
Neither group had regular exposure to Portuguese-accented English. Listeners completed the
task blocked by talker, with order of talker randomized.
Results: Listeners’ response data is shown in Figure 1. The two curves in each panel show
the two sentence biasing contexts, with a larger gap between the two curves indicating a
greater use of contextual information. A logistic mixed-effects regression model was used to
analyse listeners’ responses as a function of VOT, talker (L1-Standard, L1-Southern, L2Cantonese, L2-Mandarin), listener location (MS vs. TO), and sentential bias (“coat” or
“goat”). The expected effects of VOT and sentential bias were found, with longer VOT and
“coat”-biasing sentences eliciting more “coat” responses. Interactions indicated that the
sentential bias effect was greater for the two L2 talkers than for the two L1 talkers, and the
talker-related differences in use of context were the same for MS and TO listeners.
Conclusion: Our results indicate that listeners rely more heavily on sentential context
when listening to a non-native talker, whereas the regional accent tested here did not elicit
heavier use of context, even in TO listeners who have very low exposure to the accent.
Furthermore, use of sentential context in an L2 (Cantonese)-accented talker did not differ
between listeners with high (TO) and low (MS) exposure to the accent. Although
preliminary, these results suggest that nativeness may play a stronger role than accent
familiarity in predicting listeners’ use of contextual information in speech perception.
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Mississippi (n=45)
Toronto (n=32)

L1 English talkers
Standard/
Southern/
Midwest dialect
Mississippi
dialect
High
High
exposure
exposure
High
Low
exposure
exposure

L2 English talkers
L1
L1 Portuguese
Cantonese
Low
exposure
High
exposure

Low
exposure
Low
exposure

Table 1: Recordings from talkers with four different language backgrounds were used as
baselines for stimulus creation. Listeners came from two language groups with various levels
of exposure to each of the four talker accents.

Figure 1: % ‘coat’ response across the VOT continuum, in sentences biased toward ‘goat’
(light) and ‘coat’ (dark), by listeners from Mississippi (top) and Toronto (bottom), from
English talkers from 4 different language backgrounds.
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Campidanese Sardinian lenition revisited
Jonah Katz & Gianmarco Pitzanti
West Virginia University & Università di Cagliari
This study presents acoustic data on Campidanese Sardinian consonants and discusses
their implications for phonology. The Campidanese sound system has been explored from
historical-comparative, sociolinguistic, and synchronic phonological perspectives (e.g. [1],
[2], [4], [10]). Most of these descriptions are in impressionistic phonetic terms at the level of
IPA (or similar) symbols. Apart from Frigeni’s ([4]) investigation of sonorants, there is little
or no detailed acoustic data available. The intricate and complex Campidanese consonant
system is frequently referenced in theoretical phonological literature, especially its unusual
lenition patterns ([1], referenced in e.g. [5], [6], [8], [9]). The current study shows that IPAbased descriptions of Campidanese lenition miss many relevant details.
In Bolognesi’s ([1]) description, Campidanese contrasts a voiced and voiceless series of
singleton stops in utterance-initial position (referred to as /D/ and /T/, respectively). The /T/
series lenites to voiced fricatives following a vowel within an utterance; the /D/ series does
not lenite (example 1). This pattern is problematic because /T/ undergoes a relatively radical
change (voicing and spirantization), while /D/ fails to undergo a less radical change (just
spirantization). The pattern has been described as a derived environment effect ([8]), a
‘saltatory’ alternation ([6]), and (incorrectly) as a counterfeeding chain shift ([5], [9]); it is
quite difficult to capture in most models of phonology. Virdis ([10]), and implicitly Cossu
([2]), differ from Bolognesi in claiming that /D/ does often spirantize utterance-medially,
which would make the pattern slightly less puzzling.
The current study reports on field recordings of 5 speakers from the central Campidano,
including 537 word-initial consonants. Obstruents were annotated for qualitative features
(presence of burst, voicing, formants, frication noise) and submitted to automated lenition
and duration analysis based on intensity contours ([3], [7]). In non-postpausal utteranceinternal position, the /T/ series is largely voiced and continuant, as expected (fig. 1). But
other findings differ substantially from previous descriptions. The /D/ series shows variable
continuancy in all positions (fig. 1) and is longer and less intense than the /T/ series in
utterance-internal positions. (fig. 2). /T/ and /D/ are slightly longer and less intense at the
beginning of large syntactic phrases, where phonological phrase breaks are plausible (fig. 2);
this prosodic effect is shared with nasals and fricatives, suggesting that obstruent lenition in
Campidanese is part of a larger system of prosodically conditioned phonetic variation that
goes beyond manner features like voicing and continuancy. Comparison of logistic regression
models suggests that intensity changes and duration are the best criteria for discriminating
utterance-internal /T/ and /D/, not voicing or continuancy. Contrasts between /T:/ and /D:/
geminate stops (both word-internal and post-lexical) and between short and long fricatives,
on the other hand, do show robust voicing cues. In utterance-initial position, where duration
is difficult to measure (and plausibly to hear), voicing helps cue the /T/-/D/ contrast, but
about half of /D/ tokens lack pre-voicing (fig. 1) and it is unclear how they could be
categorized; close inspection suggests intensity slope or frication/aspiration may play a role.
We conclude that /T/ and /D/ do not contrast minimally for voicing or continuancy, and
that some of the lenition pressures affecting /T/ extend to other consonants (including /D/).
We propose that the /T/ series are extra-short segments unspecified for voicing and
continuancy, voiced utterance-internally because they are extremely short. Their voiceless
realization in utterance-initial position may be simply lack of passive voicing, or a strategy to
maintain contrast with /D/ in a context where duration is hard to recover. Campidanese
lenition is phonologically problematic if the /T/-/D/ contrast and the lenition process are
described in terms of distinctive features. But genuine insight into the system is made
possible by instead examining contrasts and lenition in terms of scalar intensity and duration.
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(1)

Campidanese lenition as described by Bolognesi (1998); illustrated with labials
Noun (isolation form)
[pota]

Determiner + Noun
[sːaβota]

Gloss
‘(the) door’

[bota]

[sːabota]

‘(the) time/occasion’

Figure 1. Voicing and audible burst presence by prosodic context and putative underlying
voicing. Data pooled across subjects. Phonological phrase breaks based on syntax.

Figure 2. Duration (left) and relative consonant intensity (right) by prosodic context and
segment. Duration computed from slopes of splines fit to intensity contours (see [3]).
[1] Bolognesi, R. (1998). The Phonology of Campidanian Sardinian. Amsterdam: HIL.
[2] Cossu, M. (2013). Unitá e variabilitá fonetiche delle parlate sarde meridionali.
Alessandria: Dell’Orso.
[3] Ennever, T., F. Meakins & E. Round. (2017). A replicable acoustic measure of lenition
and the nature of variability in Gurindji stops. Laboratory Phonology 8(1). 1-32.
[4] Frigeni, C. (2009). Sonorant relationships in two varieties of Sardinian. PhD thesis,
University of Toronto.
[5] Gussenhoven, C. & H. Jacobs. (2011). Understanding Phonology 3rd ed. London: Hodder.
[6] Hayes, B. & J. White. (2015). Saltation and the P-map. Phonology 32, 267-302.
[7] Kingston, J. (2008). Lenition. In Colantoni & Steele (eds.), Proc. of the 3rd Conference on
Laboratory Approaches to Spanish Phonology. Somerville: Cascadilla. 1-31.
[8] Lubowicz, A. (2002). Derived environment effects in OT. Lingua 112, 243-280.
[9] McCarthy, J. (2002). On targeted constraints and cluster simplification. Phonology 19,
273-292.
[10] Virdis, M. (1978). Fonetica del dialetto Sardo Campidanese. Cagliari: della Torre.
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Age vectors vs. axes of intraspeaker variation for
vowel formants in North American and Scottish English
Erik Thomas1, Jeff Mielke1, Josef Fruehwald2, Jordan Holley1, Michael McAuliffe3,
Morgan Sonderegger3, Jane Stuart-Smith4, Robin Dodsworth1 and Tyler Kendall5
1
North Carolina State University, 2University of Edinburgh, 3McGill University,
4
University of Glasgow, 5University of Oregon
We examine vowel formant variation in several natural speech corpora of North American
and United Kingdom English. Labov [1] has suggested that a speaker’s tokens of a particular
vowel will be aligned along an axis coinciding with the direction that vowel is shifting
diachronically in a given community. We compare the direction of change in apparent time
with the axis of intraspeaker variation, for several vowel phonemes, in order to test this
assertion. This question requires the ability to measure vowels in the same way across
corpora representing diverse language varieties. As such, this also an opportunity to test
and/or demonstrate using Polyglot [2] for large-scale vowel analysis. This is phase one of a
project which will measure dozens of English corpora from both sides of the Atlantic.
Polyglot was used to measure F1 and F2 at the nucleus (1/3 time point) of 547,344
stressed vowels from six speech corpora: the Sounds of the City corpus [3], representing
Glasgow, Scotland, the Scottish Corpus of Texts and Speech [4], representing Scotland more
broadly, the Canadian subset of the International Corpus of English (ICE-CAN) [5]
representing Canada, the Buckeye corpus [6] representing the U.S. North Midland, the
Raleigh corpus [7] representing the U.S. urban South, and subsets of the Santa Barbara
corpus [8] which represent Western U.S. and the Northern Cities Shifted (Inland North)
region of the U.S.. The analysis is limited to words that are not known to have been involved
in context-sensitive change in any of the dialects under study.
Formant measurements were normalized using the Lobanov method. Age vectors were
calculated using the mean normalized F1 and F2 measurements for the oldest and youngest
generation within each corpus (young vs. old for Buckeye, birth year before 1950 vs. after
1967 for Raleigh and SCOTS, older and 1980s middle-aged vs. 1980s-2000s young for
Sounds of the City, birth year before vs. after 1950 for ICE-CAN, and age at recording over
vs. under 35 for Santa Barbara. Age vectors are shown in Figure 1 as thick arrows. To
measure the axes of intraspeaker variation, a principal component analysis was performed for
F1 and F2 of each speaker-vowel combination with at least 20 tokens. The loadings were
used to calculate the angle of the main axis of variation for each speaker-vowel combination.
These were averaged across speakers within each regionally-defined group. Mean axes of
variation are shown in Figure 2 as dotted line segments. The length of each line segment
represents the mean standard deviation of vowel variation along the axis.
Our comparison of these corpora to investigate the relationship between axis of variation
and direction of diachronic change revealed that, in the majority of cases, there is no obvious
connection, as figure 1 shows. For most vowels, the axis of intraspeaker variation was
aligned vertically, presumably corresponding to the degree of jaw opening for individual
tokens. There was one important exception, however—the GOOSE vowel in North American
English. For this vowel, the axis of intraspeaker variation was aligned horizontally, which
also happens to be the axis of diachronic change for this vowel across North America. The
horizontal alignment differentiated GOOSE from the less flat orientation of the other high,
tense vowel (FLEECE); from the vertical orientations of other rounded vowels such as
THOUGHT and GOAT; and even from the vertical orientations observed for GOOSE in the two
Scottish corpora. This anomalous pattern calls for an explanation, but it may help to explain
why fronting and unrounding of high back vowels are common shifts across languages. It
also demonstrates the value of large corpora involving large numbers of tokens per speaker in
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that the alignments would have gone undetected without utilization of the full potential of
these corpora.

Figure 1. Age vectors (reflecting change in apparent time; arrows) and axes of variation
(dotted lines) for six vowels across seven groups of speakers from six corpora.
[1] Labov, W. (1994). Principles of Linguistic Change. Volume 1 : Internal Factors.
Oxford : Blackwell.
[2] McAuliffe, M., E. Stengel-Eskin, M. Socolof, & M. Sonderegger, (submitted). Polyglot
and Speech Corpus Tools: a system for representing, integrating, and querying speech
corpora. Interspeech 2017.
[3] Stuart-Smith, J. Fine phonetic variation and sound change: A real-time study of
Glaswegian. Final Report: RPG-142 (Sounds of the City)
[4] Anderson, J., D. Beavan, & C. Kay (2007). SCOTS: Scottish Corpus of Texts and Speech.
In Creating and digitizing language corpora (pp. 17-34). Palgrave Macmillan UK.
[5] Greenbaum, S., & G. Nelson (1996). The international corpus of English (ICE) project.
World Englishes, 15(1), 3-15.
[6] Pitt, M. A., L. Dilley, K. Johnson, S. Kiesling, W. Raymond, E. Hume, & E. FoslerLussier (2007). Buckeye Corpus of Conversational Speech (2nd release)
www.buckeyecorpus.osu.edu. Columbus, OH: Department of Psychology, OSU.
[7] Dodsworth, R., and M. E. Kohn (2012) Urban rejection of the vernacular: The SVS
undone. Language Variation and Change 24(2): 221-245.
[8] Du Bois, J. W., W. L. Chafe, C. Meyer, S. A. Thompson, & N. Martey (2000) Santa
Barbara Corpus of Spoken American English. CD-ROM. Philadelphia: LDC.
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Control vs. power in experimental phonetic research

Dinah Baer-Henney1 & Timo B. Roettger2
1
Heinrich-Heine University Duesseldorf, 2Northwestern University
Introduction: Speech science has become a research field that is increasingly shaped by
experimental data and quantitative analyses. It is thus mandatory to have a good understanding of
the interaction between experimental design and statistical inference. Usually, a small sample of
speakers participates in logistically costly laboratory experiments. Factors related to the testing
environment are usually controlled for by keeping them constant. In that context, incomplete
neutralization of final devoicing in German (henceforth IN, see [1,2]) has been taken as a prime
example for methodological discussions of certain design choices related to the recording
environment [3,4] as well as statistical misconceptions related to statistical power [5,6]. Statistical
power is defined as the probability that a given inferential test will reject a false null hypothesis
(here: that there is no IN effect). Statistical power is dependent on the size of the sample (as well
as the effect size and variance).
As opposed to rigid laboratory settings, alternative data collection approaches in the ‘field’,
which randomize variables related to the recording environment might be pragmatically more
feasible. This is very much in line with the increasingly growing research literature utilizing
crowd sourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk [e.g. 7], which have been repeatedly
cross-validated with laboratory experiments. In this paper, we present evidence from two
production experiments, showing that high-powered but putatively “dirty” studies, i.e. studies
exhibiting little control over the recording environment, yield comparable effect estimates to
well-controlled lab experiments.
Method: Data collection took place within two undergraduate introductory lectures to
general linguistics. During the course of this class, students were asked to design a production
study on IN. The lecturer guided their design decisions according to [2]. Singular forms (e.g.
Naug/Nauk) of given nonce word plurals (e.g. Nauge/Nauke) were elicited and acoustically
analyzed. Nonce words differed in the voicing status of the syllable-final stop. Students were
divided into separate tutorial classes (10 and 11, respectively) in which methodological aspects
and the experimental procedure were taught by separate research assistants. This scenario led to
severe variation of control variables: Each tutorial class used different nonce words, recorded by
a separate speaker, respectively; students collected data with varying available recording
facilities, e.g. their smartphones; and every student acoustically measured the preceding vowel
duration for her own data separately. It becomes obvious that this design is characterized by a
large number of variables that are not controlled for. Crucially, however, these control variables
did not confound with the dependent variable. Further details of the methodology employed, as
well as raw data and R scripts can be assessed from our osf.io repository (see the link below).
Results and Discussion: We fitted linear mixed effects models to both data sets predicting
preceding vowel duration by underlying VOICING (devoiced vs. voiceless), including by-SPEAKER,
by-ITEM, and by-CLASS random slopes for the predictor voicing. For both experiments there was a
significant IN effect for vowel duration (B = 3.94, SE = 0.7, t = 5.6, p = .0002 and B = 4.62, SE =
0.8, t = 5.8, p < .0001, respectively) with an estimated vowel duration difference of 7.9 ms and
9.2 ms, respectively (cf. Figure 1).
As opposed to production data from rigid laboratory settings, the present production studies
were characterized by an unusually small amount of control (recording device, environment,
stimuli, experimenter, etc.). However, these studies were also characterized by unusually high
power with 79 and 65 speakers, respectively. The obtained estimates from these two studies are
remarkably close to both the effect size reported in the as of yet largest laboratory study on IN in
German [2] (estimated effect size of 8 ms) and the estimated effect size and credible intervals
reported by a recent Bayesian meta-analysis [6] (estimated effect size of 11 ms, CI (5,16)). We
conclude that, given a large enough sample size, even less controlled production studies can yield
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robust phonetic effects. These results aim at raising awareness for more flexible data collection
procedures and the relevance of statistical power in experimental design.

Figure 1. Durational estimates (taken from the models described above) as a function of
paradigmatic voicing and experiment. Small semi-transparent dots indicate mean values for each
item. Except for very few cases, the majority of items shows the same pattern, i.e. the preceding
vowel of paradigmatically voiced stops exhibits greater durations.
Link to OSF repository: https://osf.io/9kywf/

[1] Port, R. F., & O’Dell, M. L. 1985. Neutralization of syllable-final voicing in German.
Journal of Phonetics, 13(4), 455-471.
[2] Roettger, T. B., Winter, B., Grawunder, S., Kirby, J., & Grice, M. 2014. Assessing
incomplete neutralization of final devoicing in German. Journal of Phonetics, 43, 11–25.
[3] Manaster-Ramer, A. 1996. A letter from an incompletely neutral phonologist. Journal of
Phonetics, 24(4), 477-489.
[4] Winter, B., & Roettger, T. B. 2011. The nature of incomplete neutralization in German:
Implications for laboratory Phonology. Grazer Linguistische Studien, 76, 55-74.
[5] Kirby, J., & Sonderegger, M. (under review). Power and effect size considerations in
experimental phonetics. Submitted to Journal of Phonetics.
[6] Nicenboim, B., Roettger, T. B., & Vasishth, S. (submitted). Using meta-analysis for
evidence synthesis: The case of incomplete neutralization in German. Submitted
to Journal of Phonetics.
[7] Mason, W., & Suri, S. (2012). Conducting behavioral research on Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk. Behavior research methods, 44(1), 1-23.
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Topic-oriented variation in loanword phonology
Daiki Hashimoto
University of Canterbury
Loanwords may contain a sound or structure that is not permitted in the grammar of the
borrowing language. For example, the tap [ɾ] in Māori words can be regarded as nonnative to
New Zealand English (NZE) since the tap is Māori’s rhotic phoneme, whereas English has a
retroflex coronal for its rhotic phoneme. Non-native structure may be adapted to make it wellformed in the borrowing language, or it may be imported without modification [1, 2], as
observed in Māori loanwords in NZE: the nonnative rhotic tap is sometimes adapted as a native
retroflex (e.g. ko[r]u and ma[r]ae), and sometimes imported (e.g. ko[ɾ]u and ma[ɾ]ae).
Previous literature has demonstrated that the rate of adaptation is influenced by word
frequency, proficiency in the source language, and interlocutor [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. However, it is
still largely unknown what exactly determines the likelihood of adaptation versus importation
of nonnative structure. In this study, we explore the possibility that variation in adaptation
reflects more general principles observed in sociolinguistic variation. That is, adaptation vs.
importation is simply a special type of sociolinguistically meaningful variation – albeit one
with a highly restricted domain.
To test this idea, we examine the effect of topic in speech, which is well attested in the
sociolinguistic literature, but is yet to be discussed in relation to loanword phonology. Topic
effects are well-attested in the literature on sociolinguistic variation [7, 8]. Crucially, we
assume that the imported structure [ɾ] is socially associated closely with a concept of Māori, as
[ɾ] is identical to the structure used in the Māori language and society. If loanword adaptation
works like other types of sociolinguistic variation, we would predict that when borrowers talk
about something related to Māori in speech, the representation of imported structure [ɾ] is
activated, and the imported structure is more likely to be produced. In this sense, adaptation
rates may reflect more general principles of dialect- and style-shifting, already observed in
domains which are not as highly restrictive lexically.
In order to test this prediction, 32 non-bilingual NZE speakers were asked to read four
passages about Māori and four passages about general leisure in New Zealand. Both types of
passages include the same set of Māori loanwords with word-medial /r/ (e.g. Oamaru and
Timaru). Following the passage reading task, they filled in a questionnaire about their social
association with Māori. After the experiment, the productions of loanwords were annotated
with the use of spectrograms [9]. On the basis of lowered F3 and clear consonantal edges (Fig
1), the realizations of /r/ were classified into adapted structure [r] and imported structure [ɾ].
The questionnaire data were analyzed using principal component analysis; they were reduced
to three principal components (PC1: attitudes towards Māori culture and language; PC2:
relationship with Māori people; PC3: relationship with Māori culture and language).
A logistic mixed-effects regression model was fit on the data, with adapted vs. imported as
the response variable. The model was selected using backwards elimination, and it included
random intercepts for speakers and words, and random slopes for all the variables showing
significant effects. The predictors included the variable of interests (i.e. topic: Māori vs.
neutral) and some significant control variables (e.g. task, word property, PC1, and PC3). The
significance of the two principal components reinforces the interpretation that this variation
carries some social meaning. Topic is significant in the predicted direction (Fig 2).
These results strongly suggest that, rather than regarding loanword adaptation as being
governed by strictly phonological or phonetic properties [2, 10], the study of loanword
phonology needs to be embedded in more general theories of linguistic variation, particularly
those that strive to account for the behavior of sociolinguistic variables. Usage-based theories,
such as exemplar theory [8, 11], have been developed to account for socially driven variation,
and their predictions can straightforwardly extend to the domain of loanword production.
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Figure 1. Classification of /r/ realizations in Māori loanwords into adapted structure [r]
and imported structure [ɾ].

Figure 2. Effect of topic (Māori vs. neutral) on the likelihood of importation.
[1] Haugen, Einar. 1950. The analysis of linguistic borrowing. Language 26. 210231.
[2] LaCharité, Darlane and Carole Pradis. 2005. Category preservation and proximity versus
phonetic approximation in loanword adaptation. Linguistic Inquiry 36. 223258.
[3] Poplack, Shana and David Sankoff. 1984. Borrowing: the synchrony of integration.
Linguistics 22. 99135.
[4] Friesner, Michael. 2009. The social and linguistic predictors of the outcomes of borrowing
in the speech community of Montréal. PhD dissertation. University of Pennsylvania.
[5] Lev-Ari, Shiri and Sharon Peperkamp. 2014. An experimental study of the role of social
factors in language change: the case of loanword adaptations. Laboratory Phonology 5.
379401.
[6] Lev-Ari, Shiri, Marcela San Giacomo, and Sharon Peperkamp. 2014. The effect of domain
prestige and interlocutors’ bilingualism on loanword adaptations. Journal of
Sociolinguistics 18. 658684.
[7] Walker, Abby. 2014. Crossing oceans with voices and ears: second dialect acquisition and
topic-based shifting in production and perception. PhD dissertation. Ohio State University.
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Dialectal variation and sound change in Korean nasals
Suyeon Yun (Ewha Womans University) and Yoonjung Kang (University of Toronto Scarborough)

Background: This study investigates dialectal variation and sound change in Korean wordinitial denasalization, by using large-scale production data from an underdocumented North
Korean (NK) dialect, as well as Seoul Korean (SK). Nasals /m, n/ in SK may be denasalized
in word-initial position ([1], [2], [3], [4], [7]). Previous studies, however, are mostly limited
to SK ([6] on Busan Korean being a sole exception) and limited to younger speakers’ speech.
The current study has three goals. First, we explore how pervasive the initial denasalization is
in Korean and whether it is an active sound change, by examining phonetic realizations of the
nasal in NK along with SK, employing both older and younger speaker groups. Second, we
investigate whether NK speakers living in Seoul show a phonetic drift to denasalization, a
presumed SK feature argued to be spread to other South Korean dialects by dialect contact
([6]). The prediction is that the longer the speakers lived in Seoul, the more frequently they
will denasalize. Third, we examine whether the vowel following the initial nasal affects the
frequency of denasalization; it is previously described that denasalization is more frequent
before high vowels than before non-high vowels ([5]) or initial /m/ and /n/ are denasalized
before a rounded vowel and before a front vowel, respectively ([3]).
Methods: Participants were 35 NK speakers residing in Seoul who speak Northern
Hamkyeong dialect, balanced for age (18 old (>40 y.o.) + 17 young) and the length of
residence (LOR) (19 long (>3 yrs) + 16 short) as well as 20 speakers of SK (10 old + 10
young). The task was to read 7 /m/-initial and 15 /n/-initial words in isolation embedded in a
larger wordlist. The target initial nasals were followed by one of six vowels (/a, ɛ, i, o, u, ɨ/).
The initial nasal tokens were categorized into four major groups based on their acoustic
characteristics (cf. [6], [7]): (i) sonorant nasal; (ii) short nasal (significantly reduced in
duration) (iii) weak nasal (reduced in amplitude); and (iv) stop (no nasality; may involve
short aspiration following burst). (ii)-(iv) are classified as the case of denasalization. Mixedeffects logistic regression models including subject and item as random effects are used for
statistical tests.
Results: The results reveal a clear dialectal difference in denasalization; SK speakers produce
denasalized variants more frequently (49.9%) than NK speakers (22.4%). Of interest is that
the age effect in denasalization is observed not only in SK (old 32.2% vs. young 67.2%) but
also in NK (old 10.8% vs. young 36.9%), as shown in Figure 1. On the other hand, we do not
observe the predicted phonetic drift in NK speakers’ speech, as shown in Figure 2; there is no
statistically significant difference in the rate of denasalization by LOR, both in old and young
speaker groups. As for the following vowel type, the denasalization of /n/ is more frequent
before /i/ (p<.001; Figure 3), and the denasalization of /m/ is more frequent before /u/ (p=.05;
Figure 4), while the difference between high and non-high vowels is not significant. Place of
articulation (/m/ or /n/) is also not a significant predictor in denasalization.
Discussion: The study finds that the initial denasalization is an ongoing sound change not
only in SK but also in NK. The change in NK seems to be an independent process, rather than
a change induced by contact with SK; SK denasalization is not salient enough to trigger more
frequent denasalization in the speech of NK speakers who have lived in Seoul longer than
shorter. We argue that more frequent denasalization before the homorganic high vowel may
derive from a requirement for constant CV or syllable duration and resulting phonetic
compensatory lengthening of nasals before a homorganic high (usually short) vowel. Note
that it is the type (iii) weak nasals occur more frequently for /mu/ and /ni/ than elsewhere
(p<.001), and the durations of word-initial /m/ and /n/ are the longest precisely in this same
context in Korean ([1]). The weak nasal appears more frequently in /mu/ and /ni/ as a result
of compromise between the pressure to maintain a constant CV duration and the articulatory
difficulty in maintaining the nasality in longer duration. The results provide evidence that the
grammar of the duration preservation is active at the phonetic level (cf. [8]).
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Figure 1. Types of nasals by age

Figure 2. Types of nasals by length of
residence (NK speakers)

Figure 3. Types of /n/ by following vowel

Figure 4. Types of /m/ by following vowel
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Ferguson, C. A., Hyman, L. M. and Ohala, J. J. (eds.), Nasalfest : Papers from a
symposium on nasals and nasalization, 125-131.
[3] Kim, Y. S. 2011. An acoustic, aerodynamic and perceptual investigation of word-initial
denasalization in Korean. Doctoral dissertation. University College London.
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Partial Contrast, Dialect Exposure, and the Perception of Canadian Raising
Patrick Murphy & Philip Monahan
University of Toronto (p.murphy@mail.utoronto.ca)
Phenomenon: Canadian Raising (Ahrend 1934; Chambers 1973) is a process whereby the diphthongs
/aI/ and /aU/ start with a lower F1 (higher tongue position) before voiceless consonants (e.g., right as [ô2It]
and doubt as [d2Ut]). The raised variants also appear before a flap [R] that is underlyingly a /t/, leading
to a distinction between writing and riding ([ô2IRIŋ] and [ôaIRIŋ]). Based on a regionally-diverse sample,
Boberg (2008) finds that raising is a “largely uniform feature of Canadian English”.
Hypotheses: Listeners are more accurate at discriminating sound pairs that are contrastive in their
language than pairs that are allophonic (Boomershine et al. 2008); however, in Canadian English, raised
and non-raised diphthongs are in a relationship of variable (or partial) contrast (Hall 2013). They are normally allophonic, but in one environment (before a flap [R]) they have minimal pairs and thus can be said
to be contrastive. For Experiment 1 we hypothesized that listeners would more accurately discriminate
between raised and non-raised diphthongs in the contrastive (flap) environment than in the allophonic
(voiceless) environment (cf. Celata 2008). For Experiment 2, we hypothesized that Canadian listeners
would make use of diphthong quality (raising) as a cue to voicing of the following consonant, based on
findings of preceeding vowel duration being a cue to consonant voicing (Raphael 1972).
Experiment 1, an AXB discrimination task, tested Canadian English listeners (n = 32) on differentiating [2I]~[aI] and [2U]~[aU] before a voiceless stop /t/, where they are dialectally variable allophones
(e.g., right [ô2It]~[ôaIt], clout [kl2Ut]~[klaUt]), and before a flap [R], where they are contrastive (e.g.,
writing/riding [ô2IRIŋ]~[ôaIRIŋ], clouting/clouding [kl2URIŋ]~[klaURIŋ]). The stimuli were natural tokens
from two native speakers of Canadian English, with vowels cross-spliced in Praat (Boersma and Weenick
2017). Performance was better in the flap condition than the voiceless condition for the /aI/ set of words
(83% to 74%: t31 =-4.1334, p<0.001), as hypothesized. However, there was no significant flap advantage
for the /aU/ set of words (63% to 62%: t31 =-0.47078, p=0.6411)—see Fig. 1. This appears to be a result
of the /aU/ set relying on uncommon or obscure words, particularly in the flap condition, and participants
not being aware of the intended contrast (e.g., only hearing clouding and not clouting).
Experiment 2, an identification task, tested Canadian English listeners (n = 30) on their perception of
/aI/ and /aU/ words with conflicting vowel/consonant cues. The stimuli were synthesized in eSpeakNG
(Dunn and Duddington 2017), an open source speech synthesizer. A raised vowel in a voiced context (an
illicit application of Canadian Raising, inappropriate in all North American dialects) increased the chance
of participants hearing a voiceless consonant (e.g., hearing [h2Id] as height instead of hide) from 6% to
17%, a significant difference (t29 =4.5167, p<0.001); however, a non-raised vowel in a voiceless context
(a lack of Canadian Raising, inappropriate in Canadian English but appropriate in other dialects) did not
significantly change the perception of the word (t29 =0.68986, p=0.4958)—see Fig. 2. If the listeners were
basing their perception on the rules of their own dialect then a non-raised vowel in a voiceless context
should have had a similar effect; it appears that they are accounting for what is possible in other dialects.
To note, the voiceless context unexpectedly had ~25% voiced responses (see Fig. 2). This suggests
that the voicing distinction in the synthesized tokens was not entirely clear, but it is orthogonal to our
hypothesis and to our finding that the vowel cues did not affect responses in the voiceless context.
Conclusion: Experiment 1 found evidence that a normally allophonic pair of sounds can be discriminated with greater accuracy when put in an environment where they are contrastive, as long as they
actually are perceived as different words (being in an environment where theoretically they can distinguish words is not sufficient). This shows that partial contrast can lead to variable discriminability, i.e.,
the same pair of sounds being easier to discriminate in one phonological environment—or perhaps lexical environment, given the different results for /aU/—than in another (cf. Celata 2008). Experiment 2
found evidence that Canadian listeners use preceeding diphthong quality (raising) as a cue to consonant
voicing, but with a pattern that suggests an awareness of what is also possible in dialects without raising.
This supports the finding that speech perception is affected not just by exposure with another language
but also with another dialect (Sumner & Samuel 2009), which for Canadians is likely American English,
given its proximity, size, and similarity (cf. Swan & Babel 2017).
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Figure 1: Correct responses in Experiment 1
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Perceptual equivalence between co-articulated cues during a sound change in progress
Jianjing Kuang and Aletheia Cui (University of Pennsylavnia)
Sound change happens when a secondary cue becomes primary. During a sound change,
production and perception can be misaligned (Kleber et al., 2012), and cue shifting first occurs
in perception (Kuang and Cui, 2016). An important question is then how cue shifting is
initiated? Previous work found that the tense vs. lax register contrast in Southern Yi, typically
realized as distinct phonation, was undergoing sound change. Vowel quality, lower for the
tense register due to co-articulation, was overtaking phonation as the primary cue for the
register contrast. Overall, cue shifting in low vowels (e.g., /e/) was more advanced than that in
high vowels (e.g., /u/). Why did cue shifting take place in low vowels first? It was found that
vowel quality and phonation cues were in a trading relationship (Beddor, 2009, i.e., highly
correlated) in the production of low vowels (e.g., /e/) but not the high vowels (e.g., /u/). We
thus hypothesize that because of this trading relationship, vowel quality has become equally
informative as phonation cues for low vowel pairs, but such perceptual equivalence has not
been established for high vowel pairs. Specifically, we hypothesize that the listeners who treat
vowel quality and phonation as perceptually equivalent will enhance vowel quality cues (i.e.,
greater F1) when shadowing tenser voice quality.
Methods: Fifty-six native Southern Yi speakers participated in a shadowing experiment.
Three phonation and five F0 steps were created from naturally produced minimal pairs /be33,
be33/ and /bu33, bu33/ (underscore = tense), for a total of 30 stimuli (3 phonation x 5 F0 x 2
vowel). Each pair was neutralized in vowel quality so that only phonation cues remained.
Vowels were extracted and resynthesized; the same onset consonant [b] was added back
afterwards. The naturally lax and tense stimuli constituted the 1st and 3rd phonation steps
respectively. An intermediate 2nd step was created by increasing the steepness of the tense
stimuli to match the spectral tilt of step 1 (i.e., natural lax), using TANDEM-STRAIGHT
(Kawahara et al., 2008). Therefore, step 2 was ambiguous in phonation cues (illustrated in
Figure 1). The subjects were instructed to repeat each word quickly and closely imitate the
voice. Each stimulus was presented three times in random order. After the experiment, acoustic
measurements of the recordings were taken using VoiceSauce (Shue et al. 2011).
Results: Mixed-effects models (acoustic measures ~ Phonation steps * F0 steps
+(1|subject)) were used to evaluate the phonation step effects on H1*-H2*, F0 and F1 in the
shadowing speech. Pairwise comparisons between every two phonation steps were achieved
by adjusting the reference levels of the models. As illustrated in Figure 2, all three phonation
steps have significant effects on H1*-H2* for both /be/ and /bu/. However, phonation steps
only have significant effects on F1 for /be/, but not /bu/. Moreover, phonation steps have
generally no significant effects on the F0 production for both /be/ and /bu/.
Discussion: Overall, manipulating phonation cues led to the enhancement of vowel quality
cues for /be/ but not for /bu/ in the shadowing speech. These results indicate that the encoding
statuses of vowel quality cues in the register contrast are different for /be/ and /bu/. F1 is
encoded as part of the phonological representation for /be/, but not for /bu/. Moreover, the
absence of phonation effects on F0 suggests that F0 is not part of the phonological
representation for either /be/ or /bu/. Interestingly, for /be/, significant effects of phonation step
on F1 were found for all three steps, even though the second step was ambiguous. This indicates
that most speakers generalized the second phonation step as intermediate between tense and
lax. All together, this study demonstrated that perceptual equivalence between vowel quality
and phonation was established for low vowels, and to a lesser extent for high vowels. That is
why cue shifting has completed in perception for low vowels. This study thus provides
important theoretical implications for the roles of production and perception in sound change.
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Figure 1. Illustration of phonation
manipulations for the stimuli: steps 1 (natural
lax) and 2 have the same spectral slope but are
distinguished by noise ratio, while step 2 and step
3 (natural tense) have the same noise ratio but are
distinguished by spectral slope.
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Figure 2. Effect plots of phonation steps for acosutic measures in the shadowing speech. For /be/, all three
phonation steps have signfiicantly different F1 and H1*-H2* values, but there is no phonation step effects for F0
values; for /bu/, all three phonation steps have siginificantly different H1*-H2* values, but there are no phonation
step effects on F1 and F0 values. (Note: F0 steps have no significant effects on F1 and H1*-H2*, and there are no
signficant interactions between phonation steps and F0 steps, so the dimension of F0 steps is omitted here.)
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Sociophonetic factors predict phoneme boundary location in production and
perception among speakers of three varieties of British English
Dominic Watt*, Carmen Llamas*, Peter French*§, Almut Braun*, Duncan Robertson*,
and Tyler Kendall†
§
*University of York, JP French Associates, †University of Oregon
The linkage between the perception of phonological contrasts and the production of those
contrasts in the speech of the listener has received considerable attention in the phonetics and
psychology literature at least since the middle of the twentieth century. It is only relatively
recently, however, that a focus has been drawn on the relationship between variability in
listeners’ production patterns and their awareness of socially-conditioned variation in the
ambient language(s). Research on sociophonetic aspects of the production-perception link has
shown that the placement of phoneme boundaries by listeners participating in perception studies
appears to be contingent to some degree upon where those boundaries are located in the
listeners’ own speech (e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]). Intriguingly, in [5] it was found that productions of
the /ɔ/~/ɑ/ distinction among US English-speaking participants – a contrast which is
progressively being lost from certain varieties as a consequence of the so-called ‘low back
merger’ – is predictive of where they place the /æ/~/ɑ/ boundary in perception tests.
In the present study we adopt an experimental approach similar to that of [5] to investigate
the perception of subphonemic vowel contrasts characteristic of three accents of urban
northeastern England (Newcastle, Sunderland, Middlesbrough), these varieties being the focus
of the TUULS project (‘The Use and Utility of Localised Speech Forms in Determining
Identity: Forensic and Sociophonetic Perspectives’; UK ESRC ES/M010783/1). The vowels in
question are those of the FACE, GOAT and NURSE lexical sets [6], which vary markedly within
the individual speech communities as well as across the region as a whole (e.g. [7, 8, 9]). In
FACE and GOAT, we are principally interested in the location of the phoneme boundary in terms
of the frequency of the first formant, F1. In Newcastle and Sunderland, FACE is regularly
produced as a close monophthong [eː] with a low F1, while in Middlesbrough the vowel quality
tends to be a significantly more open [ɛː], predicting a higher F1 frequency. A 6-step

FACE

continuum was created in Praat [10] by incrementally adjusting the F1 value between the [eː]
and [ɛː] poles (382 and 531Hz, respectively) in 29Hz steps, where the surrounding phonological
context (/fVz/, as in ‘phase’ and ‘fairs’) was chosen to be as neutral as possible in respect of
sociophonetically sensitive variation. An analogous [oː]~[ɔː] continuum was generated for GOAT
(/kVt/, as in ‘coat’ and ‘court’). In local pronunciations of NURSE, the key acoustic parameter is
the second formant (F2). NURSE productions in the region range from [ɔː] to [ɛː], with the
retracted variant being associated most closely with Newcastle, and the front [ɛː] with
Middlesbrough. A third 6-step continuum was created between [ɜː] and [ɛː] by adjusting the F2
frequency in 69Hz increments between 1466 and 1813Hz in a /stVz/ (‘stirs’~‘stairs’) frame.
The 18 test stimuli were then presented in randomised order three times apiece to 21
phonetically-untrained listeners from the region, who were asked to judge which word they had
heard by choosing one of two on-screen options. The inferred location of the phoneme
boundary with respect to the relevant formant frequency values for the three vowels was then
compared to the listeners’ own productions. In general, the data confirm the expected
relationship between the positions of phoneme boundaries in production and perception. For
instance, in FACE the placement of the perceptual boundary differs systematically across our
three fieldwork sites in a way that aligns with the distribution of high-F1 FACE productions.
Similarly, we observe a greater proclivity to accept high-F2 [ɛː]-like tokens in the /stVz/ frame
as instantiations of ‘stirs’ among Middlesbrough listeners than among participants in the two
other groups, in parallel with the typically fronted pronunciation of the NURSE vowel in
Middlesbrough English.
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Cue weighting after a tone-split in Tamang. A perception study of stop initial words
1

Martine Mazaudon1,4, Jiayin Gao1,2,3,4
LACITO (CNRS), 2Sophia University, 3JSPS, 4Labex-EFL

Languages of the Tamang group (Tibeto-Burman, Nepal) have been described with a fourtone system issued from an older two-tone system which split in two when two series of
initial consonants, voiced and voiceless, merged into one, now realized as voiced for initial
sonorants, and as voiceless for initial stops and sibilants [5, 6]. “Once it is constituted the
tonal system evolves without consideration of its etymological values” [3]. Nevertheless, old
features do not disappear all at once, and traces of the past are found.
An earlier instrumental study using electroglottography [7] confirmed the use of three
main cues in the production of tones in Risiangku Tamang: F0, breathiness, and vestigial
VOT on initial Ci stops. To summarize: (1) the two tones issued from the old voiced series,
T3 [22] and T4 [21], have lower F0 than T1 [54] and T2 [44]; (2) low tones are produced
with breathier voice than high tones; (3) 20% of the low tone words (vs 0% of high tone
words) are produced with prevoiced Ci. The intertwining of cues is such that it was proposed
that the definition of a tone in Tamang could not rely on F0 alone, but required the inclusion
of these secondary features.
If old features are retained by some historical inertia, is their role in perception
proportional to their place in production? This assumed equilibrium is questioned by Beddor
[1]. Several recent studies on incipient sound changes have dealt with the differential cueweighting in perception and production, and the examined cases: tonogenesis in Seoul
Korean [9], and Afrikaans [2], and change from phonation type to vowel timber in Yi [4]
seem to support Ohala’s [9] claim that changes in perception precede changes in production:
“perception leads production”.
In order to assess the situation in Tamang, where the new feature of tone is phonologized
(by the complete merger of the sonorant and sibilant series), we conducted a tone
identification test on Risiangku Tamang listeners living in Nepal, using a tonal quasiquadruplet. All stimuli were synthesized with equalized segmental duration and intensity
contour. The following five parameters were manipulated: degree of breathiness (modal,
breathy, or super breathy); Ci prevoicing (present or absent); F0 of V1 onset (115, 130, 145,
or 160 Hz); F0 slope of V1 (rising or falling); F0 slope of V2 (rising or falling). The resulting
96 stimuli were presented in a carrier sentence to 28 listeners individually.
The identification rate of stimuli as high tones (T1-T2) increases with the F0 onset
(Fig.1). However, the slopes of all the identification curves are less steep than what we would
expect of a sharp categorical perception. Listeners also rely heavily on both Ci prevoicing
and voice quality. Prevoiced Ci stimuli yield low tone identification in 50% of cases even
with the highest F0 onset; and the high tone identification rate is lower for breathy than for
modal stimuli, and for super breathy than for breathy stimuli. Either breathy voice or Ci
prevoicing enhance a low F0 and help a Low tone identification, while modal voice, if not
contradicted by Ci voicing, ensures High tone identification at more than 50% even with the
lowest F0. Statistical (GLM) and classification (J48 tree, SMO) analyses confirmed a
preponderance of the F0 onset cue in high vs. low tone identification, followed by reliance on
the prevoicing of the Ci when present. The use of voice quality comes in to resolve
conflicting (High F0 with Ci prevoicing) or indecisive (Low F0 without Ci prevoicing) cues.
Moreover, when cues are conflicting, response times increase. (Fig.2)
Our study shows a predominance of F0 as an identification cue, which is consistent with
the historical evolution. However, the old and intermediate cues of [voice] and [breathiness]
continue to be used in perception as in production. The substantial role of [voice] in
perception, in spite of its reduced role in production, might suggest that its progressive
disappearance is production-led, in this post-phonologization situation.
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It’s (not) the economy, stupid! Possible restrictions on regularization
Klaas Seinhorst, University of Amsterdam
The link between regularity and learning has been explored since at least the early 1960s,
when Shepard et al. [1] conducted experiments in which participants learnt sets of nonlinguistic feature combinations with different internal structures (Fig. 1, next page). Feldman
[2] argued that participants’ success at classifying and memorizing their input was predicted
by its logical complexity, i.e. the length of the rule that described the relation between the
members of the set. Subjects performed best on the regular set, i.e. the one that maximally
combines its constituent features, which has the lowest complexity (Type I in Fig. 1). In an
iterated-learning task, participants selected this regular type with increasing frequency over
the generations, again suggesting that it is preferred by a learning bias [3].
Language learners seem to have a preference for regularity as well [4, 5], and it has been
argued that the reduction of complexity is one of the driving forces in language evolution [6].
In the phonological literature, the notion of regularity, usually termed economy, is well
established [7, 8], and it seems that learners of phoneme inventories from an artificial sign
language display regularizing behavior [9]. In this last study, the inventories could be
described with one binary and one ternary feature, yielding a total of 6 possible categories
(Fig. 2). We conducted a follow-up experiment in which participants (n = 56) acquired a sign
language that was defined in terms of two ternary features, yielding 9 possible categories. Out
of 14 possible types with 3 or more categories, we selected seven (Fig. 3), four of which had
the same number of categories, and four of which had the same logical complexity. Each
participant was assigned one of the input types. In the learning phase, subjects were shown all
categories in their input type (four different tokens of each sign) in random order, and in the
test phase, they were shown all nine possible signs plus one control and were instructed to
click the signs they had just seen. We labeled each subject’s response as a match or a
mismatch, and did not find any significant effect of input complexity (p = .789) or inventory
size (p = .603) on response in a binary logistic regression.
In our previous study [9], 14 out of 96 participants added unseen categories, 9 of whom
regularized their inputs. In our follow-up experiment, 24 out of 58 participants introduced
new categories, but no one regularized their input. This difference might be due to the sizes
of the full inventories: in [9], the number of possible outcomes as defined by the features was
smaller than in our follow-up experiment (6 resp. 9), which means that in our experiment, the
introduction of a new category is less likely to yield a regular inventory. The regularization
by the subjects in [9], then, might just be a consequence of the limited feature space, rather
than of any bias towards the reduction of complexity.
To further investigate the role of complexity, we conducted a second experiment using the
same sign language, in which participants (n = 28) were shown 8 types of phoneme inventory
(Fig. 4). Along with each inventory, two signs were presented, one of which would lower the
complexity of the inventory if it were added to it, the other would increase it. Participants
were asked to select the sign that they thought best fit the language. Only for the smallest and
least complex inventory (leftmost in Fig. 4) did participants score above chance in selecting
the complexity-reducing sign. In the other sources that report regularization, the data sets
were similarly small: in [3], participants had to add 2 stimuli, in [4], there were 2 determiners,
and in [5], there were 2 plural markers. Both these results and our findings suggest that
learners regularize when a small number of options are available; whenever there are more
possible solutions, they may not regularize at all (as in our first experiment), but maybe
appear to do so if the search space is sufficiently constrained (as in [9]). Regularization in
natural language, then, may only happen when the learner’s search space is sufficiently small.
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Figure 1. The six types from Shepard et al. (1961). Each dimension represents a feature;
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Figure 3. The seven types from our first experiment. None of these types are regular.
lc = logical complexity; cat = number of categories.

Figure 4. The eight types from our second experiment. A green circle indicates a complexityreducing sign, a red circle indicates a complexity-increasing sign. Sometimes, multiple
signs could in- or decrease complexity, but participants were only shown one of each.
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Intra-segmental timing in sound change: /aw/ in Philadelphia
Josef Fruehwald
University of Edinburgh
In this paper I argue that the inter-generational dynamics of a specific sound change which
has previously been characterized as a shift in vowel quality in F1×F2 space also involves a
considerable shift in the relative timing of formant targets. It appears that /aw/ (Wells' MOUTH
class) fronting and raising in Philadelphia is driven partly by a changing timing of maximum
F1 excursion relative to F2. The relative timing of articulatory gestures has been implicated in
a number of consonantal sound changes such as /l/ darkening [1,2], Scottish derhoticization
[3], and Andalusian post-aspiration [4], and now can be extended to vocalic shifts.
Labov et al (2013) reported on /aw/ fronting and raising as a female led sound change that
exhibited a "curvilinear" pattern. That is, for the first half of the 20th century, it was
characterized by increasing raising and fronting along the front diagonal of the vowel space,
then followed by a period of reversal. This vowel is often transcribed as varying between [æʊ]
and [ɛɔ] in Philadelphia, and Labov et al (2013) utilized a single point of measurement meant
to characterize the quality of the first element, or nucleus, of the diphthong.
This analysis draws upon the same dataset, The Philadelphia Neighborhood Corpus [PNC]
[6], specifically the 21,634 tokens of /aw/ from 323 transcribed and force aligned
sociolinguistic interviews with White Philadelphians. The formants of speakers' entire vowel
systems were estimated using FAVE v1.2.2 [7], and the full formant tracks extracted. For the
purpose of modelling, the full formant tracks were subsampled at 15 equidistant points. F1 and
F2 were modelled separately using Generalized Additive Mixed Effects Models [8], with
proportional time, speaker date of birth, speaker gender, and log2 scaled duration centered on
speakers' medians used as predictors. Each one dimensional predictor was modelled using a
penalized cubic regression spline, and the two and three dimensional predictors were modelled
using tensor product smooths. Random intercepts for speaker and word and random smooths
for speaker were also included. An autoregressive component was included to account for the
autocorrelation of estimates within each trajectory.
Figure 1 plots the fitted normalized F1 and F2 formant tracks, colored by year of birth. The
first major result is that the formant trajectories of /aw/ do not appear to be well characterized
by a two part nucleus-glide sequence. While F2 appears to have a clear two part front and back
target (characterized by relatively slow formant movement at its beginning and end), F1
appears to have only one relatively high (low in the vowel space) target, which appears to be
timed roughly at the midpoint of F2 transition.
The next is that while both F1 and F2 undergo considerable shifts in their quality, the point
of maximum F1 excursion also shifts considerably as a function of speakers’ date of birth.
Pointwise credible intervals for the timing of F1 maximum were estimated by simulating 5,000
samples from model posterior [8] and are plotted in Figure 2. As can be seen, the timing of F1
maximum corresponds to the results reported for quality in Labov et al (2013), whereby women
exhibited a curvilinear pattern (drifting towards a later proportional time of max(F1), then an
earlier timing), while men are generationally delayed in participating in this shift. The timing
shifts can be contrasted with the estimated pointwise credible intervals for max(F1) itself,
which exhibit a much more linear trend towards lowering F1 (raising the vowel).
There are two key conclusions to be drawn from these results. First, it is potentially better
to model full formant tracks for complex diphthongs like /aw/, which is not well characterized
by one or two point measurements. Secondly, shifts in the relative timing of formant targets
are an important component of vowel shifts.
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Patterns of nasal coarticulation in Panará
Myriam Lapierre, Susan Lin
University of California, Berkeley
Previous research on coarticulation of nasality in English, French, Portuguese, and Lakota
has shown that, when oral vowels are adjacent to nasal consonants, they undergo partial
nasalization [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. This study presents novel data on the timing of nasal coarticulation
from Panará (Brazil, Mato Grosso), which we argue mirrors the pattern previously described
for other languages: Coarticulation is triggered by vowels and undergone by consonants.
Panará, a language of the Jê family spoken by approximately 600 people in the Eastern
Amazon, exhibits a series of plain voiceless stops and nasal stops, both of which contrast four
places of articulation (Table 1). Panará also exhibits contrastive nasalization and length in its
extensive vowel inventory (Table 2) [6]. We collected acoustic recordings as well as oral and
nasal airflow from 40 native speakers of Panará (n=19 male) during their production of a total
of 38 disyllabic words ending in a /VCV/ sequence, where each instance of V and C may be
oral or nasal, and each word was repeated 5 times in semi-randomized blocks.
We observe that Panará exhibits two distinct kinds of phonetic [NT] sequences. In one
type, which we refer to as Type A, the duration of the nasal component [N] is significantly
shorter than the oral component [T] (β=-53.4, t=-6.67, p<0.0001). In addition, the relative
duration varies between speakers. Figure 1 shows two utterances with a [nt] sequence, from
the word /tɔː/ (to fly). In Type B [NT]s, the duration of the [N] and [T] components do not
differ significantly (β=-6.3, t=-1.04, p=0.3002). Figure 2 illustrates the relative timing
differences between the nasal and oral subparts of the two types of [NT] sequences.
Notably, Type A [NT]s appear in complementary distribution with plain voiceless oral
stops, where [NT]s appear after nasal vowels and [T]s appear after oral vowels. Type B
[NT]s appear in complementary distribution with full nasal stops, where [NT]s appear before
oral vowels and approximants and [N]s appear before nasal vowels. Thus, a compelling
analysis of the data that we adopt from here onward, is that Type A [NT]s result from a
process of prenasalization of underlying voiceless stops /T/ when preceded by a nasal vowel,
and Type B [NT]s arise from a process of postoralization of underlying nasal consonants /N/
when followed by an oral vowel. Crucially, both types of [NT]s exist in contrastive
distribution. Both types of [NT]s can appear between a contrastively oral and a contrastively
nasal vowel, as in the following phonotactic sequences: /ṼNV, ṼTV/ à [ṼNTV]. Yet, the
temporal characteristics of the sequences appear to distinguish one from the other.
According to this analysis, prenasalized [NT]s result from carry-over coarticulation of the
velic gesture of the preceding nasal vowel. Voicing from the preceding vowel may also carry
over and appears to be highly variable, both inter- and intra-speaker, resulting in variable
devoicing of the nasal component (Figure 3). In contrast, postoralized [NTs] exhibit
significantly less temporal variability in articulatory overlap of voicing offset and nasal
airflow (Figure 3). As such, we argue that prenasalization is a purely phonetic coarticulatory
process and that postoralization is a regularized phonological process, which we further
speculate resulted diachronically from anticipatory oralization of an underlying nasal stop
when followed by an oral vowel. In this way, we argue that both types of [NT]s in Panará
arise from coarticulation from vowels onto consonants, rather than from coarticulation from
consonants onto vowels. Notably, the pattern in Panará mirrors the pattern of anticipatory
vowel nasalization that has been observed for languages spoken in other parts of the world
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. This difference in directionality of coarticulation is consistent with theories of
coarticulation arising from contrast preservation and enhancement. Specifically, the nasal
coarticulation in Panará is motivated and implemented with essentially the same mechanism;
however, the trigger and the undergoer of coarticulation differ between languages.
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Bilabial
Alveolar
Palatal
Obstruent /T/
p
t
s
Geminate
p͡ p
t͡ t
s͡ s
Nasal /N/
m
n
ɲ
Approximant
w
ɾ
j
Table 1. Consonant phonemes.
Short oral (9)
i
ɯ
u
e
ɤ
o
ɛ
a
ɔ

Velar
k
k͡ k
ŋ

Short nasal (6)
ĩ
ɯ̃
ũ
ẽ
ã
õ

Long oral (9)
i:
ɯ: u:
e:
ɤ:
o:
ɛ:
a:
ɔ:
Table 2. Vowel phonemes.

Long nasal (5)
ĩ:
ũ:
ẽ:
ã:
õ:
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Figure 2. Durations of nasal and oral components, by
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Phonetic pressures and contrast maintenance in /u/-fronting: A cross-linguistic study
Márton Sóskuthy
University of York
This talk presents a large cross-linguistic analysis of /u/-fronting based on acoustic data. /u/fronting is a pattern whereby a historically back /u/ shifts towards a front realisation. We aim
to clarify the diachronic origins of this pattern with a view to gaining a better understanding of
the process of phonologisation.
Certain sound changes (e.g. word-final devoicing) tend to recur in the languages of the
world, while others only occur sporadically (e.g. word-final voicing). Recurrent patterns of
sound change are typically paralleled by universal phonetic pressures, and it has been suggested
that synchronic pressures and the corresponding diachronic developments are linked through a
process of phonologisation [1,2]. The existence of this link is generally accepted, but the
mechanisms through which phonologisation takes place are not well understood. This is partly
because empirical arguments about sound change should ideally rest on large databases of
changes in progress, but such databases are difficult to compile (but see [3]).
We address this problem by exploiting the fact that models of sound change make
predictions not only about change, but also about the synchronic distributions of the outcomes
of changes across languages. We analyse formant measurements for high vowels from a large
cross-linguistic database [5] asking the following questions. First, is there evidence of a
phonetic basis for /u/-fronting (cf. [4], who suggest that high back rounded vowels are
articulatorily costly and susceptible to influence from neighbouring consonants with a front
articulation)? Second, is /u/-fronting inhibited when the system already contains a high front
rounded vowel (/y, ʉ/; cf. [4])? Third, do these pressures manifest in a categorical way, leading
to crisp differences across languages, or in a gradient way, resulting in smaller differences?
Our data set consists of average F2 measurements for high vowels transcribed as /u/ and /i/
across 185 languages, which represent a variety of language families. The database from which
these F2 measures were extracted was compiled from existing acoustic studies by [5]. The
measurements are all from male speakers. Our data set is divided into two subsets based on the
presence or absence of /y/ or /ʉ/ in the same vowel inventory (156 languages without /y, ʉ/; 29
languages with /y, ʉ/).
Our results are summarised in Figure 1, which shows the distribution of average F2
measurements for /i/ and /u/ grouped by presence of /y, ʉ/. First of all, many of the languages
show a substantial degree of /u/-fronting: there are 31 languages where the F2 of /u/ is higher
than 1000 Hz. Second, the distributions of F2 values for /i/ versus /u/ are different: while /i/ is
distributed approximately normally, /u/ has a strong positive skew, with a long tail in the
direction of fronted realisations. This long tail is arguably the cross-linguistic footprint of the
fronting bias proposed in [4]. Third, languages with /y, ʉ/ show significantly less /u/-fronting
than languages without them (β = 105 Hz, t = 3.362, p < 0.001), while F2 values for /i/ do not
seem to depend on the presence of /y, ʉ/. The different behaviour of /u/ and /i/ suggests that the
effect observed for /u/ is not simply the result of a tendency towards greater dispersion in threevowel systems (which should also lead to higher F2 in /i/). We hypothesise that this difference
follows from the fact that /u/ is subject to a fronting bias that is potentially inhibited by a high
front rounded competitor vowel, while /i/ is not exposed to similar biases. Finally, the effects
observed in our data are gradient. Fronted realisations of /u/ do not form a separate cluster, and
the inhibiting influence of /y, ʉ/ results in a small shift (~100 Hz) in the entire distribution of
F2 values for /u/.
In summary, our results support the notion that /u/-fronting is based on a natural phonetic
bias, and are best accommodated by models of sound change that allow gradient interactions
between phonetic pressures and contrast maintenance [6,7].
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F2 of /i/ and /u/ across 185 languages
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Figure 1. The distributions of average F2 targets for /i/ and /u/ across 185 languages. Values
for /i/ are shown on the left, while values for /u/ are shown on the right. Distributions in red
represent languages whose vowel inventory includes a high front rounded vowel, while
distributions in blue show languages without high front rounded vowels. The dashed line
indicates the average F2 value for /y/ in our sample.
.
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On the nature of ‘apical vowels’ in Jixi-Hui-Chinese
Bowei Shao, Rachid Ridouane
Laboratoire de Phonétique et Phonologie (CNRS - Sorbonne-Nouvelle Paris 3)
Chinese languages are known to have a specific set of segments, termed ‘apical vowels’ or
‘apicalized vowels’, which some researchers view as ‘syllabic fricatives’ or ‘syllabic approximants’.
These segments have been studied in some detail in Standard Chinese (SC) both at the phonetic and
phonological levels [1, 2, 3], but much less is known about them in other Chinese languages. In this
study, we are concerned with the ‘apical vowel’ in Jixi-Hui-Chinese (JHC), a language of Huizhou
group spoken in southern Anhui. We seek to determine whether this segment, which we represent
here using the symbol /z/, has phonetic and phonological characteristics of a vowel or of a fricative
consonant.
At the phonetic level, we examined acoustic data collected from 10 JHC speakers (5 females and
5 males). A word list was constructed with the following 5 segments [i, a, u, ʉ, z] occupying the
rhyme of monosyllabic real words starting with /p_, ph_, m_, n_, ts_, tsh_, s_/ with different tonal
structures. Each word was produced within a carrier phrase [ki44ɕᴐ213_ ɕᴐ213sᴐ44fa44] ‘He writes _
three times’ with 5 repetitions, yielding 2150 data points: [z]: 550, [i]: 400, [u]: 450, [a]: 350, [ʉ]:
400. We examined the formant structure of [i, a, u, ʉ, z] as well as the harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR)
of [i, ʉ] and [z]. We also visually inspected the acoustic signals and the spectrograms of /z/ in order
to provide a qualitative classification of this segment based on the amount of frication noise produced.
Regarding formant structure, results show that [z] is qualitatively different from /i/, but has similar
F1 to [u] and similar F2 to [ʉ] (figure 1). One-way ANOVA and TukeyHSD post-hoc tests indicate
that there is a significant difference in F2 between [z] and [u] (female: F(2,630), p<.001; male:
F(2,616), p<.001), while there is a significant difference in F1 between [z] and [ʉ] (female: F(2,630),
p<.001; male: F(2,616), p<.001). Visual examination of the acoustic signals and spectrograms shows
that 34% of the /z/ segments contain frication noise on more than half of their durations (figure 2),
53% less than half, and 13% have almost invisible frication noise. We note also that frication noise
never extends to the end of /z/, and a clear formant structure appears when frication noise stops. The
nature of the preceding consonant, whether labial or coronal, oral or nasal, does not show an important
effect on the amount of frication observed. Regarding the HNR, results indicate that [z] has the lowest
values, especially in the first half of the segment, suggesting that it contains more noise than [i, ʉ]
(figure 3).
At the phonological level, SC [z] is generally analyzed as allophonic to /i/, as they are in
complementary distribution. JHC /z/ behaves in a different way. It is a distinct phoneme from /i/, as
both /i/ and /z/ contrast at least after /ts, tsh, s/, witness the following minimal pairs: [si31] ‘repair’ vs.
[sz31] ‘silk’, [tsi31] ‘a family name’ vs. [tsz31] ‘chicken’, [tshi31] ‘autumn’ vs. [tshz31] ‘deception’.
Similar to the vocalic rhymes, /z/ can be a tone bearing unit (TBU), subject to tone sandhi processes
(e.g. /sz31/ ‘west’ + /ko31/ ‘melon’ → /sz33ko31/ ‘watermelon’). Regarding its distribution, lexical
items with nucleus /z/ are rather common, counting for 7.2% of the monosyllabic entries of JHC
dictionary [4]. It can occur not only after dentals /ts, tsh, s/ as in SC, but also following labials /p, ph,
m/. This suggests that JHC /z/ cannot be considered as the voiced prolongation of the initial consonant
as proposed for SC and for other Chinese languages [5].
From a diachronic point of view, /z/ is argued to evolve from /i/ [6]. Synchronically, the different
phonetic and phonological arguments that we have presented in this study could arguably support
either a vocalic or a consonantal analysis. Similar to vowels, /z/ displays a formant structure, can
occupy nucleus position, and be a TBU. But /z/ also displays frication noise, which is a property of
consonants. And the fact that it can be a TBU nucleus does not rule out a consonantal analysis, since
other consonants in JHC can function as TBUs (e.g. /m, n, v/). The case of JHC /z/, as we shall
discuss, raises the interesting question of the relation between the phonetic shape of a sound and its
phonological representation and function.
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Figure 1. Vowel ellipses for [a, i, u, ʉ, z] in JHC for female (left) and male speakers.

Figure 2. Acoustic signals and spectrograms of [nz44, pz31, tsz213] syllables (left to right) in

JHC (male speakers).

Figure 3. HNR of [i, ʉ, z] in JHC for female (left) and male speakers, central lines
represent mean values and grey areas represent 95% confidence intervals. Tonal differences
are ignored.
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Visible Energy in Signed Languages:
Explaining a Trade-off Between Sign Location and Sign Handedness
Oksana Tkachman1, Robert Fuhrman1, Kathleen Currie Hall1, Yurika Aonuki1, Bryan Gick1,2
1
University of British Columbia, BC, Canada
2
Haskins Laboratories, New Haven, CT, USA
Theme and question. One of the themes of LabPhon 16 is the link between production and perception. In this
paper, we investigate whether there is a link between characteristics of sign language production (location and
handedness, that is, the number of hands used) and their probable perceptibility (as measured by visible energy).
Background. Sign languages are natural human languages, and are subject to similar pressures as spoken
languages [1]. Siple [2] proposes that there is a relationship between the number of hands used for a sign and the
location that a sign is produced in. Specifically, one-handed signs are hypothesized to be articulated higher in
the signing space and closer to the signer’s face, whereas two-handed signs are hypothesized to be articulated
below the face area. The rationale for these predictions comes from the hypothesized perceptibility of signs, and
specifically, a hypothesized trade-off between amount of movement and regions of high perceptibility. All else
being equal, one-handed signs might be expected to have less movement overall and so might be less
perceptible; by articulating them higher up in the signing space, they are in the focus of visual attention and thus
in the locus of high visual acuity (since signers, just like speakers, focus on each other’s faces and not hands
during signing). Signs that are produced lower down, on the other hand, compensate for not being in the high
visual acuity range by being produced with two hands, which should increase the total amount of movement.
However, no systematic empirical test has been conducted so far on those speculations. In this study, we
perform such a test by examining the trade-off between the location of a sign and the amount of visible energy
in that sign. We coin the term “visible energy” on analogy to “acoustic energy” as used in the phonetics
literature: it’s a measure of the amount of energy in signals associated with the visible motion of a signer’s
production. Operationally, we measure the visible energy as the average power (root-mean-square (RMS)) of
the velocity signal obtained by performing optical flow analysis [3, 4] on a video of the sign.
Methodology. Sign videos come from ASL-Lex [5], a database of almost 1000 signs of American Sign
Language (ASL), annotated for their lexical and phonological properties. All the signs are articulated by a single
deaf native signer. We randomly selected 30 signs for each of three major sign categories: one-handed signs
(1H), two handed balanced signs (signs produced with both hands articulating the same handshape, in the same
location and either with symmetrical or alternating movement, 2HB), and two-handed unbalanced signs (signs
where the nondominant hand acts as a passive ground for the dominant hand to act upon, 2HU). FlowAnalyzer
software [6] was used to conduct optical flow analysis on these videos, and the visible energy of each sign was
computed (Fig. 1). The results were then compared to the distribution of major location of signs, as coded in
ASL-Lex (Fig. 2).
Results. Preliminary results confirm that visible energy increases from one-handed signs to two-handed signs,
and the difference is statistically significant. The two types of two-handed signs, however, do not differ from
each other. Note, however, that even though the difference between one- and two-handed signs is significant, it
is not as big as one would predict simply by doubling the amount of visible energy produced by one hand. This
suggests that there is a certain window of visible energy that is optimal for perception that can be achieved
without increasing articulatory effort of the signer (e.g., by means such as additional repetitions or bigger
movements). Furthermore, there is clearly a concomitant asymmetry in the distribution of the sign locations,
with one-handed signs being much more frequently produced higher in the signing space than either of the twohanded sign types (as predicted). We will discuss the implications of these results for the theories of sign
production and perception, as well as for cross-linguistic commonalities in sign languages.

Figure 1: Visible energy by sign type within the 90 selected signs from ASL-Lex
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Figure 2: Distribution of major locations within the 90 selected signs from ASL-Lex
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Stressed schwa takes over in Eivissan Catalan
Francesc Torres Tamarit & Silke Hamann
CNRS/University Paris 8 & University of Amsterdam
Catalan spoken on the Balearic Islands is typologically unusual as it displays an eight vowel
system in stressed position that includes schwa: /i, e, ɛ, ə, a, ɔ, o, u/ ([1]). The stressed vowel
/ɛ/ is of low frequency (due to its diachronic development), especially if compared to the
occurrence of stressed /ə/, though (near-)minimal pairs as in (1) exist.
(1) a) cera
b) set

[ˈsəɾə]
[ˈsət]

'wax'
'thirst'

serra [ˈsɛrə]
set
[ˈsɛt]

'mountain chain/saw'
'seven'

Western coast Eivissan, a Balearic Catalan variety spoken on the island of Eivissa, has lost
the stressed schwa and developed into a system with seven stressed vowels ([2]), as is
common in Central Catalan and other Romance languages like Standard Italian. Southeastern Eivissan, or urban Eivissan, on the other hand, retained eight stressed vowels, as in
the rest of the island, but seems to currently undergo a change hitherto unreported.
To document this change, we recorded 8 young speakers from the city of Eivissa (aged 1416 years) whose parents are native speakers of Eivissan Catalan, and 4 older native speakers
(aged 35-50 years). All speakers performed a picture-naming task in a quiet room (either at
school or at home) that included 10 stimuli for each stressed vowel. Each stimulus had to be
named twice in a carrier sentence. The first and second formant of each stressed vowel was
measured in ERB at vowel midpoint (to exclude coarticulatory influences of adjacent
segments) in Praat ([3]).
We found that the younger speakers show that stressed /ɛ/ and /ə/ are almost identical in
their F1 and F2 values, covering the region of the schwa. This is illustrated with vowel space
plots for two older speakers in Figure 1 and two younger speakers in Figure 2. Furthermore,
seven of the eight young speakers seem to have a simultaneous merger of /o/ and /ɔ/, as seen
for the speaker on the left of Figure 2. This potential merger of back vowels in the city
variety of Eivissan was already reported by Torres-Torres ([2]).
We calculated linear mixed models with difference in F1 and F2 between /ɛ/ and /ə/ as
dependent variables and group (young vs. old) as fixed factor (in R, [4]). The young Evissan
participants had a significantly smaller distance on F1 and F2 between these two vowels than
the older participants (F1 p < 0.05; F2 p < 0.001). We conclude that young Evissan speakers
have less of a contrast between schwa and /ɛ/ than older Evissan speakers.
The differences we found in the vowel systems between older and younger speakers
indicate an ongoing change towards a 6-vowel inventory with a central /a/, two back vowels
and two front vowels. The remaining 6th category, the result of the nearly merged /ɛ/ and /ə/,
can be best described as a slightly fronted schwa.
Two possible explanations can be put forward for the finding that this merger results in a
schwa: 1) stressed schwa is the more frequent category of the two in Eivissan, and 2) stressed
/ɛ/ is considered more rural and therefore avoided by younger speakers. In terms of
regularization of the vowel inventory and economical use of phonological features, the
observed outcome of the diachronic change does not differ from the possible alternative 6
vowel system with /ɛ/.
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Figure 1. Vowel plots of older controls: one male speaker (left) and one female speaker
(right).
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Figure 2. Vowel plots of two female younger speakers.
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Morphological Informativeness influences Phonological Processes: Evidence from
Gemination in English
Sonia Ben Hedia
Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf
In English, affixation may lead to the adjacency of two identical consonants across a
morpheme boundary (e.g. un#necessary, real#ly). It is standardly assumed that for some
affixes the sequence of two identical consonants leads to a longer duration of the segment in
question (gemination), while for others the double consonant is of the same duration as a single
consonant (degemination).
Different morpho-phonological and morpho-phonetic approaches make different
predictions about gemination in English affixation. Stratal Theories, for example, predict level
1 affixes such as in- and dis- to degeminate and level 2 affixes such as un- and -ly to geminate
(e.g. Kiparsky 1985, Bermúdez-Otero 2017). If one looks at the phenomenon from a
psycholinguistic perspective on the other hand, one might expect factors such as the affixes’
segmentability or informativeness to govern gemination (see, for example, Hay (2003) and
Hanique and Ernestus (2012) for discussions on the influence of segmentability and
informativeness on the acoustics of complex words).
Empirical findings are sparse and inconclusive. While former empirical studies (Kaye 2005,
Oh and Redford 2012, Kotzor et al. 2016, Ben Hedia and Plag 2017) have shown that there is
some unexpected variation across and within morphological categories, deviating
methodologies and methodological flaws leave us with an unclear picture of the phenomenon.
One major problem is that all former studies are restricted to rather small type and token
numbers. All studies are restricted to the investigation of only two affixes, and none of them
looked at both naturally occurring speech and more controlled data elicited under lab
conditions. In Kaye (2005), Oh and Redford (2012) and Kotzor et al. (2016) only experimental
speech was investigated, Ben Hedia and Plag (2017) is restricted to corpus data. In the
experimental studies, affix-specific factors were largely neglected in the analyses.
In this paper, I will present corpus and experimental data on the gemination with un-,
locative in-, negative in-, dis- and -ly. Multiple regression models were used to simultaneously
investigate the influence of phonetic, phonological and morphological factors on gemination.
By finding out which factors govern gemination with the five affixes, the predictions of various
theories of the morpho-phonological and the morpho-phonetic interface were tested (Stratal
Theories, Prosodic Phonology, Segmentability Approach, Morphological Informativeness).
The statistical analysis of over 9000 tokens reveals that while the prefix un- clearly
geminates in corpus and experimental speech, the three prefixes locative in-, negative in- and
dis- show differences in their gemination pattern depending on speech mode. In the corpus
data, in which one can assume a deeper semantic processing than in the experimental data, the
prefixes geminate to a similar degree as un-. In the experimental data, they show smaller
durational differences between doubles and singletons than un-. The suffix -ly never geminates.
The result that both in-prefixes and dis- geminate falsifies the predictions made by Stratal
Approaches and Prosodic Phonology. The fact that no word-specific segmentability effects
were found speaks against the Segmentability Approach. The results can, however, be
accounted for by morphological informativeness defined as the affix’s predictability and
semantic contribution to a derivatives’ meaning. The more informative an affix is, the more
likely it geminates. The most informative affix un- always geminates. The three less
informative prefixes locative in-, negative in- and dis- also geminate, but show a smaller degree
of gemination with decreased processing depth. The least informative affix –ly never
geminates.
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The retroflex allophone of the liquid phoneme in Korean
Nari Rhee
University of Pennsylvania
This paper presents a corpus study on the distribution of the Korean liquid phoneme /L/ in
syllable-final positions, described in the literature as ‘optionally retroflex’ without further
evidence or discussion. In this paper, we examine and define the context in which the liquid
phoneme is realized as retroflex in Seoul Korean.
BACKGROUND Previous studies have stated that a syllable-final liquid phoneme in
Korean can be realized as a coronal lateral or as a retroflex lateral (Lee 1999). While a number
of studies have examined both the phonetic and phonological aspects of the alternation between
laterals and taps in syllable-initial positions (Iverson and Sohn 1994; Oh and Gick 2002; Lee
et al. 2015, and many more), there lacks much discussion about the alternation between the
lateral and the retroflex lateral in codas. Retroflexion can be acoustically characterized by the
lowering of the third formant (F3), while other formants may vary depending on the articulatory
aspect of the retroflex (Bhat 1973; Hamann 2003). Moreover, it has been reported that
retroflexion of consonants arise in contexts of back vowels, rhotics, or other retroflex
consonants (Bhat 1974; Flemming 2003; Hamann 2003). In Korean, the possible contexts that
may trigger retroflexion for the coda liquids are with after [+back] vowels, and possibly before
another /L/, if /L/ is underlyingly rhotic or retroflex, rather than lateral. We investigate the
optionality of the retroflex allophone in those contexts to determine the distribution of /L/ and
to add to the discussion of what the underlying representation of /L/ is.
HYPOTHESES Based on these observations, we first hypothesize that the syllable-final
Korean liquid phoneme will be realized as retroflex when the preceding vowel is back.
Secondly, we hypothesize that further retroflexion will be triggered when the coda liquid
followed by another liquid phoneme in the onset of the following syllable.
METHODS We use a read speech corpus of Seoul Korean (National Institute of Korean
Language 2005) to compare the speaker-normalized spectral centroids corresponding to F3
(1.5k-3.5kHz) from tokens of i) all vowels that do not have liquid codas (/V/), ii) all vowels
plus one following liquid in the coda(/VL/), and iii) all vowels plus two liquids (/VLL/). The
corpus consists of recordings of 60 male and 60 female speakers of Seoul Korean (y.o.b. 19321984). We extract tokens from 4,000 sentences from all speakers (counts in Table 1). Finally,
slopes of the spectral centroid for each token in five interval points were calculated.
RESULTS As illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 1, the spectral centroids corresponding to
F3 for /V/ tokens with no liquid coda exhibit a minimal falling trend for all vowels (slope > 0.1), except /i/ (slope = -0.183). For /VL/ tokens, slopes are steeper for back vowels (slope < 0.1) than for front vowels (slope > 0.1), with the exception of tokens with /i/ (slope = -0.197).
For /VLL/ tokens, the falling slope is even steeper (slope ≤ -0.225) for back vowels than for
front vowels (slope > 0.1; except for /i/: slope = -0.149). In all three cases, tokens with vowel
/i/ has a steeper falling slope in the range [-0.149, -0.183], but show no clear evidence of further
lowering due to retroflexion in the liquid. Hence, evidence of steeper falling slope is observed
only when V is [+back] and is followed by liquid coda. Gemination (/VLL/) allows further
lowering of the spectral centroid when already triggered by the back vowel, but does not cause
lowering when V is not [+back].
CONCLUSION The results suggest that i) preceding vowels that are [+back] trigger
retroflexion in the coda liquids, and ii) gemination of liquids /LL/ does not trigger retroflexion,
but allows the retroflexion to be stronger when it is triggered by back vowels. This study shows
that coda liquids are not optionally retroflex, but retroflex in contexts of back vowels. It remains
for future research to investigate what such finding implies in terms of the perception and
articulation of the l-r continuum in Seoul Korean speakers.
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Vowel
[+back]

[-back]

ʌ
o
u
a
i
ɨ
æ

Slope of fitted linear model
/V/ (no L coda)
/VL/

/VLL/

-0.020* (n=1,087)
-0.033*** (n=1,156)
-0.049*** (n=734)
-0.022*** (n=2,169)
-0.183*** (n=1,058)
-0.030*** (n=788)
-0.089
(n=459)

-0.225*** (n=61)
-0.376*** (n=311)
-0.246*** (n=103)
0.136*** (n=217)
-0.149*** (n=73)
-0.077** (n=194)
N.A.
(n=0)

-0.171*** (n=284)
-0.193*** (n=167)
-0.110*** (n=455)
0.095*** (n=756)
-0.197*** (n=494)
-0.017*** (n=2,788)
-0.039 n.s. (n=24)

Table 1. Slopes of fitted linear models with the counts of tokens (n).
(*:p<0.05, **:p<0.01, ***:p<0.001, n.s.: p>0.1)

Figure 1. Left: Spectral centroids corresponding to F3 for vowels not followed by liquid
phonemes for all vowels; Center: Spectral centroids corresponding to F3 for /VL/ tokens ;
Right : Spectral centroids corresponding to F3 for /VLL/ tokens.
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Vowel place contrasts in Suzhou Chinese
Matthew Faytak
University of California, Berkeley
Suzhou Chinese purportedly exhibits a three-way contrast between rounded and
unrounded vocoids with apico-alveolar (/ɿ/, /ʮ/), lamino-postalveolar (/ʑ͡i/, ʑ͡y), and dorsopalatal (/i/, /y/) constriction locations (after Ling 2009, see Table 1). Contrasts involving
these vowel types are also reported throughout dialectal Chinese (Zhu 2004) and in languages
further afield (Aoi 2012, Westerberg 2016). This paper reports the result of an ultrasound
study that finds that the articulations of the Suzhou Chinese apico-alveolar and laminopostalveolar vowels closely resemble a given speaker's fricative consonants /s/ and /ɕ/. This
finding has implications for the featural organization of high front vowels.
Dorso-palatal
Lamino-postalveolar
Apico-alveolar
44
44
44
44
Unrounded [si ] 'fresh'; [ɕi ] 'flip'
[sʑ͡i ] 'west'; [ɕʑ͡i ] 'rare'
[sɿ44] 'thread'
[i44] 'smoke'; [pi44] 'side' [ʑ͡i44] 'garment'; [pʑ͡i51] 'compare'
Rounded [ɕy44] 'rest'
[ɕʑ͡y44] 'weak'
[sʮ44] 'book'
523
44
[y ] 'blame'
[ʑ͡y ] 'excellent'
44
Other sources of [s], [ɕ]: [sæ ] 'roast', [su44] 'sand', [seɪ44] 'repair', [ɕiæ44] 'flute'
Table 1. Stimuli organized by vowel constriction location and rounding. Stimulus vowels may
be preceded by a coronal fricative (/ɿ/ and /ʮ/ require a preceding /s/) or not.
Lingual ultrasound and audio recordings of 44 native speakers of Suzhou Chinese were
made in Suzhou, China. Ultrasound frames were extracted at the acoustic midpoints of two
groups of segments in the stimuli (Table 1): three training segments (apico-alveolar /s/,
lamino-postalveolar /ɕ/, and dorso-palatal /i/); and four test segments, the two vowels
described as apico-alveolar (/ɿ/, /ʮ/) and the two described as lamino-postalveolar (/ʑ͡i/, /ʑ͡y/).
These frames were submitted to a separate principal components analysis (PCA) for each
subject. PCs sufficient to account for 50% of the variation for each subject were used to train
a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on the three training segments, characterizing these
segments in a two-discriminant space (LD1 and LD2). PC scores for the test segments were
then mapped to the LD1-LD2 space, yielding an LD1-LD2 score and classification (/i/, /ɕ/, or
/s/) for each test vowel token.
The classification results suggest that there are three distinct vowel constriction locations
in Suzhou Chinese. The vowels (/ɿ/, /ʮ/) generally classify as /s/, and the vowels (/ʑ͡i/, /ʑ͡y/) as
/ɕ/, suggesting that the constriction locations of these sets of vocoids more closely resemble
these consonants than /i/. This tendency holds across most of the study population (Figure 2),
with most speakers showing close, though not exact, similarities between fricative consonants
and test vowel categories (e.g. Subject 3, Figure 3). Mixed classification of test data for a
given subject most commonly results from the lamino-postalveolar /ʑ͡i/, /ʑ͡y/ being centered
between /i/ and /ɕ/ in LD1-LD2 space, such that the tokens distributed closer to /i/ are
classified as /i/ but are still part of cluster distinct from /i/ (e.g. Subject 7, Figure 3).
Feature geometries that characterize vowels and consonants using the same set of
phonological primitives typically associate the commonly encountered high front vowels (i.e.
/i/) with coronal consonants (Clements 1989, Halle et al 2000). Both apico-alveolar and
lamino-postalveolar vowels phonemically contrast with /i/ in Suzhou Chinese, suggesting a
need to re-examine the phonological features for front vowels based on the articulatory
primitives actually employed, as proposed for back vowels in Moisik and Esling (2011).
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Figure 1. Ultrasound images of the tongue for Subject 3 at the acoustic midpoint of the
vowels in the minimal triplet (from left to right) 鲜 [si44] 'fresh', 西 [sʑ͡i44] 'west', and 丝 [sɿ44]
'thread'. Left is anterior. Note different tongue blade positions for [ʑ͡i] and [ɿ].

Figure 2. LDA classification of lamino-postalveolar and apico-alveolar test items. Subject
results are sorted by proportion classified as the majority outcome for each test category.

Figure 3. Example distribution and classification of test items for two subjects on their
individual LD1-LD2 spaces, highlighting Subject 7's mixed-classification /ʑ͡i/, /ʑ͡y/ cluster.
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Articulation during Voiced and Voiceless Stops: An Analysis of cine-MRI
Masako Fujimoto
Advanced Research Center for Human Sciences, Waseda University, Japan.
Seiya Funatsu
Science Information Center, Prefectural University of Hiroshima, Hiroshima, Japan.
Voicing is phonologically contrastive in many languages. In theory, articulation of voiced
and voiceless counterparts could differ only by the articulators involved in voicing, i.e. vocal
folds. However, voicing is difficult to assure in obstruents due to aerodynamic constraints
(Jaeger 1978, Ohala 1983). It would be more difficult in stops because oral closure interferes
with the vocal folds vibrating. Previous studies revealed some articulatory characteristics
unique to voiced obstruents. Among them are nasal venting (Ohala and Ohala 1993), weaker
linguopalatal constriction (Fuchs and Perrier 2003, Kochetov and Kang 2016), pharyngeal
expansion (Perkel 1969, Westbury 1983) and larynx lowering (Kent and Moll 1969, Perkell
1969), all of which favour maintaining voicing. Also, the timing of tongue movement has
been reported to differ depending on voicing. The tongue rises later for a voiced stop /g/ than
for its voiceless counterpart /k/ for most of the speakers (9 out of 11) (Tachibana et al. 2012,
Fujimoto et al. 2013), which may emphasize the voicing contrast. In those studies transition
of the tongue peak was analysed.
In this paper, we further examined the supralaryngeal correlates of voicing contrasts using
traces of tongue shape. The data were cine-MRI, or synchronized MRI, taken on the
mid-sagittal plane at the rate of 100 frames per second for five male speakers of standard
Japanese. Synchronized MRI is a technique which synthesizes many films recorded from the
head and neck area (see Home Page of BAIC for details). For the current data, 128 repetitions
were used for making one movie. This technique requires a longer recording time compared
to real-time MRI but allows for finer time and spatial resolution. Non-words /akise/ and
/agise/ were uttered in isolation, along with additional words used for other studies. Word
medial CV (/ki/ and /gi/) sections were hand-traced; tongue shapes along with the vocal tract
during /g/ and /k/ were compared for differences associated with voicing.
The results showed that
1) the tongue tends to rise earlier for /k/ than /g/;
2) linguopalatal contact tends to be wider in /k/ than /g/ (Figure 1);
3) no nasalization or spirantization occurred across speakers during /g/;
4) pharyngeal expansion and larynx lowering are observed for few speakers;
5) linguopalatal distance of a vowel tends to be greater following /g/ than /k/ (Figure 2).
Results 1) and 2) agree with previous studies. This suggests that Japanese speakers tend to
differentiate the timing of tongue rise and/or the degree of linguopalatal contact depending on
voicing. Less tight closure in the vocal tract during voiced stops facilitates maintaining vocal
fold vibration, thus supporting consonantal voicing. Result 5) suggests that high-vowels are
more palatalized after voiceless stops. This facilitates a shorter vowel to be shorter, which is
then ultimately devoiced.
Additional acoustic analysis of speech data showed that a vowel is longer before /g/ than /k/.
This agrees with the tendency found in many languages that vowels are longer before voiced
consonants than voiceless ones (Beckman 1982, Maddieson 1984). It is plausible that the
observed differences in articulatory settings and in timing result in differentiating the vowel
duration before the stops. Further study using words with various phonological environments
is necessary to evaluate the current results.
Key words: voicing, synchronized MRI, supralaryngeal articulation, tongue, stops
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Figure 1. Tongue shape at maximum
occlusions of /g/ (black) and /k/ (red).
SpeakerMT4.

Figure 2. Tongue shape at maximum
opening of /i/ following /g/ (black) and
following /k/ (red). SpeakerMT1
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Gradient Resistance to Coarticulation and Articulatory Constraints: An Ultrasound Study
Sawsan Alwabari
University of Ottawa
Introduction: The extent to which phonetic segments are more or less resistant to coarticulation
at the phonetic level can be associated with their own articulatory demands. Thus, according to
the degree of articulatory constraints (DAC) model [1], the magnitude and temporal extent of
coarticulation at a given region of the vocal tract is conditioned by the active participation of that
region in the production of the affected segment. The purpose of this study is to investigate the
association between dorsal raising and the spatiotemporal aspects of the resistance to tongue root
retraction of coarticulatory pharyngealization in Arabic. This language maintains a phonemic
contrast between plain /t s/ and pharyngealized /tˤ sˤ/ whose coarticulatory effect can extend to
word boundaries [2]. Phonemic pharyngealization involves retraction of the tongue root towards
the back pharyngeal wall [3], with other studies suggesting that both the tongue root and dorsum
are retracted [4]. Consonants pharyngealized by coarticulation exhibit a retraction of tongue root,
yet less extreme than phonemically pharyngealized ones [5].
Research questions: The study addresses two questions. First, does dorsal raising in palatals and
velars impede coarticulatory tongue root retraction of pharyngealization? Second, is this
resistance gradient in terms of its magnitude and temporal span? If gradient, varying degrees of
dorsal raising should be correlated with different degrees of root retraction, and different
temporal extent of coarticulation within the affected consonant (i.e. the more constrained a
consonant is, the later coarticulation can take place within the segment).
Methodology: The wordlist consists of 44 words containing the sequence C1aC2, where C1 is
either labial /b f/, palatal /ʃ j/ or velar /ɡ x/ and C2 is either pharyngealized /tˤ sˤ/ or plain /t s/. An
example of a velar minimal pair is /ɡaːsˤhaː/ ‘cutting her’ and /ɡaːshaː/ ‘measured her’. Data are
collected from 15 native Arabian Peninsula speakers using Terason t3000 operating Ultraspeech
1.2 that generates mid-sagittal tongue images at 60 fps. Each participant read all randomized
words embedded in a carrier sentence repeated 5 times. Sample size is determined according to
the results of a power analysis on preliminary data. Frames from C1 and C2 are selected at 50%
of stop closure and fricative, at stop release, and at 25 and 75% of fricative.
Results: Using R’s ‘gss’ package, within-speaker Smoothing-Spline ANOVA is conducted on
tongue contours using Polar coordinates [6] but plotted using Cartesian ones. SS-ANOVA plots
are rotated to the occlusal plane angle of the respective speaker (0 -20°). Results include:
• Consistent with DAC model, constrained dorsum in palatals [j ʃ] and velars [ɡ x] leads to
less coarticulatory tongue root retraction (and rather root advancement) compared to labials[b f]
where the dorsum is not actively involved in articulation (Fig. 1a).
• Magnitude: The degree of dorsal raising is negatively correlated with the degree of
coarticulatory root retraction across the three places of articulation (Fig 1a) and within the same
place of articulation (Fig. 1b), particularly within velars: since [ɡ] is more constrained than [x], it
becomes more resistant to coarticulation than [x]. This suggests that the extent of articulatory
constraint leads to gradient resistance to coarticulation.
• Temporal extent: Comparisons of coarticulatory tongue root retraction at different time
points of target consonants showed a consistent sensitivity to coarticulation throughout the target
labials (Fig. 2a) and velar [x] (Fig. 2b), and consistent resistance throughout velar [ɡ] (Fig. 2c)
and palatals (Fig. 2d). Taken together, this suggests a categorical effect of articulatory constraints
on the temporal span of coarticulation resistance.
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pharyngealized context.
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Flapping and Linguopalatal Contact Differences in Canadian English /t/ and /d/
Alexei Kochetov & Katherine Sung
University of Toronto
Voiceless and voiced coronal stops are known to differ in their tongue shape
configurations and the amount linguopalatal contact – the differences that result from an
active supralaryngeal cavity enlargement facilitating phonation [1]. For English specifically,
studies have found that the tongue root/body for the voiced /d/ is more advanced [2] and the
contact with the palate is more reduced compared to the voiceless /t/ [3]. Less known is
whether these differences persist in contexts that are considered to be (partially) neutralizing.
In North American English, word-final /t/ and /d/ are realized as voiced flaps (or taps) when
occurring before an unstressed word-initial vowel (e.g. …pot/pod [pʰɑɾ] again), with the
phonemic contrast considered to be fully or partially neutralized (see [4] for a review).
Evidence for partial neutralization comes primarily from the findings of the preceding vowel
duration differences (longer before /d/ [4,5]). Some articulatory (X-ray microbeam) work
suggested that the flapped /t/ and /d/ also differ in the tongue blade position [6]. Yet the latter
study was limited to examining a single pair of words; other articulatory studies of flapping
did not specifically compare /t/ and /d/ [7, 8].
This paper investigates linguopalatal contact differences between word-final coronal stops
in the flapping (prevocalic) and non-flapping (utterance-final) contexts, as produced by 3
native speakers of Canadian English (1 female, 2 males). The data come from an EPG corpus
collected using a WinEPG system and the Articulate Assistant software [9]. The analysis was
based on 6 word pairs (1) produced 6 times under 2 conditions: in a carrier phrase (Say _
again) and as single words. Measurements were taken at the point of maximum contact
during the stop closure and included the quotient of activation (Qa4) and contact posteriority
(CPa4) within the anterior region of the palate [10]. Acoustic closure intervals were also
measured. Mixed effects models were run for each variable with fixed factors Consonant (/t/,
/d/) and Condition (single, carrier), and random factors Word Pair and Speaker.
The results showed that /t/ was produced with significantly more contact (higher Qa4) and
with the alveolar constriction that extended further back (higher CPa4), as shown in Figure 1.
The stops did not significantly differ in duration. The factor Condition was significant for
CPa4, indicating a somewhat more posterior articulation for the flapped stops. A significant
Consonant * Condition interaction for Qa4 indicated that the amount of contact differences
were considerably greater in the utterance-final context (more for /t/ than /d/). In addition, the
same interaction for duration showed that stops in the flapping context were temporally
similar (45 (19) ms for /t/; 37 (10) ms for /d/), while utterance-final ones were significantly
different (with /t/ being longer than /d/ by 33 ms, when released). A closer examination of
individual differences showed that one speaker (EM1) exhibited an overall greater contrast
between the intervocalic /t/ and /d/, and the differences extended to the amount of contact and
duration. This appeared to be related to the speaker’s overall slower or more formal speech
rate/style. Average linguopalatal profiles for a sample word pair are shown in Figure 2.
Overall, the results can be interpreted as evidence for incomplete neutralization of the
voicing contrast in the flapping context at the supralaryngeal level – at least in terms of the
constriction location for the two consonants. Our results thus confirm [6]’s findings of /t/-/d/
articulatory differences in the same context for American English. Specifically, the results
show that supralaryngeal differences between English voiceless and voiced stops are not
limited to strong prosodic positions [2,3], and can persist into the prododically weak flapping
context, even though the stops here become indistinguishable in their duration. To conclude,
this study adds to the growing body of literature on incomplete neutralization, contributing to
the ongoing debate on the nature of phonetics-phonology interface [4, 11, among others].
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(1)

chea[t]-bea[d], ki[t]e-chi[d]e, po[t]-po[d], trea[t]-rea[d], tea[t]-tie[d], por[t]-boar[d]

Figure 1. Amount of contact (left) and contact posteriorty (right) differences in the
anterior part of the palate by consonant and condition (single and carrier phrase).
EF1
single [t]-[d]
carrier [t]-[d]

EM1
single [t]-[d]
carrier [t]-[d]

EM2
single [t]-[d]
carrier [t]-[d]

Figure 2. Average palates for /t/ in ‘kite’ and /d/ in ‘chide’ by speaker and condition.
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Articulatory and acoustic variation of mid vowels before liquids in a Dutch dialect
Etske Ooijevaar
Meertens Instituut (Amsterdam)
In different varieties of Dutch, there is variation in the production of /l/ and /r/ [1], [2]. In
postvocalic position, liquids may vocalize or delete [3], [4]. This can lead to neutralization of
contrasts between words with and without a liquid [5]. In addition, tense mid vowels /e, o/
may neutralize to their lax counterparts /ɪ, ɔ/ before a liquid. This means that the difference in
quality and/or length may disappear before /l/ [6]. Vowels before /r/ tend to centralize, but the
influence of /r/ on the preceding vowel depends on speech style [5]. Dutch liquids have been
studied extensively in acoustic studies, but only recently in articulatory studies [7], [8], [9].
The present study compares both articulatory and acoustic data to test whether
neutralization of these vowels before a liquid occurs, and whether articulatory data confirm
results that have been found for acoustic data. Seven speakers (one male, six female) of the
Volendam dialect of Dutch (20 km to the north of Amsterdam, the Netherlands) participated
in the experiment. Four of the female speakers (aged 57-62 with either low or high
educational level) are friends. Data was collected by recording participants who read aloud 20
statements and 20 questions (3 repetitions). Target words contain the mid vowels /e, o, ɪ, ɔ/
and end in /l, lt, r, rt, t/. The speech of participants was audio recorded and their tongue
movements were recorded with Ultrasound Tongue Imaging (UTI) by using Articulate
Assistant Advanced (AAA) software [10]. Participants wore a headset to stabilize the probe
[11].
Acoustic results show that there is variation in how speakers produce the contrast across
the vowels. For example, the four friends (F57L, F58L, F60L, F62H) produce a bigger
contrast in second formant values between tense /e/ and lax /ɪ/ than the other speakers (F22H,
F50L, M65H), especially before /r, rt/, but the contrast between tense /o/ and lax /ɔ/ before /t/
is smaller than for the other speakers. Vowels before /r/ tend to centralize, which means that
back vowels become more front. An example is how the four friends produce the vowel in
the word voor ‘in front of’. Both articulatory and acoustic data show that the four friends
produce a mid or front vowel similar to /e/ or /ɪ/ rather than a back vowel /o, ɔ/ as produced
by the other three speakers. Figure 1 shows an example of the difference in tongue shape (the
front of the tongue is to the right) between peer ‘pear’ and voor for one of the friends (F62H)
and Figure 2 shows the same contrast for one of the other speakers (F50L). The four friends
make a clear contrast between voor and por ‘poke’, while the other three speakers hardly
make a difference in acoustics and articulation (except F50L with a more back Tongue
Dorsum in voor than por). All rhotics variants have an alveolar place of articulation. In some
tokens, /r/ is deleted.
The pronunciation of voor with a front vowel may be a dialect pronunciation of this word,
and the speakers of this group may be more likely to use the dialect variant than the other
three speakers (strong network ties [12]). Another possibility is that it is a phonetic effect,
which happens to all back vowels before /r/ and for all speakers, although the effect is bigger
for the group of friends. In addition, it may be more likely that the quality of /o/ is affected by
the following /r/ in voor than in poort ‘gate’, because voor is an adposition (function word)
and poort is a noun (content word).
It seems that social structure (e.g. friendship) has an influence on the pronunciation
variants that speakers use. That is, the four friends often produce words in a similar way to
each other, and in contrast with the other three speakers of the study (it is unknown to the
author whether and how well they know the other three speakers). Due to the small number
of speakers in this study, it is hard to make generalizations about language change.
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Figure 1. Tongue contours of F62H for the
vowels in the words peer and voor.

Figure 2. Tongue contours of F50L for the
vowels in the words peer and voor.

Figure 3. Normalized F1 and F2 of the
friends in the words peer and voor.

Figure 4. Normalized F1 and F2 of the
other speakers in the words peer and voor.
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Temporal stability patterns of stop-liquid and stop-rhotic clusters in Spanish
Stavroula Sotiropoulou1, Mark Gibson2, Stephen Tobin1,3 & Adamantios Gafos1,3
1
University of Potsdam, 2Universidad de Navarra, 3Haskins Laboratories
Recent studies have argued that cluster-specific phonetics affect temporal overlap between
segments in the syllable which in turn may affect temporal patterns in a CCV string [1]. For
example, German CC clusters with high overlap (or short interplateau interval) favour C-center
organization, while clusters with low overlap do not [2]. In C-center organization, it is the Ccenter, the mean of the midpoints of all consonants in the onset, which maintains a stable
relationship to the vowel (in contrast to other landmarks such as the right edge which do not).
Spanish consonant clusters have been reported to show open transitions [3], which in
articulatory terms translates to low CC overlap. We study how this characteristic contributes
to stability patterns in Spanish.
Data of twelve speakers of central peninsular Spanish (SP) were collected using the Carstens
AG501 (we report here results from 5 so far analysed). The corpus consists of 42 disyllabic
CCV- and CV-initial words beginning with /bl, gl, pl, kl, pɾ, kɾ, tɾ/ where for each cluster V is
the low /a/ and mid /e, o/ vowels. Interplateau interval (IPI) durations in clusters and the
stability of the intervals Left-Edge-to-, C-Center-to- and Right-Edge-to-Anchor (LE2A, CC2A,
RE2A) across CCV- and CV- words were quantified. In delimiting these three intervals, the Ccenter was defined above, the Left-Edge was the plateau onset of the first C in the cluster, and
the Right-Edge was the plateau offset of second C. Target achievement of the postvocalic
consonant was used as the anchor. Using linear mixed effects models in R [4], we examined
how the above three intervals change or do not change as the number of consonants increases
from CV to CCV for stop-liquid and stop-rhotic clusters.
Overall, large IPIs are observed across all stop-liquid clusters and IPIs were even larger for
stop-rhotics. With respect to stability patterns, we find substantial evidence for RE2A stability
across stop-liquid and stop-rhotic clusters. However, some cases of CC2A stability (mainly in
some voiceless stop-liquid/rhotic clusters) are also observed in our data. For the stop-liquid
clusters, when found, CC2A stability is related to the shortening of the prevocalic consonant
from CV to CCV: across subjects and clusters the liquid is 15 msec shorter in CCV than in CV
in cases where CC2A stability is found. For speaker vp09, where RE2A stability is found
throughout, mean /l/ duration pooled across clusters does not change between CV and CCV.
In the stop-rhotic clusters, the cases where CC2A stability was found seem to be related to the
early attainment of a low nucleus vowel facilitated by the tongue body lowering gesture that
accompanies the tongue tip gesture of the Spanish tap (see Figure 1 for an example of this).
The weak evidence for CC2A stability in SP stop-liquid/rhotic clusters offers further support
for the view that the less the CC overlap, the less likely CC2A stability is found. Establishing
CC2A stability across CV and CCV tokens implies an earlier vowel start in CCV than in CV.
This in turn would mean greater coproduction of the (prevocalic) consonant and the vowel,
especially when CC overlap is minimal as seen in our IPI results. This would correspond to
violations of the Recoverability constraint in [5]. An alternative account for the lack of CC2A
stability in English stop-liquid clusters [6], which crucially builds on the presence of a tongue
body gesture for /l/, cannot be transferred to SP, because the SP /l/ lacks a tongue body gesture
[7].
Overall, Spanish seems to add further evidence to the view that when CC overlap is minimal,
C-center organization does not emerge reliably. When it does, this is either because the liquid
in stop-liquid clusters shortens or because the tongue body lowering gesture in the stop-rhotic
helps attain the V gesture faster when that V is low.
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Figure 1. Kinematics of [pɾa] from “prato” showing the vowel /a/ starting early within the
cluster, as shown by the tongue body lowering gesture (in further data on /kɾV/ not shown here,
it will be made clear that this lowering of the TB is at least in part vowel related, because its
extent and peak velocity depend on the upcoming vowel such that, for example, its peak velocity
is higher when the upcoming vowel is the low /a/ versus the mid /e/.) The leftmost and rightmost
edges of every rectangle indicate start and end of the gesture and the filled black boxes indicate
the plateaus of the respective gestures. From top to bottom are the spectrogram, audio signal,
tongue tip (TT) trajectory, tongue body (TB) trajectory and lip aperture (LA) trajectory.
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When lenis and fortis properties collide: the case of voiced geminates in Lebanese
Arabic
Ghada Khattab and Jalal Al-Tamimi
Newcastle University, UK
The aim of this paper is to examine the phonetic implementations of the voicing contrast
in Lebanese Arabic (LA) singleton and geminate plosives in medial position and their
implications for the phonological representation of voicing in LA. Geminates are known to
have a longer hold phase, which is typically accompanied by devoicing due to the
Aerodynamic Voicing Constraint [1]. They also exhibit a host of non-temporal manifestations
which share properties with fortis consonants, e.g. increase in f0 and F1 frequencies and H1H2 amplitude differences at the offset of the preceding vowel, and the opposite pattern for the
following vowel, potentially due to trochaic stress patterns [2]. These patterns are shared with
those in aspirating languages specifically in medial position [3-5]. But given that the voicing
contrast in Arabic stops is believed to be based on a true [voice] distinction, we set out to
investigate whether a closer look at the temporal and non-temporal properties of geminates in
LA can help us distinguish them from those of fortis plosives, teasing apart the effects of
laryngeal specifications from secondary tenseness in geminates.
Data from 20 LA speakers (10 males) were obtained for /b t tˤ d dˤ k/ in medial position in
five disyllabic structures: ˈCV1CV2(C); ˈCV:1CV2(C); ˈCV1C:V2(C); ˈCV:1C:V2;
CV1ˈC:V:2C). 18 different acoustic correlates were used in this study from temporal (e.g.,
closure phase, release phase split into burst and aspiration phases), to proportion of voicing in
the closure and release phase through an automated method in Praat, to non-temporal
correlates (e.g., intensity, f0, F1 and H1*- H2* at the offset of V1 and onset of V2 and
intensity at onset and offset of the release phase). A total of 32274 measurement points were
assessed via Linear Mixed Effects Modelling [6] (six fixed effects, crossed random effects)
and Random Forests via conditional inference trees [7] (z-scored predictors, conditional
variable importance scores).
The results showed that when compared to singletons, geminates had longer closure phase,
shorter V1 and longer V2 but, crucially, only the burst phase of the release was lengthened.
There was an increase in devoicing in C which had an impact on non-temporal correlates,
causing a decrease in intensity at V2 onset and edges of the release phase, and decreased f0
and F1 frequencies and H1*-H2* at V2 onset and an increase at V1 offset. Figure 1 (a) show
an example of the proportion of voicing as seen in the closure phase (CD) and the release
phase (Rel) according to the singleton vs geminates in both voiceless and voiced plosives.
The results clearly show a statistically significant increase in devoicing in voiceless
geminates compared to singletons. At the same time, voiced geminates had more devoicing
than voiced singletons.
Random Forests showed extremely high classification rates at 92.9%. Figure 1 (b) shows
the mean decrease in accuracy importance scores obtained through conditional permutations
of variable importance. The results point to the closure phase being primary and both V2 and
V1 being secondary. All remaining acoustic correlates are contributing to the contrast, but to
a lesser degree of importance (with the last three being non-significant). Our results match
those observed in fortis plosives but are different from those in true aspirating languages.
Gemination in LA shows some common correlates (mainly temporal) between voiceless
plosives and those found in true aspirated plosives, and tenseness as secondary correlate.
These results offer strong evidence for a distinction between the phonetic patterns of
languages with a true voice contrast and those with a spread glottis distinction, and highlight
the importance of looking at both temporal and non-temporal cues in both the closure phase
and the release.
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a)
b)
Figure 1: The proportion of voicelessness in the closure phase (CD) and the release phase
(Rel) according to the singleton and geminate contexts by the voicing state (a) and Mean
decrease in accuracy importance scores from Random Forests with the outcome singleton vs
geminate using the 18 z-scored predictors (b). V1 = preceding vowel; V2 = following vowel;
CD = closure phase; Rel = release phase; B = burst; Asp = Aspiration; On = onset; Of =
offset; Dur = absolute duration; Int = intensity
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Overt consequences of covert variability in coarticulation with /ɹ/
Bridget Smith, Jeff Mielke, and Jessica Hatcher
North Carolina State University
Covertly variable speech gestures, while not perceptible by themselves, have the potential
to induce acoustically detectable variability in coarticulated sounds. We hypothesize that this
source of interspeaker variation could lead to sound change. Here we investigate the effects
of coarticulation with /ɹ/, which is known to exhibit covert variability (e.g., [1]), including
bunched and retroflex tongue postures and various degrees of lip-rounding involved, ranging
from maximally rounded with compressed and protruded lip gestures, to a non-protruded,
fairly open rounding gesture. We identified several consonant variables associated with /ɹ/ in
a collection of 162 sociolinguistic interviews from Raleigh, North Carolina [2] and examined
articulatory variation in a pilot corpus of ultrasound and lip video from 28 additional talkers
drawn from the same community. Currently we are analyzing further articulatory data from
15 speakers drawn directly from the interview corpus (selected for their wide variation in the
variables of interest), plus 10 more speakers from the same population. This is to test whether
covert articulatory variability can account for observed acoustic variation.
Retraction of /stɹ/ and affrication and retraction of /tɹ/ and /dɹ/ has been increasing in
Raleigh over time (left three columns, Figure 1). We identified a subset of talkers with a very
high or very low center of gravity (COG) in these clusters, which we suspect will correlate
with less- and more-retracted tongue posture, respectively, so that we can see the early and
late stages of the change. Retraction in word-final /s z/ before /ɹ/ is diachronically stable
(4th column, Figure 1). The pilot articulatory data supports the idea that the changes in
progress are phonologized, while the stable cross-word-boundary variable is coarticulatory.
As shown in Figure 2, the data were analyzed using a Linear Discriminant Analysis of
ultrasound and face images, in order to quantify the articulatory similarity of coarticulated or
assimilated consonants to [ɹ] (a local coarticulation source) and postalveolar consonants [ʃ tʃ
dʒ] (which they may be more likely to resemble in a phonologized assimilation pattern).
The /s/ in /stɹ/ clusters resembles postalveolar consonants, not [ɹ], whereas word-final
sibilants before /r/ (/z#ɹ/) only show resemblance to [ɹ], especially in lip posture. /tɹ/’s
position in the upper right quadrant is consistent with being a phonologically affricated
allophone of /t/ that is coarticulated with [ɹ]. These data indicate that /stɹ/, /tɹ/, and /d ɹ/ are
phonologized in the (mostly young) pilot group. Retraction in /s z/ occurring across word
boundaries from /ɹ/ involve gestures more similar to /ɹ/ than to postalveolar consonants,
evidence that they are directly phonetically conditioned.
Two additional variables are examined in the current study. Flapping in /θɹ/ clusters:
Transition from an interdental to an /ɹ/ is highly idiosyncratic. The pilot data shows that
bunchers often develop an excrescent schwa transitioning between two very different tongue
postures, while those with a tip-up /ɹ/ can shift between gestures more quickly, sometimes
resulting in incidental tongue tip-alveolar ridge contact (a flap) during the interval between
the release of the dental constriction and the peak of the /ɹ/ gesture. /ɹ/-bunchers also produce
something flap-like when a brief excrescent schwa is followed by a very consonantal /ɹ/. We
selected talkers with both patterns for articulatory study. This is a stable, highly idiosyncratic
variable over time (5th column, Figure 1). "Bright" /kɹ/ and /ɡɹ/: We also examined acoustic
and articulatory differences in /kɹ/ and /ɡɹ/. If the rhotic and velar gestures overlap, both tipup and tip-down /ɹ/ condition a peak in frication/aspiration in the range of F2/F3, but
coarticulation conditioned by the retroflex may have an additional narrow-band midfrequency peak near F4, that sounds like a bright overtone. The /ɹ/ resulting from this
complex often has an identifiable F4, low, and widely spaced from F5, as observed by Zhou
et al. [3] for retroflex /ɹ/. The distribution of this variable also appears to be highly
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idiosyncratic, although it appears to be decreasing over time for male talkers in Raleigh (6 th
column, Figure 7).

Figure 1. Rate of change in overt coarticulatory patterns conditioned by covert articulatory
variability. Significant change over time for one or both genders is denoted by *.

Figure 2. Articulatory similarity of coarticulated/assimilated [s], [t], [z] to [ɹ] and
postalveolar consonants.
[1] Delattre, P., & Freeman, D. 1968. A dialect study of American r's by x-ray motion
picture. Linguistics, 44(8), 29-68.
[2] Dodsworth, R., & Kohn, M. 2012. Urban rejection of the vernacular: The SVS undone.
Language Variation and Change, 24(2), 221-245.
[3] Zhou, X., Espy-Wilson, C. Y., Tiede, M., & Boyce, S. (2007). An articulatory and
acoustic study of "retroflex" and "bunched" American English rhotic sound based on MRI.
INTERSPEECH 2007: Eighth Annual Conference of the International Speech
Communication Association, 54-57.
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Articulation and enhancement of fronted back vowels in American English
Jonathan Havenhill
Georgetown University
The fronting of the back vowels /u/ (GOOSE) and /oʊ/ (GOAT), and to a lesser extent /aʊ/
(MOUTH) and /ʊ/ (FOOT), is widespread in international varieties of English [1]–[5]. While
this shift has received a great deal of attention in the sociophonetic literature, articulatory
study is comparatively limited. Given that an increase in F2 can be the result of any gesture
that shortens the vocal tract, including tongue fronting or lip unrounding, it is unclear which
strategy speakers actually use. Impressionistic descriptions differ, such that the Californian
variant of /u/ has been described as “typically unrounded” [6] or “clearly more front and less
rounded” [7], but is transcribed by Eckert [8] as [y] or [ɪw], suggesting fronting without
unrounding or a retiming of the rounding gesture. Harrington et al. [9] demonstrate that
fronted /u/ in Southern Standard British English (SSBE) is produced as a high front round
vowel, while de Jong [10] argues that dialects of American English with fronted /u/ vary in
their articulation. De Jong proposes distinct representations for these variants in terms of
enhancement features [11,12], but shows that for Midwestern American English speakers
with canonical /u/, neither backing nor rounding is invariantly present.
This paper presents results from an articulatory study of back vowel fronting in two
varieties of American English. 28 speakers participated in the study, including 12 speakers (4
men, 8 women) from South Carolina and 16 speakers (8 women, 8 men) from coastal
Southern California. These regions were chosen because back vowel fronting in California is
a well-known and stereotypical component of the California Vowel Shift [8] and the
American South has received attention for exhibiting advanced fronting of both /u/ and /oʊ/
[1], [13], [14]. Data was collected on site in each of these locations.
Participants completed two tasks. In the first, speakers were asked to repeat a list of 203
monosyllabic words containing /i u ɪ ʊ eɪ oʊ ɑ ɔ/, with onset /p b t d s ʃ k g h/ and coda /# p t
k l/. Speakers produced three repetitions of each word at a normal speech rate, embedded in
the carrier phrase “say ___ again.” In the second task, participants were instructed to repeat a
subset of these words with emphasis placed on each word in the carrier phrase “I said targetx
and targety, not fillera and fillerb,” (e.g., “I said boop and soup, not deep and keep”).
Midsagittal ultrasound data were captured using a SonoSpeech Micro ultrasound system with
a 20mm 2–4 MHz transducer at an average frame rate of 84 frames per second (fps). The
transducer was fixed with a stabilizing headset. Simultaneous audio and high-speed lip video
(120 fps on the coronal plane, 60 fps on the sagittal plane) were also recorded.
Representative ultrasound data from a speaker of Southern California English are
presented in Figure 1. Preliminary results show that speakers of both dialects consistently
employ lip rounding in their productions of fronted /u/ in normal speech and that the typical
tongue position for /u/ is more front than that of /ɪ/ and nearly as front as /i/, as observed in
Figure 1a. This result suggests that speakers of these varieties of American English
distinguish /u/ from /i/ primarily in terms of the feature [round]. In careful speech, however,
speakers vary in their production strategies. While some speakers enhance the /i/-/u/ contrast
through diphthongization or increased tongue backing, others enhance the contrast with
increased lip rounding and no significant change in tongue position. The speaker in Figure 1b
produces /u/ in careful speech with a lower tongue position, associated with an observed
increase in F1. The results of this study therefore suggest that speakers of American English
rely on [round] as a distinctive feature for the /i/-/u/ contrast, but vary in whether [back] is
specified as an enhancement feature. In addition, the assertion that fronted /u/ is unround is
not supported; as in SSBE [9], the fronting of /u/ in American English is primarily the result
of tongue repositioning rather than lip unrounding.
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(a) Mean tongue contours for /i ɪ u o/ as
produced in normal speech.

(b) Mean tongue contours for /i u/ as
produced in normal speech and with
emphasis.
Figure 1. Mean tongue contours for speaker Cal013. Tongue front is to the left.
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Stressed vowel durational variations and articulatory cohesiveness: Italian data
Chiara Meluzzi1, Chiara Celata2, Chiara Bertini2
1
Università di Pavia, 2Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa
Italian notoriously shows an allophonic contrast between short and long vowels in stressed
syllables. The process is generally said to be governed by syllable structure: tonic vowels in
open syllables are allophonically long, whereas in closed syllables they are short. In postgenerative frameworks, open syllable lengthening (OSL) is interpreted as a repair strategy to
prevent light stressed syllables (e.g. [4]). The observation of scalar compression effects of
tonic penults in closed syllables has questioned the traditional analysis, and lead different
scholars to postulate that additional or alternative factors are involved in predicting vowel
length in Italian. For instance, the duration of the tonic vowel is correlated with the duration
of the following consonantal interval regardless of whether it is phonologically tautosyllabic
(e.g., /papra/) or heterosyllabic (e.g., /parpa/; [5, 1, 2]). These effects (also attested in
phonotactically similar languages, [5]: 96) apparently reduce the predictiveness of the moraic
account and question whether stressed vowel duration in Italian is better predicted by the
phonological syllable or by compensatory effects within the rhythmical syllable.
This study adds another piece of evidence to the debate by looking at articulatory (UTI)
data in addition to acoustic ones. The purpose was to ascertain whether the rhythmic patterns
referred to in acoustic studies are grounded in the coordination patterns of vocalic and
consonantal gestures. Acoustic and UTI data were collected from 10 Tuscan Italian speakers;
acoustic data were collected from additional 20 subjects with the same anagraphical and
sociolinguistic characteristics. Paroxytone disyllables with different syllabic structures were
analyzed, in which consonants were either intervocalic onsets (CVCV, e.g, /'bata/), geminates
(CVC:V, e.g. /'bat:a/), tautosyllabic clusters (CVCRV, R = /r/; e.g. /'patron/) or
heterosyllabic clusters (CVCNV, N = a nasal, a sibilant or a stop; e.g. /'batman/). Acoustic
and articulatory analyses were performed. In the acoustic analysis we measured the duration
of the stressed V (VDUR) and of the following consonantal interval (CDUR). The articulatory
analysis aimed to measure the degree of anticipation (ANT) of the apical gesture during the
production of the stressed vowel, regardless of the duration of the vowel itself. Bigger ANT
values were interpreted as increased cohesiveness between segments. For the calculation of
ANT, velocity of tongue tip displacement was measured on one anterior fan line [6]; the time
point at which velocity exceeded a threshold of 15% of maximum velocity was taken as the
onset of the apical gesture of the C; the interval between the beginning of the acoustic V and
the beginning of the apical gesture was calculated, and divided by the duration of the acoustic
V. Regression models were run with VDUR and ANT as dependent factors; CDUR,
phonological structure (CVCV, CVC:V, CVCRV, CVCNV), consonant (/t/, /d/), word
frequency and average phonotactic probabilities as independent factor; word and subject as
random factors.
The results show that, for acoustic data, changes in CDUR overall predict significant
variations in VDUR, but this scalar effect is stronger with /d/ than with /t/, where phonological
structure outperforms CDUR. For articulatory data, changes in CDUR significantly predicted
variations in ANT, albeit differently for /t/ and /d/. In fact, the apical gestures for /t/ starts
earlier in CVCRV than in CVCV, although in both cases /t/s are onsets of the following
syllable; the apical gesture for /d/ begins earlier in CVC:V than in CVCNA, although both are
syllable codas. Word frequency and phonotactic probabilities did not influence the results.
We discuss the results with reference to the scalar vs. categorical nature of OSL in Italian
and to possible interactions between long timescale rhythmic vowel-consonant coordination
and short timescale articulatory gesture coordination (e.g. [7]).
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fan 11

tongue root

tongue tip

Figure 1. Example of calculation of degree of cohesiveness between the tonic vowel and
the following consonant (ANT). Left: identification of the relevant UTI fan line along which
tongue vertical displacement is measured to identify tongue tip gesture during VC
production. Right: identification of tongue tip gesture onset (Art1) and target (Art2) based on
velocity of tongue tip vertical displacement.

[1] Celata, C. & Mairano, P. (2014) On the timing of V-to-V intervals in Italian: A review, and
some new hypothesis. Revista de Filología Románica 31, 37-53.
[2] Farnetani, E. & Kori, S. (1986) Effects of Syllable and Word Structure on Segmental
Durations in Spoken Italian. Speech Communication 5,17-34.
[3] Kenstowicz, M. (2017) A note on the phonology and phonetics of CR, RC, and SC
consonant clusters in Italian. Wellington Working Papers in Linguistics 23: 87-100.
[4] Krämer, M. (2009) Phonology. Oxford: Oxford Univerity press.
[5] McCrary, K. (2003) Reassessing the role of the syllable in Italian phonology. UCLA, PhD
dissertation.
[6] Strycharczuk, P. & Scobbie, J. M. (2015) Velocity measures in ultrasound data: Gestural
timing of post-vocalic /l/ in English. Proceedings of the 18th International Congress of
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[7] Tilsen, S. (2009) Multitime Scale Dynamical Interactions Between Speech Rhythm and
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Aerodynamic and Articulatory Study of the Anterior and the Posterior Nasal
Diphthongs in Brazilian Portuguese
Rita Demasi*, Didier Demolin*.
New Sorbonne Nouvelle*
This is an innovative study that combines Emma and Aerodynamics to analysis the
nasalized diphthongization in Brazilian Portuguese. This is an important topic to the
phonetics and phonology field. This is an opportunity to answer some questions that
have not been answered, even though these sounds have largely been studied. These
sounds are complex and quite rare in natural languages. But, they are frequent in
Portuguese languages. This is a characteristic that distinguishes the Portuguese from
other Romance languages [1]. Our aim is to understand the general features of the
articulatory production, using the nasal and nasalized diphthongs from Brazilian
Portuguese (BP) phonological inventory. We will show the relation between the nasal
airflow variation and tongue and velum movement. We set an oral-nasal corpus to
demonstrate the nasal coupling in Paulistano dialect, spoken in the city of São Paulo.
This corpus contrasts the real nasal diphthong /ãw̃ / with the oral counterpart /aw/. The
nasal vowel /ẽ/, phonetically diphthongized as [ẽȷ]̃ , contrasting with the oral
diphthong /ej/. All words are from the dictionary. They are a CVG and a CṼG̃
sequence: [paw] vs [pãw̃ ]; [saw] vs [sãw̃ ]; [maw] vs [mãw̃ ]; [taw] vs [tãw̃ ]; [kaw] vs
[kãw̃ ]; [tẽȷ]̃ vs [dej]; [sẽȷ]̃ vs [sej]; [nẽȷ]̃ vs [nej]; [hẽȷ]̃ vs [hej] and [bẽȷ]̃ vs [lej]. The
words were recorded in a carry sentence: [dʒigʊ__todʊ dʒiɐ]. Each sentence was
repeated 5 times. We recorded 6 speakers to the aerodynamic study and 2 speakers to
the articulatory study, due to the high difficult to collect data. All subjects are native
speaker around thirty years old. The aerodynamic data was collected using a portable
EVA 2. The articulatory data was collected using the EMA 2D. The both systems
sync the acoustical signal. The oral airflow was registered with a flexible silicone
mask attached to the speaker face, that was covering the mouth. The nasal airflow was
recorded with two silicone tubes that were fixed to the speaker nostril. We use the
Signal Explorer software to extract the follow parameters: the airflow, the volume and
the duration. The articulatory movements were recorded through Emma device. The
pellets are placed along the mid-sagittal line. They were glued approximately 1,5 cm2
from each other. The pellet on the velum has 1,2 cm2 approximately from the pallet on
the tongue dorsum. The pellets attached on the speaker were: tongue tip, tongue
blade, tongue dorsum, tongue back and velum, nose, the upper incisors and lower
incisors. All the parameters were extracted from the spatiotemporal variation on the
tongue and velum displacement, in the x-y axes (cm2). The data were extracted from
the TRAP homemade software [2]. The results show that the nasal diphthongization is
produced by a global synchronic set (figure 1) with a gestural co-articulation that
actives the tongue/velum movement in different phases. The gestures of the tongue
have two targets of different degrees of height and place (c, d, e and f). In the nasal
cases, they are [+high]. The velum has one target, with an onset and an offset well
delimited [± open] (figure 1-b). The aerodynamics data show how the nasal glide
constriction contributes to create a high nasal airflow (e). This nasal airflow peak
appeared in 83%, changing the spectral properties of the sound. The emerging of a
homorganic nasal appendix suggests an overshoot (figure 3-i). This new segment has
the same articulation zone from the vowel, velar or palatal, but is higher than the oral
vowel and the glide. This results in total oral closure, letting the airflow pass only
through the nasal cavity.
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Articulatory and acoustic variation in the realization of Polish retroflexes
Łukasz Mik1 , Anita Lorenc2, & Daniel Pape3 & Marzena Żygis4
1
State Higher Vocational School, Tarnów, 2University of Warsaw, 3McMaster University,
Hamilton, 4Leibniz-Centre General Linguistics & Humboldt University, Berlin
Traditionally, Polish postalveolar sibilants were described as palatoalveolars /ʃ, tʃ, ʒ, dʒ/
([1]). However, recent research has revealed that the sounds are rather retroflexes from both
acoustic ([2]) and articulatory point of view ([3], [4]), concluding that Polish sibilants are
produced with tongue tip posture and can be characterized as retroflexes based on the tongue
tip orientation.
Since the conclusion was mainly drawn on the tongue tip characteristics [3], we aim to
gather more articulatory evidence regarding the whole tongue shape and additional
articulators, i.e., jaw, lips. The second aim of the current study is to further examine the
relationship between articulation and acoustics, based on previous findings (see [5]) according
to which acoustic spectra of Polish retroflex voiceless sibilants show an additional major
spectral peaks around 7kHz that cannot be explained by front or back cavity resonances.
However, in a previous articulatory synthesis modelling study ([5] based on [6]) it was shown
that horizontal lip protrusion, but not lip spreading, induced a second major peak in the
acoustic spectrum around 7kHz. With the present dataset we aim to verify whether the
articulatory synthesis modelling would match real world articulatory lip data.
In order to examine the outlined research questions we conducted a study with 20
rigorously selected speakers of Standard Polish. The data were obtained by means of
articulography (Carstens AG500) combined with acoustic recordings and three Point Grey
cameras. The EMA sensors were placed on the tongue (tongue tip (TT), tongue front (TF),
tongue dorsum (TD), tongue back (TB), lips (upper lip (UL), lower lip (LL)), and jaw (J), and
three reference sensors for movement correction (see fig.1). Our material consisted of three
syllabic words with retroflexes ([ɖ͡ʐ, ʐ, ͡ʈʂ, ʂ]) appearing intervocalically in [a] context in
word-medial stressed position, e.g. kaszalot [kaʂalɔt] “cachalot”. For comparative analysis,
words with the voiceless dental plosive in the same context were also used, e.g. latarka
[latarka] “torch”.
Our results reveal that all speakers (with one exception), show a higher position of TT in
the production of retroflex consonants compared to [t] (e.g. mean difference tongue tip
elevation is 2.73 mm for [ʂ] compared to [t]). Furthermore, all speakers retract the back of the
tongue (TB) in the production of retroflex sibilants compared to [t] (mean: 7.79 mm). Finally,
all speakers display greater distance between TT and jaw in the case of retroflex sibilants
compared to [t] (e.g. 15.69 mm for [ʂ], see fig.2). The obtained results reveal both inter- and
intraspeaker variability in the place of articulation of Polish retroflex sibilants being either
alveolar or postalveolar. There were also differences in the tongue shape ranging from
completely flat to slightly concave (e.g. [ʂ] mean 0.98 mm) to slightly convex (e.g. [ʂ] mean:
0.78 mm). Speakers also show different degrees of jaw lowering.
To answer the second research question, we used the relative UL and LL lip position
(horizontal, vertical, Euclidean) in order to measure the absolute lip gesture amplitude for
each speaker with respect to a ‘neutral lip position’. These relative lip values were then
correlated with the magnitude of the second major spectral peak in the acoustic spectra at
various timepoints (see fig. 3). Our results show that (1) very strong inter-speaker and intraspeaker variation in lip movement during sibilant production is found, (2) all correlations
between articulation (relative lip movement) and acoustics (second spectral peak) are rather
weak and not significant and that (3) variation is not substantial comparing the spectra at the
acoustic midpoint with the 25% and 75% sibilant duration timepoint.
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Figure 1. Articulatory and camera sensor placement for the recording setup.

Figure 2. Palate tracing and EMA sensors positioning at the moment of minimum velocity (MinVEL) reached by
the tongue sensors (TT, TF, TD, TB) in the nuclear phase of consonant [ʂ] (red line) and [t] (black line) for
speaker F10 and differences in sensor position (TT [ʂ] – TT [t] green arrow, TT [ʂ] – J [ʂ ] blue arrow, TB [ʂ] –
TB [t] yellow arrow.

Figure 3: Mean acoustic spectrum (all speakers) at the acoustic midpoint (black line), the acoustic 25% point of
sibilant duration (magenta line) and the 75% (green line) of the sibilant [ʂ] (target word kaszaki [kaʂaki]).

[1] Jassem, W. 2003. Ilustration of the IPA: Polish. JIPA, 33(1), 103–107.
[2] Żygis, M., Pape, D. & L. Jesus. 2012. (Non)retroflex Slavic affricates and their
motivation. Evidence from Czech and Polish. JIPA 42. 281-329.
[3] Bukmaier, V., & Harrington, J. 2016. The articulatory and acoustic characteristics of
Polish sibilants and their consequences for diachronic change. JIPA, 46(3), 311–329.
[4] Hamann, S. 2003. The Phonetics and Phonology of Retroflexes. Utrecht: LOT.
[5] Pape, D., & Żygis M. 2016. The puzzle of two major spectral peaks in Polish sibilants:
Acoustic Analysis and Articulatory Synthesis. Poster presented at the Satellite
Workshop on “Dynamics and Representation of Turbulent Sounds. Laboratory
Phonology Conference 15, Cornell University.
[6] Birkholz, P. 2014. Enhanced area functions for noise source modeling in the vocal tract.
Proceedings of the 10th International Seminar on Speech Production, Cologne.
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LabPhon16 Satellite meeting

D. H. Whalen

June 19, 11:00 - 13:30, Room 10.1

City University of New York/Haskins
Laboratories/Yale University

Articulatory data can provide evidence for phonological
analysis that is missing or poorly represented in
transcriptional and acoustic data. Ultrasound imaging is
increasingly common, but its potential, limitations and
interpretation may be unfamiliar to some. This tutorial will
provide an introduction to ultrasound imaging, the use of
ultrasound with special populations to examine development
and impairment, and the increasing potential of 3D real-time
ultrasound. A survey of some phonological issues that have
been addressed will be presented, and two hands-on
sessions will allow attendees to try the technique and to
discuss what ultrasound evidence might bring to their
research.

Program
11:00-11:30. Ultrasound in Phonology – Doug Whalen
11:30-12:00. Hands-on Session
12:00-12:30. Ultrasound for Young Children – Aude Noiray
12:30-13:00. Hands-on Session
13:00-13:30. 3D/4D Ultrasound – Steven M. Lulich

http://labphon16.labphon.org/se-02.html
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Aude Noiray
University of Potsdam

Steven M. Lulich
Indiana University

LabPhon16 Satellite meeting
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June 19, 14:00 - 18:00, Amphitheater II

Sun-Ah Jun

This Symposium is to honor Mary Beckman’s contribution to the field of
Laboratory Phonology. Mary Beckman, together with John Kingston, organized
the first conference in Laboratory Phonology in 1987 and has been a driving force
in moving the discipline forward through her research and teaching as well as

UCLA
Ken de Jong
Indiana University

being involved in the Association for Laboratory Phonology. There will be eleven
talks and commentary, covering the span of over 30 years of research in the field,
beginning with research leading up to the first conference. Eleven talks and
several personal speeches and video greetings will be presented by Mary
Beckman’s former students and collaborators.

Program
[Types of intervention: T(alk), S(peech) and V(ideo greetings)]

14:00 - 14:05

Sun-Ah Jun & Ken de Jong
Introduction

14:05 - 14:10

S: Bob Ladd (Univ. of Edinburgh)

14:10 - 14:25

T: Janet Pierrehumbert (University of Oxford)
Abstraction and Generalization in Autosegm ental-M etrical phonology

14:25 - 14:40

T: Stefanie Shattuck-Hufnagel (MIT)
The Beckman Bonus

14:40 - 14:55

T: Jonathan Harrington (University of Munich)
Coarticulation and hypoarticulation in m odels of sound change

14:55 - 15:00

V: Kikuo Maekawa (NINJAL, Tokyo) & Sook-hyang Lee (Wonkwang Univ., Korea)

15:00 - 15:15

Break

15:15 - 15:20

S: Ken de Jong (Indiana University)

15:20 - 15:35

T: Ben Munson (Univ. of Minnesota) & Jan Edwards (Univ. of Maryland)
Types of Abstraction in Phonological Acquisition

15:35 - 15:50

T: Patrick Reidy (University of Texas, Dallas)
Using socio-auditory m anifolds to characterize consonant contrasts in
preschool-aged children
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15:50 - 16:05

T: Grant McGuire (UC Santa Cruz) & Maho Morimoto (US Santa Cruz)
Geminating liquids in Japanese

16:05 - 16:20

T: Jeff Holliday (Korea Univ.)
The Korean alveolopalatals you've probably never heard of

16:20 - 16:30

V: Stefanie Jannedy (ZAS Berlin), Helena Riha (Oakland Univ.) & Fangfang Li
(University of Lethbridge, Canada)

16:30 - 16:45

Break

16:45 - 16:50

S: Hélène Loevenbruck (Université Grenoble)

16:50 - 17:05

T: Julia Hirschberg (Columbia Univ.)
Predicting Prosodic Assignment from Text: TTS and ToBI

17:05 - 17:20

T: Janet Fletcher (Univ. of Melbourne)
Parsing prosody - perspectives from Australian and Oceanic languages

17:20 - 17:35

T: Keith Johnson (UC Berkeley)
Vocal tract length norm alization: a neural approach

17:35 - 17:50

T: Mariapaola D’Imperio (Aix Marseille U.), Pauline Welby (LPL, CNRS), et al.
M cCartney (1970), a new interpretation

17:50 - 17:55

S: Sun-Ah Jun (UCLA)

17:55 - 18:00

Conclusion

http://labphon16.labphon.org/se-01.html
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Lorenzo Spreafico

June 23, 09:00 - 12:30, Room Mapoteca B2
Articulatory data are critical to our understanding of speech
production, but investigating the vocal tract is a challenging
task because the articulators differ widely in their anatomy
and physiology. In recent times, engineering physics and
biomedical engineering have been revolutionizing the way
we record, visualize, and measure the function of some
organs of the human body using, for example,
photoacoustic imaging or microwave tomography.
However, most novel methods and technologies in medical
imaging are not designed with the investigation of the
speech organs in mind. The workshop aims at closing this
gap, and gathers scientists from different research areas in
order to create a synergy on new techniques and tools for
the visual representations of the vocal tract and the
dynamics of articulators, as well as the detection of speech
signals.

ALPS, Alpine Laboratory of Phonetic
Sciences, Free University of Bozen Bolzano

Michael Pucher
ARI, Acoustics Research Institute, Austrian
Academy of Sciences

Alessandro Vietti
ALPS, Alpine Laboratory of Phonetic
Sciences, Free University of Bozen Bolzano

Program
09:00

Lorenzo Spreafico, Michael Pucher, Alessandro Vietti
Introduction

09:15

Christopher Carignan, Philip Hoole, Esther Kunay, Marianne Pouplier, Jonathan Harrington,
Jens Frahm
Using functional mixed modeling to identify spatial regions of vocal tract variation

09:45

Conceição Cunha, Samuel Silva, António Teixeira, Catarina Oliveira, Paula Martins,
Jens Frahm, Arun Joseph
Analysis of nasal vowels and diphthongs in European Portuguese

10:15

Rebecca Mental, Greg Lee, Holle Carey, Jennell Vick
Seeing is Treating: 3D Electromagnetic midsagittal articulography visual biofeedback
for the remediation of residual speech errors
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10:45

Break

11:00

Jalal Al-Tamimi
A Generalised Additive Modelling approach to ultrasound tongue surface: Quantifying
retraction in Levantine Arabic back consonants

11:30

Hyunsoon Kim, Shinji Maeda, Kiyoshi Honda, Lise Crevier-Buchman
External photoglottography, intra-oral air pressure, airflow and acoustic data for
the Korean fricatives /s, s’/

12:00

Stefano Coretta
Quantifying vocal fold activity: Two new methods for analysing electroglottographic
data

http://labphon16.labphon.org/se-04.html
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Ioana Chitoran

June 23, 09:00 - 12:30, Amphitheater II

Université Paris Diderot & ClillacARP

Michela Russo
The workshop addresses the following questions: How are
Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3 &
phonotactic representations built? What are they composed of?
UMR 7023 CNRS Paris 8
What is the role of phonotactics in the transmission of linguistic
information? Combining short presentations and interactive working
sessions, we focus on four aspects:
- typology
- evolution
- cross-language perception-production effects
- the role of different levels of linguistic structure in phonotactic
representation
Setting aside the issue of sonority, our goal is to address the nature
and structure of phonotactic representations by assessing the
relevance of the four aspects, putting together current knowledge
we have about them, and setting new directions for research.

Program
Part 1
We will start with individual contributions, which will address the topics of the workshop. The
presentations will be grouped together by topic. At the end of each topic there will be a question
period.
1. TYPOLOGY AND EVOLUTION TOTAL TIME: 40’
9:00 - 9:10

Shelece Easterday
Syllable typology and syllable-based typologies: Findings from the extremes
of phonotactic complexity
Laboratoire Dynamique Du Langage (CNRS & Université de Lyon 2)
shelece.easterday@cnrs.fr

9:10 - 9:20

Geoffrey Schwartz
Towards a typology of consonant synchronicity
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań
geoff@wa.amu.edu.pl

9:20 - 9:30

Péter Rebrus1 & Péter Szigetvári2
Gradual phonotactics
1
Research Institute for Linguistics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
2
Eötvös Loránd University
rebrus@nytud.hu ; szigetvari@elte.hu
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9:30 – 9:40 10 min for questions
2. PERCEPTION-PRODUCTION DYNAMICS TOTAL TIME: 65’
9:40 - 9:50

Matthew Masapollo, Jennifer Segawa1,2, Mona Tong1 , & Frank Guenther1,3
Evidence for the consonant cluster as a basic unit of speech motor sequencing
1
Department of Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences, Boston University
2
Departments of Neuroscience and Biology, Stonehill College
3
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Boston University
mmasapol@bu.edu ; jsegawa@stonehill.edu ; monatong44@gmail.com;
guenther@bu.edu

9:50 - 10:00

Pierre Hallé
Perceptually repairing illegal clusters: Is there an early faithful representation?
CNRS UMR 7018 Laboratoire de Phonétique et Phonologie, Paris 3, Sorbonne Nouvelle
pierre.halle@univ-paris3.fr

10:00 - 10:10

Yueh-chin Chang & Feng-fan Hsieh
Variation in responses to conflicting targets in the Mandarin VN rimes
National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan
ycchang@mx.nthu.edu.tw ; ffhsieh@mx.nthu.edu.tw

10:10 - 10:20

Steven Alcorn and Rajka Smiljanic
Unlearning to perceive and produce epenthetic vowels:
the case of L1 Brazilian Portuguese/L2 English sequential bilinguals
The University of Texas at Austin
steven.alcorn@utexas.edu ; rajka@austin.utexas.edu

10:20 - 10:30

Ela Portnoy & Elinor Payne
The role of phonotactics and lexicality on the perception of intrusive vowels
University of Oxford
elinor.payne@phon.ox.ac.uk

10:30 - 10:45 15 min for questions (1:45 into the workshop)
10:45 – 11:05 POSTERS and BREAK Total time: 55’

(2:05 into the workshop)

3. BEYOND PHONOLOGY TOTAL TIME: 55’
11:05 - 11:15

Laura Dilley
The role of distal suprasegmental rate and rhythm in phonotactic
parsing of speech
Dept. of Communicative Sciences and Disorders, Michigan State University
idilley@msu.edu

11:15 - 11:25

Boyd Michailovsky
Syllable boundary displacement in Limbu verb-stem alternations
Lacito, CNRS, and LabEx Empirical Foundations of Linguistics, France
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boyd.michailovsky@gmail.com
11:25 - 11:35

Chiara Celata1, Giulia Bracco2
Probabilistic phonotactics in visual word recognition within and
across morphological boundaries
1
Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa
2
Università di Salerno

11:35 - 11:45

Donald Gong
Grammaticality and lexical statistics in Chinese unnatural
phonotactics
University of Kansas
gong@ku.edu

11:45 - 12:00 15 min for questions
(3h into the workshop)
Part 2
12:00 - 12:20 (20 min)
We will split into small working groups, mixing the topics within each group. Each group will propose up
to three research questions.
12:20 – 12:30 (10 min)
All the participants together will agree on a final list of research questions, considered crucial for new
directions of further study.

http://labphon16.labphon.org/se-03.html
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June 23, 09:00 - 12:30, Room 5.2

Scott Seyfarth
Ohio State University

Message-oriented accounts of phonetic and phonological
variation propose that speakers expend resources in order to
increase phonetic robustness when their intended message is
unpredictable. Within this general framework, predictability is
operationalized in diverse and sometimes imprecise ways. This
workshop has presentations focusing on how predictability can
be assessed, and how different formulations lead to different
quantifiable expectations about communicative behavior and
phonological patterns. The presentations are followed by a
roundtable discussion on defining and measuring predictability
in phonological research.

Elizabeth Hume
Ohio State University

Program
09:00

Workshop introduction

09:05

U. Cohen Priva & E. Gleason
The indirect effect of low information content on lenition processes

09:25

C. Cohen & M. Carlson
Emergent and categorical differences between English nouns and verbs

09:45

D. Hashimoto
Effects of social message predictability on probabilistic reduction

10:05

Break

10:10

A. Wedel & A. Ussishkin
Phonological grammars evolve to preserve information at word beginnings
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10:35

M. Bell, S. Ben Hadia, & I. Plag
Predictability and boundary strength in English compound nouns

10:55

K. Franich
Coordinative mode, phasing, and predictability across languages

11:15

A. Kilpatrick, S. Kawahara, R. Bundgaard-Nielsen, B. Baker, & J. Fletcher
Japanese perceptual epenthesis is modulated by transitional probability

11:35

Break

11:45

Roundtable introduction

11:55

Roundtable discussion:
Defining and measuring predictability

12:30

Workshop ends

http://labphon16.labphon.org/se-05.html
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Exhibitors
The LabPhon16 Organizing Committee would like thank participating publishers
and companies.
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